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BOOK I.

CHAPTER I. "A fruit," replied his father; "and to
judge by its scales it ought to be akin to the

THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT. fir.cones._

N the shadow of a mighty rock sat Wil- "It does not look like a cone; why it is
helm, at a gloomy and striking spot, round."

where the steep mountain-path turned sharply "Let us ask the huntsmen: they know the
round a corner, and rapidly wound down whole forest and all sorts of fruits; theyknow
into the chasm below. The sun was still high, how to sow, to plant, and to wait; then they
and illuminated the tops of the firs in the let the stems grow and become as big as they
rocky valleys at his feet. He was just enter- can."
mg something in his memorandum-book, "The hunters know everything; yesterday
when Felix, who had been clambering about, the postman showed me where a stag had
came up to him with a stone in his hand. crossed the road; he called me back and
"What do they call this stone?" said the made me observe the track, as he called it. I
boy. had jumped across it, but now I saw plainly a

"I do not know," replied Wilhelm. pair of claws printed; it must have been a
"Is it gold that sparkles so in it?" said the big stag."

former. "I heard how you were questioning the
"Nothing of the kind !" replied the other; postman."

"and now I remember that people call it "He knew a great deal, and yet he is not
' cats'-gold.' "* a huntsman. But I want to be a huntsman.

"Cats'-gold !" said the boy, laughing; It is glorious to be the whole day in the forest,
"why?" and to listen to the birds, to know their names

"Probably because it is false, and because and where their nests are; how to take the
cats are thought to be false." eggs or the young ones; how to feed them,

"I will remember that," said his son, and and when to catch the old ones: all this is so
put the stone into his leathern wallet; but at splendid!"
the same time pulled out something else, and Scarcely had this been said, when there ap-
asked, "' What is this?" peared coming down the rugged path an un-

usual phenomenon. Two boys, beautiful as
*A eommon name for the mineral mica. the day, in colored tunics, which one might
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rather have taken for small shirts girt up, "Iwill speak to them," answered WilheLm.
sprang down one after the other; and Wil- He found them at a place where the road
helm found an opportunity of inspecCting was less precipitous, and he devoured with his
them more closely, as they faltered before eyes the wonderful forms which had so much
him, and for a moment stood still. Around attracCted his attention. But there were one
the head of the elder one waved an abund- or two other special circumstances, which be-
ance of fair locks, which one must needs see fore now it had not been possible for him to
first on looking at him ; and next his light- observe. "'
blue eyes attraEted the glance which lost itself The young and active man h_td in fac_ an
with pleasure in his beautiful figure. The adze on his shoulder, and a long, thin, iron
second, who looked more like a friend than a measuring-square.
brother, was adorned with smooth brown hair, The children carried tall bunches of 15ul-
which hung down over his shoulders, and the rushes, as if they were palms; and if from
refle_ion of which seemed to mirror itself in this point of view they resembled angels, on
his eyes. the other hand they dragged along small

Wilhelm had not time to contemplate more baskets with eatables, and in this resembled
closely these two extraordinary, and in such a the daily messengers, such as are accustomed
wildernes_ quite unexpe6ted beings, when he to go to and fro across the mountain. The
heard a manly voice shouting down in a per- mother, too, when he looked at her more
emptory yet kindly manner from behind the closely, had beneath her blue mantle a reddish
corner of the rock: "Why are you standing delicately-tinted under-garment, so that our
still ? Do not stop the way for us!" friend, with astonishment, was fain to find the

Wilhelm looked up; and if the children Flight into Egypt, which he had so often seen
had caused him to wonder, what now met his painted, actually here before his eyes.
eyes filled him with astonishment. A strong They greeted one another; and whilst Wil-
and vigorous, but not too tall, young man, helm, what with astonishment and absorption,
lightly clad, with brown complexion and black could not utter a single word, the young man
hair, stepped firmly yet carefully down the said :
rocky path, leading after him a donkey, which "Our children have already made friends
first displayed its own sleek and well-trimmed just now. Will you come with us, that we
head, and then the beautiful burden which it maysee whether the grown-up people maynot
carried. A gentle, lovable woman was sitting come to an understanding too."
in a large finely-mounted saddle; within a Wilhelm bethought himself a little, and
blue mantle, which was wrapped round her, then replied:
she held a lately-born infant, which she "The sight of your littlefamilyprocession
pressed to her bosom and regarded with in- inspires confidence and kindliness, _ I--I
describable love. The same thing occurred may as well confess it at once---no less curl-
to the guide as to the children: he hesitated osity, and a lively desire to know more of you.
for a moment when he saw Wilhelm. The For at the first moment one might almost ask
animal slackened its pace, but the descent was one's self whether you axe real travellers, or
too steep--the passers-by could not stop, and only spirits who take a pleasure in animating
Withelm with wonder saw them disappear be- this inhospitable mountain with pleasant
hind the proje&ing wall of rock. visions."

Nothing was more natural, than that this "Then come with us to our dwelling,"
unwonted sight should snatch him from his said the other.
meditations. He stood up in curiosity and "Come along!" shouted the children, al-
looked down from his place into the depth to ready dragging Felix along with them.
see whether they would not somewhere or "Come _/ith us!" said the lady, turning
other come into sight again. And he was her amiable kindly look from her babe to-
just on the point of descending himself to wards the stranger.
greet these strange wanderers, when Felix Without hesitation, Wilhelm said :
came up and said: "'I am sorry that I cannot follow you ira-

'"Father, may I not go with these children mediately. This night at least I must pass at
to their house? They want to take me with the frontier-house above. My wallet, papers
them. You must come too, the man said to and everything axe still lying up there un-
me. Come ! They are waiting down yonder." packed and unattended to. But, that I may
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show myself ready and willing to do justice to more easily downwards. But over there I
yourr kind invitation, I will hand you over my fear that a partition wall is placed against im-
Felix as a pledge. To-morrow I shall be with agination and feeling. Yet that is perhaps
you. How far is it from here?" only a premature anxiety; for there, too, it

"Before sunset we shall reach our dwel- will very likely not be otherwise than it is
ling," said the carpenter, "and from the here.
frontier-house it will be only an hour and a "What could separate me from thee--from
half more for you. Your boy will augment thee, to whom I am destined for ever, al-
our family fQr this night; to-morrow we shall though a wondrous fate keeps me from thee,
expe_ you." and unexpectedly shuts to me the heaven to

The man and the beast set thdmselves in which I was standing so near! I had time to
motion. Wilhelm with visible pleasure saw collect myself, and yet no time would have
his Felix in such good company; he could sufficed to give me this self-possession, if I
compare him with the dear little angels, from had not won it from thy month, from flay lips,
whom he differed so markedly. For his years in that decisive moment. How should I have
he was not tall, but robust, with a broad chest been able to tear myself away, if the Jude-
and strong shoulders. In his nature there structible thread had not been spun, which is
was a peculiar mixture of authority and to unite us for time and eternity.
obedience; he had already laid hold of a "Still, I ought not indeed to speak of all
palm-branch and a little basket, whereby he this. I will not transgress thy tender com-
seemed to express both. The procession was mands. Upon this summit let it be for the
already on the point of disappearing a second last time that I utter before thee the word,
time round a rocky wall, when Wilhelm col- separation. My life shall become a journey.
led'ted himself, and shouted after them: I have to discharge the traveller's special du-

"But how shall I inquire for you?" ties, and to undergo tests of a peculiar kind.
"Only ask for St. Joseph's!" rang from How often I smile when I read through the

the depth, and the whole vision had disap- rules which my craft has prescribed for me,
peared behind the blue walls of shadow. A and those which [ myself have made ! Much
solenm religious hymn, sung in parts, arose has been observed and much transgressed; but
and died away in the distance, and Wilhelm even at the transgression, this sheet, this wit-
thought that he distinguished the voice of his hess to my last confession, my last absolution,
Felix. serves me instead of an admonishing con-

He mounted upwards, and in so doing re- science, and I make a fresh start. I am on
tarded for himself the sunset. The star of my guard, and my errors no longer rush, like
heaven which he had lost more than once, mountain torrents, one upon the top of the
shone on him again as he ascended higher, other.
an( °_ was still day when he arrived at his "Still, I will willingly confess to you, that
lodging. Once more he gladdened himself I often admire those teachers and leaders of
with the grand mountain view, and then with- men who only impose on their disciples out-
drew to his chamber, where he at once seized ward mechanical duties. They make the
a pen, and spent a part of the night in writing, thing easy to themselves and to the world.

For just this part of my obligations, which
WILHELUTONATALIA. formerly seemed to me the most arduous andthe most wonderful--this I observe most con-

"Now at last is the summit reached--the veniently and most pleasantly.
heights of the mountain chain which will set "I must stay not more than three days
a more effectual separation between us than under the same roof. I must leave no inn
the whole stretch of country so far. It is my without at least removing one mile from the
feeling that one is still ever in the neighbor- same. These regulations are really designed
hood of one's beloved ones as long as the to make my years years of journeying, and to
streams flow from us to them. To-day I can prevent the least temptation of settling down
still fancy to myself that the twig which I cast occurring to me. I have hitherto scrupulously
into the forest brook might leisurely float subjected myself to this condition--nay, not
downwards to her--might in a few days be once availed myself of the indulgence allowed.
stranded in front of her garden ; and thus our It is in fact here for the first time that I make
spirit _uds its images, our heart its feelings, a hair--that I sleep for a third night in the
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same bed. From here I send you many things look how fresh its pillars and columns still
that I have, so far, learned, observed, saved up ; look through the underwood and the trees,
and then to-morrow early we descend on the although it has been lying so many hundreds
other side, in the first place to a wonderful of years in ruins."
family--a holy family, I might perhaps say-- '" The convent buildings, on the other
about which you will find more in my diary, hand," replied Wilhelm, "are still, I see, in

"Now, farewell, and lay down this sheet good preservation."
with the feeling that it has only one thing to "'Yes," said the other, "a steward lives on
say; only one thing that it might say and re- the spot, who manages the household, and
peat forever t but will not say, will not repeat, cotlecCts the rents and tithes which have to be
until I have the happiness to lie again at thy paid here from far around."
feet, and over thy hands to sob out all that I With these words they had entered, through
have had to forego, the open gate, a spacious courtyard, which,

"Marning. surrounded by solemn well-preserved build-

"I have packed up. The postman is fasten- ings, announced itself as the abode of a
peaceful conmmnity. He at once perceived

ing the wallet upon his frame. The sun ha2 his Felix, with the angels of yesterday, busynot yet risen, the m_sts are steaming out of
all the valleys, but the sky overhead is bright, round a big market-basket, which a strongly-

built woman had placed in front of her.
We are going down into the gloomy depth, They were just about to buy some cherries ;
which also will soon brighten up above us. but in point of facet, Felix, who always carriedLet me send across to you my last sigh I Let

some money about him, was beating down the
my last glance towards you be still filled with price. He now played the part of host as
an involuntary tear I I am decided and de- well as guest, and was lavishing an abundance
termined. You shall hear no more complaints of fruit on his playmates; even to his father
from me; you shall only hear what happens the refreshment was welcome amidst these
to the wanderer. And still, whilst I wish to barren mossy wilds, where the colored shining
conclude, a thousand more thoughts, wishes, fruits always seemed so beautiful. "She
hopes, and intentions, cross one another, brought them up some distance from a largeFortunately they urge me away. The post-
man is calling, and the host is already clear- garden," the fruit-woman remarked, in order
ing up again in my presence, as if I had gone; to make the price satisfac"tory to the buyers,
even as cold-hearted improvident heirs do to whom it had seemed somewhat too high.

"Father will soon return," said the chit-
not conceal from the departing the arrange- dren ; "' in the meanwhile you must go into
ments for putting themselves in possession." the hall and rest there."

Yet how astonished was Wilhelm when the

children took him to the room which they
called the hall. It was entered directly from
the courtyard by a large door, and our travel-

CHAPTER II. ler found himself in a very clean well-pre-
ST. JOSEPH THE SECOND. served chapel, which, however, as in fact he

saw, had been arranged for the domestic use
ALREADY had the traveller, following on of daily life. On one side stood a table, a

foot his porter's steps, left steep rocks behind settle, several chairs and benches; on the
and above him ; already were they traversing otherside a carved dresser with various-colored
a less rugged intermediate range, ever hurry- pottery, jugs and glasses. There were not
ing forwards, through many a well-wooded wanting a number of chests and boxes, and,
forest, through many a pleasant meadow- neatly ordered as everything was, there was no
ground, until at last they found themselves want of what is attractive in domestic every-
upon a declivity, and looked down into a day life. The light fell through high win-
carefully cultivated valley shut in all round by dows at the side. But what most aroused the
hills. A large monastic building, half in traveller's attention were colored pictures
ruins, half in good repair, at once : t_rFc_ed _ainted on the wall at a moderate height be-
their attention, low the windows, extended like tapestries

"This is St. Joseph's," said the carrier; round three sides of the chapel, and coming
"a great pity for the beautiful church ! Only down to a panelled skirting which covered the
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rest of the wall to the ground. The pic"tures and accidentally a couple of pieces form a
represented the history of St. Joseph. Here cross. The Child has fallen asleep upon the
you saw him busy with his carpenter's work ; cross ; its mother is sitting close by regarding
there hewas meeting Mary, and a lily sprouted it with tender love, and the foster-father stops
out of the ground between them, whilst sev- his work in order not to disturb its sleep.
eral angels hovered watchfully about them. Immediately after follows the Flight into
Here he is being betrothed ; then follows the Egypt. It provoked a smile from the travel-
angelic sahltation. There he i's sitting des- ler as he looked at it, when he saw on the
pondent amidst unfinished work, letting his wail the repetition of the living pidture of
axe lie, and is thinking of leaving his wife. yesterday.

But presently there appears to him the angel He had not been left long to his medita-
in a dream, and his position is changed, tions when the host entered, whom he recog-
With devotion he regards the new-born Child nize¢/,bomedlately as the leader of the holy
in the manger at Bethlehem, and adores it. caravan. They satuted each other most cor-Soon after follows a wonderfully beautiful

dially; a conversation on sundry matters fol-
pi_ure. .All kinds of carpentered wood are lowed; still Wilhelm's attention remained
seen ; it is on the point of being put together, direcCted towards the piC"ture. The host saw
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the interest of his guest, and commenced and moss, represented gardens hanging boldly
laughingly: in the air. Grassy meadow-paths led to a

"No doubt you are wondering at the hat- rapid brook, and the traveller could now,
mony of this strn6_ure with its inhabitants, from a certain height, look over the building
whom you learned to know yesterday. But and its situation with an interest which grew
it is perhaps still more strange than might be greater as its inhabitants became more and
supposed; the building has, in fact, made the more remarkable to him, and, through their
inhabitants. For, if the lifeless comes to life, harmony with their surroundings, aroused his
then it may well be able also to create a living livdiest curiosity.
thing." They returned, and found a table lakl in

"Oh, yes," rejoined Wilhelm, "it would the consecrated hall. At the upper end there
surprise me if the spirit who centuries ago stood an arm-chair, in which the hotr_vife
worked so powerfully amid this mountain sat down. She had standing by her side a
desert, and attra6ted towards itself such a high basket, in which the little child was lying;
huge nmss of buildings, possessions and rights, next, the father on her left hand, and Wilhelm
and thereby diffused manifold culture in the on her right. The three children occupied _
neighborhood,_it would surprise me if it did the lower part of the table. An old female :_
not still display its vital energy even out of servant brought in a well-prepared repast.
these ruins upon a living human being. Still, The eating and drinking-vessels likewise indi-
let us not abide by the general ; make me ac- cated a bygone time. The children gave
quainted with your history, in order that I occasion for amusement, whilst Wilhelm could
may learn how it was possible that, without not look enough at the figure and bearing of
trifling or pretension, the past ts again repre- his holy hostess.
sented in you, and that which is past and gone After dinner the company separated; the
comes a second time upon the scene." host took his guest to a shady spot in the

Just as Wilhelm was expecting an instructive ruins, where from an elevated position one
answer from the lips of his host, a friendly had in full view the pleasant prospe_ down
voice in the courtyard shouted the name of the valley, and saw the hills of the lower land, '
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Joseph. The host heard it, and went to the with their fertile declivities and woody sum-
door. mits ranged one behind the other.

So he is called Joseph, too ! said Wilhelm "It is fair," said the host, "that I should
to himself. That is wonderful enough, and satisfy your curiosity, and the rather as I feel, ':
yet not quite so wonderful as that he repre- in your case, that you are capable of taking
sents his patron saint in the life. At the same the marvellous seriously, if it rests upon a
time he glanced towards the door, and saw the serious foundation. This religious institution,
Madonna of yesterday speaking with her hus- of which you still see the remains, was dedi-
band. At last they separated; the woman cated to the holy family, and in olden times,
went to the opposite dwelling, on account of many miracles, was renowned

"Mary!" he shouted after her, "just a as a place of pilgrimage. The church was
word more." dedicated to the mother and the son. It was

So she is called Mary, too! But a little destroyed several centuries ago. The chapel,
more, and I shall fed m3_elf transported dedicated to the holy foster-father, has been
backwards eighteen hundred years. He mused preserved, as also the habitable part of the
on the solemn pent-up valley in which he convent. The income for a great many years
found himself, on the ruins and the stillness, back has belonged to a secular prince, who
and a strange olden-time sort of mood felt keeps an agent up here, and that am I, the
upon him. It was time that the host and son of the former agent, who likewise suc- :_
children came in. The latter begged Wil- ceeded his father in this office.
helm to come for a walk, whilst the host still "St. Joseph, although all ecclesiastical hon-
discharged a few duties. They went now ors had long ago ceased up here, had been so
through the ruins of the church, with its beneficent towards our family, that it is not to
wealth of columns: the lofty roof and walls be wondered at, if they felt particularly well
seemed to strengthen themselves in wind and disposed towards him ; and thence it came to
storm; whilst strong trees had_ ages ago, pass, that at baptism I was called Joseph,
struck root in the broad tops of the walls, and whereby to a certain extent my manner of
in company with a good deal of grass, flowers, life was determined. I grew up, and if I he-
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came an associate of my father whilst he "' My father was a cooper by trade, and
looked after the rents, still I clung quite as made everything of this sort of work that was
much, nay, even more affe&ionately, to my necessary himself, whence accrued great ad-
mother, who according to her means was fond vantage to himself and the whole famlty.
of distributing relief, and through her kindly But I could not make up my mind to follow
disposition and her good deeds was known him in this line. My inclination drew me
and beloved on the whole mountain-side, irresistibly towards the carpenter's trade, the
She would send me, now here, and now there; implements of which I had from my youth
at one time to fetch, at another to order, at seen so circumstantially and corree"tly painted
another to look after; and I felt quite at by the sMe of my saint. I declared my wish;
home in this kind of charitable business, they did not oppose it, and the tess so as the

"In general a mountain life has something carpenter was often required by us for so many
more humanizing than life on the lowlands; different construe"tions, and even because, if
inhabitants are closer together, or further he has some ability and love for his work, the
apart, if you wish it ; wants are smaller, but cabinet-maker's and wood-carver's arts, espe-
more pressing. Man is more thrown upon his cialty in forest districts, are closely allied to
own resources,--must learn to rely on his it. And what still more strengthened me m
hands, on his feet. The laborer, postman, my higher designs was that picture, which,
carrier, are all united in one and the same alas! now is almost entirely obhterated. As
person; everybody also stands nearer to his soon as you know what it is meant to repre-
neighbor, meets him oftener, and lives with sent, 3_ouwill be able to make it out, when I
him in a common sphere of a&ivity, take you to it presently. St. Joseph had been

"When I was still young, and my shoulders entrusted with nothing less than the making
unable to carry much, it occurred to me to of a throne for King Herod. The gorgeous
furnish a small donkey with baskets, and drive seat was to be placed between two specified
it before me up and down the steep footpaths, pillars. Joseph carefully takes the measure
In the mountains, the ass is no such contempti- of the breadth and height, and constructs a
bte animal as in the lowlands, where the la- costly royal throne. But how astonished is
borer who ploughs with horses thinks himself he, how dlstrac"ted, when he brings the chair
better than another who tears up the sod with of state: it is found to be too high and not
oxen. And I trudged along behind my beast wide enough. Now, as is well known, King
with all the less misgiving, that I had before Herod was not to be trifled with: the pious
noticed, in the chapel, that it had attained to master-joiner is in the greatest embarrassment.
the honor of carrying God and his mother. The Christ-child, accustomed to accompany
Still, this chapel was not then in the condition him everywhere, to carry his tools in childishly
in which it is now. It was treated like an humble sport, sees his distress, and is imme-
outbuilding, almost like a stable. Firewood, diately ready with advice and help. The
hurdles, tools, tubs and ladders, and all sorts wondrous Child desires his foster-father to
of things, were heaped pell-mell together. It take hold of the throne by one side. He
was fortunate that the paintin_ were situated seizes the other side of the carved work, and
so high, and that wainscot Justs a little while, both begin to pull. With the greatest ease
But as a child I was especially fond of clamb- and as conveniently as if it had been of
ering here and there all about the wood, and leather, the throne expands in breadth, loses
looking at the pic"tures, which nobody could proportionately in height, and fits most excel-
properly explain to me. Enough, I knew that lently to the place and position, to the greatest
the saint whose life was painted above was my consolation of the reassured carpenter and to
namesake, and I congratulated myself on him, the perfert satisfacCtion of the king.*
as much as if he had been my uncle. I grew "In my youth that throne was still quite
up, and as it was a special condition that he easy to see, and from the remains of one side
who would lay claim to the profitable office of you will be able to observe that there was no
steward must exercise a trade, therefore, in
accordance with the wish of my parents, who * This story is substantially the same as one given m

were anxious that I should one day inherit the first Gospel of the Infancy of Christ, which was re-

this excellent post, I was to learn a trade-- eeived as authentic by the Gnosties of the second cen-
tury. The same apocryphal book gives various details

and, moreover, such a one as would prove of the Flight into Egypt, which St. Matthewso briefly
useful to the household up here. records.--Ev.
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lack of carved work, which indeed must have mother, herself experienced in the art which
proved easier to the painter than it would have rescues for life so many at the very entrance
been to the carpenter, if it had been de- into hfe, was on unalterably good terms with
rounded of him. Frau Elizabeth, and I often had to hear on

"However, I had no misgivings in conse- all sides that many of our robust mountain-
quence, but looked upon the craft to which I eers had to thank both these women for
had devoted myself in such a favorable light, their existence. The mystery with which
that I could scarcely wait until they had put me Elizabeth every time received me, her re-
into apprenticeship; which was all the more served answers to my puzzling questions,
easy to effe6t, inasmuch as there lived in the which I myself d_d not understand, awoke
neighborhood a master-carpenter who worked in me a particular reverence for her and her
for the whole distri61, and who could employ house, which was in the highest degree dean,
several assistants and apprentices. Thus I re- and seemed to me to represent a kind of
mained near my parents, and continued to a little sanctuary.
certain extent my former life, whilst employ- "In the meanwhile, in consequence of my
ing hours of leisure and holy-days for the knowledge and skill in my trade, I had ac-
charitable commissions with which my mother quired a certain amount of influence in the
continued to charge me. family. As my father, in his quality of

cooper, had provided for the cellar, so did I
THE VISrrATIO_. now care for house and home, and mended

"In this way a few years passed," con- many injured portions of the ancient build-
tinued the narrator. "I very soon understood ing. I particularly succeeded in restoring to
the advantages of the craft; and my body, domestic use certain dilapidated out-houses
developed through work, was capable of and coach-houses; and scarcely was this
undertaking anything required for the pur- done, than I set about clearing and cleans-
pose. In addition, I discharged the former ing my beloved chapel. In a few days it
duties which I rendered to my good mother, had been put in order, almost as you see it;
or rather to the sick and needy. I went with whereupon I set about restoring, in uni-
my beast through the mountain, distributed formity with the whole_ the missing or injured
the load punctually, and from grocers and parts of the panel-work. And you might
merchants I took back with me what we perhaps take these folding-doors of the en-
lacked up here. My master was satisfied with trance to be rather old, but they are my
me, and so were my parents. Already I had own work. I have spent several years in
on my wanderings the pleasure of seeing many carving them in hours of leisure, after I had
a house which I had helped to erect, which I in the first place neatly joined them into a
had decorated. For it was especially this whole by the aid of strong planks of oak.
last--the notching of the beams, the carving Whatever of the pictures had not up to that
of certain simple forms, the branding of orna- time been injured or obliterated, has also
mental figures, the red-coloring of certain been preserved up to now; and I assisted
cavities, by which a wooden mountain-house the glazier at a new building on the con-
offers such a cheerful aspect,--all such per- dition that he restored the colored windows.
formances were entrusted to me especially, "If those pic"tures and thoughts on the
because I showed myself best in the matter, life of the saint had occupied my imagina-
always bearing in mind as I did the throne of tion, so it all became only more deeply im-
Herod and its adornments, pressed upon me when I was able to consider

"Among the help-worthy persons of whom the spot as once more a sanctuary, and while
my mother took particular care, the first place away the time in it, particularly in the sum-
was especially awarded to young wives in ex- mer, and meditate at leisure upon whatever
pectation of childbed, as I by degrees could I saw or imagined. I felt within me an irre-
well observe, although in such cases it was "sistible inclination to imitate the saint; and,
usual to keep the messages a secret so far as I as similar circumstances cannot easily be
was concerned. In such cases I never had called forth, I determined at least to begin
any direct commission, but everything went to resemble him from below, as in fact I had
through the medium of a good woman who already begun to do long ago by the use of
lived at no great distance down the valley, the beast of burden. The little creature of
and who was called Frau Elizabeth. My which I had availed myself hitherto would
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not suffice me any longer. I found for my- ploringly to leave her and to hurry in search
self a much finer animal, and was careful to of her husband. She got upon her feet, and
get a well-construCCted saddle, which was the most beautiful, the loveliest form stood be-
equally convenient for riding or for carrying fore me; yet I could easily see that she was in
goods. A pair of new baskets were procured, a condition in which she might very soon
and a net with colored ribbons, tassels, and need the assistance of my mother and Frau
knots, mingled with chinking metal tags, Elizabeth. We d_sputed for a while, for I
adorned the neck of the long-eare_t creature, wished first to take her to a place of safety;
which was now soon able to vie with its pro- she wished first of all for news of her hus-
totype on the wall. It occurred to no one band. She would not go far herself from the
to mock me, when in this army I passed path he had taken, and all my representations
along the mountain; for people willingly would perhaps have proved fruitless, if a troopallow benevolence a marvellous outward
aspe&.

"In the meantime the war, or rather
its consequences, had approached .our
distric"t, whilst on several occasions
dangerous bands of runaway rascals col-
tecCted together, and here and there
perpetrated many a violent deed and
much mischief. By a good system of
country militia, patrols, and continuous
vigilance, the evil was certainly very
soon quelled; yet people too soon fell
into carelessness again, and, before they _
had become aware of it, fresh mlschiefs
broke out.

"There had long been quiet in our
district, and I with my sumpter beast
went peacefully trudging along the ac-
customed paths, until, on a certain day,
I came across the newly-sown clearing
in the wood, and on the edge of the
sunk fence I found sitting, or rather
lying, a female figure. She seemed to
be asleep or in a swoon. I attended
to her, and when she opened her beauti-
ful eyes, and sat up, she exclaimed
passionately, ' Where is he ? Have you
seen him ?'

"'Whom?' I asked.
"She answered, ' My husband l'
"Seeing how very youthful her aspect

was, this answer was not expe&ed by
me; still, I continued to assist her only
the more readily, and to assure her of
my sympathy. I gathered that the two /
travellers had left their carriage at some
distance, on account of the difficult
carriage-road, in order to turn into a
shorter foot-path. Close by the spot
they had been assailed by armed men: her of our militia, which had turned out upon the
husband, whilst fighting, had got to some dis- news of fresh outrages, had not just then
tance off. She had not been able to follow arrived through the forest. They were in-
him far, and had been lying on this spot she formed of what had happened; the necessary
did not know how long. She begged me ira- course was agreed upon, the place of meeting
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fixed, and thus the matter was so far set were so ninny precious treasures, which I
straighL I quickly hid my basket in a neigh- seemed to present to her in order to bring
boring cave, which had already often served myself into relation with her, as one will try
me as a storehouse, arranged my saddle into to do by the aid of gists.
a comfortable seat, and lifted, not without a "She had already gained me for my whole
peculiar emotion, the lovely burden upon my life, when we arrived at our destination in
willing beast, which was able by itself to find front of that good woman's door, and I at
the familiar paths at once, and gave me an once saw "a painful separation before me.
opporVanity of walking along by her side. Once more I cast a glance over her whole

"You may imagine, without my describing form, and when my eyes had reached her feet,
at length, in what a strange state of mind I I stooped down, as if I had to do something
was. What I so long had sought for I had to the saddtegirth, and I kissed the prettiest
really found. I felt as if I were dreaming, shoe that I had ever seen in my life, but with- "_
and then again, suddenly, as if I had awoke out her perceiving it. I helped her down,
from a dream. This heavenly form, as I saw sprang up the steps and shouted into the t"

it hovering as it were in the air, and moving house-door: ' Frau Elizabeth, here is a visitorin front of the green trees, came before me for you l' The good woman came out, and I
now like some dream, which was called forth looked over her shoulders towards the house,
in my soul through those pictures in the when the lovely being, with charming sorrow __
chapel. Then, again, those pictures seemed and inward consciousness of pain, mounted
to me to have been only dreams, which now the steps and then affectionately embraced
resolved themselves into a beautiful reality, my worthy old woman, and let her conduct _
I questioned her on many things; she answered her into the better room. They shut them- ._
me gently and politely, as beseems a person selves within it, and I remained standing by
of good standing, in trouble. She often my ass before the door, like one who has un- _•
begged me, when we reached some open laden costly goods, and has again become but _
height, to stand still, look round, and listen, a poor driver as before. ._
She begged me with such grace, with such a

deeply-imploring glance from beneath her T_ LILY-ST_
long black eyelashes, that I had to do what-
ever was but possible: I actually climbed an "' I was still hesitating to leave the spot, for
isolated, tall, and branchless fir-tree. Never I was irresolute as to what I should do, when ._
had this evidence of my dexterity been more Frau Elizabeth came to the door and asked
welcome to me; never had I on holidays and me to summon my mother to her, and then to _:
at fair-times with greater satisfaction fetched go about the neighborhood and obtain if pos- _"
down ribbons and silk handkerchiefs from sible some news of the husband. ' Mary begs ._
similar altitudes. Yet this time I went, alas! you particularly to do this,' said she. _
without any prize ; neither did I see or hear "' Can I not speak to her once more ?' an-
anything from above. At last she herself swered I. ,_
called to me to come down, and beckoned to "' That will not do,' said Frau Elizabeth, ,_
me quite urgently with her hand; nay, when and we parted. _"
at length in sliding down I let go my hold at "In a short time I reached our dwelling; f_
a constderable height and jumped down, she my mother was ready to go down the very . "_
gave a cry, and a sweet friendliness over- same evening and assist the young stranger.
spread her face, when she saw me uninjured I hurried down to the lower district and hoped
before her. to obtain the most trustworthy news at the '_.

"Why should I detain you long with the bailiff's. But he was himself still in uncer-hundred attentions with which I tried to make tainty, and as he knew me he invited me to
the whole way pleasant to her, in order to spend the night with him. It seemed to me ff
dlstract her thoughts. And how too could interminably long, and I constantly had the
I ?--for this is just the peculiar quality of true beautiful form before my eyes, as she sat rock-attentiveness, that for the moment it makes mg to and fro on the animal, and looked -o
everything of nothing. To my own feeling, down at me with such a look of sorrowful
the flowers which I plucked for her, the dis- friendliness. Every moment I hoped for
tant landscapes which I showed her, the news. I did not grudge, but wished for the _
mountains, fores% which I named to her, preservation of the good husband, and yet
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could so gladly think of her as a widow. The "' I exclaimed, thoughtlessly, and passion-
flyin.g de_mchment by degrees came together ately: ' It is an orphan no longer, if you are
again, and after a number of varying reports willing ! '
the truth at last was made dear, that the car- "Fmu Elizabeth, wiser than I, took the in-
riage had been saved, but that the unfortunate rant from me, and managed to send me away.
husband had died of his wounds in the neigh- "The recollecCtion of that time still serves
boring village. I also heard, that according me constantly for my happiest diversion when
to the previous arrangement some had gone to I am obliged to roam through our mountains
annotmce the sorrowful news to Frau Eliza- and valleys. I am still able to call to mind
beth. I had accordingly nothing more to do, the smallest circumstancemwhich, however, it
or aid in, there, and yet a ceaseless impa- is but fair that t should spare you.
tience, a boundless longing, drove me back "Weeks passed by: Mary had recovered
through mountain and forest to her door. It and I could see her more frequently. My in-
was night; the house was shut up. I saw light tercourse with her was a series of services and
in the rooms, I saw shadows moving on the attentions. Her family circumstances allowed
curtains, and so I sat down upon a bench op- her to live where she liked. At first she
posite, continually on the point of knocking, stayed with Frau Ehzabeth ; then she visited
and continually held back by various consid- us, to thank my mother and me for so much
erations, friendly help. She was happy with us, and I

"Yet why do I go on relating circumstan- flattered myself that this came to pass partly on
dally what in point of facet has no interest, my account. Yet, what I should have liked so
Enough t. Even the next morning they did much to say, and dared not say, was finally
not let me into the house. They knew the mooted in a strange and charming fashion
sad occurrence, they did not want me any when I took her into the chapel, which I had
more; they sent me to my father, to my already transformed into a habitable hall. I
work; they did not answer my questions; showed and explained to her the pictures one
they wanted to get rid of me. after the other, and in so doing I expatiated

"They had been treating me this way for in such a vivid heartfelt manner upon the
a week, when at last Frau Elizabeth called me duties of a foster-father, that tears came into her
in. 'Tread gently, my friend,' she said; 'but eyes, and I could not get to the end of my
colne in with good comfort ] ' She led me description of the picCtures. I thought myself
into a cleanly apartment, where, in the corner, sure of her affecCtion, although I was not pre-
through the half-opened bed-curtains, I saw sumptuous enough to wish to blot out so soon
my fair one sitting. Frau Elizabeth went to the memory of her husband. The taw corn-
her as if to announce me, lifted something pels widows to one year of mourning; and
from the bed and brought it towards me: a certainty such a period, which comprehends
most beautiful boy wrapped in the whitest of within _t the change of all earthly things, is
linen. Fran El_zabeth held him just between me necessary to a sensitive heart, in order to
and his mother, anduponthespotthereoccurred soothe the painful impressions of a great loss.
to me the lily-stalk in the pi_ure, growing out One sees the flowers fade and the leaves fall,
of the earth between Mary and Joseph,* in but one also sees fruits ripen and fresh buds
witness of a pure relationship. From that in- germinate. Life belongs to the living, and
stant my heart was.relieved of all oppression; he who lives must be prepared for a change.
I was sure of my aim and of my happiness. I "I now spoke to my mother about the mat-
could freely walk towards her, speak to her; ter which I had most at heart. She thereupon
I could bear her heavenly look, take the boy revealed to me how painful the death of her bus-
in my arms, and press a hearty kiss upon his band had been to Mary, and how she had re-
brow. covered again only at the thought that she

'"How I thank you for your affeCtion for nmst live for the sake of the child. My at-
this orphan child ! ' said the mother, tachment had not remained unknown to the

women, and Mary had already familiarized
* The lily-stalk, of coarse, referred to the well- herself with the notion of living with us. She

known legend of the buddingof St. Joseph's rod,when stayed some time longer in the neighborhood,
he i_esemed himself as a guitor for Mary_the subjec_ then she came up here to us, and we lived forof many early paintings. The legend is probablyde-
rived from the uneanoniealGospel of the Birthof Mary a while longer in the godliest and happiest
_iv_ b,t St. Jerome._ED. state of betrothal. At last we were united.
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That first feeling which had brought us to- gress one of the good intentions which I have
gether did not disappear. The duties and promised you to keep. Now it is jmt a defe&, _
joys of foster-father and father were corn- a misfortune, a fatality with me, that, before
bined; and thus our little family, as it in- I am aware of it, the company increases around
creased, surpassed indeed its pattern in the me, and I charge myself with a fresh burden,
number of its individuals, but the virtues of under which ][ afterwards have to toil and to _;"
that example, in truth and purity of mind, drag myself along. Now, during my travels, °
were kept holy and pra&ised by us. And we must have no third person as a constant
hence also we maintain with kindly habitude companion. We wish and intend to be and :"
the outward appearance which we have acci- to remain two only, and it has but just now !
dentally acquired, and which suits so well our seemed as if a new, and not exactly pleasing
inward disposition ; for although we are all connexion was likely to be formed.
good walkers and sturdy carriers, yet the "A poor, merry little youngster had joined
beast of burden remains constantly in our the children of the house, with whom Felix ,
company, in order to carry one thing or had been enjoying these days in play, who
another, when business or a visit obliges us to allowed himself to be used or abused just as the
go through these mountains and valleys. As game required, and who very soon won the
you met us yesterday, so the whole neighbor- favor of Felix. From various expressions I
hood knows us ; and we are proud of the fac_ noticed already that the latter had chosen a
that our condu_ is of a kind not to shame playmate for the next journey. The boy is
those

holy names and persons whom we pro- known here in the neighborhood ; he is toler-
fess to follow." ated everywhere on account of his merriness,

and occasmnally receives gratuities. But he
did not please me, and I begged the master of '_

CHAPTER III. the house to send him away. This was ac- _
cordmgly done, but Felix was vexed about it,

WILHELMTO NATALIA. and there was a little scene. _.
"I RAW just ended a pleasant half won- "On this occasion I made a discovery _.

drous story, which I have written down for which pleased me. In a corner of the chapel,

thee from the lips of an excellent man. If it is or hall, there stood a box of stones, which
not entirely in his own words_ifhere and there Felix_who since our wandering through the ¥
I have expressed my own feelings in the place mountain had become exceedingly fond of
of his, this is quite natural, in view of the rela- stones--eagerly pulled out and examined. _
tionship I have here felt with him. Is not Among them were some fine, striking speci-

that veneration for his wife like that which I mens. Our host said that the child might
feel for you? And has not even the meeting pick out for himself any he liked : that these
of these two lovers some likeness to our own? stones were what remained over from a large
But, that he is happy enough in walking along quantity which a stranger had sent from here a
by the side of the beast that carries its double short time before. He called him Montan,* _
burden of beauty ; that in the evening he can, and you can fancy how glad I was to hear this
with his family following, enter through the name, under which one of our best friends, to _;
old convent gates, and that he is inseparable whom we owe so nmch, is travelling. As I
from his beloved and from his children ;_all inquired as to time and circumstances, I may "
this I may be allowed to envy him in secret, hope soon to meet with him in my travels."
On the other hand, I must not complain of my _
own fate, since I have promised you to be silent The news that Montan was in the neighbor-
and to suffer, as you also have undertaken to hood had made Wilhelm thoughtful. He con- _-_
do. sidered that it ought not to be left merely to _*

" I have topass over many beautiful features chance whether he should see such a worthy $

of the common life of these virtuous and friend again, and therefore he inquired of his
happy people; for how could everything be host whether it was not known in what direc-
written ? A few days I have spent pleasantly, tion this traveller had bent his way. No one
but the third already warns me to bethink me had any more exad't knowledge of this, and _
of my further travels. •

"' To-day I had a little dispute with Felix, * A name supposed to be assumed by Jarno. See
for he wanted almost to compel me to trans- -Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship." _
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Wilhelm had already determined to pursue his The road led sideways up the mountain
route according to the first plan, when Felix again. The children ran leaping together
exclaimed, "If father were not so obstinate, we from rock to rock, over stock and stone, and
should soon find Montan." brook and stream, without following any

"In what manner?" asked Wilhelm. dire& path. Fitz, glancing now to his right
Felix answered: "Little Fitz said yesterday and now to his left, pushed quickly upwards.

that he would most likely follow up the gen- As Wilhelm, and particularly the loaded car-
tleman who had the pretty stones with him, rier, could not follow so quickly, the boys re-
and knew so much about them too." traced the road several times forwards and

After some discussion Wilhelm at last re- backwards, singing and whisthng. The forms
solved to make the attemp.t, and in so doing of certain strange trees aroused the attention
to give all the more attention to the suspicious of Felix, who, moreover, now made for the
boy. He was soon found, and when he first time the acquaintance of the larches and
understood what was intended, he brought a stone-pines, and was attrac"ted by the won-
mallet and iron, and _ very powerful hammer, derful gentians. And thus the difficult travel-
together with a bag, and, in this miner-like ling from place to place did not lack enter-
equipment, ran merrily in front, tainment.
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Little Fitz suddenly stood still and listened. "Then down there there is another sort of
He beckoned to the others to come. stone," said Felix, "and then.ag.ain another,

"Do you hear the knocking?" said he. and others again, forever," pointing from the
" It is the sound ofa hammer striking the rock. " nearest mountains towards the more distant i

"We hear it," said the others, ones, and so to the plains below.
"It is Montan," said he, "or someone Itwas avery fine day, and Jarno pointed

who can give us news of him." out in detail the splendid view. Here and
As they followed the sound, which was re- there stood several other summits like that

peated at intervals, they struck a cleaxing in upon which they were. A mountain in the
the forest, and beheld a steep, lofty, naked middle distance seemed to vie with it, but
rock, towering above everything, leaving even still was far from reaching the same height. {
the tall forests under it. On the summit they Farther off it was less and less mountainous;

descried a person. He stood at too great a yet strangely prominent forms still showed
distance to be recognized. The children at themselves. Lastly, in the distance even the
once commenced to clamber up the rugged lakes and rivers became discernible, and a
paths. Wilhelm followed with some difficulty, fertile region seemed to spread itself out like a
nay, danger: for in ascending a rock, the first sea. If the eye was brought back again it
one goes more safely, because he feels his way penetrated into fearful depths, traversed by
for himself; the one that follows only sees roaring catarac"ts, depending one upon the
where the former has got to, but not how. other in labyrinthine confusion.
The boys soon reached the top, and Wilhelm Felix was never weary of asking questions,
heard a loud shout of joy. and Jarno was accommodating enough in an-

"It is Jarno!" Felix called out to his swermg every question for him: in which, .
father, and Jarno at once stepped forward to however, Wilhelm thought that he noticed that ._4
a steep place, reached his hand to his friend, the teacher was not altogether truthful and sin-
and pulled him up to the top. They embraced cere. Therefore, when the restless boys had
and welcomed each other with rapture under clambered farther away, he said to his friend : s
the open canopy of heaven. "You have not spoken to the child about

But they had scarcely let each other go these things as you speak with yourself about
when Wilhelm was seized with giddiness, not them."
so much on his own behalf, as because he saw "That is rather a burdensome demand,"

the children hanging over the fearful preci- answered Jarno; '" one does not always speak
pice. Jarno noticed it, and told them all to even to one's self as one thinks, and it is our
sit down at once. duty to tell others only what they can compre- ,_

"Nothing is more natural," said he, "than hend. Man understands nothing but what is
to feel giddy before any great sight, upon proportionate to him. The best thing one
which we come unexpectedly, and so feel at can do, is to keep children in the present--to
the same time our littleness and our greatness, give them a name or a description. In any _
But then, generally speaking, there is no true case they ask soon enough for the reasons."
enjoyment except where one must at first feel "They are not to be blamed for that," an-
giddy." swered Wilhelm. "The complicated nature

"Are those below these the big mountains of objects confuses everybody, and instead of
which we have crossed ?" asked Felix. How dissecting them it is more convenient to ask _.
little they look! And here," he continued, quickly, Whence? and whither ?"
loosening a little piece of stone from the top, "And yet," continued Jarno, "as children
"here is the cats'-gold again ; it seems to be only see objects superficially, one can only
everywhere 1" speak to them superficially about their origin

"It is found far and wide," replied Jarno; and purpose."
• " " " "Most people," answered Wilhelm, "re-

main for their whole life in this condition,
the oldest mountain range, on the earliest and do not reach that glorious epoch , in which
form of stone, in the world." the intelligible becomes commonplace and

"Was not the world made all at once, foolish to us."
then?" asked Felix. "One may indeed call it glorious," replied

•' Scarcely," replied Montan ; "good Jarno; "for it is a middle state between des-

things require time." peration and deification." _
x8
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"Let us keep to the boy, who is now my "That is difficult to tell of any hobby, par-
chief anxiety," said Wilhelm. "Now he has ticularty of this one."
acquired an interest in minerals since we have Then he refle6ted for a moment, and said:
been travelling. Can you not impart to me "Letters may be fine things, and yet they
just enough to satisfy him at least for a are insufficient to express sounds: we cannot
time?" dispense with sounds, and yet they are a tong

"That will not do," said Jarno; "in way from sufficient to enable mind, properly
every new intelte_ual sphere one has first so called, to be expressed aloud. In the end,
to commence like a child again, throw we cleave to letters and to sound, and are no
a passionate interest into the matter, and better off than if we had renounced them
rejoice first in the outward husk before one altogether: what we commumcate, and what
has the happiness of reaching the kernel." Is imparted to us, is always only of the most

"Then tell me," answered Wilhelm, "how commonplace, by no means worth the trou-
have you arrived at this knowledge al_d in- ble."
sight ?--for it is still not so long since we "You want to evade me," said his friend;
parted from one another !" "for what has that to do with these rocks and

'.'My friend," replied Jarno, "we had to pinnacles?"
resign ourselves, if not for always, at least for "But suppose," replied the other, "that I
a long time. The first thing that under such treated these very rents and fissures as if they
circumstances occurs to a brave man, is to were letters: sought to decipher them, fashion
commence a new life. New objec"ts are not them into words, and learned to read them
enough for him; these are only good as a dis- off-hand : would you have anything against
tra_ion; he demands a new whole, and at that?"
once places himself in the centre of it." "No, but it seems to me an extensive alpha-

"But why," interrupted Wilhelm, "just bet."
this passing strange, this most solitary of all "More limited than you think: one has
prepossessions?" only to learn it like any other one. Nature

"Just for this reason," exclaimed Jarno : possesses only one writing, and I have no need
"because it is hermit-like ! I would avoid men. to drag along with a number of scrawls. Here
We cannot help them, and they hinder us I have no occasion to fear--as may happen
from helping ourselves. If they are happy one after I have been long and lovingly poring
must leave them alone in their vanity; if they over a parchment--that an acute critic will
are unhappy one must save them without m- come and assure me that everything is only
juring this vanity; and no one ever asks interpolated."
whether you are happy or unhappy." "And yet even here," replied his friend,

"But things are not yet quite so bad with laughing, "your methods of reading are con-
them," replied Wilhelm, laughing, tested."

"I will not rob you of your happiness, .... Even for that very reason," said the
said Jarno. "Only journey onward, thou other, "I do not talk with anybody about it;
second Diogenes ! Let not your little lamp be and with you too, just because I love you, I
extinguished in broad daylight! Yonder, will no longer exchange and barter the
below, there lies a new world before you; wretched trash of empty words."
but I will wager it goes on just hke the old
one behind us. If you cannot mate yourself
and pay debts, you are of no use among
them." CHAPTER IV.

"However," replied Wilhelm, "they seem
to me more amusing than those stubborn rocks THE two friends, not without care and d_ffi-
of yours." culty, had descended to join the children,

"Not at all," replied Jarno, "for the latter who had settled themselves in a shady spot
are at least incomprehensible." below. The mineral specimens colle_ed by

"You are trying to evade," said Wilhelm, Montan and Felix were unpacked almost more
"for it is not in your way to deal with things eagerly than the provisions. The latter had
which leave no hope of being comprehended, many questions to ask, and the fomaer many
Be sincere, and tell me what you have found names to pronounce. Felix was delighted
in this co!d, stem hobby of yours?" that he could tell him the names of them all,
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and committed them quickly to memory. At the best that he knows, but he must not be
last he produced one more stone, and said, half-instruCted himself."

"What is this one called?" "But where, then, are such perfec"t teach-
Montan exanfined it with astonishment, ers to be found?"

and said, "Where did you get it?" "You can find them very easily," replied
Fitz answered quickly, "I found it; it Montan.

comes from this country." "Where, then?" said Wilhelm, with some
"It is not from this distriCt," replied incredulity.

Montan. "Wherever the matter which you want to
Felix enjoyed seeing the great man some- master is at home," rephed Montan. "The

what perplexed, best instruCtion is derived from the most corn- i
"You shall have a ducat," said Montan, plete environment. Do younot learn foreign

"if you take me to the place where it is languages best in the countries where they are
found." at home--where only those given ones and no

"It will be easy to earn," replied Fitz, other strike your ear?"
"but not at once." "And have you then," asked Wilhelm,

"Then describe to me the place exaCtly, so "attained the knowledge of mountains in the _
that I shall be able to find it without fail. midst of mountains?"
But that is impossible, for it is a cross-stone, "Of course."

which comes from St. James of Compostella, "Without conversing with people?" asked
and which some foreigner has lost, if indeed Wilhelm.
you have not stolen it from him, because it "At least only with people," replied the
looks so wonderful." other, "who were familiar with mountains.

"Give your ducat to your friend to take Wheresoever the Pygmies, attra&ed by the
care of," said Fitz, "and I will honestly con- metalliferous veins, bore their way through the
less where I got the stone. In the mined rock to make the interior of the earth accessi-
church at St. Joseph's there is a mined altar as ble, and by every means try to solve problems
well. Among the scattered and broken of the greatest difficulty, there is the place ,v
stones at the top I discovered a layer of this where the thinker eager for knowledge ought
stone, which served as a bed for the others, to take up his station. He sees business, ac-
and I knocked down as much of it as I could tion ; let things follow their own course, and
get hold off If you only lifted away the up- is glad at success and failure. What is useful :;
per stones, no doubt you would find a good is only a part of what is significant. To pos- _
deal more of it." sess a subject completely, to master it, one has _'

"Take your gold-piece," replied Montan; to study the thing for its own sake. But
"you deserve it for this discovery. It is a whilst I am speaking of the highest and the
pretty one. One justly rejoices when inani- last, to which we raise ourselves only late in _=
mate nature brings to light a semblance of the day by dint of frequent and fruitful obser-
what we love and venerate. She appears to vation, I see the boys before me: to them mat- _
us in the form of a sibyl, who sets down be- ters sound quite differently. The child might :_.
forehand evidence of what has been

predes- easily grasp every species of a&ivity, because
tined from eternity, but can only in the course everything looks easy that is excellently per-
of time become areality. Upon this, asupon formed, l_very begffnning is di_cull/ That
a miraculous, holy foundation, tlm priests had may be true in a certain sense, but more gen- _
set their altar." erally one can say that the beginning of every- _"

Wilhelm, who had been listening for a time, thing is easy, and the last stages are ascendedand who had noticed that many names and with most difficulty and most rarely."
many descriptions came over and over again, Wilhelm, who in the meantime had been
repeated his already expressed wish that Mon- thinking, said to Montan, "Have you really _
tan would tell him so much as he had need of adopted the persuasion that the collective
for the elementary instruction of the boy. forms of aCtivity have to he separated in pre-

"Give that up," replied Montan. "There eept as well as in praCtice?"
* is nothing more terrible than a teacher who "I know no other or better plan," replied

does not know more than the scholars, at all the former. "Whatever man would achieve, _
events, ought to know. He who wants to must loose itself from him like a second _

teach others may often indeed be silent about self; and how could that be possible if his _
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first self were not entirely penetrated there- rightly, he beholds the semblance of every-
with ?" thing that is rightly done."

"But yet a many-sided culture has been TMs conversation, which we only reproduce
held to be advantageous and necessary." sketchily, lasted until sunset, which glorious

"It may be so, too, in its proper time," as it was, yet led the company to consider
answered the other. "Many-sidedness pre- where they would spend the night.
pares, in point of fa_, only the element in "I should not know how to bring you un-
which the one-sided man can work, who just der cover," said Fitz ; "but if you care to sit
at this time has room enough given him. or lie down for the night in a warm place at a
Yes, now is the time for the one-sided ; well good old charcoal-burner's, you will be wel-
for him who comprehends it, and who works come."
for himself and others in this mind. In cer- And so they all followed him through
tain things it is understood thoroughly and at strange paths to a quiet spot, where anyone
once. PracCtise till you are an able violinist, would soon have felt at home.
and be assured that the director will have In the midst of a narrow clearing in the
pleasure in assigning you a place in the or- forest there lay smoking and full of heat the
chestra. Make an instrument of yourself, round-roofed charcoal kilns, on one side the
and wait and see what sort of place humamty hut of pine-boughs, and a bright fire close by.
will kindly grant you in universal life. Let The), sat down and made themselves comfort-
us break off. Whoso will not believe, let him able; the children at once busy helping the
follow his own path: he too will succeed charcoal-burner's wife, who, with hospitable
sometimes; but I say it is needful everywhere anxiety, was getting ready some slices of
to serve from the ranks upwards. To limit bread, toasted with butter so as to let them be
one's self to a handicraft is the best. For the filled and soaked with it, which afforded deli- ,
narrowest heads it is always a craft ; for the ciously oily morsels to their hungry appetites.
better ones an art ; and the best, when he does Presently, whilst the boys were playing at
one thing, does everything---or, to be less hide-and-seek among the dimly-lighted pine
paradoxical, in the one thing, which he does stems, howling like wolves and barking like
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dogs, in such a way that even a courageous "What does it matter?" replied Jarno;
wayfarer might well have been frightened by "let him read the newspapers like every
it, the friends talked confidentially about their Philistine, and drink coffee like every old
circumstances, woman. But still, if you cannot leave it

But now, to the peculiar duties of the Re- alone, and are so bent upon perfec°t culture, I
nunciants appertained also this, that on meet- do not understand how you can be so blind,
mg they must speak neither of the past nor how you need search any longer, how you fail
the future, but only occupy themselves with to see that you are in the immediate neighbor-
the present, hood of an excellent educational institu-

Jaruo, who had his mind full of mining un- tion."
dertakings, and of all the knowledge and capa- "In the neighborhood?" said Wilhelm,
bllities that they required, enthusiastically ex- shaking his head.
plained to Wilhelm, with the utmost exac"ti- "Certainly," replied the other; "what do
tude and thoroughness, all that he promised you see here?"
himself in both hemispheres from such knowl- "Where?"
edge and capacities; of which, however, his "Here, just before your nose!" Jarno
friend, who always sought for the true treasure stretched out his forefinger, and exclaimed
m the human heart alone, could hardly form impatiently: "What is that ?"
any idea, but rather answered at last with a "Well then," said Wilhelm, "a charcoal-
laugh: kiln ; but what has that to do with it ?"

"Thus you stand in contradi_ion with "Good, at last ! a charcoal-kiln. How do
yourself, when beginning only in advanced they proceed to erec"t it?"
years to meddle with what one ought to be "They place logs one on top of the other."
instruccted in from youth up." "When that is done, what happens

"Not at all," replied the other; "for it is next?"
precisely this, that I was educated in nay "As it seems to me," said Wilhelm, "you
childhood at a kind uncle's, a mining officer want to pay me a compliment in Socratic
of consequence, that I grew up with the fashion--to make me understand, to make me
miner's children, and with them used to swim acknowledge, that I am extremely absurd and
little bark boats down the draining channel of thick-headed."
the mine, that has led me back intothis circle " Not at all," replied Jarno; "continue,
wherein I now feel myself again happy and my friend, to answer to the point. So, what
contented. This charcoal smoke can hardly happens then, when the orderly pile of wood
agree with you as with me, who from child- has been arranged solidly yet lightly?"
hood up have been accustomed to swallow it "Why, they set fire to it."
as incense. I have essayed a great deal in the "And when it is thoroughly alight, when
world, and always found the same: in habit the flame bursts forth from every crevice, what
lies the only satisfacCtion of man; even the un- happens?--do they let it burn on?"
pleasant, to which we have accustomed our- "Not at all. They cover up the flames,
selves, we miss with regret. I was once trou- which keep breaking out again and again,
bled a very long time with a wound that with turf and earth, with coal-dust, and any-
would not heal, and when at last I recovered, thing else at hand."
it was most unpleasant to me when the sur- "To quench them ?"
geon remained away and no longer dressed it, "Not at all: to damp them down."
and no longer took breakfast with me." "And thus they leave it just as much air as

"But I should like, however," replied Wll- is necessary, that all may be penetrated with
helm, "to impart to nay son a freer survey of the glow, .so that all ferments aright. Then
the world than any limited handicraft can every crevice is shut, every outlet prevented ;
give. Circumscribe man as you will, for all so that the whole by degrees is extinguished
that he will at last look about himself in his in itself, carbonized, cooled down, finally
time, and how can he understand it all, if he taken out separately, as marketable ware, for-

does not in some degree know what has pre- warded to farrier and locksmith, to baker and
ceded him. And would he not enter every cook ; and when it has served sufficiently for
grocer's shop with astonishment if he had no the profit and edification of dear Christendom,
idea of the countries whence these indispens- is employed in the form of ashes by washer-

F
able rarities have come to him?" women and soapboilers." ._
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"Well," replied Wilhelm, laughing, "what tarly, who looked on delightedly, was very
have you in view in reference to this compari- glad. They now prepared to separate; for
son?" here the paths led towards different points

"That is not difficult to say," replied of the compass. Fitz was now quesuoned
Jarno. "I look upon myself a.s an 61d basket about the different dlreHions, but he seemed
of excellent beech charcoal ; but in addition I absent, and, contrary to his usual habit, he
allow myself the privilege of burning only for gave confused answers.
my own sake; whence also I appear very "You are nothing but a rogue," said
strange to people." Jarno; "you knew all of those men, last night,

"And me," said Wilhelm; "how will you who came and sat down about us. There
treat me?" were woodcutters and miners, they might

"At the present moment," said Jarno, "I pass; but the later ones I take to be smug-
look on you as a pilgrim's staff, which has the glers and poachers, and the tall one, the very
wonderful property of sprouting in every ,or- last, who kept writing figures in the sand, and
ner in which it is put, but never taking root. whom the others treated with a certain re-
Now draw out the comparison further for specCt,was surely a treasure-digger, with whom
yourself, and learn to understand why neither you are secretly m concert."
forester nor gardener, neither charcoal-burner "They are all good people," Fitz there-
nor joiner, nor any other craftsman, knows upon remarked, "who live poorly, and if they
how to make anything of you." sometimes do what others forbid, the), are

Whilst they were talking thus, Wilhelm, I just poor devils, who must gwe themselves
do not know for what purpose, drew some- some liberty, only to live."
thing out of his bosom which looked half like In point of fall, however, the little rogue,
a pocketbook and half like a case, and which when he noticed the preparations of the friends
was claimed by Montan as an old acquaint- to separate, became thoughtful. He mused
ance. Our friend did not deny that he car- quietly for a time, for he was in doubt as to
ried it about like a kind of fetish, from the which of the parties he should follow. He
superstition that his fate, in a certain measure, reckoned up his prospe6-ts : father and son
depended thereon, were hberal with their silver, but Jarno rather

But what it was we would wish at this point with gold ; he thought it the best plan not to
not to confide as yet to the reader; but we I leave hlm. Accordingly, he at once seized
may say thus much: that it led to a conversa- i an opportunity that offered, when at parting
tion,the final result of which was that Wilhelm I Jarno said to him: "Now, when I come to
confessed how he had long ago been mchned St. Joseph's I shall see whether you are hon-
to devote himself to a certain special profes- est: I shall look for the cross-stone and the
sion, an art of quite peculiar usefulness, pro- ruined altar."
vided that Montan would use his influence "You will not find anything," said Fltz,
with the guild-brethren, in order that the "and all the same I shall be honest; the
most burdensome of all conditions of their stone is from there, but I have taken away
life, that of not tarrying more than three days all the pieces, and stored them up here. It
in one spot, might be dispensed with as soon is a valuable stone ; without it no treasure can
as possible, and that for the attainment of his be dug up. For a little piece they pay me a
purpose, it might be allowed him to dwell great deal. You were quite right; this is
here or there as might please himself. This how I came to be acquainted with the tall
Montan promised to do, after the other had man."
solemnly promised himself unceasingly to put- Now there were fresh deliberations. Fltz
sue the aim which he had confidentmlty boundhimselftoJarno, for an additional ducat,
avowed, and to hold most faithfully to the to get at a moderate distance a large piece
purpose which he had once taken up. of this rare mineral, on which account he ad-

Talking seriously of all this, and continually vised them not to walk to the Giants' Castle;
replying to one another, they had left their but, however, since Felix insisted on it, he
night's lodgings, where a wonderfully suspi- admonished the guide not to take the travellers
cious company had by degrees gathered too deep into the region, for no one would
together, and by daybreak had got outside ever be able to find his way out again from
the wood on to an open space upon which those caverns and abysses.
they found some game, at which Felix particu- They separated, and Fitz promised to meet
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them again, in good time, in the halls of the asked for a still longer and stronger piece of
Giants' Castle. wood. His father waited anxiously for the

The guide walked ahead, the two others solution of this riddle. At last the bold fel-
followed; the former, however, had scarcely low arose quickly from out of the cleft, and
ascended a certain distance up the mountain, brought out a little casket not bigger than a
when Felix observed that they were not walk- small ocCtavo volume, of handsome antique
ing on the path which Fitz had indicated, appearance; it seemed to be of gold, adorned

The messenger replied, however: "I ought with enamel.
to know it better ; for just these last few days "Hide it, father, and let no one see it ! "
a violent tempest has knocked down the Thereupon he hastily told how, from a
next stretch of wood ; the trees thrown one mysterious inner impulse, he had crept into
across the other obstrucCt this path. Follow the cleft, and found underneath a dimly-
me; I will bring you safely to the spot." lighted space. In it there stood, he said, a

Felix shortened the difficulty of the road large iron chest, not indeed locked, but the
by lively strides and jumps from rock to rock, lid of which he could not raise, and indeed
and rejoiced at the knowledge he had gained, could hardly move. It was for the sake of
that he was acCtually jumping from granite to mastering this that he had asked for the
granite, wood, partly to place them as supports under

And so they went upwards, until he at last the lid, and partly to push them as wedges
stopped short upon some black ruined col- between;finally, he had found the box empty,
unms, and all at once beheld before his eye save in one corner of it the ornamented little
the Giants' Castle. Pillared wails stood out book. About this they mutually promised
upon a solitary peak. Rows of conned'ted profound secrecy.
columns formed doors within doors, aisles be- Noon was past; they had partaken of some
yond aisles. The guide earnestly warned food ; Fitz had not yet come as he had prom-
them not to lose themselves in the interior ; ised ; but Felix was particularly restless, long-
and noticing at a sunny spot, commanding a ing to get away from the spot in which the
wide view, traces of ashes left by his prede- treasure seemed exposed to earthly or un-
cessors, he busied himself in keeping up a earthly claim. The columns seemed to him
crackhng fire. He was accustomed to prepare blacker, and the caverns still deeper. A secret
a frugal meal at spots of this kind, and whilst had been laid upon him : a possession---lawful
Wilhelm was seeking more correcCt informa- or unlawful? safe or unsafe? Impatience
tion concerning the boundless prosped't, Felix drove him from the spot; he thought that he
had disappeared; he must have lost himself should get rid of his anxiety by changing his
within the cavern; he did not answer their locality.
shouting and whistling, and he did not appear They entered upon the road leading to
again, those extensive possessions of the great land-

But Wilhelm, who, as beseems a pilgrim, owner,of whose riches and eccentricities they
was prepared against various accidents, took had been told so much. Felix no longer leaped
out of his hunting-wallet a ball of string, care- about as in the morning, and all three for
fully tied it fast, and confided himself to this hours walked silently on. Sometimes he
guiding clue, by which he had already formed wished to see the little casket, but his father,
the intention of taking his son into the inter- pointing to the porter, bade him be quiet.
ior. Thus he advanced, and from time to Now he was full of anxiety that Fitz should
time blew his whistle, but for a time in vain. come. Then again he wasafraid of the rogue ;
But at last there resounded from the depths a now he would whistle to give a signal, then
shrill whistle, and soon after Felix looked out again he would repent having done it; and so
on the ground from a cleft in the black rock. his wavering continued until Fitz at last made

"Are you alone?" whispered the boy, cau- his whistle heard in the distance. He excused
tiously, his own absence from the Giants' Castle: he

"Quite alone," replied the father, had been belated with Jarno ; want of breath
"Give me some logs of wood! give me had hindered him. Then he inquired rain-

some sticks ! " said the boy; and, on receiv- utely how they had got on an_ong the columns
ing them, disappeared, first exclaiming anx- and the caves---how deep they had penetrated.
iously, "Let nobody into the cave t." Felix, half in bravado, half in embarrassment,

But after a time he emerged again, and told him one tale after another; he looked
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smilingly at his father, pinched him by stealth, ground which, while it accorded with a gen-
and did all that was possible to make it clear eral plan, was vaned by many diversities of
that he had a secret, and was feigning, hill and hollow.

They had at last reached a carriage-road, Several dwelling-houses lay scattered within
which ought to have taken them comfortably it, so that the space seemed to belong to sev-
to those domains; but Fitz declared that he eral owners, but yet, as F:tz declared, was
knew a nearer and better road: upon which owned and tilled by one single master. Be-
the porter would not accompany them, but yond the garden they beheld a boundless land-
continued on the straight broad beaten road scape, richly cultivated and planted. They
before him. The two wanderers trusted the in- could plainly discern various lakes and rivers.
dependent youth, and thought that they had As they walked down the mountain they
done well, for now they went straight down had got continually nearer, and thought that
the mountain-side, through a forest of very they would be m the garden d:re_ly, when
tall thin-stemmed larches, which became every Wilhelm started, and Fitz did not hide his
moment more penetrable to the sight, and at mahgnant glee ; for a precipitous cleft at the
last allowed them to see, in the most brilliant foot of the mountain disclosed itself before
sunlight, the loveliest demesne that can be them, steep enough from the outside, although
imagined, from inside fully on a level with the ground.

A large garden, devoted entirely as it Thus a deep ditch separated them from the
seemed to the cultivation of produce, lay garden, into which they dire_ly looked.
open, although plentifully planted with fruit- "We shall have to make rather a long cir-
.trees, before their eyes ; and, regularly arranged cult," said Fitz, "if we want to reach the
m a number of divisions, covered an area of road which leads into it. Still, I also know
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an entrance from this side, which will be a these barred doors, this isolation, this confine-

good deal nearer for us. The tunnels through ment--was altogether new to him. He looked
which the rain-water is regulated as it rushes about, he ran hither and thither, stamped his
into the garden when it rams are on this side; feet, wept, rattled at the doors, beat with his
they are high and wide enough for one to get fists against them; nay, he was on the point
through them pretty easily." of running with his forehead against them, if

As soon as Felix heard about tunnels he Wilhelm had not caught him, and forcibly
could not dismiss his curiosity to enter in this held him back.
way. Wilhelm followed the children, and "Only keep yourself quite quiet, my son,"
they descended together the steep steps, now began his father, "for impatience and violence
lying dry, of these conduit-tunnels. They will not help us out of this situation. The
found themselves alternately in light and mystery will clear itself up; but I should be
darkness, according as the hght fell through very much mistaken, if we have not fallen into
side-openings, or wa_sintercepted by columns good hands. Look at these inscriptions:
and walls. At last they reached a tolerably ' Deliverance and compensation for the inno-
level part, and were walking slowly forwards, cent,' 'Pity for the tempted,' and ' Retribu-
when suddenly close to them a report was tive justice for the culprit.' All this shows us
heard, and two hidden iron gratings closed that these arrangements areworks of necessity,
and shut them in on either side. Not indeed and not of cruelty. Man has only too much
the whole company, but only Felix and Wil- cause to protecCt himself against man. Of
helm were imprisoned ; for Fitz, as soon as the malevolent people there are indeed many.,
noise was heard, sprang back at once, and the and of evildoers not a few; and to live as it
closing grating caught only his large sleeves; behoves, it is not enough always to do well."
but he, throwing off his jacket very quickly, Felix had collecCted himself, but threw him-
escaped without waiting a moment, self at once upon one of the beds, without any

The two captives had scarcely time to re- further demonstration or reply. His father
cover from their astonishment, when they did not desist, but said further :
heard human voices, which seemed to ap- "Let this experience, which you are gaining
proach slowly. Then presently came some so early and so innocently, remain with you
people with arms and torches to the grating, as living evidence of which and of what a
looking curiously to see what sort of capture perfe6t century you have been born in.
they had made. They at once asked whether What a long road has not humanity been
they would quietly surrender, forced to make, before it reached the point

"There can be no question of surrender of being gentle to the guilty, merciful to the
here," replied Wilhelm; "we are in your culprit, humane to the inhuman! They eer-
power. We rather have reason to ask whether tainly were men of a divine nature who first
you will spare us. I dehver unto you the only taught this, and spent their lives in making
weapon that we carry with us," and with these possible and hastening its pra6hce. Men are
words he handed his hunting-knife through the seldom susceptible of the beautiful; more
grating. This was at once opened, and quite often of the good ; and how highly must we
leisurely the new-comers were taken onwards, then hold those who seek to promote this at
and after being led up a winding stair, they the cost of great sacrifices."
soon found themselves in a curious place. It These comforting, instruc"tive words, which
was a neat, spacious room, lit by small win- quite clearly expressed the purpose of the con-
dows beneath the cornices, which in spite of fining surroundings, Felix had not heard.
strong iron bars shed sufficient light. For He lay fast asleep, prettier and fresher than
seats, sleeping-places, and whatever else could ever; for a passion, such as in general he was
be required in a decent lodging, provision had not easily subjec"t to, had driven his whole in-
been made, and it seemed as if nothing was net being into his full cheeks. His father
wanting to one who found himself there but stood looking complacently at him, when a
his liberty, well-dressed young man entered, who, after he

Wilhelm on entering, at once sat down and had looked for a while at the stranger in a
thought over the situation. Felix, on the friendly manner, began to ask him about the
contrary, when he had recovered from his as- circumstances that had led him on the un-
tonishment, broke out into an incredible usual path into this trap. Wilhelm told him
rage. These high walls, those lofty windows, about the occurrence straightforwardly, handed
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him certain papers which served to declare his CHAPTER V.
identity, and referred him to the porter, who
must soon arrive by the ordinary road from ON the road to the castle, our friend, to his
the other side. When all this was clear so far, astomshment, found nothing that would have
the official begged his guest to follow hma. resembled an older pleasure-garden or a rood-
It was impossible to arouse Fehx; the servants ern park. Upon a gently sloping space he
therefore carried him upon the strong mat- beheld, in one glance, fruit-trees planted in
tress, hke the unconscious Ulysses of old, into straight lines, vegetable bed% large plots sown
the open air. with medicinal herbs, and only what could be

Wilhelm followed the official into a pretty esteemed useful in some way or other. A
garden, where refreshments were set out, space, shaded round by tall lime-trees, ex-
which he was bidden to enjoy, whilst the panded hke an entrance-hall worthy of the
other went to deliver his report at headquar- fine building; a long alley leading out of it
ters. When Felix, on awaking, beheld a little with trees of similar growth and beauty af-
table laid out with fruit, wine and biscuits, as forded an opportunity, at every hour of the
also the cheerful prospeCt through the open day, of taking exercise or strolling m the
door, he felt quite bewildered. He runs out, open aar. On entering the ca_tle, he found
he returns, he thinks he has been dreaming, the walls of the ground floor covered m a pc-
and over such good fare and such pleasant culiar fashion: large geographical drawings
surroundings has soon forgotten his previous of all the four quarters of the world met has
terror and all his sorrow, like an unpleasant eye. The walls of the stately staircase were
dream in broad daylight, similarly adorned with maps of pamcular

The porter had arrived, the official returned countries ; and on being admatted into the
with him, and with another older and still principal hall, he found himself surrounded
more kindly man ; and the matter was cleared by views of the most remarkable crees, en-
up in the following manner. The master of closed above and below by landscape pictures
this estate, benevolent in the higher sense, in of the neighborhoods in which they were
that he aroused all about him to aCtwity and in- situated; all depiCted with _uch art, that fl_e
dustry, had for many years disposed of young peculiarat_es of each distinCtly met the eye,
plants from his extensive nursery-gardenmto and at the same time an uninterrupted con-
industrious and careful cultivators for nothing neCtion was perceptible throughout. The
--to the negligent at a certain price--and like- master of the house, a cheerful httle man,
wise at a price, though a low one, to those somewhat advanced in years, welcomed his
who wished to trade with them. These two guest, and asked, without further introduction,
latter classes, however, demanded gratuitously pointing to the walls, whether by chance one
what only the worthy received gratuitously, of these towns were known to him; whether
and as they were not yielded to they sought to he had ever lived in any of them ? Of many
purloin the plants. They had succeeded in of them our friend was now able to give an
doing so in various manners. This vexed the account at length, and prove that he had not
owner all the more, because not only were the only seen several of the places, but also that
nurseries plundered, but by excessive haste he had not negleCted to observe carefully their
had also been injured. There were traces of condition and peculiarities.
their having entered through the water-chan- The master rang, and ordered that a room
nel, and on that account the grating with a should be assigned to the two guests; and that
spnng-gun had been arranged, though it was presently they should be shown in to supper,
only meant to serve as a symbol. The httle boy which was accordingly done. In a large hall
had under many pretexts allowed himself to be on the ground floor two ladles advanced to-
seen in the garden, and nothing was more wards hml, one of whom said to him with
natural than that, from audacity and roguery, I great livehness: "Here you will find httle
he should wish to take the strangers by a road company, but good. I, the younger mece,
which he had found out earlier, with a differ- am called Hersilia; this nay elder sister is
ent obje_ in view. They'had wished to named Julietta; the two gentlemen are father
make him prisoner; meanwhile, his jacket and son, officials, as you knowmfriends of the
would be preserved amongst other penal ob- family, who enjoy all the confidence that they
jee'ts, deserve. Let us sit down !" The two ladies

placed Wilhelm between them, the officials
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sat at the ends, Felix at the other side, where "THE WlTI._.SSWANDERER_''.
he at once moved himself opposite to Hersilia,
and never took his eyes off her.

After some general preliminary talk, Her-
silia seized an opportunity of saying: "In
order that the stranger may the sooner become
familiar with us, and initiated into our con-
versation, I must acknowledge that we read a
great deal here, and that by accident, incli-
nation, and perhaps also from a spirit of con-
tradi&ion, we have divided ourselves amongst
the different hteratures. Our uncle has taken
to the Italian ; this lady, here, does not take
_t ill to be thought a perfeCt Enghshwoman ;
but I hold to the French, in so far as they are
cheerful and elegant. Papa-steward here re-
joices m German antiquities, and the son is
thus able, as is fitting, to devote his sympathy
to the more modern and younger. You will
judge of us accordingly, take part accord-
mgly, agree or dispute; m every sense you
will be welcome." And in thin sense, too,
the conversation grew ammated.

In the meantime the d_recCUonof the hand-
some Felix's ardent glances had by no means
escaped Hersilia; she felt surprised and flat-
tered, and sent him the most delicate morsels,
which he gladly and thankfully received.
But at dessert, as he was looking towards her
across a dish of apples, she fancied that in the
splendid fruit she beheld so many rivals.
Quick as thought she seized an apple, and
reached it across the table to the enterprising
youth. He, seizing it hastily, at once began
to peel it; but as he looked unremittingly at ERR VON REVANNE, a rich
h_s lovely opposite neighbor, he cut himself private gentleman, possesses the
deeply in the thumb. The blood flowed finest estates in his province.
qmckly : Hersilia jumped up and attended to Together with his son and sister,
him, and when the blood had been stopped, he inhabits a ch/_teau that would be worthy
she closed the wound with English plaster of a prince; and, in faCt, ashispark, hiswater-
from her case. In the meantime the boy had works, his farms, his manufaCtures, and his
caught hold of her and would not let her go; household, support one-half the inhabitants
the _interruption became general, the com- for six miles round, he is, by his high repute
party rose from the table, and preparations and by the good that he causes, a prince in
were made to separate, reality.

"I suppose you read before going to sleep," "A few years ago he was walking along the
said Hersiha to Wilhelm ; "I wilt send you a walls of his park out towards the public road,
manuscript, a translation from the French by and it pleased him to rest himself in a little
myself, and you shall say whether you have plantation in which travellers are fond of
ever met with anything prettier. A distra&ed stopping awhile. Tall trees rear their tops
girl enters upon the scene--that perhaps above the young dense undergrowth; pro-
might not be any particular recommendation; vision is made against sun and wind, and a
but if I ever should become demented, as I modestly-fitted fountain gives forth its water
sometimes have a wish to be, it would be in over the roots, stones, and turf.
this manner." "The pedestrian, according to his wont,

carried with him a book and gun. Now and
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then he attempted to read, but often the song "' She felt the kind of reproof which was
of the birds, and sometimes the steps of a hidden beneath my comphment, and I formed
traveller, pleasantly interrupted and disturbed a favorable idea of her good-breeding. She
him. opened towards me two heavenly eyes of the

'" A beautiful morning was fast advancing, most perfect and purest azure, transparent and
when a youthful and anfiabte-lookmg young sparkling ; then she said in a digmfied tone,
lady appeared walking towards him. She left that she could not blame a gentleman, as I
the road, seeming to promise herself rest and seemed to be, for looking with some degree
refreshment at the cool spot where he was. of suspicion on a young girl whom he met
This wanderer, who had the loveliest eyes in alone on the high road ; that had often hap-
the world, and a face pleasingly animated by pened to her already; still, although entirely
expression, was also distinguished to such a a stranger, although nobody had any right to
degree by figure and demeanor, that he invol- cross-question her, she nevertheless begged
untarily got up from his seat and looked him to believe that the object of her journey
towards the road to see if the attendants, was consistent with the strictest decorum.
whom he supposed to be behind her, were Certain causes, of which she owed nobody an
coming. As she bowed towards him with account, compelled her to carry her grief
dignity, her figure again attrac"ted his atten- about in the world. She had found that the
tion, and he respe_fully answered her greet- dangers that people used to fear for her sex
ing. The beautiful wayfarer sat down on the were purely imaginary, and that the honor of
nmrgin of the fountain with a sigh, without a woman even among highwaymen only ran a
uttering a word. risk through weakness of heart or of prin-

"' Strange effe& of sympathy !' exclaimed ciples. Moreover, she only walked at hours
Herr yon Revanne, as he told me the event: and on roads where she thought herself safe;
' in the stillness this sigh was echoed by me. that she did not speak to everybody, and often
I remained standing, without knowing what I stayed at respectable places, where she could
ought to say or do. My eyes dM not avail earn her maintenance by services of an), sort
me to take in all her perfecCtions. Lying thus consistent with her education. Here she
reclined and resting on her elbow, she was the lowered her voice ; she dropped her eyehds,
most beauteous female form one could ira- and I saw a few tears steal down her cheek.
agine! Her shoes gave occasion for special "'To this I rephed that I by no means
observation on nay part: all covered with doubted her gentle extracCtion, and still less
dust, they bore witness to her having walked her honorable conduct. I only regretted that
a long distance ; and still her silken stockings any necessity should compel her to serve
were as shining as if they just then had been other people, since she seemed so worthy of
taken from beneath thesmoothing-stone. Her having servants herself; and that notw_th-
fastened-up dress was not rumpled; her hair standing a hvely curiosity, I would not fur-
seemed to have been curled that very morn- ther press her; that I wished rather by know-
ing ; fine linen, fine lace : she was dressed as ing her better to convince myself that she was
if she were going to a ball. Nothing betrayed in all respec"ts as anxious about her reputation
in her the vagabond; and vet she was one, as her virtue. These word_ seemed again to
but one to be pitied and revered, offend her, for she answered that she con-

" 'At last I took advantage of certain cealed her name and her country precisely on
glances which she cast towards me, to ask if account of her reputation, which after all
she were travelling alone, generally comprises less of reality than of

..... Yes, sir," saidshe, "'Iam alone in the supposition. When she offered her services
world." she showed testtmonials from the last houses

" '" How, madam? Can you be without in which she had served, and did not conceal
parents, without acquaintances?" that she w_shed not to be asked about her

"' "I should not exa_ly say that, s_r; country or her family. To this people accom-
parents I have, and acquaintances enough, modated themselves, and left to Heaven or to
but no friends." her own word the innocence of her whole

"'"That," I continued, "cannot possibly life, and her honesty. Expressions of this
be your own fault You possess an outward kind did not cause a suspicion of any mental
form, and surely too a heart, to which much derangement on the part of the beautiful ad_
would b_ forgiven." venturess.'
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"Herr von Revanne, who could not well "wind-money," ' she said, 'as has been the
understand this determination to wander fashion of other strolling minstrels before
about in the world, suspeCted now that there now.' She tr{ed the instrument with two or
had been an intention of marrying her against three preludes that showed a well-prac"tised
her inclination. Thereupon the thought oc- hand. There was no longer any doubt but
curred to him, might it not be despair from that she was a young lady of condition, en-
love? and wonderfully enough, though such a dowed with all attractive accomplishments,
thing has happened before, in giving her At first her performance was lively and bril_
credit for loving another, he fell in love with liant; then she passed into serious tones, to
her himself, and feared lest she might travel tones of deep melancholy, which was also
further away. He could not turn his eyes visible in her eyes. They became wet with
away from her fair face, the beauty of which tears, her face was changed, her fingers stayed;
was enhanced by the green half-light. Never, but of a sudden she surprised every one by
if ever there were nymphs, was a fairer one delivering merrily and laughingly a bantering
seen rechning on the green sward ; mad the song with the loveliest voice in the world.
somewhat romantic nature of this meeting en- As there may be reason in the sequel for
dued it with a charm which he was unable to thinking that this burlesque ballad concerned
resist, herself more closely, I shall probably be par-

"So, without considering the thing very doned for inserting it here:*
carefiflly, Herr yon Revanne induced the fair
stranger to let him conduct her to the chateau. "0 thou m cloak, so speedy,whence!
She makes no difficulty ; she goes with him, Ere scarce the day begins to break?
and shows herself to be a person acquainted A pilgrimage our friend, perchance,In this keen wind has vowed to make.
with the great world. Refreshments are Who of his hat has him deprived?
brought, which she accepts without affected Does he on purpose barefoot go ?
politeness and with the most graceful acknowl- How has he in the wood arrived
edgments. Whilst waiting for dinner she is Across the hilly waste of snow?
shown over the house. She only remarks on ,,Right marvellous, fromcosy nest,
what deserves special notice, whether in fur- Which did to better cheer invite!
niture or pictures, or m something pertaining And had he not this flowing vest,
to tbe convenient arrangement of the rooms. How terriblewould be hi_plight !That rascal must have him betrayed,
She finds a hbrary : she knows the good And taken all he had to wear;
books, she speaks about them with taste and Our friend is piteously arrayed,
modesty. No chattering, no embarrassment. Nigh like to Adam, stark and bare.

At table, just the same high-bred and natural ,,Why did he, then, such ways pursue,
demeanor, and the most amiable style of con- To pluck an apple full of woe
versation. So far, everything is rational in That in the mill-plot--fair, 't is true,
her speech, and her character seems as ami- As erst in Paradise---did grow.
able as her person. Not soon again such sport he'll try:

"After dinner a little trait of self-win made Forth from the house he quickly went,
And, once beneath the open sky,

her seem still prettier. Turning to Fraulein Breaks out in loud and bitter plaint:
Revanne with a smile, she said that it was a
custom of hers to pay for her mid-day meat ,,, Amid her looks, so full of light,

I read no syllable of guile;
with some work, and whenever money failed In me she seemed to have delight_
her, to ask her hostesses for needles. ' Allow And planned so black a deed the while!
me,' she added, ' to leave a flower behind on Could I divine, in her embrace,
your embroidery frame, so that in future the How treacherouslyher bosom moved?
sight of it may remind you of the poor She called on Love to stay his pace,
stranger.' And kind enough to us he proved.

"To this Fr_tulein gevanne replied, that ,,'Such pleasure in my love to take,
she was very sorry that she had no pattern Which ne'er did end the livelong night,
drawn, and should therefore be obliged to Then call and bid her mother wake,
forego the pleasure of admiring her ability. Just at the dawn of morning lightt

"The wanderer immediately turned her * Goethe inserteda versionof this ba___lladin Sehiller's
glance towards the piano. Musenalmanac_ for t799,before he translatedthe story.

"'Then I shall discharge my debt in TheFrenchoriginalis'LaFolteeaP_l&inage.'
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A dozen round of kith and kin So did they him of clothing rob,
Burst in-_-a very human flood: And tried to take his cloak and all;

Here brothers came, and aunts peeped m ; ttow e'er did such a cursed mob
There cousins or an uncle stood. Into the narrow dwelhng crawl?

""What rage and madness on them came! "'So up I sprang, and raved and swore
A very beast each seemed to be Through all, I wis, to force my way.

Then wreath and garland they did claim, I gave the mad girl one glance more,
Wtth din most horrible, from me. And ah, so lovely still she lay !

"Why do ye all, as if insane, Before my wrath they all were cowed,
Upon a guiltless youth so press? Yet many a wild word flew about;

For such-hke treasures to obtain, And so, with voice as thunder loud,
One needs, I trow, much more address. The den at last I got without.

"'" And Amor sure enough takes heed ',' You maidens, then, of rustic sort,
Of when to have h_s pretty will; Like city wenches, one must flee;

And flowers of sixteen years indeed Yet foohng lovers is a sport
He leaves not standing at the mill."' Best left to dames of high degree;
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And ff to prac_e ye are fain, condescend to perform manual work, and
And know no gentle faith in love, understood how to take her part in everything

Change lovers o'erand o'er again, which required higher arrangement and calcu-
But traitorsmustye neverprove! ' lation.

,,So sings he in this wintry tide, "'In a short time she established a degree
Vqhenne'er a sorryblade is green; of order, such as we had hitherto certainly

His dire misfortunesI deride, not felt the want of in the ct_teau. She was
For rightly is he served, I ween.

So may it hap to every wight a very sensible hon_keeper; and, as she had
Who sweethearttrue byday deludes, commenced with sitting at table with us, she

And all too recklesslyby night did not, from false modesty, withdraw her#elf
Into love's trcachexousmill intrudes, now, but continued to dine with us without

any hesitation; but she did not touch any
"It was indeed ominous that she could for- cards or instrument before she had brought to

get herself in such a fashion ; and this out- an end the duties which she had undertaken.
break might have served for an indication "'Now, I must freely confess that the fate
of a head that was not at all times equal to of this girl began to move me most pro-
itself, roundly. I pitied the parents, who probably

"'But,' said Herr yon Revanne to me, would sorely miss such a daughter; I sighed
'we also forgot all remarks that we might that such gentle virtues and so many endow-
have made: I do not know how it came to ments should be lost. She had already lived
pass. The unspeakable grace with which she several months with us, and I hoped that the
performed these freaks must have prejudiced confidence with which we sought to inspire
us. She played fantastically, but with under- her would at last bring the secret to her lips.
standing. She controlled her fingers corn- If it were a misfortune, we might help; if a
pletely, and her voice was really bewitching, fault, it was to be hoped that our mediation,
When she had finished, shc seemed as corn- our testimony, might be able to gain forgive-
posed as before, and we thought that she had heSS for her for any transient error; but all
only wished to enliven the after-dinner inter- our assurances of friendship, our prayers even,
val. were in vain. If she perceived an intention

"'Soon after she asked for permission to of winning an explanation from her, she
resume her journey; but at a sign from me would shelter herself behind general morali-
my sister said that, if she was not in a hurry, zations, in order to justify herself, without
it would be a treat to us to have her with us informing us. For instance, if we spoke to
for several days. I thought of offering her her about her itl-forUme: "Misfortune," she
some.occupation, since for once she agreed to would say, "fal!s upon both good and evil.
remain. Yet this first day and the following It is a potent medicine, which attacks the
one we only took her about the place. She good juices along with the bad."
never belied herself for one single moment ; "' If we tried to discover the reason of her
she was Reason endued with every grace, flight from her paternal home: "' If the deer
Her mind was subtle and striking, her mere- flies," she said, laughing, "it is not therefore
ory so well stored, and her disposition so guilty." If we asked whether she had suffered
beautiful, that she repeatedly aroused our persecutions: "' It is the fate of many girls of
admiration, and fettered all our attention, good birth to ext_erience and endure perse-
Moreover, she knew the rules of good be- cutions. He who cries at an offence will meet
havior, and pra_ised them towards every one with more." But how could she have made
of us, and no less towards certain friends who up her mind to e_ her llfe to the rough-
visited us, so perfeCtly, that we found it ira- ness of the multitude, or at least to owe it
possible to reconcile her singularities with often to its compassion ? At this she would
such a degree of education, laugh again, and say, "The poor man who

"' I really no longer ventured to suggest greets the rich at table does not lack sense."
any plans for household occupation with us. Once, as the conversation turned to jest, we
My sister, who was much pleased with her, spoke to her of lovers, and asked whether she
hkewise thought it her duty to spare the dell- did not know the chilly hero of her ballad.
cute feelings of this unknown. They managed I still remember welt how this word seemed to
the household affairs together, and with cut through her. She opened towards me a
respe_ to these the good child would often pair of eyes, so serious, so severe, that mine
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_. could not endure such a glance; and after- inflamed his love; he ventured to speak, to
wards, too, whenever love was spoken of, one undertake, to promise.
was sure to see the grace of her person and "The father, without wishing it himself,
the vivacity of her spirit overclouded. She always gave to his wooing a somewhat pater-
immediately fell into thoughtfulness, which nal aspec"t. He knew himself, and when he
we took for brooding, but which probably was had become aware of h_s rival, he could not
only grief. Still, upon the whole, she remained hope to conquer him, unless he were willing
cheerful, but without great liveliness; high- to adopt means whmh do not beseem a man
bred, without giving herself importance; of principle. Nevertheless he pursued his
frank without communicativeness, reserved course, although it was not unknown to him
without sensitiveness; rather patient than that kindness, nay, even fortune, are only

: meek, and more grateful than affectionate in attractions to which a young woman yields
return for all caresses and courtesies. She herself with caution ; but which remain inef-
was certainly a lady, educated to preside over fecqmal as soon as love reveals itself with the
a large household ; and yet she did not seem charms of, and accompanied by, youth.
older than one-and-twenty. So did this in- Herr von Revanne also made other mistakes,
comprehensible young person, who had quite which he repented later. In the midst of a

: captivated me, show herself during the two .friendship full of esteem, he spoke of 'a last-
years which it pleased her to stay with us; rag, secret, legal union.' He even com-

i. until she wound up with a piece of folly, plained, and uttered the word 'ingratitude.'
which is all the more strange as her qualittes Surely he did not know her whom he loved,

- were sterling and brilliant. M E son, who is when one day he said to her, that many bene-
younger than I, will be able to console him- factors received back evil for good. The

: self, but as concerns myself, I fear that I shall Unknown answered him with frankness:
be weak enough to miss her always. Many benefactors would like to acquire all

"' Now I will relate this act of folly in a the rights of their prot6g6s at the price of a
sensible woman, to show that folly often is lentil. The beautiful stranger, involved in

; nothing but reason under another exterior, the courtship of two rivals, induced by un-
It is true that one will find a strange contra- known motives, seems to have had no other
diction between the noble character of the intention but to spare herself and others any
pilgrim and the comical cunning of which she foolish pranks, and in these doubtful circum-
availed herself; but we already know two of stances adopted a wonderful expedient. The
her inconsistencies--the pilgrimage itself and son pressed her with the boldness of his age,
the ballad.' and threatened, as usual, to sacrifice his life

"It is probably clear that Herr yon Revanne to the inexorable one. The father, somewhat
had fallen in love with the stranger. Now, he less unreasonable, was still equally pressing;
could not altogether rely upon his face, which both were in earnest. This amiable creature
was fifty years old, although he looked as fresh might now probably have assured herself of a
and robust as a man of thirty ; but perhaps he well-deserved position of life ; for both the
hoped to please by his pure, childl_e health, Herren yon Revanne aver that it had been
by the goodness, cheerfulness, gentleness, their intention to marry her.
generosity of his character; perhaps also by "But from the example of this girl let
his fortune, although he had delicacy enough woman learn that an honest soul, even ff the

_- to feel, that one does not buy what is price- mind should have given way to vamty or to
less. real derangement, does not cherish the

:_ "But the son, on the other hand, amiable, wounds of the heart which it is not willing
tender, high-spirited, without taking more to heal. The pilgrim felt that she was stand-
thought than his father, rushed headlong into ing at a critical point, where it would not be

" the venture. First he tried prudently to win so e.asy for her to defend herself long. She
'_ the unknown one who had first become really was m the power of two lovers, who could ex-
v appreciated by him through the praise and cuse every pressure with the purity of their

the friendship of his father and aunt. He motives, inasmuch as they intended to justify
made sincere efforts to gain an amiable their boldness by a sanctified tie. So it was,

_ woman, whom his passion seemed to have and so she understood it.
: raised far above her present condition. Her "She could shelter herself behind Fraulein
' severitymore than her merits and her beauty, yon Revanne; but she omitted to do so, no
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doubt from consideration, from esteem for " ' How? What is it? Away! mademoiselle;
her benefacCtors. She is not put out of coun- you are a nice creature! But at least legiti-
tenance; she thinks out a method for pre- mate children are not to be disinherited; it is
serving to each his virtue, whilst she allows quite enough to accuse them. Yes, made-
her own to be suspeCted. She is mad with a molselle, I see through your conspiracy with
fidelity which her lover certainly does not de- my father. You two give me a son, and he
serve, if he feels not all her sacrifices, even if is my brother. Of that I am certain.'
they should remain unknown to him. "With the same quiet cheerful countenance

"One day, as Herr von Revanne returned the lovely unwise one answered him, ' You are
somewhat too impetuously the friendship, the certain of nothing: it is neither your son nor
gratitude, which she showed towards him, she your brother. Boys are naughty; I have
assumed on a sudden a simple manner, which never wanted one. It is a poor little girl that
struck him. ' Your goodness, sir, alarms me; I will take away, far away, quite far from
and allow me frankly to confess why. I feel menmwicked, foolish, faithless men.'
indeed that only to you I owe my whole "Then, giving free vent to her heart:
gratitude; but in fa&--' ' Farewell,' she continued, ' farewell, dear

"' Cruel girl !' said Herr von Revanne. ' I Revanne ! From nature you have an honest
understand you; my son has touched your heart; keep to the principles of uprightness.
heart ' These are not dangerous with well-established

"'Alas! sir, it has not stopped there. I wealth. Be kind towards the poor. He who
can only express by my confusionm' despises the prayer of troubled innocence,

"' How? Mademoiselle, you would--' will one day himself beg, and not be listened
"' Indeed, I think so,' said she, as she bent to. He who has no scruple in setting at

low down and dropped a tear--for women are naught the scruples of an unprote6-ted girl,
never at a loss for a tear in their artifices, nor will himself become the vi&im of unscru-
for an excuse for their evil-doing, pulous women. He who does not feel what a

"Smitten with love as Herr von Revanne chaste girl must feel when she is being wooed,
was, still he was forced to wonder at this new deserves not to gain her. He who, against
kind of innocent sincerity in such circum- all reason, against the intentions, against the
stances, and he found the lowly posture very design of his family, constructs schemes in
much in place, behalf of his own passions, deserves to be de-

"'But, mademoiselle, it is quite incom- prived of the fruits of his passions, and to
prehensible to me.' lose the esteem of his family. I believe in-

"'To me too,' said she, and the tears deed that you have loved me sincerely; but,
flowed more abundantly. They flowed so my dear Revanne, the cat knows well whose
long that at last Herr von Kevaune, after a beard it licks; and if you ever become the
very unpleasant reverie, again broke silence beloved of a worthy wife, then remember the
with a quiet air, and said : mill of the unfaithful one. Learn from my ex-

"' This enlightens me! I see how ridicu- ample to rely on the constancy and discretion
lous are my pretensions. I bestow on you no of your beloved. You know whether I am
reproaches; and, as the only penalty for the unfaithful; your father knows it also, I in-
grief which you cause me, I promise you so tended to roam through the world and to ex-
much of his inheritance as is necessary to pose myself to all dangers; surely the greatest
show whether he loves you as much as I.' are those which threatened me in this house.

"'Alas, sir, have pity on my innocence, But because you are young I tell it to you
and tell him nothing about it.' only and in confidence: men and women are

"To ask for secrecy is not the means to only unfaithful of set purpose ; and that I
obtain it. After these steps, the fair Unknown wanted to prove to the friend of the mill,
now expec"ted to see her lover before her full who perhaps will see me again, when his heart
of anger and highly incensed. He soon ap- will have become sufficiently pure to miss
peared with a look which augured annihilating what he has lost.'
words. However, he was choked, and could "' Young Revanne still listened, though she
bring out no more than, ' How, mademoiselle, had finished speaking. He stood as if struck
is it possible?' by lightning; tears at last unclosed his eyes,

""Well, whatisit, sir?' she said, withalaugh, and in this state of emotion he ran to his
which on such an occasion can provoke despair, aunt, his father, to tell them that mademoiselle
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was going away, that mademoiselle was an above the gates--as for instance we forthwith
angel, or rather a demon, roaming about in light upon: ' From the Useful, through the
the world in order to torture the hearts of True, to the Beautiful.' "
everybody. But the wanderer had taken her The women had already prepared the break-
measures so well that she was not found again; fast under the lime-trees; Felix frolicked
and when father and son had come to a mu- about them, trying by all sorts of follies and
tual explanation, her innocence, her talents, extravagances to bring himself forward so as
and her insamty, were no longer doubted ; to get a warning or a reproof from Hersilia.
and, great as were the pains that Herr yon The sisters now tried by frankness and com-
Revanne took from that time, he did not suc- municativeness to gain the confidence of their
teed in obtaining the least enlightenment in taciturn guest, who pleased them ; they told
reference to this beautiful person, who had him about a favorite cousin, who had been
made her appearance as transiently and in as three years absent, and was presently expecCted
lovely a form as an angel." home; about a worthy aunt, who hved in her

castle at no great distance, and was to be re-
garded as the tutelary genius of the family.
In a state of bodily decay, she was described

CHAPTER VI. as being in blooming health of spirit, just as
if the voice of a primeval sibyl no longer

AFTER a tong and thorough rest, of which visible were to utter, qmte simply, pure divine
the travellers might well stand in need, Felix words on human things.
jumped a_ively out of his bed, and made The new guest now turned his conversation
haste to dress himself; and, as his father and questions to the present. He wished to
thought he noticed, with more care than hith- know the noble uncle more closely in a purely
erto. Nothing fitted him neatly or smartly distincCtive acCtivity: he thought of the road
enough : he would have liked everything to be which he had pointed out, "From the Useful,
newer and less worn. He sprang into the through the True, to the Beautiful," and
garden, and only tasted on the way a little sought to interpret the words after his own
of the first meal, which the servant had fashion--in which, moreover, he succeeded
brought for the guests, since the ladies would qmte well, and had the good fortune to gain
not appear in the garden for another hour. Julietta's approval.

The servant was accustomed to entertain Hersilia, who up to this time had remained

strangers, and to show many of the things in silently smiling, replied on the other hand :
the house ; so he conduced our friends also "We women are in a peculiar position. We
into a gallery, in which only portraits were hear the maxims of men continually repeated,
hung up and exhibttedmall of persons who nay, we have to behold them in gilt letters
had worked in the eighteenth century--a large above our heads, and yet we girls might be
and glorious company ; p_c°tures and busts as able in private to say the very. reverse, which
well, when possible, by excellent masters, would also pass current, as is precisely the

"You will not find," said the keeper, "in case in the present instance. The Beautiful
the whole castle, a single picCture that points maiden finds admirers, also suitors, and pro-
even distantly to religion, tradition, mythol- bably at last a husband ; then she arrives at
ogy, legend or fable : our master wishes that the True, which may not prove to be the
the imaginative power shall only be required pleasantest possible, and if she is wise she
to make present to itself the True. We deal will devote herself to the Useful, attend to
enough in ficCtion, he is wont to say, without house and children, and in this abide. At
needing to exalt still higher this dangerous least I have often found it so. We girls have
quality of our intelle_ by external stimu- time to observe, and then we generally find
lants." what we did not look for."

Withelm's question, when they might ex- A messenger from the uncle arrived with
pe_ him down, he answered with the the news that the whole party was invited to
information that his master, according to his dinner at a neighboring hunting-box ; they
habit, had ridden out quite early. He was could either ride or drive thither.
accustomed to say: ,, Observation is life !" Hersdia chose to ride. Felix also begged
"You will see this and other maxims, in urgently that they would give him a horse. It
which he refle_s himself, written in the fields was agreed that Julietta should drive with
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Wilhelm, and that Felix as a page should be take the fruit for sale into the deepest clefts
indebted for his first ride to the lady of his of the mountain rocks."
young heart. "I have enjoyed it myself like any child,"

In the meantime Jutietta drove with her replied Wilhelm; "there, where I never hoped
new friend through a series of plantations that to meet with anything of the sort, among pines
all pointed to utility and enjoyment ; nay, the and rocks, I was less surprised at finding pure
innumerable fruit-trees made it doubtful simplicity of mind than new refreshing fruit !
whether the fruit could ever all be consumed. The gifts of the spirit are at home every-

"You have passed through such a wonder- where, but the gifts of nature are only sparely
ful ante-chamber into our society, and have distributed over the earth's surface."
found so much that is really uncommon and "Moreover, our worthy man has brought
strange, that I may suppose that you wish to many things from distant places nearer to
know the conne&ion of all this. All depends the mountain ; in the buildings below here you
on the spirit and sense of my excellent uncle, will find salt laid up, and stores of spices.
The vigorous years of this noble person's For tobacco and brandy he lets others pro-
manhood fell in the tmae of Beccarta* and vide ; these are not necessaries, he says, but
Filangieri;t the maxims of a universal hu- lusts, and consequently they have providers
manitarianism prevailed at that time on all enough already."
sides. But his striving spirit and severe char- Arrived at the appointed place, a roomy
a&er transformed this general ideal into ideas huntsman's house in the forest, the party
which occupied themselves with the pra&ical, found themselves assembled, and a small table
He did not conceal from us, how according ready laid out.
to his own fashion he had transformed that "Let us sit down," said Hersilia. "Here,
liberal motto:'The Best for the largest num- to be sure, stands our uncle's chair, but as
ber,' and destined ' For the Many, the Desir- usual he is sure not to come. In a certain
able.' The most cannot find or know what is manner it gives me satisfa&ion, that our new
the best, still less procure it. But many are guest, as I hear, is not going to stay long
always around us : what they wish, we learn with us; for he might be wearied when he be-
to know ; what they ought to wish, we retie& came acquainted with our company. The
on ; and thus something of importance can composition of it is what is everlastingly re-
always be effe&ed and created. With this peated in novels and plays : a wonderful uncle,
wew," she continued, "everything that you one gentle and one lively niece, a sensible
see here has been planted, constru&ed and ar- aunt, domestics of the well-known sort ; and
ranged ; and simply for a quite close, easily- if our cousin were now to return, he would
attainable purpose ; all this has come to pass learn to recognize a fantastic traveller, who
from love to the great neighboring mountain perhaps would bring with him a still more
range, eccentric companion, and then the trite rhea-

"The excellent man, endowed with both trical piece would be composed, and trans-
strength and the means, said to himself: No formed into reality."
child up yonder shall want a cherry or an apple, "The peculiarities of our uncle we must
for which withgood reason they are so greedy ; needs revere," replied Julietta; "they arenot
the housewife shall not lack cabbage or turnips a burden to any one, but rather a convenience
or any other vegetable for her saucepan, so that to everybody. He detests, as he always will,
to some degree the unwholesome consump- a fixed dinner-hour, but he rarely interferes
tion of potatoes may be counterbalanced. To with it, for indeed he maintains that one of
this end and in this manner he tries to achieve the finest inventions of modern times is dinner
what his possessions give him an opportunity t_ la carte."
of doing ; and thus for many years carriers, Amidst much other conversation they also
men and women, have been organized, who discussed the worthy man's taste to affe& in-

scriptions everywhere.

Cesare Beccaria of Bonesana, whose work ' Dei "My sister," said Hersilia, "knows how to
Delitti e Delle Pene,' first published anonymously in interpret them all, and she vies with the
i764, gave an impulse to the study of penal laws._D, keeper in making them out; but I find they

t Gaetana Filangieri, the reno_med author of ' La can all be reversed, and that then they are
Scienza della Legislazione' (8 vols. x78I--88), whose just as true, and perhaps more so."
acq_mintauceGoethe had madein Naples._D. "I do not deny," replied Wilhelm, "that
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there are mottoes among them which seem est will none the less belong in due course to
to neutralize themselves. Thus, for instance, every one.
I saw written up very strikingly, ' Ownership In this manner the ladies conversed about
and Common-property.' Do not these two many things with their new friend, and, as
ideas exclude one another ?" their mutual confidence increased more and

HersiIia interrupted him : "Such inscrip- more, they also spoke about a cousin who was
tions, it seems, one uncle has borrowed from shortly expecCted. "We beheve that his
the Orientals, who on all their walls do strange behavior has been arranged with our
honor to, rather than understand, the maxims uncle. For some years he has let us hear
of the Koran." nothing from him. He will send charming

Julietta, not to be put off, replied to the presents, figuratively intimating his place of
preceding question : "If you paraphrase the residence, then all of a sudden he writes from
few words, their sense will at once become somewhere quite close by, but will not come be-
clear." fore we have given him some information about

After some discussion, Julietta continued to our own condition. This behavior is not
explain how it wasmeant: "Everyone should natural; what lurks behind it we must dis-
try to dignify, to keep, and to increase the cover before his return. To-mght we will
possession which has been granted to him by give you a packet of letters, from which the
fate or by nature; with all his faculties he rest may be seen."
should grasp as far around him as he can Hersilia added: "Yesterday I made you
reach, but should at the same time always acquainted with a foolish wandering woman ;
think how he shall let others have a share in to-day you shall hear about a crazy tray-
it ; tbr people of means are only valued in so eller."
far as others enjoy through them." "But confess," added Julietta, "that this

When they now began to seek for instances, communication is not without purpose."
our friend found himself in his proper ele- Hersilia was just asking, somewhat impa-
ment: they vied with each other, they tiently, what had become of the dessert, when
strained their wits, in the endeavor to prove the announcement was made that the uncle
the truth of those laconic words, expected the company to enjoy dessert with

"' Why," they maintained, "'do people him in the large sumlner-house. On the way
honor the prince--but because he can put in back they observed a camp-kitchen staff very
aCtivity, can advance and bestow favors on busily engaged in packing up, with much
every one, and make them, as it were, share- clatter, their brightly-burnished saucepans,
holders of his absolute power? Why does plates, and dishes. They found the old gen-
everybody look up to the rich ? Because he tleman in a spacious arbor, before a large,
himself, the most needy, on all sides wants round, freshly-spread table, upon which, as
participators in his abundance. Why do all they took their seats, the finest fruits, delicious
men envy the poet ? Because his nature pastry, and all the best sweets, were abun-
makes communication necessary--nay, is corn- dantly served. On the uncle's asking what
munication itself. The musician is happmr had they met with to amuse them, Hersilia
than the painter; he expends welcome gifts in replied quickly, "Our good guest would prob-
person, immedmtely, whilst the latter only ably have run astray over your laconic in-
gives when the gift has been sundered from scriptions if Julietta had not come to his as-
himself." sistance with a running commentary."

Then they further asserted generally: Man "You always bring in Juhetta," replied
ought to retain firmly every sort of posses- the uncle; "she is a good girl, who can
sion; he ought to make himself a central learn and understand something too."
.point, from which the common good can " I should like to forget much of what I
issue; he must be an egoist, in order not to know ; and what I do understand is not worth
become an egoist; must keep together, in much either," replied Hersflm in joke.
order to be able to expend. What does it Hereupon Wilhelm joined in, and said
mean--to give possession and goods to the thoughtfully, "Pithy mottoes of every kind I
poor? It is more praiseworthy to behave as know how to honor, especially ff they incite
a steward for them. This is the sense of the me to refleCt on and bring into accord what
words "Ownership and Common-property:" contravenes them."
the capital no one ought to attack ; the inter- "Precisely so," replied the uncle ; "indeed,
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rational man throughout his whole life has together, and partake of what is offered, as
never yet had any other occupation." you have seen. That gives him pleasure; but

They had, as appeared in the course of the no one dares come who does not bring an ap-
conversation, made the objecCtionto the uncle, petite with him. Every one who has satisfied
that his property did not bring himin what it himself has to rise, and only thus he is oct-
ought. He replied thereto, "The deficiency tain of always being surrounded by people
of income I look on as an outlay, which gives who enjoy themselves. ' If you want to give
me pleasure, inasmuch as I thereby render life people a treat,' I heard him say, ' you must
more easy to others. I have not even the try to procure for them what they are seldom
trouble of making this disbursement myself, or never in a condition to obtain.' "
and thus everything is made fair again." On the return journey an nnexpe&ed rais-

In the meantime the table had gradually hap caused some excitement among the party.
filled all round, so that at last there was Hersilia said to Felix, who was riding by her
scarcely a place left. side, "Look there, what flowers are those?

The two stewards had arrived, huntsmen, they cover the whole sunny side of the hill; I
horse-breakers, gardeners, foresters, and others have never seen them before." Felix at once
whose occupation one could not tell at once. urged on his horse, galloped towards the place,
Each had something of the most recent occur- and in returning with a whole bunch of bloom-
fence to say and to report, which the old gen- ing flowers, which he waved in the air at a dis-
tleman heard good-naturedly, or perhaps even tance, all of a sudden disappeared with the
elicited by sympathizing inquiries; but at last horse. He had fallen into a ditch. Imme-
he rose, and saluting the company, whom he diately two horsemen detached themselves
would not have move, went away with the two from the party and galloped towards the spot.
bailiffs. All had indeed enjoyed the fruitJ Wilhelm wanted to get out of the carriage,
and the young people the pastry--although but Julietta forbade it. "He has already got
they may have looked a little unconventional, help, and our law in such cases is, that only
One after another rose, saluted those that one who is giving help may stir from the
stayed, and went away. spot."

The ladies, who noticed that the guest oh- Hersilia stopped her horse. "Yes, indeed,"
served what passed with some wonder, ex- she said, "dod-tors one wants but seldom, but
pressed themselves as follows: "You see here surgeons every moment."
again the effe& of the peculiarities of our ex- Felix was already cantering up again, with
cellent uncle; he affirms, that no invention of a bandaged head, clutching the blooming
the age deserves more admiration, than that booty, and holding it aloft. With compla-
you should be able to dine at inns at small eeucy he reached the nosegay to his mistress.
separate tables 'd la carte;' as soon as he Hersilia in return gave him alight, bright-
became aware of this, he also tried to intro- colored neckerchief.
duce it into his family for himself and others. "The white bandage does not suit you,"
When he is in his best humor, he likes to she said; "this will look much prettier."
paint vividly the horrors of a family table, And thus they reached home, reassured in-
where every member sits down occupied with deed, but in a sympathetic mood.
extraneous thoughts, listens unwillingly, speaks It had grown late: they separated in the
absently, remains sullenly silent, and if ill-luck friendly hope of meeting again on the mor-
introduces little children, calls forth, with a row, but the following correspondence kept
sudden recourse to pedagogism, the most un- our friend awake and thoughtful for some
reasonable bad humor, hours.

"' One has to bear with so many ills,' he LENARI)OTO ms AUNT.
says, ' but from this I have found out how to
emancipate myself.' He seldom appears at "At last, dear aunt, you receive, after three
our table, and occupies the chair that stands years, my first letter, according to our ar-
empty for him only for a few moments. He rangement, which indeed was strange enough.
carries his camp-kitchen about with him, and I wanted to see the world, and abandon my-
generally dines alone ; others must take care self to it, and for this period I wished to
of themselves. But if once in a way he offers forget my home, from which I came and to
breakfast, dessert, or other refreshment, then which I hoped to return again. I wanted to
all his scattered dependants have to assemble retain the whole impression, and that single
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details should not lead me, when at a distance, agents and tenants are getting on. What has
into misconception. In the meantime the become of Valerina, the daughter of the ten-
necessary tokens of existence have been ant whom uncle shortly before my departure
interchanged between us from time to time. had ejecCted--rightly indeed, but still, as it
I have received money, and little gifts for my seems to me, rather severely ? You see that
nearest friends have meanwhile been handed I still remember much ; I still know pretty
over to you for distribution. From the sort well all. You must examine me about the
of things sent, you could see where and how past, after you have communicated the present
I was. In the wines my uncle has surely to me."
tasted out my place of residence every time ;
then the lace, the quodlibets, the steel-ware, TmZ AVNT TO J_m_rA.

have marked my way for the ladies through "At last, dear children, there is a letter
Brabant to Paris and on to London ; thus, on from the Three-years-mute. How these wou-
your writing, sewing, and tea-tables, your derful people are wonderful indeed! He
morning robes and evening dresses, I shall thinks that all his articles and tokens are as
find many a mark on which I can hang my good as one single good word that one friend
tales of travel. You have accompanied me, can say or write to another. He really
without hearing from me, and perhaps are by imagines that the balance is m his favor, and
no means curious to know anything further, wants us on our part to do what on h_s own
To me, on the contrary, it is in the highest he so harshly and unkindly demed us. What
degree necessary to learn, through your good- ought we to do ? I, for my part, would at
hess, how the circle which I am on the point once meet his wishes with a long letter, if my
of re-entering goes on. I should like to en- headache did not announce itself, and scarcely
ter acCtually from foreign parts like a stranger allow me to finish the present letter. We all
who, to be agreeable, first informs himself wish to see him. Take the matter, my dear
about what they wish or like in the house, ones, in hand. If I have recovered before
and does not iumgine to himself that they you have finished, then I shall contribute my
must receive him exactly according to his own quota. Choose the persons and clrcum-
own liking, just for the sake of his fine hair stances as you like best ; describe them.
or eyes. Write to me, therefore, about the Divide them between you. You will do it all
good uncle, the dear nieces, about yourself, better than I. I suppose the messenger will
about our relations near and remote, and also bring me back a line from you ?"
about old and new servants.

"Enough ; let your pracCtised pen, which
JULIETTA TO HER AUNT.

you have not for so long inked for your
nephew, hold sway on the paper for his bene- "We have already read, refle6_ted, and tell
fit. Your instru_ive letter shall be my you through the messenger our opinion, each
credentials, with which I shall present myself for herself, though we have first satisfied our-
as soon as I have received it. Thus it de- selves together, that we are not so good-
pends upon you to see me in your arms. One naturedly disposed as our dear aunt towards
changes far less than one thinks, and circum- her always spoiled nephew. He having for
stances remain for the most part much the three years kept his cards hidden from us,
same. Not what has changed, but what has and still keeping them htdden, we are to
remained, what has gradually increased and throw up ours, and play an open game against
decreased, I wish to recognize all at once, his concealed one. That is by no means
and to look again upon myself as in a familiar fair, but still it may pass ; for even the most
mirror. Greet all our friends heartily, and subtle often deceives himself just because he
believe in the strange fashion of my absence makes too sure. Only as to the style and
and return more warmth is contained than is manner we are not agreed; as to what shall
often found in uninterrupted sympathy and be sent to him, and how. To write about
cordial correspondence. A thousand greet- what you think of your own people, that is,
ings to each and all. to us at least, a strange task. As a rule one

only thinks about them in this or that
" POSTSCRIPT. case, when they cause one exceptional pleasure

"Do not negle&, dearest aunt, to say a or vexation. Otherwise every one leaves others
word about our men of business, how our alone. You only could do it, dear aunt, for
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you have penetration and impartiality at the has doubly occurred to me. She is the only
same time. Hersilia, who, as you know, is person whom he mentions by name. We
easily excited, has hurriedly given mea funny others are to him nieces, aunts, agents; no
review of the whole family upon the spur of personalities, but only denominations. Val-
the moment ; I wish it stood on paper, so as erina, the daughter of our lawyer I A fair,
to win a smile from you amidst your suffer- pretty child enough, who may have dazzled
ing ; but not that it should be sent to him. the eyes of our Herr Cousin before his depar-
My proposal, however, is to send him our cor- ture. She is married, well and happily; that
respondence of these last three years; this he I need not tell you. But he knows as little
may peruse himself, if he has the courage, or about it as he knows in other respe_s about
may come to see what he does not care to us. By no means forget to tell him, also in
read. Your letters to me, dear aunt, are m a postscript, that Yalerina has become prettier
the best order, and are at your disposal at every day, and on this very account too has
once. made a very good match : that she is the wife

"Hersilia is not of the same opinion; she of a rich landowner. The beautiful blonde is
excuses herself with the confusion of her married : make that quite clear to him. But
papers, etc., as she will tell you herself." now, dear aunt, this is not yet all. How he

can remember the fair beauty so well, and yet
HERSILIA TO HER AUNT. confound her with the daughter of the disso-

lute tenant, a wild romp of a brunette, called
"I must and will be very short, dear aunt, Nachodina, who is gone no one knowswbere.--

for the messenger shows himself disagreeably this is altogether incomprehensible to me, and
impatient. I consider it superfluous kindness puzzles me wonderfully, for it seems that Sir
and quite out of place to communicate our Cousin, who boasts of his .good memory,
letters to Lenardo. What business has he to mixes up names and persons m an extraordi-
know what good we have said of him, what nary wa'y. Perhaps he feels this defer, and
business has he to know what evil we have wants to refresh again what has been forgotten
said of him, in order to find out from the lat- by your description. Keep a tight hand on
ter still more than from the former, that we him, I beg you ; but try to find out how Val-
are well-disposed to him. Keep a tight hand erina and Nachodina are, and what Inns and
on him, I beg you. There is something so Trinas and all are still preserved in his
cool and presumptuous in this demand, in this imagination, whilst the Ettas and Ilias have
behavior, such as these gentlemen generally disappeared from it. The messenger! the
show when they come from foreign lands, confounded messenger! "
They always consider those who stay at home
as not complete. Excuse yourself with your
headache. He will come fast enough; and THE AUNT TO HER NIECES.

if he does not come we will wait a little (Dic"tated.)
longer. Perhaps in that case it will occur to
him to introduce himself amongst us in some "What is the good of much dissembling
queer secret fashion, and learn to know us towards those with whom one has to spend
unrecognized, and I don't know what all one's life! Lenardowith all his peculiarities
might not enter into the plans of such a clever deserves confidence. I am sending him both
man. That would be pretty and wonderful your letters ; from them he will learn to know
indeed ! It might produce all kinds of corn- you, and I trust the rest of us will uncon-
plications, which could not possibly develop sciously seize an opportunity as soon as possi-
themselves under the diplomatic entry into ble of presenting ourselves before him in the
the family which he now has in mind. same way. Farewell I I am in great pain."

"The messenger I the messenger ! Instruc_
your old .people better, or send young ones. HERSILIATO HER AUNT.

This one is not to be bribed either by flattery "' What is the good of dissembling towards
or wine. A thousand times farewell ! those with whom we spend our lives ! Lenardo

"POSWSC_r rob POSTSCRIVr. is a spoiled nephew. It is abominable, that you
should send him our letters. He will not

"Tell me, what does our cousin mean in learn to know us from them, and I only wish
his postscript about Valerina? This question for an opportunity of presenting myself as soon
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as possible in another way. You make others allowed to impart everything to yon. Here
suffer a great deal, whilst you suffer and are accordingly are a few letters, which will in-
blind. A speedy recovery from your pain. troduce you to the circle within which I am
There is no remedy for your love." at present moving, without breaking or evad-

ing my vows."

THE AUNT TO HERSILIA.

4, I should also have enclosed your last little
note for Lenardo, if I had a_ually kept to the
purpose which my incorrigible partiality, my CHAPTER VII.
illness, and considerations of convemence had
suggested. Your letters are not gone." V_Rv early in the morning our friend found

himself _lone in the gallery, and was enjoying
WILHELMTO _AT_Lm. himself over many a well-known form ; to

those unknown, a catalogue, which he found
"Man is a sociable, communicative crea- at hand, gave him the desired clue. Portrai-

ture; his enjoyment is great when he exer- ture, like biography, has qmte a pecuhar in-
cises the faculties that have been given to retest; the distinguished man, whom one
him, even if nothing further were the out- cannot think of without a surrounding, steps
come of it. How often is the complaint forward isolated, and places himself before us
made in society, that one does not allow the as before a mirror; we accordingly turn on
other to have his say ; and one can just as well him our special attention, we occupy ourselves
_ay that one did not allow another to write, with him exclusively, as he is complacently
if writing were not usually a sort of business occupied with himself in the mirror. It is a
that one must discharge in solitude and alone, general, who now represents the whole army,
Of how much people write we have no idea at behind whom emperors as welt as kings for
all. I do not wish to speak about so much of whom he fights, step back into the shade.
it as is printed, although it is quite enough. The clever courtier stands before us, even as
But of the _amount in letters, news, stories, if he were paying court to us; we do not
anecdotes, descriptions of the present condi- think of the great world, for the sake of
tion of individual people, quietly circulating which he in fad1 has made himself so fascin-
in letters and longer compositions--of this one ating. Surprising, too, to our observer was
may gain an idea by living for a time, as I do the likeness of many a one long gone, to
now, in a family of culture. In the sphere in living people known to him, whom he had
which I find myself at present, one almost seen in the flesh--nay, even the likeness to
spends as much time in imparting information himself. And why should Men_echml-twins
to relations and friends about what one is oc- result only from one mother? Ought not the
cupied with as one has for occupation itself', great mother of the gods and men also be
This observation, which has forced itself on able to bnng forth the like form, at the same
my notice during the last few days, I make time or at intervals, from her fruitful lap?
all the more gladly, since my new friends' Finally, too, the sympathetic observer could
facility in writing gives me the opportunity not deny that many an attra_ive and many a
of learning to know their mutual relations repulsive form flitted across his vision.
quickly and from all sides. They confide in In the midst of this contemplation he was
me, give me a packet of letters, a few travel- surprised by the master of the house, with
ling journals, the confessions of a mind not whom he conversed freely on these subjee"ts,
yet at one with itself, and thus in a short time and whose favor he seemed to gain still more.
I am everywhere in the house. I know the For he was kindly taken into the inner room
neighboring society; I know the persons before the most precious portraits of remark-
whose acquaintance I am going to make, and able men of the sixteenth century in complete
know almost more about them than they do presence just as they loved and lived, without
themselves, since they are entangled in their any displaymg of themselves in the mirror or
own circumstances, whilst I flit past them, to the spee"tator, self-reliant and self-con-
always at your hand, discussing ever)thing tented, working by their own charad'ter, and
with you. It is my first condition, too, be- not through any sort of willing or pur-
fore I accept a confidence, that I shall be posing.
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The master of the house, satisfied that his your guidance, in order to -be initiated in
guest should know how to value completely a the world and all its manifold conditions
past so richly brought before him, showed him and principles, with right ideas in good
the autographs of many persons, about whom time."
they had been speaking before in the gallery; "He does me too much honor," said our
and at last some relics, which there was no friend; "still I shall not have heard this in
doubt that the formerpossessors had used and vain."
touched. At breakfast, at which he found his Felix

"This is my kind of poetry," said the already busy amongst the ladies, they ex-
master of the house, laughing ; "my imagina- pressed to him the wish that, since he could
tion must take hold of something! I can on no account be detained, he would go to
scarcely believe that anything has ever been, their noble Aunt Makaria, and perhaps thence
that is not still here. About such sacred to the cousin, to clear up the strange delay.
relics of the past I try to procure the most He would thus become as it were a member
rigid proofs, otherwise they are not admitted, of their family ; he would confer upon them
Written traditlons are most closely examined ; a distin& service, and without any great prep-
for I believe, indeed, that the monk has aration would enter into confidential rela-
written the chronicle, but what he hears wit- tions with Lenardo.
hess to, that I seldom believe." To this he replied, however: "Whither-

At last he put a clean sheet of paper before soever you send me, I willingly betake myself.
Wilhelm with a request for a few lines but I set out for the purpose of seeing and think-
wathout signature ; after which our guest found ing; with you I have experienced and; learned
himself ushered through a side-door into the more than I dared to hope, and I am con-
hall, and by his side the custodian, vinced that on the next path to which I am

"I am glad," said the latter, "that you are introduced I shall find out and learn more
valued by our master; the very fa& that you than I can expe&."
have come out at this door is a proof of it. "And you, pretty good-for-nothing? what
But do you know what he takes you for? He are you going to learn?" asked Hersilia.
thinks that in you he sees a professional peda- To which the boy answered _,eryboldly:
gogue ; he supposes that the boy belongs to a "I am learning to write, in order to be able
family of rank, and has been intrusted to to send you a letter; and to ride better than
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anyone, so that I may always be with you himself. This impetus was encouraged by
again immediately." the desirable possessions which could be ob-

Hereupon Hersilia said thoughtfully: "I mined, before population had as yet spread
have never been able to get on perfe_ly well further westward. Whole so<ailed counties
with admirers of nay own years; it seems as were still for sale on the border of the in-
if the following generation is going to in- habited territory; and the father of our pro-
demnify me very quickly." prietor had acquired considerable possessions

there.
Yet here also was shown how often in sons

a contradi6tion to the paternal disposition
But now we feel with our friends how close manifests itself. Our squire arriving as a

youth in Europe, felt himself another man.
at hand is the painful hour of leave-taking, This inestimable culture, that had been called
and we should like to give a clear idea of the into being several thousands of years ago;peculiarities of his excellent host, of the singu-
larities of that extraordinary man. But, in which had grown, expanded, been curbed,

oppressed, never entirely suppressed; breath-order not to judge him falsely, we must first
ing afresh, reviving, and afterwards as before

direct our attention to the descent and early displaying itself in infinite forms of ac°tavity--
development of this worthy person, already gave him quite different notions respecting
far advanced in years. What we were able to the goal which humanity is able to reach.find out is as follows:

His grandfather hved as an active member He preferred to take his share of the great,
immeasurable advantages; and to lose him-

of an embassy in England, just in the last self as a fellow-worker amidst the great mass
years of William Penn.* The great benevo- moving in orderly aH_vity, rather than there
lence, the pure aims, the unflagging acCtivity beyond the seas, belated by many centuries,of such a distinguished man, the conflifft into
which for this reason he fell with the world, playing the part of an Orpheus or Lycurgus.

He used to say: "Everywhere man has need
the dangers and affli_ions to which this noble of patience, must everywhere be on his guard,man seemed to be subjeHed, aroused an the
susceptible soul of the young man a decisive and I would rather settle matters with nay
interest; he associated himself with the enter- king, that he should grant me such rights,
prise, and finally went himself to America. rather accommodate myself with my neigh-

bors, that they may allow me certain restric-
The father of our squire was born in Phila- tions, provided that I yield to them on some
delphia, and they both had the fame of having
contributed to the result that a general in- other point, than be fighting with the Iro-quois, m order to expel them, or deceiving
crease of religious freedom prevailed in the them by contra&s, in order to drive them outcolonies.

of their marshes, where one will be tortured
Here was deduced the maxim, that any to death by mosquitoes."

nation isolated in itself and m harmony as He took possession of the family estates;
regards morals and religion, ought carefully to he knew how to deal with them in a liberal
guard itself against all foreign influence and spirit, to manage them economically, to annex
all renovation ; but that where on a new soil prudently large and apparently useless neigh-
we wish to gather together many members boring tra6ts of land, and thus within the
from all sides, there should be granted the civilized world,--which, in a certain sense
most unfettered aHivity in all pursuits, and a only, may too often be called a wilderness,-
free scope to the universal moral and religious to acquire and cultivate a moderate domain,ideas.

which with the limitations of carcumstances is

The brisk, lively impetus towards America still always sufficiently utopian.
in the beginning of the eighteenth century Religious liberty is therefore indigenous
was considerable, inasmuch as everyone on within this distric"t; public worship is regarded
this side who felt himself in any degree un- as a free confession that we have a common
comfortable hoped over there to emancipate ownership in life and in death ; but very great

care is at the same time taken that no one
* William Penn, to whom, in 168X, Charles II. should separate himself.granted estates in North America, which he settled as

a colony of. Quakers, and from which arose the State In the several plantations are seen moder-
of Pennsylvama,died in England in t7a8.--ED, ately large edafices ; each of these is the room
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which the owner of the soil devotes to each sittings; if it is something spiritual, moral,
community; here the eldest gather, in order that overclouds us, then we have _ourse to a
to consult together; here the many assemble friend, to a right-minded person, and ask for
to listen to instru_ion and pious exhortation, his advice, his influence; enough, it is the
But this room is also destined for merry- law, that no one dare to transfer to the next
making; here the wedding dances are cete- week any concern that may disturb or affli_
brated, and the holiday concluded amidst him. From oppressive duties, only the most
music, conscientious pra_ice is able to deliver us,

Nature herself can lead us towards this. and what cannot be relieved at all we leave
In ordinarily fine weather under the same finally to God, as the all-controlling, all re-
time-tree we see the elders in consultation, deeming Being. Even our uncle himself does
the community at its instrueqion, and the not omit this probation; there are even cases
youth whirling round in dance. Upon a in which he wilt speak confidently to us about
serious background of life, the holy thus ap- a difficulty, that he has not been able to over-
pears beautiful; seriousness and holiness mod- come at the moment; but generally he con-
crate enjoyment, and only by moderation do suits with our noble aunt, to whom he from
we preserve ourselves, time to time pays a visit. On Sunday evening

If the community is otherwise disposed, he is also in the habit of asking whether a
and sufficiently well-to-do, it is at liberty to clean confession and settlement of all has
devote different buildings to the different been made. From this you may see that we
purposes, take every care not to be admitted into your

But if all this has been calculated for the order, the community of the Renunciants."
public and common morality, still religion "It is a tolerable life," cried Hersilia; "if
itself remains as before, something inward, I resign myself once every seven days, at least
nay, something individual. For it has only I have it to my credtt for three hundred and
to do with the conscience. This must be sixty-five!"
aroused or tranquillized: aroused, when blunt, Before his departure our friend received
inaeCtive, and in a state of torpor; but soothed from the younger bailiff a packet with writing
down when it threatens to embitter life by a enclosedmfrom which we extra_ the follow-
remorseful restlessness. For it is closely allied ing passage:
to the pain which threatens to become sorrow, "It seems to me, that in every nation there
when through our own fault we have drawn prevails a different frame of mind, which only
down any ill upon ourselves or others, can make it happy, and one observes this in

But as we are not always disposed to con- different individuals. He who desires to have
siderations such as are required for this, nor his ear filled with grand and harmoniously
even always care to be stirred, therefore the regulated tones, and thereby elevate spirit and
Sunday has been set apart, in which all that soul,--will he thank me if I place before his
oppresses man must, in a religious, moral, eyes the most beautiful pi6bare? A lover of
social or economical aspect, come under dis- pi_ures will look; but he will decline to have
cussion, his imagination aroused bya poem or a novel.

Who then is so endowed, that he can enjoy in
many different ways?

"If you would stay a little longer with us," "But you, our passing friend, have ap-
_id Julietta, "our Sunday would not displease peared to me like such an one, and if you
you either. The day after to-morrow, early, have known how to appreciate the prettiness
you would notice a great stillness; every one of a fashionable rich French aberration, then
remains alone and devotes himself to a pre- I trust you will not scorn the simple, true
scribed meditation. Man is a limited being: honesty of German ways; and pardon me if,
in order that we may meditate on our narrow- according to my custom and manner of
ness the Sunday is set apart. If there happen thinking, according to my birth and position,
to be bodily suffering, which during the whirl I find no more charming image than is shown
of the week we set at naught; then at the be- us by the German middle clam in its pure do-
ginning of the new week we must at once mestic life.
took out for the do_or; if our difficulty is "Take this kindly: and remember me."
economical or otherwise conne_ed with busi-

ness, then our bailiffs are obliged to hold their
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CHAPTER VIII. obje&, together determined what was to
be done in the time _mmedlately at hand, and

WHO IS THE TRAITOR_ the mother knew how to carry out eYerythmg
wisely. Double and threefold was now the
anxiety of the widower, who saw daily before

O, _o!" he ex- his eyes that for sons of professors at _he uni.
claimed, as he burst verslties themselves, only by a mere chance
violently and hur- could a successful education be hoped for. In
riedty into the bed- this perplexity he turned to his friend the
room assigned to high-bailiff* at R , with whom he had
him, and put down already dlscussed earher plans of a closer
the light ; "no, it is family connecCtion. He was able to advtse
not possible I But and to help, so that the son was received m
whither shall I turn one of the good educational institutes which
myself! For the then flourished in Germany, and m which all
first time I think possible care was taken of the whole man--
differently--for the body, soul, and spirit.
first time I feel and The son had now been provided for, yet his
wish otherwise, father felt h_mself far too much alone: de-
Oh, my father ! if pnved of his wife, and strange to the lovely
you could be pres- presence of the boy, whom, without any trou-
ent invisibly, and ble on hit own part, he had seen brought up
look me through so satisfactorily. At this point also the

and through, you would convince yourself that friendship of the high-bailiff stood him in
I am still the same, ever the faithful, obedient good stead ; the distance between their re,i-
and loving son. To say no--to oppose the denees disappeared before the inclination to
dearest and long-cherished wish of my father ! bestir themselves and to seek distracCtion. Here
How shall I reveal it?_how shall I express the widowed scholar found m a family circle,
it ? No, I cannot marry Julia. Whilst utter- also deprwed of a mother, two beautl'ful, and
ing it, I am frightened. And how shall I in different ways lovable, daughters, just grown
present myself to him--reveal it to him, my up. And so the two fathers more and more
kind, dear father? He looks at me astounded strengthened themselves in the behef, in
and silent; he shakes his head; the clear- the prospecCt, of seeing at some future day
headed, wise and learned man cannot find a their houses conne_ed m the pleasantest man-
single word. Woe is me ! Oh, I know well ner.

to whom I should confide this pain, this era- They lived in the prosperous dominions of
barrassment, whom I should choose as my in- a sovereign prince; the able man was certain
tercessor: of all people, you, Lucinda ! And of his position for the length of his life, and
to you I should like to tell first, how I love so probably was a successor of his own nom-
you, how I abandon myself to you, and im- ination.

plore you piteously, Be my representative; In accordance with a prudent family and
and if you can love me, if you will be mine, official arrangement, Lucidor was now to pre-
then represent both of us." pare himself for the important place of his

To explain this short, heartfelt, passionate future father-in-law. In this he succeeded
soliloquy, a great many words will be re- step by step. Nothing was neglected to im-
quired, part to him every kind of knowledge, to

Professor N , of N , had an only I develop in him all those capabihtms of whmh
son of wonderful beauty, whom, until his the State at all times stood in need: the stud),
eighth year, he left under the care of his wife, of the strict judicial law; of the more discre-
a very worthy lady. She guided the hours tionary one, where wisdom and ability lend
and days of the child to life, to learning, and their assistance to the functionary ; calculation
all good conduct. She died, and at the for da_ly wants--without excluding higher
moment the father felt that he would be un- views, but everything pertaining immediately
able, personally, to further continue this
tutorship. Hitherto all had been harmony * Oberan_mann" a supenor government official
between the parents; they worked with one charged with the administration ofjustace.--ED.
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to life as it would surely and unfailingly be capricious, amiable, restless, and very amus-
required for use. ing; the latter, diffg:ult to describe, because in

To this intent Lucidor had completed his recCtitudeand purity she represented just that
school years, and was now prepared by his which we consider as most desirable in all
father and well-wisher for the university. He women. They interchanged visits, and Julia
d|splayed the finest talent for everything, and found the most inexhaustible entertainment in
owed to nature also the rare good fortune of the professor's house.
being willing, from love to his father, and re- His specialty was geography, which he
spe_ for his friend, to guide his faculties just knew how to enliven by topographical deserip-
m that dlre6tion which was indicated to hlm, tions; and as soon as Julia had noticed but a
first from obedience aud then from convi&ion, single volume, a whole series of similar ones
He was sent to a foreign university, and from the Homann publications were ready at
there, according both to his own epistolary hand. Then the towns in a body were passed
accounts and to the testimonials of his teach- in review, judged, preferred or reje&ed: all
ers and tutor_, he pursued the path which seaports particularly gained her favor; other
ought to lead him to his goal. They could towns, that would obtain her approval only in
only disapprove of his having in a few in- a moderate degree, had carefully to make
stances been too _mpetuously courageous. At themselves conspicuous by a multitude of
this the father shook his head, and the high- towers, cupolas, and minarets.
bailiff nodded. Who would not have wished The father left her for weeks with his
for himself such a son ! trusted friend : she really improved in knowl-

Meantime the daughters, Julia and Lucinda, edge and understanding, and knew tolerably
grew up--the former, who was the younger, well the inhabited world in its general feat-
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ures, points, and places. She was also very nearly the developed beauty, to devote him-
observant of the costumes of foreign nations, self for a few weeks to intercourse and ac-
and when her adoptive father somettmes jest- quaintanceship with the whole family. If the
ingly asked her whether some one or other of young people, as was to be hoped, were soon
the many handsome young people who were at one, then it should be announced; the
walking up and down before the window did father would at once appear, in order that a
not really please her, she would say : ,'Yes, cer- solemn betrothal might assure for ever the
tainly, if he looks quite out of the common !" hoped-for happiness.
Now as our young students are never wanting Lucidor arrives, he is received in the most
in this respe_, she often had occasion to take friendly fashion, he is shown to a room, at-
an interest in this or that one; she would re- ranges his dress, and appears. He finds
call to mind in reference to him some foreign there, besides the family c_rcle already known
national costume, but yet would declare at to us, a half-grown up son, spoiled without
last, that a Greek at least must come by corn- doubt, but clever and good-natured, so that
pletely rigged out in his national dress, if she if one had liked to take him for the family-
was to devote to him any special attention ; on jester, he would not have accorded with the
this account she would long to be at the Leip- whole at all badly. Then there belonged to
zig fair, where such fellows were to be seen in the household a very old, but hale and cheer-
the streets, ful man, quiet, refined, wise, near the end of

After his dry and often disagreeable work life, but now and then of use. Immediately
our teacher knew no happier moments than after Lucidor there came another stranger, no
those in which he playfully instructed her, and longer young, of distinguished aspeEt, estima-
at the same time secretly congratulated him- ble and experienced in life, and through his
self on his task of educating such a charming familiar knowledge of the world highly enter-
and always easily amused daughter-in-law, taining. They called him Antony.
The two fathers, moreover, had agreed that Julia received her bridegroom-designate
the girls should not suspect anything about with modesty, but complacently. Lucinda,
their intentions; and they were concealed on the contrary, did the honors of the house,
even from Lucidor. as her sister those of her own person. Thus

Thus years passed by, as indeed years will the day passed with especial pleasure for all,
easily pass. Lucidor presented himself, ac- except only Lucldor; otherwise taciturn, he
complished, and approved in every test to the was forced from time to time, in order not to
satisfaction even of the higher powers, who remain entirely dumb, to assume a questmning
wished for nothing better thau to be able to attitude, in which circumstances no one ap-
fulfil, with a clear conscience, the hopes of pears to advantage.
old, worthy, favored and meritorious set- He was thoroughly distraCted, for from the
rants, first moment he had felt towards Julia neither

And thus the affair had, by regular steps, at disinclination nor aversion, but estrangement ;
last reached the point, that Lucidor, after be- Lucinda, on the contrary, attraCted him, so
having exemplarily in subordinate capacities, that he trembled when she looked at him with
was about to obtain, according to his mere her full, pure, quiet eyes. In this state of
and desire, a profitable post, situated exaCtly affliCtion, on the first evening he reached his
midway between the university and the high- bedchamber and unburdened himself in the
bailiff's. The father, therefore, now spoke to soliloquy wtth which we began. But to clear
his son about Julia, to whom he had hitherto this up too, and to reconcile the passion of
only alluded, as his future bride and wife, such a tirade with what we already know
without further doubt or stipulation, extolling about him, a short statement will be neces-
his fortune in having won such a living jewel, sary.
In spirit he already saw his danghter-in-law from Lucidor was a man of deep mind, and gen-
timetotimeagainwith him, busyingherselfwith erally had in his thoughts something besides
maps, plans and views of cities. The son, on what the present demanded, on which account
the other hand, recalled to mind the lovable he was never quite happy in entertainment
and merry creature, who in childhood's time and conversation ; he felt this, and was taci-
had always delighted him with her freaks as turn, except when the conversation turned
well as her friendliness. Lucidor was now to upon special subjeCts which he had mastered,
ride over to the high-bailiff's to see more and in which what he wanted was at all times
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ready at his service. In addition to this, it the instruCtion of her presumptive father-in-
happened that in earlier days at school, and law.
later at the university, he had been dis. Lucidor, the following evening (he had
appointed in certain friends, and had unhap- scarcely shut the door, and not yet put down
pily expended in vain the outpourings of his the light) exclaimed: "Now, look to your-
heart. All sociability had become a sus'pi- self! it is a serious matter. You have learned
cious matter to him ; but any suspicion does and thought out many serious matters; what
away with all sociability. To his father he is the good of jurisprudence if now you do not
was accustomed to speak only in one tone, and forthwith acCt like a jurist? Regard yourself
therefore, a_ soon as he was alone, his heart as a plenipotentiary; forget yourself, and do
would vent itself in monologues, what you would be bound to do for others.

The next morning he had somewhat col- Matters are coming to a crisis in the most ap-
led'ted himself, and yet he was on the point of palling manner. The foreigner is evidently
losing his presence of mind when Julia came there for Lucinda's sake ; she shows him all
towards him, more friendly, more cheerful, J the attentions of the home circle in the pret-
and more unconstrained than ever. She had i tiest, most well-bred manner. The silly little
plenty to ask him about his journeys by land one would like to roam with any one through
and water, how as a student with his baggage the world, for nothing, nothing at all. Besides,
at his back he had tramped and climbed she is a rogue too; her delight in towns and
through Switzerland, nay, had even crossed countries is a trick, by which she silences us.
the Alps. Thereupon she wanted to know a But why do I look at this matter in such a
great deal about the beautiful island in the confused and limited manner. Is not the
large southern lake; then, on the return, the high-balhffhimself the most prudent, sensible
Rhine had to be traced from its remotest and amiable of mediators ? You will tell him
source, at first through the most joyless what you feel and think, and he will appre-
regions, and so downwards through many ciate, if not even sympathize. He can do
varying scenes, until at last between Mainz anything with your father. And is not one
and Coblenz it is still quite worth while to dis- his daughter as well as the other ? And what,
miss the river honorably from its last limita- then, has this ' Antony Roamer' * to do with
tlons into the wide worldmmto the ocean. Lucinda, who is bona for home, to be happy
Lucidor felt very much relieved by this, and and to create happiness? Yoke the restless
continued to tell his tales with pleasure, and Quicksilver to the Wandering Jew: that would
so well that Julia exclaimed with rapture: be a charmiug match l"
"One ought to see such things in company In the morning Lucidor went down with
with some one else," at which Lucidor was the firm resolve of speaking to the father, and
again frightened, for in this remark he thought for this purpose to approach him without de-
that he espied an allusion to their companion- lay at a time when he knew that he would be
ship through life. at leisure. How great was his grief, his em-

However, he was soon relieved from his barrassment, when he heard that the high_
duty as a teller of tales, for the foreigner bailiff had set out on business, and was only
whom they called Antony speedily eclipsed all expected back the day after to-morrow. Julia
his mountain rills, rocky banks, rivers con- seemed to-day to be having a regular travel-
fined and flowing free. For now they went ling time : she stuck to the globe-walker, and
direc'-t to Genoa; Leghorn lay at no great dis- with a few joking speeches, that related to
tance; and a raid was made upon all that was domestic matters, left Lucidor with Lucinda.
most interesting in the country; Naples must If our friend had before seen the noble girl
be seen before one died ; but Constantinople from a certain distance, and after a general ,
was still left--this too was not to be neglerted, impression, and already most heartily appro-
The description that Antony gave of the wide priated her to himself, now, in the nearest
world carried along with it the imagination proximity, he discovered doubly and trebly
of all, although he had less ardor to infuse what had first attrac2ed him in a general
into it. Julia, quite beside herself, was still way.
by no means satisfied ; she felt a longing The good old friend of the family now came
for Alexandria, Cairo, but particularly for

the Pyramids, about which she had gained * Under this title (A_t_m Rei*er) C. Ph. Moritzpub-
a tolerably complete knowledge through lished an autobiography of his earl_ yeamuD. -
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forward in place of the absent father; he too bailiff, at first unmarried, then during a long
had lived and loved, and after many buffets and happy union, with means of his own, m
of life he was at last cheered and well cared- a lucrattve post, had--in accordance wtth his
for at the side of the friend of his youth. He own taste and insight, the fancies of his wife,
animated the conversation, and expatiated es- nay, even in compliance with the wishes and
pecially about mistakes in the choice of a hus- humors of his children--attended to and
band, and related remarkable instances of beaunfied several separate larger and smaller
rectifications made sooner or later. Lucinda plots, which being by degrees conne&ed
appeared in her full glory: she admitted that tastefully with plantations and roads, afforded
in life, and in mamages as well as other to the passer-by a most lovely, d_verse and
things, chance of all kinds might bring about chara_eristic succession of scenes. The
the very best result; yet that it was more beau- young members of the family accordingly
tiful, more elevating to the heart, when a man made their guest undertake a pilgrimage of
could say to himself, that his fortune was due this kind ; even as people like to show their
to himself--to the quiet, unwavering convic- surroundings to a stranger, in order that he
tlon of Ins heart, to noble resolve and prompt may regard as a novelty what has become
decision. Tears stood in the eyes of Lucidor, stale to themselves, and may retain the pleas-
as he gave his approval, after which the ant impression of it forever.
ladies soon withdrew. The old gentleman, The nearer as well as the more distant por-
who presided, was quite ready to indulge fur- tion of the estate was strl_ly appropriated to
ther in an exchange of stories, and thus the modest plantations, or peculiarly rural special-
conversation was extended to amusing exam- ties. Fertile hills alternated with well-
ples, which, however, touched our hero so watered meadow-land, so that the whole
closely, that only a youth so purely educated could be seen from time to time without be-
as he, could refrain from an outbreak; this, ing level ; and although land and soil were by
however, happened when he was alone, preference devoted to utility, still the grace-

"I have controlled myself," he exclaimed; ful and alluring had not been excluded.
"with such embarrassment I will not annoy To the mansion and offices were annexed
my good father. I have restrained myself, pleasure-gardens, orchards, and grass lawns,
for in this worthy Family friend I recognize the out of which one lost one's self unwittingly in
representative of both fathers: to him I wilt a httle copse, through which wound up and
speak, to him disclose everything; he will be down, in and out, a broad carriage-road. In
sure to mediate in the matter, and has already the middle of this, on the top of the most
almost expressed what I wish. Could he in prominent eminence, apavilion had been con-
the particular case blame what he in general strut"ted, with a suite of apartments. On en-
approves ? Early to-morrow I will seek him tering at the principal door, one saw in a
out ; I must gain breath for this struggle." large mirror the most lovely prospe_ that the

At breakfast the old man was not present ; neighborhood could offer, and quickly turned
it was stated that yesterday evening he had round to recover one's self in the reality from
talked too much, sat too long, and drunk a the unexpecCted refle6"tion, for the approach
few drops of wine beyond his custom. They had been arranged artfully enough, and all
said a great deal in his praise, and indeed that was designed to effe_ a surprrse had been
spoke of his words and a_mns in a way that carefully hidden. No one entered without
drove Lucidor to despair, at not hawng at again and again turning with pleasure from
once applied to him. This disagreeable sen- the mirror to nature, and from nature to the
sation was only made still keener by hearing mirror.
that after such attacks the good old man often When once upon the road, on one of the
did not make his appearance again for a finest, most genial, and longest days, they
week. kept upon a good grass-road round and

Residence in a country-house has indeed through the whole. Here was pointed out the
great advantages for social intercourse, particu- evening resting-place of the good mother,
larly when the entertainers, being people of where a splendid beech-tree had reserved
thought and feeling, have found an oppor- round about itself an open space. Julia soon
tunity, after several years' experience, of aiding afterwards pointed out, half teasingl):, the
the natural conditions of their environment. It place of Lucinda's morning devotion, m the
was fortunately so in this case. The high- vicinity of a tiny lake, among poplars and
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aiders, near meadows sloping downwards, and scarcely sufficed to bear her weight, beneath
corn-fields extending upwards. It was pretty an elder-tree that bent too deeply down.
beyond all description. One fancied that one "Oh, how cramped I '" she cried, jumped to
had seen it often before, but nowhere so re- her feet ; and ran in front with her merry
maxkable and so welcome in its simplicity, brother.
On the other hand, the young brother, half The couple that remained behind con-
against Julia's wish, showed the diminutive versed together sensibly, and in such cases
arbors and childish garden ere_ions which, reason probably comes near to feeling. To
close by a cosily-situated mill, were scarcely roam successively through simple natural ob-
noticeable. They dated from the time when jee_s, and quietly to observe how the sensible,
.Julia, in about her tenth year, had taken it prudent man is able to turn them to account;
into her head to become a miller's wife, and how the comprehension ofwhat is at hand, asso-
after the departure of the two old people, was ciating itself with the sense of his requirements,
going to set up for herself, and look out for an will do wonders, in first of all making the world
honest miller youth, inhabitable, then in peopling it, and at last in

"That was at a time," exclaimed Julia, overpeopling it---all this could here be dis-
"when I still knew nothing about the towns cussed in detail. Lucinda gavean accountof
that lie on rivers, or indeed on the sea, noth- everything, and howsoever modest she was,
ing about Genoa, and so forth. Your good could not conceal that this convenient and
father, Lucidor, has transformed me, and pleasant connection of distant portions of the
since that time I have not been so ready to estate was her own work, under the sugges-
come here." tions, dire_ion, and assistance of a revered

She sat down playfully on a little bench that mother.
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But yet since even the longest day will at which we nevertheless remain limited even in
last verge towards evening, it was now need- our happiest moments.
ful to think of returning, and as they were "What shall I do now ?" exclaimed Lucl-
thinking about some pleasant circuitous road, dot, when at last he found himself alone ;
the merry young brother expressed a wish that "time presses; I have no confidence m
they should enter upon the shorter road, Antony; he is an utter stranger--I do not
although not the pleasanter, but rather the know who he is, how he conies to be ill the
more difficult one. "For," he exclaimed, house, or what he wants: he seems to intere-_t
"you have been boasting with your sites and himself in Lucinda, and what in that case
contrivances how you have beautified and ira- could I hope for from him? Nothing re-
proved the country for artistic eyes and sensi- mares for me but to approach Lucinda my-
tive hearts, but now let me too gain credit." self; she must know it---she first. This indeed

Now they had to pass across ploughed lands was my first feeling ; why do we allow our-
and rugged paths, nay, they had even to walk selves to be misled into paths of prudence ?
over stones roughly thrown across small bogs, The first must now be last, and I trust to at-
and at some dtstance they soon beheld all tain my end."

kinds of machinery in confused piles. Seen On Saturday morning Lucidor haviz_g
nearer, it was a large pleasure or playground, dressed early, was pacing to and fro in his
ereHed not without judgment, in a certain room, and thinking over what he must say to
popular style. Thus there were standing Lucinda, when he heard a sort of good-hum-
here, arranged at the proper distances, the ored wrangling outside his door, which at the
great swing-wheel, on which those mounting same instant was opened. Thereupon the
and descending always remain as if sitting merry youth pushed m before him a boy with
qu!etly in a horizontal position, and other coffee and biscuits for the guest; he himself
swmgs, slack-ropes, balance-boards, bowling- carried some cold meat and wine. "You
greens and skittle-alleys, and all that can be shall go first," he said, "for the guest nmst be
imagined to occupy and amuse a number of served first; I am accustomed to wait upon
people in different ways and to an equal myself. My friend, to-day I come somewhat
extent, in an extensive plea._re- ground, early and noisily ; let us enjoy our breakfast in
"This," he exclaimed, "is my contrivance, peace, and then we will see what we shall set
my laying out; and although father gave the about, for we have little to hope from the corn-
money for it, and a clever fellow the head to pany. The younger one has not yet returned
make it, still, without me, whom you so often from her friend ; these two are obhged to
call silly, neither judgment nor money would pour out their hearts mutually at least once
have combined together." every fortnight, in case they explode. On

In this merry mood they all four reached Saturdays Lucinda is altogether useless, for she
home at sunset. Antony put in an appear- then delivers punHually her housekeeping ac-
ance; the younger lady, however, who during counts to father. I too ought to dabble in
all this day had not had enough exercise, had those things, but, Heaven preserve me! if I
the horses put-to, and drove across the coun- know what a thing costs, I cannot relish a
try to see a female friend, being desperate at mouthful. They expect guests to-morrow; the
not having seen her for two days. The four old gentleman has not yet recovered his
left behind felt embarrassed before they were equilibrium. Antony is shooting; we will do
aware of it, and it was then declared that the the same."
absence of the father began to alarm his faro- Guns, game-bags, and dogs were ready,
ily. The conversation began to flag, when when they descended into the courtyard, and
all at once the merry lad jumped up, and so they set out across the fields, where event-
soon returned with a book, offering to read ually a leveret and a poor indifferent bird
aloud. Lucindacould not refrain from asking were shot. In the meantime they talked
"how he had hit upon an idea which he had about domestic affairs and those of the present
not had the whole year," to which he merrily party. Antony was mentioned, and Lucidor
re..plied, "Everything occurs to me at the right did not fail to inquire about him. The
tlme--a thing you cannot boast of." He read a merry youth declared, with some complacency,
series of genuine fairy tales, which carry that however mysteriously that wonderful man
people out of themselves, flatter their wishes, behaved, he had already seen through and
and make them forget every condition by through him.
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"He is," he continued, "no doubt the beautiful, or precious I have never seen--
son of a rich man of business, who failed just although only at a glance, for the matter was
at the moment when he, in the flower of his a secret transacCtion. It is probably to be de-
youth, was thinking of taking a share vigor- voted to the pleasure and joy, and to the
ously and cheerfully in great business transac- future safe keeping of the bride. Antony has
tions, but at the same time of sharing in the placed his confidence in Lucinda. But when
great enjoyments which they abundantly offer. I see them thus together, I can scarcely regard
Hurled down from the pinnacle of his expec- them as a well-assorted couple. The brisk one
tations, he pulled himself together, and ac- would do better for him ; I think too that she
complished in the service of others what he likes him better than the elder one ; she really
could no longer do for himself and his rela- looks sometimes as cheerfully and sympatheti-
tions. So he wandered through the world, cally towards the old grumbler, as if she
learned to know it thoroughly in all its multi- would like to mount into the carriage with
farious intercourse, yet in so doing did not for- him, and be up and off." Lucidor colle_ed
get his own interests. Untiring a_ivity and himself; he did not know what could be said
approved honesty brought and retained for in answer--all that he had heard had his
him an unlimited confidence from many. So private approval.
he everywhere gained friends and acquaint- The youth continued: "Generally speak-
ancemnay, it is easy to see that his resources are ing, the girl has a perverse love for old peo-
distributed in the world as widely as his ac- ple ; I believe she would as soon have married
quaintance extends, and that therefore his your father as his son."
presence also is necessary from time to time in Lucidor followed his companion, as he led
all four parts of the world." him over stock and stone; both forgot the

The merry youth had told this quite cir- sport, which any way could not have been
cumstantially and simply, inserting as many very abundant. They put up at a farm-
comical observations as if he had the inten- house, where, being well entertained, one of
tion of spinning out his little story to the end the friends amused himself with eating, drink-
of the world, ing, and chatting, but the other was absorbed

" How long has he not already been con- in thoughts and meditations concerning the
ned'ted with my father! They think that manner in which he might be able to avail
I see nothing, because I trouble myself about himself to his own advantage of the discovery
nothing; but for this very reason I see better, he had made. Lucidor after all these tales and
because it does not concern me ! He has de- confidences had acquired so much confidence in
posited a good deal of money with my father, Antony, that, on entering the courtyard, he at
who has again invested it safely and profit- once asked for him, and hurried into the gar-
ably. Only yesterday he handed the old gen- den, where he was told that he would find
tleman a jewel casket ; anything simpler, more him. He traversed all the alleys of the park
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in the cheerful evening sun in vain. Not a kiss on her hand. How great then was his
soul was to be seen. At last he entered a horror, when on the recovery of hts power of
door leading to the great saloon, and wonder- vision he beheld Lucmda and Antony before
fully enough, the setting sun, reflected from him. He would have hked to sink into the
the mirror, dazzled him to such a degree, that ground, but remained as if fixed _o the spot,
he could not recognize the two persons who until Lucinda ill an unembarrassed ancl most
were sitting on the ottoman, though he could friendly way bade hml welcome, made room
distinguish that a mate person sitting b.y the for him, and invited him to come and sit on
side of a lady was passionately impressing a her right-hand side. He took the seat uncon-
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sciously, and when, addressing him, she asked CHAPTER IX.
how he had spent the day, and excused her-
self on the score of domestic affairs, he could Tn_. portmanteau, which he intended to
hardly endure her voice. Antony arose, and leave behind him, was quickly packed; he did
took leave; and Lucinda, also rrsing, invited not write any letter with it; his absence from
him, who remained, to go out for a walk. dinner, perhaps also dfiring the evening, was
Walking along by her side he remained silent to be excused by only a few words through
and embarrassed ; she too seemed to be dis- the groom, whom he must wake up at once.
turbed ; and if he had only been in some But he found him already below in front of
degree himself, her deep breathing must have the stable, pacing to and fro with long strides.
betrayed that she had to conceal some heart- "You surely do not want to take a ride?"
felt sighs. At last she took leave of him, as cried the otherwise good-natured man, with a
they approached near to the house_ but he touch of vexation. "I suppose I may venture
turned, first slowly and then hurriedly, to- to tell you: the young gentleman gets every
wards the open fields. The park had become day more unendurable. He was knocking
too narrow for him ; he hurried through the about the country all yesterday, so that one
open land listening only to the voice of his might have thought that he would thank God
heart, without any sense of the beauties of the to rest on a Sunday morning. But, if he
most perfect evening. When he saw himself does not come here before daybreak, making
alone, and had vented his feelings in a sooth- a disturbance in the stables I As I am jump-
ing flood of tears, he exclaimed : ing up, he saddles and bridles your horse, and

"Several times already m naylife, but never is not to be kept back by any argument; he
so cruelly, have I experienced the grief which vaults up and cries : ' Only think of the good
is now making me wretched, when the most work I am doing ! This creature alway goes
longed-for happiness comes up to us hand-in- only at a lawyer's trot; I will see whether I
hand, arm-in-arm, and immediately takesleave can spur him Into a swift gallop for life!'
of us forever. I sat by her, walked next her, That is about what he said; and added other
her dress touched me as it moved, and even strange speeches."
then I had lost her! Tell it not to yourself, Lucidor was doubly, trebly surprised: he
do not fret yourself about it; be silent, and loved his horse, as answering to his own
take your resolution." character and mode of life; it vexed him to

He had imposed silence on himself; he find the good and sagacious creature in the
held his peace and refleCted, strolling through hands of a madcap. His plan was disturbed--
fields, meadows and heath, not always on the his intention of seeking refuge in the present
smoothest paths. Only when he entered his crisis with a university friend, with whom he
room, at alate hour, did heceasetorestrain him- had hved m frank and affectionate associa-
self, and exclaimed: "Early to-morrow I set tion. The old confidence had been re-
off; a day like this I will not hve again," awakened; the miles lying between them had
and so he threw himself on the bed in his not been taken into account, and he already
clothes, imagined himself finding advice and relief

Happy, healthy youth! He was already from his benevolent and sensible friend.
asleep;the fatiguing exercise during the day This prospecCtwas now cut off: and yet this
had earned for him the sweetest night's rest. was not the case, if he should venture to reach
From his comforting morning dreams, how- his goal on fresh walking feet, which remained
ever, the earliest beam awoke him; it hap- at his disposal.
pened to be the longest day, which threatened The first thing then was to try to find the
him to be too long. If he had certainly not road out of the park into the open country,
felt the charm of the soothing evening star, he that should take him to his friend. He was
felt the stimulating beauty of the morning one not quite sure of his direc"tion, when, on the
only to despair. He beheld the world as left hand, the hermitage of which they had
beautiful as ever;--it was still so to his eye- previously made a mystery caught his eye, as
sight, but his inner man denied it. In all this it reared its head above the copse, raised
he had no more part or lot: he had lost upon a strange sort of wood-work, and there
Lucinda. to his utmost surprise he beheld upon a gal-

lery beneath the Chinese roof the old gentle-
man,--who forthelastfew days had been
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thought to be ill,--looking around in a cheer- had already heard modern and recent history
ful manner. Lucidor declined his very in universities, and what one has once heard,
friendly greeting, and pressing invitation to one thinks one will always know. His mind
ascend, with excuses and hurried gestures, was far away ; he did not hear, he scarcely
Only consideration for the good old man, could see, and was just on the point of
who as he hurried down the steep staircase blundering towards the door and down the
with infirm tread threatened to fall to the mortally long staircase, in the mo_t awkward
bottom, induced him to walk towards him, manner, vdaen a wolent clapping of hands
and to allow himself to be led up. With won- was heard from below.

der he entered the charming little saloon ; it Whilst Lucidor drew back, the old man put
had only three windows, looking over the his head out of the window, and from below
country, a most beautiful prospe& ; the rest there re_ounded a well-known voice : "Come
of the walls was adorned, or rather covered, down ; for Heaven's sake, come out of your
with hundreds and hundreds of portraits, en- historical piCture gallery, old gentleman!
graved in copper, and in some cases drawn, Finish your fasting, and help rne to appease
pasted on to the wall in a certain order, and our young friend, when he comes to know the
separated by colored bands and spaces, matter. I have been treatmg Lucidor's horse

"I favor you, my friend, in a way that is somewhat recklessly; it has cast a shoe, and
not for every one; this is the sanCtuary m I have had to leave it behind. What will he
which I contentedly spend my last days. say ? Oh, it is too absurd, when people are
Here I recover from all the mistakes whlch absurd !"

society makes me commit, and here I restore "Come up," said the old man, and turning
my dietetic errors into eqmlibrium." himself towards Lucidor: "Now, what do

Lucidor gave a glance at the whole, and you say?"
being well read in history, he saw at once that Lucidor was silent, and the wild youth
an historical taste lay at the bottom, entered. The questions and replies occasioned

"Here above in the frieze," said the old a long scene; enough, they resolved to send
man, "you will find the names of excellent the groom at once to take care of the hor_e.
men of the remote past ; then, of the later Leaving the old man behind, the two young
ones still only the names, for how they looked people hurried back to the house, whither
it would be difficult to find out. But here in Lucidor allowed himself to be taken, not
the chief space my own life is acCtually con- quite unwilhngly; because, come of it what
cerned, for here are men whom I heard men- might, within those walls at least was en-
tioned as a boy. For about fifty years the closed the only wish of his heart. In such a
names of distinguished men will remain in desperate case we hopelessly lose the help of
the memory of the people, but beyond that our free-will, and feel ourselves relieved for a
lapse of time they either disappear or become moment, ff from anywhere determination or
legendary. Although of German parents, I coercion lay hold of us. Still, when he
was born in Holland, and to me Wflham of entered his room, he found himself in a very
Orange, as Stadthotder and King of England, strange frame of mind, very like a man who
is the prototype of all ordinary men and is compelled against hm wish to return to the
heroes. But now you see Louis XIV. close to inn that he has just left, because he has broken
him, than whom " an axletree.

How willingly Lucidor would have liked to The merry youth presently pounced on the
interrupt the good old man_ if it had been portmanteau, to unpack ever)thing m order;
seemly to do so--as indeed it probably be- particularly he placed together whatever there
seems us, the storyteller, to do; for he was was at hand of hohday attire, although it
threatened with modern and the most recent might be meant for travelling. He compelled
history, as was easily to be gathered from the Lucidor to put on shoes and stockings, ar-
portraits of Fredrick the Great and of his ranged his closely curled brown locks of hair,
generals, towards whom he was pointing, and rigged him out at his best. Then step-

If the kind youth honored the lively, sym- ping a few paces back, he contemplated our
pathy of the old man for the time 1mine- friend, and his handiwork, from head to feet,
diately preceding his own as well as for the and cried: "Now at least, my little friend,
present, and if certain individual traits could you look like a man who has some claims on
not escape him as being interesting, still he pretty maidens, and sufficiently in earnest to
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be looking out for a bride. Only lust a too- himself, so fine a position, and such a worthy
ment, and you shall see how I manage to sphere of activity, which he ran the risk of
come to the front, when the hour strikes! I rejecting and renouncing: all this assailed
have learned that from officers, after whom him with a double and three-fold strength,
the girls are always looking, and moreover I whilst the form of Lucinda seemed at the
have enlisted myself in a kind of mihtary same time to retreat away from him.
corps, and now they look at me too again and He wanted to go out into the open air, but
again, for none of them knows what to make found himself imprisoned_ His wonderful
of me! Now, out of all this looking here friend had either heedlessly or wantonly
and there, this admiration and attention, locked the door behind him: still oxtr friend
there often ensues something very pretty in- did not remain long in this most awkward
deed, which, if it is not lasting, is still worth confinement, for the other came back, excused
our whde to devote a moment to. But now, himself, and really awoke good humor by his
my friend, come and show me the same ser- strange presence. A certain loudness in the
vlcel When you see me slip bit by bit into colors and cut of his dress was tempered by
my covering, you will not deny wit and a natural taste, just as we do not deny a sort of
knack of invention to the careless boy!" approval even to tattooed Indians.

So he dragged his friend along with him, "To-day," he said, "shall make compen-
through the long rambling corridors of the I sation for the tediousness of past days; good
old chateau. "I have made my lair," he ex- I friends, merry friends have arrived, pretty

clalmed, "qmte in the background. With- i girls, lively enamored creatures ; and then too
out wishing to conceal myself, I like to be my father, and, wonder upon wonder, ),our

alone ; for one cannot make it quite pleasing i father too! It will be a feast. They are allto the others." already assembled in the saloon for breakfast."
They passed by the iustice-room, lust as a I Lucidor felt at once in a mood as if he

servant came out carrying an antique writing- ! were peering into a thick fog; all who were

desk. black, big, and completely filled; paper i known, seemed to him as so many ghostlytoo _Tas not forgotten. _mentioned to him, whether known or un-

"I know well enough what is going to be ! forms; still his charaCter, in eonjunrtion with
scribbled again w_thm there," exclaimed the ] a pure heart, kept him erect; m a fewseconds
youth. "Go away, and leave me the key. ! he felt himself equal to anything. He now
Just give a peep into it, Lucidor. It will _ followed his hurrying friend with a firm step,
amuse you until I am dressed. To a man of firmly resolved to stay it out, happen what
law such a place is not as unattraCtive as to a might, and to explain himself, be it as it
stable-fellow." And so he pushed Lucidor would.
into the magisterial hall. And yet he felt surprised at the threshold

The young man at once felt himself in a of the saloon. In a large semicircle around
famihar and congenml element; the recol- the windows he at once discerned his father,
leCtion of the days when, on business bent, together with the high-bailiff, both in full
he was sitting at such a table, listening and dress. He looked at the sisters, at Antony,
writing, repeated itself. Nor did he remain and other known and unknown people, with
unaware of the faCt that here a fine old do- a glance that threatened almost to become

mestic chapel had, at the change of religious dim. He approached his father with failing
opinions, been commuted to the service of steps, who received him in a most friendly
Themis. On the shelves he found titles and manner yet with a certain formality, which
deeds already known to him ; he had worked scarcely favored any confidential approach.
at these very matters himself, in the capital. Standing before so many people, he looked
On his opening a bundle, a rescript fell into out for a convenient place for the moment;
his hand which he himself had engrossed, and he could have placed himself near Lucinda,
another which he had drafted ! Handwriting but Julia, in contrast with the constrained
and paper, the seal of the Chancellery, and state of things, made a turn, so that he was
the signature of the president, all recalled to compelled to step towards her. Antony re-
his ml_nd that season of the legitimate striving mained near Lucinda.
of youthful hope. And then when he looked At this critical moment Lucidor felt him-

round, and caught sight of the official chair self again as one who has been charged with
of the high-hailiff, designed and destined for a trust, and, steeled with all his juristic
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science, he recalled to mind in his own favor and means for flight. For in order that you
that beautiful maxim: that we ought to treat may bear witness how impossible it is to bring
the affairs of strangers committed to our trust me back, then receive the key to my behavior,
as our own ; and why should we not treat our which to you and all must seem madness.
own in just the same spirit. As he was well Listen to the oath which I had sworn to my-
exercised in business statements, he quickly self, and which, as irretrievable, I now repeat
ran through all he had to say. Meantime the aloud. With you only I wished to live, to use
company, placed in a formal semicircle, and enjoy my youth, and old age as well, in
seemed to be too much for him. The sub- its true and honest completion. And let this
stance of his statement he knew well enough, be as firm and sure as anything that has ever
but he could not find the beginning. Then been sworn before the altar, which I now
on a table he observed the great inkstand, swear, in leaving you, the most pitiable of all
with some legal officials standing by; the mankind." He made a movement to slip
high-bailiff made a movement, as if to begin away from her, as she stood so close in front
his address; Lucidor wanted to precede him, of him, but she caught him gently in her
and at the same moment Julia pressed his arms.
hand. This took away all his presence of " What are you going to do ?" he exclaimed.
mind; he was convinced that it was all de- "Lucidor," she said, "not pltyyou, as you
cided, that all was lost for him. imagine, perhaps; you are mine, I am yours.

Now it was no longer the time when the I hold you in my arms; do not be afraid of
present collec'-tive lifelong associations or these throwing yours round me. Your father is
family ties, conventionalities of society and satisfied with everything; Antony is to marry
position, should be respe&ed; he looked be- my sister."
fore him, withdrew his hand from Julia, and He drew back from her, astounded.
was so quickly outside the door that the corn- "Can it be true?"
pany lost him before they were aware of it, Lucinda laughed, and nodded; he freed
and he himself outside scarcely knew where himself from her arms.
he was. "Let me once more behold at a distance

Fearing the light of the sun, which shone her who is to belong so nearly, so closely to
on his head in fullest splendor, avoiding the me." He seized her hands.
glances of people that he met, groping along "Face to face, Lucinda, are you mine?"
timidly, he went onwards until he reached the She rephed, "Yes, indeed," with the
large summer-house. At this point his knees sweetest tears in the truest of eyes. He era-
were about to fail him ; he rushed in, and dis- braced her, and threw his head behind hers ;
consolately threw himself on the ottoman be- he clung there like a shipwrecked man to a
neath the looking-glass: into such confusion rock on the shore ; the floor still trembled be-
had he been thrown in the midst of the pre- neath him. But now his enraptured glance,
cise business-like company, which seemed to opening again, fell upon the looking-glass.
be surging backwards and forwards around Then he beheld her in his arms, himself folded
and within him. His past existence struggled in hers ; he looked towards it again and again.
with the present: it was a terrible moment. Such feelings accompany a man all through

And thus he lay for a time, with his face his life; at the same time, too, he saw on
buried in the cushion, upon which Lucinda's the mirror's face the landscape, that but
arm had yesterday been resting. Completely yesterday had seemed to him so gray and for-
absorbed in his grief, feeling himself touched, bidding, now more splendid and glormus than
without having percetved any one approach, ever: and himself in such a position on such
he quickly raised himself; then he saw Lu- a background !--a sufficient reward for all
cinda, who was standing near him. sufferings.

Fancying that she had been sent to fetch "We are not alone," said Lucinda, and
him, and charged to induce him with suitable scarcely had he recovered from his rapture.
sisterly words to accompany her back to the when there appeared girls and boys, decked
assembly, to his repugnant destiny, he ex- out and garlanded, carrying wreaths, filling
claimed: "They ought not to have sent you, up the entrance.
Lucinda, for it is you who drove me away "That ought all to have been different,"
from there; I shall not returnl Give me, if exclaimed Lucinda. "How nicely it was
you are capable of any pity, the opportunity arranged, and now it is all clumsily mixed
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up." A stirring march sounded from afar, ment's distrac%ion in some way or other. He
and they saw the company merrily coming in sat down by her; she called to the postilion
procession up the wide road. He hesitated how he should gQ. In the twinkling of an
to go to meet them, and only on her arm eye they disappeared, enveloped in dust, from
seemed sure of his steps. She remained at the sight of the astonished spec%ators left be-
his side, awaiting from moment to moment hind. Julia settled herself closely and corn-
the solemn scene of re-meeting, and of a fortably in the corner.
pardon already granted. "Now you, too, lean back here, Herr

But it had been fated differently by the Brother-in-law, that we may conveniently look
mischievous gods; the merry, ringing tones at each other."
of a post-horn from the opposite side seemed LucmoR. "You see my confusion, my
to throw the whole ceremony into confusion, embarrassment. I am still as in a dream ;
"Who can be coming?" exclaimed Lucinda. help me out of it."

Lucidor shuddered at a strange presence, JULIA. "Look at the nice-looking village
and the carnage too seemed quite strange, people, how civilly they greet us. During
A new double-seated travelling-chaise of the your stay here you have ac%ually never been
latest make. She ran into the saloon. A re- to the upper village: all well-to-do people,
markably well-dressed boy jumped down from who are all partial to me. There is no one so
behind, opened the door, but no one got out. rich that one cannot oblige him in some way
The carriage was empty ; the boy got m, with or other by some important service. This
a few dexterous pulls he threwback the cover- road, along which we are driving so comfort-
ing, and in an insma:t the pretty contrivance ably, my father laid out, and so set this good
was prepared for a most pleasant drive before state of things on foot."
the eyes of all the company, who, in the LUCIDOR. "I willingly believe it, and
meantime, had come up. Antony, hurrying grant :t; but what have these external things
in advance of the rest, handed Julia to the to do with the confusion of my mind?"
carriage. JULIA. "Only patience, I want to show

"Try whether this sort ofvehic*le will suit you the kingdoms of the world and the glory
you," he said, "to drive in with me along thereof, now we are up above! How clearly
the best roads through the world. I shall the level plain lies against the mountains]
take you along no other ones; and if ever it All these villages owe a great deal to my
should come to a pinch we will know how to father, and to mother and daughters too, I
help ourselves. Pack-horses ought to be able dare say. The outskirts of that httle town
to carry us across the mountain and the yonder are the first boundaries."
carriage too." LUClDOR. "I see you are in a strange

"You are a darling ]" exclaimed Julia. mood. You do not seem to say outright what
The boy stepped forward, and, with the you wished to say."

dexterity of a conjuror, he showed all the JUL:A. "Now look down here on the left,
conveniences, small advantages and contn- how beautifully everything discloses itself!
vances of the who_e light struc"ture. The church with its high lime-trees, the town-

"On the earth I am unable to thank you," house with its poplars, behind the village
exclaimed Julia; "only from this httle mov- mound. The gardens, too, are lying before
able heaven, from this cloud to which you us, and the park."
raise me, I desire to thank you most cot- The postilion drove faster.
dially." JULIA. "You recognize that pavilion up

She had already jumped into it, throwing a there ; it looks just as pretty from here as the
kind glance and a hand-kiss towards him. landscape does from there. At this tree we

"For the present you must not come in it stop. Now, just at this spot, we are reflexed
with me; but there is another whom I think up there in the large glass surface. They can
of taking with me on this trial drive. He see us there very well, but we cannot dis-
has a trial still to undergo, too." tingnish ourselves. Drive on! Probably it

She called to Lucidor, who, just then en- is not long since two people have relte_ed
gaged in a diffident conversation with his themselves there more closely, and, if I'm not
father and father-in-law, gladly allowed him- much mistaken, with great mutual satisfac-
self to be pressed into the light vehicle, since tion."
he felt an unconquerable need of only a too- Lucidor in his vexation made no reply.
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They drove along for a while in silence; the sleep, because we were a good deal concerned
pace was very swift, about him in hls distant hermitage. Now on

"Here," said Julia, "the bad road begins; the very first evening you entered on the affair
some day you may make it a credit to you. with that passionate soliloquy, the purport of
Before we drive downwards look once more which he most opportunely disclosed to us the
across the country: my mother's beech-tree, next morning."
with its magnificent summit, towers above Lucldor had no heart to interrupt her. He
everything, moved away.

"You drive on," she continued to the JuLiA (rising andfollmoing him). "And
coachman, "along the bad road; we will of what service tlus declaration was to us!
take the footpath through the valley, and will For, I confess, although you were not pre-
arrive over there before you." cisely anupathic to me, stdl the position that

In descending, she exclaimed: "You must awaited me was by no means _ desirable.
confess, however, that the Wandering Jew, To become a ' Madam High-bailiff,'--what a
the restless Antony Roamer,* knows how to horrible position! To get a good, honest
make his pilgrimages tolerably comfortable man, whose duty it is to declare the law to
for himself and his companions. It is a very the people, and who by sheer weight of law
handsome and comfortable carriage." can never attain to justice; who does justice

And by this time she was at the bottom of neither by laws above nor below, and, what is
the hill. Lucidor followed thoughtfully, and worst, not even to himself. I know what my
found her sitting on a nicely-placed bench, mother has suffered from the incorruptlbdlty,
It was Lucinda's favorite place. She beck- the inflexibility, of my father. At last, un-
oned him to her. fortunately after her death, he began to dis-

JtrLiA. "So we are sitting here, and are play a certain tenderness. He seemed to
nothing to one another _--and yet it was to accommodate himself to the world ; to recon-
have been so. The little Quicksilver would cile himself to it, having hitherto vainly
not have at all suited you. You could not fought against it."
love such a creature; she was repugnant to Lucmog ('hlghlydis_leased at the affair, and
you." vexed al her frivolous treatment af it--stands

Lucidor's astonishment increased, s_ll). "For the diversion of one evening
JuLiA. "But Lucinda, now--she is the this might pass; but to practise such a morti-

compendium of all perfe&lons, and the pretty fying mystification for days and nights on an
sister was once for all cut out. I see it; the unsuspe&mg guest, is unpaldonable."
question is trembhng on your lips--who could JtmiA. "We have all shared in the guilt,
have informed us so corre&ly?" we have all overheard you; but I alone ex-

LUCmOR. "A traitor lurks behind." piate the guilt of listening."
JuLiA. "Yes, indeed, there is a traitor in LUCIDOR. "All_ So much the more un-

the game." pardonable. And how could you, during the
LUCmOR. "Name him." day, look, without feeling abashed, at one
JuLm. "He is soon unmasked. It is whom you so disgracefully and illegitimately

yourself! You have the praiseworthy, or cheated by night? Still, I now see quite
blameworthy, habit of talking to yourself, clearly in a glance that all your arrangements
and so I will confess, in the name of all of us, for the day were only calculated to make a
that we have in turns overheard you." fool of me. A worthy family indeed! And

LUCaX)oR (jumpingup). "A nice sort of what becomes of your father's love of fair-
hospitality, to set a trap for the guest in this ness? And Lucinda- "
way!" JuLiA. "'And Lucinda,'_what a tone!

J_IA. "' Not at all. We did not think of You would say how deeply it grteves you to
listening to you more than to any other indi- think evil of Lucinda, to throw Lucinda into
vidual. You know that your bed stands in a the same class with all the rest of us."
recess in the wall, and on the opposite side LucmoR. "I do not understand Lucinda."
there is another, which generally serves only JULIA. "You mean to say, This pure soul,
as a domestic repository. There we had, a this quiet, composed being ; goodness, benevo-
few days before, forced our old gentleman to lence personified ; this woman as she ought to

be, associating herself with a frivolous corn-
See note, p. 48. pany_with an inconsiderate sister, a spoiled
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youngster, and certain other my_efious per- keeps to any thought, inclination or plan, arm
sons--that retrains incomprehensible." I am anxious enough about it. He has mixed

LUClImR. "Yes, it is indeed ineompre- up Julia, his maps and views, so closely in his
hensible." thoughts, that he has already formed the plan

JULL_. "Well, then, comprehend it. Lu- of finally establishing everything here, when
cinda's hands, like those of all of us, were the day should come for the young couple to
ned. If you had been able to observe her settle down here, and could not so easily
embarrassment, and how she could hardly re- change position and place: then he would
strain herself from revealing everything to devote to us every holiday, and whatever of
you, you would love her doubly and trebly, kindness and goodness he had in mind. He
if every true love were not on its own ac- must first know what a trick nature had played
count ten and hundred-fold. Besides, I as- upon us, for as yet nothing has been declared,
sure you the joke in the end became tedious nothing decided." Thereupon he took from
to all of u_." us all the most solemn hand-pledge that we

LUCIDOR. "Why did you not put an end would watch you and, happen what might,
to it?" would keep you here. How his return has

JuuA. "That too must now be explained, been delayed, how it has cost art, labor and
When your first monologue had become perseverance to obtain your father's con-
known to our father, and he could soon ob- sent, that you may hear from him yourself.
serve that none of his children had any ob- Enough, the thing is settled, and Lucinda is
je_ion to such an exchange, then he deter- granted to you."
mined to go over at once to your father. And thus the two, quickly leaving their first
The importance of the business gave him seat, but stopping on the road, talking con-
some misgivings. Only a father cml feel the tinuously, and slowly walking onwards, had
respe6t that is due to a father. "He must be reached an elevation on the other side of the
informed about it at the very first," said meadows and another well-constru_ed high-
mine, "if afterwards, when we are agreed, road.

he is not to give a forced, relu6tant consent. The carriage came driving quickly towards
I know him exadtly; I know how firmly he them; in a moment she dtre_ed her eom-
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panion's attention to a strange speCtacle. All not refrain from tears of deepest joy. The
the machinery in which her brother took such cheeks of the noble man reddened, his fea-
pride was now animated and in motion ; the tures expanded themselves, his eye looked be-
wheels were conveying a number of people up dimmed, and from beneath this outward form
and down, swings were oscillating, poles were shone forth a handsome striking youth.
being climbed, and you might see essayed all And thus the two couples proceeded to-
kinds of bold leaps and springs above the wards the company, with feehngs that the
heads of a countless multitude, loveliest dream could not bestow.

All this the young squire had put into mo-
tion, in order to entertain the guests merrily
after dinner.

"You will still drive through the lower CHAPTER X.
village," exclaimed Julia; "the people like
me, and they shall see how happy I am." FATHER and son, accompanied by a groom,

The village was deserted; the young men had reached a pleasant neighborhood, when
had already hastened, one and alI, towards the latter, stopping in front of a lofty walt
the pleasure-ground; old men and women, that seemed to surround an extensive enclos-
aroused by the post-horn, showed themselves ure, intimated to them that they had now to
at doors and windows; they were all greetings approach the great gate on foot, for no horse
and blessings, and exclamations: "What a was admitted within this enclosure. They
handsome couple!" rang the bell; the gate was opened without a

JULIA. "There now, you hear ! we should human figure being visible, and they advanced
probably have suited one another in the end; towards an old building that peeped out to-
you may still repent it." wards them between the venerable trunks of

Lr0CtDOR. "But now, dear sister-in-law beeches and oaks. It was wonderful to look
" at; for old it seemed in form, yet the brick-

JULIA. ,,Just so !--' dear, ' now that you layers and stonemasons might but just have
have got rid of me." left it, so new and perfect and well-finished

LUCIDOR. "Only a word more. There seemed the joints and elaborated decora-
rests a heavy responsibility upon you; what tions.
was the meaning of that pressing of my hand, A heavy metal ring on a finely-carved door
when you knew and must have felt my awful invited them to knock, which Felix from wan-
position? Anything so thoroughly wicked I tonness did somewhat ungently ; this door too
have never yet known in this world." opened itself, and they found at once in the

JULIA. "Thank God, if that were ex- hall a maiden lady of middle age, sitting be-
piated, all would be forgiven! I did not fore an embroidery-frame, and occupied with
want yau it is true ; but, that you would have a well-designed piece of work.
nothing to do with me, is a thing that no girl She at once greeted the visitors as being
forgives, and that pressure of the hand, you already expected, and began to sing a cheer-
see, was for the wretch. I confess that it was fill song, whereupon there forthwith stepped
more villanous than was right, and I only out of an adjacent door a woman, whom, from
forgive myself in forgiving you, and so let the appendages to her girdle, without any-
all be forgiven and forgotten ! Here is my thing else, it was easy to recognize as the cus-
hand." todian and aCting housekeeper. She also with

He accepted it, and exclaimed: "Here we a friendly greeting took the strangers up a
are back again already--already back in our flight of stairs, and opened for them a room
park; and so you will probably soon have which impressed them in a solemn way, being
made the round of the wide world and per- spacious, lofty, and panelled all round, with a
haps back: we shall meet again." series of historical designs above. Two per-

They had already arrived before the garden sons came towards them--a somewhat youth-
saloon. It seemed empty; the company, dis- ful lady, and an elderly man.
contented at seeing dinner-time so long de- The former at once frankly bade the guests
layed, had set out for a walk, but Antony and welcome. "You have," she sa_d, "been an-
Lucinda came forward. Julia threw herself nounced as one of our circle. But how shall
out of the carriage towards her friend, she I without ceremony introduce you to this gen-
thanked him with a cordial embrace, and did tleman? He is a family friend in the best and
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widest sense: by'day the instru_ive eompan- must first of all ask whether our new friend
ion, by night astronomer, and physician on has also a wish to take part in a to some de-
every occasmn." gree abstruse matter, or whether he would

"And I," added he, in friendly manner, not prefer to take needful repose in his apart-
"recommend to you this lady, as untiringly ment. Can our subjec"t be willingly and fav-
ac2ive, by day, by night when need be, ready orably received by him apart from its con-
at hand, and always the most cheerful corn- nee-finn, without any knowledge as to how we
panion to hve with. Angela (for so this arrived at it ? "
beauty, attra&ive both in figure and bearing, "If I were to explain by something analogous
was called) announced forthwith Makaria's what you have said, the case seems to me to be
approach: a green curtain was drawn aside, ahnost as if in attacking hypocrisy one could
and a remarkable elderly lady was pushed into be accused of an attack against religion."
the room in an easy chair by two pretty young "We may let the analogy pass," said the
girls, and by two other girls a round table, friend ; " for the question now is of a compli-
with an inviting breakfast. In one comer of cation of several remarkable men, of high
the massive oak benches round the room science, oT an important art, and, in short, of
cushions had been laid, upon which the three mathematics."
above mentioned sat down, opposite to Maka- "I have always," replied Wilhelm, "even
ria in her easy chair. Felix ate his breakfast when I have heard the most unfamiliar sub-
standing, walking about the saloon, and in- jecCts discussed, been able to appropriate some-
specCting with curiosity the knightly pid'tures thing to myself; for whatever interests one
above, man, will also find a sympathetic echo in

Makaria spoke to Wilhelm as to a confiden- another."
tial friend. She seemed to enjoy a vivid "Assuming," said the other, "that he has
description of her relatives; it seemed as if acquired a certain freedom of mind; and as
she looked through the outward individual we give you credit for this, I will not on my part
mask into the inner nature of each of them. at least make any objec2ion to your presence
The persons whom Wilhelm knew stood as if here."
transfigured before his soul: the intelligent "But what shall we do with Felix ?" asked
benevolence of the worthy woman threw off Makaria, "who I see has already finished his
the outward husk, and ennobled and animated inspecqion of the pictures, and shows some
the sound kernel, signs of impatience."

After these agreeable subjec"ts had been ex- "May I whisper something to this young
hausted with most kindly treatment, she said lady," said Felix, running somewhat quietly
to her worthy companion: "You must not up to Angela, who went aside with him, but
again find an excuse in the presence of"this soon returned laughing, when the friend began
new friend, and once more put off the prom- to speak as follows:
ised entertainment; he seems like one who "In cases in which one has to express dis-
would take a part in it himself." approval, or blame, or even only misgiving, I

But to this he rephed: "You know how do not like to take the initiative; I look out
difficult it is to explain one's self on these for an authority, so that I can reassure myself,
subjec"ts; for the question is of nothing less in finding that some else stands by me. I
than the abuse of excellent and far-reaching praise without misgiving, for why should I he
expedients." silent, if anything falls in with me. Even if

"I grant that," replied Makaria, "for one it should evince my narrowness, still I have
falls into a double embarrassment. If one no need to be ashamed of it; but if I blame,
speaks of abuse, one seems to impugn the it may happen to me that I reje_ something
worth of the method itself, for that is always of excellence, and thereby draw on myself the
latent in the abuse; if one speaks about the disapproval of others who understand it bet-
method, then one can scarcely allow that its ter ; I am obliged to retrac%, when I become
thoroughness and value admit of any abuse, enlightened. Therefore I here bring some
Still, as we are in private, and do not want to written matter, and some translations as well;
establish anything, or to produce any outward for in such things I trust my own nation as
effe.e"t,but only to enlighten ourselves, the dis- little as myself: an agreement from a distance
cusslon can accordingly proceed." and from foreign parts seems to afford me

"Still," replied the cautious man, "we more security."
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After obtaining permission he began to read to this reading, remarked quite unaffeCtedly:
as follows: but our courteous readers will "I have heard here about great natural gifts,
probably be inclined to approve, if we do not capacities and abilities, and at the same time
think fit to let this worthy man read. For about considerable diffidence in the use of
what has been said above about the presence them; if I were to express myself briefly
of Wilhelm at this discussion, applies even about it, I should exclaim: ' Great thoughts,
more to the case in which we find ourselves, and a pure heart, that is what we have to pray
Our friends have taken into their hands a God for !'"
novel, and if this has here and there turned Granting its full approval to these sensible
out more than reasonably didactic, we find it words, the company separated: but the astron-
advisable not to try too far the patience of omer promised to let Wilhelm, on this clear
our welt-wishers. The documents that lie be- and splendid night, have his full share in all
fore us, we are thinking of having printed in the wonders of the starry firmament.
some other place, and on this occasion shall A few hours later the astronomer bid his
continue the narrative without delay, since we guest ascend the winding staircase of the ob-
ourselves are impatient to see the existing servatory, and at last step out upon the com-
riddle solved. But still we cannot refrain pletely open platform of a lofty round tower.
from making some further mention of what A most brilliant night, sparkling and glowing
came under discussion before the separation with all the stars of heaven, surrounded the
of this noble company in the evening, observer, who seemed for the first time to

Wilhelm, after listening with great attention behold the lofty firmament in all its glory.
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For in daily life,--irrespec_ive of unfavorable With these words and thoughts he turned
weather, that conceals from us the splendid round to look about him ; then Jupiter, the
extent of ether,--at home we are hindered by star of fortune, met his eye, as gloriously
roofs and gables, abroad by forests and by luminous as ever; he took this as a good
rocks, but most of all and everywhere by the omen, and for a time lingered gladly over the
inward commotions of the mind, which flit to spectacle.
and fro and obscure the prospe& more than Presently the astronomer bade him come
all fogs or storms, down, and let him look through a perfect

Rapt and astonished, he shut his eyes. The telescope at this very star, considerably mag-
immense ceases to be sublime; it surpassesour nified and accompanied by its moons, as a
faculty of comprehension, it threatens to an- celestial wonder.
nihilate us. After our friend had remained some time

"What am I then, in comparison with the absorbed in it, he turned round and said to
All ? " he said to his own spirit. "HowcanI the star-lover: "I do not know whether I
stand opposite to Him ?--how can I stand in have to thank you for having brought this star
His midst?" so immeasurably nearer to me. As I saw it

Yet, after a short reverie, he continued: before, it stood in some relation to the in-
"The result of our evening's conference numerable others of heaven and to myself;
solves also the riddle of the present moment, but now it stands out in my imagination as in-
How can man set himself against the Infinite, commensurable, and I do not know whether
otherwise than by coiled'ring in his deepest I ought to wish to bring out all the remaining
innermost soul all the spiritual energies that host in like proportion. They would shut me
are scattered in every direction ; but by asking in, oppress me."
himself, How durst thou even think of thyself And so our friend went on according to his
in the midst of this eternal and living order, custom, and a good deal that was unpremedi-
if there do not also reveal itself within thee tated was discussed on the occasion. To some
a glorious moving principle circling round a reply of the man of science, Wilhelm re-
pure centre? And even if it should prove joined: "I can very welt understand, that it
difficult for thee to discover this central point must give you sky-searchers the greatest plea-
within thy bosom, yet wouldst thou recognize sure gradua!ly to draw down to you all the
it m this, that a benevolent and beneficent immense umverse, as I here saw, and see, this
action proceeds from it, and bears witness to planet: but allow me to say that, in life in
it. Yet, who ought, who is able to look back general and on the whole, I have found that
upon his past life, without feeling in some these means, by which we come to the aid of
degree bewildered ; as he will mostly find our senses, do not exercise any morally favor-
that his will has been right, but his conduct able influence on man. He who looks
wrong; that his desires have been blamewor- through spectacles thinks himself wiser than
thy, yet their attainment longed-for. How he is, for his outward sense is thereby put out
often hast thou seen these stars twinkling, and of balance with his inner faculty of judgment.
have they not always found thee different? but It belongs to a higher culture, of which only
they are ever the same, and say ever the same excellent men are capable, to reconcile m
thing: By our regulated march, they repeat, some degree what is inwardly true, with this
we indicate the day and the hour. Ask thy- outward false effect. Whenever I look
self also, How standest thou in reference to through a glass I become another man, and
day and hour? And this time I can answer, do not please myself; I see more than I ought
Of present circumstances I need not be to see; the world, seen more distinctly, does
ashamed : my intention is to reinstate a noble not harmonize with my inner self; and I
family in longed-for union in all its members; quickly put aside my glasses, as soon as my
the road is indicated. I shall inqurre into curiosity as to how this or that distant object
what keeps noble souls aloof; I shall remove may be made is satisfied."
hindrances, of whatsoever kind they be. In reply to certain jocose remarks of the
This thou mayest openly avow in face of these astronomer, Wilhelm continued : "We shall
heavenly hosts: if they took any heed of not banish these glasses from the world, any
thee, they would indeed laugh at thy narrow- more than any piece of machinery ; but to
ness, but they would certainly honor thine in- the observer of morals, it is important to in-
tention, and favor its fulfilment." quire and to know whence many things about
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which complaints are made have crept into jumped up, and hurried to the window; there
humanity. Thus, for instance, I am con- he remained for a moment transfixed with as-
xdnced that to the habit of wearing specCtacles tonishment, and then exclaimed enthusiasti-
is chiefly due the self-conceit of our young cally: "What splendor! what a wondrous
people." sight! " Other words of rapture followed,

With these discussions the night had far ad- but the sight still remained a wonder, a great
vanced, whereupon the astronomer, accus- wonder to him.
tomed to watching, proposed to his young "That this lovely star, that to-day appears

friend to lie down on the camp-bed, and in a fulness and splendor quite unusual, would
sleep for a short time, and then with a fresher surprise you, I could foresee ; but this I may
glance to contemplate and greet Venus as she maintain, without being reproached for being
anticipated the sunrise--who on this particu- cold: I see nothing wonderful--nothing won-
lar day promised to appear in her completed derful at all !"
splendor. "How could you?" replied Wilhelm,

Wilhelm, who up to this moment had felt "since I bring it with me, since I carry it
quite brisk and cheerful, at this proposal of within me, since I do not know how it hap-
the kind and considerate man, felt himself pens to me. Let me still look, dumb and as-
really exhausted ; he laid himself down, and tounded at it; then do you feel it."
in a moment was sunk in the deepest slum- After a pause, he continued : "I was lying
her. in soft but deep sleep, when I felt transported

When aroused by the astronomer, Wilhelm into the saloon as yesterday, but alone. The
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green curtain went up, Makaria's chair moved they have already looked round about them--
forward of its own accord, like an animated at many an annual fair have been seen, de-
being; it shone with gold, her dress seemed sired, and betrothed; and thus several families
_acerdotal, her glance sparkled mildly; I was are already attentively waiting for another
on the point of throwing myself down. vacancy with us in order to introduce their
Clouds spread forth around her feet, and as- own daughters."
cending they bore like wings the holy form After they had discussed this matter, the
upwards: instead of her glorious countenance guest could not conceal from his new friend
I beheld through the parting clouds a shining his desire once more to look through what had
star, that was ever carried upwards, and been read to them on the previous evening.
through the opening roof united itself wzth "I have grasped the main drift of the conver-
the whole firmament, which seemed to be ever sation," he said, "but now I should like to
expanding and to embrace everything. In this know more correctly the details which came
moment you arouse me; heavy with sleep I into question." "Fortunately I find myself
rush to the window, still with the vivid image in a position," she replied, "to satisfy this
of the star in my eye, and as I look, the morn- wish of yours at once ; the familiar relations
ing star, of equal beauty, although perhaps towards us, that have been granted to you so
not of such refulgent magnificence, is really soon, justify me in telling you, that those
before me! This real star, hovering yonder papers are already in my hands, to be care-
above, replaces that of my dream, it con- fully kept, along with certain other docu-
sumes all that was glorious in that which ments.
appeared to me; but still I look and look, "My mistress," she continued, "is pro-
and you are looking also with me at what in roundly convinced of the importance of ira-
point of faCt ought to have disappeared with promptu conversation ; things occur therein,
the haze of my sleep." she says, that no book contains, and yet again

The astronomer exclaimed: "Wonderfill, thebestthatbookshaveevercontained. There-
wonoerful indeed! You do not know, your- foreshehaschargedmewiththedutyofpreserv-
self, what wonderful things you are saying, ing a few good thoughts that spring from an
May this not prognosticate the decease of the intelle_ual conversation as so many grains of
glorious woman, to whom sooner or later seed from a well-laden plant. Only if we are
some such apotheosis is predestined." faithful in preserving the present, she says.

The next morning Wilhelm, in search of can we have pleasure in tradition, in finding
his Felix, who at an early hour had quietly the best thought already spoken, the most
stolen away, hurried into the garden, which worthy sentiment already expressed. By this
to his astonishment he saw being tilled by a process we attain to the contemplation of that
nmnber of girls. If not all beautiful, not agreement for which man has been born, in
one was ugly, and none seemed to have which he must often find himself against his
reached her twentieth year. They were own will, whilst he is only too fond of fancy-
variously dressed, as if belonging to different ing that the world begins with him from the
localities ; and were aCtive, cheerful in greet- very beginning."
ing him, and industrious. Angela went on to confide to the guest, that

He was met by Angela, who was walking to in this manner a considerable manuscript col-
and fro in order to direCt and criticise the leCtion had grown up, from which on sleepless
work ; and to her the guest expressed his ad- nights she would sometimes read aloud a
miration at so pretty and industrious a sheet to Makaria ; on which occasions a thou-
colony, sand details would in turn present themselves

"This," she replied, "does not die out ; it in a wonderful way, just as when a mass of
alters, but remains always the same. For mercury falls, and scatters itself on all sides
with their twentieth year these girls, as indeed in an innumerable multitude of globules.
do all the female inhabitants of our establish- To his question, how far this collee"tion of
ment, enter upon ad'tive life, generally into papers was kept secret, she revealed to him
the state of marriage. All the young men of that at all events only their most intimate
the neighborhood, who are anxious to obtain circle had knowledge of it, that she was quite
for themselves a robust wife, pay attention to willing to be responsible for it, and, since he
what is going on here with us. Neither are desired it, to lay a few sheets before him.
our pupils in any way shut up in this place; During this garden conversation they had
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arrived at the chateau, and entering the room innermost soul, about which I have wished to
in one of the wings, she said, smiling : "I be enlightened. If it be possible, then grant
will take this opportunity of intrusting you me this favor."
with anothersecret, forwhich youwilt bebyno "I think I understand you," said the kind
means prepared." Thereupon she made him woman; "yet speak on."
peep through a curtain into a closet, where, "A wonderful dream," he continued, "a
to his great astonishment, he saw his own Felix few words also from the earnest astronomer, a
sitting writing at a table, and was unable at separate locked compartment among the ac-
once to explain to himself this unexpecCted cesslble cases, with the inscription, The quah-
diligence. But he was soon enlightened, ties af ¢t[aharia--all these suggestions are
when Angela disclosed to him that the boy associated with an inner voice, that tells me
had seized for this purpose the moment of hts that this study of the heavenly bodies is not
disappearance, and had declared that writing merely a scientific amusement, a striving after
and riding were the only things in which he knowledge of the world of stars, but that we
had pleasure, oug.ht rather to suppose that there is hidden

Our friend was then introduced into a room, m it some peculiar relation of Makaria to the
where in cupboards round about he saw a stars, to know which must be a matter of the
number of well-arranged papers. Labels of highest interest to me. I am neither inquisl-
many kinds indicated the most various con- twe nor importunate, but thzs forms such an
tents; discrimination and orderly arrange- important case to the student of mind and char-
merit were everywhere conspicuous, acCter, that I cannot refrain from asking

When Wlthelm proceeded to praise these whether, in addition to so much confidence,
advantages, Angela gave the credit of it to this extra indulgence might also be kindly
the family friend--who was capable of settling granted ?"
under his own supervision not only the ar- "And I have the right to grant this," re-
rangement, but also in cases of difficulty the plied the amiable woman. "Yourremarkabte
necessary interpolation. Thereupon she found dream has remained indeed a secret to Maka-
out the manuscript that had been read aloud rla, but with our friends I have observed and
yesterday, and allowed the eager guest to considered your singular intellec2uat svm-
avail himself of it and all the rest, and not pathy, your unexpecCted comprehension of'the
only take notes, but even to copy them. deepest secrets ; and we may take courage to

Here our friend had to go to work care- lead you further. Allow me in the first in-
fully, for there was only too much that was stance to speak figuratively! In things ditti-
attraCtive and desirable: especially did he cult of comprehension one does well to help
regard certain sheets of short and scarcely one's self in this fashion.
conneCted propositions as particularly valua- "As is said of the poet, the elements of the
ble. They were produCts which, if we did moral world are hidden in the depths of his
not know their origins, would seem paradoxi- nature, and have had to develop themselves
cal, but which compel us by the aid of a re- from him little by little, so that nothing ex-
versed process of seeking and finding to return isting in the world would come to view but
backwards in order if possible to bring home of what he had previously had a presentiment :
to us the filiation of such thoughts from afar even thus, it will seem, the relations of our
and from below. Neither for these, for the solar system from the beginning, at first in a
reasons stated above, can we grant a place, state of rest, then little by little developing,
Still, at the first opportunity that presents and afterwards becoming ever more dlstin6tly
itself, we shall not neglect, and shall be able animated, are fimdamentally innate in Maka-
in a proper place to put forward a selecCtion ria. At first she suffered from these appan-
of what was here acquired, tions, then she took pleasure in them, and

On the morning of the third day our friend with her years her enjoyment increased. Yet
went to Angela and stood before her not she did not attain to the present harmony
without some embarrassment. "To-day I and repose until she had gained the atd of the
must take leave," he said, "and receive my friend whose merits you too have already
last commissions from that excellent lady, learned to know sufficiently well.
whom I regret that I was not allowed to see "' As a mathematician and philosopher, in-
during the whole of yesterday. Now, some- credulous from the beginning, she was long
thing is weighing on my heart, on my own doubtful whether this visionary power of hers
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was not acquired; for Makaria had to allow of the most artistic, skilful, refined, and dell-
that, at an early age, she had enjoyed instruc- care handiwork, indicative of the country in
tion in astronomy, and had studied it passion- which he might happen to be, and which we
ately. But at the same time, she also in- were expe&ed to guess. From this it might be
formed him, for many years of her life she concluded that he was and would remain a dry,
had put together and compared the inward unsympathetic man, wrapped up in external
apparitions and the outward phenomena, but things; in conversation, too, he was not dis-
never had been able to find out any haxmony posed to agree in general ethical matters, but
between them. privately and in secret he was endowed with a

"Thereupon the man of science bade her wonderfully fine practical sense of good and
explain to him most minutely what she saw, evil, the praiseworthy and the unpraiseworthy;
which only from time to time was quite clear such that I have never seen him at fault either
to her; he then made his calculations, and towards his elders or juniors, his superiors or
concluded hence, that she did not so much { inferiors. But this innate consciousness, un-

carry within herself the whole solar system, but i bridled as it was, in single instances trans-rather that as an integral part she was spirit- formed itself into a whimsical weakness; he
ually moving within it. He proceeded on would even invent for himself duties where
this supposition, and his calculations were they were not required, and sometimes quite
corroborated in an incredible way by her needlessly avow himself a delinquent.
statements. "From his whole plan of travel, but par-

"Thus much only do I for this time yen- ticularly from his preparations for returning,
ture to confide to you, and this too I reveal I believe that he fancies himself to have
only with the urgent request not to mention a offended a certain female belonging to our cir-
word of it to anybody. For would not every cle, whose fate now causes him anxiety, from
man of sense and understanding, with the which he would feel relieved and absolved as
purest good will, still regard and declare such soon as he could hear that she was well ; and
opinions to be mere fancies and misunderstood Angela will tell you the rest. Take this let-
reminiscences ofapreviouslyacquiredscience? ter, and prepare a happy reunion for our
Even her family know nothing more precise family. I sincerely confess I would wish to
about it ; it is these secret revelations, these see him once more in this world, and in
rapturous vtsions, that amongst her relations taking leave of it to bless him with all my
pass for a malady, by which she is for a time heart."
prevented from taking a part in the world and
m her own interests. This, my friend, keep
quietly to yourself, and also say nothing about

it to ]._nardo." CHAPTER XI.
Towards evening our wanderer was once

more led into _,_akaria's presence: much that WHEN Wilhelm had circumstantially and
was pleasantly instru_ive came under discus- correcCtly discharged his commission, Lenardo
sion, from which we select the following: replied, with a smile: "Much obliged as I

"From nature we possess no defect that am to you for what I hear from you, still I
could not become a virtue, and no virtue that must add a question. Has not my aunt, in
could not become a fault. These latter are conclusion, further commissioned you to in-
just the most problematical. Our wonderful form me of a seemingly trifling matter ?"
nephew has chiefly given me occasion to make The other refle6ted a moment. "Yes," he
this remarkmthe young man about whom you then said, "I now recollect. She mentioned
have heard in our family so many singular a young lady whom she called Valerina. Of
things, and whom I, according tomyrelatives, her I had to tell you that she is happily
aresaid to treatmore indutgentlyand lovingly married, and finds herself in a very desirable
than is due. position."

"From youth up there was developed in "You roll a stone from my heart," replied
him a certain lively, technical cleverness, to Lenardo. "Now I willingly return home,
which he entirely devoted himself, and in because I need not fear that the recollection
which he happily advanced to manifold knowl- of this girl will make the place and spot a re-
edge and acquirements. Later, everything proach to me."
that he sent home from his travels was always "It beseems me not to ask what relation
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you have had with her;" said Wilhelm; looked about for some other expedients. The
"enough, you may be at ease, if you should most convenient was to collect outstanding
in any way sympathize with the fate of this debts, especially rents in arrear, for this too
girl." was part of his method, that he was indulgent

"It is the strangest relation in the world," towards debtors, as long as he, to a certain
said Lenardo ; "' by no means a love affair, as point, was in no necessity himself. His
one might easily fancy. I may welt confide steward received the list, and on him devolved
in and tetl you what, in point of fact, is no the execution. About the details we heard
story; but what will you think when I tell nothing; only accidentally I heard that the
you that my hesitation to return, the fear of tenant of one of our farms, with whom my
coming back to our home, those strange uncle had long been patient, had at last been
arrangements and questions as to how matters .actually evicted, his caution money retained
looked, really had the object only of finding m scanty satisfaction for the deficiency, and
out precisely how matters stood with this that the land was to be leased to some one
child, else. This man was one of the sect of the

"For, believe me," he continued, "I Quiet-in-the-land,"* but not, hke his fel-
otherwise know well enough that we can lows, also prudent and active; beloved in-
leave people whom we know, for a length of deed for his piety and benevolence, but
time, without finding them again materially reproached for his weakness as a manager.
altered, and so too I expect soon to feel my- On the death of his wife, a daughter, who
self again quite at home with my relatives, was called simply the Nutbrown Maid, though
It was only the question of this single person, she already promised to grow up active and
whose situation must have been altered, and determined, was far too young to take any
has, thank Heaven! altered itself for the decided measures. Enough, the man went
better." down-hill, without my uncle's indulgence

"You make me curious," said Wilhelm. having been able to prevent his fate.
"You make me anticipate something quite "I had my journey in mind, and must
strange." needs approve of the means for that end.

"I at least think it so," replied Lenardo, All was ready ; the packing and untying went
and began his story as follows: on, the moments sped on. One evening I

"I had from youth up cherished the firm once more strolled through the park, to take
resolve of making the usual tour through leave of the familiar trees and bushes, when
civilized Europe in my young days, but, as all of a sudden Valerina crossed my path ;-
will happen, I deferred its execution from for so the girl was called; the other was but
time to time. The present attracted me, a nickname occasioned by her brown corn-
held me, and the distant more and more lost plexion. She stepped towards me."
its charm to me, the more I read or heard told Lenardo stopped an instant, and mused.
about it. Yet at last, urged by my uncle, "Yet, what is the matter with me?" he said ;
enticed by friends, who had gone into the "was she called Valerina? Yes, indeed," he
world before me, the resolve was made, and continued ; "still, the nickname was the more
in fact sooner than we were all well aware of. usual one. Enough, the brown girl stepped

"My uncle, who in point of fact had to towards me, and begged me warmly to inter-
contribute the most in order to make the pose a kind word with my uncle for her father
journey possible, had at once no other object, and for herself. As I knew how the matter
You know him and his peculiarity, how he stood, and saw well enough that it would be
always drives only at one thing, and first sets difficult, nay, impossible, at that moment to
that going whilst in the meantime everything do anything for them, I spoke frankly to her,
else has to abide and be quiet, whereby he has and put her father's own delinquency in an
really effected a great deal that might seem to unfavorable light.
be beyond the power of a single individual. "She answered me with so much clearness,
This journey came upon him in some degree and at the same time with so much daughterly
unexpectedly; but still he was able to collect indulgence and love, that she quite won my
himself at once. Certain buildings, that he heart, and if the money had been my own, I
had undertaken, nay, actually begun, were
discontinued, and as he never likes to infringe * A religious se_ so called. See Goethe'sAuto-
on his savings, like a clever financier he biography (trans. vol.i. p. 3o).
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should at once have made her happy by grant- do what I possibly can: be quiet, my child I'
ing her request. But it was now a question And then I turned into a side path.
of my uncle's income; the arrangements were "' Do what is impossible I' she called after
his, the orders his; according to his way of me. I do not remember what I wanted to
thinking, there was nothing to hope for from say, but I said, 'I will,' and stopped.
what had already happened. Hitherto I had "' Do !' she cried suddenly, cheered with
always kept a promise sacred. Any one who an expression of heavenly hope. I nodded
asked anything of me put me in a difficulty, to her and hurried away.
I had so accustomed myself to refuse, that I "I would not in the first instance apply to
did not even promise what I intended to per- my uncle, for I knew him only too well: one
form. This time, too, this habit stood me in must not venture to remind him of details
good stead. Her motives rested on an indi- when he was occupied with the whole. I
vidual case and on affeCtion; mine on those sought the steward; he had ridden out. In
of duty and reason, and I do not deny that the evening came guests--friends who wished
in the end they seemed too severe even to to take leave. Playing and eating went on

. .--j __._ :--_.-_.,___-_; ,"

myself. We had already repeated the same until deep into the night. They remained
thing several times, without convincing one the following day, and the distraCtion blotted
another, when distress made her more elo- out the pi_ure of the urgent petitioner. The
quent, and the inevitable ruin, that she saw steward returned; he was more busy and
before herself, forced tears from her eyes. overworked than ever. Everyone was asking
Her composed demeanor did not entirely for- for him. He had no time to listen to me ;
sake her, but she spoke with animation, with still, I made an attempt to get hold of him;
emotion, and, whilst I still continued to feign but scarcely had I mentioned the pious tenant
coldness and indifference, her whole soul was to him, than he waved me off with some ira-
revealed. I wished to end the scene, but all patience. ' Do not, for Heaven's sake, say
of a sudden she lay at my feet, had seized my anything to your uncle about it, unless you
hand, kissed it, and looked up at me so inno- want in the end to get into trouble yourself.'
cenfly and amiably imploring, that for the "The day of my departure had been fixed;
moment I forgot myself. Raising her from I had to write letters, to receive guests, to pay
the ground I hurriedly said to her: 'I will visits in the neighborhood. My people had
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up to this time sufficed for my service, but equivocal; at last he was altogether silent.
were by no means sufficiently dexterous in The distance between us increased; more oh-
tightening the business of departure. Every- je_s intervened between me and my home ;
thing devolved upon myself; and yet, when my attention was claimed for many observa-
the steward at last gave me an hour at night tions and many sympathies ; the image dis-
to settle our financial affairs, I once more yen- appeared, and the girl, almost to her very
tared to intercede for Vaterina's father, name. The remembrance of her occurred

"'Dear baron,' said this a_ive personage, more seldom, and my fancy not to communi-
' how can such a thing recur to you ? I have cate with my people through letters, but only
to-day had a difficult business with your by means of tokens, contributed much to
uncle; for what you require to get away from make my former state of mind, with all its
here amounts to much more than we thought, accompanying condttlons, almost disappear.
This is indeed quite natural, but yet awkward. Now, only as I approach nearer home, when
In particular, the old gentleman has no pleas- I am thinking of reimbursing my family,
ure, if a thing seems to be done, while a good with interest, what they have hitherto been
deal still lags behind ; yet it often happens, content to dispense with, now I am again
and the rest of us have to pay penalty for it. assailed by this wonderful remorse (I must
A.s regards the rigor with which outstanding even call it wonderful), in all its force. The
debts have to be exa&ed, he has made a law image of the girl is renewed with the images
for himself: he makes up his mind about it, of my friends, and I dread nothing more than
and it would be difficult to induce him to to hear that she has succumbed in the mis-

give in. Don't do it, I beg you! It would fortune into which I plunged her; for my
be altogether in vain.' negle_ appeared to me a help towards her

"I allowed myself to be deterred from my rum, a hastening of her sad fate. I have al-
request, but not entirely. I besought him, ready said to myself a thousand times, that
since the execution depended upon him, to this feeling was in reahty only a weakness,
go kindly and indulgently to work. He that, long ago, I had been impelled to make
promised everything, after the fashion of such the rule never to give a promise solely from
persons, in order to have peace for the too- fear of repentance, and not from any more
ment. He got rid of me ; the hurry: the noble feeling. And now even the repentance,
distra_ion increased. I sat in the carnage, which I shunned, seems to take its revenge on
and turned my back on every sympathy that me, laying hold of this instance instead of a
I might have at home. thousand others to torture me. At the same

"A lively impression is like any other time the image, the pi_ure, that tortures me,
wound; one does not feel it as one receives is so pleasant, so sweet, that I willingly linger
it. Only later it begins to pain and to fester, over it. And when I think about it, then the
So it was in my case in regard to the scene in kiss, which she impressed upon my hand,
the grounds. Every time that I was alone or seems still to burn me."
unoccupied the image of the imploring girl Lenardo was silent, and Wilhelm replied
arose like a vivid pi_ure before my soul, with quickly and cheerfully: "Then I could not
all its surroundings, with every tree and bush, have shown you any greater service than by
the place where she knelt, and the path down the supplement to my message, just as the
which I turned to get away from her. It was most interesting part of a letter may often be
an indelible impression, that indeed could be contained in the postscript. Indeed, I know
overshaded and veiled by other images and but little about Valerina, for I heard her only
sympathies, but never be eradicated. It al- casually mentioned; but she is certainly the
ways arose new at every quiet hour, and the wife of a well-to-do landowner, and lives
longer it lasted the more painfully I felt the happy, as your aunt assured me at parting."
guilt with which I had loaded myself against "Capital!" said Lenardo; "now, nothing
my principles, against my habit--although holds me back: you have absolved me, and
not expressly, but only blunderingly, for the we will at once set off to my family, who,
first time involved in such a case. moreover, have been waiting for me longer

"I did not fail, in my first letters, to ask than is right."
our agent how the affair had turned out. He Wilhelm replied to this : "Unfortunately I
was some time in answering. Then he evaded am not able to accompany you; for a special
replying on this point, then his words were obligation devolves on me, never to rest
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longer than three days, and not to revisit the The neighborhood seemed rich and fruitful,
places that I leave within one year. Pardon and the true home of agriculture. Thus, in
me, if I dare not explain to you the reason the ground belonging to Valerina's husband,
of this singularity." the soil was thoroughly good, and tilled with

"I am very sorry," said Lenardo, "that great care.
we should lose you so soon, and that I am un- Wilhelm had time to inspe_ the landscape
able to assist you in anything. Still, since closely, while Lenardo rode in silence by his
you have once set yourself in the way to do side.
me good, you would make me very happy if At last the latter began: "Another in my
you would go and seeValerina, inform your- place would perhaps try to approach Valerina
self precisely about her affairs, and then, unknown; for it is always a painful sensation
either by letter or word of mouth--for a third to present one's self to those whom one has
place of meeting can easily be found would offended; but I will rather endure that, and
give me, for the sake of my peace of mind, a bear the reproach that I fear from her first
circumstantial report." glances, than screen myself from it by dis-

This scheme was further discussed; Wil- .guise and falsehood. Falsehood may put us
helm had been told Valerina's place of abode, m as great an embarrassment as truth; and
He undertook to go and see her; another when we strike a balance of how often one or
place was appointed, whither the baron was to the other avails us, it wilt always prove worth
come, and also bring with him Felix, who in our while once for all to resign ourselves to
the meantime had remained behind with the truth. Let us therefore go forward confi-
ladies, dentty; I shall give my name, and introduce

Lenardo and Wilhelm, riding side by side, you as my friend and companion."
had pursued their way for some ttme, with They had now reached the farmhouse, and
varied conversation, through pleasant mea- dismounted in the yard. A fine-looking man,
dows, when they once more approached the simply clad, whom they could have known
carriage road, and overtook the baron's car- for a farmer, came towards them and an-
rlage, which was to wend its way homewards nounced himself as the master of the house.
in company with its master. Here the friends Lenardo gave his name, and the farmer
decided to part, and Wilhelm in a few friendly seemed highly delighted to see him and to
words took leave, and once more promised make his acquaintance. "What will my wife
the baron to write him speedy news from say," he exclaimed, "when she sees again
Valerina. the nephew of her benefa_orl She cannot

"When I consider," replied Lenardo, imagine or describe all that she and her father
"that it would only be a little way round, owe your uncle!"
if I accompanied you, why should I not go What strange ideas forthwith crossed each
and see Valerina myself. Why not personally other in Lenardo's mind ! "Does this man,
convince myself of her happy condition ? who seems so honest, conceal his bitterness
You were so kind as to offer your services as a behind a friendly face and smooth words ? Is
messenger ; why should you not be my tom- he able to utter his reproaches with such a
panion? For a companion I must have, a pleasant outward aspen? For has not my
moral support, just as one obtains legal assist- uncle made this family unhappy ? And can
ance when one does not consider one's self it have remained unknown to him? Or--as
quite equal to the matter of law." it occurred to him with quick hopefulness--

Wilhelm's obje&ions, that as the long- did the affair turn out less badly than you
absent one was being waited for at home it think? For, after all, you have never re-
might make a singular impression if the ceived any precise information." Such sup-
carriage returned empty, and aught else of positions alternated to and fro, whilst the
the same kind, could not prevail with Len- master of the house caused the horses to be
ardo, and Wilhelm had at last to accept the harnessed, in order to fetch his wife, who was
part of a companion, with no pleasant paying a visit in the neighborhood.
thoughts as to the consequences that were "If, in the meantime, until mywife returns,
to be feared. The servants, therefore, were I may entertain you after my fashion, and at
instrue"ted as to what they would have to say the same time continue my work, take a few
on arrival, and the friends presently struck steps into the field with me, and see how I
the road that led to Valerina's dwelling, manage my business; for surely to you, as a
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great landowner, nothing can be more at- into which we easily fall when we look at a
tractive than the noble science, the noble art, master who does everything with ease.
of tilling the soil." The strangers showed themselves highly

Lenardo did not object ; Wilhelm was glad satisfied, and could bestow nothing but praise
to instru_ himself; and the farmer kept his and approval. This he took thankfully and
land and soil, which he occupied and owned kindly, but still added, "But now I must
without let or hindrance, in perfectly good also show you my weak side, which indeed is
order. Whatever he undertook was calcu- always observable in anyone who devotes
lated for the end in view; what he sowed and himself exclusively to one object."
planted was thoroughly in the right place ; he He took them into his yard, showed them
knew how to explain so clearly all the treat- his implements, his stock of these, as well as
ment and the reasons, that anybody could the stock of all imaginable apphances, and
understand it, and would have thought it pos- what appertained to them. "I am often
sible to do and achieve the same---an illusion blamed," he sald_ "for going too far in these
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things; but indeed I cannot reproach myself although the two friends were longing for a
on that account. Happy is he to whom his confidential conversation, which began then
business also becomes his toy, who at last a&u- and there, as soon as they were alone together
ally plays and enjoys himself in what his in the guest-chamber.
situation has made a duty." "It seems," said Lenardo, "that I am not

The two friends were not wanting in ques- to be relieved of my anxiety. An unfortunate
tions and inquiries. Wilhelm particularly confusion of names, as I perceive, increases
enjoyed the general remarks, to which this it. This fair beauty I have often seen playing
man seemed addi&ed, and did not fail to with the brown one, who could not be called
reply to them ; whilst Lenardo, more absorbed a beauty; aye, even I myself, although much
in himself, was quietly sympathizing wlth Vale- older, used to run about with them in the
rina's happiness----which m this state of things fields and gardens. Neither of them made
he took for granted--yet with a feeling of the slightest impression upon me; I have only
uneasiness, of which he could give no account remembered the name of one of them, and
to himself, bestowed it on the other. Now I find the

They had already returned to the house, I one who does not interest me, after her own
when the hostess's carriage drove up. They fashion happy beyond measure, whilst the
hurried towards it; but how astonished, how other has been cast upon the wide world, who
shocked was Lenardo, when he beheld her knows whither!"
dismount. It was not she; it was not the On the following morning the friends were
Nutbrown Maid: nay, just the reverse--a up almost earlier than the a&ive farm-people.
fine slim figure enough, it is true, but fair, The pleasure of seeing her guests had also
with all the advantages peculiar to fair awakened Valerina betimes. She did not ap-
women, prebend in what frame of mind they came to

This beauty, this grace, shocked Lenardo. breakfast.
His eyes had sought the brown maiden ; now Wilhelm, who saw well that Lenardo re-
there beamed on him quite a d_fferent one. mained in a most painful state, without any
He remembered these features, too ; her ad- information about the Nutbrown Maid, turned
dress, her manner relieved him soon of every the conversation to pastimes, to games, to the
uncertainty--it was the daughter of the law- locality, which he himself knew, to other
yer, who was held by the uncle in great recolle&ions--so that Valerina at last quite
esteem, on which account he had also done a naturally came to mention the Nutbrown
good deal towards setting up and helping the Maid, and pronounced her name.
young couple. Scarcely had Lenardo heard the name of

All this, and more too, was joyfully re- Nachodina, than he remembered it perfe&ly;
counted by the young woman as an intro- but also, with the name, the image of the sup-
due'tory greeting, and with a delight such as plicant returned to him with such an over-
the surprise of recognition calls forth without whelming power, that everything else became
restraint. "I_aey inquired whether they re- qmte unendurable asYalerina with warm sym-
membered each other; they discussed the pathy related the evi&ion of the pious tenant,
alterations in appearance, that are perceptible his resignation, and his departure, and how
enough in persons of this age. Valerina had he had leaned upon his daughter, who carried
always been charming, but was in the highest a little bundle. Lenardo thought that he
degree amiable when joy drew her out of her should faint. Unfortunately, and at the same
ordinary indifferent mood. The party be- time fortunately, Valerina expatiated upon
came talkative, and the conversation so lively, certain circumstances, which although they
that Lenardo could recover himself and hide wounded Lenardo's heart, still made it pos-
his astonishment. Wilhelm, to whom his sible for him, with the _sistance of his com-
friend had soon gii,en a hint about this panion, to show some presence of mind.
strange occurrence, did his best to help him; They took leave amidst many and sincere
and Valerina's little vanity, that the baron requests on the part of husband and wife
had remembered her, even before he had seen that they would return soon, and half-feigned
his own people, did not allow her to entertain assent on the part of the two guests. And as
the least suspicion, that any other intention with a man who has a good opinion of him-
or a misunderstanding was involved, self everything turns to his advantage, so

They remained together until late at night, Valerina finally interpreted Lenardo's silence,
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his visible distracCtion at parting, his hurried leaves for a few moments at a time. He, I
departure, in her own favor; and although know, enjoys an extensive acquaintance with
the faithful and loving wife of an excellent everything that in this world is bound by
farmer, she still could not help feeling a cer- a ly worthy clue; you hasten to him, tell him
rain complacencym the reawakened or newly- all that I have said, and it remains to be
born inclination, as she took it to be--of her hoped, that his kindly feehng will suggest to
former landlord, him some place, some region, where she may

After this strange occurrence, Lenardo said: be found. In my trouble it occurred to me,
"With such fine hopes, to have been ship- that the father of the child belonged to the
wrecked so close to the harbor! The only denomination of Pietists; and, at the mo-
thing that can now in any degree cheer me ment, I became sufficiently pious to apply
up, tranquillize me for the moment, and let myself to the moral ordering of this world,
me present myself to my people, is the con- and to pray that in the present case, _t may,
sideration that Heaven has sent you to me-- with miraculous grace, reveal itself for once
you, to whom from the nature of your own in my own favor."
peculiar mission, it is indifferent whither or to "But there is still a difficulty," replied
what purpose it dlrecCts your path. Do you Wilhelm, "that remains to be solved. What
then undertake to find Nachodina, and give must I do with my Felix ? For I should not
me news of her. If she is happy, then I am like to take him about with me upon a so
content; if she is unhappy, then help her at utterly uncertain m_ssion, and yet I should
my expense. A& without misgiving; spare, not like to part with h_m, for it seems to me
omit nothing." that the son nowhere develops himself better

"But towards what quarter of the earth," than in the presence of the father."
said Wilhelm, laughing, "must I dire& my "By no means !" replied Lenardo; "this
steps ? If you yourself have no idea, how is a kindly paternal error. The father always
shall I be endowed therewith?" retains a kind of despotic relation towards

_' Look here !" answered Lenardo, "last the son, whose virtues he does not recognize,
night, when you saw me pacing restlessly to and in whose faults he takes pleasure ; on
and fro, passionately upsetting both my heart which account even the ancients used to say,
and head about the matter, there came to my that the sons of heroes turned out good-for-
mind an old friend, a worthy man, who with- nothings, and I have seen enough of the
out exacCtly tutoring me, has had a great influ- world to make up my mind as to that matter.
ence upon my youth. I should hke to have Happil.y our old friend, to whom I will at
had him, at least for some time, as a travelling once give you a hurried letter, will also be
companion, if he had not been extraordinarily able to suggest the best solution of this mat-
bound to his home by the most beautiful ter. When years ago I saw him last, he told
rarities of art and antiquity, which he only me a great deal about a certain pedagogic
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association which I could only consider a kind Lenardo thereupon replied, "You en-
.of Utopia; it seemed to me as if, under the courage me to confess that in reality I do
image of reality, a series of ideas, thoughts, not like to work at anything but what I have
proposals and retentions, were meant, which myself created. I never liked a servant
were really conne&ed, but which in the or- whom I had not educated from a child, or
dreary course of things would be rather dif- a horse that I had not myself broken in.
ficutt to meet with. But because I know him, In consequence of this mode of thinking, I
and because he likes to realize by means of will also willingly confess that I am irresisfi-
images what is possible and impossible, Iap- bly drawn towards primitive conditions; that
proved of it, and now it will serve our pur- my travels through all highly civilized lands
pose; he is certainly able to indicate to you and people have not availed to blunt these
the place and surroundings to which you can feehngs; that my imagination seeks a pleasure
confidently intrust your boy, and hope the beyond the sea, and that a hitherto neglected
best from a wise training." family possession in those young countries

Conversing together m this manner as they allows me to hope that a plan of mine, con-
rode, they came in view of a noble villa; its ceived in solitude and gradually maturing in
constru6tion in a pleasantly sombre style, accordance with my wishes, will at last be
with an open space in front, and somewhat executed."
farther, a dignified surrounding of well-grown "I have nothing to object to this," Wil-
trees. Doors and shutters, however, were helm replied; "an _dea of this kind, turned
everywhere closed ; all was deserted, yet at towards what is new and unsettled, has some-
the same time looked in good condition, thing pecuhar and great about it. I only beg
From an elderly man, who seemed to be em- you to retie&, that such an enterprise can
ployed at the entrance, they learned that this only succeed for a community. You cross
was the inheritance of a young man, to whom the sea, and there find family possessions
it had been left by his father, who had died ready, I know; my friends entertain similar
qmte recently at a very advanced age. plans, and have already settled there. Asso-

On further inquiry, they were informed that elate yourself with these prudent, wise, and
to the heir it unfortunately seemed all too strong people; for both sides the matter wilt
complete: nothing was left for him to do, and thereby be hghtened and enlarged."
that to enjoy things ready at hand was by no With conversation of this kind the friends
means his fashion; that therefore he had reached the spot where they must now really
sought out for himself a locality nearer to separate. They both sat down to write;
the mountains, where he had built log huts Lenardo recommended his friend to the
for himself and his companions, and intended singular man above-mentmned, and Wilhelm
to found a kind of hunters' hermitage. As described to his colleagues the position of his
far as concerned their informant they gathered new associate, out of which naturally enough
that he was the hereditary steward, and took arose a letter of recommendation, in which,
the most punctilious care for the preservation in conclusion, he also urged the matter that
and cleanliness of the premises, in order that he had discussed with Jarno, and further set
a grandson, succeeding to the tastes and the forth the reasons for which he wished to be
possession of the grandfather, might find freed as soon as possible from the incon-
everything just as the latter had left it. venient condition that stamped him as a

Having for some time pursued their road in wandering Jew. In reading these letters to
silence, Lenardo commenced with the obser- each other, Wilhelm could not refrain from
vation, that it was a peculiarity inherent in again bringing home to his friend certain
man to want to begin at the beginning; upon other doubts.

which his friend replied, that this was an easv "I consider it," he said, "in my position
thing to explain, and allow for, because in a the most enviable duty to free you, noble-
strie't sense everyone really did begin from hearted man, from a state of mental anxiety,
the beginning, and at the same time to rescue a human

"And yet," he exclaimed, "if to none are creature from misery, if she happen to be
the sufferings remitted with which his ances- therein. Such an aim one might regard as a
tors were tortured, can you blame him for not star, by which we sail, even whilst ignorant of
wanting to have anything to do with their what may happen to us, or what we may meet
pleasures?" on the road. Still, I cannot hide from my-
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self the danger to which in any ease you are pieces of furniture that might have served
always exposed, tf you were not a man who several generations already, interspersed wtth
absolutely declines to pledge his word, 1 but few modern ones. The master of the
would require of you the promise never again house received him kindly, in an apartment
to see this female, who will cost you so dear; similarly furnished. Many an hour of birth
to content yourself, if I inform you that she and death had these clocks already struck,
is well, in case I should be fortunate enough and all that stood around called to mind that
to ascertain that she is really happy, or am the past could flow on into the present. The
able to contribute to her happine_. But, visitor delivered his letter, but his host laid it
since I neither can nor will induce you to aside without opening it, and in a cheerful
make any promise, I implore you, by all that conversation essayed in a direc"tway to be-
is dear to you and holy, for the sake of your- come acquainted with his guest. They soon
self and your people, and of myself, your grewconfidential, and when Wilhelm, contrary
newly-acquired friend, never to allow yourself to his usual habit, allowed his glances to run
any approach to that lost maiden on any pre- observantly about the room, the kind old man
text whatever; nor to ask me to indicate said: "My surroundings awaken your inter-
circumstantially, or even name the place, est. You see here how long a thing can last.
where I may find her, or the neighborhood And one must, too, look on such things as the
where I leave her. You must only believe counterpoise of what changes and alters so
my word that she is well, and therewith be rapidly in the world. This tea-kettle before
relieved and set at rest." now served my parents, and was a witness of

Lenardo laughed and replied: "Only do our evening family gatherings. This copper
me this service, and I shall be grateful. You fire-screen still continues to proteCt me from
shall have the credit for what you can and the fire, which this strong old poker stirs up,
will do, and leave me to time, to common and so it is with everything. I have conse-
sense, and if possible to reason." quently been able to devote sympathy and

"Pardon me," Wilhelm replied; "he who aCtivity to many other subjeCts because I have
knows under what strange forms inclination not troubled myself further about the chang-
insinuates itself into us, must feel concerned ing of these external requirements that expend
when he foresees that a friend may wish for the time and strength of so many people. A
that which, in his condition and m his cir- loving attention to what man possesses makes
cumstances, must necessarily bring about mis- him rich while he thereby anaassesfor himsetf
fortune and confusion." a wealth of memories in unimportant things.

"I hope," said Lenardo, "that if I know I have known a young man, who, in taking
that the girl is happy, I shall be done with leave ofhissweetheart, stole from herapin, with
her." The friends then separated, each in which he used daily to pin on his cravat, and
his own direCtion, aCtually brought home from a distant journey

of many years' length this cherished and care-
. fully preserved objeCt. To us other petty

human beings this may well be reckoned as a
virtue."

CHAPTER XlI. ,, Many also," added Wilhelm, "perhaps
bring back from a like long journey a thorn

BY a short and pleasant road, Wilhelm had in the heart, that probably they would rather
reached the town to which his letter was ad- be free of."
dressed. He found it cheerful and well built; The old man seemed to know nothing
but an appearance of newness betrayed only about Lenardo's circumstances, although he
too clearly that it must have recently suffered had in the meantime opened and read the
from fire. The address of his letter took him letter, for he again returned to his formerre-
to the last, small portion of the town that had lie&ions.
escaped, to a house of an ancient, solemn "Attachment to what we possess," he con-
style of architecture. Colored window-panes, tinued, "in many instances gives us the great-
strangely combined together, gave indication est energy. To this kind of selfishness I owe
of a cheerful wealth of color within. And the the saving of my house. When the town was
interior really corresponded with the outside, on fire, those too, who were with me, wanted
In the sombre rooms were seen on all sides to run away and escape. I forbade it, or-
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dered windows and doors to be shut, and with since you have obtained it by such a strange ac-
several of my neighbors turned to deal with cident, you ought to try your fortune with it.
the flames. Our efforts were successful in say- For if you are born to good luck, and if this
ing unscathed this corner of the town. The casket betokens anything, then in time the
next morning everything in my house stood key must be found for it, and just where you
as you see it, and as tt has stood almost a hun- expect it least."
dred years." "There are probably such cases," replied

"With all that," said Wdhelm, "you will Wilhelm.
confess that man cannot resist changes that "I have myself experienced several," an-
time brings about." swered the old man, "and here you see the

"Granted," said the old man; "but still he most renharkable one before you. For thirty
who has kept himself longest has also achieved years I possessed the body of this ivory cruel-
something. Nay, we are even able to preserve fix with head and feet all of one piece ; for its
and make sure beyond the term of our exist- subjecCt, as well as its most exquisite art, it was
ence : we hand down knowledge, we transfer carefully locked up in my most precious drawer.
tastes just as well as property ; and as it is for About ten years ago, I received the cross be-
me chiefly a question of the latter, I have on longing to it, with the inscription, and I let
this account for a long time been wonderfully myself be persuaded to have the arms put on,
cautious, and hit on quite peculiar expedients; by the cleverest carver of our time; yet how
but only of late have I succeeded in seeing far was the good man behind his predecessor !
my desire fulfilled. Usually the son scatters Still, it might pass, more for edifying con-
abroad what the father has collected, collects templation than for admiration of the work-
something different, or in different manner, manship. How, only think of my delight!
But if we are able to wait for the grandson, for A short time ago I received the original, gen-
the new generation, then the same inclina- uine arms, as you here see them, fitted on in
tions, the same objects come to light. And the loveliest accord ! And in my rapture at
thus at last through the interest of our peda- so happ.y, a coincidence, I cannot refrain from
gogue-friends, I have got hold of a fine young recogmzmg in this the destinies of the Chris-
man, who if possible is more tenacious of heir- tian religion, which, often enough divided and
looms than myself, and feels a strong bent for scattered, must yet at last meet again at the
curious things. He has entirely gained my cross."
confidence through the strenuous efforts by Wilhelm admired the image and its strange
which he succeeded in averting the fire from recombination. "I shall follow your advice,"
our house ; he has doubly and trebly earned he added; "let the casket remain shut, until
the treasure, the possession of which I think the key has been found, even if it should tie
of bequeathing to him ; nay, it is already by to the end of my life."
handed over to him, and since that time our "He who lives long," said the old man,
store has been increased in a wonderful way. "sees many things gathered together, and
Yet not all that you see here is ours; rather, many dispersed."
just as at a pawnbroker's you behold many an The young joint-owner just then entered,
alien jewel, so I can also point out to you and Wilhelm declared his intention of in-
some valuables, which under the most diverse trusting the casket to their keeping. A
circumstances have been deposited here for large book was now bro_aght, and the prop-
better keeping." erty intrusted was entered; a receipt was

Wilhelm thought of the splendid casket, made out with the observance of many eere-
which in any case he did not like to carry monies and stipulations. It was, in point of
about with him on journeys, and he did not fact, expressed in favor of anyone who pre-
refrain from showing it to his friend. The sented it, but would be honored only on a
old man looked at it attentively, named the special sign agreed upon with the receiver.
time when it must have been made, and When this was all completed, the contents
showed him something similar. Wilhelm of the letter were considered, the reception of
then mooted the point whether it might be the good Felix being first discussed, in which
opened, matter the elderl.y friend, without more ado,

The old man thought not. propounded certazn maxims, which ought to
"I believe indeed," he said, "that it could form the basis of education.

be done, without any particular damage; but, "All life, all acCtivity, all art must be pre-
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ceded by handiwork, that can only be ac- where that good girl will be found, who has
quired in a limited sphere. A torte& knowl- made such a wonderful impression upon your
edge and pracCtice give a higher culture than friend, who by dint of moral feeling and re-
half-knowledge in hundredfold. In the place fie&ion has so highly enhanced the value of
that I have indicated to you all a&ivities an innocent, unfortunate creature that he has
have been isolated ; the pupils are tested at been compelled to make her existence the end
every step; thereby a man finds out whither and aim of his life. I hope that you will be
his nature really tends, or if he is turning able to set him at rest; for Providence pos-
with confused wishes, now this way, now that. sesses a thousand means of raising the fallen,
Wise men aItow the boy to find at hand what and setting up those bowed down. Our des-
suits him ; they cut off the by-roads along tiny often looks like a fruit-tree in winter.
which men will only too easily stray away Who would think from its pitiable aspeeCt that
from their vocation, those rigid boughs, those rough twigs could

"'In the next place," he continued, '" I next spring again be green, bloom, and even
venture to hope that, from that grandly based bear fruit ? Yet we hope it, we know it."
centre, they will guide you upon the road to
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BOO K II.

CHAPTER I. Wilhelm had soon observed that a great
diversity prevailed in the cut and color of

Ot.,R pilgrims had performed the journey the clothing, which gave a peculiar aspe_ to
according to programme, and prosperously the whole of the little community. He was
reached the frontier of the province in which just on the point of asking his companion
they were to learn so many wonderful things, about this when another strange sight was
On their first entry they beheld a most fertile displayed to him: all the children, howsoever
region, the gentle slopes of which were favor- they might be occupied, stopped their work,
able to agriculture, its higher mountains to and turned, with peculiar yet various ges-
sheep-feeding, and its broad valleys to the tures, towards the party riding past; and it
reanng of cattle. It was shortly before the was easy to infer that their objecCtwas the over-
harvest, and everything was in the greatest seer. The youngest folded their arms cross-
abundance; still, what surprised them from wise on the breast, and looked cheerfully to-
the outset, was that they saw neither women wards the sky; the intermediate ones held
nor men, but only boys and youths busy get- their arms behind them, and looked smiling
ting ready for a prosperous harvest, and even upon the ground ; the third sort stood ere&
making friendly preparations for a joyous bar- and boldly ; with arms at the side, they turned
vest-home. They greeted now one, and now the head to the right, and placed themselves
another, and inquired about the master, of in a row, instead of remaining alone, like the
whose whereabouts no one could give an ac- others, where they were first seen.
count. The address of their letter was: To Accordingly, when they halted and dis-
/he Master or to the Three, and this too the mounted, just where several children had
boys could not explain; however, they re- ranged themselves in various attitudes and
ferred the inquirers to an overseer, who was were being inspec%ed by the overseer, Wil-
just preparing to mount his horse. They ex- helm asked the meaning of these gestures.
plained their objec2 ; Felix's frank bearing Felix interposed, and said cheerfully:
seemed to please him: and so they rode to- "What position have I to take, then ?"
gether along the road. "In any case," answered the intendant,
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"at first the arms across the breast, and look- grees of either age or merit; since the small-
ing seriously and gladly upward, without est and biggest boys mingled together may be
turning your glance." He obeyed ; however alike in cut and color, whilst tho_e who are
he soon exclaimed: "This does not please me alike in gestures do not agree with one another
particularly; I see nothing overhead ; does it in dress."
last long? But yes, indeed," he exclaimed "As concerns this, too," their companion
joyfully, "I see two hawks flying from west replied, "I cannot explain any further; yet I
to east; that must be a good omen !" shall be much mistaken if you depart hence

"It depends on how you take to it, how without being enlightened about all that you
you behave yourself," rejoined the former; may wish to know."
"now go and mingle with them, just as they They were now going in search of the ma_-
mingle with each other." ter, whom they thought that they had found;

He made a sign, the children forsook their butnowastrangercouldnotbutbestruckbythe
attitudes, resumed their occupations or went fad't, that the deeper they got into the coun-
on playing as before, try the more they were met by a harmonious

"Will you, and can you," Wilhelm now sound of singing. Whatsoever the boys set
asked, "explain to me that which causes my about, in whatever work they were found en-
wonder? I suppose that these gestures, these gaged, they were forever staging, and in fad't it
positions, are greetings, with which they wet- seemed that the songs were specially adapted to
come you." each particular occupation, and in similar cases

"Just so," answered the other; "greetings, always the same. if several children were m
that tell me at once at what stage of cultiva- any place, they would accompany each other
tion each of these boys stands." in turns. Towards evening they came upon

"' But could you," Wilhelm added, "ex- some dancing, their steps being animated and
plain to me the meaning of the graduation ? guided by choruses. Felix from his horse
For that it is such, is easy to see." chimed in with his voice, and, in truth, not

"That is the part of better people than badly; Wilhelm was delighted with this enter-
me," answered the other; "but I can assure tainment, which made the neighborhood so
you of this much, that they are no empty lively. "I suppose," heobserved to his corn-
grimaces, and that, on the contrary, we impart panion, "you devote a great deal of care to
to the children, not indeed the highest, but this kind of instru&ion, for othenvise th_s
still a guiding and intethgible explanation ; ablhty would not be so widely diffused, or so
but at the same time we command each to perfed'tty developed."
keep and cherish for himself what we may "Just so," replied the other; "with us the
have chosen to impart for the information of art of singing forms the first step in education ;
each: they may not chat about it with everything else is subservient to it, and at-
strangers, nor amongst themselves, and thus rained by means of it. With us the simplest
the teaching is modified in a hundred ways. enjoyment, as well as the simplest instru&ion,
Besides this the secrecy has very great advan- is enlivened and impressed by singing; and
tages; for if we tell people immediately and even what we teach in matters of religion and
perpetually the reason of everything, they morals is communicated by the method of
think that there is nothing behind. To cer- song. Other advantages for independent ends
tain secrets, even if they may be known, we are dire&ly allied; for, whilst we prad'tise the
have to show deference by concealment and children in writing down by s}qnbols on the
silence, for this tends to modesty and good slate the notes which they produce, and then,
morals." according to the indication of these signs, in

"I understand yon," said Wilhelm. "Why reproducing them in their throats, mid more-
should we not also apply spiritually what is so over in adding the text, they exercise at the
necessary in bodily matters? But perhaps in same time the hand, ear, and eye, and attain
another respec't you can satisfy my curiosity, orthography and calligraphy quicker than you
I am surprised at the great variety in the cut would believe; and, finally, since all this
and color of their clothes, and yet I do not must be pra&ised and copied according to
see all kinds of color, but a few only, and pure metre and accurately fixed time, they
these in all their shades, from the brightest to learn to understand much sooner than in other
the darkest. Still I observe, that in this ways the high value of measure and compu-
there cannot be meant any indication of de- tation. On this account, of all imaginable
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means, we have chosen music as the first ele- education, we venture acCtually to develop
ment of our education, for from this equally and encourage a sense of shame and diffi-
easy roads radiate in every direcCtion. '' dence. I am sincerely glad that your son has

Wilhelm sought to inform himself further, got a good voice; the rest will be effecCted all
and did not hide his astonishment at hearing the more easily."
no instrumental music. They had now reached a place where Felix

"We do not negle_ it," replied the other, was to remain, and make trial of his surround-
"but we pracCtise it in a special place, en- ings, until they were disposed to grant a formal
closed in the most charming mountain-valley; admission. They already heard from afar a
and then again we take care that the different cheerful singing; it was a game, which the
instruments are taught in places lying far boys were now enjoying in their play-hour. A
apart. Especially are the discordant notes of general chorus resounded, in which each mere-
beginners banished to certain solitary" spots, ber of a large circle joined heartily, clearly,
where they can drive no one crazy ; for you and vigorously in his part, obeying the direc-
will yourself confess, that in well-regnlated tions of the superintendent. The latter,
civil society scarcely any more miserable nui- however, often took the singers by surprise,
sance is to be endured than when the neigh- by suspending with a signal the chorus-sing-
borhood inflicq:s upon us a beginner on the ing, and bidding some one or other single
flute or on the violin. Our beginners, from performer, by a touch of his b_.ton, to adapt
their own laudable notion of wishing to be an alone some suitable song to the expiring tune
annoyance to none, go voluntarily for a and the passing idea. Most of them already
longer or shorter period into the wilds, and, showed considerable ability, a few who failed
isolated there, vie with one another in attain- in the performance willingly paid their forfeit,
ing the merit of being allowed to draw nearer without exacCtly being made a laughing-stock.
to the inhabited world ; on which account they Felix was still child enough to mix at once
are, from time to time, allowed to make an amon_ them and came tolerably well out of
attempt at drawing nearer, which seldom fails, the trial. Thereupon the first style of greeting
because in these, as in our other modes of was conceded to him: he forthwith folded his
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arms on his breast, looked upwards, and with have seen many external things, that do not
such a droll expression withal, that it was carry their sigmficance with them all at once;
quite plain that no hidden meaning in it had which of these do you most wish to have ex-
as yet occurred to him. plained ?"

The pleasant spot, the kind reception, the "I have remarked certain seemly yet
merry games, all pleased the boy so well, strange gestures and obeisances, the slgnlfi-
that he did not feel particularly sad when he cance of which I should hke to learn; with
saw his father depart ; he looked almost more you no doubt what is external has reference to
wistfully at the horse as it was led away; yet what is within, and vice versd; let me under-
he had no difficulty in understanding, when he stand this relation."
was informed that he could not keep it in the "Well-bred and healthy children possess a
present locality. On the other hand, they great deal ; Nature has gwen to each every-
promised him that he should find, if not the thing that he needs for timeand continuance:
same, at all events an equally lively and well- our duty is to develop this ; often it is better
trained one when he did not expe& it. developed by itself. But one thing no one

As the superior could not be found, the over- brings into the world, and yet it is that upon
seer said: "I must now leave you, to pursue which depends everything through which a
my own avocations; but still I will take you man becomes a man on every side. If you
to the Three who preside over holy things: can find it out yourself, speak out."
your letter is also addressed to them, and to- Wilhelm bethought hamself for a short time,
gether they stand in place of the superior." and then shook his head. After a statable

Wilhelm would have liked to learn before- pause, they exclaimed : "Veneration ! "
hand about the holy things, but the other re- Wilhelm was startled.
plied: "The Three in return for the confi- "Veneration," they repeated. "It iswant-
dence with which you have left your son with us ing in all, and perhaps in yourself. You have
will certainly, in accordance with wisdom and seen three kinds of gestures, and we teach a
justice, reveal to you all that is most necessary, threefold veneration, whach when combined
The visible objects of veneration, which I to form a whole, only then attams to its high-
have called holy things, are included within a est power and effeCt. The first is veneration
particular boundary, are not mingled with for that which is above us. That gesture, the
anything, or disturbed by anything; only arms folded on the breast, a cheerful glance
at certain times of the year, the pupils, towards the sky, that is precasety what we pre- .
according to the stages of their educa- scribe to our untutored children, at the same
tion, are admitted to them, in order that time requiring witness of them that there is a
they may be instruCted historically and God up above, who refleCts and reveals Him-
through their senses; for in this way they carry self in our parents, tutors and superiors. The
off"with them an impression, enough for them second, veneration for that which is below us.
to feed upon for a long time in the exercise The hands folded on the back as if tied to-
of their duty." gether, the lowered, smiling glance, bespeak

Wilhelm now stood at the entrance of a that we have to regard the earth well and

forest-valley, enclosed by lofty walls; on a cheerfully; it gives us an opportunity to main-
given signal a small door was opened, and a tain ourselves; at affords unspeakable joys ; but
serious, respecCtable-looklng man received our it brings disproportionate sufferings. If one
friend. He found himself within a large and hurts one's self bodily, whether faultily or m-
beautifully verdant enclosure, shaded with nocently ; if others hurt one, intentionally or
trees and bushes of every kind, so that he accidentally; if earthly chance does one any
could scarcely see some stately walls and fine harm, let that be well thought of, for such
buildings through the dense and lofty natural danger accompanies us all our life long. But
growth; his friendly reception by the Three, from this condition we dehver our pupil as
who came upby-and-bye, ultimately concluded soon as poss_le, directly we are convinced
in a conversation, to which each contributed that the teachings of this stage have made a
something of his own, but the substance of sufficient impression upon him; but then we
which we shall put together in brief, bid him be a man, look to his companions,

"Since you have intrusted your son to us," and guide himself with reference to them.
they said, "it is our duty to let you see more Now he stands erect and bold, yet not sel-
deeply into our methods of proceeding. You fishly isolated; only m a union with h_s equals
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does. he present a front towards the world, himself, as in the other case. The religion
We are unable to add anything further." which rests on reverence for that which is

"I see itaU," replied Wilhelm ; "itisprob- above us, we call the ethnical one; it is the
ably on this account that the nmltitude is so religion of nations, and the first happy re-
inured to vice, because it only takes pleasure demption from a base fear; all so-called
in the element of ill-will and evil speech ; he heathen religions are of this kind, let them
who indulges in this soon becomes indifferent have what names they will. The second tell-
to God, contemptuous towards the world, and gion, which is founded on that reverence
a hater of his fellows; but the true, genuine, which we have for what is like ourselves, we
indispensable feeling of self-respe& is ruined call the Philosophic; for the philosopher,
in conceit and presumption." who places himself in the middle, must draw

"Allow me, nevertheless," Wilhelm went downward to himself all that is higher, and
on, "to make one obje&ion : has it not ever upward to himself all that is lower, and only
been held that the fear evinced by savage na- in this central position does he deserve the
tions in the presence of mighty natural name of the sage. Now, whilst he penetrates
phenomena, and other inexphcable forebod- his relations to his fellows, and therefore to
mg events, is the germ from which a higher the whole ef humanity, and his relations to
feeling, a purer disposition, should gradually all other earthly surroundings, necessary or
be developed?" accidental, in the cosmical sense he only lives

To this the other replied: "Fear, no in thetruth. But wemustnowspeakofthe
doubt, is consonant with nature, but not third religion, based on reverence for that
reverence; people fear a known or unknown which is below us; we call it the Christian
powerful being : the strong one tries to grap- one, because this disposition of mind is chiefly
pie with it, the weak to avoid it; both wish revealed in it; it is the last one which
to get rid of it, and feel happy when in a humanity could and was bound to attain. Yet
short space they have conquered it, when what was not demanded for it ? not merely to
their nature in some measure has regained its leave earth below, and claim a higher origin,
freedom and independence. The natural but to recognize as diwne even humility and
man repeats this operation a million times poverty, scorn and contempt, shame and mis-
during his life; from fear he strives after lib- cry, suffering and death; nay, to revere and
erty, from liberty he is driven back into fear, make lovable even sin and crime, not as hin-
and does not advance one step further. To drances but as furtherances of holiness! Of
fear is e_y, but unpleasant; to entertain this there are indeed found traces throughout
reverence is difficult but pleasing. Man de- all time; but a track is not a goal, and this
termines himself unwillingly to reverence, or having once been reached, humanity cannot
rather never determines himself to it; it is a turn backwards ; and it may be maintained,
loftier sense which must be imparted to his that the Christian religion having once ap-
nature, and which is self-developed only in peared, can never disappear again; having
the most exceptionally gifted ones, whom once been divinely embodied, cannot again be
therefore from all time we have regarded as dissolved."
saints, as gods. In this consists the dignity, "Which of these religions do you then pro-
in this the fun&ion of all genuine religions, fess more particularly ?" said Wilhelm.
of which also there exist only three, accord- "All three," answered the others, "for, in
ing to the obje&s towards which they dire& point of fa&, they together present the true
their worship." religion; from these three reverences out-

The men paused, Wilhelm remained silent springs the highest reverence, reverence for
for a while in thought; as he did not feel one's self, and the former again develop
himself equal to pointing these strange words, themselves from the latter, so that man attains
he begged the worthy men to continue their to the highest he is capable of reaching, in
remarks, which too they at once consented order that he may consider himself the best
to do. that God and nature have produced; nay,

"No religion," they said, "which is based that he may be able to remain on this height
on fear, is esteemed among us. With the without being drawn through conceit or
reverence which a man allows himself to en- egoism into what is base."
tertain, whilst he accords honor, he may pre- '" Such a profession of faith, thus devel-
serve his own honor; he is not at discord with oped, does not estrange me," replied Wilhelm;
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"it agrees with all that one learns here and remarking that the sacred books of the Israel-
there in life, only that the very thing unites ites had furmshed the subje&s of these
you that severs the others." picCtures.

To this the others replied: "This confes- "It is here," said the eldest, "that we
sion is already adhered to by a large part of teach that rehgion, which for the sake of
the world, though unconsciously." brevity, I have called the ethnical. Its in-

"How so, and where?" asked Wilhelm. ternal substance is found m the history of the
"In the Creed ! " exclaimed the others, world, as its external envelope in the events

loudly; "for the first article is ethnical, and themselves. In the re-occurrence of the des-
belongs to all nations: the second is Christian, tinies of entire nations it is, properly speak-
for those struggling against sufferings and ing, grasped."
glorified in sufferings.; the third finally teaches "You have, I see," said Wilhelm, "con
a spiritual commumon of saints, to wit, of ferred the honor on the Israelitish people, and
those in the highest degree good and wise: made its history the foundation of this ex-
ought not therefore in fairness the three position, or rather you have made it the
divine Persons, under whose likeness and principal subjecCt of the same."
name such convicCtlons and promises are ut- "Just as you see," rejoined the old man;
tered, to pass also for the highest Unity?" "for you will observe that m the plinths and

"Ithankyou," replied theother, "for hay- friezes are represented not so much synchron-
ing so clearly and coherently explained this to istic as symphronistlc* ac%ons and events,
me--to whom, as a full-grown man, the three whilst among all nations there occur tradl-
dispositions of mind are not new; and when tions of similar and equal import. Thus,
I recall, that you teach the children these while in the principal field, Abraham is visited
high truths, first through material symbols, by his gods in the form of handsome youths,
then through a certain symbolic analogy, and you see up there in the frieze, Apollo among
finally develop in them the highest interpre- the shepherds of Admetus; from which we
ration, I must needs highly approve of it." may learn that when the gods appear to men,

"Exactly so," replied the former; "but they mostly go about unrecognized among
now you must still learn something more, in them."
order that you may be convinced that your The two observers went farther. Wilhelm
son is in the best hands. However, let this found for the most part well-known subjec'ts,
matter rest for the morning hours ; rest and yet represented in a more lively and slgnifi-
refresh yourself, so that, contented and cant manner than he had been accustomed to
humanly complete, you may accompany us see them before. In reference to a few mat-
farther into the interior to-morrow." ters he asked for some explanation, in doing

which he could not refrain from inquiring
again, why they had sele_ed the Israelitish
history before all others ?

Hereupon the eldest answered : "Among
CHAPTER II. all heathen religions (for such is the Israelitish

LED by the hand of the eldest, our friend also) this one has great advantages, of which
now entered through a handsome portal into I shall mention only a few. Before the eth-
a room, or rather, eight-sided hall, which nic tribunal, before the tribunal of the God
was so richly adorned with picCtures, that it of nations, it is not the question, whether it is
caused astonishment to the visitor. He easily the best or the most excellent nation, but
understood that all that he saw must have an only whether it still exists, whether _t has
important meaning, though he himself was maintained itself. The Israelitish nation has
not at once able to guess it. He was just on never been worth much, as its leaders, judges,
the point of asking his conducCtor about it, rulers and prophets have a thousand times
when the latter invited him to enter a side thrown in its teeth ; it possesses few virtues,

gallery, which, open on one side; surrounded and most of the faults of other nations; but
a spacious, richly planted flower-garden. The in independence, endurance, courage, and ff
wall, however, attracCted the eye more than all that were no longer of account, m tough-
this brilliant adornment of nature, for it was ness, it cannot find its equal. It is the most
painted throughout its whole length, and the
visitorcould not walk faralong itwithout i.t.,ofsimilarsigmficafion.
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tenacious people on the face of the earth! enough to stimulate interest ; sufficiently bar-
It is, it has been, and will be to glorify the baric to excite challenge, sufficiently tender
name of Jehovah through all time. We have, to soothe ; and how many other opposing
therefore, set it up as a pattern, as a master- qualities might we extol in these books, in
piece, to which the others only serve as a this Book !"
frame." The series of the principal pi6tures, as well

"It is not becoming in me to argue with as the connexion of the smaller ones which
you," replied Wilhelm, "since you are in a accompanied them above and below, gave the
position to teach me. Proceed, therefore, to guest so much to think of, that he scarcely
explain to me the other advantages of this listened to the exptanatvry remarks by which
nation, or rather of its history, of its re- his companion seemed rather to divert his
ligion." attention from, than to fix it on the subjecCts.

"One principal advantage," answered the In the meanwhile the other took occasion
other, "consists in the excellent colle_ion of to say: "I must here mention one advantage
its sacred books. They are combined so hap- of the Israetitish religion : that it does not
pily, that from the most heterogeneous ele- embody its God in any given form, and there-
ments there results a deceptive unity. They fore leaves us at liberty to give him a worthy
are complete enough to satisfy, fragmentary human figure; also, on the other hand, to de-
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picot base idolatryby the forms of beasts and the first: everything was gentler; forms,
monsters." movements, surroundings, light and coloring.

Our friend, moreover, in a short stroll " You see here," said his companion, after
through these halls, had again called to mind they had walked past a part of the pic"tures,
the history of the world: there was something "neither deeds nor events, but miracles and
new to him in regard to the circumstance, parables. Here is a new world ; a new ex-
Thus, through the juxtaposition of the pic- terior, different from the former, and an in-
tures, through the retie&ions of his corn- terior, which in that is entirely lacking. By
panion, fresh ideas had dawned upon his miracles and parables a new world is opened'.
mind; and he was glad that Fehx by means The former make the common extraordinary,
of a visible representation of such merit the latter make the extraordinary common."
should appropriate to himself for his whole "Have the kindness," replied Wilhelm,
life long, as vividly as if they had ac'-tually "to explain me these few words more circum-

happened in his own time, those grand, signi- stantially, for I do not feel equal to doing it
ficant, and inimitable events. He looked at myself."

these pictures at last only with the eyes of the "You possess a natural mind," rephed the
child, and in this aspec_ he felt perfed-tly satis- other,. "although a deep one. Examples will
fled with them. And so strolling on they open tt most readily. Nothing is more com-
reached those sad, confused periods, and mort or ordinary than eating and drinking;
finally the destru&ion of the City and the on the other hand, it is extraordinary to en-
Temple, the murder, banishment and slavery noble a beverage, or to multiply a meal, so
of whole multttudes of this obstinate nation, that it may suffice for a countless number.
Its subsequent destinies were represented by Nothing is commoner than illness and bodily
discreet allegory, since a historic and real infirmity ; but to cure, to alleviate these by
representation of them lies beyond the limits spiritual or spiritual-seeming means, is extra-
of the noble art. ordinary: and just in this consists the marvel

Here the gallery, through which they had of the miracle--that the common and extra-
walked, terminated abruptly, and Wilhelm ordinary, the possible and the impossible,
wondered at finding himself already at the become one. In the similitude, in the para-
end. ble, the reverse is the case: here you have

"I find," he said to his guide, "an mind, insight, the idea of the subhme, the
omission in this historical walk. You have extraordinary, the unattainable. When this
destroyed the Temple of Jerusalem, and scat- is embodied in a common, ordinary, intel-
tered the nation, without introducing the ligible image, so that it confronts us as living,
Divine Man, who shortly before that very present and real, so that we can appropriate,
time taught in it, and to whom, too, shortly seize, retain, and converse with it as with one
before they would give no hearing." of our own like: that indeed becomes a

"To do this, as you demand, would have second species of miracle, which is fairly asso-
been a mistake. The life of that Divine ciated with the first kind, nay, perhaps, is to
Man, to whom you allude, stands in no con- be preferred to it. Here the living docCtrine
necCtion with the world-history of his time. I itself is pronounced, the do&tree that arouses

His was a private life, his doc'-trine a do&rine i no dispute. It is no opinion as to what isfor individuals. What publicly concerns the right or wrong; it is indisputably right or
masses of the people and its members belongs ] wrong itself."
to the history of the world, to the religion of I This part of the gallery was shorter, or
the world, which we regard as the first. What t rather it was only the fourth part of the en*
inwardly concerns the individual belongs to i closure of the inner courtyard. But while
the second religion, to the religion of the one cared only to pass along the first, here
wise; such was the one that Christ taught and one was glad to linger, here one liked to
prac°eised as long as he went about on earth, walk to and fro. The subjecCts were not so
Wherefore the external ends here, and I now striking nor so manifold, but so much the
open to you the internal." more did they invite inquiry into their deep

A door opened, and they entered a similar and quiet meaning : moreover the two wan-
gallery, where Wilhelm at once recognized derers turned at the end of the corridor,
the pi&ures of the second holy writings, whilst Wilhelm expressed a fear that in fa&
They seemed to be by a different hand from only the last supper, the last parting of the
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Master from his disciples, was reached. He ness; and the rest, which can be disclosed
asked for the remaining part of the story, only once a year, only to those of whom we

"In all teaching," replied the elder one, are taking leave. That last form of religion,
"in all tradition, we are very willing to set which arises from respe_ forwhat is below us,
apart only what it is possible to set apart, for that reverence for what is repugnant, hateful,
only thereby can the notion of what is signifi- and apt to be shunned, we impart to each
cant be developed in youth. Life otherwise only by way of outfit for the world, in order
mingles and mixes everything together; and that he may know where he can find the like,
thus we have here the life of that excellent if need of such should stir within him. I in-
Man completely separated from its end. vite you to return after the lapse of a year to
During hfe he appears as a true philosopher attend our general festival, and to see how far
--do not be scandalized at this expression-- your son has progressed; at which time too
as a sage, in the highest sense. He stands you shall be initiated into the holy estate of
firmly to his point; he pursues his own path sorrow."
unflinchingly, and whilst he draws up to him- "Allow me one question," replied Wil-
self what is inferior, whilst he allows the helm; "have you then, besides representing
ignorant, the poor, the sick, a share in his wis- the life of this Divine Man as a pattern of
dom, wealth, and power, and thereby seems to teaching and imitation, also exalted his suffer-
step down to their level; still, on the other ings, his death, as a model of sublime en-
hand, he does not deny his divine origin; he durance?"
dares to make himself equal to God, nay, to "By all means," said the elder. "We
declare himself God. In this manner, from make no secret of this; but we draw a veil
his youth up, he astonishes those who sur- over these sufferings, just because we honor
round him, gains one part of them over to them so highly. We hold it for criminal an-
himself, arouses the other against himself, dacity to expose that scaffold of agony, and
and shows all those to whom it is a question the Saint suffering thereupon, to the gaze of
of a certain sublimity in doctrine and life the sun, that hid its face when a reckless world
what they will have to expe_ from the world, obtruded this sight upon it; to play, to trifle
And thus his life's journey for the noble part with these deep mysteries, in which the divine
of humanity is more instru_lve and frmtful depth of suffering lies hidden; to decorate
than his death ; for to the one test every one them, and not to rest until the most holy
is called, but to the other only a few. And seems commonplace and vulgar. Thus much
in order that we may pass over all that follows may suffice for this time to set you at rest
from this, only look at the touching scene of respe_ing your boy, and convince you thor-
the last supper! Here the sage, as always oughly that you will find him again, in one
happens, leaves his followers behind, quite way or other, more or less developed, yet in
orphaned, so to say, and whilst he is taking a desirable manner, and at all events not con-
thought for the good ones, he is at the same fused, wavering or unsteady."
time feeding with them a traitor, who will Wilhelm lingered, looking over the pi_ures
bring him and the better ones to destru_ion." in the vestibule, wishing to have their meaning

With these words the elder opened a door explained.
and Wilhelm was astonished to find himself "This too," said the elder, "we shall con-
again in the first hall of entrance. In the tinue to owe you until the year is over. We
meantime, they had made, as he could easily do not admit any strangers to the instru_ion
see, the entire circuit of the courtyard, which we impart to the children during the

"'I was hoping," said Wilhelm, "that you interval; but in due time come and listen to
would condu_ me to the end, whilst you are what our best speakers think fit to saypublicIy
taking me back to the beginning." "This on these subjed_s."
time I can show you nothing more," said the Soon after this conversation a knock was
elder; ', we do not let our pupils see more, we heard at the small door. The inspec'_or of
do not explain to them more than what you yesterday presented himself; he had led up
have so far passed through: the external and Wilhelm's horse. And thus our friend took
generally mundane may be imparted to each leave of the Three, who at parting recom-
from his youth up ; the internal and specially mended him to the inspe_or in the following
spiri.tyal and mental, only to those who are terms: "He is now numbered among the
growing up to'a certain degree of thoughtffll- confidants, and what you have to answer to
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his questions is known to you: for he surely part they choose something familiar, what
stH wishes to be enhghtened about many they see just before them. Still, this con-
things that he has seen and heard with us; sideration does not remain unprofitable to us;
the measure and purport are not unknown to by means of such external signs, they ally
you." Wilhelm had still in fac"t a few ques- themselves to this or that party, join m here
tions on his mind, which also he expressed or there, and thus more general di._positlons
forthwith. Wherever they rode by, the chil- distinguish themselves; we learn to where
dren ranged themselves as on the day before, each inclines, and to what example he assimi-
but to-day he saw, although rarely, a boy here lates himself. Now, cases have been seen, in
and there who did not salute the inspec"tor as which the dispositions inclined towards the
he rode past, did not look up from his work, general, in which one fashion would extend
and allowed htm to pass by without notice, itself to all, and every peculiarity tend to-
Wilhelm now inquired the cause of this, and wards losing itself in the totahty. In a gentle
what this exception meant, way we try to put a stop to a tendency of th_s

The other replied thereto: "It is in fa_ kind, we allow our stores to run short; one or
exceedingly significant, for tt is the severest other kind of stuff or ornament is no more
punishment that we inflict upon our pupils; to be had. We substitute something new,
they are declared unworthy of showing rever- something attra&lve; through light colors,
ence, and compelled to seem rude and uncul- and short close cut, we attract the cheerful
tured; but they do all that is possible to ones; by sombre shades and comfortable,
rescue themselves from this position, and ample suits, the thoughtful ones, and thus
apply themselves as quickly as possible to gradually establish a balance. For we are
every duty. Should, however, any hardened altogether opposed to uniform; it hides the
youngster show no readiness to recant, then charad'ter, and, more than any other disguise,
he is sent back to his parents with a short but conceals the peculiarities of the children from
conclusive report. He who does not learn to the sight of their superiors."
adapt himself to the laws, must leave the With such and other conversation, Wilhelm
region where they prevail." arrived at the frontier of the distri6"t, and

Another sight excited to-day as yesterday precisely at the point where the traveller, ac-
the curiosity of the traveller; it was the cording to h_s old friend's direction, ought to
variety of color and shape in the clothes of leave k, in order to pursue his own private
the pupils. In this there seemed to prevail lends.
no graduated arrangement, for some who l On parting, the insped'tor first of all ob-
saluted differently were dressed in uniform]served, that Wilhelm m_ght now wait until
style,, whilst those who had the same way of the grand festival for all their sympathizers in
greeting were clad differently. Wilhelm various ways was announced. To this all the
asked for the cause of this seeming contra- parents would be invited, and able pupils be
dillon, dismissed to the chances of free life. After

"It is explained thus," replied the other; that, he was informed, he might at his leisure
"namely, that it is a means of finding out enter the other distri&s, where in accordance
the peculiar disposition of each boy. With with pecuhar principles, special instruction
stri_ness and method in other things, in this amidst the most perle& surroundings, was im-
respe6_:we allow a certain degree of freedom parted and pra&ised.
to prevail Within the scope of our stores
of cloths and trimmings, the pupils are al-
lowed to choose any favorite color, and also
within moderate limits to select both shape CHAPTER III.
and cut; this we scrupulously observe, for by
the color you may find out people's bent of To flatter the taste of the worthy public,
mind, and by the cut, the style of life. Yet which for some time has derived pleasure in
there is one special peculiarity of human being entertained piece-meal, we had at first
nature which makes a more accurate judgment thought of presenting the following story in
to some extent difficult; this is the spirit of several sections. Yet, considered from the
imitation_the tendency to assocmte. It is point of view of ideas, feelings and events, its
very seldom that a pupil lights on anything internal stru_ure required a continuous treat-
that has not occurred before : for the most merit. May it attain its a_m, and at the same
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time may it in the end become clear how the "What do you say ?" exclaimed the major;
personages of this seemingly isolated episode "is it possible ! Whilst we are giving our-
have been most intimately bound up with selves every possible trouble to manage with
those whom we already know and love. economy, does inclination play us such a

trick? Tell me, my dear, tell me quickly
who _s it that could captivate Hilaria's heart;
or is it already as had as that ? Is it not per-
haps a transient impression, that one may
hope to extinguish again?"

THE MAN "You must first think and guess awhile,"
replied the baroness, thereby increasing his

OF impatience. This had already reached its
climax, when Hilaria, entering together with

FIFTY. the servants, who were bringing the breakfast,
rendered an immedi_e solution of the riddle

URING the entry of impossible.
the major into the The major himself fancied that he now
manor- house, his looked upon the beautiful child with other eyes
niece Hilaria stood than shortly before. He almost felt jealous
outside on the stair- of the fortunate one, whose image could ira-
case that led up to press itself on so beautiful a soul. He could
the castle, ready to not enjoy his breakfast, and he paid no atten-
receive him. He tion to the fac% that everything had been
scarcely recognized arranged precisely as he liked it best, and as he

_ her, for by this time had formerly been used to wish and require it.
she had grown taller Amidst this silence and reserve, Hilaria

and more beautiful. She rushed towards him ; herself almost lost her cheerfulness. The
he pressed her to his breast with the feelings baroness felt embarrassed, and drew her daugh-
of a father, and she hurried upstairs to her ter towards the piano, but her animated play-
mother, ing, full of feeling, could scarcely win a little

To the baroness, his sister, he was equally applause from the major. He was anxious to
welcome, and when Hilaria went quickly see the beautiful child and the breakfast de-
away to prepare breakfast, the major cheer- part, the sooner the better, and the baroness
fully observed: had to make up her mind to break off, and

"This time I can be brief, and say that our propose to her brother a walk in the garden.
business is done. Our brother, the marshal, They were scarcely alone, when the major
sees pretty clearly that he cannot get on with urgently repeated his former question ; upon
either tenants or superintendents. He makes which his sister after a pause, replied, laugh-
over the estates, in his lifetime, to us and to ing:
our children. The annual income that he "If you wish to find the fortunate man she
stipulates for himself is heavy, it is true; but loves, you need not go so far, he is quite
we can well afford to give it to him; we still close: it is you she loves."
gain a good deal for the present, and in the The major stood thunderstruck; then he
future, all. The new arrangement will soon exclaimed:
be in order. Though every moment I expe& "It would be a very unseasonable jest, if
my retirement, I still see before me an ac"tive you wished to persuade me of what in real
life, that may be of decided advantage to us earnest would make me no less embarrassed
and ours. We shall quietly look on whilst than unhappy. For although I need time to
our children grow up, and it depends upon recover from my astonishment, yet I foresee
us, upon them, to hasten their union." at a glance how much our relations must be

"That would be all very well," said the disturbed by such an unexpe_ed circumstance.
baroness, "if only I had not to reveal you a The only thing that consoles me, is the con-
secret, of which I myself have only lately be- vic"tion that inclinations of this kind are only
come aware. Hitaria's heart is no longer apparent, that self-deception lurks in the back-
free; from that quarter your son has little or ground, and that a genuinely good soul will
nothing to hope." often recover at once from mistakes of this
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kind of its own accord, or at least with a little sleep ; his vital energies were awake early.
assistance from sensible persons." But now he suddenly perceived that a new

"I am not of this opinion, '¢ said the order of things would entail a good deal of
baroness; "for, to judge by all the symptoms, inconvenience. To his old groom, who also
it is a very serious sentiment by which Hilaria fulfilled the duties of footmen and valet, he
is penetrated." had never spoken an angry word for many

"Anything so unnatural I should not have years; for everything had gone on in its usual
attributed to her natural chara&er," replied way with the stricCtest method: the horses
the major, were attended to, and the clothes ready

"It is not so unnatural," said his sister ; brushed at the proper hour, but his master had
"in my own youth I recollee2 a passion even risen sooner, and nothing was ready.
for an older man than you are. You are fifty Another circumstance combined with this
yeats old ; that at all events is by no means to increase the impatience and a sort of bad-
too much for a German, although perhaps humor on the part of the major. At other
other more lively nations grow old earlier." times everything had been correc2 with him-

"But how will you prove your surmise ?" self and with his servant ; but now when he
said the major, stepped before the looking-glass, he did not

"It is no surmise, it is a certainty. The find himself as he wished to be. He could
details you shall learn by-and-bye." not deny a few gray hairs, and a few wrinkles

Hilaria joined them, and the major against also seemed to have put in an appearance.
his will felt changed again. Her presence He rubbed and powdered more than usual,
seemed to him still more amiable and dearer and yet had at last to leave things as they
than before; hei'behavior seemed to him more were. Neither was he satisfied with his dress,
affec'-tionate, and he already began to give or with its plainness. There were always a
credence to his sister's words. The sensation few threads still on his coat, and a little dust
was in the highest degree agreeable to him, on his boots. The old servant did not know
although he would neither acknowledge nor what to say, and was astonished at seeing so
divulge it. Hilaria was indeed very amiable, transformed a master before him.
whilst in her demeanor shyness towards a In spite of all these obstacles the major
lover and the easy familiarity towards an uncle was early enough in the garden. Hflaria,
were most intimately combined ; for she whom he hoped to find there, he ar-tually did
really loved him, and with her whole heart, find. She brought a nosegay for him, and he
The garden was in its full spring glory, and had not the courage, as at other times, to kiss
the major, whilst he saw so many old trees her, and to press her to his heart. He found
clothing themselves with leaves, was fain to himself in the pleasantest embarrassment in
believe in the return of his own spring-time, the world, and abandoned himself to his feel-
And who would not have been tempted to do ings, without thinking whither they might
so in the presence of the most amiable of girls, lead him.

In this manner the day was spent together; The baroness also was not slow in putting
all domestic incidents passed off in the great- in an appearance, and, as she showed her
est harmony; in the evening after dinner brother a note that a messenger had just
Hilaria again sat down to the piano. The brought her, she exclaimed: "You cannot
major listened with other ears than in the guess whom this letter is to announce !"
morning; one melody was entwined with "Then onlytell me quickty !" replied the
another, one song conner-ted itself with the major; and he was informed that an old
next, and midnight scarcely availed to break theatrical friend happened to be travelling at
up the little party, no great distance from the manor, and thought

When the major reached his room, he found of looking in for a moment.
everything arranged in accordance with his old "I am curious to see him again," said the
accustomed convenience; even certain en- major; "he is no longer a boy, and yet I
gravings, over which he had been wont to lin- hear that he still continues to play youthful
ger, had been brought from other rooms and parts."
hung up here; and now that he had once be- "lie must be ten years older than you,"
gun to notice, he saw himself attended to and . replied the baroness.
flattered in every single little detail. "At the very least," replied the major,

This time he required only a few hours' "so far as I can recolle_."
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It was not long before a cheerful, well-built, this they passed to stories, to questions, and
pleasant man made his appearance. Both to giving accounts of themselves; they made
were astonished for a moment as they looked themselves mutually acquainted with their
at each other again. But very soon the present positions, and they soon felt as if they
friends became familiar, and reminiscences of had never been separated.
all sorts animated the conversation. From Secret accounts tell us that this man in
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early life, as a very handsome and agreeable point, how important the exterior was to mdi-
youth, had had the fortune or misfortune to tary men, and how an officer, who had to ex-
i_lease a lady of rank; that he had thereby pend so much care upon hls dress, might pay
fallen into great difficulties and danger, out some attention to his skin and hair as well. "
of which the major had fortunately rescued "For example, it is undeniable," he con-
him, at the very moment when a most sad tinued, "that your temples are already gray,
fate was threatening him. He remained that wrinkles contracCt themselves here and
eternally grateful to both brother and sister; there, and that your crown is threatening to
for the latter, by a timely warning, had given become bald. Only look at an old fellow like
an opportunity of exercising prudence. A me! See how I have preserved myself, and
snort time before dinner the men were left all without any conjuring, and with far less
alone. Not without admiration, nay, with a trouble or care than one expends daffy in in-
certain amount of astonishment, the major juring, or at least in wearying one's self."
had observed the outward deportment of his The major found too much for his own pur-
old friend, in general and in detad. He did poses in this accidental conversation to break
not seem to he changed in the least, and it it off so soon ; still he went gently, and even,
was no wonder that he could still continue to in dealing with an old acquaintance, cau-
appear as a youthful lover on the stage, tiously to work.

"You are looking at me more closely than "Unfortunately I have now got behind-
is fair," he at last said to the major; "I very hand," he exclaimed, "and it cannot be
much fear that you find the difference corn- retrieved; I must now put up with it, and
pared with past times only too great." you will not think worse of me on account of _t.'

"By no means," replied the major; "on "It is nevel too late," replied the other;
the contrary, I am full of wonder at finding "if you serious gentlemen were not so oh-
your looks fresher and more youthful than my stinate and stiff-necked, immedmtely declaring
own ; although I know that you were already anyone who attends to his own exterior vain,
a grown-up man when I assisted you in certain and thereby mamng for yourselves the enjoy-
difficulties with the audacity of a foolhardy ment of being in pleasant company and
fledgling." pleasing others yourselves."

"It is your own fault," replied the other, "If it is not magic," laughingly said the
"it is the fault of all like you; and although major, "by means of which you keep your-
you ought not to be reproached for it, still you selves young, it is nevertheless a secret ; or
are to blame. You only think about what is there are at least 'arcana,' such as are often
necessary; you want to be, and not to seem. extolled in the papers, but from which you
That is right enough, so long as one is some- know how to choose the best."
thing. But when at last the Being begins to "Whether you speak m jest or in earnest,"
take leave of the Seeming, and the Seeming is replied his friend, "you have hit it. Among
still more transient than the Being, then every- the many things that have continually been
one finds out that he would not have done tried to g_ve a kind of nourishment to the ex-
badly if he had not entirely negle6"ted the ex- terior, which often falls off much sooner than
ternal in favor of the internal." the interior, there are to be found really in-

"You are right," replied the major, and valuable specifics, simple aswell as compound,
could hardly refrain from a sigh. which have been imparted to me by fellow-

" Perhaps not quite right," answered the old artists, or handed over for cash or in some
youth; "for indeed in my trade it would be casual way, and tested by myself. I hold
absolutely inexcusable if one did not bolster and abide by these, without on that account
up the exterior as long as is simply possible, giving up my further researches. Thus much
But you people have occasion to look at other I may tell you, and I do not exaggerate : I
things that are more important and lasting." carry about with me a dressing-case beyond

"And yet there are occasions," said the all price, a casket, the effe_s of which I
major, "when one feels inwardly fresh, and should like to try upon yourself, if we remain
would be only too glad to freshen up one's only a fortnight together."
exterior too." The thought that something of this kind

As the guest could not divine the major's was possible, and that this possibility had
real frame of mind, he took this utterance in accidentally been brought within his reach
a military sense, and expatiated long upon the just at the right moment, cheered up the
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major to such a degree, that he already looked his being prevents others from feeling pleasure
really fresher and happier, and enlivened by in themselves, and from displaying it,--even
the hope of bringing his head and face into then there would be nothing in it to remem-
harmony with his heart, excited by the rest- bet; and the reproach has probably arisen in
less desire of soon learning to know these the first place from this excess. Yet, what is
specifics more intimately, he seemed at dinner the good of a strange prohibitive severity
quite a different man, met with confidence against what is unavoidable? Why shall we
Hilaria's graceful attentions, and looked on not find an expression admissible and endurJ
her with a certain trust, which in the morning able which we, more or less, allow ourselves
had been still very foreign to him. from time to time, nay, without which no

Now, inasmuch as the theatrical friend had good society could exist ; for the pleasure in
managed, by all sortsof reminiscences, stories, ourselves, the desire of communicating this
and happy ideas, to keep alive and increase individual feeling to others, makes us pleasant,
the good-humor once called forth, so much the sense of our own charm makes us charm-
the more was the major troubled, when imme- ing. Would to God that all men were vain !
dtately after dinner he threatened to go away yet at the same time with consciousness, with
and pursue his journey. He sought by every moderation, and in the right sense ; then we
means to facilitate the detention of his friend, in the world of culture would be the happiest
at least for the night, expressly promising ad- of people. Women, it is said, are vain from
dltional horses and relays early on the mot- the beginning; yet it becomes them, and
row. Enough, the healing toilet-case was they please us all the more. How can a
not to depart from the house before he had young man form himself who is not vain ?
been more particularly informed as to its con- An empty, hollow nature will at least know
tents and use. how to give itself an outward show, and the

The major saw well enough that there was able man will soon form himself from the out-
now no time to be lost, and therefore imme- ward to the inward. As for myself, I have
diately after dinner he sought to speak to his reason on this score to consider myself the
old familiar friend alone. As he had not happiest of men, because my trade justifies me
the courage to go straight to the point, he in being vain, and because the more I am so,
alluded to it distantly, again taking up their the greater pleasure I give people. I am
former conversation, and affirming that, as praised where another is blamed, and it is just
for his own person, he would willingly bestow in this path that I have the right and the good
more care upon the exterior, if only people fortune to delight and charm the public at an
would not immediately stigmatize as vain any age at which others are compelled to with-
one in whom they discovered an endeavor of draw from the stage, or only linger upon it
this kind, and thereby withdraw from him, in with disgrace."
respe6"tto moral esteem, as much as they felt The major was not pleased to hear the ten-
bound to allow him in respe_ to what was dency of these observations. The little word
physical, vanity, when he used it, had only been meant

"Do not make me angry with speeches of to serve as a medium by which to bring his
this kind," replied his friend; "for these are wish before his friend in a discreet manner;
expressions to which society has accustomed now he feared that in a lengthened conver-
itself without thinking, or, to put it more sation he would see his end still further set
severely, by which it expresses the unkindness aside, and he therefore hastened dire_ly to
and ill-will of its nature. When you come to the point.
consider it closely, what is that which is so "For myself," he said, "I should not be
often stigmatized as vanity? Every man at all disinclined to swear fealty to your
ought to feel pleasure in himself, and happy standard, since you do not think it too late,
is he who does so. Yet, if he does, how can and believe that I could in some measure
he refrain from betraying this pleasant feel- make up for lost time. Reveal to me some-
ing ? How, in the midst of existence, can he thing about your tinc"tures,pomades, and hal-
conceal that he feels a pleasure in existence? sams, and I will make an attempt."
tf good society--for only of such is the ques- "Revelations," said the other, "are more
tion now--should find these utterances blam- difficult than one thinks. In this case, for in-
able, only when they become too lively, when stance, it is not only the question whether I
the joy of a man's pleasure in himself and in pour out for you something from my bottles_
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or leave you a half of the best ingredients of "To be sure," replied the former. "That
my dressh_g-case; the greatest difficulty is would indeed be a wretched art which allowed
the application. One cannot straightway itself to be grasped at once, the last results
make what is handed to us one's own ; how of which would be viewed at once by him who
this or that may serve, under what circum- enters for the first time."
stances, in what order the things are to be There was no great hesitation ; the valet
used, demands pra¢tice and reflee'tion; nay, was intrusted to the major, who promised to
even these will hardly bear fruit, if one has treat him well. The baroness had to furnish
not an inborn talent for the subje& in question ." small boxes, pots and glasses, she did not

"Now," rephed the major, "it seems to know for what purpose; the partition took
me you want to back out of it again. You place ; they remained together in good sprats
are making dtfliculties in order to save the and witty mood till far into the night. When
credit of your rather fabulous statements, the moon rose late the guest departed, prom-
You have no inclination to give me a pretext, ising to return in a short time.
an opportunity of putting your words to the The major went somewhat tired to his
test of fact." room. He had arisen early, had not spared

"By these sarcasms, my friend," replied himself during the day, and hoped at last to
the other, "you would never induce me to get speedily to bed. But instead of one ser-
acquiesce in your request if I did not myself vant he now found two. The old groom,
harbor such kind intentions towards you, in- according to old style and custom, undressed
somuch that as I in fact made you the offer m him qmckly; but now the new one came for-
the first place. At the same time bear in ward, and bid hxm observe, that mght was
mind, my friend, that man possesses a quite just the proper time for applying beautifying
peculiar desire of making proselytes, of bring- and rejuvenating remedies, in order that dur-
ing what he values in himself into demon- ing a peaceful slumber the)" might take effe&
stration beyond himself, in others; in letting so much the more surely. So the major had
them enjoy what he himself enjoys, in finding to submit to having his head anointed, h_s
and refle&ing himself again in them. In face rubbed, his eyebrows marked, and his
truth, if this too is egoism, it is at all events hps touched, besides which, several other cere-
of the most amiable and praiseworthy sort, monies were reqmred: thus the nightcap was
such as makes us human, and keeps us human, not to be put on inmaediately, but before that
From this too, irrespective of the friendship I a net, or at all events a fine leather cap, was
entertain for you, I derive the pleasure of drawn over his head.
making a pupil of you in the art of reju- The major lay down in bed, with a kind of
venation. But, as one must expect from the unpleasant sensation, which, however, he had
master, that he should make no bunglers, I no time to make clear to himself, inasmuch as
am at a loss as to how to set to work. I have he soon fell asleep. Yet, if we were to speak
already said that neither cosmetics nor any his mind, he felt himself somewhat akin to a
prescription is sufficient ; the application can- mummy, something between a sink man and
not be taught in a general way. For love of an embalmed corpse. Only the sweet image
you, and the desire of propagating my doc- of Hilaria, surrounded by the brightest hopes,
trine, I am prepared for any sacrifice. The lulled him soon into a refreshing sleep.
greatest I can make for the moment I will In the morning, at the appointed time, the
at once offer you. I will leave you here my groom was at hand. Everything appertaining
servant, a kind of valet and jack-of-all-trades, to the dress of the master lay in its accu_-
who, although he may not know how to pre- tomed order on the chairs, and the major was
pare everything, or be initiated into all the just on the point of leaving the bed, when
secrets, yet understands very well the whole the new valet entered, and protested ener-
treatment, and at the beginning wdl be of geticaIly against such premature haste. One
great use to you, until you so work your way must be quiet, one must walt, if the under-
into the matter, that I may at length be able taking was to succeed, if from so much care
also to reveal to you the higher secrets." and painstaking enjoyment was to be reaped.

"Howl" exclaimed the major, "you have The gentleman accordingly was informed that
also stages and degrees in your art of rejuven- he would have to rise in a short time, partake
ation? You have secrets too for the ini- of a light breakfast, and then enter a bath,
tinted." which was already prepared. There was no
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escape from this procedure; it must be carried He found his sister standing before their
out, and a few hours passed in these opera- genealogical tree, which she had hung up, be-
tions, cause on the preceding evening there had

The major cut short the time of rest after been some talk amongst them about certain
the bath, thinking to throw on his clothes collateral relations, who, being some un-
quickly, for by nature he was quick, and be- married, some hying m distant lands, some
sides this he wished to meet Hilaria soon ; quite lost sight of, gave the brother and sister
but here also the new valet intervened, and or their children more or less hope of rich
made him understand that one must corn- legacies. They conversed for some time
pletely disaccustom one's self from wishing to about it, without mentioning the circum-
be done. All that one did must be completed stance that hitherto all their family anxieties
slowly and leisurely, but the time of dressing and endeavors had centred only on their chil-
especially must be regarded as a pleasant hour dren. Through Hilaria's inclination, this
of communion with one's own self. whole prospecCt had in fa6"t been completely

The valet's mode of treatment was per- changed, and yet neither the major nor his
fegtly in harmony with his words. But in sister liked to think more about the matter at
return for all this, even the major thought this moment.
that he really was better dressed than he had The baroness went away, the major re-
ever been before, when he stepped before the mained alone before the laconic family-
looking-glass, and saw himself dressed up to pl_ure ; Hilaria came m to him, leaned child-
the highest point. Without much question, ishly on his arm, looked at the pedigree, and
the valet had even given to the uniform a asked whom among all these he had known,
modern cut, having employed the night and who were still living?
in this transformation. A rejuvenation, so The major began his description of the
quickly visible, imparted to the major a par- eldest, whom he now only vaguely remem-
ticttlarly cheerful disposition, so that both bered from the time of his youth. Then he
inwardly and outwardly he felt refreshed, and went on to describe the characters of various
hurried to meet his friends with impatient fathers, the likeness or unlikeness of the chil-
longing, dren to them, observed that the grandfather
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often reappeared in his grandson, spoke which otherwise hung together in a friendly
generally about the influence of women, way, seemed henceforth to be in conflic2, and
who, marrying into the stock from strange it was difficult to foresee what turn things
families, often change the characCter of the would take, and what sort of harmony would
whole race. He praised the virtue of many take possession of their minds.
an ancestor and collateral relation, and did In the meantime the major had to make up
not conceal their faults. He passed over in his mind to visit his son, with whom he had
silence those of whom they had had reason to already appointed a meeting. Not without
feel ashamed. At last he came to the latest repugnance, not without a peculiar forebod-

generations. Among these were now found ing, not without pain at having to leave Hll-
his brother the Obermarschall, himself, and aria for only a short time, he started, after a

O his sister, and below them his son and Hllaria. good deal of delay, and leaving groom and
"'These look one another straight enough horses behind, he travelled with his rejuven-

in the face," said the major, and did not add atmgvalet, whom he could no longer dispense
what he had in his mind. with, towards the city where his son was hving.

After a pause, Hllaria modestly added, in a The two greeted and embraced one another
low voice and almost with a sigh, "And yet in the heartiest manner after so long a separa-
no one will blame one who looks upwards." tion. They had much to say to one another,
At the same time she looked up towards him and yet did not immediately express what
with her two eyes, which expressed her entire each had most at heart. The son expatiated
affection, upon his hopes of speedy promotion, in re-

"Do I understand you aright?" said the turn for which the father gave him exacCt
major, turning round towards her. information as to what had been done and

"I can say nothing," answered Hilaria, determined on between the elder members of
laughing, "that you do not already know." the family respecting their fortune in general,

"You make me the happiest man under the and their landed property in particular.
sun!" exclaimed he, and fell at her feet. The conversatmn was already beginning
"Will you be mine?" rather to drag, when the son took courage,

"For Heaven's sake, arise! I am yours _and said, laughing, to his father, "You treat
forever." me very tenderly, father dear, and I thank you

The baroness entered. Without being sur- for it. You tell me about possessions and for-

prised, she was startled. "If it should be a tune, and do not mention the conditmn under
misfortune," said the major, "sister, the fault which, at least partly, they will become mine;
is yours; if it is good fortune, we shall al- ' you refrain from mentioning the name of
ways have to thank you for it." Hilaria; you wait for me to pronounce it my-

The baroness, from her youth up, had loved self, that I should reveal my desire of being
her brother in such a manner, that she set him I soon united to the amiable child."
before all other men, and perhaps the very ; The major, at these words of his son, found
inclination of Hflaria, if it had not actually ! himself in great embarrassment ; yet, as it was
sprung from this partmlity of her mother's, ' consonant partly with his nature and partly
had certainly been nourished by it. I with an old habit of his, to explore the minds

All three were henceforth united in one love, of those he had to deal with, he remained
and one happiness, and so the happiest of hours I_silent, and glanced at his son with a doubt-
were spent by them. Yet at last, too, they i ful smile.
became aware again of the world around I "You do not guess, father, what I have to

say," continued the lieutenant, "and I only
them, and this but seldom stands in harmony i wish to speak it out quickly once for all. I canwith such sentiments.

Now, too, they thought again about the rely upon your kindness, which, amidst so
son. For him Hilaria had been destined, as much solicitude in nay behalf, has surely also
he knew verywell. Directly after the terrain- thought about my true happiness. It will
ation of the business with the Obermarschall, have to be said some time, and so let it be
the major was to have visited his son in said at once: Hilariacannot make me happy!
garrison, to discuss everything with him, and I think of Hilaria as an amiable relation,
bring these matters to a happy termination, with whom I would wish to remain all nay hfe
But now, through an unexpected event, the on the friendliest footing, but another has
whole arrangement was upset; the relations, aroused my passion, fettered my inclination.
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This inclinationisirresistible;you do not arranged concentrationof a handsome for-
want tomake me unhappy." tune willbe demolishedagain,and you espe-
Only with diliicultydld the major hide the ciallywillnot be playingyour carclsto the

delightthatwould havespreadoverhiscoun- bestadvantage. Stilltherewould remain an
tenancc,and he asked his son in a gently expedlent,which, however, sounds a little
seriousway, "who the person was thathad strange,and bywhich you too would not gain
been abletoconquerhim soentirely?" much. I,old asIam, shouldhave to marry
•'You must scc thisperson,father,forshe Hilaria,yet by doing thisI should scarcely

isas indescribableasshe isincomprehensible,giveyou any greatpleasure."
I onlyfearthatyou willyourselfbe carried "The greatestin the worldI" exclaimed
away by her,as everybodyiswho comes near the lieutenant; "for who can feelany truc
her. By Heaven ! I shalllivetoscc you be- affccCtion,who can enjoyorhope forthe hap- "_
come therivalof your son." pinessof love withoutwishing thishighest

"Who is she, then?" asked the major, happinessfor everyfriend,foreveryone who
"If you are not able to describeherperson- isworthy of it? You are not old, father;
ally,tellme atleastabouther circumstances;and is not Hilariaso amiable? And the
for these perhaps ought to be mentioned mere passingthought of offeringher your
first." hand bearswitnessto a youthfulheartand

"Well, father,"repliedthe son; "and yet freshvigor. Let us deliberateon and think
theseoutward circumstancestoo would be out thisidea,thisplan,upon thespot. For
differentin anotherwoman, and acctdiffer-I should only bc reallyhappy when I knew
entlyupon anotherperson. She isa young thatyou were happy. "Ishouldonlybe really
widow, the heirof an old and wealthyhus- glad when you yourselfwere so beautifully
band, only recentlydeceased; independent, and richlyrepaidforthecarewhich you have
and inthe highestdegreeworthy of beingso, bestowed upon my destiny. Now, at last,I
surroundedby many friends,belovedby just can takeyou with courage,confidence,and a
asmany, and wooed by them all,yet,ifI am reallyopen heart,to my fairone. You will
not greatlymistaken,attachedto mc withall approve of my sentiment,because you your-
her heart." selfcan feel. You willplaceno obstaclein
As thefatherremained silent,and betrayed the way of your son'shappiness,becauseyou

no sign of disapproval,the son continued aregoing inthedlrc&iouof yourown."
complacentlyto describethe conducCtof the With theseand otherurgentwords,theson
prettywidow towardshim, to extolin detail gave his fatherno opportunityforthe many
that irresisublcgrace and thosetender de- doubtshe would have insinuated,but hurried
monstrationsof favor,inwhich,however,the him offto the beautifulwidow, whom they
fathercould only recognizethe easy civilityfound in a large,well-appointedhouse,sur-
of a universallyadored woman, who among rounded by a perhaps not numerous, but
many may perhapspreferone,withoutalto- sclccCtparty,engaged m livelyconversation.
getherdeciding in favorof him especially.She was one of thosewomen from whom no
Under any other circurnstances,he would man can escape. With incredibletac"tshe
certainlyhave triedtocalltheattentionof a managed to make the major the hero of the
son,oronly ofa friend,to theself-deceptionevening. The restof the company seemed
thatwould be likelytoprevailin the nmtter; to bc her own family,the major alone the
but on thisoccasionhis own interestwas so guest. She knew his circumstancesquite
great in the facetthat his son was not de- well,and yet she knew how toinquireabout
ceiving himself,and that the widow was them, as ifher wish was to hear everything
reallyin lovewith him, and shoulddecideas from himselffor the firsttime; and thustoo
quicklyas possibleinhisfavor,thateitherhe the whole of the company was obliged to
had no misgiving,or repelledsuch a doubt show some sortof sympathy with the new

from himself,or perhapsonly concealedit. visitor.One must have known his brother,
_'You put me m greatembarrassment," anotherhis property,and a thirdsomething

began the father,aftera shortpause. "The no matterwhat,so that throughouta lively
whole agreementbetweentheremainingmere- conversationthemajor always felthimselfto
hersof our familyrestson the suppositionbe the centralpoint. He was seated_too,
that you marry Hilaria. If she marries a nexttothebeauty;her eyeswere upon him,
stranger,then the whole of the be_utifuUy hersmileswcrc dircc_tcdtowardshim; enough_



he found himself so comfortable, that he al- long before the son joined his father, and re-
most forgot the cause of his coming. And peated it all again to him minutely. The
she too, scarcely said a single word about his father behaved with all the more friendliness
son, although the young man joined in the towards the widow, who already adopted to-
conversation with vtvacity; to her he seemed wards him a more lively and confidential
like all the rest, to be there to-day only for tone. In short, it may be said that when the
his father's sake. time for parting came, the major already be-

Ladies' work carried on in company, and longed to her and to her circle as much as all
to all appearance continued with indifference, the others.
often by help of cleverness and grace acquires A heavy rain which was falling prevented
a great significance. If pursued without pre- the com.p_y from returning home in the
occupation and diligently, such employments manner in which they had come. A few
give a beautiful woman an air of complete in- carriages drove up, into which the pedes-
attention to surrounding company, and arouse trians were distributed; only the lieutenant,
in the latter a secret dissatisfacCtion. But then under the pretext that they were already too
again, as if waking up, a word, a glance, full, allowed his father to drive off, and re-
places the absent one again in the midst of mained behind.
the company, she seems as if newly welcomed; The major, when he entered his room, felt
but if she lays down herwork in her lap, pays really in a whirl of uncertainty resperting
attention to a story, to an instruCtive disser- himself, as happens to those who pass qmckly
tation, in which gentlemen are so fond of in- from one condition into an opposite one.
dulging, .this becomes in the highest degree The earth seems to move to him who disem-
flattering to whomsoever she may favor in this barks from on board ship, and hght still
manner, trembles before the eye of him who suddenly

Our fair widow was working in this fashion enters into darkness. So the major still felt
at a splendid as well as tasteful letter-case, himself surrounded by the presence of that
which, moreover, was remarkable for its large beautiful being. He wished still to be seeing
dimensions. This was just now being dis- her, to be listening to her,--to see her again,
cussed by the company ; it was taken up by to listen to her again ; and, after some reflec-
her next neighbor, and amidst much praise tion, he excused his son, nay, he extolled his
handed all around the circle, whilst the fair happiness, in that he could make some claims
artist herself was discussing some serious sub- to possess so many attrartmns. From these
jec"t with the major. An old family friend retie&ions he was torn by his son, who in a
praised the almost finished work with some passionate ecstasy rushed in at the door, em-
exaggeration, yet, when it reached the major, braced his father, and exclaimed, "I am the
she seemed to be about to take it from him as happiest man in the world !"
not worthy of his attention, whilst he, on the After these and like exclamations the two
contrary, did not fail to acknowledge the at last came to an explanation. The father
merit of the work in the most obliging man- observed, that the beauty in her conversation
her, and the family friend, in the meantime, with him had not spoken a syllable about his
fancied that he saw in it the magical handi- son.
work of a Penelope. "That is just the delicate, reserved, half-

The company walked to and fro in the silent, half-significant manner, by which one
rooms, and formed themselves into accidental learns her wishes, and still for all that cannot
groups. The lieutenant stepped up to the quite refrain from doubt. Thus it is that she
beauty, and asked, ""What do you say to my has hitherto been towards me, but your pre-
father ?" sence, father, has done wonders. I willingly

She answered, laughingly, "It seems to me confess that I remained behind in order to see
that you might well take him for a pattern, her another moment. I found her pacing to
Only look how neatly he is dressed ! Does and fro in her lighted rooms, for I well know
he not bear himself and behave himself better that this is her usual habit ; when the corn-
than his dear son?" puny has left, not a single light may be ex-

So she went on to cry up and praise the tinguished. She walks up and down alone in
father at the expense of the son, and to pro- her enchanted halls, when the spirits whom
yoke in the young man's heart a very mixed she has convoked have departed. She al-
feeling of content and jealousy. It was not lowed the pretext to pass under cover of
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which I had returned. She spoke gracefully, They remained engaged in conversation of
yet on common topics. We walked back- this kind until late in the night. They agreed
wards and forwards through the open doors mutually as to their plans. The major, only
of the whole suite of apartments. Several for form's sake, wished to pay a farewell
times already we had reached the end, the visit to the beautiful widow, and then to take
small retreat, which is lighted only by a dim steps towards his union with Hitaria; the son
lamp. If she was beautiful when she moved was to forward and expedite his as might be
beneath the lustres, she was infinitely more so possible.
when illumined by the soft radiance of the
lamp.. We had reached it again, and, on
turmng round, we stopped silent for a mo-
ment. I do not know what impelled me to
the boldness, I do not know how I could CHAPTER IV.
venture, in the midst of the most indifferent
talk, suddenly to seize her hand, to kiss that OuR major paid a morning visit to the
delicate hand, and to press it to my heart, pretty widow to take leave, and if possible
It was not drawn away. 'Heavenly being !' with becoming decency to further his son's
I exclaimed, 'do not hide yourself longer intentions. He found her in the most ele-
from me ! If in this beautiful heart there is gant morning toilet, in the company of an
harbored any affee"tion for the fortunate one elderly lady, who at once captivated him by
who stands before you, do not conceal it her highly refined and amiable presence.
longer, reveal it, confess it ! This is the fair- The grace of the younger, the dignity of the
est and the best hour. Banish me, or take elder one, placed the two in a most admirably
me to your arms !' I do not know all that balanced relation ; their mutual behavior also,
I said, I do not know how I behaved. But throughout, seemed to suggest that they be-
she did not withdraw, she did not resist, she longed to one another.
did not answer. I ventured to clasp her in The younger lady seemed to have just
rn.y arms, to ask her whether she would be finished a ddigentty-worked letter-case, al-
mine. I kissed her wildly; she pushed me ready familiar to us, from yesterday; for,
away. 'Yes, then y_,' or something like after the ordinary greetings and reassuring
that she said half-aloud, and as if confused, words of welcome, she turned to her friend,
I withdrew, exclaiming, ' I will send my and handed her the work of art, as if again
father, he shall speak for me !' taking up an interrupted conversation. "So

"' Not a word to him about it !' she re- you see that I have finished it after all, though
plied, whilst she followed me a few steps, with so much delayand putting off, it scarcely
' Go away, forget what has happened.' " looked likely that I would."

What the major thought we shall not dis- "You come just in time, Herr Major,"
close. However, he said to his son: "What said the eider lady, "to decide our dispute,
do you think ought to be done now? The or at least to declare yourself for one side or
matter, m my opinion, has been sufficiently the other. I maintain that one never under-
well introduced on the spur of the moment takes such a long-drawn work without think-
to enable us now to set to work somewhat ing of some person for whom it is destined ;
more formally, and to make it, perhaps, very one does not finish it without some such
proper that I should call to-morrow and in- thought. Look yourself at this work of art,
tercede for you." for so I can fairly call it; can anything of

"For God's sake, father !" he exclaimed, the kind ever be undertaken without an
"that would be to spoil the whole thing, obje&?"
That bearing, that tone, must not be dis- Our major had indeed to bestow all his
turbed or untuned by any kind of formality; approbation on the work. Partly worked,
it is enough, father, that your presence will and partly embroidered, it aroused not only
accelerate this union, without your uttering admiration, but also a desire to know how it
a word. Yes, it is you to whom I owe nay was made. Colored silks predominated, but
good fortune. The esteem of my beloved one gold too was not dispensed with; one did not
for you has conquered every doubt, and the know whether splendor or taste was the more
son would never have found so happy a moment to be admired.
if the father had not paved the way for it." "And yet there is still something to be
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done to it," replied the beauty, again untying confessed that they had been informed of the
the knot of the string that fastened it around, major's poetical talent. The son, who did
and busying herself with the interior. "I not hide his own claims to the honorary title
will not wrangle," she continued, "but I will of poet, had told them beforehand about his
tell you how I am disposed towards work of father's poetry, and even recited some of it ;
this kind. As young girls, we grow accus- in reality in order to flatter h_mself w_th a
tomed to plying our fingers, and to wander- poetical descent, and, as is the case with
ing with our thoughts; both habits remain, youth, to be able to announce himself, in a
whilst we learn by degrees to aecomphsh the modest way, as a progressive son who carned
most difficult and elegant kinds of work; and to a higher pitch his father's capabflmes.
I do not deny that with every piece of work But the major, who sought to withdraw, since
of this kind I have always associated the he only wished to pass for a man of letters
thoughts of persons and c_rcumstances, and and an amateur, tried, when no escape re-
joy and sorrow. And thus what I had under- mained, at least to back out, maintaining that
taken became valuable to me, and what I had the kind of poetry which he certainly had
finished, I may well say, became precious to practised was regarded as only a subordinate
me. As such, then, I was able to regard even and an almost spurious sort ; he could not
the most trailing thing as something, the deny having made a few attempt_ in the kind
lightest work gained a value, and the most which is called descriptive, and, in a certain
difficult, too, only on th_s account--that the sense, d_da_lc.
recolle_ions in this ease were richer and The ladies, especially the younger, were
more complete. I therefore always thought fond of this kind of poetry; she said, "When
of being able to offer such kinds of work to one wants to hve rationally and qmetly,
friends and to those I loved--to worthy and which, m fine, is the wish and mtenuon of
distinguished persons; they, too, recognized every human being, what is the good of the
the fa6_, and knew that I was offering them sensational kind, that wantonly allures us
something of my very own, which, whilst without giving us anything, that unsettles us,
consmutmg in man), and indescribable ways, and yet in the end abandons us to om_elves
yet at all events, somehow or other, an ac- again ? Yet since I cannot willingly dispense
ceptable gift, was always accepted graciously with poetry of one sort or another, mfimtely
as a friendly compliment." more pleasant to me is that kind which trans-

To such an ammble confession a reply was port_ me into cheerful regions, where I seem
indeed scarcely possible; yet her lady friend to recognize myself again; which brings
had the ta_ to add a few civil words in re- home to my mind the sterling worth of the
turn. But the major, accustomed from of old simply rural, carries me through leafy shades
to appreciate the graceful wisdom of the into the forest, unexpe&edly commanding
Roman writers and poets, and to imprint on from a height the view of an roland lake,
his memory their luminous expressions, recol- opposite to which perhaps culUvated hills,
lee'ted a few apposite verses,* but, lest he and then wood-crowned heights arise, whilst
should appear as a pedant, took care not to the blue mountains m the background form a
utter them, or even to mention them. How- soothing p_ure. If th_s is offered me m
ever, in order not to seem stupid and devoid plain rhythm and rhyme, then on my sofa I
of wit, he attempted an impromptu paraphrase am thankful to the poet for having evolved m
in prose, which, however, did not quite suc- my fancy a p_6"ture,m which I can enjoy more
ceed, so that the conversation nearly came to at my ease than ff I saw it before my eyes
a standstill, after fatiguing travel, and perhaps under other

The elder lady therefore seized a book that unfavorable circumstances."
had been laid down on our friend's entrance; The major, who in point of fa& looked on
it was a sele_ion of poetry, which just before the present conversation only as a means of
had been occupying the attention of the furthering his ends, tried to turn again to the
friends. This afforded an opportunity of lyrical style of poetry, in which h_s son had
speaking about poetry in general, and yet the really achieved something praiseworthy. They
conversation did not remain long on the did not gainsay him dlre&ly, but they tried
general subjed't, for soon the ladies candidly jokingly to get him out of the path on which

he had entered, particularly as he seemed to
From Ovid. Seebelow,p. xos.--D, allude to passionate pieces, in which the son,
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not without force and ability, had tried to surrounded him, to everything else that he
bring before the incomparable lady the de- made use of, that although offered to him, he
cided inclination of his heart, scarcely ventured to accept it; still, he col-

"Lovers' lays," said the lady, "I care lee'ted himself, and as some treasure of tra-
neither to have said nor sung to me; happy ditional lore was never lacking to his memory,
lovers one envies before one is aware of it, a classical passage immediately occurred to
and unhappy ones we always find tedious." his mind. However, it would have been pe-

Hereupon the elder lady, turning to her dantic to quote it, and yet it suggested in him
charming friend, struck in and said, "Why a bright thought, so that then and there he
are we proceeding so indirec"tly and losing was able in a neat paraphrase to tender a
time in ceremonies towards a man whom we friendly acknowledgment, and an elegant
love and honor ? Ought we not to confide to compliment in return. And thus the scene
him that we have already the pleasure of was closed in a satisfa_ory manner to all the
knowing in part his charming poem, in which interlocutors.
he describes the sturdy passion of the chase So, finally, he found himself, not without
in all its details; and ought we not to beg embarrassment, entangled in a pleasant con-
him now to withhold longer from us the whole ned-tion: he had promised, had pledged him-
of it? Your son," she continued, "has re- self to send, to write; and if the occasion in
peated to us with vivacity a few passages from some measure seemed unsatisfactory, still he
memory, and made us curious to see it as a had to esteem as a piece of good fortune the
connected whole." fad't that he was to remain in pleasant rela-

But when the father was a second time tions with the lady who, with all her great
about to revert to and extol the talents of attracCtions, was to be so nearly allied to him.
his son, the ladies would not allow this to So he took his departure, not witlm_at a cex-
pass, denouncing it as an evident evasion for taln inward satisfaction ; for how should the
the purpose of declining indirectly to fulfil poet not feel such an encouragement as this,
their wishes. He was not allowed to get off when his faithful and diligent work, that had
until he had uncondmonally promised to send so long lain unheeded, was now quite unex-
the poem; but after that the conversation pe&edly receiving amiable recognition?
took a turn, which prevented him from say- Immediately after his return to his quarters,
ing anything more in favor of his son, espe- the major sat down to write, to inform his
cially as the latter had dissuaded him from all good sister of everything, and then nothing
importunity, was more natural than that his whole style

As it now seemed to be the time to take leave, should betray a certain exultation, such as he
and the friend too had already made some himself felt, and which, by the remarks of his
movement to that end, the beauty said, with son interrupting him from time to time, was
a sort of embarrassment, which only made her raised to a still higher degree.
still more beautiful, at the same time carefully Upon the baroness this letter made a very
arranging the knot of the letter-case, which mingled impression ; for although the circum-
had been newly tied: "Poets and amateurs stance--through which the union of her bro-
have unfortunately been long in such sort of ther with Hilaria was likely to be facilitated
repute, that one ought not to rely too much and hastened--was in itself calculated to
upon their promises and agreements; pardon satisfy her completely, still the beautiful
me, therefore, if I venture to call in doubt widow somehow failed to please her, though
the word of an honorable man, and on that she would not have thought of taking herself
account purpose, not to ask, but to give to task on that account. We will take this
a pled.ge, a token of faith. Take this letter- opportunity of making the following obser-
case; It has some resemblance to your hunt- ration:
ing-poem: many recoUed-tions are attached An enthusiasm for any one woman, ought
to it, a long time has been spent in the work, never to be confided to another; they know
at last it is finished ; avail yourself of it as a each other too well to believe themselves
messenger, in which to bring us your pleasing worthy of any such exclusive homage. Men
work." appear to them as customers in a shop, where

The major really felt struck at such an un- the tradesman, who knows his wares, has the
expe_ed offer; the elegant splendor of this best of it, and can also avail himself of the
gift had so little relation to what habltuaUy opportunity of displaying them in the best
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lights; whilst, on the other hand, the buyer disparity of age. Hilaria seems to her too
always enters with a kind of innocence ; he young for her brother, the widow not young
stands in need of the article, desires to have enough for the son; in the meanwhile the
it, and but very rarely understands how to affair has taken a course which is not likely to
look at it with the eyes of an expert. The be checked. A pious w_sh that all might end
one knows very well what he is giving, the well arose with a subdued sigh. To relieve
other does not always know what he is re- her heart, she seized a pen, and wrote to that
ceiving. Yet once for all this cannot be friend of hers so well acquainted with man-
changed in human life and converse--nay, it kind,* and after a prefatory narrative, she
is even as legitimate as necessary; for all thus continued:
coveting and wooing, all buying and barter- "The method of this sedu_ive widow is
ing, depends upon it. not unknown to me: she seems to decline all

In consequence of this sentiment, rather female company, and only to endure near her
than reflecCtion, the baroness could not be en- a woman who in no way prejudices her, who
tirely satisfied either with the passion of the flatters her, and if her silent advantages are
son or with the favorable description of the not sufficiently obvious, manages by words
father; she found herself surprised by the for- and an adroit treatment to recommend her
tunate turn of affairs, and yet she could not
banish a foreboding, on account of the double * Makaria is meant. See below, p. IIO.
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to observation. SpecCtators, if sympathizers would not completely forego his claims to a
in such a performance, must be men ; hence certain adjacent villa, to which every year on
arises the necessity of enticing them and re- his birthday he invited hts oldest friends and
taining them. I think no evil of the beauti- most recent acquaintances, nor to the orna-
ful woman; she seems proper and discreet mental gardens attached thereto that con-
enough, but such a hankering vanity must nee'ted it with the principal bmlding. The
doubtless sacrifice something to circumstances, furniture was all to remain in the villa, the
and---what I regard as the worst--it is not all engravings on the walls; and, moreover, the
so considered and designed: a certain happy fruit upon the espaliers was reserved to him.
natural disposition guides and protecCts her, Peaches and strawberries of the most exquisite
and nothing is more dangerous in a born co- kind, pears and apples large and well-flavored,
quette like her than an abandon resulting from but particularly a certain kind of small gray
innocence." apples, which he had been accustomed for

The major, now at length arrived at his many years to offer to the princess-dowager,
country house, devoted the day and hour to were faithfully to be handed over to him. To
inspecCtion and examination. He found him- this were added otherconditions less important,
self in a situation to observe that a straight- but to the owner, the tenants, the overseers,
forward and well-grasped leading idea is in its and the gardeners, uncommonly burdensome.
execution subjecCted to manifold hindrances, For the rest the Obermarschall was in the
and to the traversing of so many chances, to best humor; for he did not relinquish the
such a degree that the first idea almost van- thought that all would ultimately be arranged
ishes, and for the moment seems to be utterly according to his wishes, and as his sanguine
and completely lost, until in the midst of all temperament had anticipated ; he therefore
the confusion the mind again perceives the only troubled himself about a good dinner,
possibility of success, when we see Time, the and in an easy ride of a few hours obtained
best ally of invincible endurance, offering us the requisite exercise, related story after story,
a hand. and showed throughout a most cheerful coun-

And so too, here, there would have been tenance. In the same manner, too, he took
the melancholy specCtacle of fair and wide yet his departure, thanked the major most hand-
negleCted possessions brought into a hopeless somely for having treated him m such a
condition through the clever remarks of keen- brotherly manner, borrowed a little money,
witted economists, had it not at the same had the store of small gray apples, which this
time been foreseen that a term of years, used year had succeeded particularly well, carefully
with common-sense and honesty, are sufficient packed up, and with this treasure, which he
to reanimate what is dead, to bring into ctr- intended to offer as a welcome compliment to
culation what is stagnant, and so, by method the princess, he drove away to the dowager's
and industry, to attain at last one's end. residence, where in due course he was received

The good-natured Obermarschatl had ar- in a gracious and friendly manner.
rived, and with him, in faCt, a grave lawyer; The major, for his part, remained behind
yet the latter caused the major less anxiety with totally opposite feelings, and would have
than the former, who was one of those people been almost driven to despair at the restric-
who have no fixed objeCt, or, if they see one tions that he found before him, if he had not
before them, decline the means of attaining been aided by that feeling which cheers and
it. Daily and hourly pleasure was the indis- revives an acCtive man when he has the hope
pensable requirement of his life. After long of unravelling what is confused, and enjoying
hesitation, he had at last resolved in earnest what has been unravelled.
to rid himself of his creditors, to shake off Fortunately the lawyer happened to be an
the burdens on his property, to put order into honest man, who, as he had a good deal else
the confusion of his household, to enjoy with- to do, soon settled the question. It was
out further anxieties a respeCtable and certain equally fortunate that a valet of the Ober-
income; yet, for all that, not to discontinue marschall's threw himself into it, and, on
even the smallest item of his previous habits, reasonable conditions, promised to co-operate

On the whole he agreed to everything as to in the affair, whereby a successful result might
what his brother and sister were to pay for the be hoped for. SatisfaCtory as this was, how-
undisturbed possession of the estate, and es- ever, still the major, as a man of recCtitude,
peciaUy of the principal property; yet he fek, in the shifting pros and cons of this busi-
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ness, that satisfartion was only to be got some liberty, he humed to his estate, where,
through much that was unsatisfaCtory. But recollecting the promise given to the beautiful
just as to women, the moment at which their widow, which he had never forgotten, he rum-
hitherto uncontested beauty will become maged among his poems, that were lying put
doubtful is in the highest deg"ree painful, so away in excellent order; at the same time he
also to men of a certain age, though still in put his hand on many note and memorandum-
the fulness of vigor, the faintest sense of insuf- books, containing extracts from ancient and
ficient power is extremely disagreeable, nay, modern authors which he had read. Owing
in some degree painful, to his partiality for Horace and the Roman

Another circumstance, however, that oc- poets, most of them belonged to these, and
curred, which ought to have disturbed him, it struck him that the Izassages chiefly ex-
put him into the best humor. His cosmetical pressed regrets for past time, and for a van-
valet, who had not left him even during this tshed state of things and feelings. Instead
country excursion, for some time back seemed of many, we shall insert only the following
to have struck into a fresh path, to which the passage:
major's early rising, his daily rides and ex- Heu! ....
cursions, as also the admittance of many busy Qu_emens est hodm. cur eadem non puero fret?
people---or even, during the Obermarschall's Vel cur Ins animts mcolumes non redeunt gen._e._
presence, of many idle ones---seemed to corn- TRA_SI.ATION.
pel him. For some time past he had excused To-day how full I am of glee,
the major all the small trifles, that only had a Content In heart and clear in thought;
claim to engage the attention of an artor, but But when my boyish blood flowed free,

How gloomy was I and distraught !
so much the more strie21y did he hold fast to Yet, when I feel the years behind,
certain principal points, which hitherto had However joyous I may be,
been obscured by a less important hocus- Those ruddy cheeks I call to mind,
pocus. He re-enforced everything which not And wish they stdl remained to me.

only aimed at the appearance of health, but Our friend having very soon found the
also was seriously supposed to maintain health hunting-poem among his well-arranged papers,
itself, but particularly moderation in every- he congratulated himself on the careful callig-
thing, and varietyaccording to circumstances; raphy, as years ago he had written it down
attention likewise to the skin and hair, to eye- in most elegant style, with Roman characters,
brows and teeth, to hands and nails, the most in large o&avo. The precious letter-ease,
elegant form and neatest length of which this being of considerable size, would contain the
expert had long made his care. At the same poem quite convemently, and not often has
time he stringently prescribed, over and over an author seen hlmself so magnificently bound.
again, moderation in everything that is wont A few lines on the subject were absolutely
to throw a man off his balance; after which necessary; but prose was scarcely admissible.
this professor of the art of beautification That Ovldian passage again occurred to him,
asked leave to go, because he could be of no and he thought he would best manage the
further use to his master. At the same time matter by a poetical transcription, as he had
one can imagine that he may well have wished on the other occasion by a prose one. It ran
himself back with his former patron, in order as follows:
to be able to devote himself once more to the
varied pleasures of a theatrical life. Nee fac"tassolam vestes spe&are juvabat,

And it really did the major a great deal Turn quoque, dam fierent : tantus decor adfuit arti 1-
of good to be again his own master. The TRANSLATION.

sensible man needs only to keep himself under I watch'd it when in hands well skill'd_
control, and he is happy. He could again (How I recall that season sweet')_

freely indulge in his old exercise of riding, It grew and grew, untd fulfill'd
hunting, and of all pertaining thereto. The In splendor never so complete,• And, true enough, 't is now my own,
image of Hilaria in such solitary moments Yet, to myself alone I tell,
again came pleasantly forward, and he adapted I wish it stallwere not qmte done--
himself to the condition of an engaged man--- I loved its making all too well !
perhaps the most charming one that is allotted
to us within the sphere of civilized life. * Horace, Od. iv. IO.

During a pause in the business that left him t Ovid, Metam. iv. t7, i8. See above,p. IoL
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With this transposition our friend did not The elegiac strain, however, sounded
long. remain satisfied ; he regretted the con- throughout the whole; it was treated rather
version of the beautifully inflec'ted verbflerent as a farewell to these pleasures of life,
into a sorry abstra& substantive, and he was whereby it indeed gained a pathetic touch as
vexed that, in spite of all reflection, he was of a merry life spent, and had a very bene-
unable to mend the passage. Now all at ficial effect, but yet in the end, as in the case
once his partiality for the ancient languages of those mottoes above cited, allowed a cer-
awoke again, and the splendor of the German tain emptiness after enjoyment to be felt.
Parnassus, the heights of which, however, he Whether it was due to turning over these
was privately striving to ascend, seemed to papers, or to a momentary indisposition, the
grow dim before him. major did not feel in a happy mood. At the

But at last, finding that this pleasant corn- diverging point at which he found himself, he
pliment, apart from the original text, was seemed all at once to feel keenly that the
good enough, m_d venturing to believe that a years at first bring us one pleasant gift after
lady would accept it quite m good part, there the other, and then by degrees withdraw them
arose a second source of misgiving, namely, again. A holiday put off, a summer gone
that if one cannot be galant in verse without without enjoyment, want of continual, habitual
seeming to be in love, he would m that case, exercise---aU caused him to feel certain bodily
as a father-in-law about to be, be playing a ailments, which he took for real evils, and
strange part. The worst, however, occurred to showed more impatience thereat than there
him last. The Ovidian verses were uttered by might seem occasion for.
Arachne, a lady spinner no less clever than The various members of the family had now
beautiful and attractive. Now, if she through been for several months without any special
the envy of Minerva was turned into a spider, news of one another; the major was busy in
then it would be dangerous to compare even the capital finally negotiating certain grants
remotely a beautiful woman with a spider, and and confirmations appertaining to his affairs;
see her hovering at the centre of an outspread the baroness and Hilaria bestowed their ener-
net. Among all the witty company which gies upon securing the gayest and richest
surrounded our lady, could one imagine any outfit; the son, passionately devoting himself
scholar who would have blundered into a to his fair one, seemed to forget everything in
comparison of this kind ? How our friend that. The winter had set in, and enveloped
extricated himself from such a dilemma has all rural habitations m dismal rain-storms and
remained unknown to us, and we must num- premature gloom.
her this case among those over which the Anyone who at this time might have lost
muses slyly make bold to throw a veil. his way on a dark November night in the
Enough, the hunting-poem itself was des- neighborhood of the noble castle, and seen
patched; but about this we have to add a few by the feeble light of the half-veiled moon
words, cornfields, meadows, clumps of trees, hills

The reader of it is supposed to revel in a and underwood lying gloomily before him,
determined love of sport, and of everything and then all at once at a sharp turning round
that contributes to it; delightful is the succes- a corner have beheld in front of him the
sion of the seasons, which in different ways whole range of windows of an extensive edi-
occasion and promote it. The peculiarities rice lit up, might well have thought that he
of all the creatures that are pursued and that had there fallen in _4th a company in festive
one seeks to kill, the different charaCters of array. Yet how would he have been as-
the sportsmen who devote themselves to this tonished, when ushered up the illuminated
pleasure, to this toil, the accidents that favor staircase by a few servants, to see only three
or hinder it---all, especially whatever related women--the baroness, Hilaria, and the ladies'-
to the winged tribe, was set forth in the best maid, in the lighted apartments within those
of moods, and treated with great originality, bright walls, among hospitable domestic sur-
From the breeding of the grouse to the second roundings, thoroughly warm and comfortable.
flight of the woodcock, and from that to the Yet, since we suppose that we are surprising
building of the crow, nothing was neglec"ted; the baroness in a festive array, it is necessary
all was well observed, clearly conceived, pas- to observe, that this splendid illumination is
sionately pursued, and was lightly, playfully, in this case not to be regarded as anything
and often ironically set forth, extraordinary, but that it is one of the pecu-
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liarities that the lady had brought with her enough still to make a gap visible everywhere,
from her earlier life. As the daughter of a where one could just as easily have found the
lady-in-waiting, educated at court, she was most beautiful continmty. Whilst all sorts
wont to prefer the winter to all other seasons, of under-clothing, handsomely set out, daz-
and to make the display of a grand illumi- zled the eyes, linen, muslin, and all delicate
nation the chief element of all her enjoy- fabrics of the kind, whatever their names
merits. In far there was no stint of wax might be, casting light enough around, yet all
candles, but one of her oldest servants had the colored silk-stuffs were missing, f(_r the
such a great delight in artificial illumination, purchase of those had been wisely deferred,
that it was not easy for a new kind of lamp to because, considering the very changeable lash-
be invented without his taking pains to intro- ions, It was intended to add whatever was
duce it into the castle, whereby surely enough most recent as a climax and conclusion.
the illumination gained considerably, but it After this most merry inspection, they be-
also occasionally happened that here and took themselves again to their customary but
there partial darkness was the result, vaned evening entertainment. The baroness,

By her marriage with a distinguished land- who knew well what makes a young lady en-
owner and eminent cultivator, the baroness, dowed with a pleasant exterior attractive also
from affec3:ion and on due consideration, had from within, and her presence desirable where-
changed her condition of a lady at court, and soever fate might lead her, had managed to
her sensible husband, when at first a country introduce into these rural surroundings so
life failed to suit her, had, with the consent many varied and mstmc"tive means of amuse-
of his neighbors, nay, even at the injun_ion ment, that Hflaria, young as she was, seemed
of the government, so much improved the at home everywhere, was not at a loss in any
roads for many miles round, that the inter- conversation, and vet showed herself withal
communication of the neighborhood had quite on a level wltt_ her years. To show step
never been found anywhere in such a good by step how this had been possible, would be
condition; yet in this laudable improvement too long a task; enough to say, this evening
the principal obje_ had really been that the also was a sample of the kind of life they had
lady, especially in favorable weather, might hitherto led IntelleCtual reading, a graceful
be able to drive everywhere; but in winter, piano recital, pretty songs, went on for some
on the other hand, she might remain at home hours, plea_ntly and in due order as hereto-
with him, whilst he managed, by means of fore, and yet not without a certain sigmficance;
artificial light, to make night like day. After they had in mind a third person, a beloved
her husband's death, her passionate solicitude and honored man, to welcome whom in the
for her daughter afforded her sufficient occu- heartiest manner they were practising this and
pation, her brother's frequent visits gratflied much besides. It was a bridal feeling that
her affecCtion, and the habitual brightness of animated Hilarm, and not her alone, with the
her surroundings gave a degree of comfort sweetest sen_tlons; the mother, with dehcate
which had all the appearance of real content- sentiment, felt an unalloyed sympathy therein,
ment. and even Ananetta, in general only scheming

To-day, however, this illumination was alto- and busy, was fain to abandon herself to cer-
gether in place, for in one of the rooms we tain distant hopes, which pictured to her fancy
see displayed a kind of Christmas-show, at- an absent friend as returning and present. In
tree"tire and resplendent to the sight. The this manner the feelings of all three women,
cunning ladies'-maid had prevailed on the each of them amiable in her own way, were
butler to increase the illumination, and at the in harmony with the surrounding brlghtneb_,
same time had colle&ed and spread out all with the ct_eering warmth, and with the most
that had been prepared beforehand for Hfla- comfortable circumstances.
ria's marriage outfit_in point of facet with
the sly purpose rather of bringing under dis-
cussion what was still wanting, than of show-
ing off what had already been provided. All CHAPTER V.
the needful things were there, made, moreover,
of the finest material, and with the most ele- A VIOLENT knocking and shouting at the
gant handiwork; neither was there any lack outermost gate--an interchange of threatening
of fancy articles; and yet Ananetta was clever and peremptory voices--lamp and torch-hght
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in the courtyard--interrupted the gentle sing- edness drips down upon them, my abject
ing. Yet the noise had subsided before they destiny defiles them !"
had learned the cause of it, but quiet there He rushed towards the door; they took
was not: on the staircase the trample and advantage of this effort to lead him away,
quick discussing of men ascending. The and take him to the distant guest-chamber
door sprang open without any announcement ; that his father usually occupied. Mother and
the ladies were terrified. Flavio rushed in in daughter stood aghast ; they had seen an
the most forlorn condition, with disordered Orestes chased by furies, not ennobled by
head, on which the hair was partly ruffled up art, but in a horrible repugnant reality, which
and partly hanging down drenched with rain ; in contrast with the comfort of a splendid
with tattered clothes, like one who has been dwelling in the brightest glow of waxen lights
rushing through thorns and bushes, dreadfully seemed only the more fearful. Terror-stricken,
soiled, as if he had been wading through a the women looked at one another, and each
mire and marsh, believed that she saw in the eyes of the other

"My father !" he exclaimed, "Where is my the pi6ture of horror that had impressed itself
father?" so deeply on her own.

The ladies were out of their wits; the old Only half herself, the baroness sent one
huntsman, his earliest servant and favorite servant after another to get information. It
attendant, entering along with him, called out was some consolation to hear that he was
to him, "Your father is not here; calm your- being undressed, dried, and taken care of;
self; here is your aunt, here is your cousin, that half consciously, half unwittingly, he
see here!" allowed all this to be done. On repeating

"Not here! then let me go away and find their inquiries, they were counselled to have
him. He alone shall hear it, and then I will patience.
die! Let me get away from the lamps, from At last the anxious ladies were informed
the light of day. It dazzles me, it annihi- that he had been bled, and in other respec2s
lates me." every possible soothing remedy employed; he

The house physician came in, seized his had been brought to a quiet condition, and
hand cautiously, feeling his pulse ; several sleep was hoped for.
servants were standing anxiously around. Midnight arrived; the baroness asked to

"What am I doing on these carpets? I am see him if he was asleep; the physician op-
spoiling them, I am ruining them; my wretch- posed--the physician yielded; Hilaria pressed
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in with her mother. The room was dimly questioning, to their desire to see the patient,
lighted, only one candle glistened behind the proffered diffidently yet urgently ; only to-
green screen, there was little to be seen, noth- wards midday the physician allowed a short
mg to be heard; the mother approached the visit.
bed, Hilaria with eager longing seized the The baroness stepped forward; Flavio ex-
candle and threw the light upon the sleeper, tended his hand.
There he lay, turned away from them, but a "Pardon, dearest aunt; only a tittle patience,
very well-formed ear, a rounded cheek, now perhaps not for long."
somewhat pale, peeped forth most gracefully Hilaria came forward; to her, too, he gave
among the locks that by this time curled his right hand. "Welcome, dear sister."
again ; a hand lying quietly, with its long, This went through her heart: he did not
delicate, yet strong fingers, attrad'ted the wan- leave hold; they looked at one another, the
dering glance. Hilaria, breathing gently, most beauteous pair, a contrast in the finest
thought that she even perceived his gentle sense. The youth's black, flashing eyes har-
breathing; she brought the light nearer, hke monized with the dark tangled locks; she, on
Psyche, at the risk of disturbing this most the other hand, stood, to all appearance divine
wholesome rest. The physician took the in peace, and yet with the agitating past was
candle away and lighted the ladies to their now associated the present full of foreboding.
rooms. That name, sister!--her inmost heart was

How these kind persons, so worthy of all stirred.
sympathy, spent the hours of night, has The baroness spoke: "How are you, dear
remained a secret from us; but early the nephew?"
next morning they both showed themselves "Pretty welt, but they treat me badly."
very impatient. There was no end to their "How so?"
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"They have bled me; it is cruel ; they soon be well; sound in body, he would soon
have carried it away, it was audacious; it does feel cheerful again, if the passion weighing
not belong to me, it is all--all hers." upon his mind could be removed or mitigated.

With these words his face seemed to change, Hilaria meditated upon a reply; she sat down
but with hot tears he hid his face in the pillow, to the piano, and tried to accompany the lines

Hilaria's countenance betrayed to her mother of the patient with a melody. She did not
a terrible expression: it was as if the dear succeed ; nothing in her soul responded to
child saw the gates of hell open before her, such deep grief; yet, at this attempt, rhythm
and for the first time looked on a monster, and rhyme accommodated themselves to such
and forever. Swiftly, passionately, she hurried a degree to her ideas, that she responded to
through the saloon, threw herself in the last the poem with soothing cheerfulness, and
chamber upon the sofa; her mother followed, taking her time, composed and worked up
and asked what, alas! she already perceived, the following strophe:

Htlaria, looking up in a strange way, cried,
"The blood, the blood ! it all belongs to her Though still in very depths of woe and pain,
--all to her, and she is not worthy of it. Thou'rt destined for the joys of youthagain.Arise and man thyself for health's quick pace !
Unhappy man I poor man I" To fnendship's clear and heavenly light be led;

With these words, the bitterest storm of Midst good and true ones find a resung-plaee---
tears relieved the agonized heart. So may life's joyous dew be o'er thee shed!

Who is there that would undertake to reveal
the situation that was developing itself from The medical friend of the family took
the foregoing scene--to bring to light the in- charge of the missive ; it succeeded, the
ward mischief for the women growing from youth already replied in a moderate tone ;
this first meeting ? To the patient, too, it was Hilaria continued soothingly, and thus, little
in the highest degree hurtful; so at least by little, they seemed to gain daylight and
affirmed the physician, who came, it is true, open ground once more, and perhaps we may
often enough to impart news and to give be allowed, when occasion serves, to describe
consolation, but who felt himself in duty the whole course of this pleasing treatment.
bound to forbid all further visiting. In this Enough, some time was spent most pleasantly
also he found a willing obedience; the daugh- in this sort of occupation ; a quiet interview
ter did not venture to ask what her mother was being arranged beforehand, and the phy-
would not have allowed, and so the order of sician no longer thought it necessary to
the sensible gentleman was obeyed. But, on defer it.
the other hand, he brought the welcome tidings In the meantime the baroness had busied
that Flavio had asked for writing materials, herself in sorting and arranging old papers,
and written down something, but had forthwith and this occupation, which so completely
hidden it close by him in the bed. Curiosity accorded with present circumstances, a_ed
was now added to their remaining restlessness wonderfully upon her excited spirit. She
and impatience ; those were painful hours, passed in review many years of her own life;
After some time, however, he brought a scrap, deep, threatening sorrows had gone by, the
written in a fine free hand, although hastily; reconsideration of which strengthened her
it contained the following lines: courage for the present moment; particularly

was she moved by the recoUe&ion of her
A marvel comes poor Man into the world, beautiful friendship with Makaria, and indeed
In marvels lost Man to and fro is harrd, under trying circumstances. The excellence
With steps uncertain,hard it is to tell of that unique woman was again brought to
To what dark gate he wends his pathless way; her mind, and she at once formed the resolu-
For in heaven's living light and midmostmy
t see, I feel but night, and death, and hell. tion of applying to her on this occasion also;*

for to whom else could she express her present

So here once again could the noble art of feelings, to whom else candidly avow her fears
poetry display its healing power. Intimately and hopes ?
associated with music, she heals all sorrows But in the midst of her researches she found
of the soul from its very depths, whilst power- amongst other things her brother's mixfiature
fully arousing, evoking, and putting them to portrait, and was forced with a smile to sigh
flight with liberating pangs. The physician
had convinced himself that the youth would S_ above, p. IO3.
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at its likeness to the son. Hilaria surprised across the shoulders. Both differences of
her at this moment, possessed herself of the proportion gave a comical appearance to thl,
portrait, and she too was strangely struck with disgmse; yet, with these trlfle_, the)- escaped
the resemblance, the momentary difficulty. To Htlarla, how-

Some time passed thus ; at last, with the ever, the likeness between the juvenate effigy
assent of the physician, and attended by him, of the father and the fresh hvmg presence
Flavio, after having been announced, came of the son remained discomforting--nay,
in to breakfast. The women had been afraid oppressive.
of this first appearance; but as it very often But now we might well have wished to see
happens in important, nay, in terrible mo- the next interval of time circumstantially
ments, that something amusing, or even ridic- described by a woman's delicate hand, since

nlous, will take place, so it happened here. in our own style and manner we venture to
The son came in dressed completely in his occupy ourselves only with the general. For
father's clothes ; for nothing of his own suit here the discourse must again be of the influ-
was wearable ; they had availed themselves of ence of poetic art.
the major's country and home wardrobe, Our Flavio must be credited with a certain
which he had left in his sister's keeping in amount of talent; but it needed only too
readiness for shooting or house wear. The much a passionate, sensual impulse, if it was
baroness laughed, and recovered herself; Hila- to have any striking success; and it was on
na was startled, she knew not why; at all that account that almost all the poems ded_-
events she turned her face away, and at this cared to that irresistible woman seemed in
moment would give the youth neither a cor- the highest degree impressive and praise-
dial word nor a phrase of greeting. However, worthy, and now, when read aloud with en-
in order to help the whole party out of their thusiastlc delivery in the presence of a most
embarrassment, the docCtor began a comparison amiable beauty, must needs produce no little
of the two figures. The father was somewhat effecCt.
taller, he said, and for that reason the coat A young lady, who sees that another is
was a little too long; the son was slightly loved passionately, wilhngly accommodates
broader, and the coat therefore was too tight herself to the rkle of a confidante; she nour-
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ishes a secret, scarcely conscious feeling, that painfully than even his reje&ed love. He
it would certainly not be unpleasant to see now thoroughly felt the happiness of being so
herself gently elevated to the place of the well received by his amiable relations; he
adored one. The conversation also became dared to rejoice in Hilaria's presence, and,
more and more significant. Responsive poems, after a short time, recovered all the agreeable
such as a lover likes to compose, because, social qualities which for a time had rendered
though but diffidently, he can half-and-half him necessary to the beautiful widow herself
reply to himself, as from his fair one, what he as well as to her circle, and which had been
himself wishes, and what he could hardly ex- overclouded only by his peremptory claim to
pe& to hear from her own beautiful lips. her hand forever.
Such poems, too, were read alternately with In this frame of mind he could wait well
Hilaria, and in facet,as it could only be from enough for his father to come, and they were
the one manuscript, into which both had to stimulated into an a&ive way of life by natu-
look to strike in at the right time, and to this ral events that intervened. The continuous
end both had to hold the little volume, it so rain, that up to this time had kept them to-
came to pass that, sitting close together, little gether in the castle, pouring down in torrents,
by little body and hand drew ever nearer, had caused the rivers everywhere to rise one
and at last, quite naturally, the conta& was after the other; dams had burst, and the
secretly maintained, region below the castle lay like a smooth take,

But amidst these sweet relations, in spite of out of which the villages, farms, and country
the charming delight which they caused, Flavio houses, big and little, being situated upon
felt a painful anxiety, which he concealed but hills, looked for all the world like so many
ill, and longing continually for his father's islands.
arrival, made it evident that he had to confide For such emergencies--rare enough, yet
the most important thing to him. This secret, possibleJpeople were prepared: the house-
meanwhile, it would not have been difficult wife gave her orders, the servants carried them
to guess with a little reflec"tion. The charming out. After the first universal rendering of
woman, in a moment of excitement, provoked assistance, bread was baked, oxen were slangh-
by the youth's importunities, may have per- tered, fishing-boats rowed to and fro extending
emptorily dismissed the unhappy one, and help and provisions in all dire&ions. Every-
have banished and destroyed the hope which thing was carried out pleasantly and well,
he had hitherto obstinately cherished. We what was kindly given was gladly and thank-
have not ventured to depi& the scene in fully received; only at one place the distrib-
which this may have passed, from fear that uting officials of the commune were not
the fire of youth might fail us here. In short, trusted. Flavio undertook the duty, and
he had been so beside himself, that he had with a well-laden boat rowed quickly and
left the garrison in haste without leave, and safely to the place. Transa&ing the simple
in order to find his father, he had attempted business in a simple manner, he succeeded
in despair to reach his aunt's country house completely ; moreover, rowing further, our
through night, storm, and rain,--where, too, youth discharged a commission which Hilaria
we lately saw him arrive. On the return of had given him at parting. Just in the midst
sober reflection, the consequences of such a of these calamitous days the confinement of a
step occurred vividly to him, and, as his father woman, in whom the good child was especi-
still remained absent, and he would have to ally interested, had taken place. Flavio found
dispense with the only possible mediation, he the patient, and took back home the thanks
was unable either to compose or help himself, of all, and hers in particular. Amidst all

How surprised and struck he therefore felt this there could be no lack of things to talk
when a letter from his colonel was handed to of. If not one had perished, yet there was
him, the welt-known seal of which he broke much to tell of wonderful rescues, of strange,
with hesitation and anxiety, but which, after of amusing, nay, even of ludicrous occur-
the most friendly words, ended to the effe& fences; many trying circumstances were de-
that the leave allowed him would be prolonged scribed in an interesting manner. In short,
for another month. Hilaria felt all at once an irresistible desire to

Inexplicable as this favor seemed to_ him, make an expedition too, to congratulate the
still he felt freed thereby from a burden which sick woman, to distribute gifts, and to Slxmd
began to weigh upon his mind almost more a few pleasant hours.
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After a little opposition on the part of her separately, sometimes apart, and sometimes
good mother, Hilaria's lively determination hand-m-hand. Separatton and avoidance,
to try the adventure at last prevailed, and we which in general weigh so heavily on the
willingly admit that in the course of these heart, became m this instance but small and
events, as they became known to us, we were laughable evils; they fled each other only to
to some degree concerned, lest some danger meet again the next moment.
might be hovering here, such as shipwreck, Yet in the midst of this joy and gladness
capsizing of the boat, or mortal peril to the there moved also a world of necessity. Cer-
fair one, and, on the youth's part, a bold taiu places still remained only half provided
rescue, drawing still tighter the loosely- for; swiftly now did the most necessary arti-
knotted bond. But of all this there was no cles speed to and fro upon bravely-drawn
question; the expedition went off successfully; sledges, and, what was of still more advantage
the invalid was visited and received a present ; to the distncq, from many places that lay too
the doe'toPs company was not without a good far from the nearest high-road they could now
effe&; and if here or there a little obstacle quickly transport the producers of farming and
was met with, if the appearance of a critical husbandry to the nearest depots of the towns
moment seemed to alarm the rowers, it never- and small boroughs, and from there bring
theless all ended in a sly joke to the effecCt back wares of all kinds. Thus, all at once,
that one said he had noticed in another an an ill-fated distri&, suffering the bitterest
anxious air, increased embarrassment, or a want, was once more rescued, once more cared
timid gesture. In the meantime the mutual for, connected as it was by a smooth surface
confidence had considerably increased; the open to the skilful and the bold.
habit of seeing each other, and of being to- Neither did the young couple omit, in the
gether under ali conditions, had been strength- mi&st of the ruling pastime, to call to mind
ened, and the dangerous situation--when many duties due to kindly associations. The
relationship and inclination alternately assume new mother was visited and supplied with
a right to approach and take possession-- every necessary. Others, too, were visited;
became more and more critical, old. people, about whose health they were

And yet they were to be gracefully enticed anxious; clergymen, with whom they had
still further and further along this path of laudably been accustomed to keep up an ed_-
love. The sky cleared up, and, agreeably fying intercourse, and whom in thxs present
with the season, a hard frost set in; the trial they found still more worthyof esteem;

: waters froze before they could flow away. small farmers, who in past times had settled
Then to the eyes of all the aspe_ of the down boldly enough in dangerous low-lying
world was all at once changed ; what had just ground, but who this time being prote&ed by
been separated by the flood was now again well-built dams had remained unharmed, and
conne_ed by a hardened floor, and forthwith after incessant alarms were doubly delighted
there appeared, as a desirable coad)utor, that with their escape. Every farm, every house,
beautiful art, which was invented m the far every family, nay, every single individual, had
North, to glorify the first speedy winter days, his story to tell ; he had become to himself,
and to give new life to the frozen. The and often to others also, an important person-
lumber-room was opened, each sought his age; and so it happened that one narrator
own marked skates, anxious, even at some easily fell into the groove of another. Every
risk, to be the first to cross the pure smooth one hurried in speaking, doing, coming and
expanse. Among the household there were going, for there was always the danger that a
many who were pra_ised to the highest de- sudden thaw might destroy the whole beauti-
gree of activity; for almost every year they ful round of happy intercourse, threatening
had this enjoyment on the neighboring lakes the householders, and cutting off the guests
and conne_ing canals; but this time it was from their homes.
on a far more extensive surface. If the day was thus occupied in swift move-

Flavio only now felt thoroughly well, and ment, and in the keenest interest, the evening
Hilaria,_ho had had her uncle's instru_ion afforded also in quite another way the pleasant-
from her earliest years, showed herself no less est of hours; for skating has this advantage
charming than energetic upon the newly-made over all other bodily exercises, that in it ef-
floor. They sped about merrily, and yet fort does not overheat, nor long continuance
more merrily, sometimes together, sometimes fatigue. The limbs all seem to become more
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pliant, and every expenditure of strength to reflection, leading far into the distance straight
generate fresh strength, so at last a blissful, towards the heavenly globe itself. Then they
mobile state of rest comes over us, in which looked up, and saw in the flickering refle_ion
we are tempted to lull ourselves forever, a man's form ghding to and fro, who seemed

And so to-day our young couple could not to be following his shadow, and dark himself,
tear themselves away from the smooth floor; but surrounded by light, to be striding to-
each turn towards the lighted castle, where a wards them; involuntarily they turned away;
large company was already assembled, was to encounter anyone would be unpleasant.
suddenly counter-turned, and a retreat into They avoided the figure, that continued to
the distance preferred; they did not like to move hither and thither, and seemed not to
keep apart, for fear of losing each other; they be observed. They pursued their dire_ path
held each other's hand, to he sure of each towards the castle; yet all at once their quiet
being there. But sweetest of all seemed the composure forsook them, for the figure more
motion when arms lay crosswise on shoulders, than once circled round the startled couple.
and dainty fingers played unconsciously in By chance they had reached the side in shadow;
each other's locks, the stranger, illuminated by the full splendor

The full moon rose in the star-bespangled of the moon, made straight towards them; he
firmament, and completed the magic of the stood close in front of them--it was impossible
surroundings. They again saw each other not to recognize the father.
distinc'tly, and mutualIy sought, as ever, for a Hitaria, stopping short, in her surprise lost
response in the shaded eyes; but it seemed her balance and fell to the ground; Flavio at
to be elsewhere. From the depths of their the same time dropped on one knee, and
hearts a light seemed to beam forth, and caught her head up to his breast; she hid her
betray what the mouth wisely forbore to face, she did not know what had happened to
utter ; they both felt themselves in a mood of her.
quiet joy. "I will fetch a sledge, there is one just

All the high-growing willows and aiders by passing below there; here I shall Iook for you
the ditches, each lowly shrub on the heights again, close by these three tall alderst"
and hills, had become distant; the stars So spoke the father, and was already far
glowed, the cold had increased--they felt off. Hilaria gathered herself up against the
nothing of it, and glided along the moon's youth.
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Wilhelm Aleistet _s Travels.

"Let ns fl_ t" she exclaimed, "for this I reached him slowly and irregularly. He first
cannot bear. heard of his son's distracted mental condition

She sped hastily towards the other side of and his illness ; then he heard about a leave
the castle, so that Flavio was only able to of absence, which he did not understand.
overtake her with an effort; he spoke to her That Hilaria's affection was on the point of
in the tenderest words, changing remained unknown to him, for how

It is impossible to paint the inward state of could his sister have reformed him of that?
the three confused wanderers in the moon- Upon the news of the floods he hastened his
light, now benighted on the smooth surface, journey, but only after the frost had set in
Enough, they arrived at the castle late, the did he arrive at the ice-fields, when he pro-
young couple singly, not daring to touch or cured skates, sent servants and horses by a
approach one another, the father with the side-road to the castle, and setting off at a
empty sledge, which, eager to assist her, he rapid pace towards it, he arrived, m a night
had driven fruitlessly far and wide around, as clear as day, just as he saw the hghted win-
Music and dancing were already proceeding : dows in the distance, in t_me to behold a most
Hilaria, under the pretext of painful remits joyless sight, and thus had fallen into the
from a bad fall, hid herself in her room; most unpleasant complication with himself.
Flavio willingly left the first dance and the The transition from inner truth to outward
arrangement to certain young fellows, who in reality is, in the contrast, always painful; and
his absence had already taken them into their ought not love and constancy to have just the
hands; the major did not put in an appear- same privileges as parting and forsaking?
ante, and thought it strange, although he was And yet, when one person leaves another, an
not unexpected, to find his room as if in- awful chasm is created in the soul, in which
habited; his own clothes, hnen, and articles many a heart has before now perished. In-
lying about, only not in such good order as deed the illusion, so long as it lasts, has an
he was accustomed to. The lady of the house unconquerable truth, and only manly, actwe
discharged all her duties with dignified re- spirits become elevated and strengthened by
straint, and how glad was she when, all the the recognition of an error. A discovery of
guests being properly provided for, she at last this kind raises them above themselves; they
had leisure for an explanation wtth her brother, stand elevated beyond themselves, and seeing
It was soon over ; but it needed time for hml the old road barred, took quickly round about
to recover from his surprise, to comprehend for a new one, which they forthwath cheer-
what was so unexpected, to remove doubts, to fully and bravely enter on. Innumerable are
overcome anxiety. A solution of the riddle, the difficulties m which a man in such mo-
relief to the mind, was not to be thought of ments finds himself involved ; innumerable
at once. also the remedies which an inventive nature is

Our readers are probably convinced, that able to discover within its own powers, or,
from this point onward in relating our story, where these do not suffice, to indicate, in
we must no longer proceed by depi_ing, but kindly mood, outsMe its own domain.
by narrating and reflexing, if we desire to Fortunately, however, the major, without
penetrate the respe6"tive moods of the actors, any wtsh or endeavor of his own, was already
upon which everything now depends, and half-consciously in his inmost heart prepared
render them present to our minds, for an event of this kind. Since he had dis-

We announce therefore, in the first place, pensed with his cosmetic valet, to abandon
that the major, since we lost sight of him, had himself to his natural way of hfe, and had
been devoting his time continuously to the ceased to make any claims in the matter of
family business, but in this, in spite of the appearance, he found himself, as it were, cur-
beautiful simplicity in which it lay before tailed in respect to physical enjoyment. He
him, he still met with unexpected hindrances felt the inconvemence of a transition from a
in many details. For, in general, it is not so first lover to a tender father ; and yet this
easy to unravel a confused condition of long latter part would continually press itself more
standing, and to wind all the many tangled and more upon him. Anxiety as to Hilaria's
threads into one ball. As he had accordingly fate and that of his own family was always
often to change his locality, m order to push foremost in his thoughts, whilst the feeling of
on his business in different places and with love, of attachment, the desire of a still
different persons, his sister's letters only nearer presence, were only disclosed later.
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And when he thought of Hilaria in his arms, situation, and his intention of marrying, sub-
it was her happiness that he cherished, that he mitted to him, in the best of humors, the
longed to procure, rather than the bliss of considerations that one ought to keep in sight
possessing her. Nay, if he wished purely and in such undertakings; he treated the matter
simple to enjoy the thought of her, he had after his own fashion, and gave as his opinion
first to remember the divinely expressed af- that, for a man at a certain time of life, the
feRion, he had first to think of that moment surest cosmetic was to abstain from the fair
in which she had so unexpeRedly devoted sex, and to enjoy a laudable and convenient
herself to him. state of freedom. So the major, smiling,

But now having, on the brightest of nights, handed the note to his sister_ jokingly, it is
seen before him a young couple in close con- true, yet at the same time hinting seriously
junRion, the most charming of beings swoon- enough at the importance of its contents.
ing in the arms of the youth, neither of them Meanwhile, too, a poem had occurred to him
heeding his promise of returning with assist- on this occasion, the rhythmic expression of
ance, nor waiting for him at the place which which does not immediately concern us, but
he so precisely indicated, but vanishing in the of which the contents were marked by happy
darkness, whilst he himself was left in the metaphors and elegant phraseology:
most dismal state of mind: who could feel "The belated moon, still beaming chastely
all this and not in his heart despair ? through the night, pales before the rising sun ;

The family, so accustomed to harmony, and the love-dream of age vanishes in the presence
hoping for a still closer union, kept aloof of passionate youth; the fir, that in the winter
from one another in dismay. Hflaria obstin- seems fresh and vigorous, in spring looks
ately kept her room; the major braced him- brown and discolored by the side of the
self to learn from his son the previous events, bright-green shoots of the birch."
The misfortune had been occasioned by a However, we do not wish to give anyspecial
feminine caprice on the part of the beautiful recommendation here either to philosophy or
widow. In order not to surrender her poetry as the decisive helpmates to a final
hitherto passionate adorer Flavio to another resolution; for as a trifling circumstance may
amiable woman, who betrayed designs upon have the weightiest consequences, so also it
him, she bestows on him more obvious favor often decides when wavering thoughts prevail,
than is legitimate. Excited and encouraged by inclining the balance to one side or the
by this, he passionately attempts to pursue his other. The major, a short time before, had
aim to an unreasonable extent, whence at first lost one of his front teeth, and he was afraid
arises opposition and disagreement; and at of losing the other. In his present frame of
last a decisive rupture irrevocably puts an end mind an obvious artificial reparation was not
to the whole connec"tion, to be thought of, and, with this defeR, to woo

To paternal indulgence nothing remains but a young sweetheart began to seem altogether
to pity, and if possible to retrieve the errors humiliating to him, especially now when he
of their children, when they have tragic con- found himself under the same roof with her.
sequences; but if they pass off more smoothly Earlier or later a circumstance of this kind
than was to be hoped, to pardon and to for- would have had little effeR, but such an acci-
get. After a little refleRion and persuasion, dent happening just at this moment must
then, Flavio set out for the newly-acquired needs be in the highest degree repugnant to
possessions, to attend, instead of his father, any man accustomed to a sound state of
to a number of matters, and there he was to health. He feels as if the keystone of his
remain until the expiration of his leave of organic being were removed, and the rest of
absence, when he would again have to join the arch were also threaterring little by little
his regiment, which in the meantime had been to fall in by degrees.
transferred to another garrison. However this might be, the major very soon

To the major it was a business of several spoke prudently mad sensibly to his sister
days to open all the letters and packets that about a situation that seemed so confused:
had accumulated at his sister's house during they had both to confess that, in point of faR,
his long absence. Among the rest he found they had reached only by a roundabout way a
a letter from his cosmetical friend, the well- goal quite near to that from which they had
preserved aRor. He having been informed by accident, through external instigation--
by the transferred valet about the major's misled by the error of an inexperienced
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child--unwittit_gtydiverged; they determined The effe_ed reconciliation, the handsome
that nothing was more natural than to remain profit accruing for the present, the prospe&s
in this path, to bring about the union of the that enlarged themselves in many dire_mns,
two children, and then to devote to them all were truthfully presented to the mind's
faithfully and constantly every paternal care eye, and finally she could not fail to hint how
that it was within their power to provide. Hilaria herself must remember that she had
Completely agreeing with her brother, the at an earlier time been betrothed, even if it
baroness went to Hilaria in the room. She were only m fun, to her half-grown-up cousin.
was sitting at the piano, singing to an accom- From all this her mother now drew the self-
paniment of her own, and immediately, with evident conclusion, that with her own and the
a cheerful glance and a bow, invited the visi- uncle's consent, the union of the young peo-
tor, who greeted her, to listen, tt was a ple might now take place without delay.
pleasant, soothing song, which expressed in Hilaria, looking and speaking calmly, re-
the singer a mood that could not have been plied, that she could not allow this inference
wished better, to pass forthwith, and brought forward, ad-

After she had finished she stood up, and mirably and gracefully, on the other side all
before the elder lady, who was thinking, could that a delicate mind is sure to feel in corn-
begin her harangue, she began to speak: mon with her, and which we do not undertake
"Dearest mother I it was well that we were so to express in words.
long silent about this most important affair; t Rational people, when they have devised
thank you for not having up to this time any sensible plan as to how this or that em-
touched this chord; but now perhaps it is barrassment may be overcome, how this or
time to come to an explanation, if it so that end may be attained, and for this purpose
pleases you. What do you think about the have elucidated and arranged all imaginable
matter?" arguments, will feel most disagreeably sur-

The baroness, highly delighted at the quiet- prised when those who ought to co-operate
ness and gentleness to which she found her towards their own happiness are found to be
daughter disposed, began at once a sensible of an entirely different mind, and, from mo-
retrospecCt of the past time, of her brother's tives lying deep in their hearts, oppose them-
personal qualities and merits; she granted selves to that which is as commendable as it
the impression, which the only man of worth is necessary. They interchanged arguments
--who had ever been so famiharly acquainted without convincing one another: the rational
with a young girl--must necessarily make would not penetrate the purely sentimental,
upon a free heart, and out of this feeling, in- and feehng would not accommodate itself to
stead of childhke reverence and confidence, the useful, the necessary; the conversation
could develop an inclination which manifested grew warm, the sharp edge of reason smote
itself as love and passion. Hilaria hstened the already wounded heart, which now no
attentively, and by looks and gestures of as- longer in moderation but passionately revealed
sent testified her complete agreement. The its own condition, so that at last the mother
mother passed on to the son, and the girl now herself withdrew dumbfoundered before the
cast down her long eyelashes; and although high-mindedness and dignity of the young
the speaker did not find such praiseworthy girl, as she put forward, with energy and
arguments in favor of the younger man as she truth, the indecency, nay, the criminality, of
had managed to bring forward for the father, such a union.
yet she dwelt chiefly on the similarity of the One can imagine in what a state of con-
two, on the advantage that youth gave him, fusion the baroness returned to her brother,
who, if chosen as a fully espoused companion and can probably sympathize, though, it may
for life, doubtless promised in time, as was be, not completely, with what the major--
reasonable, to become a complete develop- who, flattered in his innermost soul by this
ment of his father's chara_er. In this, too, decided refusal, stood before his sister sat_s-
Hilaria seemed to think in the same way, al- fled and yet hopeless_gained from this de-
though a somewhat more serious glance and an feat, and thus felt that he justified with his
eye frequently downcast betrayed an emotion conscience a situation which had become to
in this case very natural. Hereupon the con- him a matter of the most delicate honor.
versation turned on the external, happy, and For the moment, however, he concealed this
in some measure controlling, circumstances, state of mind from his sister, and hid his
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painful satisfacCtionbehind the remark, in this These ever-returning irrepressible phantoms
case perfecCtlynatural, that one must not be in brought him into a condition which we might
too much of a hurry, but that time must be almost call despair---since action and creation,
left to the poor child to enter of her own free that otherwise afford the surestremedy in such
will upon the path which had now in a certain circumstances, had here scarcely any miti-
manner become a self-evident one. gating, much less any healing, effecCt.

But we can yet scarcely enco.urage, our In this situation our friend received from
readers to pass from these engrossing tuner an unknown hand a note, with an invitation
conditions to the external ones, upon which, to go to the post-office of a small neighboring
however, so much now depended. Whilst town, where a traveller, passing through m
the baroness allowed her daughter every haste, wished anxiously to speak to him. He,
opportunity of passing her time pleasantly accustomed in his many business and social
with music and singing, with drawing and relations to such matters, acquiesced all the
embroidery, and to read alone or amuse her- less reluctantly, inasmuch as the free, flowing
self and her mother by reading aloud, the handwriting seemed in some degree familiar.
major at the commencement of spring occu- Quiet and collected, as was his wont, he betook
pied himself in setting the family affairs in himself to the indicated place, when, in the
order; the son, who looked upon himself as homely and almost rustic upper-room, the
in the future a rich landowner, and_he did beautiful widow stepped towards him, prettier
not in the least doubt---as the happy husband and more charming than he had left her.
of Hilaria, now began to feel a military aspira- Whether it be that our imagination is not
tion for renownand rank, should the threatened capable of retaining what is most excellent,
war break out. And so they trusted that, set or of realizing it again completely, or that a
at rest for the moment, they could anticipate state of excitement had in reality given her a
as a certainty that this riddle----which seemed greater charm, it is enough to say, he actually
only to be implicated in one single misgiving required a double measure of self-control to
---would soon be cleared up and resolved, hide his astonishment and confusion under

Unfortunately, however, in this seeming the show of common politeness; he greeted
quietude no real satisfaction was to be found, her with restraint and embarrassed coldness.
The baroness waited day after day, but in "Not thus, my dearest friendl" she ex-
vain, for a change in her daughter's disposi- claimed. "It is by no means for this that
tion; who modestly indeed, and but seldom, I have summoned you to a meeting between
yet still, on every decisive occasion, resolutely these whitewashed walls, amidst these most
gave them to understand that she would abide ignoble surroundings ; a house so meanly
as firmly by her conviction as only one can appointed as this does not demand such a
do who has been inwardly convinced of a courtly style of address. I relieve my breast
truth, whether it is in harmony with the sur- of a heavy burden when I say, when I admit,
rounding world or not. The major felt a that I have caused a great deal of mischief in
confliCt within himself; he should feel himself your house."
forever injured if Hilaria should really decide The major faltered and stepped back.
for hisson; yet should she decidein his own "I know all," she continued, "we need
favor, he was equally convinced that he must no explanation ; you and Hilaria, Hilaria and
decline her hand. Flavio, your kind sistermI pity all of you."

Let us pity the good man, around whom all Speech seemed to fail her; the most lovely
these cares and troubles were flitting continu- eyelashes could not hold back the tears that
ously like a moving cloud, sometimes as a gushed forth ; her cheeks reddened, she was
background against which arose all the realities more beautiful than ever. The worthy man
and occupations of the busy day, and some- stood before her in the utmost confusion ; he
times drawing nearer, and overcasting all the was penetrated by an unknown emotion.
present. Such a sort of wavering and reeling "Let us sit down," said this most amiable
moved before his mind's eyes; and though creature, drying her eyes. "Forgive me, pity
daytime peremptorily summoned him to vig- me! You see how I am punished." She
orous and strenuous activity, it was in the again held her embroidered kerchief to her
night-watches that all these repugnant shapes, eyes, and concealed how bitterly she wept.
changing and changing again, danced round "But, explain, gracious madam!" he said
and round their dismal circle in his mind. with haste.
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'" No more of gracious !" she replied, with "And now, my friend, let us be brief: here
a heavenly smile; "call me your friend--you are the letters; to read them, and read them
have not a more faithful one ; and so, my again, to refleCt, to prepare yourself, you
friend, I know all--I know exactly the posi- would need at all events an hour--longer if
tion of the whole family, I am aware of the you wish; then our respe&ive posiuons can
inclinations and sorrows of them all." be determined with few words."

"Who could have informed you to this She left him, to walk up and down in the
extent ?" garden ; he now unfolded a correspondence

,'Personal confessions. This hand cannot between the baroness and Makaria, the con-
be strange to you." She showed him several tents of which we indicate summarily. The
unfolded letters, former complabaed of the beautiful widow.

"My sister's hand ! Letters, several, and, It is evident how one woman looks on and
to judge by the careless writing, confidential severely judges another. In point of facet the
ones! Have you ever had any relations with question is only about outward matters and
her?" about expressions, there is no reference to

"Not directly; but indirectly, for some what is within. Then on Makaria's part a
time. Look here at the address. To .... " milder judgment; the description of such a

"Another riddle! To Makaria, the most being from within outwards. The outward
discreet of women." form appears as a result of contingencies hardly

"But on that account, too, the confidante, to be blamed, perhaps to be excused. Now
the confessor of all oppressed souls, of all who the baroness describes the raving and madness
have lost themselves, who wish to find them- of the son, the growing attachment of the
selves again, and do not know where." young couple, tells of the arrwal of the father,

"Thank God !" he exclatmed, "that such Hilaria's determined non-compliance. Every-
a remedy has been found. It would not have where Makaria's replies are pure impartiality,
befitted me to beg her intercession: I bless derived from the well-founded convl&ion,
my sister for having done it; for I too know that out of all this moral improvement must
of instances in which this excellent woman, ensue. Finally, she despatches the whole cot-

by holding up a moral magic mirror, has respondence to the beautiful woman, whose
shown to some unfortunate or other his pure, mind, fair as heaven, is now revealed, and
fair inner being through the confused outward begins to glorify her outward being. The
form, and, reconciling him first with himself, whole concludes with a grateful reply to
summoned him to a new existence." Makaria.

"This benefit she also conferred on me,"
rephed the beauty.

And at this moment our friend felt, and
even if it was not quite clear to him, felt ., :7"
distinctly that from this remarkable person, ,,
otherwise wrapped up in her individual exclu-
siveness, there shone forth a morally beautiful,
sympathizing, and consoling personality.

"I was not unhappy, but ill at ease," she
continued; "I no longer belonged properly
to myself, and that, after all, is equivalent to
not being happy. I no longer pleased myself;
pose myself as I would before the looking-
glass, it always seemed to me as if I were
dressing-up for a masquerade ; but since she
held up the mirror before me, since I became
aware how one can adorn one's self from

within, I am again well satisfied with my
looks." This she said between smiling and
weeping, and was, it must be admitted, more
than amiable. She seemed worthy of esteem,
and worthy of a lasting, faithful attach-
merit.
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CHAPTER VI. your circle, be drawn into an uninterrupted,
efficient acCtivity, now that, as I hope, his

Wm_ZLM TO LENARDO. inner being is tranquillized.

"AT last, dearest friend, I can sayshe is "As to myself, after a protraEted and
found, and, for your peace of mind, I may a&ive self-effe&ed test, I am now able to re-
add, in a position in which nothing further peat still more earnestly my request, proffered
remains to be wished for for her well-being, through Montan long ago; the wish to corn-
Let me speak in a general way: I am still plete my travel-years with more composure
writing from the place and spot where I have and steadiness becomes more and more ur-
before my eyes everything of which I have to gent. In the confident hope that they would
give an account, give heed to my representations, I have com-

"A domestic condition, grounded in piety, pletely prepared myself, and made my plans.
inspired and maintained by industry and After the completion of the business to the
order, not too narrow, not too wide, but in advantage of my worthy friend, I may prob-
the happiest proportion to her capacities and ably now be permitted to enter with fresh
powers. Around her is busy a circle of hand- courage upon my further career, under the
workers, in the purest, most primitive sense; conditions already stated. As soon as I have
here reign limitation and far-reaching effect, completed one more pious pilgrimage, I in-
caution and moderation, innocence and ac- tend to arrive at . At this place I hope
tivity. I have not often found myself in a to find your letters, and in accordance with
pleasanter situation, over which a brighter my reward impulse to begin afresh."
prospeCt for the morrow and for the future
impends. This, regarded as a whole, might
well be sufficient to set every sympathizer at
rest.

"I may, therefore, m remembrance of all CHAPTER VII.
that has been discussed between us, most [IN the earher edition of the "Wanderjahre" (oh xii.)
urgently beg that my friend will be satisfied occurs a letter, which is necessary for the due under-
with general description, and at all events fill standing of what follows. In it Hersflta informs Wd-
it up in his thoughts; while, on the other helm that the beautiful widow and Hilana--whose

story, under the title of the Man of Fifty, she at the

hand, he renounces all further inquiry, and sametime transmits to himware at present travelling,
devotes himself as energetically as possible and recommends him to seek them out. She con-
to the great business of hfe, into which by tmues, '"To show you the way how this amiable pair
this time he will probably be perfeCtly initt- may be met with on your wandering, I adopt a singular
ated. expedient. You herewith receive a little chpping of a

map : when you lay this in its place on the full map of
"I send a duplicate of this letter to Her- the country, the magnetic needle painted here will point

siha, and the other to the Abb_,* who I pre- with its barb to the spot whither the Desirable are
sume knows most certainly where you are to moving.... This arrow-slmft,on the little patch
be found. To this tried friend, in matters of map, Hi]aria herself was at the pains to draw, and

to decoratewith such dainty plumage : the sharppoint,
secret or open always equally to be relied on, however, was the fair widow's work. Have a care
I write something further, which he will tell that it do not scratch, or perhaps pierce you. Our
you ; I beg you particularly, as far as I am bargain is, that whenever you meet, be this where it
myself concerned, to look upon me with sym- may, you are forthwith to present the small shredof
pathy, and further my undertaking with pious paper, and so be the sooner and more heartalyadmittedinto trust."
and true good-will." In the next chapter(oh. xiii.) we read, "The wand-

erer now triedon a largemap the little fragmentwhich
had been sent him; and stood surprised, amazed,

WILHELM TO THE ABB]_. affrighted, as he saw the needle pointing straight to
Mignon's native place, to the houses where she had

'" If I am not altogether mistaken, our most lived. What his peculiarfeelings were, we do not find
estimable Lenardo is at present in your midst, declared; but whoever can bring back to memory the
and I therefore send the duplicate of a letter, end of the ' Apprenticeship,'will in his own heart and
in order that it may be more certain to reach mind, without difficulty,call forth the like." *--ED.]
him. May this excellent young man, within

The aboveextracqs_re from Carlyle's excellent
See Wilhelm Meisters Apprenticeship, several translation, to which the reader who wishes to compare

of the chara_ers in which now reappearoccasionally, the two edttions of this work is referred.
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AFTER our friend had despatched the above manner of positions and meanings. She
letters, he went wandering on through many a stood beneath the lofty portico of the splendid
neighboring mountain-range, farther and far- villa, thoughtfully contemplating the statues
ther, until the glorious lowland opened out in the hall. Here she was rocking herself
before him, where, ere the beginning of a new and splashing in the boat fastened to the
life, he purposed to bring so much to com- bank, there she was climbing the mast, and
pletion. He here fell in unexpe_edly with a showing herself a bold sailor.
young and lively travelling companion, who Yet one painting there was that excelled all
was destined to provein many waysconducive the others, which the artist on hls journey
to his aims and his enjoyment. He finds hither, before he met Wilhelm, had conceived
himself in the company of a painter, who, with every chara_tenstlc hneament. In the
like many of the same sort in the real world, midst of a rude mountain-tram the graceful
and many more who pervade and haunt novels feig.ned-boy shines forth, surrounded by pre-
and dramas, this time turned out to be an clpltous rocks, besprinkled by waterfalls,
excellent artist. The two soon suit each amongst a troop of people difficult to des-
other, and mutually confide their inclinations, cribe. Never, perhaps, has an overawing and
aims and plans; and it now comes out that rugged primeval mountain-chasm been repre-
the clever artist, who was skilled in exe- sented in a more charming or more impressive
cuting water-color landscapes with finely-con- manner. The raotley, gypsy-like company,
eeived, welt-drawn, and well-finished fig- rude and fantastic at the same time, strange
ures, was passionately interested in the fate, and mean, too extravagant to inspire fear, too
form, and chara6"ter of Mignon. He had al- uncommon to awaken confidence. Strong
ready represented her often, and was now pack-horses, now along winding-paths, now
undertaking a journey to draw from nature down steps hewn in the rock, slowly bring
the surroundings amtdst which she had hved, down a motley and miscellaneous assortment
and to represent here the amiable child in her of baggage, among which a whole colle_ion
happy and unhappy surroundings and moods, of instruments of noisy music, danghng and
and thus to summon her image, which lives in clattering about from time to trine, molest the
all tender hearts, before the sense of sight as ear with discordant tones. In the midst of
well. all this the amiable child, absorbed in herself,

The friends soon arrived at the great lake. :_ without disdainmunwflhng, yet unresisting--
Wilhelm endeavors to find out, one by or_e, taken, yet not forced away. Who would not
the places which had been indicated to him. have been pleased with so remarkable and
Splendid villas, extensive monasteries, ferries, complete a picture ? The grin1 proximity of
creeks, capes, and landing-places were sought these rockv ma_ses, the black chasms cutting
out, and the habitations of the bold and good- through all, was powerfully chara_feristlc,
humored fishermen were no more negled'ted towering together, and threatening to pre-
than the cheerfill little towns built on the vent all exit, had not a bold budge pointed
shore, and the castles on the neighboring to the possibility of effedtmg communication
hills. All this the artist is able to grasp and with the outer world. The artist, too, with a
harmonize through light and color with the truly poetical sense of reahty, had made dis-
mental mood which their story in every case cernible a cave, that might have been taken
evoked, so that Wilhelm spent his days and for nature's own facCtory of mighty crystals,
hours in absorbing emotion, or the abode of a fabulous and terrible drag-

On several sheets Mignon was represented on's brood.
in the foreground as she loved and hved, Not without a holy shudder did the friend_
whilst Wilhelm was able to assist the happy visit the palace of tl_e marqms; the old man
imagination of his friend by exacCt descrlp- had not as yet returned from his journey ; but
tion, and to reduce the more general idea into in this locality also--since they knew how to
the narrower limits of individuality. And ingratiate themselves with the spmtual and
thus one beheld the boy-girl presented in all clwl authorities_they were received and

treated kindly. Wilhelm, however, found
the absence of the master of the house very

Lago Maggiore, with the Borromean Islands, as I agreeable ; for although he would have hkedGoethe expressly declared to Eckermann. Jean Paul i
introduees-IsolaBellawith some success m his"Titan" to see the worthy man again, and heartily
without having seen it._D, greet him, still he felt afraid of his grateful
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hberahty, and indeed of any compulsory had already bidden them welcome, and now
acknowledgment of that true and loving ser- they could not refrain from a melancholy smile,
vice for which he had already received the when, resting beneath cypresses, they beheld
most delicate return, the laurel growing, the pomegranate redden-

And thus in graceful skiffs the friends were ing, oranges and lemons unfolding their buds,
drifted from shore to shore, crossing the lake whilst fruit at the same time glowed forth from
in every direCtion. In this, the fairest season the dusky foliage.
of the year, neither sunrise nor sunset escaped By the help of his cheerful companion there
them, nor any of those thousand hues with arose even a fresh delight for Wilhelm. Na-
which the heavenly light lavishly overspreads ture had not given our old acquaintance a
its firmament, and lake mad earth therefrom, painter's eye. Susceptible to visible beauty
and only fully glorifies itself in its own re- only in human form, he suddenly found that,
fleCtion, through a friend of like disposition, but

A luxuriant vegetation, sown broadcast by framed for quite other enjoyments and ac-
nature, tended and fostered byart, surrounded tivities, the world around was opened up to
them on every side. The first chestnut forests him.



In verbal remarks on the changing glories managed to avoid it by the excuse that it
of the country, but still more by a concen- only held good on land, and was not ap-
trated imitation, his eyes were opened, and plicable on the water.
he was relieved from all the doubts that he Wilhelm, too, felt himself that their real
had hitherto obstinately cherished. The rep- intention had been attained, but he could not
resentations of Itahan landscapes had always deny to himself that the wish to see Hdaria
seemed suspicious to him ; the sky seemed to and the beautiful widow had still to be satis-
him too blue," the violet tints of enchanting fled, if he was to leave this region with his
distances surpassingly lovely, it might be, mind at ease. His friend, to whom he had
yet untrue; and the many shades of bright confided the story, was not less curious, and
green too variegated ; but now, from his in- already congratulated himself in remembering
most mind, he identified himself with his new a splendid position still vacant and unassigned
friend, and, susceptible as he was, learned to in one of his drawings, which he proposed to
look at the world with his eyes, and whilst fill up artistically with the forms of such
nature disclosed the open secret of her beauty, charming persons.
he was fain to feel an unconquerable longing They now set out on expeditions here and
after art as her most worthy exponent, there and everywhere, watching the points at

But quite unexpeCtedly his friend the which a stranger Is accustomed to enter this
painter showed himself to him from a dif- paradise. They had acquainted their boat-
ferent side: he had many a time struck up a men with their hope of seeing friends here,
merry song, and thereby enlivened and sol- and it was no long time before they saw gh-
aced the quiet hours of their lake-voyages I ding towards them a finely ornamented state-
far and wide ; but now it happened that, in ! boat, to which they gave chase, and did not
one of the palaces, he found a peculiar kind refrain from ardently capturing at once. The
of stringed instrument, a lute, of small di- ladies, somewhat astonished, recovered at
mensions, strong, of good tone, convenient once, when Wilhelm showed them the small
and portable; he was able to tune the instru- piece of paper, and both without hesitation
ment at once, and to handle it so happily and recognized the arrow that had been drawn by
a_eeably, and to amuse his hearers so well, themselves on the top. The friends were
that, like another Orpheus, he softened the soon confidently invited to mount into the
otherwise severe and dry custodian of the ladies' boat, which was quickly done.
castle, and compelled him in a kindly way to And now let anyone picture to himself the
intrust the instrument to the singer for a four as they sit opposite to one another, in
time, on condition that he would faithfully re- the lovehest retreat, in a world of bl_,
turn the same before his departure, and also fanned by soft art-breath, rocked to and fro on
in the interval would come now and then shining waves. Let us fancy to ourselves the
on a Sunday or holiday and entertain the two ladies, as we have seen them but recently
family, described ; the two men, with whom for weeks

Lake and shore were now enlivened in quite we have been leading a common life of
a different way. Boats and skiffs would court travel: and we see them, after brief consider-
their neighborhood, even freight and market- ation, together in the most charming although
boats lingered near them, rows of people most dangerous situation. For the three who
gathered on the shore. On landing, they already, willingly or unwillingly, have num-
saw themselves at once surrounded by a merry bered themselves amongst the Renunciants,
crowd; when they put off, everybody blessed we need not fear the worst; the fourth, how-
them, contented, yet with a sense of longing, ever, might only too soon see himself received

Now a third person, observing the friends, into that order.
could easily have seen that the mission of After they had several times crossed the
both was in point of fact at an end; all the lake, and pointed out the most interesting
scenes and localities relating to M_gnon had localities both of the shore and of the islands,
been drawn, some put in in light shade and the ladies were taken towards the place where
color, and some faithfully copied in the hot they were to pass the night, and where an able
hours of the day. To accomplish this, they guide, who had been engaged for thts tour,
had in a peculiar fashion been moving from managed to provide all desirable comforts.
place to place, for Wilhelm's vow was often a Under these circumstances, Wilhelm's vow
hindrance to them; yet they, occasionally became a suitable albe_t an inconvenient kind
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of master of the ceremonies; for at this very we are indebted to the beloved persons of the
station the friends had recently spent three Apprenticeship, would hover about the strings
days, and exhausted everything noteworthy in and lips ; still, he restrained himself from a
the neighborhood. The artist, who was not well-meant sense of forbearance, of which he
hampered by any pledge, was about to beg himself stood in need, and revelled rather in
permission to accompany the ladies on shore, foreign images and feelings, to the advantage
but they dechned it, for which reason they of his performance, which thereby became all
parted company at a little distance from the the more winning. The two friends, block-
landing-place, ading the port in this manner, would probably

Hardly had the minstrel sprung into his not have thought of eating or drinking, if
boat and put off hastily from the shore, when their thoughtful lady-friends had not sent over
he seized his lute, and began charmingly to a few dainty dishes, which, with a draught of
sing that strangely plaintive song that the choice wine that accompanied them, were
Venetian gondohers are wont to make resound relished to the utmost.
from shore to lagoon, from lagoon to shore. Every separation, every limitation which
Sufficiently prad'tised in such exercise, in obstructs our germinating passions, sharpens
which on this occasion he succeeded with instead of subduing them; and this time too,
singular tenderness and expression, he propor- it may be supposed, that the short absence
tmnately strengthened his tone with the in- only awakened a similar longing on both
creasing distance, so that on the shore one sides. At all events, the ladies in their daz-
fancied that the departing stager was heard zlingly gay gondola were very soon seen to
continuously from the same distance. At last approach again. The term gondola, however,
he laid down the lute, trusting to his voice must not here be taken in its melancholy
alone, and had the pleasure of observing that Venetian sense; here it denotes a joyous, con-
the ladies, instead of withdrawing into the venient, pleasant bark, that, had our small
house, preferred to hnger on the shore. He circle been doubled, would still have proved
felt so inspired that he could not leave off, sufficiently capacious.
even when night and distance at last veiled In this peculiar way, between meeting and
the sight of every obje_; until at last his parting, separating and remaining together,
calmer friend made him observe, that even if several days were spent ; in the enjoyment of
darkness favored the sound, yet the boat had the most cheerful society, separation and re-
long passed the circle within which it could nunciation hovered ever before the agitated
have any effecCt. According to appointment, soul.
the next day they again met on the open lake. In the presence of the new friends the older
As they glided along they familiarized them- ones were recalled to mind: if the new ones
selves with the beautiful series of remarkably were missed, it must be confessed that they
situated prospe&s sometimes to be seen in too had succeeded in establishing strong
one row, sometimes hiding one another, claims to remembrance. Only a self-pos-
which, doubling themselves, as it were, in the sessed, tried spirit hke our beautiful widow
water, afford to the passers on the bank the could, at such a juncCture, fully maintain her
most varied kind of pleasure. At the same balance of mind. Hilaria's heart was too
time the artistic imitations allowed one to deeply wounded for it to have been capable
suspecet and suppose on the paper, what during of receiving a fresh and pure impressmn ;
the day's voyage one had failed to see imme- but when the charm of a glorious country
diately. For all this the quiet Hilaria seemed soothingly surrounds us, when the tenderness
to possess a ready and beautiful appreciation, of sympathetic friends works upon us, then

But now towards noon the marvellous ap- does something quite singular come over our
peared again ; the ladies landed alone, the mind and sense, which, as in a dream, recalls
men cruised in front of the harbor. The to us the past, the absent, and spirits away the
singer now attempted to adapt his delivery to present, as if it were but a phantom. And so,
such a degree of proximity, that some sort rocked alternately backwards and forwards,
of happy effecCtmight be hoped for, not sim- attracCted and sundered, brought nearer to-
ply from a tender and quickly modulated gether and farther apart, they ebbed and
ordinary tone of longing, but from cheerful flowed for several days.
alluring importunity. Thus it happened that Without scrutinizing these relations more
ofttimes one or other of those songs, for which closely, the clever and experienced guide
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thought that he observed some alteration in less, were open for use at their discretlon, and
the hitherto restful demeanor of his heroines; even some prospecCt of the cellar was left.
and when at last the whim-fostering condition Everything fell together so harmomou_ly, that
of affairs was evident to him, he was able to from the first moment they must fain feel as
remedy it in the pleasantest possible way. much at home as the native lords of this
For just as the ladies were about to be taken paradise.
back again to the spot where their meal would The collecCtive baggage of all our travellers
be made ready for them, they were encoun- was forthwith brought to the island--a source
tered by another gayly-decked vessel, which, of g_eat comfort to the party--but the great-
coming alongside theirs, invitingly displayed est advantage thereby attained was that, all
a well-spread table, with all the luxuries of a the portfolios of our excellent artist being for
festive meal. They could now outwait to- the first time collecCted together, he had an
gether the lapse of several hours, and night opportunity of making present to the fair
only decreed the inevitable parting, ladies in unbroken sequence the route that he

Fortunately the two male friends on their had taken. They took up his work with de-
earlier expeditions had, from a certain natural light--not as amateurs and artists mutually
whim, negle_ed to visit the very island that eulogize each other; in this case an excellent
was the most beautiful of all, and had not man received the most sympathetic, the most
even now thought of showing their lady appreciative applause. But, that we may not
friends the treasures preserved there--which incur the suspicion of only wishing, m general
were by no means in the best condition-- phrases, to palm off on credulous readers
until the glorious world of beauty had been what we cannot lay before them, let us set

• completely exhausted. But at last a different down here the verdicCt of an expert, who
light dawned upon them. The guide was several years later lingered admiringly over
taken into their confidence. He managed the works in question, as well as others of
to expedite this excursion at once, and they equal and similar merit.
looked forward to it as a most blissful one. "He succeeds in representing the cheerful
Now might they hope and expecCt, after so repose of calm lake-prospeCts, where habita-
many interrupted pleasures, to spend three tions in friendly nearness, mirrored in the
whole heavenly days, brought together in one clear flood, appear as it were to bathe within
secluded domain, it; shores girt with green-clad hills, behind

Here we must give special commendation which mountains of forest and icy glacier-
to the guide: he was one of those ac"tive, in- peaks rear themselves. The color-tone of
dustrious experts, who in conducting different such scenes is cheerflfl, joyously clear; the
parties of gentlefolk often traverse the same distances, as it were, diffused with mellowing
roads: perfecCtlywell acquainted with all com- vapor, which mounts in gray and enwrapping
forts and discomforts, they know how to avail mist from torrents in chasm and valley, and
themselves of the former and how to avoid indicates their winding courses. No le_s is
the latter, and without negle_ of their own the master's art to be praised in views from
interests are capable of guiding their patrons valleys lying nearer to the mountain heights,
through the country more cheaply and saris- where luxuriously clothed hfll-s_des slope
facCtorily than would be the case if the latter down, and fresh streams rush swiftly on at
depended on themselves, the foot of the rocks.

At the same time a lively company of fe- "He is exceedingly clever at indicating
male attendants on the ladies came for the satisfa_orfly, in the wide-spreading trees of
first time effe_ively and industriously to the the foreground, the differing chara_er of the
front, so that the beautiful widow could now various sorts, as much in the form of the
make it a condition that the two friends _iwhole as in the lay of the branches and the
should remain as her guests, and content several portions of the leaves ; not less in the
themselves with modest entertainment. In fresh many-shaded foliage in which soft breezes
this matter, too, everything turned out most seem to fan with gentle breath, and the flicker-
favorably; for their clever manager had on ing lights to be moved thereby.
this occasion, as on others before, managed to "In the middle distance the fresh green
make such a discreet use of their letters of re- tone fades gradually away, and mingles itself
commendation and credit, that, in the owner's in the pale violet of distant mountain heights
absence, castle and garden, and kitchen no with the blue of the sky. But above all our
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artist succeeds in representations of higher to the grassy plots described. When they
Alpine regions; the simple grandeur and re- have cut the grass, and it is dried into hay,
pose of their character, the pastures spread they cast it from the mountain heights into
out on the slope of the mountains, clad with the deep valley below, where it is again col-
the freshest green, where dark solitary firs le_ed and sold to the owners of cattle, who
stand out from the tufty carpet, and foaming willingly buy it on account of its excellent
torrents hurl themselves from the lofty rocky quality.
walls. Whether he peoples the pastures with These pic°tures, which must indeed have
grazing kine, or the narrow mountain-path pleased and attra_'ted everyone, were regarded
that winds around the rocks with laden bag- by Hilaria especially with great attention.
gage-horses and mules, he indicates all with Her remarks showed that she was herself no
equal truth and talent; always introduced in stranger to this pursuit; and from the artist
the proper place and m not too great a num- least of all did this remain concealed, for by
her, they heighten and enhven these pi_ures, no one had he seen himself better appreciated
without destroying or even lessening their than by this most charming of all people.
peaceful loneliness. The execution bears wit- Her eider friend, therefore, was no longer
ness to the boldness of a master-hand--easy, silent, but blamed Hilaria for hesitating now
with a few confident strokes, and yet corn- as always to come forward with her own ac-
plete. Later he was accustomed to employ comptishment. It was not a quesuon now of
brilliant English permanent colors on paper, being praised or blamed, but of learning; a
consequently these pi_ures are especially more favorable opportunity would perhaps
bright in color, cheerful, but at the same time never be found again.
strong and solid. Now, for the first time, when she was corn-

"His pi_ures of deep rocky ravines, where, pelled to produce her sketches, it became
all around, naught but dead stone confronts manifest what talent lay hidden behind this
us, and the wild torrent, boldly o'er-spanned quiet, most attrad"tive personality. Her capa-
by bridges, hurls itself into the chasm, do city was inborn, fostered by diligent pradtice.
not, it is true, please us like the preceding, She possessed a true eye, and a delicate hand,
yet their truthfulness takes hold upon us; we such as fits women m their ordinary orna-
marvel at the grand effec_ of the whole, mental and fancy-work for higher kinds of
brought out at the least expenditure, by a art. A certain unsteadiness in the strokes
few significant touches, and masses of local was indeed noticeable, and consequently a
color, not sufficiently-marked charac'-ter in the sub-

"He knows how to represent no less char- jec'ts; but one was quite enough surprised at
a_eristically the high mountain distrid"ts, the great industry shown in the execution, al-
where neither tree nor shrub is any longer though the whole was not grasped in the most
found, but only sunny patches, covered with advantageous manner, nor quite artistically
tender grass, between rocky crags and snow- composed. It seemed as if she were afraid
covered summits. But beautifully in their of desecrating the subjec"t, unless she kept
hazy green, and invitingly as he has colored quite faithfully to it; consequently she is
these spots, yet he has rightly omitted to peo- strained, and loses herself in detail.
ple them with pasturing flocks, for such tra&s Now, however, by the help of the great un-
afford only fodder to the chamois and a fettered talent, the bold hand of the artist,
dangerous booty to the wild-haymen." she feels herself aroused, and whatever per-

We shall not go beyond the ob)ee°t of bring- ception and taste was truly slumbering within
ing the condition of such wild districCts as her awakened. She perceives that she has
near to our readers as possible if we briefly only to take courage, and follow earnestly and
explain the expression, "wild-haymen," of literally certain axioms which the artist had
which we have just made use. By it are indi- commended to her, at the same time urging
cared the poorer dwellers in the uplands, who them thoroughly and in a kindly manner.
make it their business to make hay upon the Sureness of stroke is acquired; she gradually
grassy slopes which are utterly inaccessible to pays less attention to the parts than to the
cattle. For this purpose they climb, with whole, and thus the fairest capacity develops
clamps on their feet, the steepest and most unwittingly into ability; as a rosebud which
perilous cliffs, or, when it is necessary, let in the evening we heedlessly pass by, on the
themselves down with ropes from rocky heights morrow bursts forth with the sunrise before
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our eyes, so that we imagine that we can see the inexpressible I She felt herself surprised
with our very eyes the living tremulousness with new youth, and could not withhold a
that the glorious apparition gives forth to- special kindliness from the man to whom she
wards the light, owed this happiness.

Such _esthetic cultivation, too, did not rest So they were sitting by one another: it
without moral result; for a perception of the would have been difficult to say whether he
deepest gratitude towards anyone to whom were the quicker in imparting artistic gains or

we are indebted for any decided instru_ion she in grasping and exercising them. The
makes a magical impression on a pure soul. happiest rivalry, such as is seldom kindled be-
On this occasion it was the first joyous feeling tween scholar and master, arose. Many a
that had arisen in Hihria's heart for a con- time the friend seemed to wish to modlfy her

siderabte time. To see the glorious world be- drawing with some decisive stroke, but she,
fore her the first time for so many days, and gently declining, hastened to do at once what
now to feel the gift of more perfee'-tly repre- he wanted or what was necessary, and always
senting it suddenly acquired ! What delight in such a way as to astonish him.
to approach in lines and colors more near to The lovely widow in the meanwhile was
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walking with Wilhelm beneath cypresses and singer, whilst she grasped Wilhelm's arm with
pines along terraces trellised now with vines, the other. The youth, really distra_ed, fol-
now with orange-trees, and at length could lowed Hilaria; her more self-possessed frtend
not refrain from satisfying the gently expressed drew Wilhelm quietly behind the two. And
wish of her new friend. She was fain to de- now, as all four stood opposite each other in
clare to him the wonderful straits through full moonlight, the general emotion could no
which two friends, severed from former ties, longer be hidden. The ladies threw them-
and closely drawn towards each other, had selves into each others' arms, the men em-
been sent out into the world, braced each other, and Luna was witness to

Wilhelm, who was not wanting in the gift the noblest and chastest tears. At last some
of taking accurate note of things, afterwards composure slowly returned. They disengaged
wrote out the melancholy story, and we pur- themselves in silence, with strange feelings
pose presently to impart it to our readers as and wishes, from which, however, hope was
he compiled it, and sent it to Natalia through already dissevered. And now our artist,
Hersilia. whom his friend drew away with him, be-

The last evening was now come, and a bril- neath the high heavens in the solemn kindly
liantly clear full-moon made imperceptible hours of night, felt himself initiated in all
the transition from day to night. The party the pains of the first grade of the Renunciants,
had seated themselves together upon one of which those friends had already passed, though
the highest terraces in order to look corn- they now saw themselves in danger of being
pletely and clearly across the breadth of the again put painfully to the proof.
quiet lake, with the shining lights on all sides It was late when the young men betook
again reflexed from it, though its full length themselves to rest, and awaking betimes in
was in part concealed, the early morning, they took heart, believing

Whatever in such circumstances might be themselves strong enough for a farewell to
talked of, it was impossible not to notice what this Paradise; and devising many plans as to
has been noticed hundreds of times; once how they might at all events make it possible,
more to tell the beauties of this sky, this without violation of duty, to linger in this
water, this world, under the influence of a pleasant neighborhood.
powerful sun, a gentle moonwnay, to recog- They were thinking of bringing their pro-
nize them in an exclusive and lyric sense, je_s to this end into effecCt, when they were

But what was not confessed, what they astonished by the news that the ladies had al-
would scarce acknowledge to themselves, was ready departed at the first appearance of day-
that deeply painful feeling that thrilled in light. A letter in the handwriting of our
each bosom ; more or tess strongly it may be, Queen of Hearts told them the rest. It was
yet alike true and tender in all. The fore- doubtful whether common-sense or goodness,
boding of separation spread over the whole affec"tion or friendship, recognition of merit
party; a gradually increasing silence was be- or gentle, bashful partiality was most expressed
coming almost painful, therein. Unhappily the conclusion contained

Then did the singer man himself, and make the hard condition, that they should neither
up his mind ; as he preluded powerfully upon follow the two friends, nor seek them out
his instrument, he was unmindful of the for- anywhereanay, if they should meet accident-
bearance previously so well observed. Before ally, that they should faithfully avoid each
him hovered the image of Mignon, with the other.
first tender song of the sweet child. Borne Now was this Paradise converted, as if by a
beyond limits in his emotion, and awaking stroke of magic, into a complete desert for
the tuneful strings with passionate touch, he the two friends; and assuredly they would
began to chant, have laughed themselves, if it had been clear

to them at the moment, how wrongly and
" Know'st thou the land where the faircitron blows ?"_ thanklessly theywere, all at once, disposed

Hilaria suddenly moved, stood up, and towards such beautiful and remarkable sur_
moved away, veiling her brow; our lovely roundings. No self-seeking hypochondriac
widow moved one hand warningly towards the would so keenly and enviously have resented

and abused the ruin of the buildings, the
See, Wilhelm Meister,' also Goethe's Poems, vol. i., dilapidation of the walls, the storm-beaten

p. 6L towers, the grassy growth on the walks, the
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decay of the trees, the mossy mouldering of "' In thas our new relationship, for the intro-
the artificial grottoes, and aught else of the duc"tion of whmh we have to thank you, have
same sort that was noticeable. Meanwhile appeared, on closer inquiry, far greater ad-
they recovered themselves as well as was pos- vantages for him, as well as for us, than one
sine; our artist carefully packed up his work, would have thought. For it happens that
and the two got on board their boat. Wll- through a region less favored by nature, where
helm accompanied him to the upper portion a part of the property whmh his uncle cedes
of the lake, whence the other, according to to him is situate, a canal has been recently
previous arrangement, started on his way to projec"ted, which will also pass through our
Natalia, to transport her, by the aid of his property, the value of whmh, tf we are asso-
beautiful landscapes, into regions which prob- elated together, is inestimably increased.
ably she would not soon visit. At the same "In this he can very convemently develop
time he was authorized to narrate, in confess- his chief desire, to begin quite at the begin-
ing the unexpecCted incident, how he had ning. On both sides of this canal plenty of
come into a position to be received most cor- untilled and uninhabited land will be found.
dialty by the guild-brethren of Renunciation, There spinners and weavers maysettle, masons,
and by kindly treatment to be, if not healed, carpenters, and blacksmiths may ere& modest
at any rate comforted, workshops for them and for themselves; all

may be done at first-hand, whilst we others
LeNARDO TO WILn_.LM. undertake to solve comphcated problems and

"Your letter, my dearest frmnd, found me manage to further the round of industry.
in a state of ac"tivity, which I might call con- "This, then, is our friend's first task. From
fusion if the end were not so great, and Its the mountains, complaints after complaints
attainment so sure. The association with reach us of the want of means of subsistence
your friends is of more importance than either that prevails there : these d_stn6"ts are also
side could imagine. I dare not begin to write stud to be over-peopled. There he will look
about it, because it is at once obwous how un- round about, judge of people and of clrcum-
fathomable the whole is, how uuspeakable the stances, and the really acCt_ve ones, those use-
union. Doing, without talking, must now be ful to themselves and to others, he will take
our watchword. A thousand thanks for show- away in our train.
ing me, half-veiled in the distance, so charm- "Further, I have to report of Lotharm,

that he is preparing the complete consum-ing a secret. I congratulate the good creature
on a situatmn of such simple happiness, whilst mation. He has undertaken a journey to the
a whirlpool of complications, though not with- Pedagogues, to ask for skilled artisans, though
out a guiding star, will drive me round and only a very few. The arts are the salt of the
round. The abb¢ undertakes to tell you the earth ; as this substance is to food, so are they
rest. I must think only of what presses: long- related to techmcal work. We borrow nothing
ing vanishes in doing and effecCting. You more from art, but the result that hand_work
have--but no more now, where there is enough shall not be insipid.

• 'A permanent conne&lon with this train-to do, there remains no room for refledtion."
mg insntution wdl, on the whole, be very use-
ful and necessary to us. We must be doing,

THE ABB£ TO WILHELM and cannot think about forming, but to draw
"A little more, and your well-meant letter the ready-formed to us in our highest duty.

--quite in opposmon to your intention_ "Thousands of consideratlonshere suggest
would have been highly detrimental to us. themselves: allow me, after our old fashion,
The picCture of the refound one is so gemal only one more general remark, occasioned by
aud charming, that our wonderful friend would a passage in 3'our letter to Lenardo. We do
probably have thrown up everything in order not wish to deprive domestic piety of its due
to seek her out at once, if our now concerted commendatmn; upon it _s founded the se-
plans had not been so great and far-reaching, cunty of the indlwdual, upon whmh fortitude
But he has now withstood the trial, and it is . and dignity may ultimately repose. But it
well assured that he is fully penetrated bv the i extends no further ; we must grasp the notion
importance of the matter, and feels himself of a universal piety, send forth to the world
drawn away from everything else, and to this ' our honestly human dispositions, in a pra6tical
end alone. [ shape, and not only help our neighbors, but
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at the same time take up the whole of hu- in Montan and you. Travel, stop, move
inanity, about, or linger ; whatever answers your pnr-

"And now, to refer at last to your request, pose will be right. May you make yourself
I say thus much: Montan has duly reported it the most necessary link of our chain !
to us. The strange man would not on any "I enclose at the end a little table, from
account declare what you acCtuatly had in which you will discover the movable centre
view; yet he pledged the word of a friend of our communications. You will find therein
that it was reasonable, and if it should suc- &splayed before your eyes, whither at each
ceed, would be highly advantageous to the season you have to send your letters. We
society. And so you are forgiven for likewise should like best to have them sent by trust-
making a secret of it in your letter. In short, worthy messengers, who are indicated to you
you are freed from all restrieCtlons, as you sufficiently at several places. In the same way
should already have been informed, if your you will find it shown by symbols where you
address had been known to us. Therefore, in have to seek out one or the other of our
the name of all, I repeat: your objec'-t, al- friends."
though undeclared, Is approved, in confidence
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INTERCALATION.

But at this point we find occasion to announce a pause to
the reader, and one in facCtof several years, on which ac-
count we should have liked, had it been reconcilable with

typographical arrangements, to conclude a volume at this
place.

Yet the space between two chapters will amply suffice for
us to carry ourselves across the measure of time mentioned,
as we have long been accustomed to allow of, between the
falling and rising of the curtain in our own presence.

In this second book we have seen the circumstances of
our old friends advanced in a remarkable manner, and at
the same time we have gained fresh acquaintances; the pros-
peCts are such, that it is to be hoped that each and all, if
they know how to take their place in life, will completely
gain their wishes. Let us then expecCt soon to find them
again, one after the other, interweaving and disengaging
themselves upon trodden and untrodden paths.



CHAPTER IX. tremendous hurly-burly rushes past the travel-
ler; a fine boy, amongst the keepers in charge,

IF we now seek out our friend again--for looks at him in astonishment, pulls uP, jumps
some time left to his own resources, we shall off, and embraces his father.
find him as he comes hither from the side of Now quesuoning and explanation ensue.
tile level country into the Pedagogic province. The son relates that he had had to put up
He comes across pastures and meadows, skirts with a good deal during the first probation
on the dry down many a small lake, looks on time; dispensing with his horse, and going
bushy rather than wooded hills; on all sides about on foot over ploughed lands and mea-
a free prospe_ over a land but little tilled, dows, and, as he had declared beforehand,
On such tracks it did not long remain doubt- had not shown himself to advantage in the
ful that he was in the horse-breeding distri6"t, quiet toilsome country life. The harvest-feast
and he noticed here and there smaller and had pleased him well enough; but the tillage
larger herds of these noble beasts of different afterwards, the ploughing, digging, and wait-
sex and age. But alt at once the horizon is ing, not at all. He had certainly occupied
covered with a fearful dust-cloud, which rap- himself with the necessary and useful domestic
idly looming nearer and nearer, completely animals, but always lazily and discontentedly
conceals the whole breadth of the space, but until he was at last promoted to the more
at last parted by a keen side-wind ts forced lively business of riding. The occupation of
to disclose the tumult inside it. looking after the mares and foals was tedious

A large body of the said noble beasts rushes enough; meanwhile, if one sees before one a
forward in full gallop ; they are guided and lively little beast, that in three or four years'
kept together by keepers on horseback. The time will perhaps carry one about, it is quite a



different sort of thing from troubling one's self "I will let this serve for the present, it is
about calves and sucking pigs, of which the only a signal that the overseer is in the neigh-
end and aim is to be well fed and fattened, borhood, and happens to want to know how
and then sold. many hear him. On a second signal they

With the growth of his boy, who was now keep quiet, but make themselves ready ; on
really reaching youth's estate, with his healthy the third they answer and come rushing up.
condition, and a certain merry freedom, not Moreover, these signals are multiplied in very
to say cleverness, in his talk, his father had many ways and for special uses." A mole
good reason to be content. The two now open space had suddenly cleared itself round
proceeded to follow quickly on horseback the about them; they were able to speak more
speeding convoy, past remote-lying and ex- freely whilst walking towards the adjoining
tensive farms to the village or country town heights.
where the great market was held. There "We were led to this prad'tice of lan-
incredible confusion was in full career, and guages," proceeded the overseer, "by the
it was impossible to distinguish whether the fad't that we find here youths from all parts of
wares or the merchants raised the more dust. the world. Now it was to prevent the people
From all countries would-be purchasers here of one country from clanning together, as
meet together in order to acquire animals of usually happens abroad, and forming parties
fine breed and careful rearing; and one might asunder from the other nations, that we try,
think that one heard all the tongues of the by free communion of speech, to bring them
earth. In the midst of it all, too, sounds the nearer to one another. But a universal knowl-
lively music of the most powerful wind instru- edge of language is most necessary, inasmuch
ments, and everything indicates movement, as at this fair every foreigner is glad to find a
vigor, and life. sufficient means of intercourse in his own

Our traveller now again meets the overseer sounds and expressions, and at the same time
already known to him of old, and falls in all possible convenience in bargaining and
company with other clever men, who manage dealing. Yet in order that no Babylonish
quietly and no less unnoticeably to maintain confusion, no corruption of speech shall ensue,
discipline and order. Wilhelm believing that one language only is spoken in common,
here again he sees an instance of exclusive month by month throughout the year, m
occupation, and in spite of its seeming breadth, accordance with the principle that one should
of a narrow course of life, is anxious to ascer- learn nothing that has to be made compulsory
tain bywhat other means they are accustomed except the rudiments.
to train the pupils, in order to prevent the "We look upon our scholars," said the
youth--in such a wild, and in some degree overseer, "as so many swimmers, who in the
savage, occupation of rearing and training element that threatens to swallow them feel
beasts--from becoming a wild beast himself, themselves with wonder to be lighter, and are
And thus it was very gratifying to him to learn borne up and carried forward by it--and so it
that with this same violent and rough-seeming is with everything that man undertakes. Yet
vocation was united the most delicate in the if one of our pupils shows a special inclination
world, the prad'tice and the learning of lan- for this or that language, provision is made
guages, even in the midst of this tumultuous-seeming

At this moment the father missed his son life, which affords withal very many quiet, idle,
from his side; he saw him through the inter- and lonely, nay, tedious hours for true and
stices of the crowd eagerly bargaining and thorough instruc"tlon. You would have some
arguing with a young pedlar over some trifles, difficulty in picking out our equestrian gram-
In a short time he altogether lost him. On marians, amongst whom there are verily a few
the overseer's inquiring the reason of a cer- pedants, from amidst these bearded and beard-
rain embarrassment and abstraCtion, and hear- less centaurs. Your Felix has set himself to
ing in reply that it was on his son's account, Italian, and since melodious singing, as you
"Never mind that," he said, to reassure the know already, pervades everything in our in-
father, "he is not lost. But to show you how stitntions, you might hear hma, in the mon-
we keep our charges together " and there- otony of a herdsman's life, bring out many a
upon he blew shrilly on a whistle that hung at ditty with taste and feeling. A_lvity and
his breast. In a moment it was answered by praCtical ability are far more reconcilable
dozens from all sides. The man went on: with efficient instruction than one thinks."
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As every distri& has its own peculiar fes- destroys at pleasure the most conscientious
tival, the guest was led to the domain of proceedings of the dealer in rhythm--nay,
instrumental music. Bordering on the plains, ac_tually converts prose into song; whence
it at once exhibited pleasantly and gracefully ensue the most wonderful possibilities, and
diversified valleys, little narrow copses, gentle the poet would very soon feel himself anni-
brooks by the banks of which a moss-grown hilated, were he not able, on his own part, to
rock slyly peeped out here and there amidst inspire the musician with reverence by means
the turf. Scattered habitations, surrounded of lyric tenderness and boldness, and to call
by bushes, were to be seen upon the bills; in forth new feelings, at one time in the most
gentle dales the houses clustered nearer to delicate gradation, at another by the most
each other. These cottages, set gracefully abrupt transitions.
apart, were so far from each other, that no The singers one finds here are for the most
musical sound either true or false could be part themselves poets. Dancing, too, is taught
heard from one to the other, in its rudiments; so that all these accomplish-

They now approached a wide space, built ments may diffuse themselves methodically
and covered round about, where men standing throughout the whole of these regions.
shoulder to shoulder seemed on the tiptoe of When the guest was condu&ed across the
attention and expecCtation. Just as the guest next boundary he suddenly beheld quite a
entered, a powerful symphony on all the in- different style of building. The houses were
struments commenced, the full-toned strength no longer scattered, and no more of the cot-
and tenderness of which he could not but ad- tage-sort; they rather appeared to be set to-
mire. gether with regularity--solid and handsome

By the side of this roomily-coustru_ed or- from without, roomy, convenient, and elegant
chestra stood a smaller one, which attrad'ted within. Here one perceived an unconfined
special attention ; upon it were younger and and well-built town, adapted to its situation.
older scholars. Each held his instrument in Here plastic art and its kindred crafts are at
readiness, without playing on it. These were home, and a stillness quite peculiar prevails in
they who as yet were not able or did not yen- these places.
ture to join in with the whole. One noticed The plastic artist, it is true, always con-
with interest how they were standing as it siders himself in relation to whatever lives
were at the spring, and heard it declared that and moves amidst mankind; but his occupa-
such a festival seldom passed by without a tion is a solitary one, and, by the strangest
genius in some one or other being suddenly contradiction, no other, perhaps, so decidedly
developed, calls for a living enviromnent. Here, then,

When vocal music also was brought forward does each one create in silence what is soon to
in the intervals of the instrumental, there was occupy the eyes of men forever. A Sabbath
no longer room to doubt that this too was in stillness reigns over the whole place, and if
favor. Upon his inquiry, moreover, as to one did not notice here and there the chip-
what further sort of education was joined in ping of the stone-mason, or the measured
friendly union with this, the traveller learned blows of carpenters, just now busily employed
that it was the art of poetry, and withal of the in finishing a splendid building, not a sound
lyric sort. Their whole aim in this was that would disturb the air.
the two arts, each for and from itself, but at Our traveller was struck with the serious-
the same time in contrast to and in conjunc- ness, the wonderful stricCtness, with which be-
tion with each other should be developed, ginners, as well as the more advanced, were
The pupils learn to know one as well as the treated; it seemed as if no one essayed any-
other in their special limitations: then they thing by his own strength and power, but as
are taught how they mutually limit, and again if a hidden spirit animated all throughout,
mutually emancipate one another, guiding them to one single great end. Neither

To the rhythm of poetry the tone-artist op- draft nor sketch was anywhere to be seen ;
poses the division and movement of time. every strokewas drawn with care. And when
But here the sway of music over poetry soon the traveller asked the guide for an explana-
manifests itself---for if the latter, as is proper tion of the whole process, the latter re-.
and necessary, always keeps its quantifies as marked, "The imagination is ofitselfa vague
clearly as possible in view, yet for the musician inconstant faculty, whilst the whole merit of
few syllables are definitely long or short; he the plastic artist consists in this, namely, in
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learning ever more and more to define and towards the open country, dwindling away
grasp it firmly, nay, even at last to elevate it finally in the shape of country villas.
to the level of the present." The traveller could not avoid remarking

He was reminded of the necessity in other here that the habitations of the musicians in
arts of more certain principles. "Would the the preceding region were, in respec_ to
musician allow a pupil to strike wildly at the beauty and size, in no way to be compared
strings, or to invent intervals according to his with the present ones in which painters, sculp-
own caprice and pleasure? Here it is re- tors and architeCts dwelt. The answer given
nmrkable that nothing is to be left to the to him was that this lay in the nature of
learner's discretion. The element in which things. The musician must always be ab-
he is to work is given definitely, the tool that sorbed within himself, to shape out _hlsinmost
he has to handle is placed in his hand, the thought and to bring it forth. He has not to
very style and method by which he is to avail flatter the sense of fight ; the eye very easily
himself of them (I mean the fingering) he supplants the ear, and tempts outward the
finds prescribed, by which one member gets spirit from within. The plastic artist, on the
out of the way of another, and gets the proper contrary, must live m the outer world, and
road ready for its successor, by which orderly make his tuner nature manifest, as it were un-
co-operation alone the impossible becomes consciously, on and in the external world.
possible at last. But what mostly justifies us Plastic artists must live like kings and gods;
in stri_ demands and definite laws, is that it how otherwise would they build and adorn
is precisely genius, the inborn talent, that for kings and gods? They must at last raise
grasps them first, and yields them the most themselves above the ordinary so far that the
willing obedience. Only mediocrity would whole community may feel honored in and by
fain substitute its limited specialty for the un- their works.
limited whole, and glorify its false ideas under Our friend then desired the explanation of
the pretence of an incontrollable originality another paradox--why is it that just on these
and independence. This, however, we do festivals, which in other regions are such
not let pass, but we protect our pupils against lively and tumultuously excited days, here the
all false steps, whereby a great part of life, greatest qmet prevails, and work is not even
nay, often the whole life, is confused and exhibited.
broken up. With the gemus we love best to "A plastic artist," he said, "requires no
deal, for he is specially inspired with the good festival; to him the whole year is a festival.
spirit of recognizing quickly what is useful to When he has accomplished anything excellent,
him. He sees that Art is called Art, precisely it stands afterwards, as _t did before, in his
because it is not Nature; he accommodates sight and in the sight of the whole world. In
himself to the proper respe_ even for that this no repetition is needed, no new effort, no
which might be called conventional, for what fresh success, such as the musicmn is forever
else is this but that the best men have agreed tormented by: who for that reason is not to
to regard the necessary, the inevitable, as the be grudged the most splendid festival amidst
best? And is it not successful in every case? the most numerous audience."
To the great assistance of the teachers, the "But yet," replied Wilhelm, "on days tike
three reverences and their symbols are intro- this one would be glad to see an exh_bmon in
duced and inculcated here too, as everywhere which the three years' progress of the best
with us, with some variation in conformity pupils might be examined and criticised with
with the nature of the business that prevails." pleasure."

As the traveller was led further around, he "In other places," he was told, "an exhi-
was constrained to wonder at the fa_, that bition may be necessary; with us it is not;
the city seemed to extend itself forever, streets our whole end and aim is exhibition. Look
growing out of streets, and affording number- here at the buildings of every sort, all carried
less fine views. The exterior of the buildings out by pupils; after plans, discussed and re-
expressed their obje& unambiguously: they vtsed, it is true, a hundred times; for one who
were substantial and imposing, less showy than builds must not potter about and make experi-
beautiful. After the nobler and more solemn merits. What has to remain standing, must
one in the middle of the town, came those of stand well, and suffice, if not for eternity, at
more cheerful aspe&, until at last charming any rate for a considerable time. We may
suburbs, of a graceful charae"ter, spread away commit ever so many faults, but we must not
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build any. With sculptors we deal a little to plastic art. "You have," he said, "no
more leniently, most leniently of all with exhibition, and, consequently, I suppose, no
painters; they may experiment, here and award of prizes."
there, each in his own style. It is open to "We have not in point of fac_," replied
them to choose in the inside or outside spaces the other; "but quite close by here, we can
of buildings, in the open squares, a spot which let you see what we regard as more useful."
they will decorate. They make their ideas They turned into a large hall, lighted with
public, and, if one is in any degree worthy of good effect from above. A targe circle of
approbation, the execution is agreed to ; but busy artists was first seen, from the midst of
in one of two ways---either with the privilege whom a colossal group, favorably placed,
of taking the work away, sooner or later, reared itself. Vigorous male and female
should it cease to please the artist himself, or forms, in powerful poses, reminded one of
with the condition of leaving the work, when that splendid fight between youthful heroes
once set up, irremovably in its place. The and Amazons, in which hate and animosity at
most choose the former, and reserve the last resolve themselves into mutualand faithful
privilege for themselves, in which the), are alhance. This remarkably involved piece of
alwayswell advised. The second case seldom art-work was seen to equal advantage from
occurs; and it is observable that the artists then any point around it. Artists were sitting and
rely less upon themselves, hold long confer- standing in a large circle, each occupied after
ences with their comrades and critics, and by his own fashion: the painter at his easel, the
that means manage to produce works really draughtsman at his drawing-board, some
worthy of heingvalued and made permanent." modelling in the round, some in bas-relief;

After all this, Wilhelm did not neglecCt to architecCtswere even making drawings for the
inquire what other instru&ion was given be- pedestal, upon which a similar work of art
sides, and he was informed that this consisted was afterwards to be placed. Every one
of poetry, and in fa_ of epic poetry, taking part in it adopted his own method in

Yet it must needs appear strange to our copying. Painters and draughtsmen devel-
friend when they added that the pupils are oped the group in the fiat, carefully, indeed,
not allowed to read or to recite the completed so as not to spoil it, but to give as much as
poems of ancient and modern poets. "Merely possible. The work m bas-relief was treated
a series of myths, traditions and legends is in precisely the same manner. Only one had
briefly imparted to them. Thus we soon re- reproduced the whole group on a smaller
cogmze by pi_orial or poetic expression, the scale, and, in certain movements and arrange-
special produ&ive power of the genius devoted ment of members, he really seemed to have
to one or the other art. Poets and artists surpassed the model.
both occupy themselves at the same well- It now appeared that this was the designer
spring, and each one tries to guide the stream of the model, who, before its execution in
towards his own side for his own advantage, marble, was now submitting it not to a critical
so as to attain his end according to his re- but to a pra&ical test; and who, by taking
quirements; at which he succeeds much better accurate note of everything that each of his
than if he set about making over again what fellow-workers, according to his own method
has been made already." and way of thinking, saw, preserved, or altered

The traveller had an opportunity of seeing in it, was enabled to turn it to his own advan-
the process himself. Several painters were tage; with this objec"t, that ultimately, when
busy in one ioom; a lively young companion the perfecCtwork should come forth chiselled
was telling a quite simple story very circum- in marble, though undertaken, designed, and
stantially, so that he employed almost as many executed by only one, yet still it might seem
words as they did pencil-strokes to complete to belong to all.
his exposition in the most rounded style pos- In this room, too, the greatest silence
sibte, reigned ; but the direeqor raised his voice and

They assured Wilhelm that in their joint cried, "Who is there here, who, in the pre-
work the friends entertained themselves very sence of this motionless work, can so move
pleasantly, and that in this way improvisators the imagination with the excellence of his
were often developed who were able to arouse words that all that we can see transfixed here,
great enthusiasm in the twofold representation, shall again become resolved without losing its

Our friend now turned his inquiries again charac"ter, so that we may convince ourselves
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that what the artist has here laid hold of is passing on into a&ual song and rhythmic
indeed the worthiest." verse ?"

Expressly called on by them all, a beautiful "This I would beg to refuse," replied the
youth left his work, and began by delivering overseer; "for if our excellent sculptor will
a quiet discourse, in which he seemed merely speak sincerely, he will confess that our poet
to describe the present work, but soon he hardly pleases him, and simply because the
threw himself into the peculiar region of poe- two artists stand as far as possible from one
try, plunged into the midst of the ac"tion, and another: on the other hand, I would wager
controlled this element to a marvel. Little that here and there a painter has appropriated
by little his rendering was elevated by brilliant from him certain hying traits. Yet there is a
declamation, to such a height that the rigid gentle kindly song that I might allow our
group seemed to turn upon its axis, and the friend to hear, one that you deliver with such
number of the figures seemed thereby doubled sweet seriousness: it relates to art as a whole,
and trebled. Wilhelm stood enraptured, and and does me good myself whenever I hear it."
at last cried, "Who can longer refrain from After a pause, in which they beckoned to
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each other, and made arrangements by signs, ] have looked round amongst all your edifices,
the following fine heart and spirit-stirring and find none that could be destined for such
song resounded from all sides:-- an object."

"In reply to this question we cannot deny
,, To invent and bring to ending, that there is nothing of the sort to be met

Artist, bide thou oft alone: with in the whole of our province, for the
Joy to reap from toilsome spending, theatre presupposes an idle crowd, perhaps

Gayly to thy friendsbegone l
See them as a whole compad'ted, even a rabble, the like of which is not to be

found amongst us; for such people, if theyAnd discern thine own career;
Deeds in many a year enacted do not go away disgusted, of their own ac-

In thy neighborwill be clear, cord, are conveyed across the frontier. Be

,, First conceiving, then presenting, assured, however, that in our universally
Ranging shapes in order wise, active institution sO important a point as this

Each of them the rest accenting has been well considered; but no region could
Till at last they all suffice, be found for it; some weighty objection oc-

Well invented, render'd neatly, curred in every case. Who Is there amongst
Feelingly and thoroughly done,

Thus the artist hath discreetly our pupils who would have easily made up his
Power from everlasting won. mind to awaken in this mass, with feigned

merriment or hypocritical sorrow, an unreal
', As the thousand forms of Nature emotion inconsistent with the time, and there-

of one God alone do tell,
.Sodoes one enduring feature by produce in alterations an ever-dubious

In Art's wide domain prevad, pleasure ? Such foolishness we considered al-
This, the sense of Truth Eternal, together dangerous, and could not connect it

Beauty dons as her array, with our serious aim."
And unharmed by light supernal "Arid yet it is said," replied Wilhelm,

Gazes on the brightest day. "that this widely-encompassing art requires
"As the speaker, as the singer all the others together."

Blithely fare in rhyme or prose, "Not at all," was the reply ; "she makes
Fresh beneath the painter's finger use of the others, but spoils them. I do notMust bloom forth Life's joyous rose.
With her sisters round her closing, blame the actor when he associates himself

With the fruits that autumn brings, with the painter, but still the painter, in such
Thus the mysteries disclosing a partnership, is lost. The aCtor, without

of Life's deeply hidden springs, any conscience, will, for his own momentary
,, Form from form do thou dissever, ends, and with no small profit, use up all that

Fair, in shapes a thousand fold; art and life offer him ; the painter, on the
Of man's image glad forever other hand, who would reap some advantage

That a God it did enfold, again from the theatre, will always find him-Stand in brotherhoodunited,
Whatsoe'er your work may be; self at a disadvantage, and the musician will

And like sacred incense lighted be in the same case. The arts seem to me
Rise on high m melody." like so many sisters, of whom the greater num-

ber have been disposed to economy, but one
Wilhelm might well have let all this pass, of trivial disposition has had a mind to appro-

although it must have seemed to him very priate the possessions and property of the
paradoxical, and, had he not seen it with his whole family. The theatre is in this situation :
eyes, aCtually impossible. But when they it has an ambiguous origin, which, whether as
proceeded, in beautiful sequence, to declare art or handicraft or dilettanteism, it can never
and make it all clear to him openly and wholly disguise."
frankly, he hardly neede_ to ask a single Wilhelm looked down with a deep sigh, for
question for further information ; yet he did all the enjoyment and the sorrow that he had
not forbegr, at last, to address his conductor had from and on the stage, was suddenly
as follows: present to him. He blessed the good men

"I see that here everything desirable in life who were wise enough to spare their pup.ils
has been provided for very wisely, but tell me, such pain, who, from conviction and pnn-
besides, which region can manifest a similar ciple, banished these perils from their circle.
solicitude for dramatic poetry, and where His condu&or, however, did not leave him
might I gain information on that subjeCt. I long to these meditations, but proceeded:
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"As it is our highest and holiest principle to more general view of their internal economy,
misdired't no disposition or talent, we cannot and external connections, as well as a knowl-
hide from ourselves the fact, that amongst so edge of the reciprocal effe@ of all the dff-
great a number a natural mimetic gift may ferent regions; nor did he fail to make clear
very likely be decisively displayed. This, how a pupd could be transferred from one to
however, shows itself in an Irrepressible de- the other after a longer or shorter period.
sire to ape the eharac'-ters, figures, motion and Enough, everything fully harmonized with
speech of others. This we do not encourage, what he already knew. At the same time,
it is true, but we observe the pupil carefully, the account given of his son was a source of

• and if he remains throughout true to his na- great satisfaction, and the plan on which they
ture, we have put ourselves in connec2ion with intended to proceed with htm must needs ob-
the large theatres of all nations, and thither tain his entire approbation.
we send anyone of tried capacity, in order
that, like the duck upon the pond, he may
with all speed be guided on the stage to the
future waddling and quacking of his life."

Wilhehn listened to this with patience, yet CHAPTER X.
only with partial conviction, and perhaps with
some annoyance; for so wonderfully is man TrIEREtrPoN Wilhelm was invited by assist-
minded, that whilst he is really persuaded of ants and overseers to a mountain-festwal
the worthlessness of some favorite subjec"t or which was on the point of being celebrated.
other, and will turn away from, and even exe- They ascended the mountain with some dif-
crate himself, yet still he wilt not bear to have ficulty, and Wilhelm fancied he noticed that
it treated iu the same way by anyone else, and towards evening the guide walked more slowly,
probably the spirit of contradiction which as if the darkness would not oppose still fur-
dwells in all mankind is never more vigor- ther hindrance to their progress. But as soon
ously and effeEtively excited than in such a a_ deep night snrrounded them the riddle was
case. solved for him: he saw, from numerous ra-

The editor of these papers may even confess vines and valleys, small flames glimmering
that he allows this wonderful passage to pass unsteadily, stretching out into lines, and roll-
with some relu_ance. Has he not, too, in mg towards them across the mountain heights.
many senses devoted more than a due share Much friendlier than when a volcano opens
of life and strength to the theatre? and would out, m_d its belching din threatens whole dis-
it be easy to convince him that this has been tncts with destruction, did this specCtaele ap-
an inexcusable error, a fruitless exertion? pear; and yet, by-and-bye, it glowed much

However, we have not time to apply our- stronger, broader, and more concentrated,
selves ill-humoredly to such recollections and sparkling like a stream of stars, gentle and
underlying feelings, for our friend finds him- kindly it is true, but yet spreading itself
self agreeably surprised on seeing before him boldly over the whole scene.
once more, one of the Three, and one es- After enjoying some time the astonishment
peclalty sympathetic. A communicative gen- of the guest (for they could actually see each
tleness, telling of the purest peace of soul, other well, their faces and forms seemed i]lu-
imparted itself most revivmgly : the Wanderer minated by the light in the distance, as well
could approach him trustfully, and feel that as their path), his companion began to speak:
his trust was returned. "You see here a wonderful mght indeed :

He now learned that the Superior was at those lights, which glow and work, day and
present in the sanctuary, and was there in- night, throughout the whole year, aiding the
strut"ring, teaching and blessing, whilst the acquisition of hidden and scarcely attainable
Three arranged severally to visit all the re- subterranean treasures, it is they that at the
gions, and in every place--after obtaining the present moment are welling and gushing forth
most minute information, and arranging with from their caverns and cheer the outer dark-
the subordinate overseers to carry forward ness. Hardly ever has a finer sight been seen,
what had been begun_to establish what had where the most useful industry, dispersed
been newly determined, and thus faithfully beneath the ground, withdrawn from sight,
fulfil their high duty. discloses itself to us in full completeness,

This excellent man it was, who gave him a bringing a vast secret combination to view."
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Amid such conversation and refleCtions, showed yourself towards me on those rocky
they had reached the spot where the rivulets mountain crags yonder."
of fire merged themselves into the seaofflame "Not at all," rejoined Montan; "moun-
surrounding a brightly lighted insular space, rains are dumb teachers, and make silent
The wanderer now stood in the blinding circle, scholars."
where glancing lights by the thousand formed After this festal celebration they supped at
a weird contrast to the black background of numerous tables. All the guests who, invited
the rows of miners. Forthwith the liveliest or uninvited, were present, belonged to the
music was heard, with appropriate singing, craft ; con_quently, even at the table at which
Hollow masses of rock came away by the aid Montan and his friend sat down, a conver-
of machinery, and soon discovered a brilliant ration suited to the place at once commenced.
interior to the eye of the delighted spe&ator. The talk was all of mountains, lodes, and
Mimetic representations, and aught else that strata, of the veins and metals of the distrie"t
can add a charm to such a moment for the in detail. But presently the conversation was
crowd, combined to excite and at the same merged into general subjects, and then the
time to satisfy a cheerful attention, question turned on nothing less than the

But with what astonishment was our friend creation and origin of the world. But here-
filled, when he saw himself presented to the upon the discussion was no longer amicable,
chief people, and amongst them, in solemn but rather involved itself speedily in a lively
attire of state, beheld friend Jarno. dispute.

'" Not without reason," exclaimed the latter, Several of them would derive the formation
"have I exchanged my earlier name for the of our earth from a watery covering sinking
more significant Montan. You find me here, and diminishing itself little by little. They
consecrated to mountain and cavern, and hap- adduced in their support the remains of or-
pier in this limited situation below and upon ganic dwellers in the sea, on the highest
the earth than can be imagined." mountains, aswell as on the lowhills. Others,

"Then," replied the wanderer, "you will on the contrary, averred more positively that
thus, as a thorough expert, now be more liberal it was first glowing and molten, that fire also
with explanation and instruction than you prevailed throughout, which after it had had
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sufficient effe_ upon the outer surface, was accordance with nature to allow the creation
finally withdrawn into the very depths, and of a world to proceed with gigantic bursting
was henceforward in constant a_ivity through and upheaving, with tumultuous roaring and
volcanoes raging violently in the sea as well fiery jaculation; and when, moreover, the
as on the earth, and thus by successive erup- heat of wine had contributed Its potent effecCt,
tions, and lava likewise streaming over time the sumptuous feast had ahnost been broken
after time, formed the highest mountains, up in murderous doings.
They also especially reminded those who Utterly confused and befogged was our
thought otherwise, that, in rid't, without fire friend's mind, who, in quiet thought, still
nothing could become hot, and that an acCtlve cherished from of old the Spirit that had
fire always presupposed a hearth. However moved upon the face of the waters, and the
reconcilable with experience this might seem, deep flood which had stood fifteen cublt_
many were not contented with it. They at'- above the highest mountain% and to whom,
firmed that mighty forms which had already amid this strange talk, the world, well-ordered,
become fully perfe_ed within the bosom of developed, and animated as it was, seemed to
the earth, were driven by the agency of irre- fall, before his imagination, into a chaotic heap.
sistible elastic forces through the earth's crust The next morning he did not omit to ques-
and out into the heights, and in this tumult tion the grave Montan on this subjecCt, ex-
many portions of them were at the same time claiming, "I could not understand you
scattered and splintered far over the contigu- yesterday, for amongst all the extraordinary
ous and distant trad'ts ; they appealed to many things and speeches, I was hoping to hear at
fac"ts which were not to be explained without last your opinion, and your decision ; instead
some such assumption. A fourth, though per- of which, you were sometimes on one side
haps not a numerous party, laughed at these and sometimes on the other, and always tried
futile attempts, and affirmed that indeed many to confirm the opinion of him who happened
circumstances of the surface of this earth to be speaking. But now tell me seriously
would never be capable of explanation if we what you think of it all, what you know
did not allow that larger and smaller mountain about it."
ranges had fallen down from the atmosphere, To this Montan replied, "I know as much
and tra_s of land had been covered far and as they, and would rather not think at all
wide by them. They called to witness larger about it."
and smaller masses of rock which are found "But here," replied Wilhelm, "are so many
lying scattered about in many countries, and contradl_ory opinions; and it is .said, for-
even in our days are collecCted as having been sooth, that troth lies in the middle."
hurled down from above. "Not at all," rejoined Montan ; "the prob-

At last, two or three quiet guests essayed to lena lies in the middle, insoluble perhaps, per-
call in the assistance of a period of severe hips also accessible if it is taken in hand."
cold, and from the highest mountain ridges So after somewhat more had been said to
would look in spirit upon glaciers sloping like effecCtby one and the other. Montan con-
down far into the land, sliding-planes so to tinued cont{dentially: "You blame me for
speak, provided for heavy masses of primitive supporting each one in his opinion, insomuch
rock, which were thus pushed farther and far- that a further argument can always be found
tiler down upon the slippery path. These, on for everything; I thereby incleased the con-
the advent of the period of thaw, must needs fusion, it is true. but, in i?oint of fa&, I can-
sink down, to remain lying forever on foreign not, with this breed, take the matter more
soil. Thus, also, the transport of enormous seriously. I have thoroughly convinced m_-
blocks of stone hither from the north by self that what each holds dearest_and these,
means of floating drift-ice would become pos- in faR't, are our conwcCtions---he must, in
sibte.* These good folks, however, could deepest seriousness, keep to himself. Each
not make any impression with their somewhat one knows what he does know only for him-
calm views. It was held to be far more in self; and that tie must keep secret; when he

utters it, contradi&lon is excited forthwith,
and when he ventures into con flirt, he loses the

This passage is interesting as apparently giving equihbrium in hmaself, and what is best in hHn,Goethe's own views as to erratic rocks, at a time when ,,
the now familiar and well-established theory of glacier- if not annihilated, is at an 3• rate disturbed
movement had not been arrived at._ED. Prompted by some counter-arguments of
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Wilhelm's, Montan further declared, "If one Reassured by this conversation, persuaded
once knows on what everything depends, one that he, too, having hitherto prospered in his
ceases to be argumentative." Doing and Thinking, had in general adapted

"But what does everything depend on himself, in a widely different department, to
then?" replied Wilhelm impatiently, his friend's requirements, he now proceeded

"That is soon said," answered the other, to give account of the employment of his
"Thinking and Doing, Doing and Thinking, time, since he had obtained the favor of dis-
from all time admitted, from all time prac- tributing and using the prescribed term of
tised, but not discerned by everyone. Like travel, not by days and hours, but in accord-
expiration and inhalation, the two must for- ance with the true aim of a complete culture.
ever be pulsating backwards and forwards in In this there was now, as it happened, no
life; like question and answer, the one cannot need of many words, for a circumstance of
exist without the other. Whoever makes for some moment gave our friend an opportunity
himself a law--which the genius of human of turning his acquired talent skitfutly and
understanding secretly whispers into the ear favorably to account, and of proving himself
of every new-born child--to test Doing by truly useful to human society.
Thinking, Thinking by Doing, he cannot go But of what sort this was, we must not at
astray; and if he does go astray, he will soon the moment disclose, though the reader shall
find himself on the right way again." soon, before the end of this book, be suf-

Montan now proceeded to conduc"t his ficientty informed of it.*
friend methodically round the mining dis-
tri& ; they were greeted everywhere with a
gruff "Good-luck!" which they cheerfully
returned.

"I often feel inclined," said Montan, "to CHAPTER XI.
call out to them, 'Good sense!' for sense is
more than luck; yet the people always have HERSlLIA TO WILHELM.

sense enough, if their superiors have any. "Ev_rtvo_z has for many years upbraided
Since I am here, if not to command, at any me with being a strange whimsical girl. If
rate to advise, I have taken some trouble to it is the case, I am so without any fault of nay
learn the pecuharities of the mountain. They own. People have had to be patient with me;
are striving most vigorously after the metals and now I need to have patience with myself,
that it contains. I have been trying to make and with my imagination, which brings father
clear to myself where these occur, and I have and son sometimes together, sometimes alter-
succeeded. It is not done by luck alone, but natety backwards and forwards before my
by sense, which calls in the aid of luck in eyes. I seem to myself like an innocent
order to regulate it. How these mountains Alkmene, who is perpetually haunted by two
have come to be here I know not, and what is beings who personate each other.
more I do not care to know; but I daily en- "I have much to say to you, and yet I
deavor to win away from them their property, write to you, it seems, only when I have an
The lead and silver that they bear in their adventure to relate; all the rest, too, is ad-
bosom is greedily sought after ; how they have venture-like, it is true, but not an adventure.
it, I keep to myself, and provide an oppor- So now for that of to-day.
tunity of finding what is w_shed for. At my "I am sitting under the tall time-trees, and
advice an experimental attempt is made, it just finishing a letter-case, a very pretty
succeeds, and is lucky for me. What I know, amone, without knowing for certain who is to
I know to myself; in what I succeed, I suc- have it--father or son--but certainly one of
ceed for the benefit of others, and no one the two. A young pedlar comes up to me
imagines that in the same way he might have with small baskets and boxes; he modestly
succeeded just as well. I am under the sus- legitimates himself by a permit from the
picion of possessing a magic wand ; but they bailiff allowing him to hawk goods upon the
do not remark that they contradic"t me when- estate. I examine his small wares down to
ever I bring forward anything in the way of
reasoning, and that they thereby cut off from * The circumstance after all is not told. It was
themselves the way to the tree of knowledge meant, I)fintzer says, to be ma accident to one of the
where these divining rods may be plucked." miners.---ED.
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the endless trifles that nobody wants, and properly colleCt my thoughts. At length,
everybody buys from a childish impulse to from talking and counter-talking, I gather
possess and to spend. The boy seems to look thus much, that the young dealer had also

passed through the Pedagogic province, andat me attentively. Fine black, somewhat
cunning eyes, well-marked eyebrows, profuse acquired the confidence of my young adorer,
locks, sparkling rows of teeth--enough, you who having bought a slate had written the m-
understand me, something of the oriental, scription upon it, and promised him the best

'_ He makes a great many inquiries in refer- recompenses for a word or two m reply. He
ence to the persons composing the family, then handed me a similar slate, several of
to whom he would at any rate venture to offer which he disclosed in his pack, and hkewise a
something; by _l sorts of manceuvres he man- pencil, and at the same time insisted and
ages to get me to name myself to him. begged in so friendly a manner, that I took
, Hersilia,' he says shyly, ' will Hersiha excuse both, thought, thought again, and not being
me if I discharge a commission?' I looked able to excogitate anything, wrote, Hersiha
at him in astonishment. He draws forth the greets Felix, amt hojbes the equerry is wcll.
smallest little slate enclosed in a white frame, "I considered what I had written, and felt
such as are made in the mountains for the first vexed at its clumsy expression. Neither ten-
childish attempts at writing. I take it, see derness, nor inspiration, nor wit; mere era-
that it is written upon, and read the inscrip- barrassment: and why? I was standing before
tion, neatly cut in with a sharp pencil: Feh'x a boy, and writing to a boy: ought that to
loves fIersilia. The equerry is coming soon. deprive me of nay composure ? I verily be-

"I am dumfoundered, I ponder in as- lieve that I sighed, and was just on the point
tonishment on what I hold in nay hand, see of wiping out what I had written, but he took
before my eyes; and chiefly on this, that des- it so gracefully out of my hand, asked me for
tiny will prove itself almost more extra- something or other with which to cover it
ordinary than I am myself. ' What does this caretally; and so it happened that I--though
mean ?' I say to myself, and the little rogue is I know not how it happened--put the little
more than ever present to me; nay, it seems slate into the letter-case, wound the string
as if his imagewould drill itself into myeyes, round it, and handed it, fastened up, to the

, , Then l begin to ask questions, andreceive boy, who took it gracefully, and bowing
strange, unsatisfaCtory answers. I examine, deeply, lingered a moment, so that I just
and arrive at nothing. I think, and cannot had time to press my purse into his hand, and
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blamed myself for not having given him "You have heard of the youth who, walk-
enough. He ran off at a pretty good pace, ing on the seashore, found a rudder-pin ; the
and when I looked after him had already dis- interest that he felt in it impelled him to pro-
appeared, I do not rightly understand how. cure a rudder as necessarily belonging to it.

"Now it is past, I am already back on the But this too was of no further use to him.
ordinary, everyday level, and scarcely believe He earnestly desired to get a boat, and suc-
in the apparition. Do I not hold the slate in ceeded in doing so. Yet boat, rudder, and
my hand? It is only too charming, the rudder-pin were of no particular use ; he pro-
writing quite beautifully and carefully traced ; vided himself with masts and sails, and so,
I believe I should have kissed it if I had not piece by piece, with whatever is requisite for
been afraid of obliterating the writing, speed and convenience in navigation. By

"I have taken a little time after writing the efforts adapted to his ends he attained to
above; but whatever I think about this, too, greater aptitude and dexterity; fortune favors
will always avail nothing. Most certainly him, he sees himself at last master and owner
there was something mysterious about the of a larger vessel, and so success increases;
figure, the like of which are now-a-days in- he wins wealth, respeft, and a good name
dispensable in fi&ion ; must they then en- amongst the seafarers.*
counter us in real life too? Agreeable and
suspicious, foreign-looking, yet inspiring con- "In causing you to read this pretty story
fidence ; why did he go away too before the again, I must confess that it is appropriate
puzzle was solved? Why had I not sufficient here only in the widest sense, yet it _ves me
presence of mind civilly to detain him? an opening for expressing that which I have

"After a pause I again take pen in hand to to say. Meanwhile, I must run through some-
pursue my confessions. The decided, con- thing still more remote.
stant affection of a boy ripening into youth
might be flattering to me, but then it occurred "The capabilities that lie in men can be
to me that, at this age, it is nothing uncom- divided into general and special ; the general
mon to be attached to older women. Indeed are to be regarded as actwitles in a state of
there is a mysterious inclination in younger I balanced repose, which are aroused by eircum-
men for older women. " At another time, stances, and dire6ted accidentally to this or
when it did not concern myself, I would have that end. Man's faculty of imitation is gen-
laughed over it, and maliciously declared it eral: he will make or form in imitation of
to be a reminiscence of the tender age of what he sees, even without the slightest inward
nursing and sucking-babyhood from which and outward means to that end. It is always
they were scarcely emancipated. Now it vexes natural, therefore, that he should wish to do
me to think of the matter like this; I reduce what he sees to be done: the most natural
the good Felix to infancy, and yet I do not thing, however, would be that the son should
find myself in an advantageous position either, embrace the occupation of his father. In
Alas! what a difference it makes whether one this case it is all in one, a decided a&ivity in
is judging one's self or other people !" an original direction, with probably an inborn

faculty for a special end; then a resultant
and gradually progressive exercise and a de-
veloped talent, that would have compelled
us to proceed upon the beaten path, even if

CHAPTER XII. other impulses are developed within us, and a

WILHEL_ TO NaTUre. free choice might have led us to an occupation
for which nature has given us neither capacity

"I nxv_ been walking about for days, and nor perseverance. On the average, therefore,
cannot make up my mind to set pen to paper, those men are the happiest who find an oppor-
there are so many things to tell : in speaking, tunity of cultivating an inborn, family talent
perhaps, one thing would conneCt itself with in the domestic circle. We have seen painter-
another ; one thing, too, would easily develop pedigrees of this sort ; amongst them there have
itself out of the other. Let me then, the ab- been feeble talents, it is true, but in the mean-
sent one, begin only with what is most gen-
eral ; it will yet lead me at last to the strange * Goethe had made use of this story before, in his
matter that I have to impart, journey on the Rhine in the years ISx4-xSxs._D.
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time, they have brought to light something I regarded the rural household for the first
useful, and perhaps better than they would time with pleased interest--ploughand harrow,
have achieved with moderate powers in any wagon and cart, betrayed their Immediate use;
other department of their own choice, even the repulsive-looking manure seemed the

most indispensable in the whole circuit, for It
"But as this, too, is not what I wanted to was carefully collecCted, and, to a certain de-

say, I must try to approach my subjec_t from gree, neatly stored up. Yet this first glance,
some other side. dire_ed to what was new and yet intelhglble,

"This is the pity of friends being far apart, was soon riveted by a treat: appetizing cakes,
that the intermediate and auxiliary members new milk, and many other country dainties
of our thoughts, which in mutual presence were greedily regarded by us. Then the chfl-
are reciprocally developed and interwoven as dren, forsaking the little garden-plot and the
swiftly as lightning, cannot be produced and hospitable arbor, quickly busied themselves in
expressed in momentary connexion and asso- performing, in the adjoining spinney, a task
clarion. Here then, in the first place, is one which an old, kindly-disposed aunt had given
of the earliest of children's tales, them. That was to gather as many cowshps

as possible, and carefully take them back to
"We children, brought up in an ancient town with them, for the thrifty goodwife was

and sober city, had acquired the ideas of in the habit of making all sorts of wholesome
streets, squares, and walls, and soon, also, of beverages of them.
ramparts, of the glacis, and of the adjoining "Whilst thus employed in the meadows, we
walled gardens. But our parents, in order to were running backwards and forwards along
take us, or rather themselves, once into the banks and hedges, several c the vfllage-chil-
open country, had for a long time arranged, dren joined us, and the sweet scent of the
though it was continually deferred, a party, gathered spring-flowers seemed to grow more
with some friends in the country. At last, and more refreshing and balmy. We had by
one Whitsuntide, the invitation and proposal this time collecCted such a mass of stalks and
came more pressingly, and was agreed to, but flowers that we did not know what to do wlth
only on the condition that everything should them. Now we began to pick off the yellow
be so arranged that we might be home again coronals, for it was really only with these that
by night-time ; for to sleep out of one's long- we had to do ; each tried to fill his little hat
accustomed bed seemed to be an impossibility, or cap as full as possible.
To concentrate the pleasures of the day into "However, the eldest of these boys, the
so narrow a space was certainly difficult ; two fisherman's son, who was a little older than
friends had to be visited, and their claims to myself, a boy who had at once especmlly at-
so infrequent an entertainment satisfied ; how- tracCted me by his serious demeanor, did not
ever, with great pun@uality, there were hopes .seem to enjoy this trifling over flowers, and
of carrying it all out. he invited me to walk with him to the river,

"' On the third day of the holidays all were which, already of considerable breadth, flowed
standing, at the earliest hour, cheerful and by at a short distance. We sat down, with a
ready. The carriage drew up at the appointed couple of fishing-rods, in a shady place, where
time. We had left all confinements of streets, in the deep, clear, calm water many little fishes
gates, bridges, and town-ditches behind us; were darting hither and thither. He good-
an open far-extending world spread itself be- naturedly showed me what to do, and how the
fore our inexperienced eyes. The green of bait was to be fastened on the hook, and
cornfields and meadows lately refreshed by several times I was successful in whisking into
rain in the night, the tint more or less bright the air, against their will, the smallest of these
of buds on hedges and trees just bursting delicate creatures. As we were thus sitting
forth, the dazzling whiteness of the tree-blos- quietly leaning against each other, he seemed
sores diffusing itself on all sides, everything to get tired of it, and made me observe a flat,
gave us a foretaste of happy Eden-like hours, pebbly bank which proje_ed into the stream

"We arrived in due time at the first halt- from our side, and that there was a most beau-
ing-place, the house of a worthy clergyman, tiful opportunity for a bathe. ' He could not
Our cordial reception soon assured us that the help trying it,' he cried at last, springing up,
ecclesiastical feast now concluded was no de- and before I was aware, he was down, un-
trimemt to spirits seeking rest and refreshment, dressed, and in the water,
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"'As he swam very well, he soon left the never had any idea. He seemed to took at
shallow place, abandoned himself to the stream, me with equal attention. Though quickly
and soon came up to me in the deeper water, dressed, we still seemed to stand unclothed
Quite a strange feeling came over me : grass- before each other ; our spirits drew together,
hoppers were dancing about me, ants were and amidst the most ardent kisses we swore
crawling towards me, colored beetles were eternal friendship.
clinging to the twigs, and gold-gleaming 'sun- "But then swiftly, swiftly, we betook our-
maidens,' as he had called them, were hover- selves home, just at the right moment, as the
ing and flitting spirit-like at my feet, just as party were setting out on the most delightful
he, pulling out a great cray-fish from between footpath, for about an hour and a half, through
some roots, held it up merrily, and then clev- bush and wood, to the bailiff's dwelling. My
erly concealed it again at the old place with friend accompanied me ; we already seemed
what we had caught before. It was so warm inseparable ; but when, about half-way there,
and sultry all around, one yearned to be out I asked permission to take him into the bailiff's
of the sun and in the shade, out of the cool house, the pastor's wife refused, with a quiet
shade in the still cooler water below. So it hint about the impropriety ; on the other hand,
was easy for him to entice me down; I found she gave him a stri_ injun6"tion to tell his
an invitation, not often repeated, irresistible, father when he came in, that she must be sure
and what with fear of my parents, and timidity on her return home to find some fine crayfish,
about the unfamiliar element in addition, I was that she wished to give her guests to take back
quite strangely excited. But soon undressed to the city as a rarity. The boy went off, but
upon the gravel, I ventured gently into the pledged himself with hand and tips to wait for
water, but not deeper than was due to the me in the evening at this corner of the wood.
gradually sloping bottom. Here he let me "The party soon reached the bailiff's, where
linger, went to some distance in the sustaining we also found a rural household, but of a higher
element, came back, and when he got out and style. A dinner delayed in consequence of
stood up to dry himself in the fuller sunshine, the housewife's being over-busy, did not make
my eyes seemed to be dazzled by a triple sun ; me impatient; for a stroll in a well-kept
so fair was the human form, of which I had pleasure-garden, in which the daughter, who
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was somewhat younger than I, accompanied I worried myself; he was not to be seen, nor
me to show me the way, was very agreeable did he answer ; for the first time I experienced,
to me. Spring-flowers of every kind grew m in double and manifold degree, a passionate
tastefully lald-out plots, filling them or deck- grief.
ing their edges. My companion was beauuful, "The unmeasured demands of confidenual
fair-haired, and gentle; we walked confiden- affecCtlon had already developed themselves nl
tiatly together, soon held each other by the me, there was already an Irresistible need to
hand, and seemed to wish for nothing better, unburden nay soul, by talking, of the maage
Thus we walked past tuhp-beds, past narcis- of that fair-haired one, to reheve my heart of
suses and jonquils in rows; she showed me the emotions which _he had awakened in me.
several places where the most splendid hya- It was full, the hps already muttered, to over-
einth-bells had already just gone off. On the flowing. I blamed the good boy aloud for
other hand, provision had been made for the violated friendship, for broken faith.
coming seasons too; the plants of future ra- I "But heavier trmls were soon in store for
nunculuses and anemones were already green ; me. From out of the first houses of the vii-
the care bestowed upon numerous carnation . lage rushed shrieking women, followed by
slips promised the most abundant bloom ; but screaming children ; no one gave reformation
the hope of many-flowered lily-stems, very or answer. Round the corner house on one
wisely distributed among roses, was already side we saw a sad procession approach: it
budding more nearly. And how many were moved slowly along the street; it seemed like
the bowers that promised presently both the a funeral, but of more comphcated character ;
beauty and the shade of honeysuckle, jasmine, there was no end to the bearing and carrying
and vine-hke and creeping kinds of growth! along. The shrieking continued, increased,

"'When I look back, after so many years, the crowd thickened: 'They are drowned--
at my situation on that occasion, it seems to all drowned together l' ' He ! who? which?'
me really enviable. Unexpe_Ctedly, at the The mothers who saw their cluldren about
same moment, the premonition of friendship them seemed consoled. But a serious-looking
and love seized me: for when I unwillingly man came up, and said to the pastor's wife,
took leave of the beautiful child, I comforted 'Unhappily, I stayed out too long; Adolphus
myself with the thought of disclosing these has been drowned with four others; he wished
feelings to my young friend, of confiding in to keep his prom,se and mine.' The man--
him, and of enjoying his sympathy together it was the fisherman himself_walked on after
with these fresh sentiments, the procession ; we stood shocked and as-

"And if I add one more remark here, I rounded. Then a little boy came up, holding
may perhaps confess that in the course of life out a bag: ' Here are the crayfish, madam !'
that first out-blooming of the exterior world and held the token h_gh in the air. All were
has appeared to me as the real original nature, horrified at it, as at a thing of most evil
in comparison with which all else tlrat later omen: they questioned, inqmred, and heard
appeals to our senses seem to be but copies, thus much: th_ last child had remained on
which at every comparison with the former the bank and picked up the crayfish that they
are deficient in that peculiarly original spirit threw to him from below. But then, after
and sense, much questioning and cross-quest_onmg, they

"How we must have despaired at seeing found out that Adolphus and two sensible
so cold, so lifeless an outward life, had not boys had gone down to and into the water;
something revealed itself in our heart that two others, younger, had joined them unasked,
glorifies nature in quite another way, whilst and could not be kept back by any scolding
manifesting a creative power, to beautify our- and threats. The first two had almost got
selves in her. across a rocky and dangerous place ; the other

"It was already dusk when we again ap- two slipped, seized hold of and kept pulling
proached the corner of the wood, where nay each other underneath. The same thing oc-
young friend had promised to walt for me. I curred at last to the foremost two also, and
strained my eyesight to its utmost extent to they all rank in the deep water. Adolphu._,
descry his presence; and when I was unsuc- being a good swimmer, would have saved
cessfial in this, I impatiently hurried in front himself, but in their terror they all hung on
of the party, who walked leisurely, framing to him, and he was dragged down. This
to and fro amongst the bushes. I called out, little one had then run screaming into the
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village, holding his bag of crayfish tight m "In the large room, where meetings of all
his hands. The fisherman, accidentally late kinds are held, lay the unfortunates, stretched
on his way home, ran off with others who naked upon straw, dazzling white corpses,
were alarmed; they had dragged them out shining also in the dim lamplight. I threw
one after the other, found that they were myself upon the tallest--my friend. I had
dead, and were now bringing them in. no words to express my condition ; I wept

"The pastor, together with the father, bitterly, and deluged his broad breast with un-
walked sadly towards the town-house; the ceasing tears. I had heard something of
full moon had risen, and shone on the path rubbing, which in such a case was said to be
of death. I followed in passionate grief; of use. I rubbed in my team, and cheated
they would not let me in, I was in a terrible myself with the warmth that I excited. Amidst
condition. I walked round and round the my confusion, I thought of breathing breath
house without resting; at last I saw my op- into him, but the pearly rows of his teeth were
portunity, and sprang in at the open window, fast locked ; the lips, on which the parting
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kiss still seemed to remain, refused even the diligently-hoarded cash would after all be for
slightest symptom of response. Despairing the benefit of the family. In this matter,
of human aid, I had recourse to prayer: I too, our father and mother managed to gwe
implored, I prayed. It seemed to me as if at in completely to her and be accommodating.
this moment I must perform a miracle to call "Another propensity, however, one of ac-
forth the still indwelling soul, to lure it in tivity, and indefatigably asserting itself, was a
again if still hovering near. I was torn away, pride m being regarded as an important and
weeping, sobbing. I sat in the carriage, and influential person. And, in truth, she had
scarcely understood what my parents were deserved and attained this reputation, for the
saying. Our mother, a.s I afterwards heard was clever enough to turn to her own advan-
so often repeated, had resigned herself to tage the useless, and often indeed mischievous,
God's wilt. In the meanwhtle I had fallen gossip current among women. Everything
asleep, and awoke gloomily, late next morn- that went on in the town, and consequently
lng, in a doubtful and confused condition, even the private affairs of famltie% was acctl-

"But when I went to breakfast I found my rately known to her, and it was not often that
mother, my aunt, and the cook in weighty any matter of dispute arose without her having
consultation. The crayfish were not to be contrived to mix herself up m it, m which
boiled nor brought to table; my father would she was the more successful inasmuch as she
not endure such a dire& reminiscence of the always tried to be of some use, but managed
calamity that had so lately occurred. The thereby to increase her reputation and goodname. Many a match had she made withaunt seemed to wish most eagerly to possess
herself of these uncommon creatures, but at the which one side at least probably remained
same time blamed me for our having forgotten satisfied. But what she gave her attention to
to bring the cowslips with us. However, she most was the furthering and assisting of such
soon seemed to be pacified about this, when persons as were seeking an office or appoint-
those misshapen creatures crawling alive over ment, whereby she really gained a large num-
each other were handed over to her free dis- ber of clients, of whose influence she was

posal, whereupon she took counsel with the able to avail herself in return.
cook as to their further treatment. "The widow of an official of some impor-

"But to make the significance of this scene tance, an upright and stn& man, she yet had
clear, I must say something more of the char- learned how those whom one cannot get at
a_er and personahty of this woman. The by any considerable overtures are gained over
peculiarities by which she was governed one by trifles.
could not by any means praise from a moral "However, to keep on the beaten path
point of view; and yet from a civic and po- without further digression, be it _aid at once
litical point of view they produced many a that she had contrived to gain great influence
good result. She was, in the proper sense of over a man who occupied an important office.He was miserly like her, and, to his own mls-
the word, miserly; for she regretted every
mere penny that she had to spend, and for her fortune, equally gluttonous and fond of dain-

ties ; so to set on the table before him, on any
requirements she looked about everywhere for
substitutes that could be got for nothing, by pretext, a tasty dish, was atwa_s her chief
exchange, or in any sort of fashion. Thus anxiety. His conscience was not one of the
the cowslips were intended for tea, which she most sensitive ; but his courage and audacity
maintained to be more wholesome than any had also to be called into request, whenever
Chinese sort. God had given every land in dubious cases he had to overcome the op-
what was necessary, whether for food, for position of his colleagues and stifle the voice
relish, or for medicine; on that account one of duty which they brought to bear against
need not have recourse to foreign countries, him.
So in a little garden she cultivated everything "It was precisely this case now_that she
that, after her notions, would make food was favoring an unworthy individual: she had
palatable, or would be useful to the sick. done all she could to push him in, the matterhad taken a favorable turn for her, and now
She never visited another person's garden
without taking away with her something of the crayfish, of whmh the like were indeed
the sort. rarely seen, luckily came to her assistance.

"This disposition and whatever resulted They were to be carefully fed up, and served
from it could well be pardoned, since her up at intervals on the table of her d_stinguished
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patron, who commonly dined alone very pied beyond measure by the theatre: how far
sparely. I was here led, and misled, I must not

"As to other matters, the unfortunate cal- repeat.
amity gave occasion to a good deal of talk
and social excitement. My father was one of "But if after this circumstantial narrative I
the first who on this occasion was impelled by have still to confess that I am as far as ever
a spirit of general benevolence to extend his from the goal of my intention, and that I can
consideration and care beyond the limits of only hope to arrive at it by a circuitous route,
his family and of the town. He was interested, what am I to say? How can I excuse myself?
in conjun_ion with certain inteUigent phy- In any case I should have to bring forward
sicians, and those conne&ed with the police, what follows. If it is allowable to the humor-
in overcoming the great obstacles which at ist to mix up his matter in minutest confusion,
first opposed inoculation forsmalIpox. Greater when he impudently leaves it to his reader to
carefulness in the hospital, more humane treat- find out at last in half-meanings whatwif any-
ment of prisoners, and other kindred obje&s, thingmis to be got out of it, should it not be
were the end and aim of his life, or at any rate permitted to the intelligent and rational man
of his reading and thinking ; and, as he used to work in a strange-seeming way towards
to give utterance to his conviCtions on all many points, so that one may at last see them
occasions, he thus effeCted a great deal of refleCted and concentrated in one focus, and
good. may learn to understand how the most varied

"He looked upon the association of citi- influences surrounding a man drive him to a
zens, to whatever form of government it conclusion which he would have been able to
might be subjected, as a natural condition attain in no other way, either through inward
which had its good and its bad side--its ordi- impulse or outward motive?
nary courses, Its years of plenty and scarcity
alternately, and hailstorms, floods, and fires, "From the many things which still remain
no less accidentally and irregularly: the good for me to say, I have the choice as to which I
to be seized and used, the bad to be avoided shall take first; but this too, is a matter of in-
or endured. But nothing, he considered, was difference. You must just possess your soul in
more desirable than the diffusion of universal patience, read and read on ; for at last there
goodwill, independently of every other con- will suddenly dawn upon you, and seem quite
sideration, natural, that which spoken in one word would

"As a natural consequence of such a dis- have struck you as exceedingly strange, and
position he must now needs be determined to in faCt to such a degree, that you would hardly
bring again under discussion a matter of be- have cared afterwards to give a moment to
nevolence that had already been mooted be- these introdue"tions in the form of explanations.
fore: this was the resuscitation of such as were "But that I may now in some sort get in
thought to be dead, in whatever way, more- the right direCtion, I will take a glance back
over, the outward signs of life might have been at that rudder-pin again, and call to mind a
lost. During conversations of this sort I now conversation that I was accidentally led to
learned that in the case of these children the hold with our tried friend Jarno---whom I met
reverse of what was right had been tried and in the mountains under the name of Montanw
applied, nay, that, in a certain sense, they had and which awakened certain feelings of my
been killed. It was furthermore maintained own in a very special way. The circumstances
that by opening a vein they might perhaps all of our life have a mysterious course which
have been saved. In my youthful ardor, I cannot be calculated. You remember, doubt-
therefore determined in silence that I would less, that case which your skilful surgeon
spare no opportunity of learning everything brought out when you came to help me as I
that might be needful in such a case, especially lay prostrate and wounded in the forest ? It
blood-letting, and whatever else there might flashed in my eyes at that time with such ef-
be of like sort. fect, and made so deep an impression, that I

"'But how soon did daily routine carry me was quite delighted when I found it again,
away ! The need for friendship and love had years after, in the hands of a younger man.
been awakened; I looked round about me He attached no particular value to it ; instru-
everywhere to satisfy it. Meanwhile sensi- ments altogether had been improved in more
bility, imagination, and intelle& were occu- recent times, and were better adapted to their
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purpose, and I obtained it all the more easily I family circle, he is just as welcome as in and
as the acquisition of a new set was thereby t after the turmoil of battle; in the sweetest
facilitated. From that time I always carried ! moments, as in the bitterest and most terrible;
it about with me, not to make any use of it, it I evil fate prevails everywhere, more dreadful
is true; but in order to be surer of comforting I than death itself, and not a whit less ruthless,
recollections; it was a witness to the moment nay, after a fashion, yet more noxious, more
when my good fortune began, at which I was destructive to pleasure and to life.'
to arrive only after a long circuit. "You know him, and can imagine without

"By chance Jarno saw it when we spent effort that he spared me as little as the world.
the night at the charcoal-burner's ; and he But he inclined most strongly to the argument
recognized it at once, and in reply to my ex- which he dlrecCted against rue in the name of
ptanation said: the society at large.

"' ' I have nothing to objeCt to a man's "' Your universal culture,' said he, ' and all
setting up such a fetish in memory of many institutions for that end, are foohshness. The
an unlooked-for benefit, or of important re- thing is, that a man should understand some-
sults from some ordinary circumstance ; it thing quite defimtely, do it with an excellence
elevates us as something that points to an In- which scarce anyone else in the immediate
comprehensible, stimulates us in difficulties, neighborhood could attain ; and in our asso-
and encourages our hopes ; but it would be a cmtlon particularly this is a self-evident mat-
finer thing if you had let yourself be enticed, ter. You are just of an age when a man
through those tools, to understand their use forms any plan with intelligence, judges what
also, and to accomplish what they mutely de- lies before him with discernment, grapples
mand of you.' with it from the right side, and dlre6"ts his

"' Let me confess,' I replied thereto, ' that capacities and abilities to the right end.'
this has occurred to me a hundred times ; an
inner voice stirred within me, bidding me re- "Why, then, need I proceed to express
cognize in this my peculiar vocation.' what is a self-understood matter? He made

"I thereupon told him the story of the it clear to me that I could obtain a dlspeu-
drowned boys, and how I had heard then that sation from the restless life so strangely en-
they might have been saved, if they had been joined, though it might be dit_cult for me to
bled. ' I intended to learn how to do it ; but obtain it. ' You are one of that sort of men,'
every hour made the intention weaker.' he said, ' who easily grow accustomed to a

"' Then seize it now l' rephed he. ' I have place, but not to an occupation. To all such
for long seen you occupied with matters that a restless state of life is prescribed, in order,
concern and bear upon the human spirit, dis- perhaps, that they may attain to a surer man-
position, heart, and whatever you call it all. ner of life. If you will devote yourself in
But what have you thereby gamed for your- earnest to the most dwine of all employments,
self and others ? Sorrows of the mind into to heal without miracles, and to perform nnra-
which we have fallen by misfortune or our cles without words, I wilt use nay influence in
own faults ; to heal these intelleCt can do your favor.' So he spoke hurnedly, adding
nothing, reason little, time much ; resolute all such cogent reasons as his eloquence was
activity, on the other hand, everything. In able to muster.
this every one works with and for himself; "Here then, I am disposed to make an
that you have experienced in yourself and end: but you shall very soon learn circum-
others.' stantially how I have made use of the per-

"Heattackedmewithangryandbitterwords, mission to remain a longer time at certain
as is his wont, and said many hard things that places ; how I have succeeded m applying
I do not care to repeat. 'There is nothing,' myself to the profession for which I have
he concluded at last, ' better worth the trouble always had a secret liking, and of thoroughly
of learning and doing than to assist the healthy training myself thereto. Enough, in the great
man when he is injured by some accident or undertaking for which you are preparing your-
other; with prudent treatment, nature easily self, I shall prove myself a useful, a necessary
restores itself: the sick must be left to the, member of the society, and I shall fall into
physician ; but no one needs a surgeon more your paths with a certain assurance_wlth
than the sound and healthy man. In the some amount of pride; for to be worthy of
quietude of country life, in the narrowest you is a laudable pride."
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BOOK III.
i

CHAPTER I. it cut right through this valley, and that thus
he was at any rate upon the right path.

Ar'rE_ all this, and whatever followed upon An old castle, in a good state of preser-
it, Wilhelm's first anxiety was to come into ration, having been renovated at various
contaCt again with the guild-brethren, and to periods, was conspicuous upon a woody hill ;
meet with some portion or other of them, spreading outward from its foot lay a cheerful-
wherever it might be. He therefore consulted looking village, in which an inn that stood
his little diagram, and took the road which out prominently caught the eye. He walked
promised to bring him sooner than the others up to the latter, and was received in a very
to his goal. But since, in order to reach the friendly manner by the host, but with the ex-
most favorable point, it was necessary for him cuse that he could not take him in without
to go across country, he found himself obliged the permission of a party who had hired the
to make the journey on foot, and to have his whole house for a time, on which account he
baggage carried after him. However, at every was obliged to refer all guests to the older
step he was richly rewarded for his walk, for hostelry, that lay farther up.
he encountered unexpeCtedly the most lovely After a short parley, the man seemed to
scenery. It was such as the last mountainous think better of it, and said, "As a matter of
traCts form as they merge into the plains-- fact, there is no one as yet in the house ; but
wooded hills, gentle declivities used for hus- it happens to be Saturday, and it cannot be
bandry, all the surfaces green, and nowhere long before the bailiff, who settles the accounts
aught that was rugged, unfruitful, or untilled every week and gives his orders for the next,
to be seen. He now arrived at the main val- arrives. In truth there is a nice regularity
ley, into which the tributary streams poured amongst these people, and it is a pleasure to
themselves; this, too, was carefully tilled, and deal with them, although they are rather close.
pleasant to behold: slender trees marked the For if there certainly is no great profit, it is a
bends of the river that flowed through it, and / sure one." Therewith he bade the new guest

of the streams that poured into it; and when 1 remain patiently in the large upper hall, and
he took up the map that was his guide, he saw, await what further might occur.
to his astonishment, that the line drawn upon Here he found, on entering, a spacious and
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neat apartment, quite empty but for benches And on unrestri_ed roving
and tables; so much the more did he wdnder Joy attends and prudent heed:
on seeing a large tablet placed above a door, Let thy striving be with loving,
upon which, in letters of gold, were to be Let thy hfe consist an deed."
read the words (.Tbi homines runt, rnodt" sunt, After a short time for thought there forth-
which we interpret to the effec2 that wherever with sounded a lively duet, timed to marching
men meet together in social life, there the pace, which, with all repetition and abridg-
way and fashion in which they can exist and ment, went constantly forward and carned
remain together are evolved. This motto away the hearers with it; he was in doubt
gave our wanderer food for thought ; he took whether this was his own melody, his former
it as a good omen, that here he found con- theme, or whether it was only now so adapted
firmed what he had often in the course of his to it that no other movement was conceivable.
life recognized as reasonable and helpful. It In this way the singers had proceeded pleas-
was not long before the bailiff made his antly for some tune, when two sturdy fellows
appearance, who, having been instrucCted be- entered, whom one recognized at once by
forehand, admitted him, after a short conver- their attributes as masons; but two who fol-
sation and no particular investigation, on the lowed them, one must needs regard as car-
following conditions: that he should stay three penters. These four, gently laying down
days, should quietly take part in all that went their tools, listened to the song, and presently
on, and, whatever might happen, should not joined in with sureness and decision, so that
inquire the reason, and still less should not, one had the sensation of a whole company
on his departure, ask for the reckoning. All of travellers marching onward over mountain
this the traveller was forced to agree to, since and valley, and Wilhelm thought that he had
the deputy, as such, could not give in in any never heard anything so graceful and so ele-
point, rating to heart and mind. This enjoyment,

The bailiff was just about to depart, when however, was to be further incre_zl and
a song resounded up the stairs: two beautiful heightened to the last degree, when a gigantic
young men approached singing, whom the figure mounted the steps, mad with the best
bailiff by a simple sign gave to understand retentions was scarcely able to moderate hts
that the guest was accepted. Without inter- powerful, heavy tread. He proceeded to
rupting their song, they greeted him kindly, stand a heavily-packed porter's frame in the
gracefully singing a duet, and it was easy to corner, but sat himself down upon a bench,
see that they were in perfe_ practice, and which began to crack--at which the others
masters of their craft. As Wilhelm showed laughed, yet without falhng out of the song.
the most attentive appreciation, they stopped But very much astonished was Wdhelm when
and asked him whether in his travels on foot this son of Anak immediately began to join
he too had not often hit upon some song that in with a tremendous bass voice. The hall
he thus sang aloud to himself, trembled, and it was not,ceable that he, in h_s

"A good voice," answered Wilhelm, "has part, at once altered the refrain, and sang it,
in fac2 been denied me by nature, but a hid- in fa_, in this shape:
den genius within me often seems to inspire ,. Day by day be not unroof.lug,
me with something rhythmic, so that in walk- Let thy life be deed on deed."
ing I move constantly in time, and at the
same time seem to perceive soft tones by Moreover, one could very soon see that he
which some song is accompanied, that in one brought down the time to a slower pace, and
wayor anotherpleasantlv, presehts itself tome." obliged the others to adapt themselves to him.

"If you remember any one of the sort, When at length theyhad come to an end, and
write it down for us," said he; "we should had fully satisfied themselves, the others up-
like to see whether we are able to accompany braided him as if he had tried to mislead
your singing dMman." them.

Hereupon he took a leaf from his note- "Not at all," he exclaimed; "it is you
book and handed them the following stanza: who tried to mlslead me : you were for throwing

me out of my step, which must be measured
"From the mountain heights descending, and sure when I trudge with my burden up

Down the slopes, the vale along,
Hark! a wing-like flutter, blending hill and down dale, and yet must at last come

Wzth a movement as of song. at the appointed hour and satisfy you."
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One after the other now went in to the most beautiful country-town in ashes; nor
bailiff, and Wilhelm could easily see that the did he fail to hear that the honest bailiff was
business was about settling accounts, as to engaged in procuring timber and other build-
which he did not venture to make further in- ing materials. This seemed the more inex-
quiry. In the meantime there came a couple plicable to the guest, inasmuch as the men,
of lively, handsome boys, who laid a table in one and all, were not natives of the place,
haste, providing it moderately with eatables but in every other respecCtwere evidently pass-
and wine, to which the bailiff, who came out ing travellers. At the end of the meal St.
of his room, now invited all to sit down with Christopher, for so they named the giant,
him. The boys waited upon them, but they fetched from one side a good glass of wine,

did not forget to look after themselves too, by way of a sleeping-draught, and a lively
and ate their share standing. Wilhelm called song held the party together for a time, for
to mind similar scenes when he still dwelt the ear, when for the eye they had already
amongst the ad'tors; but the present party dispersed. Wilhelm, thereupon, was con-
seemed to him much more earnest, intent not du&ed to a chamber of most pleasant as-
on amusement in representation, but on im- pect. The full-moon, illuminating a luxuriant
portant aims in life. plain, was already up, and awakened in the

The conversation between the craftsmen breast of our wanderer recollections of similar
and the bailiff gave the guest the clearest and equally beautiful scenes. The spirits of
knowledge on this point. The four sturdy all his dear friends passed in procession before
young fellows were employed in the neigh- him; but Lenardo's figure especially was so
borhood, where a destructive fire had laid a life-like to him, that he fancied he saw him
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standing acCtually before him. All this was bade the friend welcome, invited him to the
giving him an inward disposition for his mid-day meal, and flattered itself with thehope of coming into nearer relations with
nightly rest, when he was a!most frightened
b a most extraordinary noise. It sounded him. It further inquired after the guest'sY " et seemed to be in well-being, and how he was satisfied with the
from the distance, and y
the house itself, for the house frequently accommodation, to which he could only reply
shook, and the timbers groaned when the with praise of everything that he had encoun-
sound mounted to its highest strength. Wil- tered. It is true that he would have liked to
helm, who in general had a delicate ear to inquire of this man, as of the mute barber
distinguish all sounds, could make nothing of before, about the horrible noise which had
it; he compared it with the droning of a disturbed, if not distressed him inthemght;
large organ-pipe, that from sheer size is un- yet, mindful of his promise, he refrained from
able to give out any definite tone. Whether every question, and hoped, without being ira-
this night-terror ceased towards morning, or portunate, to be enlightened in accordance
whether Wilhelm, by degrees accustomed to with his wishes, either through the complais-
it, was no longer sensible of it, is difficult to ance of the society or by some chance.
ascertain ;* in fine, he fell asleep, and was When our friend found himself alone, he atlast began to think about the strange person
pleasantly aroused by the rising sun.

Scarcely had one of the waiting-boys who had sent him the invitation, and he did
brought him breakfast, when a figure entered not know what to make of it. To designate
whom he had noticed at supper, without being one or more leaders by means of a neutersubstantive, seemed to him rather dubious.
clear as to his peculiar qualities. He was a
well-built, broad-shouldered, and active man For the rest, all was so quiet about him here
withal, who by his implements exhibited to that he thought he had never spent a quieter
view announced himself as a barber, and Sunday. He went out of doors; but hearing

made himself ready to render to Wilhelm this I the sound of bell_, he walked towards the
so requisite service. At the same time he re- little town. Mass was just over, and amongst
mained silent, and the business was accom- the townsfolk and the peasants who were

plished with a very light hand, without his thronging out he saw the three acquaintances
having emitted a single sound. "] of yesterday, a journeyman carpenter, a ma-

Wilhelm therefore began, and said, "You son, and a boy. Later he noticed amongst
are a master-hand at your business, and I do the Protestant worshippers the three others.
not know that I have ever felt a gentler blade What form of worship the others professed

upon my cheeks; but at the same time you remained unknown to him: thus much, how-
seem to pay stricCt observance to the laws of ever, he was confident in concluding, that in" this society a very decided freedom in religion
the society."

With a sly smile, and laying his finger on prevailed.
his lips, he slipped mutely out of the door. At noon the bailiff came to meet him at the

"In very truth," called Wilhelm after him, castle-door, to conduc ct him through various
"you must be ' Redcloak,'_" or, if not him- halls into a large vestibule, where he bade
self, at least a descendant of his. It is for- him sit down. A good many people kept
tunate for you that you do not require a return walking past into an adjoining saloon. ThoseI he knew already were to be seen amongst
of your service from me. You would have t them; even St. _Christopher went by. They
come off badly."

Scarcely had this extraordinary man de- t all greeted the bailiff and the visitor. What
parted when our friend the bailiff entered, ]struck our friend here most, was that he
proffering an invitation to dinner that mid- f seemed to see none but artisans; all clad in
day, which also ran somewhat strangely, their ordinary dress, but with extreme neat-
The Bond---so the inviter expressly stated-- ness ; there were few whom, at best, he would

have taken to be of the scrivener class.

No further information is given..IMintzer sup.- As soon as no new guests continued to press
poses that some diversion of "St. Christopher's' is in, the bailiff led our friend through the stately
suggested.--EI), portal into a spacious hall. There an inter-

, The _ barber in Musaeus's tale ' Stumme minably long table was spread, from the lower
Liebe:' he wears a scarlet cloak on his left shoulder; end of which he was conduc cted to the top,
andaRercompletinganoperationheclaimsa likeser-
vicein remrm--D, across which he saw three persons standing.
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But with what astonishment was he seized, strangest repetitions, the frequent revival of
when he came near, and Lenardo, hardly yet an almost expiring song, seemed at last dan-
recognized, fell upon his neck. He had gerous to the band itself. Lenardo stood up,
scarcely recovered from this surprise, when and all, breaking off the hymn, immediately
another person embraced Wilhelm no less sat down.
ardently and vigorously, and proclaimed him- He began, with kindly words : "In truth I
self to be Natalia's brother, the wonderful cannot blame you for making ever present to
Friedrich. The delight of the friends in- yourselves the fate that confronts us all, so
fe&ed the whole assembly: words of con- that you may be prepared for it at any hour.
gratulation and blessing re-echoed along the Yet if men weary of life, and full of years,
whole table. But of a sudden, when they havecriedtotheirbrethren,'Thinkofdymgl'*
were seated, all was still, and tile repast was so ought we, we younger men fi_ll of life, to
served up, and eaten with a certain solemnity, be ever encouraging each other, and admonish

Towards the end of the meal Lenardo gave ourselves with the cheering words ' Think of
a signal. Two singers stood up, and Wilhelm wandering !' But it were well, withal, to
was much surprised to hear repeated his song mention with cautmn and cheerfulness, what-
of yesterday, which we find it necessary, on ever we either undertake voluntarily, or think
account of what immediately follows, to in- that we are constrained to do. You know best
sert once more : what amongst us is fixed, and what is movable ;

allow us to enjoy this too in glad encouraging
,, From the mountain heights descending, strains, to which for this time let this parting

Down the slopes, the vale along, glass be drunk !"
Hark! a wing-like flutter, blending Thereupon he emptied his goblet and sat

With a movement as of song. down : the four singers thereupon stood up,And on unrestricCtedroving
Joy attends and prudent heed: and began in flowing self-conneCting tones--

Let thy striving be with loving,
Let thy life consist in deed" "Stay not fettered in inac°don,

Venture briskly, briskly roam !
Head and arm, m glad connec'hon,

Hardly had this duet, accompanied by a Everywhere will be at home.
chorus of agreeable strength, approached its Where beneath the sun we revel
end, when two other stagers impetuously rose Care with us will ne'er abide;
opposite to each other, and with serious era- Space there is for all to travel,
phasis paraphrased rather than continued the Therefore is the world so wide."
song ; and to the astonishment of the guest
expressed themselves thus: On the repetition of the chorus Lenardo

stood up, and all the rest with him j a signal
from him set the whole table in motion in

•' For the ties are rent asunder,
Confidence is aye foreclosed, time with the singing : those at the lower end,

Can I tell, or duly ponder headed by St. Christopher, marched out of the
On the haps, to which exposed, hall in pairs, and the harmonious wanderers'

I must now my way be making, song grew more and more joyous and free :
Filled with all a widow's woe, but it sounded especially well when the party,Leawng one, another taking,
Onward, onward stall to go ?" assembled in the terraced castle-garden, looked

over the spacious valley in the luxuriance and

The chorus striking into this strophe became beauty of which one might well have wished
more and more numerous, more and more to lose one's self. Whilst they were dispers-
powerful, and yet the voice of St. Christopher ing themselves on this side or that at their
could soon be distinguished from the lower pleasure, Wilhelm was made acquainted with
end of the table. The dirge swelled tilt at the third superior. He was the bailiff, who,
last it was almost terrible ; a weird mood, by in addition to many other advantages, had
dint of skill on the part of the singers, intro- been able to procure for this society, as long
duced something fugue-like into the whole, so as they found it convenient to stay here, the
that our friend felt as if he should shudder, use of the count's castle, which lay amidst

They all really seemed as if they were corn- several noblemen's manors: but on the other
pletely of one mind, and were lamenting their * Memento mari was the salntation of the Trappist
own destiny just before their separation. The monks.--D.
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Wilhelm Mdster_s Traz,els. ._t_#_._____#_i?_2_]

hand, being a clever man, had managed to up to go and meet you, you motion me back
turn the presence of such unwonted guests to again to my seat.
good account. For whilst for a moderate
payment he opened his nurseries, and was "The above was written some days ago : a
able to provide aught else that was helpful for fresh necessity and occasion now occurs for
support of life or m time of need, he took conveying these present to Lenardo: there
the same opportunity of having long-negle&ed they find you, or it is known where you are
roofs changed, rafters replaced, walls propped, to be found. But wherever they may reach
planks set straight, and other defe&s repaired, you my remarks come to this, that if, on
to such a degree, that a property belonging reading this letter, you do not Immediately
to an expiring family, long neglected and fall- jump up from your seat, and hke a pious
mg into decay, preserved the cheerful aspect Wanderer do not speedily present yourself be-
of a dwelling used for living in, and bore fore me, I declare you to be the most manlike
witness that hfe creates life, and that he who of all men: that is to say, one in whom the
is useful to others, also puts them under the most lovable of all the characteristics of our
necessity of being of use to him. sex is totally wanting: whereby I signify curi-

osity, which at this very moment most umnis-
takably torments me.

"In short, the little key of your ornamental
CHAPTER II. casket has been found; "but this no one but

you and I must know. How tt has come into
HERSILIA TO WILHELM. my hands learn now.

"MY situation appears to me like a tragedy "A few days ago our agent receives a des-
by Alfieri ; when the confidants altogether fall patch from a foreign authority, in which the
it must all, at last, be carried on in monologue, inquiry is made whether at such and such a
And in truth a correspondence with you is time in this neighborhood a boy has not been
exactly hke a monologue: for as a matter of stopping, who was expert in all sorts of tricks,
fact your answers merely superficially take up and who at last forfeited his jacket in some
our syllables for the purpose of causing them audacious enterprise. According to the des-
to die gradually away. Have you in only a cription of this rascal, no doubt remains that
single instance made any reply to which one it is that Fitz of whom Felix had so much to
could say anything in return ? Your letters tell, and whom he so often wished to have for
are all parrying and evasion ; when I stand a playfellow again.
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"Now this note made a request for the and you ; and then when opened, enjoin the
aforesaid garment, if it were still in existence, rest itself. I should be glad if nothing at all
because the boy on being subjected to exami- were found inside: and what else and all do
nation had appealed to it. Our agent accord-
ingly takes an opportunity of mentioning this

presumption, and submits the little jacket to
us before he sends it away. x "/-

"A good or evil spirit impels me to feel in
the breast-pocket; a tiny little angular some-
thing comes into my hand: I, who am in
general so apprehensive, nervous and timid,

shut my hand, keep it, say nothing, and the _
coat is sent away. The strangest of all sen-
sations imme&ately seizes me. At the first
stolen peep I see, I guess that it is the key to I not wish ; and what else could I not tell
your casket. Now came strange conscientious you ?--yet let this be withheld from you, so
doubts ; all sorts of scruples arose within me. that you may the more quickly get on your
To make the discovery public, to surrender way.
it, was impossible for me. Of what interest
was it to those magistrates, when it might be "And now, girl-like enough, one more post-
so useful to our friend? Then many con- script! What, in point of fact, have I and
sideratious of right and duty again arose, you to do wtth the casket? It belongs to
which, however, could not convince me. Felix; he found it, and intrusted it to me:

"So you see now in what a situation friend- we must fetch him here : out of his presence,
ship involves me. A famous faculty suddenly we ought not to open it.
develops itself for your sake: what a won- "And what conditions are these again!
derful occurrence. May it be nothing more The matter shifts and shifts itself again.
than friendship that holds the balance for my " Why are you roaming about so in the
conscience to such purpose. What between world? Come here ; bring with you the dear
guilt and curiosity I am marvellously discom- boy. I should like to see him once more.
posed. I fancy a hundred whims and stories "And so there they go again,--father and
which may follow on it. Law and justice are son. Do what you can, but come both of
not to be trifled with. Hersilia the careless you!"
and occasionally domineering creature in-
volved in a criminal prosecution! for that is
what it may come to. And what else can I
do but think of the friend, for whose sake I CHAPTER III.
endure all this? I have thought of you on
other accounts, too, but at intervals ; but now THE preceding extraordinary letter had
it is without ceasing. Now when my heart been written, in truth, long before, and
throbs, and I think of the eighth command- carried to and fro, until now at last it could
ment, I must turn to you as to the saint who be delivered in accordance with its address.
has occasioned the trespass, and can presum- Wilhelm decided to answer in a friendly
ably also absolve me again. And so only the manner--but declining--by the first messen-
opening of the casket will pacify me. My ger, who was about to depart. Hersilia seemed
curiosity is doubly strong. Come as soon as not to take the distance into account, and he
you can, and bring the casket with you ! To was at present too seriously occupied for even
what judgment-seat the secret properly belongs, the slightest curiosity as to what might be
we will make out between us. Till then it re- found in the casket to be able to attract him.

mains between us. Let no one know of it, Certain mishaps too which had befallen the
be it who it will ! boldest members of this brave company, gave

"There! But, my friend, now to conclude, him an opportunity of showing himself a
what do you say to this picture of the puzzle? nmster in the art that he had adopted. And
Does it not remind one of an arrow with as one word suggests another, so still more
barbs ? God be gracious to us I But the happily does one deed follow on another, and
casket must first stand unopened between me if finally occasion is again given thereby for
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words, they are so much the more fruitful and creased more and more, whilst a distracCtmg
elevating to the mind. Their conversations anxiety arose that there was occasion to fear
were therefore as instrucCtive as they were en- for the peaceful graves of beloved ones de-
joyable, for the friends reciprocally rendered parted. No age, no rank,--nelther high nor
account of the progress of their learning and tow,--was any longer secure m its resting-
doing hitherto; whence had ensued such an place; the mound which had been decked
amount of culture, to their mutual astonish- with flowers, the inscriptions with which they
ment, that between themselves they must had sought to preserve a memory,--nothing
needs learn to know each other anew. could give protecCtion from the profitable

One evening then Wilhelm began his depredation ; the painfullest separation seemed
story:--"I forthwith essayed to pursue my disturbed in the most horrible way, and even
surgical studies at a large institution m the whilst one turned away from the grave a fear
largest town, in which alone they are pos- was felt lest the decently clad and composed
sible: to anatomy, as the fundamental study, limbs of the beloved ones should be known to
I at once applied myself with zeal. have been severed, misplaced and dishonored.

"By a peculiar method which no one would "But all this was repeatedly talked of, and
guess, I had already made good progress in discussed over and over again without anyone
knowledge of the human frame: and this was having thought about a remedy, or having
during my theatrical career. When all is been able to think of one; and the complamts
properly looked to, the physical man after all became continually more universal when young
plays the principal part there--a fine man, a men who had hstened to the course of lecCtures

fine woman! If the manager is lucky enough with attention were desirous of convincing
to have got hold of these, comedy and tragedy themselves also with hand and eye of what
writers are assured. The freer footing upon they had hitherto seen and heard, and of
which such society lives nmkes their asso- transferring such necessary knowledge more
ciates more familiar with the peculiar beauty deeply and vividly to the imagination. At
of the uncovered limbs than any other re- such times there arises a sort of unnatural

lationship: different costumes even oblige scientific famine, which awakens a craving
them to make visible what otherwise is gener- after the most repulsive sort of satlsfa&lon, as
ally concealed. On this point I might have if it were the most pleasant and necessary.
much to say, as also of physical defecCts which "Such deferring and delaying had for some
the sensible acCtor must recognize in himself time occupied and interested those who were
or others, in order if not to correct, at least keen for knowledge and acCtlon, when at last
to hide them. In this way I was sufficiently I one morning an occurrence, over which the
prepared to give consistency to the anatomical i whole town was set astir, for some hours
course which taught me to know the outer passionately evoked all the pros and cons.
parts more accurately, whilst the inner parts An exceedingly beautiful girl, distracCted by
too were not strange to me, inasmuch as a an unhappy love, had sought and found her
certain preconception of them had always death in the water. The anatomical school
been present to me. A disagreeable hind- got possession of her: all in vain were the
rance to this study was the continually re- efforts of the parents, the relatives, nay, of
peated complaint of the want of subjccCts, of the lover himself, who had been the obje& of
the inadequate number of dead bodies which only a false suspicion: the higher authorities,
we desired, for such high ends, to subjecCt to who had just made the law more stringent,
the knife. To provide these, if not ade- could assent to no exception, and they even
quately, at any rate in as large a number as hastened to avail themselves of the prize as
possible, stri& laws had been promulgated: quickly as possible, and to distribute it for
not only criminals, who in every sense had use."
forfeited their individual existence, but others Wilhelm,* who as the first candidate _as
too, negtedt;ed in body or mind, were laid summoned forthwith, found in front of the
claim to. seat indicated to him, up on a plain board

"In proportion to the need, the severity neatly covered, a critical task; for when he
increased, and therewith the repugnance of took off the covering, there lay exposed to
the people who in a moral and rehgious sense
cannot gave up their personality, nor that of * The narrative here passes into the third person :
persons beloved by them. But the evil in- the first person is resumed towards the end, p. I62.
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view the most beautiful female arm that prob- you are amazed at the beautiful form, and are
ably had ever wound itself round a youth's unable to destroy it: put yourself above pro-
neck. He held his instrument-case in his fessional feeling, and follow me." Thereupon
hand and did not trust himself to open it; he he covered up the arm again, made a sign to
stood up, not venturing to sit down. l_epug- the servitor, and the two left the place. They
nance to still further deforming this glorious walked side by side in silence, until the half-
produ_ of nature contended with the demand known one stopped before a large gateway,
which the eager man of science had to make the wicket of which he opened, and obliged
upon himself, and which all who sat around our friend to enter. There he found himself
him took care to satisfy, upon a stage, large and spacious, such as we

At this moment there came up to him a see in old business-houses where the cases and
man of good appearance, whom he had no- bales arriving are at once shipped away. Here
ticedmthough but seldommyet always as a were standing plaster-casts of statues and
very attentive listener and observer, and about busts, as well as boarded receptacles, packed
whom he had already inquired. No one and empty.
however had been able to give more exa_ " It looks business-like here," said the man ;
information: that he was a sculptor, all were "the means of carriage by water possible from
agreed, but he was also held to be all alche- here are invaluable to me."
mist, who lived in a large old house, the first Now, all this agreed quite well with the
floor of which was alone accessible to visitors trade of a sculptor; nor could Wilhelm think
or to those who were employed by him, whilst otherwise when the friendly host took him up
all the other rooms were shut up. This mm_ a few steps into a large room adorned round
had at various times approached Wilhelm, and al_out with plaques in high and low relief,
had gone away from le&ure with him, but yet with large and small figures, with busts and
he se_emed to shun any further connexion or separate members of the most lovely figures.
explanation. Our friend regarded all this with pleasure, and

On this occasion, however, he spoke with a gladly listened to his host's instru_ive words,
certain frankness: "I see that you hesitate, although he must needs be conscious of a
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wide gulf between these artistic labors and The new pupil colle6ted his thoughts, and
the scientific aspirations from which they had when he began to examine the portions of
come away. bone more closely, he saw that they wele

At last the owner of the house said with carved artificially from wood.
some seriousness: "My reason for bringing "I have," remarked the teacher, "an ex-
you here, you will soon see. This door," he pert man, whose art was going m quest of
continued, as he turned towards one side, bread, when the saints and martyr, whom he
"is nearer to the door of the hall from which had been accustomed to carve no longer found
we have come than you may think." Wil- a sale. I therefore induced him to master

helm entered, and in truth had occasion for I the art of skeleton-making, and to praCtise m
surprise, when, instead of seeing as before the I life-size and on a smaller scale after nature."
imitation of living forms, he here found the _ Our friend now did his best, and earned the
walls covered throughout with anatomical dis- i approbation of his adviser. It was a pleasure
se_ions, made it might be of wax or of some to him to test how strong or weak his recol-
other material ; enough, they had throughout teCtlon was, and he found to his satisfaCtmn
the flesh-colored appearance of preparations and astonishment that it was called up again
that had just been made. by action. He conceived a passion for this

"Here, my friend," said the artist, "here work, and begged of the master to be ad-
you see the inestimable substitutes for those mitted into his house. Here he worked in-
subjee'_s which we, with the disapprobation of eessantly; and the bones, large and small, of
the world, at unseasonable moments, with dis- the arm, were very quickly united. But from
gust and with great anxiety prepare for de- here were to proceed the sinews and muscles,
stru_ion or for a repulsive preservation. I and it seemed a complete impossibility to
am obliged to carry on this business in the readjust in this way the whole body similarly
great_t secrecy; for you must before now in all its parts. But on this point the teacher
have heard men of the faculty speak of it consoled him by showing him the process of
with depreciation. I do not let myself be multiplication by casting, since otherwise the
put out, and I anl preparing something which imitation, and the perfection of the models,
m the long run will assuredly have great effecCt, required a fresh effort again and fresh atten-
The surgeon especially, if he elevates himself tion.
to the plastic idea, will certainly be able in Everything to which man applies himself
every case of injury to come to the aid of in earnest is a constant toil; _t is only by
nature, ever reconstructing with the best ef- emulous industry that he contrives to make
feet; even the physician would be elevated in head against it. Wilhelm too soon got over
his functions by such a conception. Yet let the condition of feehng hls inability, which is
us not waste many words! You shall learn, always a kind of despair, and felt himself at
in brief, that building-up teaches more than home in the work.
pulling in pieces, joining together more than "I am glad," said the master, "that you
separating, animating what is dead more than are able to adapt yourself to this mode of
killing over again what is killed: in short proceeding, and that you give me evidence
then, will you be my pupil?" And on his of how fruitful such a method is, even if it
assenting, the expert laid the skeleton of a is not recognized by the masters of the faculty.
woman's arm in front of his guest in the same A school there must be, and this will chiefly
position in which they had seen one before occupy itself with tradition: what has taken
them a short time before, place heretofore must continue to take place

"I have had occasion to notice," continued in the future : this is good, and must and shall
the master, "how you have given thorough be. But the point where the school stops
attention to the subject of the ligaments, and short must be marked and understood; what
very properly, for with them the lifeless heap is living must be grasped and made use of,
of bones first begins to live again for us. but quietly, or otherwise one is hindered, and
Ezekiel had first to see his field of bones join hinders others. You have felt in a living
and unite themselves in this fashion before way, and show it pmCtical!y. Joining is
the limbs could move, the arms feel about and more than separating, imitatmn more than
the feet stand up. Here is pliable material, inspecCtion. ''
small rods, and aught else that may be re- Wilhelm now learned that such models
quired; now try your luckY' were, privately, already widely distributed,
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but to his greatest astonishment he heard that this is still much too little. I had scarcely
the stock in hand was to be packed up to go learned anything when worthy men in dress-
abroad. This sterling artist had already es- ing-gowns and wide sleeves and innumerable
tablished relations with Lothario and those folds were required of me. So I withdrew,
friends of h_s: the establishment of such a and since I dared not apply what I knew to
school in those self-developing provinces was the expression of the beautiful, I chose to be
considered to be especially fitting, nay, neces- useful; and this too is a matter of impor-
sary in the highest degree, especially amongst tance. If my wish is fulfilled, if it is recog-
naturally moral and right-thinking people, for nized as practicable that, as in so many other
whom actual dissection has always something things, imitating and the imitation assist ira-
cannibal-like, agination and memory in those cases where

"If you grant that the greater number of the human mind loses a certain freshness:
physicians and surgeons retain in their minds, then assuredly many a plastic artist will turn
and believe that they will get on with, only a round as I have done, and rather join you in
general impression of the dissected human working thancarryon a repulsivetradeagainst
body, then such models will assuredly avail to conviction and feeling."
revive in their minds the gradually vanishing And on this followed the observation that
forms, and to keep alive in them just what is it was beautiful to observe how art and handi-
necessary. Nay, if it comes to inclination craft were always, as it were, in equilibrium,
for and love of the subje&, the most delicate and so closely connee"ted and always related
results of the science of dissection may be to each other, that art cannot sink without
imitated. Pencil, brush and graver already passing into praiseworthy handiwork, nor
accomplish this." handiwork elevate itself without becoming

Here he opened a side cupboard, and dis- artistic.
played to view the facial nerves, imitated in These two persons adapted and accustomed
the most wonderful manner. "This, alas," themselves to each other so completely, that
he said, "is the last achievement of a young they parted with regret only when it was
assistant who died, who inspired me with the necessary to pursue their own several impor-
best hopes of carrying out my ideas, and use- tant aims.
fully promoting my alms." "But that it may not be thought," said the

A great deal was said between the two on master, "that we shut ourselves out from
the influence of this mode of treatment in nature, and propose to deny her, we are de-
many dLrections: its relations, too, towards veloping fresh views. Across the sea there,
plastic art were the subject of noteworthy where certain humane theories are ever on the
discussion. A strikingly beautiful example of increase, it is at length found necessary, on
how to work forwards and backwards in this the abolition of capital punishment, to build
way was supplied by this conversation. The extensive castles, walled enclosures, to prote_
master had cast, in a shapely mass, a beautiful the peaceful citizen against crime, and to pre-
torso of an antique youth, and was now skil- vent crime from prevailing and doing its work
fully trying to divest the ideal form of the with impunity. There, my friend, in these
epidermis, to change the beautiful shapes of melancholy precin&s, let us reserve a chapel
life into a veritable preparation of muscular for-,Esculapius. There, isolated as the punish-
tissue, ment itself, our knowledge of such subjects

"Here, too, means and end are too close will be continually refreshed; for the dis-
together, and I am free to confess that for the section of them does not injure our human
sake of the means I have neglected the end, feeling, nor does the sight of themmas hap-
yet not altogether through my own fault, pened to you with that beautiful and innocent
Properly speaking, man is man without cover- arm--stay the knife in the hand whilst all
ing: the sculptor stands directly at the side eagerness for knowledge is extinguished in
of the Elohim, when they changed the shape- the feeling of humanity."
less repulsive clay into the most glorious of "This," said Wilhelm, "was our last con-
forms: such divine thoughts must he cherish, versation. I saw the well-filled cases sail
To the pure all things are pure; why not the down the river, wishing them a prosperous
dire_ design of God in nature? But one journey, and ourselves a happy meeting at
cannot ask this from this age; fig-leaves and their unpacking."
skins of beasts cannot be dispensed with, and Our friend had ended this narrative as he
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had related it, with spirit and enthusiasm, and earnest ought to praCtxse himself m the repe-
particularly with a certain vivacity of voice tition of this knowledge, of this contem-
and speech that he had not been prone to of plation ; to seek all opportunities constantly
late. But when at the end of his tale he to renew to his mind and eye the mterdepend-
thought he noticed that Lenardo, preoccupied ence of this living miracle. If he knew his
and absent, did not seem to follow his re- own interest, he would, if he lacked time for
marks, while on the other hand Friedrich had such labors, take an anatomist into his pay,
smiled, and sometimes almost shaken his who under his instruCtions, quietly working
head, such scanty sympathy with a matter for him in the presence as it were of all the
that seemed to him so important so struck intricacies of the most complicated hfe, would
this sensitive scrutinizer of gestures that he at once be able to answer the most difficult
could not refrain from taxing his friends with it. questions.

Friedrich explained himself quite simply "The more one gets to see this, the more
and straightforwardly: he could allow that vividly, energetically and passionately will the
the scheme was praiseworthy and good, but study of dissection be pursued. But the
could by no means consider it so important; means will diminish in just the same propor-
and least of all as practicable. This opinion tion; the subjects, the bodies on which such
he tried to support with reasons of a sort that studies must be based, will fall, and become
always strike a person who is taken up with a scarcer and dearer, and there will arise a
subje6t, and counts, perhaps more than one veritable confliCt between living and dead.
may think, on carrying it through, as often- "In the old world it is all routine, where
sive ; consequently then our plastic atmtomist, they will always want to treat the new after
after seeming to listen patiently for a time, the old fashion, and what is growing in a
answered with vivacity: method that is rigid. This conflict which I

"You have advantages, my good Friedrich, proclaim between the dead and living will be
which no one will deny--I least of any; but for life and death; there wall be panic, there
now you talk like ordinary people in an or- will be investigation, making of laws and
dinary way. In what is new we see only the nothing effected. Foresight and prohiblt_on
strangeness, but to discern at once in the m such cases are of no avail--one must begin
strangeness what is important, needs some- from the beginning. And this it as that my
thing more. For you, everything must first master and I m the new circumstances hope
come to pass in deed ; it must happen in to achieve: nothing new indeed, for there it
order to be possible; must come before the is already: but what is now art must become
eyes to be real: and then you let it pass like handicraft; what happens in specml cases
anything else. What you bring forward I must become po_ible m general, and nothing
already hear beforehand as repeated by the can be diffused abroad that is not recogmzed.
initiated and by laymen ; by the former from Our doing and achieving must be recognized
prejudice and indolence, by the latter from as the only remedy in a definite crisis which
indifference. A scheme like the above-men- especially threatens large towns. I will quote
tioned can, perhaps, only be carried out in a the words of nay master, but pay attention!
new world, where the mind must gather He said one day in the greatest confidence:
courage to seek out new remedies for an in- "'The newspaper-reader finds the article
evitable need, for of available ones there is a interesting and almost amusing when he reads
total absence. To that end is invention about 'Resurrection-men.'* At first they
awakened, to that end intrepidity and stead- stole the bodies in profound secrecy ; watchers
fastness combitte with necessity, were placed to provide against this: they

"Every medical man, whether he goes to came in an armed band m order to gain pos-
work with medicines or with his hand, is session of their prey by force. And the worst
nothing without the most precise knowledge will ensue from what is bad: I dare not speak
of the outward and the inner members of

man ; and it by no means suffices to have * The name apphed in England to the body-snatch-
acquired a transitory knowledge of this in ers, who were increasing m number to a hornble extent
schools, and to have got a superficial idea of In the year I828 the profit arising from the sale of
the shape, position and conne6tion of the in- bodies tempted a certasaaWilliam Burke m Edinburghto the comrmssionof severalmurders. CompareGoethe's
numerable portions of his inscrutable organ- letter to Beuth of 4th Februa_, 183z.which is printed
ism. Day by day, the physician who is in m his works under the title Plastzsche Analomle._D.
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it aloud ; or I should be implicated, not, it is period, and at convenient opportunities to
true, as an accomplice, but still as one acci- educate himself in this or that special depart-
dentally cognizant in an investigation of the ment. He begged me to recommend him,
greatest danger, in which in any case I must for he had made a similar collection for only
be punished for not lmving reported the crime one large foreign museum, but the universities
to the authorities as soon as I had discovered were thoroughly opposed to the scheme, be-
it. I confess to you, my friend, that murder cause the masters of the science were able to
has been committed in this town in order to educate proficients in disse&ion well enough,
supply the importunate highly-paying anato- but not teachers of the constructive method.
mist with a subject. The soulless corpse lay "After this I regarded this able man as the
before us--I dare not depict the scene: he only one in the world, and now we hear that
detected the crime, but so did I: we looked there is another occupied in the same way:
at one another, and both were silent; we who can tell whereabouts even a third and a
looked straight before us, said nothing, and fourth may come to light? We wish on our
went to work. And it is this, my friend, that part to give an impulse to this subjecq:. The
has confined me between wax and plaster; recommendation must come from without,
this it is that assuredly will keep you, too, and in our new relations this useful enterprise
steadfast to the art that sooner or later will must certainly be furthered."
be prized above all others.'"

Friedrich sprang up, clapped his hands, and
would not leave off shouting his applause, so
that Wilhelm at last was angry in earnest. CHAPTER IV.

"Bravo !" he cried; "now I recognize you
again ; it is the first time for a long while that THE next morning Friedrich came betimes
you have spoken like one who really has into Wilhelm's room, with a pamphlet in his
something at heart, the first time that the flow hand, and handing it to him he said, "Yes-
of speech has again carried you away; you terday evening, what with all your virtues--
have shown yourself as one who is in a po- which you were circumstantial enough in re-
sition to do something, and to estimate it counting--I had no opportunity of speaking
properly." of myself and my good qualities, of which I

Lenardo hereupon struck in, and adjusted have good enough cause to boast, and which
this little misunderstanding completely, stamp me as a worthy member of this neat

"I seemed to be absent," he said, "but caravan. Look here at this book, and you
only because I was more than present ; that is will recognize a masterpiece."
to say, I was thinking of the large museum of Wilhelm ran over the sheets with hasty
this sort that I had seen on my travels, and glances, and saw written, in an agreeably legi-
which interested me to such a degree that the ble though hurried style, the yesterday's nar-
custodian, who, in order to get done accord- rative of his anatomical studies, almost word
ing to custom, began to offer his mechanically for word as he had given it, so that he could
learned jabber, very soon--for he himself was not conceal his astonishment.
the artificer--forgot his part, and proved him- "You know," replied Friedrich, "the fun-
self to be a highly-informed demonstrator, damental law of our association : each must

"The extraordinary contrast, to see before be perfect in some one department or other.
one in the height of summer, in cool rooms if he wish to claim membership. Well, I
with sultry heat outside, the same objects cudgelled my brains as to how I could man-
which one scarcely trusts one's self to ap- age this, and could not hit upon anything,
proach in the severest winter! Here every- though I knew well enough that no one sur-
thing conveniently served the craving for passed me in memory, nor in a swift, easy and
knowledge. With the greatest composure, legible handwriting. You will recolleCt these
and in the fairest order, he showed me the agreeable accomplishments from the days of
marvels of the human frame, and was glad to our theatrical career, when we shot away our
be able to convince me that for the first powder upon sparrows, without reflecCting that
commencement, and for after assistance to a shot prudently utilized would perhaps pro-
memory, an institution of this sort was fully cure a hare for-the kitchen. How often have
sufficient; while it remained free to everyone I prompted without a book, how often have
to have recourse to nature during the middle I, after a few hours, written out my part from
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memory! It was a matter of course to you When Lenardo, presently, joined them, he
at that time : you thought it must needs be was requested by Wilhelm to speak of h_mself
so: so did I, and it never occurred to me too: of the hfe he had hitherto led, and
how much it might avail me. The abbe kindly to give them information on the way
made the discovery first: he found that it in which he had helped on himself and
brought grist to his mill: he tried exercising others.
me, and I was glad to do what was so easy for "You no doubt remember, my good friend,"replied Lenardo, "in what an extraordinarily
me, and gave pleasure to an earnest man.
And now/, when there is need, am a whole excited condmon you found me at the first
office in myself; besides we thus carry with moment of our new acquaintanceship. I was
us a two-legged calculating machine, and no sunk, absorbed in the most wonderful de-
prince, however numerous his
officials, is better provided than
our superiors."

A lively discussion about oc-
cupations of this sort ted their
minds to other members of the
society.

,, Would you have thought,"
said Friedrich, "that the most
useless creature in the world, as
it seemed, my Phitina, would
become the most useful mem-
ber of the long chain? Give
her a bit of cloth; set men, set
women before her: without
taking a measurement she cuts
out for the whole lot, and con-
trives to use up all the patches
and gores in such a way, that a
great saving is the result--and
all without any paper-pattern.
A happy inspired glance m-
forms her of everything; she
looks at the man, and cuts;
he may go where he likes ; she
cuts away, and makes him a
coat that seems to be moulded
upon his body. Yet this would
not be possible if she had not
got a seamstress to aid her,
Montan's Lydia, who has at
last become quiet, and remains
quiet, but sews too like no one
else, stitch after stitch just like pearls, like sire, in an irresistible longing: the ques-
embroidery. That is what people may come tion then could only be of the ensuing hour,
to! In point of fa_ a great deal that is use- of the deep suffering that was awaiting me,
less hangs about us from habit, liking, care- which I showed myself so a6twe in making
lessness, or wilfulness---a bundled-up cloak of keener. I could not make known to you
rags. What nature has intended us for, the the earlier circumstances of my youth, as
best of what she has stored within us, we conse- I now must do in order to take you along
quently can neither discover nor make use of." the way which has brought me hither.

the advantages of ,'Amongst the earhest of my capacities
theGeneralsocialclubretie&i°nSwhichhad°nso fortunately founnd which were gradually developed bv surround-
itself assembled together, gave an opening for ing circumstances, a certain impu_lsetowardstechnical knowledge became prominent, which
the fairest expe&ations.
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was every day fed by the impatience that one myself especially to those narrow circles in
feels in the country, when in large buildings, which, according to circumstances, this or
but particularly in small alterations, pIans and that work had its natural sphere. A con-
whims, one is obliged to forego one sort of dition of this sort gives to every association a
work for another, and chooses rather to fall-to special individuadity, and to every family, or
at once in a clumsy bungling manner than be to a small community consisting of several
delayed for the sake of skilful work. Bygood families, the most definite character: one
luck, there was roving up and down in our lives in the purest feeling of a living whole.
neighborhood a 'jack-of-all-trades,' who, as "At the same time I had accustomed my-
he found that I suited his purpose, preferred self to note down everything, to set it forth
to help me rather than any of the neighbors: in figures, and thus, not without a view to
he set me up a turning-lathe, which at every future use, to employ my time profitably and
visit he managed to use more for his own pleasantly.
benefit than for my instru&ion. In the same "This natural taste, this talent, improved
way, too, I procured carpenter's tools, and by cultivation, I used to the best advantage
my liking for such things was increased and in the important task which the society had
enlivened by the conviction, at that time imposed upon me--of investigating the con-
toudly expressed, that no one should venture dition of the mountain-people, and enlisting
out into life unless, in case of need, he was in our ranks such as were available and
qualified to earn his living by a trade. My adapted for travel. Would you like to era-
zeal was approved of by my instructors m ploy this beautiful evening, in which manifold
accordance with their own principles. I can matters of business press upon me, in the
scarcely recolle& that I ever played, for all perusal of a part of my diary? I will not
my leisure hours were employed in doing or affirm that it is exactly agreeable reading; to
making something. Yes, I may boast that me it has always seemed amusing, and to a
even when still a boy I advanced a clever certain degree instructive. Still, we always
smith, through my representations, to be lock- reflee't ourselves in everything that we pro-
maker, file-cutter, and watchmaker, duee."

"To accomplish all this, tools, indeed, must
first be procured, and we suffered to no small
degree from the disease of those practitioners
who transpose the means to the end, and
rather spend time in preparations and plans CHAPTER V.
than apply themselves right seriously to carry-
ing them out. Where, however, we showed LENARDO'S DIARY.

ourselves practically industrious was in for- "Monday, z51_ September.
warding the laylng-out of parks, with which no
landowner could now dispense. Numerous "LATE at night, after a difficult ascent half-
summer-houses of moss andbark, rustic bridges way up the mountain, I had lighted upon a
and benches, testified to the activity with decent inn, and at daybreak was awakened,
which we indefatigably occupied ourselves in to my great annoyance, from a refreshing
exemplifying a primitive architecttlre in all sleep by a ceaseless tinkling and ringing of
its rudeness, in the midst of the civilized bells. A long train of packhorses passed by,
world, before I had been able to dress and to hurry

"This impulse led me, with increasing on in front of them. I now found, too, as I
years, to take more serious interest in all that followed my path, how disagreeable and an-
is so useful, and in its present condition so noying such society is--the monotonous ring-
indispensable to the world, and gave ape- ing deafens one's ears. The packs, which
culiar interest to my tour of several years' extend on both sides far beyond the beasts
length. (on this occasion they were carrying big bales

"But since man is commonly wont to wan- of cotton), are pretty sure to graze the rocks
der on along the road which has brought him on one side ; and if the beast, to prevent this,
so far, I was less favorably disposed towards draws off towards the other side, the load
machinery than to direct handwork, in which hangs over the precipice, and awakens anx-
we pra&ise strength and feeling in combi- iety and giddiness in the spectator, whilst--
nation; on this account I was glad to confine which is worst of all--he is in either case
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hindered from slipping past them, and going as being the best known: he seemed very well
on in advance, informed an his business; and as it was not

"At last I got alongside of them, upon an altogether strange to myself also, :t gave us
unoccupied rock, where St. Christopher, who an agreeable and profitable subje& of conver-
had stoutly carried my luggage so far, greeted sation. In the meantime the whole procession
a man who was standing quietly and seemed had gone on in front of us, and I looked w:th
to be passing the procession in review as it nothing but repugnance at the endless tram
filed by. He was in reality their condue'tor; of these laden creatures, on the rocky path
not only did a considerable number of the that twined snakehke up the heights, behind
beasts of burden belong to him (he had hired whom we should have to creep on, and be
the others with their drivers), but he was also baked between rocks under the advancing
the owner of a smaller proportion of the sun. Whilst I was grumbling about this to
goods. For the most part, however, his busi- my porter, there came up wxth us a thick-set
hess consisted in faithfully superintending for lively man, who appeared to be carrying on a
larger merchants the transport of theirs. In tolerably large frame a proportionately easy
conversation I found out from him, that this burden. A greeting passed, and it very soon
was cotton that came from Macedonia and appeared from the lusty shaking of hands that
Cyprus by way of Trieste, and was brought St. Christopher and this new-comer were well
from the mountain-foot to these heights upon acquainted: whereupon I speedxly learned
mules and paekhorses, and even farther to the about him what follows.
other side of the mountain, where spinners "For the more remote tra&s of the moun-
and weavers innumerable throughout the vales tam-range, where it would be too far for every
and ravines were busy with the preliminaries single workman to go to market, there is a
of an extensive traffic with foreign countries sort of subordinate merchant or colic&or, who
in goods that were in request. The bales, for is called a yarn-man. He trudges, in fae_,
the sake of convenience of carriage, were through all the valleys and nooks, wsits house
some of one and a half, and some of three after house, takes cotton for the spinners m
hundredweight, which latter made a full load small quant:ties, takes in exchange or buys
for a beast. The man praised the quality of spun yarn, of whatever quahty it may be, and
the cotton that came by this route, and con:- hands it over with a certain profit m the
pared it with that from the East and West lump to the manufae_turers settled m the lower
Indies, particularly with that from Cayenne, distrlcCt.
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"'As the inconvenience of creeping along they rejoiced at the peace, although they were
behind the mules was again mentioned, the concerned about another danger that threat-
man at once invited me to descend with him cried, for it was not to be denied that ma-
a side-valley that branched just at this spot chinery was continually on the increase in the
from the principal valley so as to draw off the country, and was little by little threatening
waters into another distri&. The decision the working hands with inaCtivity ; still var_
was soon made, and when with some effort we ous grounds for consolation and hope sug-
had surmounted a somewhat steep mountain- gested themselves.
ridge we saw before us the declivities on the "Our friend's advice, in the meantime, was
other side, at first sight a most uninviting asked on many ordinary matters; nay, he
view. The rock was of a different sort, and must needs prove himself not only a family
assumed a slaty form; no vegetation en- friend, but also a family doCtor: magic-drops,
livened the crag and boulders, and an abrupt salts, and ointments were things that he always
descent seemed to be threatened: springs carried with him.
gushed from several points at once, and we "Entering the various houses, I found an
passed a small tarn surrounded by rugged opportunity of indulging my old hobby, and
rocks. At last there appeared singly, and informing myself about the spinners' art. I
afterwards more closely together, pine trees, paid attention to the children, who busied
larches and birches; then, in between them, themselves carefully and diligently in pulling
scattered rustic habitations, but certainly of the wool-flocks asunder, and taking out the
the meanest sort, every one put together by seeds, the chips of the shells of the pods and
the inmates themselves, with crossed balks of other impuriues; this they call picking it. I
timber, with the great black slabs on the roof asked whether that was the task of the chil-
weighted with stones to prevent the wind dren. only, but learned that in the winter
carrying them away. In spite of this melan- evenings It was also done by the men and
choly exterior aspeCt, the narrow space inside youths.
was still not uncomfortable; warm and dry "Buxom spinsters then, as was but proper,
and neatly kept, it suited well with the cheer- attraCted my attention. The preparing is
ful appearance of the inmates with whom done in this wise: the picked or cleansed cot-
one at once felt one's self at home in court- ton is equally distributed on the cards, which
try fashion, in Germany are called krdm_el, and carded,

"The messenger was not unexpeCted ; they so that the dust is got rid of, and the fibres of
had even been looking for him out of the the cotton take one direCtion ; then it is taken
little window, for it was his custom to come, off, twisted into skeins, and so prepared for
if possible, on the same day of the week. spinning on the wheel.
He made his bargain for the yarn, and dis- "I was then shown the difference between
tributed fresh wool; then we quickly de- left-spun and right-spun yarn: the former is
scended to _here, a little way off, several generally finer, which is effe&ed by the thread
more horses were standing near each other, which turns the spindle being confined round
We were no sooner seen than the inhabitants about the ring, as is shown in the accompany-
ran together to greet us. Children joined the ing drawing (which, like the rest, we have un-
throng, and were highly delighted with a fortunately not been able to give).
sponge-cake or seed-biscuit. The pleasure "The spinner sits facing the wheel, not too
everywhere was great, and was increased when high. Several of them kept it steady with
it appeared that St. Christopher had a supply their feet one upon the other; others only
of these, and thus at once had the pleasure of with the right, putting the left behind. With
earning the gratitude of all the children ; all the right hand she turns the wheel, and
the more pleasant to him because, like his stretches out as far and as high as she can
comrade, he knew very well how to get on reach, wherebybeautiful movements come into
with the little folk. play, and a slim figure, by graceful turns of

"' The elders, on the other hand, were ready the body and the rounded fulness of the arms,
with all sorts of questions: everyone wanted shows itself to very great advantage: the po-
to know something about the war, which hap- sition, especially in the la_t species of spm-
pily was being waged at a considerable dis- ning, gives a very piCturesque contrast, so
tance, and even if nearer would hardly have that our finest ladies would have no need to
been dangerous for such distri&s. However, fear a loss of real attraCtiveness and grace,
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if they would for once take to the spinning- method of manipulating, whilst I carefully
wheel instead of the guitar, wrote it down.

"Amidst such surroundings new and pc- "The reel has a wheel and ratchet, so that
culiar sensations forced themselves upon me: by every turn a spring is worked, which runs
the whirring wheels have a certain eloquence : down as.often as a hundred revolutions have
the girls sing tr',.al and also, though less been made by the reel. The tale of one
often, other songs?Ss_skins and goldfinches, thousand revolutions is called a 'schneller,'*
suspended in cages, twitter amidst it all, and according to the weight of which the varying
it would not be easy to find a picCture of more fineness of the yarn is estimated.
acCtive life than in a room where several spin- "Of mght-sffu# yarn there are twenty-five
ners are at work. to thirty to the pound; if left-s_un, sixty to

"'To the above described 'wheel-yarn,' eighty, perhaps even ninety. The revolution
however, the _paper-yarn' is to be preferred, of the reel comes to about seven quarter-ells,
For this the best cotton, which has longer or something more, and the slender indus-
fibres than the rest, is used. When it has trious spinner declared that she spun four and
been picked clean, it is taken, instead of even five schneiltrs, which would be five thou-
being carded, to combs, which consist of sire- sand revolutions, and therefore eight to nine
pie rows of long steel needles, and is combed, thousand ells of yarn every day at the wheel;
Then the longer and finer part of it is ab- she offered to make a bet about it if we would
stracCted in the shape of bands (the technical stay one day longer.
word is a ' cutting') with a blunt knife, mixed "The quiet and modest paper-spinner, how-
up together, and done up in a paper cornet, ever, could not let the matter rest here, and
which is then fastened to the distaff. From assured us that she spun one hundred and
such a cornet it is spun with the spindle by twenty schnellers from the pound in a propor-
hand; on which account it is called ' spinning tionate time. For paper-spinning is slower
from the paper,' and the resulting yarn is than spinning at the wheel, and at the same
called ' paper-yarn.' time is better paid; perhaps double the amount

_' This occupation, which is only pursued by is spun with the wheel. She had just com-
qmet thoughtful people, gives the spinner a pleted the full number of revolutions at the
gentler aspeCCtthan that at the wheel. If the reel, and showed me how the end of the
latter shows off a tall slim figure to the thread is twisted round a couple of times and
greatest advantage, a quiet gentle form is knotted. She took the schneller off, turned
very much favored by the latter. Of such it round, so that it was wrapped within itself,
diverse characters, occupied in divers tasks, drew one end of it through the other, and
I saw more than one in a room, and at could thus display with innocent complacency
last I could not tightly tell whether I must the task of the prac"tised spinner concluded.
give my attention to the work or to the "As there was now nothing further to be
workers, i noted here, the mother stood up and said

"But, at all events, I could not deny that I that, as the young gentleman wanted to see
the ladies of the mountain, excited by the un- every.thing, she would now show him the dry-
usual guests, showed themselves in a kindly weaving. She explained to me, with the same
and agreeable light. They were especially good-nature, as she set herself down at the
pleased that I made such particular inquiries loom, how they only pracCtised this sort, be-
about everything, noted what they told me, cause in point of facet it was only good for
made drawings of their implements and sire- coarse cottons, in which the weft was inserted
pie mechanism, and hastily sketched their dry, and was not woven very close: she then
pretty limbs with gracefulness, as ought to he showed me dry goods of the kind; these are
seen here annexed. Moreover, when evening always smooth, without stripes or squares or
came on, the finished work was displayed, the any other rich pattern, and only from five to
full spindles were laid aside in the little boxes five and a half quarter-ells in breadth.
made for the purpose, and the whole day's "The moon was shining in the heavens,
work was carefully taken away. ]By this time and our yarn-man insisted on a further pil-
we had got better acquainted, yet the work grimage, since he must keep to his day and
sped on its course: they busied themselves hour, and arrive puncCtually at every place.
now with the reel, and already much more
freely exhibited, some the machine, some the * This term corresponds to the English skein.
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The paths were good and distin&, especially "They were both elderly people, who had
with such a nocturnal torch as this. We, on yet been blessed in their latter days with two
our side, cheered the parting with silk ribands or three children ; one very soon became
and neckerchiefs, of which sort of articles aware, in their surroundings, conduct, and
St. Christopher carried with him a consider- speech, of religious feeling and superstitious
able package. The gift was handed to the ideas. I came just at the beginning of such
mother, that she might distribute it amongst a piece of work, the transition from sp.inning
her family, to weaving, and as I found no occaston for

further discursiveness, I had the process, as it
was just then in operation, dicCtated forthwith

" Tue#day, i6th, early morning, into my note-book.
*' Our walk through a splendidly clear night "The first task, of sizing the yarn, had

was full of beauty and enjoyment. We reached been done yesterday. It is boiled in a thin
a somewhat large assemblage of clmlets, which solution of size, consisting of starch and a
might perhaps have been called a village; at little carpenter's glue, whereby the thread
some distance from it, upon an open hill, acquires more toughness. The skeins of yarn
stood a chapel, and the outlook began already were dry by early morning, and they made
to be more habitable and civilized. Wepassed readyto 'spool'--that is to say, towindthe
by enclosures which gave indications not, it yarn with the wheel upon reed-bobbins. The
is true, of gardens, but still of scanty and old grandfather, sitting at the stove, per-
carefully protected meadow growth, formed this easy task ; a grandchild stood by

"We had reached a place where, in ad- him, and seemed eager to turn the bobbin-
dition to spinning, weaving was more sertously wheel himself. In the meanwhile the father
pursued. Our journey of yesterday, pro- stuck the spools for the warp upon a flame
longed into the night, had exhausted our divided by cross staves, so that they moved
robust and youthful powers: the yarn-man freely about strong wires standing vertically,
climbed up into the hayloft, and I was on the and let the thread run off. They are arranged
point of following him, when St. Christopher in the proper order with coarser and finer
commended his frame to me, and went up to yarn, as the pattern, or rather the stripes in
the door. I understood his kindly intention, theweb require. An appliancemthe 'brittti,'
and let him have his way. shaped almost like a sistrum,* has holes on

"The first thing, however, next morning, both sides, through which the threads are
the family assembled together, and the chil- drawn; this is held in the right hand of the
dren were stricCtly forbidden to go out of warper; with the left he grasps the threads all
doors, since a terrible bear or some other together, and lays them, walking backwards
monster must be haunting the neighborhood, and forwards, upon the warping-frame. From
for all through the night there had been such the top to the bottom, and from the bottom
a growling and grumbling from the chapel, to the top, is called a course, and so many
that rocks and houses over here might well courses are made according to the thickness
have been shaken, and they advised us to be and breadth of the cloth. The length amounts
well on our guard in our further travels to- to either sixty-four or thirty-two ells. At the
day. We tried to reassure the good people beginning of each course one or two threads
as much as possible, which, however, in this are always laid above, with the fingers of the
solitary waste seemed difficult to do. left hand, and the same number below; and

, , The yarn-man now declared that hewould this is called the lease. Then the crossed

finish his business as quickly as possible, and I threads are laid over the two nails that are put
then come and fetch us away ; for we should _on the top of the warp-frame. This is done

have to-day a long and difficult road before I so that the weaver can receive the threads in
us, as we should not only continue to clamber _properly even order. As soon as the warp is
down the valley, but would have a trouble- ready, the leases are tied below, and thereby
some climb across a spur of the mountain every course is kept separate, so that there
that barred our way. I therefore determined can be no confusion. Then, on the last
to employ the time as well as possible, and course, marks are made with dissolved verdi-
get myself introduced by our good enter-
tainers of yesterday into the preliminaries of * An antique metallic shuttle, the outline of which is
weaving, somewhat like an ordinary lmnd-mirror._E_.
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gris, so that the weaver may get the proper bless me, gossip loom-fitter!* where in the
measure again; finally, it is taken off, and the world do you come from? What an unex-
whole rolled up in the form of a large coil, pecCted meeting!'
which is called the warp. "The other answered, as he came up, ' For

the last two months I have been tramping
about the mountain mending their gear for all

" Wednesday, ZTlk. good folk, and setting their benches to rights
so that they can work away again untroubled

"We had set out early before daybreak, and for a long time.'
had enjoyed the glorious light of a belated "Thereupon the yarn-man, turning to me,
moon. The dawning day, the rising sun, said, 'As you, young gentleman, show so
allowed us to see a better populated and culti- much pleasure and liking for the craft, and
rated country. While higher up, when cross- interest yourself in it so anxiously, this man
iug streams, we had met with stepping-stones comes at the very time, whilst I have been
or sometimes a narrow plank, provided only silently wishing for your sake that he were
on one side with a rail, here were already here during the last few days: he would have
stone bridges thrown across the ever widening explained everything better for you than the
waters: the attracCtive would little by little girls, with all their good-wilt: he is master of
ally itself with the savage, and an enjoyable his trade, and all that belongs to spinning,
lmpmsmon was experienced by all the travel- weaving and the like; he understands per-
lets. fecCtly how to contrive, apply, preserve and

"Hither over the mountain from another repair, as need demands and anybody may
river-region came trudging a tall black-haired just happen to want.'
man, who cried when still at a distance, as one "' I addressed myself to h_m, and found
who has good eyes and a powerful voice, ' God

greet,, you, gossip__yarn-manl'. • * Geschirrfasser.--Geschirr is what is called the
The latter allowed him to get nearer, then ,, mounting" of a loom, eomprisangchieflythe "bed-

he too exclaimed with astonishment, ' God dlcs" which raiseand depressthe alternateyarns--ED.
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him a very sensible man, in a certain sense allowed to run in their order through a big
educated, and perfe&ly at home in his bail- comb, of just the same breadth as the yarn-
hess; whilst I repeated him something of beam on which the winding is to be done.
what I had learned in these few days, and This is provided with a groove in which lies
asked him to clear up some doubts. I also a thin round rod, which is inserted through
told him what I had seen of the first processes the end of the warp and made tight in the
of weaving yesterday, groove. A little boy or girl sits under the

"He joyously exclaimed in reply, ' That is loom and holds the string of the warp tight,
a good wish indeed I then I have come just in whilst the weaver turns the yam-beam round
the nick of time to give such a worthy kind powerfully with a lever, at the same time
gentleman the needful information about the taking care that everything is lying in proper
most ancient and glorious art that, in point order. When it is all wound on, one round
of facet,distinguishes the man from the brute, and two flat rods (.ScMote) are pushed through
We have this very day arrived amongst worthy the ' lease' so as to hold it; and now the
and clever people, and call me no loom-fitter drawing begins.
if you don't presently understand the craft as "Of the old web there is stiU about a quar-
well as I do myself.' ter of an ell left on the second yam-beam,

"I returned him friendly thanks, the con- and from this the threads run for a length of
versation was continued on all sorts of topics, about three quarter-ells through the reed in
and after a short halt and breakfast, we reached the batten as well as through the leaves of the
a group of houses which, whilst certainly some- heddles. On to these the weaver now care-
what irregular, were at all events better built, futly twists the threads of the new warp, one
He showed us up to the best of them; and on to another, and when he has done the
the yarn-man, as we arranged, went in first whole of what is twisted on is drawn through
with me and St. Christopher. Then, after in one, so that the new threads reach to the
the first greetings and some joking, the loom- still empty front yarn-beam: the broken
fitter followed, and it was astonishing what a threads are knotted together, the weft is
joyful surprise his entrance created in the wound upon small reels so that they fit into
family. Father, mother, daughters and ehil- the little shuttle, and the last preparation for
dren gathered round him: the shuttle stopped the weaving, namely, the dressing, is made.
in the hand of a finely grown girl sitting at "Throughout the length of the loom the
the loom, as it was on the point of travelling warp is damped through and through with a
through the warp: at the same moment she size made of glove leather, by aid of a brush
stayed the treadle, stood up, and presently dipped into it; then the before-mentioned
came, with slow embarrassment, to give him rods which hold the leases are drawn back,
her hand. all the threads are laid most exaEtly in order,

"Both of them, the yarn-man as well as and it is all fanned with a goosewmg fastened
the loom-fitter, soon put themselves, with jokes to a stick until it is dry; and now the weav-
and tales, on the old footing due to fatuity ing can begin, to go on until it is again
friends; and after spending some time in re- necessary to dress.
freshingthemsetves, the excellent fellow turned "The dressing and fanning are commonly
to me and said, ' We must not neglecCty.ou, left to young peopte who are familiarized with
dear sir, amidst these rejoicings at meeting the weaving trade ; but in the leisure of the
again ; we could go on gossiping with one winter evenings a brother, or a lover, per-
another for days: you must be off to-morrow, forms this office for the comely weaver, or at
Let the gentleman see the mystery of our the least they prepare the little reels of weft-
craft: sizing and warping he knows; we must yarn.
show him the rest. The young ladies there "Fine muffins are woven wet, that is to
wiU help, I dare say. At this stool, I see, _y, the thread of the weft-yam is dipped in

•, you are winding on.' size, wound whilst still damp upon the little
'" This was the work of the younger one, to reels, and worked forthwith, by which means

,,whom we turned. The elder sat down again the web can be more evenly worked and looks
at her loom, and, with a quiet amiable de- cleaner.
meanor, pursued her lively task. "7_ursday, i8th.

"I now carefully watched the winding on. "In general I found something busy, Jude-
For this purpose the co_u.sesof the work are scribably aniroated, homely and peaceful in
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the whole condition of a weaving-room like here reign limitation, and far-reaching effect,
this: several looms were in aHivity; spinning caution and moderation, innocence and ac-
and spooling wheels were going; and at the tivtty.'
stove sat the old people, with friends and "But on this occasion reminiscence was
neighbors who had looked in, engaged in more exa_ing than soothing. 'And vet,'
confidential talk. Between whiles staging said he to himself, , this general lacomc de-
would perhaps be heard, generally Ambrosius scriptlon accords completely with the circum-
Lobwasser's psalms in four parts; more seldom I stances that surround me here. Is there not
ordinary songs; then perhaps there breaks out here peace, piety, and unmtermlttent actwity?
a merry peal of laughter from the girls, when It is only the far-reaching effeH that falls to
cousin Jacob has made a witty remark, seem equally obvious to me. May it be that

"A really smart and at the same time dili- the good creature ammates a hke circle, but
gent weaver, if she has help, can, at most, in a wider and a better one. May she find her-
the course of a week finish a piece of not too self as happily situate as these--perhaps still
fine muslin, thirty-two elts in length ; but this more happily---and look round about her with
is very unusual, and in some working house- more joy and freedom.'
holds this is commonly the work of a fort- "But now, aroused by a lively and increasing
night, flow of talk on the part of the others, and pay-

"The beauty of the web depends upon the ing more heed to what was passing, an 1den
even a6tion of the heddles, on the even mo- whmh he had been cherishing all this time
tion of the batten, and also upon whether the became perfe_ly vivid to him. ' Might not
weft is wet or dry. A perfeHly equal and at this selfsame man, this man who deals with
the same time strong tension also contributes, tools and apparatus in so masterly a manner,
to secure which the weaver of fine cotton be able to make the most useful of members
cloths hangs a heavy stone on the pin of the for our society?' He pondered on this and
front beam. If the web during the work is everythmg--how the advantages of this ex-

: strongly strained (the technical word is dim- pert workman had already powerfully struck
men) it is perceptibly lengthened--in thirty- him. He therefore turned the conversation
two ells by three-quarters of an ell, and in in that dlrec"tmn ; and as if in jest, it is true,

: sixty-four by about one and a half. This but for that reason all the more unconstrain-
overplus belongs to the weaver; she is paid edly, he made the proposal whether he would
extra for it, or keeps it for neckerchiefs, not join an association of some importance,
aprons, etc. and make a trial of emigrating over the sea.

"The other excused himself, declaring,
"On the brightest, tenderest of moonlit with equal good-humor, that he was getting

nights, such as prevail only in the high moun- on very well here, and expected to do better
tam regmns, sat the family with their guest, too ; that he was born in this part of the
at the house door, in the most animated talk, country, accustomed to it, known far and
Lenardo deep in thought. Amidst all the wide and received with confidence everywhere.
hfe and employment, and so much thought In general there would be found no hking
devoted to manufacCturing processes, his friend for emigration in these valleys; they had no
Wilhelm's letter written to reassure him again want to trouble them, and a mountain country
came to his recotlecCtion. The words that he has a firm hold on its people.
had read so often, the lines he had several "' For that reason,' said the yarn-man, ' I
times conned, again presented themselves to am surprised to hear it said that Frau Susanna
his inner sense. And as a favorite tune sud- is going to marry the manager, sell her prop-
denly becomes, before we are aware of it, erty, and go with a fair sum of money over
gently present to our deeper sense of hearing, the sea.'
so did that tender missive repeat itself in the "On inquiry, our friend found that this
quiet and self-absorbed soul. was a young widow who was in easy clrcum-

"' A domestic condition grounded in piety, stances and carried on a lucrative trade an the
inspired and maintained by industry and products of the mountain-side; of which the
order, not too narrow, not too wide, but in the travelling tourist could satisfy himself the first
happiest proportion to her capacities and thing on the morrow, for they would come
powers. Around her is busy a circle of hand- across her in good time on the road they were
workers, in the purest, most primitive sense; following.
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"' I have already heard her mentioned in friend recognized at once as the barber of the
various ways,' replied Lenardo, 'as exercising morning before.
acCtivity and benevolence in this valley, and To a deep and silent obeisance on the man's
have been intending to inquire about her.' part, Lenardo replied, "You come, as ever,

"' But let us retire to rest,' said the yarn- very opportunely, and you will not delay to
man, ' so as to avail ourselves of the approach- gratify us with your gift.
ing day, which promises to be a merry one, "I may perhaps tell you," he went on,
betimes.'" turning to Wilhelm, "something about the

association of which I may boast myself to be
Here the manuscript ended, and when Wil- the Bond. No one enters our circle but he

helm asked for the continuation, he was told who has given evidence of certain talents
that it was not at present m the friends' hands, which would contribute to the profit or ple_s-
It had been sent, they said, to Makaria, who ure of every society. This man is a thoroughby aid of wit and good-will was to smooth surgeon, who, in precarious cases, in which
over certain ditticulttes which were referred to decision and physical strength are requisite, is
in it and solve various unpropitious compli- ready to assist his master cleverly. To what
cations. Our friend had to make the best of he achieves as a beard-artist you can yourself
this interruption, and make up his mind to be bear witness in his favor; on this account he
satisfied with a social evening spent in lively is equally necessary and welcome to us. But
conversation, as this occupation commonly brings with it a

great and often burdensome loquacity, he has,
for the sake of his own culture, let himself be

CHAPTER VI. placed under a condition: as indeed everyone
W_EN evening came, and the friends were who wishes to live amongst us must restrain

sitting in an arbor from which there was a himself on one particular side, though greater
wide prospec't all round, there appeared on freedom is accorded to him on another. This
the threshold a notable figure, whom our man accordingly has renounced the use of
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Wilhelm Meister's Travels. _

speech in so far as anything commonplace or of the next day. In my youth I was not a
casual is expressed by it; but from this another good manager, and often found myself in
kind of speaking-talent has developed itself divers perplexities. Once I undertook a
in him, which produces its effeeR designedly, journey which should have brought me in a
cleverly and pleasantly: namely, the gift of good profit; but I cut my cloth a little too
narration, big, and after beginning it with extra-post, and

"His life is rich in strange experiences, then proceeding for a time by diligence, I at
which at one time he used to splinter up by last found myself obhged to face the end of
chattering in undue season, but which now, it on foot.
constrained by silence, he repeats and arranges As a lively young fellow, I had always made
in the quiet of his mind. With this, too, is a praeCtice of looking about for the landlady,
associated the power of imagination adding or even for the cook, as soon as I entered an
life and movement to the occurrence. He inn, and, by expending a little flattery on
knows how to teU real legends and legendary them, my reckoning was generally diminished.
histories with peculiar art and address, by the One evening, as I was entering the post-
help of which he often delights us at suitable house of a small town, and was just going to
times when his- tongue is loosened by me. set to work in this customary manner, a hand-
This then I do at the present moment ; and, some two-seated carriage, with four horses,
at the same time, give him credit for having, rattled up to the door close behind me. I
during the considerable time that I have turned round and saw a young lady all alone,
known him, not once repeated himself. I without maid and without attendants. I at
hope now that, for love and honor of our once hastened to open the door for her, and
dear guest, he will specially distinguish him- inquire whether I could do anything for her.
self on this occasion too." As she got out a beautiful figure became evi-

A merry look, full of intelligence, over- dent, and her amiable face, when one looked
spread Redcloak's face, and without delay he at it more nearly, was adorned with a shght
began to speak as follows, trace of sadness. I asked once more whether

I could serve her in any way.
"Oh, yes," she said, "if you will carefully

THE NEw _.ELUSINA. lift out the little box that lies on the seat, and

_._N carry it up for me; but I beg you.earnestly to

carrv it quite steadily, and not to swing or
shake it in the least!"

ORED SIRS : As I am I took up the box carefully, whilst she shut
_,T 0e'_lr aware that you do not the carriage-door. We went up the stairs to-

_' mm[i_;gl particularly care for pre-' gether, and she told the servants that she
_ _* |iminary speeches and in- would stay here for the night.
_[ _ troduc"tions, I will assure We were now alone in the room. She bade

B_\ you without more ado that me set the box upon the table that stood by
_ _[[_x this time I hope to acquit the wall, and on noticing from some of her

_e L_ myself exceedingly well. movements that shewished to bealone, I took

Without doubt many true , my leave, and respe&fully but warmly kissed
"_ stories have already gone her hand.

forth from me to the high i "Order supper for both of us," she then
satisfa6"tion of all; but to-_ said; and it may be imagined with what
day, I dare maintain, that satisfae"tion I fulfilled this commission, whilst,
I have one to tell which far in self-conceit, I scarcely threw a side-glance

surpasses all that have gone before, and at the hostess and servants. I awaited with
which, though it happened to me several impatience the moment which _vas at last to
years ago, still disquiets me whenever I recol- take me again to her. It was served up, and
leer it, nay, even still makes me hope for an we sat down opposxte one another. For the
explanation in the end. You would have first time for a long while I refreshed myself
difficulty in finding the like of it. with a good meal, and at the same time with

First I must confess that I have not always a sight so enviable; nay, it seemed to me as if
ordered my plan of life so as to be quite sure she became more beautiful every minute.
of the time that was shortly coming on, even Her conversation was agreeable, yet she
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made a point of repudiating everything that pressed a purse of gold into my hand, and
related to regard or affecCtion. The table was I my lips to her hands. She seemed moved
cleared. I lingered; I tried all sorts of arti- at parting, and already I knew not what I did
rices to get near her, but in vain ; she kept me or was about to do.
back with a certain dignity that I could not When I came back after giving my orders I
withstand. Nay, I was obliged, against my found the room-door locked; I immediately
will, to leave her in rather good time. tried my master-key, and it stood its test per-

After a night for the best part of which I fecCtly. The door sprang open: I found the
lay awake or dreamed restlessly, I got up room empty: there was only the box standing
early. I inquired whether she had ordered upon the table where I had set it down.
horses; I was told "No," and walked into The carriage had driven up. I took the
the garden. I saw her standing at the window box carefully down and set it beside me.
dressed, and ran up to her. As she stepped The hostess asked, "Where is the lady,
towards me, as beautiful as, nay, more beauu- then ?"
ful than yesterday, love, impudence and au- A child answered, "She is gone into the
dacity were all at once set astir vnthin me: I town."
rushed towards her and clasped her in my I nodded to the people anti drove away in
arms. "Angelic, irresistible being," I ex- triumph from the door, at which yesterday
claimed, "forgive me, but it is impossible evening I had arrived with dusty spatterdashes.

" That I now, at complete leisure, turned this
With incredible address she freed herself occurrence over and over in my mind, that I

from my arms, and I was not able to imprint counted the gold, made all sorts of schemes,
a single kiss upon her cheeks, and continued to look occasionally at the box,

"Keep back such outbreaks of sudden, you can easily imagine. I drove straight for-
passionate affection, if you do not wish to ward, did not alight for several stations, and
forfeit a piece of good fortune that lies close did not rest until I arrived at a considerable
to you, but which can only be grasped after town where she had appointed to meet me.
certain trials." Her commands were carefully obeyed, the

"Demand what thou wilt, angelic spirit," box was placed in a room by itself, and a few
I exclaimed, "but do not drive me to des- wax candles were lighted near it, as she had
pair!" also ordered. I locked up the room, settled

She answered with a smile, "If you are myself in mine, and made /nyself comfortable.
willing to devote yourself to my service, hear For awhile I was able to occupy myself
the conditions. I have come to this place to with thinking of her: but soon the time
visit a female friend, with whom I expeCt to began to seem long. I was not accustomed
pass a few days: meanwhile I wish my carriage to be without company; this I soon found at
and this case to be taken farther on. Are you the inn-tables and in public places in accord-
willing to take charge of it? You will have ance with my taste. In this way my money
nothing to do but to lift the box carefully into began to melt away, and one evening, when
and out of the carriage, to sit down by it, and I imprudently abandoned myself to a pas.
to take every care of it. When you come to sionate fit of gaming, it vanished absolutely
an inn it is placed on a table in a room by from my purse. When I reached my room I
itself, in which you must neither sit nor sleep, was beside myself. Bereft of money, with
You always lock the doorwith this key, which the appearaaace of a wealthy man, expe_ing
opens and closes any lock, and gives the lock a heavy reckoning, uncertain whether and
the special property that no one is able to when my fair one would again make her ap-
open it otherwise." pearance, I was in the greatest embarrassment.

I looked at her, and a strange feeling came Doubly did I long for her, and was certain
over me. I promised to do everything, if I that without her and her money I was now
might hope to see her soon again, and if she quite unable to live.
would seal this hope to me with a kiss. This After supper, for which I had had no soit
she did, and from that moment I had become of relish, since this time I had been obliged
completely her body-slave. I was now, she to eat it alone, I walked rapidly up and down
said, to order the horses. We settled the road the room, talked aloud to myself, cursed my-
that I was to take, the places where I should self, threw myself on the floor, tore my hair,
stop and should wait for her. Lastly she and behaved like an utter madman. Suddenly
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in the locked-up room adjoining, I hear a noticed the sum precisely, and now began to
gentle movement, and shortly afterwards a live merrily with my companions as before.
knocking at the well-secured door. I colle_ There was no stint of country and river-
myself, and seize hold of the master-key; excursions, of dancing, singing, and other
but the folding-doors fly open of themselves, enjoyments; but now it required no great
and in the glow of the lighted wax-candles attention to perceive that the purse really was
my fair one comes towards me. I throw my- diminishing, just as if I, by my confounded
self at her feet, kiss her skirt, her hands: she counting, had taken away from it the virtue
raises me, I do not venture to embrace her, of being uncountable. However the life of
scarcely to look at her; yet frankly and peni- pleasure was once for all in full swing : I
tently I confess to her my fault, could mot draw back, and yet I was soon at

"It may be pardoned," said she; "only the end of my cash. I cursed my situation,
unfortunately you delay your good fortune blamed my fair friend who had thus led me
and mine. You must now once more make into temptation, took it ill of her that she did
an expedition into the world before we meet not come on the scene again ; repudiated in
again. Here is more gold," said she, "and my anger all duties towards her, and proposed
quite enough if you are willing to be at all to myself to open the box, in case perchance
careful; but if wine and play have got you some help might be found in it; for, though
into trouble this time, be on your guard now it was not heavy enough to contain gold, yet
against wine and women, and let me hope for there might be jewels in it, and these would
a more joyous meeting." have been very welcome to ine. I was on the

She retired through her doorway; the fold- point of carrying out my retention; however
ing-doors closed. I knocked, I implored, I put it off till night-time, in order to carry
but nothing more was to be heard, out the operation quite quietly, and I hastened

When I called for the reckoning the next to a banquet, which was just about to take
morning, the waiter laughed and said, "So place. Here again the fun was speeding fast,
we know why you lock your doors in such a and we were highly excited with wine and
scientific and incomprehensible way that no trumpet-tones, when by ill-luck it befell me
master-key is able to open them. We assumed that, at supper-time, an earlier friend of nay
that you had a great deal of money and favorite fair one, returning from a journey,
jewels; but now we have seen your treasure came in unexpecCtedly, sat down by her side,
going down-stairs, and it seemed on all ac- and without much ceremony sought to assert
counts worthy of being well guarded." his old privileges. Hence arose ill-humor,

I said nothing in reply, but paid my reckon- anger and strife; we drew, and I was taken
ing and got into the carriage with my box. home half dead with sundry wounds.
I now drove again into the wide world, with The surgeon had bandaged me and gone
the most fixed intention to pay heed for the away ; it was already deep in the night, and
future to my mysterious friend's warning, my attendant had fallen asleep; the door of
Yet scarce had I again arrived at a large the side-room opened, my mysterious friend
town, when I presently got acquainted with entered, and sat down by my bedside. She
some amiable young ladies, from whom Iab- asked how I was; I did not answer, for I was
solutely could not tear myself away. They faint and sullen. She went on speaking with
seemed disposed to make me pay dearly for much sympathy, rubbed my temples with a
their favor, for, whilst they continued to keep certain balsam, so that I felt rapidly and dis-
me at a certain distance, they led me on to tincCtly strengthened_so strengthened that I
one expense after another, and, as all that I was able to grow angry and upbraid her. In
eared for was to further their enjoyment, I hasty words I laid all the blame of my ill-
never thought twice about my purse, but paid fortune upon her, on the passion with which
and spent away just as occasion occurred, she had inspired me, on her appearance, her
How great then was my astonishment and de- disappearance, on the tedium, on the yearning
light, when, at the end of some weeks, I that I had felt. I became more and more
noticed that the fulness of my purse showed violent, as if a fever were attacking me, and
as yet no diminution, but that it was still as at last I swore to her that if she would not be
round and bulky as at first. I would fain mine--would not this time belong to and
assure myself more exa&ly of this pretty unite herself with me, I cared no longer to
quality, and set to work to reckon up. I live; and thereto I demanded a decisive
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answer. When she hesitated and held back in the dark, and if the lamps by chance went
with an explanation, I got quite beside my- out, it was pitch dark in my carriage. Once
self, and tore the double and threefold band- in a night thus dark I had fallen asleep, and
age from the wounds, with the indubitable when i awoke I noticed the reflection of a
intention of letting myself bleed to death, light on the roof of my carriage. I examined
But how astounded was I when I found my it, and found that it issued from the box, in
wounds all healed, my body steek and shining, which there seemed to be a chink, as if it had
and her in my arms! sprung by reason of the hot and dry weather

Now were we the happiest couple in the of the advancing summer season. My fancies
world. We alternately asked pardon of each about the jewels were again set astir; I sup-
other, though we ourselves knew not a-ightly posed that a carbuncle was lying in the box,
wherefore. She now promised to travel on and I was anxious to make certain of it. I
with me, and we were soon sitting by one put myself in position, as well as I could, so
another m the carriage, with the box opposite that my eye was in close contact with the
to us, in the third person's place. I had chink. But how great was my astonishment,
never made any mention of it to her: and when I found myself looking in at a room
even now it did not occur to me to speak of brilliantly illuminated with candles, and fur-
it, although it was standing before our eyes, nished with much taste, nay, even magmfi-
and we both by a tacit agreement took it in cence, exactly as if I had been looking down
charge as occasion might require: except that into a royal saloon through an opening in the
I always lifted it in and out of the carriage, ceiling. It is true I could see only a part of
and, as before, attended to the locking of the the room, from which I could infer the rest.
doors. An open fire seemed to be burning, near

As long as there was anything left in my which stood an arm-chair. I held my breath
purse I had always paid : when my cash came alad continued to observe. In the meantime,
to an end, I gave her notice of the fact. from the other side of the saloon, came a
"That is easily remedied," she said, pointing young lady with a book in her hand, whom I
to a couple of little pockets, attached to the at once recognized as nay wife, although her
top of the carriage at the sides, which Icer- figure was diminished in the minutest pro-
tamly had noticed before, but had not used. portion. The beautiful creature sat down on
She felt in one and took out a fewgold pieces, the seat by the fireplace to read, and as she
and out of the other a few silver coins, and arranged the embers with the daintiest pair of
showed me thus the possibility of continuing tongs, I could plainly observe that this most
any sort of expenditure we liked, lovable little being was on the point of be-

Thus we journeyed from town to town, from coming a mother. But now I found myself
country to country, pleased with ourselves and obliged in some measure to change my incon-
other people; and I never thought that she venient position, and directly afterwards,
could again leave me ; all the less so, inasmuch when I was again going to look in, and con-
as for some time she had decidedly had ex- vince myself that it had not been a dream,
pectations through which our happiness and the light vanished, and I looked on empty
love would be only further increased. But darkness.
one morning I found, alas, that she was no How amazed, how terrified I was, may be
longer there, and as remaining without her imagined. I formed a thousand ideas as to
was burdensome to me, I started agahl on my this discovery, and yet could really imagine
travels with my little box, tested the power of nothing. Doing this I fell asleep, and when
the two pockets, and found that it was still I awoke I fancied that I had just been only
maintained, dreaming. Yet I felt somewhat estranged

The journey sped well; and if, so far, I had from my fair one, and whilst I handled the
had no further thoughts about my adventure, box only so much the more carefully, I knew
inasmuch as I was expecting a perfectly natural not whether I must desire or dread her reap-
explanation of these strange occurrences, yet pearance in perfect human size.
there presently happened something which After some little time, my fair one really
threw me into astonishment, into anxiety, nay, did come to me about eventide, clad in white,
even into fear. In order to get far away from and as the room was just getting dark, she
the place I was accustomed to travel night and seemed taller to me than she was wont at other
day, and thus it happened that I often drove times to appear and I recollected to have heard
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that all the race of nixies and elves are notice- never to think of this discovery reproachfully.
ably increased in height as night approaches. To this I add most earnestly one more re-
She rushed as usual into my arms, but I could quest, beware of wine and of anger more than
not with a right glad heart press her to my ever!"
burdened breast. I promised what she begged. I would have

"My darling," she said, "I feel too well gone on promising anything and everything;
by your reception, what, alas ! I know already, yet she herself changed the conver,oatlon, a_d
You have seen me in the interval: you are in- all went on smoothly as before. We had no
formed of the situation in which I find myself reason to alter our place of residence; the
at certain periods. Your happiness and mine town was large, and the society of many sorts;
is thereby interrupted, nay, is on the point of the time of year gave occasion for many rural
being utterly anmhilated. I must leave you, and garden entertainments.
and know not whether I shall ever see you In all such amusements my wife was very
again." much in request; nay, eagerly sought after by

Her presence, the grace with which she men and by women. A kindly and engaging
spoke, immediately banished almost every re- manner, combined with a certain d_gmty,
membrance of that vision that even before gained her the love and respecCtof everyone.
had only hovered over me like a dream. I In addition to this she played splendidly on
caught her quickly in my arms, convinced the lute, and sang to it as well, and all socml
her of my passion, assured her of my inno- evenings must needs be made complete by the
cence, told her the accidental occasion of my aid of her talent.
discovery; enough, I did enough to make her I desire but to confess that I have never
seem pacified, and try to pacify me. been able to make much of music; nay, it

"Put yourself to a strie"t proof," said she, rather had an unpleasant effec_ upon me. My
"as to whether this discovery has not been fair one, who had soon noticed this in me,
injurious to your love, whether you can consequently never sought, when we were
forget that I live with you in a twofold form, alone, to divert me m this way. On that
whether the diminution of my person wilt not account she seemed to indemnify herself in
also diminish your affe&ion." society, where she generally found a crowd of

I looked at her; she was fairer than ever ; admirers.
and I thought to myself, "Is it then so great And now, why should I deny it? Our last
a misfortune to own a wife who from time to conversation, in spite of my very good inten-
Ume becomes a dwarf, so that she can be tions, had yet not been sufficient to d_sm_ss
camed about in a case? Would it not be the matter entirely. Rather had it attuned
much worse if she became a giantess, and put most strangely my whole mode of feeling,
her husband into the box?" My cheerfulness without my having been perfe_ly conscious
had come back; I would not have let her go of it. So one evening, at a large party, nay
away for everything in the world, smothered ill-humor broke loose, and there-

"Sweetheart," I replied, " let us abide and from ensued for me the most disadvantageous
be as we have been ! Could we two be better consequences.
off?. Consult your own convenience, and I When I think over it properly, I loved nay
promise you to carry the case but so much the fair one much less after the d_scovery, and
more carefully. How should the prettiest now--what had never occurred to me before_
thing that I have seen in my whole life make I was getting jealous about her. This even-
a bad impression upon me? How happy ing, at the supper-table, where we were sitting
would lovers be could they but possess such diametrically opposite to each other at a con-
miniature pi&ures! And, after all, it was siderable distance, I found myself very well
only such a pi&ure, a little deception of con- off with nay two neighbors, a couple of ladies,
juring. You are testing and teasing me; but who had appeared very charming to me for
you shall see how I will behave." some time. Amid jesting and sentimental

"The matter is more serious than you talk the wine was not spared. In the mean-
think," said the fair one; "meanwhile I am while, on the other side, a pair of musical
right well content that you make light of it ; anaateurs had prevailed on my wife, and con-
for it may still have the happiest consequences trived to encourage and lead on the company
for both of us. I will rely upon you, and for to singing both solo and in chorus. Thls put
my part do what is possible ; only promise me me in an ill-humor. The two amateurs seem
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importunate; the singing made me irritable, would have it, a general silence was requested.
and when a verse in solo was demanded from So I was not to be allowed to talk any more;
me as well, I became really indignant, emp- and the sounds set my teeth on edge. Was it
tied my glass, and set it roughly down. wonderful, then, that the smallest spark at last

My neighbors' ta_ soon made me feel set light to the mine?
soothed again, but it is a bad case for anger The songsters had just ended a song amidst
if it has once made a start. It simmered the greatest approval, when she looked across
away in secret, although everything ought to towards me, and in truth with a right loving
have disposed me to pleasure and to corn- look. Unhappily the glance did not penetrate
plaisance. On the contrary, I only grew still within me. She noticed that I gulped down
more ill-tempered when a lute was brought, a cup of wine, and filled up another. With
and my fair one accompanied her song, to the her right-hand forefinger she made a sign of
astonishment of everyone else. As ill-luck affed'tionate threatening.
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,, Remember that it is wine," she said, only ] When, hereupon, I was urgent with her,
loud enough for me to hear it. 1and begged that she would explain herself

"Water is for nixiesl" I exclaimed, more clearly, she replied, "That, alas, I can
,,ladies," said she to my neighbors, i easily do, for at all events there is an end of

"crown the cup with every grace, that it be I my remaining with you. Hear, then, what I
not so often empty." would rather have concealed from you to the

"You surely wiIl not let yourself be dora- last moments! The form in which you be-
ineel_edover?" said one of them to me. held me in the box is in reality innate and

,'What ails the imp?" I exclaimed, gestic- natural to me, for I am of the race of King
ulating more wildly, and thereby upsetting Eckwatd, the mighty prince of the dwarfs, of
the cup. whom authentic history tells so much. Our

"It is not little that is overthrown," cried people are still, as of old, ac"tive and indus-
the wondrous beauty, striking the strings as if trious, and for that reason also easy to govern.
to attra& the attention of the company from But you must not suppose that the dwarfs have
this interruption to her.elf again. In this remained behindhand in their labors. Else
she ac2ually succeeded; the more so, as she woutd swords, which followed the enemy when
stood up, but only as if she wished to play they were thrown after him, inwslble and
with more convenience to herself, and con- secretly binding fetters, impenetrable shields
tinued her prelude, and the hke, be their most famous produc-

As soon as I saw the red wine streaming tions; but now they busy themselves especially
over the tablecloth I came to my senses. I with articles of convemence and of adorn-
saw how great a fault I had committed, and ment, and surpass thereto all other people of
was cut to the very heart. For the first time the earth. You would be astonished if you
the music spoke to me. The first stanza that were to walk through our workshops and ware-
she sang was a kindly farewell to the corn- houses. Th_s would be--this would all be
pany, whilst as yet they could still feel that well now, were it not that, with the whole
they were together. With the next stanza nation in general, but chiefly with the royal
the party seemed as it were to be scattered family, a special circumstance came into
asunder; each individual felt himself solitary, play."
separated ; no one imagined himself to be As she remained silent for a moment, I en-
any longer present. But what should I say treated her for further disclosure of these
of the last stanza ? It was addressed to me marvellous secrets, which she forthwith con-
alone: the voice of injured love bidding fare- ceded to me.
well to ill-temper and presumption. "It is well known," she said, "that God,

Mutely I led her home, expec2ing naught as soon as He had created the world, and the
pleasant to myself. Yet scarcely had we whole earth was dry, and mountains stood
reached our room than she proved to be in there mighty and glorious--God, I say, forth-
the highest degree kind and amiable, nay, with created, before anything else, the dwarfs,
even roguish, making me the happiest of men. in order that there might also be ratmnal

The next morning, being completely con- beings, who in their burrows and clefts might
soled and full of affee"tion, I said, "You have marvel at and adore his wonders in the inner
so often sung, when challenged to it by good parts of the earth. Furthermore, it _sknown
company, for instance, that touching farewell- that this little race later became lifted up, and
song yesterday evening: sing now, too, for aspired to gain for themselves the dominion
love of me, only this once, a pretty, lively of the earth, wherefore God then created
welcome at this morning hour, so that we may dragons in order to drive the dwarfs back
be as if we were learning to know each other into their mountains. But since the dragons
for the first time!" themselves were wont to make their nests in

"That I may not do, my friend," she re- the great holes and caverns, and there to live,
plied, with seriousness; '" the song of yester- many of them, too, spitting fire, and working
day evening referred to our parting, which much other devastation, the dwarfs were thus
must now take place forthwith; for I can tell reduced to great straits and distress, so much
you only that the violence done to your word so, that no longer knowing where to come or
and oath has the evilest consequences for us go, they therefore very humbly and implor-
both : you scoff away a great gift of fortune, ingly turned themselves to God the Lord, and
and I, too, must forego my dearest wishes." called to Him in prayer that He would bring
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to naught again this unclean breed of dragons, one. "It has been handed down for ages in
But although in his wisdom He could not de- the council of the dwarf-king that we should
termine to destroy his own creatures, yet the beware of taking this extraordinary step as
dire need of the poor dwarfs so went to his long as possible--which indeed I find quite
heart, that He Immediately created the giants, natural and proper. There would probably
who were to fight the dragons, and, if not have still been much hesitation about sending
root them out, at least diminish their number, out a princess into the world again, if my

"But no sooner had the giants pretty well younger brother had not been brought into
done with the dragons, than wide and arro- the world so small, that the nurses a6tually
ganee arose forthwith within them, and in lost him out of his swaddling clothes and no
consequence they perpetrated much evil, es- one knows whither he has gone. At this
pecially towards the poor dwarfs, who in their occurrence, altogether unknown in the annals
distress turned themselves again to the Lord: of the dwarf realm, the wise men were as-
He thereupon in the power of his might sembled, and without further parley the reso-
created knights who were to fight the giants lution was taken to send me out to look for a
and dragons and live on good terms with the .husband."
dwarfs. With this the work of creation was "The resolution!" I exclaimed; "this is

completed in this direcCtion, and it has come all very fine: you may take a resolution, you
to pass that henceforth giants and dragons as may come to a determination ; but to give a
well as knights and dwarfs have always man- dwarf this form divine, how did your wise
aged to co-exist. Whereby you may see, my wen bring that about ?"
friend, that we belong to the oldest race in "Thin was already provided for by our an-
the world, which is certainly to our honor, cestors," she said. "In the royal treasury
but which also carries with it great disad- lay an immense gold finger-ring. I speak of
vantages, it now as it appeared to me when it was for-

"For since nothing can last forever in the merly shown to me as a child, in its place ;
world, but everything that has once been for it is the same that I have here on my
great must become small and decrease, we, finger. And now the following process was
too, are in this case, that since the creation gone through.
of the world we have always been decreasing "I was informed of all that awaited me,
and getting smaller, and above all the others and was instrue"ted as to what I was to do and
the royal family, which, on account of the not to do. A magnificent palace, after the
purity of its blood, is the first to be subje_ed pattern of my parents' favorite summer-rein-
to this destiny. On this account our wise m- dence, was made ready--a main building,
stru6tors have many years ago devised this side-w_ngs, and everything that one can but
expedient, that from time to time a princess wish for. It stood at the entrance of a great
of the royal house is sent out into the world rocky ravine, which it adorned to the utmost.
to wed'herself with some honorable knight, in On the appointed day the court withdrew
order that the race of dwarfs may be again thither, with me and my parents. The army
invigorated, and saved from total ruin." was reviewed, and four and twenty priests,

Whilst my fair one uttered these words with not without difficulty, bore the wondrous ring
thorough simplicity, I looked at her with upon a costly barrow. It was laid upon the
misgiving, for it seemed as if she had a wish threshold of the building just inside where
to impose upon me. As far as her pretty one would step. Many ceremonies were gone
pedigree was concerned I had no further through, and after a heartfelt farewell, I ad-
doubt, but that she had got hold of me in vaneed to the work. I stepped up to it, lind
place of a knight, this caused me some mis- my hand upon the ring, and forthwith began
trust, inasmuch as I know myself too well to visibly to increase. In a few moments I had
think of supposing that my forefathers were reached my present stature, whereupon I
created dire_ly by God. straightway put the ring upon my finger.

I concealed my wonder and doubt, and Then, on the instant, windows, door and
asked her kindly, "But tell me, my dear gates closed up, the side-wings drew back
child, how do you attain to this tall and into the main building: in place of the
shapely form ? for I know few women that can palace, stood a small box beside me, which
be compared with you in fineness of figure." I at once lifted up, and carried with me, not

"That you shall hear," replied my fair without a pleasant feeling in being so large
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and so strong, though still, it is true, a dwarf When I heard that our money might run
compared with trees and mountains, with out, I inquired no further what else might
streams and tra_s of land, but yet to all in- happen. I shrugged my shoulders and said
tents a giant compared with grass and herbs, nothing, and she seemed to understand me.
but especially with the ants, with whom we We packed up together and took our seats
dwarfs are not always on good terms, and by in the carriage, with the box opposite to us,
whom consequently we are often annoyed, in which however I could not yet see any-

"How I fared on my pilgrimage, before I thing like a palace. And so we went on for
met youJof this I might have a good deal several stages. Post-money and drink-money
to tell. Enough, I tried many, but no one were readily and liberally paid from the pock-
else but you seemed to me worthy to reno- ets on the right hand and left, till we came at
rate and perpetuate the line of the princely last to a hilly district, and we had scarcely
Eckwald." alighted than my fair one walked on in front

During all these communications my head and I followed at her bidding with the box.
kept wagging, though I did not a_ually shake She led me along a tolerably steep path to a
it. I put various questions, to which however narrow plot of meadow-land, through which
I obtained no particular answer; but rather a clear brook partly rushed down and partly
learned, to my very great sorrow, that after meandered at a quiet pace. There she pointed
what had happened she must of necessity re- out to me a raised level plot, bade me set
turn to her parents. She hoped, indeed, to down the box and said "Farewell, you will
come back to me, but at present she must easily find the way back. Think of me; I
inevitably present herself, since otherwise all hope to see you again."
would be lost for her as well as for me. The At this moment I felt as if I could not
purses would soon leave off paying, and all leave her. She was just then in one of her
sorts of other consequences would ensue there- good days again, or if you will, her good
from. hours. To be with so lovable a being on the
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verdant carpet amidst grass and flowers, con- "Go, dear friend, and only knock with the
cealed by rocks, lulled by the rill, what heart ring. You will see wonders," said my be-
could have remained unmoved ? I could have loved.

seized her hand, clasped her in my arms, but I went up to it, and had hardly knocked
she pressed me back, and threatened me, when I really witnessed the greatest marvel.
though still lovingly enough, with great peril Two side-wings came forward, and at the
if I did not straightway withdraw, same time, hke scales and chips, down fell

"Is there then no possibility," I exclaimed, sundry portions, whereupon doors, windows,
"of my staying with you, of your being able arcades and all that pertains to a complete
to keep me with you?" palace, came all at once to view.

I accompanied these words with gestures An.yone who has seen one of R6ntgens'
and tones so full of sorrow that she seemed ingemous writing-tables, in which, by one
touched, and after a little thought admitted pull, a number of catches and strings come
to me that a continuance of our union was not into play, and desk, writing materials, letter-
utterly impossible. Who was happier than I? drawers, and money-drawers are brought out
My importunity, which grew more and more all at once or soon after each other, will be
urgent, at last obliged her to say the word, able to form some idea of the unfolding of
and disclose to me, that if I would make up this palace into which my sweet conductress
my mind to become, together with her, as now introduced me. In the principal saloon
small as I had already seen her, I could even I at once recognized the chimney that I had
now stay with her, and enter with her into her formerly seen from above, and the seat upon
dwelling, her kingdom, and her family. This which she sat. And when I looked above my
plan did not altogether please me. Yet I head I fancied that I actually still saw some-
could not all at this moment tear myself away thing of the rift in the dome through which I
from her, and having now for a long time had looked in. I spare you a description of
been accustomed to the marvellous, and being the rest: enough, all was spacious, costly and
bound to a speedy resolution, I agreed, and tasteful. I had scarcely recovered from my
said that she might do what she liked with me. astonishment, when I heard in the distance a

I had forthwith to hold out the little finger military band. My lovely half jumped for
of my right hand; she set her own against it, joy, and informed me with delight of the ap-
with her left hand drew the gold ring quite proach of her royal father. We stepped out
gently off, and let it slide on to my finger, to the entrance and looked as a brilliant pro-
This was scarcely done than I felt a severe cession defiled out of a beautiful rocky chasm.
pain in the finger: the ring contrac"ted and Soldiers, servants, household officials, and a
tortured me horribly. I gave a loud scream, brilliant array of courtiers followed one be-
and involuntarily gazed around me for my hind the other. Finally we beheld a gilded
beautiful one, who, however, had disappeared, crowd and in it the king himself. When the
What my state of mind was in the meantime whole procession was drawn up in front of the
I could find no words to express, nor does palace the king come forward with his most
aught remain for me to say but that I very selecCt retinue. His loving daughter ran to
soon found myself in diminutive form, close meet him, dragging me with her; we threw
by my fair one in a forest of grass-blades, ourselves at his feet; he raised me very
The delight of meeting again after a short graciously, and only when I came to stand in
and yet so strange a separation, or if you wilt, front of him did I notice that in this minia-
a reunion without separation, transcends all ture world I was a_ually the most consider-
conception. I fell upon her neck: she re- able in stature. We walked together towards
turned my caresses, and the little couple felt the palace, when the king, in the presence of
as happy as the big one. his whole court, and in a studied speech, in

With some trouble we now proceeded to which he expressed his astonishment at find-
climb up a hill, for the sward had become for ing us here, was pleased to bid me welcome,
us an almost impenetrable forest. Yet at last acknowledged me as his son-in-taw, and fixed
we reached a clear space, and how astounded the nuptial ceremony for the next day.
was I to see there a large barred and bolted In what a terrible state of mind was I,
pile, which, however, I was soon forced to when I heard marriage spoken ofl for I had
recognize as the box in the condition in which hitherto dreaded this, almost more than music
I had set it down. itself, which otherwise seemed to me the most
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hateful thing upon earth. People that make although I defended myself vlgorou_lv and
music, I was accustomed to say, at least bravely enough, they at last so o_erwhelmed,
fancy that they are at one with each other, pinched and pricked me, that I was glad when
and working m unison, for when they have I heard a demand that I should surrender.
been tuning-up, and rending our ears with all I, in fa_, did surrender on the spot, where-
sorts of discords long enough, they. fancy, upon an ant of remarkable size approached
safely and surely, that the matter is now me with politeness, nay, with reverence, and
simplified, and that one instrument accords even recommended hlmsetf to my favor. I
exac_ty with another. Even the dire_or is learned that the ants were allies of nay father-
under this happy delusion, and now they set in-law, and that he had summoned them to
off merrily, whilst for the rest of us our ears his aid m the present emergency, and enjoined
keep on tingling. In the wedded state, on them to fetch me back. Lttle as I was, I
the other hand, even this is not the case: for was now in the hands of creatures still less.
although it is only a duet, and one would I had now to look forward to the wedding,
think that two voices, nay, two instruments, and must needs thank God if my father-m-
must be able to be brought into some sort of law were not enraged, and my fair one become
tune, yet this seldom happens: for if the vexed.
husband emits one note, the wife immediately Let me pass over in silence all the cere-
takes a higher one, and the husband a higher monies : enough, we were married ; yet,
again; then it passes from the chamber-patch merrily and gayly as the time passed with us,
to the choral, and so on, higher and higher, there were nevertheless some lonely hours,
so that at last even wind instruments cannot when one _ led to refle_lon; and something
keep up with it, and thus, seeing that harmonic happened to me which had never happened
music continues hateful to me, it is still less before. What it was and how it happened
to be supposed that I should endure the un- you shall hear.
harmonic. Everything about me was completely pro-

Of all the festivities in which the day was portmned to my present shape and to my
spent I need not and cannot say anything, for requirements; the bottles and glasses were
I took little heed of them. The sumptuous well adapted to a small drinker, nay, if you
food, the delicious wine, everything was dis- will, in accordance with a better standard
tasteful to me: I was thinking and consider- than ours. To my small gums the dainty
ing what I should do. And yet there was not mouthfuls had an excellent flavor ; a kiss from
much to be thought of. When night came, I the little mouth of my wife was the most
made up my mind, without more ado, to get enchanting thing in the world, and I do not
up and go away and hide myself somewhere deny that novelty made all these circumstances
or other. Accordingly I got safely to a crev- in the highest degree pleasing. Yet at the
ice in the rock into which I squeezed and same time I had unhappily not forgotten my
concealed myself as well as possible. My former state of existence. I felt within me a
first anxiety after this was to get the unlucky measure of former greatness, which made me
ring from off my finger, but in this I was by restless and unhappy. Now for the first t_me
no means succemful; rather I was compelled I saw what the philosophers mean with their
to feel that it always got tighter as soon as I ideals, wherewith mankind are said to be so
attempted to draw it off, causing me to endure plagued. I had an ideal of myself, and often
acute pains, which, however, abated as soon appeared to myself in dreams as a giant.
as I desisted from my intention. Enough; the wife, the ring, the diminutive

Early in the morning I woke up--for my form, and so many other bonds, made me
little body had slept very well--and was just thoroughly and completely maserable, so that
.going to look a little further about me, when I began to think seriously of my deliverance.
it began to rain, as it almost seemed, upon As I was persuaded that the whole magic
me. For something fell do_'n in large quan- lay in the ring, I determined to file it off.
tities like sand or grit, through grass, leaves Accordingly I borrowed some files from the
and flowers; but how horrified I was, when court jeweller. Fortunately I was left-handed,
the whole place round about me seemed to be and had never in my life done anything in a
alive, and an innumerable host of ants rushed right-handed way. I kept bravely at the work,
down upon me. No-sooner did they perceive which was no trifle, for the golden circle, thin
me than they attacked me on all sides, and as it appeared, had gro_na thicker, in propor-
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tion, as it had contracCted from its former size. mediately restoring all alien property, which
All leisure hours I devoted, unobserved, to was, in facet,onlyon deposit. "No one need
this task, and was wise enough, when the be troubled about property of his own, for its
metal was nearly fried through, to step outside loss he alone has to bear; but only in special
the door. This was well advised, for all at cases had he allowed himself to take charge
once the golden hoop sprang forcibly from of other people's property. He did not wish
my finger, and my figure shot upwards with him to be burdened with this responsibihty,
such violence, that I fancied I really struck nay, in all fatherly love and authority, he for-
the sky, and in any case would have broken bade him to meddle therewith." And here-
through the dome of our summer palace, nay, upon he drew forth the casket, which, though
would have destroyed the entire pavilion with I was already familiar with it by description,
my rude clumsiness, still struck me most particularly.

So there I stood again, certainly so much My uncle, after looking at it from every
the bigger, but, as I considered, also much side, gave it back and said that he, too, made
more foohsh and helpless. And when I re- a principle of acting in the same way, and
covered from my stupefaction, I saw lying burdened himself with no antique objee-t,
near me the case, which I found tolerably however beautiful and wonderful it might be,
heavy when I lifted it up, and took the foot- unless he knew to whom it had formerly be-
path downwards to the post-house, where I longed, and what historical interest might be
immedmtely ordered horses and set forth, associated with it. Now this casket exhibited
On the way, I presently made trial of the neither letters nor ciphers, neither date nor
pockets on both sides. Instead of money, any other indication, from which the former
which seemed to be exhausted, t found a little owner or artist could be guessed; thus to him
key: it belonged to the box, in which I found it was utterly useless and uninteresting.
a moderate reserve fund. As long as this The youth stood in considerable embarrass-
held out, I made use of the carriage, then this ment, and after some reflection asked ff he
was sold to allow of my going on by the dill- would not allow him to leave it with his men
gence; at length I cast away the box, for I of business. My uncle laughed, and turning
kept thinking that it ought to fill itself once to me said, "This would be nice matter for
more; and so finally, though by a consider- you, Hersilia. You have all sorts of other
able circuit, I came back to the chimney- ornaments and pretty trinkets: put this
corner and the cook, where you first made my amongst them ! for I would lay a wager that
acquaintance, our friend, who is still not indifferent to

you, will come again, by-and-bye, and take
it away."

This I must write to you, if I am to tell
my story truly, and then I must confess that I

CHAPTER VII. looked at the casket with envious eyes, and a
HERSILIA TO WILHELM. certain covetousness took possession of me.

It was repugnant to me to think of this lordly
ACQUAIlCl'ANCESHIPS_evenif they commence treasure-casket, assigned by fate to the sweet

as ordinary ones, have often the most important Felix, in the ancient and rusty iron strong
results: and this is certainly the case with box of the office. Like a magic wand, my
yours, which from the very beginning was not hand drew towards it; my little grain of sense
an ordinary one. The wonderful key came held it back. I had the key, verily; that I
into my hands as a strange pledge; now I dared not disclose; how should I inflict on
possess the casket as well. Key and casket! myself the martyrdom of leaving the lock
What say you to that ? What should be said unopened, or allow myself the unwarrantable
to it? Listen how it happened, boldness of unlocking it? But, I know not

A young man of refined manners calls upon whether it was longing or presentiment, I
my uncle, and informs him that the skilful imagined that you were coming soon, would
dealer in antiquities who had been for some be there already when I went to my room: in
time conneCted with you had died a short short, I felt so strange, so queer, so confused,
time before, and bequeathed to him the whole as is always the case when I am forced out of
of his extraordinary residue, but at the same my even-tempered cheerfulness. I say no
time had imposed upon him the duty of ira- more, neither by way of description nor
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apology. Enough; here the casket lies be- statlon, and a few pretty girls in great solitude,
fore me in my jewel-case, the key beside it, as inhabitants. Our objecCt was to rest, kill
and if you have any sort of heart or kindli- time, flirt, bye more cheaply for a while, and
hess, think what a state I am in, how many by that means waste more money.
passions contend within me, how I wish for It was just after dinner, when some were in
you, and Felix too, that there may be an end an elevated, others in a depressed condition ;
of it, at least that some hint may be given of some were lying sleeping away their over-
what is the meaning of this marvellous find- !ndulgence, others would rather give it vent
ing, refinding, separating, and re-uniting, m some unrestrained way or other. We had
And even if I am not to be rescued from all a couple of large rooms in a side-wing towards

perplexity, at least I wish most earnestly that the courtyard. A fine carriage which rattled
this may be cleared up and ended, even in with four horses attracCted us to the window.
though something worse, as I fear, should be- The servants jumped down from the box and
fall me. helped out a gentleman of dignified and dis-

tinguished appearance, who notwithstanding
his years still walked up vigorously enough.

CHAPTER VIII. His large and finely formed nose first
caught my eye, and I know not what evil

AMONGSTthe papers which lie before us for spirit was prompting me that in a moment I
editing, we find a conceit, which we insert hit on the maddest scheme, and without
here without further preliminary, because our further thought immediately began to put it
affairs are getting more and more urgent, and m praCtice.
we may not be able to find a place for such "What is your opinion of this gentleman?"
irregularities further on. I asked of the company.

On the whole this story may not be un- "He looks," said one, "as if he would not
pleasing to the reader, as it was told by St. stand a joke."
Christopher in the merry evening hours to a "Aye, aye," said another, "he has quite
circle of jovial comrades assembled :-- the look of a distinguished ' Meddle-not-

with-me.'"

THE HAZARDOUS WAGER. "And nevertheless," said I quite confi-
dently, "what do you bet that I will not

It is a well-known fa6"t that people, as soon tweak him by the nose without getting any
as they are in any degree getting on well and harm from it myself! Nay, I will even get
after their desires, are straightway at a loss to him to be a good patron to myself by doing
know what, in their pride of heart, they shall it."
lay their hand to. And thus also mettlesome "If you accomplish that," said Swagger,
students were accustomed during the vaca- "we'll each give you a louis-d'or."
tions to roam in flocks through the country, "Pay in the money for me," I exclaimed;
playing the fool after their kind, which, m "I rely upon you."
fact, was not always followed by the best "I had rather pluck a hair from a lion's
results. They were of very different sorts, muzzle," said the little one.
such as student-life brings together and unites: "I have no time to lose," replied I, and
unequal in birth, wealth, intellect and edu- rushed down-stairs.
cation, but all of them good company, lead- On my first glance at the stranger I had
mg and egging-on one another in merry mood. noticed that he had a very strong beard, so I
But. they would often selec°t me for a corn- guessed that none of his attendants could
pamon; for if I carried heavier burdens than shave. I now met the waiter, and asked,
any one of them, yet they must needs give "Has not the stranger gentleman asked for a
me the honorary title of a great jester; and barber ?"
chiefly for this reason, that I played my "Indeed he has," replied the waiter, "and
pranks more seldom but so much the more with very good reason. The gentleman's
effectuallymto which the following story may valet stopped behind two days ago. The
bear witness, gentleman wants to be rid absolutely of his

We had arrived in our wanderings at a beard; and our only barber--who can tell
pleasant mountain village, which with an iso- whereabouts in the neighborhood he has
lated situation had the advantage of a posting gone !"
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"Then mention me," replied I. "Only have always shaved common people better
introduce me as a barber to the gentleman, and more satisfa6torily than the gentry. I
and you will gain honor together with me." have thought over this for a tong time, and

I took the shaving-tools that I found in the have tried to find the reason, now in this way.
house, and followed the waiter. The old now in that, and at last I have discovered that
gentleman received me with great solemnity, I work much better in the open air than in
and looked at me from top to toe, as if want- closed rooms. Will your excellency allow
!ng to search out my dexterity from my phys- me, therefore, to open the window, when you
lognomy, will soon experience the effef't to your own

"Do you understand your trade?" he said satisfae"tion."
to me. He gave his consent : I opened the window.

"I am looking for my equal," replied I, gave my friends a nod, and fell to lathering
"without boasting of myself." the bristly beard with much grace. No less

I was also sure of my quahfication, for I nimbly and lightly I mowed away the stubble
had at an early age pra&ised the noble art, from the field, and in doing so did not hesi-
and was especially noted on this account, that tate, when I came to the upper lip, to grasp
I shaved with the left hand. my patron by the nose, and palpably bend it

The room in which the gentleman made up and down, at the same time contriving to
his toilet extended to the courtyard, and was put myself in such positions that the wagerers,
situated exac"tly in such a manner that our to their great delight, must needs see and
friends could conveniently look in, especially confess that their side had lost.
when the windows were open. To the usual With great dignity the old gentleman
preparations nothing more was wanting: my stepped up to the looking-glass: one could
patron had sat down and had had the towel see that he looked at himself with some corn-
put on. placeney, and in reality he was a very hand-

I stepped very respe6"ffully in front of him, some man. Then he turned to me with a
and said : "Your excellency, in the prae"tice dark flashing but kindly look, and said : ,'You
of my art I have particularly noticed that I deserve, my friend, to be praised above many
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of your like, for I notice m you much less "Save yourselves! -- you'll be beaten to
clumsiness than in others : you do not travel death !"
two or three times over the same place, but We jumped to our feet, and would have
do it in one stroke, nor do you wipe the razor known mole about it, but he _as already out
as so many do in the open hand, and flourish of the door again. I sprang up, and pushed-
the wipings under the person's nose. But to the bolt, but already we heard a knock-
your cleverness with your left hand is es- ing and banging at the door, nay, we thought
peciaUy remarkable. Here is something for we heard it being spht with an axe. We
your trouble," he resumed, handing me a mechanically retreated into the second room,
florin; "only remember one thing--that peo- all struck dumb. "We are betrayed," I ex-
ple of quality are not taken hold of by the claimed; "the devil has u_ by the nose!"
nose. If you will avoid this boorish custom Swagger grasped at his sword; I however
for the future, you may yet make your fortune at thi_ point _howed my giant strength, and
in the world." without assistance pushed a heavy chest of

I bowed low, promised to do all I could, drawers before the door, which fortunately
begged him, if he should chance to return, to opened rewards; bet already we heard the
honor me again, and ran as fast as I could to hubbub in the other room, and the most
our youngsters, who at the last had caused me vaolent blows at our door.
a good deal of anxiety. For they raised such The baron seemed determined to defend
roars of laughter and yells, leaped about hke himself; but I repeatedly called out to him
mamacs in the room, clapped their hands and and the others, "Save yourselves: you have
shouted, woke the people who were asleep, not only blow_ to fear here, but disgrace,
and kept describing the affair with ever fresh which is worse for noblemen."
laughter and madness, that I myself, as soon The girl rushed in, the same who had be-
as I got into the room, shut the window at trayed u% now desperate to find her lover in
once, and begged them for God's sake to be mortal peril
quiet; but at last I was forced to laugh with "Away, away!" she cried, and seized hold
them at the look of an absurd affair that I had of him, "away, away! I will take you
carried through with so much gravity, through lofts, barns and passage_. Come,

When, after a time, the raging waves of all of you; the last must draw the ladder
laughter were somewhat subsided, I considered after hun."
myself lucky: I had the gold pieces m my They all rushed to the back-door and out
pocket, and the well-earned florin into the of it. I just hfled a box upon the chest, m
bargain, and looked upon myself as welt pro- order to force back and keep firm the already
vided, which was all the more satisfac'-tory, as broken hning of the besieged door, but nay
the party had decided to separate the next courage and daring had nearly been nay
day. But we were not destined to part corn- rum.
pany with propriety and good order. The When I ran to join the others, I found that
story was too taking for them to have been the ladder was already drawn up, and saw that
able to keep it to themselves, though I had all hope of saving myself was completely cut
begged and prayed them only to hold their off. There stand I, the actual transgressor,
tongues till the departure of the old gentle- having already resigned the hope of escaping
man. One of us, called Go-ahead, had a love with a whole skin and unbroken bones ; and
affair with the daughter of the house. They who knows--yet leave me standing there _ lth
met, and Heaven knows whether it was that nay thoughtb, since after all I am here to tell
he did not know how to amuse her better, at you the tale. Only hear still how this rash
any rate he told her the joke, and they ahnost jest was lost in fll consequences.
died with laughing together over it. That The old gentleman, deeply hurt by th_s un-
was not the end of it, for the gtrl laughingly avenged indignity, took it to heart, and it _s
repeated the story, and so at last, a little _d that this c_rcumstan(e contributed to, ff
before bed-time, it reached the old gentle- it did not immediately cause, hi_ death. HIs
man. son, trying to trace the perpetrators, unfortu-

We were sitting more quietly than usual, nately found out the baron's participation.
for there had been uproar enough all day, though only clearly after many )-ears, called
when all at once the little waiter, who was him out, an'd a wound by which the hand,ome
very much devoted to us, rushed in, crying, man was disfigured troubled him for his whole
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life. For his adversary, too, this affair spoiled this acquisition and retention of area in large
several fair years, through events accidentally or small amount seem ever more important
conne_ed with it. and worthy of respe_. Yes, thus has Nature

Since every fable should, properly, teach willed it! A man born upon the sod comes
something, what the present one is intended by custom to belong to it. The two grow
to teach is doubtless perfee'-tly clear and evi- with one another, and forthwith knit for
dent to all. themselves the most pleasing bonds. Who is

there then that would lay hostile hands on the
groundwork of all existence, or deny worth
and dignity to so fair a gift of heaven.

CHAPTER IX. "And yet one might say: If what man pos-
sesses is of great worth, to what he does and

TH_ day of utmost importance had dawned ; achieves a still greater must be ascribed. We
to-day were to be taken the first steps towards may therefore, in a complete review, regard
the general migration, to-day was it to be de- land-ownership as a smaller part of the goods
termined who would a_ually set forth into that have been granted to us; but the most
the world, or who would rather stay on this and the highest of them consist really in what
side and try his fortune on the undivided sur- is movable, and that which is gained in a hfe
face of the Old World. of movement.

A merry burden resounded in all the streets "For such are we younger men especially
of the cheerful country town. Groups of bound to look round about us; for even if we
people gathered together, the individual mem- had a desire to stay and plod on with our
bers of each craft combined, and, singing m fathers' inheritance, yet do we find ourselves
unison, filed in an order determined by lot summoned a thousand times by no means to
into the hall. shut our eyes to a wider prospe6"t outwards

The authorities, as we will designate Len- and round about. Let us therefore hasten
ardo, Friedrich and the Bailiff. were on the qmckly to the sea-shore, and convince our-
point of following them and taking the places selves in one look what immeasurable spaces
due to their position, when a man of attra6"tive stand open for ac"tivity, and let us confess that
appearance came up to them and asked their at the mere thought we find ourselves quite
.permission to be able to take part in the meet- differently aroused.
rag. It would have been impossible to refuse "Yet we will not lose ourselves in such
him anything, so orderly, prepossessing and boundless expanses, but turn our attention to
amiable was his demeanor, by the aid of the solid, wide, broad soil of so many coun-
which an imposing carriage, which pointed to tries and kingdoms. There we see large
the army as well as the court and good so- trae'ts of the country overrun by nomads
ciety, showed itself to the highest advantage, whose towns are removable, whose living, sup-
He went in with the others, and a place of porting possession of herds should everywhere
honor was accorded to him. All the rest be introduced. We see them in the midst of

having sat down, Lenardo remained standing, the desert, in a large green meadow-plot,
and began to speak as follows: lying, as it were, at anchor in a longed-for

"If we consider, my friends, the most haven. Such motion, such wandering, be-
populous provinces and kingdoms of the Con- comes a habit to them, a necessity ; at last
tinent, we find all over, wherever available they look upon the surface of the earth as :f
soil occurs, that it is tilled, planted, kept in it were not hemmed-in by mountains, nor
order and made beautiful, and in like measure penetrated by rivers. Still have we seen the
sought after, taken possession of, fortified and north-east move towards the south-west ; one
defended. Thus, accordingly, do we con- people driving another before it--domination
vince ourselves of the high value of landed and ownership completely altered.
possession, and are forced to look upon it as "From over-peopled countries will the same
the first, the best thing that can be man's, thing happen again in the great cycle of the
When we find then on closer inspe_ion the earth. What we have to expe_ from other
love of parents and children, the close clan- nations it would be difficult to say; but it b
ship of fellow-countrymen and fellow-towns- wonderful how, through our own over-popu-
men, aswell as the general patriotic sentiment lation, we cramp each other from within: and
based immediately upon the soil, then does without waiting to be driven out, we drive
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ourselves out; pronouncing of our own ac- T the human race over all the world. Let us
cord the sentence of banishment against one i therefor praise H:m, for this blessing has
another, gone out upon all generations.

,' This then is the time and place for giving _ "Observe with pleasure how all youth has-

play, without vexation or downheartedness in i tens to set itself in mot:on. Since :nstruc21on
our souls, to a certain restlessness, not sup- i is offered to it ne:ther in the house nor at the
pressing the impatient longing which urges us _doors, it forthwith speeds to countries and
to change our position and place. Yet let I cities, whither the renown of knowledge and
not whatsoever we intend and purpose come1 w:sdom entices it. After receiving a swift

to pass from hasty feeling, nor from any other and moderate education it feels itself presently
sort of compulsion, but from convi_ion cor- driven to take a further look round m the
responding to the best admce, world to see whether it can thus or anywhere

"It has been said and repeated, 'Where Ii find out and snatch up any useful exper]ence
an: well off, there is my fatherland ;' yet this _ helpful to its end_. May :t accordingly hght
comforting proverb would be better expressed _ion good luck! But we are thinking of those

if it ran, 'Where I am useful, there is my accomplished and distinguished men, those
fatherland.' At home a man can be useless, noble inquirers into nature, who wllhng]y
without its being noticed at once: out in the encounter every difficulty, every danger, m
world uselessness is soon evident. If then I order to open out the world to the world, and
say, ' Let each one try to be useful to himself through the most trackless wastes make a path
and others everywhere,' this is no doe"trine and road.
or piece of advice, but the declaration of "But mark you, too, up the le_ el highways.
life itself, cloud upon cloud of dust, mdlcat:ng the track

"Now let us look at the globe, and for the of commodious high-packed vehicles, in wh:ch
present leave the sea unregarded. See that you the noble, the rich, and so many others roll
are not carried away by the swarms of ships, along, whose varying way of thought and ob-
but fix your glance upon the mainland, and jeeCtYorick has so gracefully contrasted for us.
marvel how it is overspread by a teeming, "But the sturdy craftsman oi: foot may
intercrossing ant-raee. This has the Lord look after them reassured; for on lama the
God himself allowed, whilst He prevented the fatherland has imposed the duty of making
building of the tower of Babel, and scattered foreign ability his own, and of not returning
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to the native hearth until he has succeeded in to scatter richly--yes, in every dire_ion--
this. But more generally we meet upon our the seeds of quick culture. But more m-
road market-folk and pedlers; a small trades- dustrious, and of wider scope, are those ptous
man even dares not omit to leave his stall souls who disperse themselves through all
from time to time, to visit fairs and markets, quarters of the world to bring salvation to the
to visit the wholesale dealer, and augment hts nations. Others, again, go as pilgrims to get
scanty profit by the example and participation salvation for themselves; whole hosts of them
of the unlimited. But yet more unrestingly, march to sanc"tified miraculous places, there
in the shape of individuals on horseback, to seek and to gain what their souls could not
swarms in all the main and side streets the obtain at home.
crowd of those whose occupation it is to "If all these, now, do not set us wonder-
make a claim on our purse, even against our ing, inasmuch as their doings and abstainings
will. Samples of all kinds, price-lists pursue would for the most part be not conceivable
us in town and country houses, and, wherever without wandering, yet those who devote their
we may flee for refuge, industriously astonish industry to the soil we might at least regard
us, offering opportunities which it would never as bound to it. By no means ! Utilizatlol_
occur to anyone in his senses to seek out for can be imagined even without possession, and
himself. But what shall I say now of the we see the keen cultivator forsaking a plot
people which before all others appropriates which has yielded him as a tenant-farmer
for itself the blessing of eternal wandering, profit and pleasure for a number of years; he
and by its restless a&ivity contrives to outwit seeks impatiently for the same, or greater
those who stand still and outstrip its fellow- profits, be it near or far. Nay, the owner
wanderers? We need speak neither well nor himself leaves his newly-cleared tillage, as
ill of it. Nothing good, because our asso- soon as he has made it, by his working, ac-
elation keeps them aloof; nothing evil, be- ceptable to a less expert settler. Anew he
cause the traveller--mindful of reciprocal penetrates into the desert, a second time
advantage--is bound to deal civilly with makes for himself a place in the forests; m
everyone he meets, compensation for his former toil, a double

"But, now, before all things we have to and a threefold larger space--upon which,
think with sympathy of all artists; for they perhaps, too, he thinks of not remaining.
are throughout interconnec"ted in the move- "Let us leave him tb,qge, at war with bears
ment of the world. Does not the painter and other beasts, and come back to the c_vll-
wander with easel and palette from face to ized world, where we find things in no sense
face? and are not his brethren in art sum- more at rest. Look at any greatwetl-ordered
moned, now here, now there--for there is kingdom, where the most apt must suppose
building and modelling to be done every- himself to be the most easy to move: at the
where? But more briskly does the musician nod of a prince, at the order of the state
step onward; for it is he especially who council, the useful man is conveyed from one
affords new surprise to a new ear--fresh place to the other. To him, too, our exhor-
astonishment for a fresh mind. Then the tation applies--' Try to be of use every-
players, though they despise the cart of Thes- where, everywhere are you at home." But
pis, yet sUll travel about in smaller corn- let us look at important statesmen, leawng.
parties, and their movable world is ere_ed though unwillingly, their high positions; so
m every spot nimbly enough. Thus, indi- have we reason to pity them, since we mu+-t
vidually, foregoing serious and profitable en- require them neither as emigrators nor as
gagements, they like to change one place for travellers; not as emigrators, because they re-
another where their augmented talent with nounce a desirable position without any pros-
similarly augmented requirements affords op- pe6-t of a better situation being opened out
portunity and pretext. Thereby they gener- for them even in appearance only; not a_
ally so train themselves beforehand that they travellers, because to be useful to other place_
leave no important stage in their country in any way is seldom conceded to them.
untrodden. "The soldier, however, is called to a pecu-

"Next are we presently reminded to glance liarly wandering life: even in peace now one
at the teaching class. This likewise you find post, now another, is assigned to him. To
in perpetual acCLivity; one professional chair fight for the fatherland near or far he must
after the other is occupied and left in order always keep himself ready to move, and not
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only for immediate safety, but also for the "Yet the individual cannot attain to per-
purposes of people and rulers, he wends his fect knowledge. But our association is based
way to all parts of the world, and to settle m on this, that each shall be instru&ed in his
this place or that is granted only to a few. degree according to his alms. If anyone
Now, whilst courage always stands out as the has a land in mind towards whmh hl_ wl,hes
first quahty in the soldier, yet it is always are directed, we try to make known to hm_ in
supposed to be combined with fidelity, on detail what has floated before hl_ lmagmatmn
which account we see certain nations, re- as a whole: to g_ve ourselves, one to the
nowned for their trustworthiness, called away other, a survey of the inhabited and habatabte
from their native lands to serve as body- globe is the most agreeable, the most profit-

guards for secular and spiritual princes, able of diversions.
"One more class, exceedingly migratory, "In such a sense, then, we can look upon

and indispensable to the State, we see in those ourselves as banded m a world-wide a,-_o-
fun&ionaries who, sent from court to court, ciatmn. Simply grand the Idea---easy lta

: encompass ministers and princes, and inweave realization by reason and strength. Unit}" is
the whole habitable globe with invisible all-powerful; no dlwslon, therefore, no strife
threads. Not one of these, too, is sure of has amongst us. So far as we have principles,
position and locality for even one moment they are common to all of us. Let man, we
only. In time of peace the cleverest are sent say, learn to think of h_mself as being w_th-
from one part of the world to another; in out any enduring external relation; let htm
war-time, following the victorious host, mak- seek for consistency not in his surroundings
mg ready the roads for it when fugitive, they but in himself: there he will find it; cherlbh
are always prepared to exchange one place and foster it with love; he wall form and
for another, on which account they always educate h_mself so as to be everywhere at
carry with them a large supply of farewell home. He who devotes himself to what is
cards, most necessary, goes everywhere most surely

"If we have hitherto contrived to do our- to hks goal. Others, on the contrary, seeking
selves honor at every step in claiming the what is higher, more subtle, have, even in the
most distinguished bodies of effective men as choice of their road, to be more circmnspecCt.

our comrades and _lleagues in destiny, yet "Yet, whatever man lays hold of and deals
still, dear friends, there stands before you, as with, the mdivadual is not enough. Society
a conclusion, the highest honor, in finding remains the highest need of any honest man.
yourselves affiliated with emperors, kings and All useful people ought to stand in relation to
princes. First let us remember, with bene- each other, as the builder has to look after the
dl_mns, that noble imperial wanderer Ha- archttecCts, and they after masons and carpen-
dnan, who marched on foot at the head of ters. And thus it is known to all, howand in
his host through the civilized world, made what manner our as._ociation has been fixed
subject to him, thereby first completely taking and founded. We see no one amongst us
possession of it. With horror let us remem- who could not, according to has alms, use his
ber the conquerors, those armed wanderers, effectave faculty at any moment; who does
against whom no resistance availed, nor wall not feel assured that everywhere, where chance,
and bulwark could protect inoffensive nations, inclination, even passmn m_ght lead him, he
Finally, let us accompany with honest pity would find himself well recommended, re-
those hapless exiled princes, who, falling from ceived, and aided on his way, nay, even a._ far
the summit of greatness, cannot even be re- as possible indenmified for accidents.
ceived in the humble guild of effective wan- "Two obligations, moreover, we have most
derers, strictly taken upon us: to hold m honor

"Since we have now made all this present every form of the worship of God ; for they
and clear to one another, no petty despond- are all more or less comprised in the Creed,
ency, no murkiness bred of passion, wall secondly, to allow all forms of government
prevail over us. The time is past when people equally to hold good, since they all demand
rushed adventurously into the wide world, and promote a systematm a&lvaty_to era-
Thanks to scientific tragellers writing with ploy ourselves m each. wherever and however
wisdom, copying artistically, we are every- long it may be, according to its will and
where sufficiently welt-instructed to know pleasure. In conclusion, we hold it a duty to
tolerably what we have to expect, practise good morals, without pedantry and
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stringency; even as reverence for ourselves up in an orderly manner, and left the hall,
demands, which springs from the three rever- also two by two, with a moderate sort of
ences which we profess; all of us having the social glee.
good fortune, some from youth up, to be Odoard then imparted to the two leaders,

' initiated in this higher universal wisdom. All who stayed behind, his designs and proposals,
this have we, in the solemn hour of parting, and got his authority made vahd. But now,
onc.e more brought to mind, explained, heard, in further conversation with such distinguished
and acknowledged, and will also seal with a men, he could not give an account of the af-
trusting Farewell. fair without referring to the human foundation

upon which the whole veritably rests. Mu-
,, Staynot fetteredin ina&ionp tual explanations and confessions of deepVenturebriskly,brisklyroam1

Headand arm, m glad connecq.ion, matters of the heart were disclosed therefrom
Everywhere willbe at home. in the prolonged conversation. They re-

Wherebeneaththe sun we revel mained together till deep into the night, and
Carewithus willne'er abide ; involved themselves more and more inextn-

Spacethere is for all to travel,
Thereforeis the worldsowide." cably in the labyrinth of human theories and

destinies. Thus then Odoard found himself
led to give a fragmentary account of the con-
ditions of his mind and heart; whereby only
an imperfe& and unsatisfa&ory knowledge of

CHAPTER X. this conversation has actually come to us.
DURINOthe concluding song a large part Yet we must thank, too, Friedrich's happy

of those present arose quickly, and amid the talent of seizing and retaining the present-
far-resounding din marched in order two by ment of various scenes, as well as some ex-
two out of the hall. Lenardo sitting down, planation of the career of a remarkable man,
asked the guest whether he intended publicly which begins to interest us, even though it
to bring forward his business here, or wished were only indications of what, perhaps, in the
for a special sitting. The stranger stood up, sequel must be totd more exphc_tly and in a
bowed to the company, and began the follow- conne&ed way.
ing speech :--

"It is here especially, in such an assembly, DOn'T c,o TOO FAR!
that I wish first to explain myself without
further delay. They who have quietly re-
mained here, by their aspe& all true men,
have already given evidence by such lingering VERYTHING was
of a l_lain wish and intention of continuing, accordingly ready
for the future, to belong to their native land at the appointed
and soil. I greet them all with friendship, hour as the clock
for I venture to affirm that I am in a position at night struck
to offer them, one and all, as they now present ten; in the flower-
themselves, an adequate daily task for several bedecked room an
years. I would desire, however, but only ample and neat
after a brief interval, one more meeting, table laid for four
since it is before all things necessary to reveal people, w i t h its
my business confidentially to the worthy prin- dessert and con-
cipals who have hitherto kept these honest fecq:ionery dis-
people together, and to convince them of the posed amidst
genuineness of my mission. Moreover, it twinkling lights
will be fitting that I should speak individually and flowers. How
with those who have remained, that I may delightedthechil-
know with what efforts they propose to re- dren were at this
spond to my handsome offers." de_ert !_for they were tocome in for it. Mean-

Hereupon Lenardo demanded an adjourn- while they were prowling about in their finery
ment, to provide for the most needful business and masks; and as children cannot be dis-
of the moment, and when this was settled, figured, they looked like the prettiest of twin-
the whole mass of those who were left stood genii. The father called them to him, and
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with little help they repeated the festal verses too quickly into the midst of passionate rep-
composed for their mother's birthday very resentation. We see an Important man m
cleverly, domestic confusion, without our having learned

Time wore on: from quarter to quarter the anything further from him. On this account,
good old lady forbore not to increase her therefore, in order to clear up the situation
friend's impatience. Some of the lamps, she only m some degree, we join company with
said, on the stairs were on the point of going the good old woman, listening to what, at all
out; favorite dishes of the feted one would be events, m her dtstress and confusion, she
over-done, it was to be feared. The children may quietly mutter, or complain of aloud to
were just beginning to be naughty from weari- herself.
hess, and they would get unbearable with ira- "I have expe_ed this a long time, I said it
patience. The father composed himself, and would be so: I have not spared my good lady;
yet his wonted composure would not remain I have often warned her, but it is too much
at call: he listened anxiously to the carriages; for her. If the master tires himself out at the
several rattled by without stopping; a certain office in town with business, in the country in
ill-humor was about to arise. To pass the the evening he finds an empty house, or corn-
time he bade the children once more repeat pany which does not suit him. He cannot
their verses. They, in their ill-temper, in- help it. If she does not continually see peo-
attentive, absent and careless, said it badly, ple, men, round about her, if she does not
their gesticulation was no longer corre_, they drive about hither and thither, and cannot
over-did it, hke a_ors, without feehng. The dress and re-dress herself, it is like being with-
good man's annoyance increased every mo- out air to breathe. To-day, on her birthday,
ment; it was more than half-past ten. We she sets out early for a drive into the country;
leave it to himself to describe the rest. good. Meanwhile we arrange everything here:

"The clock struck eleven ; my impatience she solemnly promises to be at home at nine
was increased to desperation; I no longer o'clock. We are ready: the master hears the
hoped, I feared. I was now afraid that she children a pretty poem they have learned by
might come in, make her passing excuses with heart ; they are dressed up ; lamps and can-
her usual airy grace, declare that she was very dles; boiled and roast, not a thmg wanting--
tired, and behave as ff she were reproaching but she does not.come. The master has a
me for diminishing her pleasure. Within me great control over himself, he hides his ira-
everything was in a whirl, and much, very patience; itbursts forth. He leavesthe house,
much, that I had put up with for years re- late as it is; why is plain, but where to? I
turned and weighed upon my mind. I began have often threatened her honestly and sin-
to hate her; I could devise no demeanor cerelywlth rivals. So far I have seen nothing
wherewith to meet her. The good children, on the master's part. A fair one has long had
dressed out like little angels, were sleeping her eye on him, and put herself to trouble
peacefully upon the sofa. The ground burned about him. Who knows what struggles he
under my feet, I could not realize nor collecCt has had hitherto ? Now it breaks out ; at last
myself, and nothing remained for me but to despair at seeing his good intentions unrecog-
retreat until the ensuing minutes were only nized drives him out of the house at night-
got over. I ran, lightly and festally clad as I time. So I give up all for lost. More than
was, to the house-door. I know not what once have I said to her she ought not to carry
sort of excuse I stammered out to the good it too far !"
old woman. She made me put on an over- Now let us find out our friend again and
coat, and I found myself in the street in a hear himself.
state of mind which I had not experienced "In the most re_pecCtable inn I saw lights
for years back. Like the veriest passionate downstairs, and, knocking at the window, I
youth, who knows not what to do with him- asked the waiter who looked out, m my usual
self, I raced up and down the streets. I voice, whether some strangers had not arnved
should have reached the open country, but a or sent word. He had already opened the
cold damp wind blew keenly and repellently door, and saying No to both questions he
enough to put some bounds to my rage." asked me to come in. I found that it stated

We have usurped, as is strikingly noticeable mv situation, and to continue the adventure I
in this scene, the privileges of the epic poet, asked him for a room, which he at once gave
and have carried the well-disposed reader only me on the second story. The first he sup-
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posed should be kept for the expelled guests, of human happiness there is ever some barrier
He hurried away to make some arras_gements, opposed which holds it back in one place or
I made no objeHion, and pledged myself for another, so was it also here the case. At the

the reckoning. Thus much was done; but I court of the sovereign-prince was being
relapsed into my low-spirits, recalled each and brought up, as a ward, the Princess Sophronia,
everything to my mind, waxed wrathful, and the last scion of her stock. Her fortune and
relented, blamed myself, and tried to compose expeHations, though lands and people went
and pacify myself. To-morrow morning at back to an uncle, were suU considerable
any rate I would let everything be reinstated; enough; on which account, to avoid pro-
I already plHured to myself the day, again in trailed debates, it was proposed to marry her
its accustomed routine; but then anger again --though he was doubtless much younger--to
broke forth uncontrollably: I had never the crown-prince.
thought that I could be so unhappy." Odoard was suspe_ed of a sentiment for

Our readers have certainly already begun to her; it was found that he had sung her praises
sympathize so far with the worthy man whom in a poem, under the name of Aurora, with
we see here so unexpeHedly in passionate too much feeling: to this was added an im-
emotion about an occurrence apparently tri- prudence on her side; for with singular inde-
fling, as to wish to receive more detailed pendence she had met certain rallyings of her
information as to his circumstances. We companions by saying defiantly that "she
will turn to account the interval which occurs must have no eyes if she was to be blind to
in this no_urnal adventure whilst speechless such advantages." By her marriage now any
and angry he continues to pace up and down such suspicion was hushed up; but yet it was
the room. quietly cherished by secret adversaries, and

We learn to recognize in Odoard the scion again stirred up when opportunity occurred.
of an ancient house to which for a number of Questions relating to the state and suc-
generations the noblest qualities had been be- cessmn, though people endeavored to interfere
queathed. Trained in the military academy, with them as little as possible, came, however,
he had acquired an accomplished manner often under discussion. The prince no less
which, in conjunHion with the most praise- than his wise counsellors considered it alto-
worthy capacities, gave a special grace to his gether advantageous to let the matter rest for
demeanor. A short service at court gave him a time, whilst the secret adherents of the
a good insight into the relations of high per- princess would have liked to see them settled,
sonages; and when after this he was attached, and the noble lady thereby placed in greater
through the favor that he had speedily gained freedom, especially since the old king of the
for himself, to a diplomatic mission, and had adjoining countries, who was related to and
an opportunity of seeing the world and well disposed towards Sophronia, was still
making the acquaintance of foreign courts, alive, and had shown himself ready on oc-
he at once gave most decided evidence of his casion to exert a fatherly influence.
clearness of apprehension, and happy powers Odoard came under the suspicion, on the
of memory for past occurrences, but more occasion of a purely formal mission to that
particularly of good disposition in under- court, of having again brought into aHivity
takings of every sort. His facility of ex- the affair that it was desired to put off; the
pressrun in many languages, with a frank but opponents availed themselves of this incident,
not dicCtatorial manner, brought him on from and the father-in-law, whom he had convinced
one step to another. He obtained success in of his innocence, had to bring all his influ-
every diplomatic commission, because he won ence to bear in order to obtain for him a sort

people's good-will and thereby put himself in of governorship in a distant province. He
an advantageous position for smoothing mis- found himself happy there. He could bring
understandings; and especially he contrived all his forces into play. There were things
to satisfy opposing interests by a just balancing needful, useful, good, beautiful and great to
of the arguments brought forward, be done. He could achieve something lasting

It was the obje6t of the first minister to se- without sacrificing himself; whilst, in such
cure the services of so distinguished a man ; circumstances as he was in before, a man oc-
he married him to his daughter, a young lady cupies himself against his convi_ions with
of the most brilliant beauty and trained in all transient matters and occasionally ruins him-
the higher social virtues. But as in the current self.
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Not so did his wife find it: she had her very soon notmed,' he went on, 'all the gen-
being only in larger circles, and only followed ezal astomshment at finding me -o alert, and
him later when forced to do so. He behaved the house well i/repared for their alnval, th_
as considerately as possible towards her, and 4 room hghted, the fire burning They made
approved of all substitutes for her former en- themselves at home; in the _aloon the_ fl)lmd
joyment; in summer, country parties in the a cold supper, i offered some broth; and it
neighborhood, in winter an amateur theatre, seemed welcome to them '
balls, and whatever else she hked to set on "The ladle_ now sat down to table; the
foot: nay, he even put up withanadmlrer, a elder one _carcely ate anything: the dear
stranger who had insinuated himself some beauty nothing at all, the maid. whom they
time before, though he was by no meanspleased called Lu@. made a good meal. and mean-
with him, believing, with his clear insight into while sang the praise_ of the mn: waq de-
men, that he detecCted a certain insincerity all lighted with the bright wax<andle_, tb,e fii_e
through him. table-linen, the porcelain, and a!i the ai,i,omt-

From all that we have said, it may be that ments. She had previously warmed he,_t-lf
in the present anxious moment somewhat of at the blazing hearth, and now she a,ked the
gloom and obscurity, somewhat also that _as waiter when he came m again, _hether they
clear and distincCt, passed across his mind. were here always so well prepal ed to entertain
Enough if, after this confidential explanation, guests arriwng at every hour of ti_e day and
for which Friedrich's good memory has fllr- mght. The clever young rogue waq at this
nished the material, we again turn to him, we jund'ture m the _ame state a_ children, who
find him again pacing excitedly up and down certainly say nothing about the secret, but
the room, by gestures and frequent exclama- cannot hide'the facet that _omethmg secret has
tmns giving evidence of an inner struggle, been Intrusted to them. First he answered

" With such thoughts I had been walking ambiguously, the_ more approximately, and
hastily up and down the room. The waiter at last, driven into a corner by the qmck-
had brought me a bowl of broth, of which I wittedness of the g_rl. and by continual talk-
was much in need; for in my careful prep- ing on one side and the other, he confessed
arations for the benefit of the birthday treat, that there had been a _ervant, that a gentle-
I had taken nothing myself, and a luxurious man had come, had gon_• away. and come
supper was standing untasted at home. At back again; and finalh" it e,caped him that
that moment we heard a posthorn sounding the gentleman was a&t_ally up-stmr_, and wa,
very pleasantly up the street. 'There comes _alklng re,tlessly up and down. The young
some one from the mountain,' said the waiter, lady jumped up; the other, did the same. It
We went to the window, and by the light of must be an old gentleman, they hurriedly
two brilliant carriage-lamps, saw a four-horsed assumedl the winter assured them that, on the
well-loaded gentleman's carriage drive up. contrary, he was young. Now they were m
The servants jumped from the box. 'There doubt again ; he maintained the truth of what
they are!' cried the waiter, and ran to the he had .,,aid. The confusion, the excnement
door. I caught hold of him tightly to ml- increased It InUSt be her uncle, said the
press upon him that he should say nothing of beauty. It was not h_, _av. said the elde_
my being there, nor betray the facet that any lady. No one but he could ha_e knm_n that
orders had been given; he promised, and shewoutd arrive at thla hour. rephed the other
sprang away. ' persistently. But the walter declared aganI

"Meanwhile I had hesitated to see who had and again it was a young hand._ome vlgorou,
got out, and a new impatience took possessmn man. Lucy swore, on the other hand. that _t
of me. I thought that the waiter was delaying must be the uncle; the rogue of a _aiter _aq
too long in bringing me news. At last I was not to be trusted: he had contradicted him-
informed by h_m that the guests were ladies: self m the last half-hour.
an elderly lady of dignified aspecCt, a middle- "After all this, the _alter had to go up-
aged one of incredible beauty, and a ladies'- ' stairs and'urgently beg the gentleman to be so
maid, such as anyone might wish for. i good as to come down,trots, and at the same

"'She began,' he said, 'by giwng orders, time threaten that the ladles x_Oilld come up
went on with flattery, and when I did what and thank him thembelve_.
she liked, fell into a merry saucy mood. that '" ' It IS an endles_ nmddle,' _ald the winter :
was very likely the most natural to her. I 'I do not understand _hy you he_Itate to
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show yourself; they take you for ad old uncle, ment on both sides it went on for a while,
whom they passionately long to embrace once then in the absence of encouragement and
more. Go down, I beg. Are not these the help it began to limp; at last it broke down
people that you expe&ed? Don't wantonly completely, and the good children were sent
despise a most charming adventure! The with some caresses to bed. The lady found
young beauty is worth seeing and hearing; herself alone, threw herself upon the sofa, and
they are most respe&able people. Run down, burst out into bitter tears.
else theywill really forcibly carry you out of At this point, however, it becomes necessary
the room.' " to give some more detailed account of the

Passion begets passion; excited as he was, lady herself and of the country party which
he longed for something different, something had ended, as it seems, so badly. Albertina
strange. He went down in the hope of intro- was one of those ladtes to whom one would
ducing himself and gtving explanations to the have had nothing to say S_te-_-t_te,but whom
new-comers in a cheerful conversation, of one is very glad to meet in a large party.
hearing foreign news and giving himself some Then they apw.ar as real adornments of the
distra&ion : and yet he felt as if he were whole, and as stimulants at every torpid mo-
going, to some already known and precarious ment. Their charm is of such a kind, that
sttuatmn. He now stood before the door ; to express itself, to be in its element, it re-
the ladies, who thought that they heard the quires a certain amount of space; its opera-
uncle's step, ran out to meet him. He tions demand a larger public, they require
entered. What a meeting! what a recog- an element that supports them, that compels
nition! The beauty gave a cry, and threw them to be charming: towards individuals
herself round the neck of the elder lady : our they scarcely know how to condu& themselves.
friend recogmzed them both, he shrank back- Her friend and admirer gained her favor,
wards, then he started forwards, he lay at her and maintained himself in it, merely because
feet and touched her hand, which he imme- he was expert at setting on foot one enjoy-
diately let go again with the most deferential ment after another, at keeping, if not a large
kiss: the syllables Au-ro-ra died upon his lips. circle, at any rate a lively one, continually

If we now take a took at our friend's house, on the move. In distributing parts, he used
we find it in a very strange condition. The to sele& for himself the tender fathers, and
good old lady knew not what to do, or not do : managed by a respe&able and sagacious de-
she kept the lamps in the hall and staircase meanor to give himself an advantage over
burning, and had the food taken off the fire-- the younger, first, second and third lovers.
some of it being irretrievably spoiled. The Florina, the owner of an important man-
maid had remained with the sleeping children, orial estate in the neighborhood, and in winter
and had kept up the numerous lights in the a resident in town, was indebted to Odoard,
room as quietly and patiently as the other had whose economical management had accident-
been angrily pacing up and down. ally though fortunately been of great advan-

At last the carnage rolled up to the door: rage to her property and gave a prospe&
the lady got out and was informed that her ultimately of a largely increased revenue from
husband had been called away some hours be- it. In summer she visited her estate, and
fore--ascending the stairs she appeared to take made it the theatre of numerous agreeable
no notice of the festal illumination. The diversions. Birthdays especially were never
elder woman now learned from a servant that negle&ed, and all sorts of festivities were
an accident had happened on the way, the arranged.
carriage having been upset in a ditch, and all Florina was a lively coquettish creature;
else that had taken place afterwards, attached as it seemed to no one, and neither

The lady entered the room. "What is this claiming nor desiring any attachment. A
masquerade about?" she said, pointing to the passionate dancer, she only esteemed men in
children, so far as they moved in good time. An ever-

"It would have given you a good deal of a&ive woman of society, she considered the
pleasure if you had come some hours sooner," man unendurable who even but one moment
said the maiden lady. looked down and seemed to retie&; but in

The children, aroused from sleep, jumped general displaying herself very gracefully as a
up, and as soon as they saw their mother they lively lover such as are necessary m every play
began their got-off address. With embarrass- or operamwhence it happened that between
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her and Albertina, who played the dignified taken sooner than they expec"ted by night on
parts, no question of precedence ever arose, a bad road, which was doubly bad because it

To keep the coming birthday in good corn- was being mended, the coachman mistook the
pany, the best society from the town and from way and threw them into a ditch. Our beauty
the country round about was invited. A with Florma and the gentleman fllend felt
dance, beg'an after breakfast, was continued themselves in a dreadful plight. The latter
after dinner; the gathering was protra_ed to mana.ged to exmcate himself qmckly; then
great length; they drove away late, and, over- stooping down over the carriage, he called.
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"Florina, where art thou?" Atbertina upon that which in point of fact tmlds men
thought she must be dreaming: he grasped together--namely, religion and morality. Of
something inside, and drew forth Ftorina, this the lively Friedrich was able to give a
who lay on the top, in a swoon. He attended sufficient account ; and we should perhaps
to her and at last carried her on his strong earn gratitude if we could give the progress
arm along the recovered road. Albertina was of the conversation, which, by questaon and
still wedged in the carriage. Coachman and answer, objec"tions and correCtions, meandered
servant helped her out, and supported by the on in a really commendable way, and with
latter she tried to go on. The road was bad, sundry deviations made its way pleasantly to
unsuited for dancing shoes; although held up the special end in view. In the meantime we
by the boy she stumbled every moment. But must not linger so long, and we give its results
within, the prospect was still wilder and more at once rather than be obliged to let them
forlorn : how it came to pass she neither knew come to view only little by little in our read-
nor understood, ers' minds. The following was the essence of

"But when she entered the inn, and in the what was dealt with:--
little room saw Florina on the bed, with the That man should accommodate himself to
hostess and Lelio busy about her, she was cer- the inevitable, all religions require : each one
tain of her unhappiness. A secret understand- in its fashion attempts to solve this problem.
ing between the faithle_ friend and the .The Christian religion contributes most pleas-
treacherous companion was all at once made ingly to this by means of faith, love and hope:
clear with the speed of lightning. She was therefrom ensues patience, a sweet feeling of
forced to see how the latter, opening her eyes, what a priceless gift existence still is, even
threw herself on her admirer's neck with the though, in place of the desired enjoyment, the
joy of newly awaking most tender affection : most hateful sorrows are laid upon it. To this
how the dark eyes again shone, a fresh color religion we firmly hold, but in a peculiar way:
suddenly decked with charms the pale cheeks we teach our children, from youth upwards,

again: she really looked rejuvenated, charm- the great advantages that it has brought us ;
mg and most lovely, on the other hand we ultimately impart knowl-

Albertina stood there, looking down, lonely edge as to its origin and progress; only then
and hardly noticed. The other two recovered does its Founder become dear and precious to
and composed themselves; but the mischief us, and all information that relates to Him

was done. However, they were obliged to becomes holy. In this sense, which perhaps
seat themselves again m the carriage, and in may be called pedantic, but yet must be recog-
hell itself antithetic souls--betrayed and be- nized as logical, we endure no Jew amongst
trayers -- could not have been so closely us: for how are we to allow him participation
crowded together, in the highest culture, the fountain-head and

origin of which he denies?
From this our moral theory is entirely apart :

it is purelya matter of deeds, and is comprised
CHAPTER Xl. in the few commandments--Moderation in

Lm_ARDO and Odoard also were for some what is arbitrary, diligence in what is neces-
days very busily occupied, the former in pro- sary. Now, everyone in the course of his
viding the emigrants with everything nece._ry, hfe may assist himself of these laconic pre-
the latter in making the acquaintance of those cepts after his own fashion, and he has a
who remained at home, and in judging of fruitful text for unlimited application.
their capacities, in order to give them ade- The greatest reverence is impressed on all
quate information as to his own aims. In the for Time, as the highest gift of God and
meantime for Friedrich and our friend there Nature, and the most assiduous handmaid
was left opportunity and leisure for quiet dis- of existence. Clocks have been multiplied
course. Wilhelm got him to describe the amongst us, and one and all indicate the
plan in general, and when he had been made quarters with hand and stroke: and in order
sufficiently familiar with the country and sur- to multiply such signals to the utmost, tele-
roundings, and the hope had been expressed graphs are created in our country which if
that they should see a large number of inhab- they are not deranged give, and truly by a
itants dispersed in a widely extended domain, very ingenious contrivance, the course of the
the conversation at last turned, as was natural, hours by day and night.
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Our moral theory, which is also quite prac- They have the right to admonish, to blame,
tical, aims mainly at thoughtfulness ; and this to scold and to reconcile. If they find it
is furthered in the highest degree by division necessary they call together a larger or smaller
of time and attention to every hour. Some- number of the confratermty. If the votes
thing must be done at every moment, and are equal the president does not decide, but
how could this be effe&ed if attention were lots are drawn, because we are ¢'onvmced that
not paid to the work as well as to the time. when opinions are dlree_tly opposed t6 each

Considering that we are only beginning, we other, it is always a matter of indifference
lay great stress upon the family cu'cle. On which will be followed. As for the majority
fathers and mothers of families we intend to we have altogether pecuhar opinion_: we let
impose great responsibilities: with us educa- it hold good, it is true, m the necessary course
tion becomes all the easier, as everyone must of affairs; but in the higher sense we have
provide men and maids, men-servants and not much confidence in it. However I _ust
women-servants for himself, not expatiate further on this point.

It is true that certain things must be taught If you ask about the higher authorJty that
with a certain uniform sameness. To read, guides everything, it is never found m one
write, and reckon with facility, the abb_ place. It is continually moving about m
undertakes to teach the masses: his method order to maintain umfornmy m the main
is suggestive of mutual instrud'tion, yet it is thing, and in things permissible to grant
more intelligent: but, in fad't, it all depends everyone his will. This is a thing that has
on educating teachers and scholars at the already been done once in the course of hi,-
same time. tory: the German emperors travelled about;

But there is another form of mutual instruc- and this institution is in the closest conformity
tion that I will mention : the pracCtice of attack with the idea of free State_. We are afraid of
and self-defence. Here Lothario is in his ele- a chief-town, although we already see the
ment. His manoeuvres have some similarity point in our possesslons where the greatest
to those of our skirmishers, yet he cannot be number of people will collecCt together. But
otherwise than original, this we keep to ourselves: this will happen by

Here I remark that in our civil life we have degrees and will still be soon enough.
no bells, in military no drums: in one as in These are, an the most general way, the
the other the human voice combined with I points about which we are for the most part
wind instruments suffices. All this has for i agreed: yet whel_ever men_bers come together
some time existed and still exists; but its m larger or smaller numbers they are ahvays
proper application is left to the mind that talked over again anew. But the main thing
would probably in any case have originated it. will be, when shall we find ourselves at the

The first requirement of a State is that of a place and spot? The new state of things,
courageous magistracy, and in that ours is not which is however to last, is m facet expressed
to be deficient; we are all impatient to ap- by the law. Our penalties are mild, admoni-
proach the business, cheerful and convinced tion is allowed to everyone who has a certain
that one must begin simply. So we do not age behind him: only the recogmzed elder_
think about justice, but about police. Its may disapprove and blame, only a number
fundamental principle is vigorously expressed, convened can pumsh.*
No one shall annoy another. Whoever makes It is noticed that severe laws are very soon
himself a nuisance is kept apart, until he blunted, and little by httle become laxer,
understands how a man must condu_ himself since Nature always asserts her rights. We
in order to be endured. If there is anything have indulgent laws, bo as to be able to get
lifeless, .unreasoning, in point, this in like I gradually more severe: our penalties consist
manner is put away. first and foremost of a separation from civet

In every distri_* there are three direcCtors society, milder or more vigoroub, shorter or
of police, who change with each other every longer, as found necessary. If the property
eight hours, shift-wise as in mining, which also of the burgher citizen grows, httle by httle,
must never stand still, and one of our men something is nipped off here too, less or more
will especially at night-time be ready, as they deserve, so that they may suffer some-

thing from this point also.

*Large provincial distrie'is; Pennsylvania originally
consisted of six such divisions. I * i.e. A sworn courtsummoned from the elders
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Information on these pomts is given to all "If individual ownership is regarded as
the members of the association, and in an sacred by the whole of society, by the owner
examination that has been instituted it has himself it is still more so. Custom, youthful

been found that they all make the most appro- impressions, respec'-t for ancestors, liking for
priate application of the main points to them- one's neighbor, and a hundred other things,
selves. The main thing always is only this, make the owner rigid and disinclined against
that we retain with ourselves the advantages every alteration. The older such a state of
of culture, and leave behind its disadvantages, things is, the more complicated and subdivided,
Dram-drinking and circulating hbraries are so much the more difficult is it to carry out a
not allowed with us, but how we demean our- general plan which, while it took somewhat
selves towards bottles and books, I would rather from individuals, would be of unlooked-for
not disclose. Suchhke things will have to be advantage to the whole, and even, by reac"tion
done, if we are to criticise them. and co-operation, to the individual again.

And in just the same sense the collec"tor "For several years I have governed in the
and editor of these papers keeps back other name of my sovereign a province that, being
regulations, which still circulate among the divided from his territories, has not been
Society itself, as problems which perhaps it is turned to as much account as would be pos-
not prudent to attempt at the present time sible. This very exclusion, or seclusion if
and place; and so much the less approval you will, has hitherto prevented the establish-
could one anticipate if one ventured to men- ment of any means which would have given
tion such things circumstantially, the inhabitants opportunity of distributing

abroad what they have and of receiving from
abroad what they need.

"I governed this country with absolute au-
thority; there was much good to be effecCted,

CHAPTER XII. but still always of a limited sort. Everywhere
bars were imposed upon improvement, and

THE hour appointed for Odoard's address what was most desirable seemed to be in an-
had come, and when all had been assembled, other world.
and were waiting quietly, he began to speak "I had no other obligation but to be eco-
as follows :-- nomical. What is easier than that ! No less

"The important work, in which I have in- easy is it to put down abuses, to avail one's
vited this assembly of trusty men to take a self of human capabilities, to help, to assist
part, is not quite new to you ; for I have al- those who aspire. All this could be achieved
ready talked with you in a general way about quite easily with common-sense and authority.
it. It is clear from my explanations that m All this, in a measure, effec"ted itself. But the
the old world as well as in the new there are dire_ion in which my attention, my anxiety,
spaces which need better cultivation than has was especially bestowed, was on the neighbors
hitherto been bestowed upon them. In the who, with no similar disposition and with by
latter, Nature has spread out vast and wide no means the same convi_ion, ruled their
expanses, where she reposes untouched and lands or caused them to be ruled.
uncivilized, so that one hardly ventures to "I had almost resigned myself, and kept as
attack her or challenge her to a contest. And well as possible within my own domain, using
yet to the resolute it is easy to win the waste the traditional state of things as well as might
places from her, bit by bit, and to make one's be ; but I all at once observed that the age
self safe of a part-ownership. In the old was coming to my assistance. Younger offi-
world the reverse is the case. Here a part- cials were installed in the neighborhood ; they
possession has been established everywhere cherished similar intentions, though animated,
already ; the title thereto, more or less, con- it is true, only with a desire for the general
secrated from time out of mind; and whilst good; and little by little they adopted my
in the new world the illimitable appears as an schemes for a universal combination, all the
insuperable obstacle, here the simply limited more readily because it fell to my lot to make
opposes hindrance almost more difficult still the greater sacrifices, without any of them
to be overcome. Nature is to be constrained particularly noticing that the greater advan-
by the activity of mankind, by force, or by rage also inclined to my side.
persuasion. "So there are now three of us allied in
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governing considerable tra_s of land ; our "As soon as we enter the indicated territory
princes and ministers are convinced of the the various handicrafts will forthwith be de-
honesty and utility of our plans ; for certainly clared to be arts, and definitely divided and
more is required to view one's advantage in set apart, by the denomination strzH arts,
the whole rather than in detail. In the latter, from those that are free. Here, at present, we
necessity always indicates to us what to do can only speak of such occupations as make
and what to leave undone, and thus it is quite building thetr object; all the men here pres-
enough if we apply this standard to existing ent, young and old, rank themselves m this
circumstances; but in the other case we have class.
to create a future; and even if a penetrating "Let us here recount in order, how they
mind discover a plan for this, how can it hope raise the edifice on high, and step by step
to find others concurring in it? make it habitable. First of all name the

"Nor would the individual succeed in this; stone-masons who work into completeness the
time, which emancipates minds, at the same foundation and corner-stone, which with the
time gives them a wider outlook, and in the help of the masons they settle in the proper
wider expanse the greater is more easily recog- place and with the most exaCt measurement.
nized, and one of the most powerful obstacles Then follow the masons, who on the rigidly
to human enterprises becomes more easily tested foundation make good assurance of the
removed. This consists, to wit, in the fac_ present and the future. Sooner or later the
that men may perhaps agree in their obje_s, carpenter brings his contributions, made ready
but much more rarely in the means whereby beforehand, and so the intended building
they are to be attained. For the truly great gradually mounts on high. We summon the
raises us above ourselves, and shines before us roofer as soon as possible: inside we require
like a star; but the choice of means calls us the joiner, the glazier, the locksmith, and if I
back within ourselves, and then the individual name the whitewasher last it is because he can
becomes just as he was, and feels himself just interpose, with his task, at the most varying
as isolated as if he had not previously been in season, and give the whole, reside and outside
accord as to the whole, throughout, a pleasing appearance. Many

"Here then we must repeatDthe age must coadjutors I do not mentmn, following only
help us; time must take the place of reason, the principal plan.
and in a more expanded soul the higher inter- "The grades of apprentice, craftsman, and
est must banish the more sordid one. master, must be most striCtly observed: also

"Let this be enough ; and should it be in these there could be many graduations, but
too much for the moment, I will afterwards tests could not be too carefully imposed.
recall it to the mind of every participator. Whosoever comes forward knows that he is
Exa_ measurements have been taken ; roads devoting himself to striCt art, and that he can
indicated, the positions determined in which took for no remissible claims from her. A
inns, and ultimately perhaps villages, will be single link breaking m a long chain spoils the
met with. For all sorts of struc'-tures oppor- whole: in great undertakings, as m great
tunity, nay, necessity exists. First-rate archi- dangers, triviality must be banished.
teCts and skilled workmen are making every- "It is in this very aspec'-t that the striCt art
thing ready: drawings and plans are prepared, must serve as a pattern to the free, and try to
The intention is to settle large and small put her to shame. If we look at these so-
questions, and thus with stri6t control to lay called free arts, which yet in point of fa_ are
out to the astonishment of the mother-country only to be so taken and named in a higher
the sums of money lying ready: for we live sense, we find that it is utterly indifferent
in the best hope that a united aCtivity will be whether they are pursued well or ill. The
developed from now onwards on all sides, worst statue stands on its feet, like the best, a

"But the point to which I have to draw the painted figure steps forward briskly enough on
attention of all participators, since it may its falsely drawn feet, its misshapen arms hold
perhaps have an influence upon their decision, powerfully enough: the figures do not stand
ts the arrangement, the form in which we in the proper plane, but the ground does not
associate all the co-operators, and purpose to on that account fall in. With music it is still
create for them a worthy position amongst more striking : the shrieking fiddle of a village
themselves and in relation to the rest of the tavern sets the sturdy limbs astir most potently;
civic world, and we have listened to the most inept church
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music by which the faithful man has been edi- Where wide acres are bestowed,
Tribute to the stranger's plough,

fled. But would you wish to reckon poetry There a home in common make we.
also among the free arts, you would verily see Hasten, hasten, hence betake ye
that this one hardly knows where it ought to To the settled fatherland :
find a limit. And yet every art has its inner Speed ore-Leader! Speed our Band!"
laws, the disregard of which, however, inflicts
no harm upon hunmnlty; on the other hand,
the stric"t arts can allow themselves no license.
The free artist one can praise, and can find
pleasure in his merits, even if his work on CHAPTER XIII.
closer inspe_ion will not hold its own.

"But if we regard the two, the free as well A PERFECT rest succeeded all the busy
as the stricCt arts, in their most perfect con- movement of the past day. The three friends
ditions, the latter must beware of pedantry remained alone standing facing one another,
and prejudice, the former of carelessness and and it was soon obvious that two of them,
bungling. He who has to guide them will Lenardo and Friedrich, were moved by a
call attention to this. Misapplications and strange unrest. Neither of them concealed
deficiencies will thereby be avoided, that they were impatient to see themselves

"I do not repeat (for our whole life will be hindered from taking their share in the de-
a repetition of what has been said)--I make parture from this place ; they were expecting
only the following remark: He'who takes to a messenger, it appeared, and in the mean-
a stricCt art must devote himself to it for his time nothing sensible or determinate was dis-
whole life. Hitherto they have been called cussed.
handiwork, quite appropriately and correctly: At last the messenger comes, bringing an
the experts ought to work with the hand, and important packet, upon which Friednch at
the hand, if it is to do it, must be animated once seizes in order to open it. Lenardo
by a life of its own; it must be a nature for prevents him, and says, "Leave it untouched;
itself, having its own thoughts, its own will, lay it down on the table in front of us; we
and this cannot be the case in several dtfferent will look at it, think, and guess what it may
ways." contain. For our destiny is nearer to its de-

After the speaker had concluded with some cision, and if we are not ourselves masters of
additmnal good words, those present, one and it, if it depends upon the understanding, the
all, arose; and the operatives, instead of feelings of others, whether a yes or no, a lhus
withdrawing, formed an orderly circle in or thus, is to be awaited, then it behoves us to
front of the table of the recognized leaders, stand calmly, to contain ourselves, to ask our-
Odoard handed round to all a printed sheet, selves whether we could endure it_as if it
from which, with modest liveliness, they sang were a so-called judgment of God_in what-
a cheering song to a well-known melody :_ ever way we are enjoined to make a captive of

reason."
"Going, staying: staying, going, "XOU are not so cool as you wish to ap-

Little recks the readymind; pear," replied Friedrich ; "so ren_aJn alone
Wheresoe'er good work is doing with your secrets, mad dispose of them as youRichest realm he there shall find.
Following thee is little pain, like; in any case they do not affect me. But
Whoso hearkenswill attain : meanwhile let me reveal _he contents to this

Show us an abiding land ! old and tried friend, and explain the ambigu-
Speed the Leader! Speed the Band.* ous circumstances which we have so long

" concealed from him."
,, Strength and burden thou dost measure, With these words he carried off our friend

Weighing each with strictest truth,
Honor to the old, and leisure, with him, and even on the way exclaimed,

Task and helpmate to the youth, "She is found !_found long ago ! and the
Faith in others, help compelling, question only is, what is to be done w_th
Will upraise a decent dwelling; her."

On good neighbors'twill depend "I have found out that already," said Wil-Yard and garden to defend.
helm, "for friends disclose to each other most

', Where upon the trodden road clearly, exactly what they do not mention to
New-built hostels rest allow, each other; the last passage of the diary,
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where Lenardo, in the very midst of the those of the day before yesterday, handing
mountains, remembers the letter that I wrote them over secretly to him, at whmh the good
to him, summoned up in my imagination that man seemed to bc highly dehghted.
good creature in complete communion of soul This time the road wa_ soon got over: after
and feeling; I saw him the very next morning a few hours we saw, in a peaceful, not too
approach her, recognize her, and all else that broad and level valley, one rock), bide of
would ensue. But then I will frankly confess which was lightly washed by the waves of a
that no curiosity, but honest sympathy, which most lmlpid lake in which it was refle&ed,
I have devoted to her, disquieted me on ac- some rcspe_able well-budt houses, round
count of your silence and reserve." about which a better and carefully tended

"And chiefly from this point of view," plot of soil, with a sunny a_pec2, was favor-
cried Friedrich, "you have a joint-interest in able to a certain amount of gardening. On
this very packet that has arrived. The con- being condud'ted by the yarn-man to the
tinuation of the diary was sent to Makaria, principal house, and introduced to Frau
and we did not wish to spoil for you, by an Susanna, I had a qmte peculiar feeling, as
account of it, the seriously gratifying incident, she spoke to us in a friendly fashion, and
Now you shall have it, and at once. Lenardo, assured us that she was very glad that we came
m the meantime, has surely opened it, and he on Friday, the qmctcst day in the week, for
does not need it for his enlightenment." on Thursday evening the good_ that were

Friedrich hereupon rushed away, after his read_ were taken to the lake, and to the
old fashion, rushed in again, bringing with town.
him the promised book. To the yarn-man, who interposed, saying,

"But now I must also find out what is to "I suppose Daniel ahvays takes them down,"
become of us." she replied, "To be sure; he looks after the

Hereupon he was off again, and Wilhelm business a_ well and faithfully a_ if it _ere his
read_ own."

"However, there is no such great differ-

LENARDO'S DIARY.---_Oc'/ti_l/_t'd. ence either." answered the other; and hav-
ing undertaken some conimisstons from the

As there must needs be no diary to-day, in friendly hostess, he hastened off to finish his
order to reach Frau Susanna's early, I break- business in the side-valleys, promising to come
fasted hurriedly with the whole family, re- back in a few days and fetch me away.
turned thanks, with private good wishes, and Meanwhile I felt in quite a strange state
left with the loomfitter, who remained behind, of mind. At my first entrance a strange
the presents intended for the young women, presentiment had come over me that she was
somewhat richer and more bridal-like than the much-desired one: on a longer hlspecctlon
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it was not she again, and could not be, and Somewhat embarrassed, I tried to turn it
yet at a side view or when she turned round, off, and looked after her as she just then
it was she again: just as in a dream memory walked across the room to arrange something.
and fancy contend with one another. She seemed to me like Penelope among the

Some spinning-girls who were behindhand maids. She returns, and I fancy that some-
with their work brought it in: the mistress, thing has struck her.
with the most kindly warning to be indus- "Then you are not a business man ?" she
trious, was bargaining with them, but in order said ; "I do not know whence the confidence
to entertain her guest, she left the matter to comes, and how I venture to inquire about
two girls whom she called Gretchen and your affairs. I certainly do not wish to be
Lieschen, and whom I observed all the more inquisitive, but let me know what your pur-
attentively, as I wished to discover in any pose is."
case how they answered to the description of Therewith a strange face looked at me with
the loomfitter. These two forms led me quite such familiar, recognizing eyes that I felt
astray, and destroyed all hkeness between the completely penetrated, and hardly managed
object of my search and the housewife, to control myself. My knees, my thoughts,

But I observed the latter all the more atten- were on the point of failing me, when fortu-
tively, and in ever), way she seemed to me the nately some one called her away very hur-
worthiest, most amiable being of all that I had riedly. I was able to recover myself, to
seen in my mountain travels. By this time I confirm my intention, and keep it as long as
was sufficiently well instructed in the trade to possible to myself. For I had a foreboding
be able to talk to her about the business, as if an unfortunate conned'tion were again
which she understood well, with knowledge: threatening me.
my intuitive sympathy delighted her, and Gretchen, a really amiable child, led me
when I asked her whence she got her supply off m order to show me the artistic fabrics;
of cotton, the wholesale transport of which she did it sensibly and quietly. In order to
across the mountains I had seen a few days show her my attention, I wrote down what
before, she replied that this very consigmnent she said to me in my pocket-book, where it
had included a considerable supply for her. still stands in witness of a purely mechanical
The situation of her dwelling was also on this process; for I had something quite different
account fortunate, because the high road lead- in my mind. It runs as follows:--
ing down to the lake ran at a distance of only "The weft of piled as well as of drawn
about a quarter of an hour lower down her fabric is made, accordingly as the pattern re-
valley, where she either in person, or through quires, with white loosely spun so-called mug-
an agent, received the bales which were con- genyam, at the same time also colored with
signed and addressed to her from Trieste ; Turkey-red, of the same kind as the blue yarn
as had a&ually been the case the day before which is also used for stripes and flowers. On
yesterday, being clipped the web is wound on cylinders

She now allowed her new friend to look which form a table-shaped frame, round which
into a large airy cellar, where the supply is several persons sit and work."
stored, in order that the cotton may not get Lieschen, who has been sitting amongst the
too dry, lose weight and become less pliable, clippers, stands up, joins us, and is eager to
Here too 1 found, for the most part, collec"ted put in her word, and in facet in such a way as
together what I had already seen in detail, only to put "the other one out by contra-
She pointed out this thing and that, one after dieCtion ; and, when in spite of her, I gave
another, whilst I showed an intelligent interest, more attention to Gretchen, Lieschen fussed
Meanwhile she became less talkative: by her about to fetch or take something, and in
questions I could guess that I was supposed to doing so she twice very distine"tly grazed my
be conne6ted with the trade. For she said arm with her soft elbow, without being forced
that as the cotton had just arrived she was to do so by the smallness of the room,_
shortly expee'ting a clerk or partner from the which did not particularly please me.
Trieste firm, who after a discreet inspe6-tion The good fair one (she deserves to be so
of her circumstances would take back with called in a general way, but particularly when
him the sum of money due: that this was compared with the others) took me out into
lying ready for any one who could show his the garden to enjoy the evening sun, before it
credentials, hid itself behind the mountain. A smile was
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hove.ring round her lips, as is often seen when Here you see the beginning--the middle you
one ns hesitating to say something amusing; know,--and this evening, if fortune favors,
and in this hesitation I, too, seemed to feel a you shall see a joyful conclusion.
pleasure. We were walking side by side. I "We, the actual manufacCturers, or an agent,
did not venture to give her my hand, glad as on Thursday evening take the goods which
I would have been to do so. We both of us have come i'n during the week to the market-
seemed to dread words and gestures through boat, and thus, in company with others who
which the happy discovery might too soon pursue the same trade, we arrive at the earliest
become mutually evident. She showed me hour on Friday morning at the town. Here
_me flower-clusters, in which I at once recog- every one takes his goods to the merchants
razed budding cotton-plants:-- who deal in wholesale and try to dispose of

"This is how we rear and foster the seeds them as welt as possible, and perhaps also take
that in our occupation are useless, not to ultimately, instead of payment, as much raw
say obje_ionable, and which come to us wool as is needed.
from such a long distance with the cotton. "But not only do the market-people in the
It is an a6t of gratitude, and there is a town take away as much raw material as they
singular pleasure in seeing the living form require for manufacture, together with the
whose lifeless remains animate our being, profit in cash--they also provide themselves
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with many other things for their needs or en- child I was wild and unruly, yet the influence
joyment. Wherever one out of the family of highly gifted landowners in their surround-
has gone marketing to the town, there ex- rags was unmistakable; the greatest effe&,
pectations, hopes, wishes, nay, often even however, upon a youthful being was due to a
anxiety and fear, are rife. Storm or thunder pious bringing up, which developed in me a
may come on, and there is anxiety lest the certain sense of the just and proper, as de-
boat should come to harm ! Those who are rived from the omnipresence of divine love.
eager for profit loiter about, and long to hear "We emigrated," she continued--and the
how the sale of the goods has turned out, and pretty smile forsook her lips; a suppressed
already reckon in advance the amount of tear filled her eye--"we wandered far, far,
clear profit. The inquisitive wait for news from one neighborhood to another, guided by
from the town; those fond of dress look for religious indications and recommendations:
articles of dress or fashions, which the traveller at last we came hither to this most active
was commissioned to bring back with him ; region. The house in which you find me was
and lastly, the sweet-toothed, and especially occupied by people of like mind ; they received
the children, look for the eatables, even if us with confidence: my father spoke the same
they should be only seed-cakes, language in the same sense: we soon seemed

"The departure from the town is generally to belong to the family.
delayed until towards evening; then the lake "in all the business of the house and handi-
becomes all alive, and the boats, sailing or craft I took a vigorous part: and all of which
propelled by the strength of the rowers, glide you now see me the manager, I gradually
across its surface. Everything is eager to learned, praCtised, and became proficient in.
outstrip the rest, and those who are successful The son of the house, a few years my elder,
jokingly banter those whom they see forced to well-made and handsome in face, fell in love
lag behind, with me, and made me his confidential friend.

"It is a joyous and pretty speCtacle at the He was of a strong and at the same time re-
embarkation on the lake, when its surface, fined nature; piety as it was praCtised in the
with the surrounding mountains illuminated house found no acceptance with him: it did
by the evening glow, is warmly and more not satisfy him. He secretly read ln_okswhich
and more deeply shaded, when the stars be- he managed to buy for himself in the town,
come visible, the curfew bells are to be heard, of the sort which impart a more general, a
candles are lighted in the villages on the freer tenor to the mind, and when he observed
bank, shining again in the water; then the in me a sinnlar tendency and a similar dis-
moon rises, and scatters its light over the nigh position, he took pains gradually to impart to
motionless surface; the rich landscape flies by, me that which so earnestly occupied him. At
village after village, homestead after home- last, when I entered into it all, he no longer
stead, are left behind. Arriving at last in the abstained from disclosing to me his whole
neighborhood of home a horn is blown, and secret. And we really were a thoroughly
lights are immediately seen shining here and wonderful couple, conversing in our lonely
there in the mountain, and moving down to- walks only on such principles as make people
wards the shore. Every household that has a independent, whilst our aCtual terms of at-
relative in the boat sends some one to help to tachment seemed to consist only in mutually
carry the parcel. We are situated higher up; confirming one another in ideas of the kind
but every one of us has often enough taken by which people generally become completely
part in this excursion, and so far as business is alienated from each other."
concerned we are all similarly interested." Although I did not look closely at her, but

I had listened to her with astonishment to only glanced up from time to time as if by
hear how well and beautifully she told it all, accident, yet I observed with astonishment
and could not refrain from remarking aloud: and sympathy that her features immediately
How could she, in this wild distriCt with so and entilely expressed the sense of her words.
mechanical an occupation, have attained to so After a momentary silence her face brightened.
much culture. "I must make a confession," she said,

She answered, looking down with a most "with regard to your principal question, in
amiable, almost roguish smile, "I was born in order that you may be better able to acconnt
a fairer and more kindly neighborhood, where for my readiness of speech, which may often
clever men rule and dwell, and although as a seem not quite natural.
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,' Unfortunately we were obliged to dis- "About this time a traveller, probably under
semble before the others, and although were a fictitious name, called at our house. We
closely on our guard against lying, and being don't intrude further on him, since hl_ char-
deceitful in the vulgar sense, yet we ac2uatly ac°ter at once inspires our confidence; he
were so in a more refined sense, inasmuch as behaves in everything with tile greatest pro-
we could not find any excuse for not attend- pnety, and is becomingly attentive in our
ing the well-frequented meetings of brethren assembhes. On being conducCted about the
and sisters. But while we were forced to hear mountain-side by my friend, he proved hnn-
there a good deal against our convi(tions, self serious, observant and full of knowledge.
still he soon made me see and understand that I, too, take part in their moral discussions, in
it did not all come freely from the heart, but which everything that can be Important to a
that a good deal of verbiage, images, corn- thoughtful man comes by degrees under de-
parisons, traditional forms of speech, and a bate. Here he very soon remarks somethu_g
repetition of similar lines, were forever re- uncertain in our mode of thought in reference
volving round as if on a general axis. I now to things divine. Religious expressions had
paid better attention, and picked up the become trite to us: the kernel which they
language so closely, that I could have de- should have contained had escaped us. So he
hvered a sermon as well, at any rote, as any made u_ observe the danger of our posit_on,
superintendent. At first the good man was how precarious mu_t be our divergence from
delighted at this: at last he grew impatient tile tradition with which, from our youth up,
from satiety, so that to pacify him I adopted so much had been associated: it was in the
the opposite course, listened to him all the highest degree dangerous, particularly in the
more attentively, and was able a week after- state of imperfection of our own mmds. Itwa.s
wards to repeat to him his cordially true ser- true that religion, practised every day and
mon, with at least approximating freedom, every hour, at last became only a pastime and
and no very dissimilar spiritual character, acted as a sort of pohce upon the outward

"Thus our connec2ion grew into the most demeanor, but no longer oil the depths of the
intimate bond, and a passion for any recog- understanding: the only remedy for that was
nizable form of truth and goodness, as well as to call forth from our own hearts thoughts
any prac2icable exercise of the same, was equally valid, equally effective, and equally
what ac'-tually united us. soothing m a moral sense.

"In thinking what it was that occasioned "Our parents had silently anticipated our
you to ask me for such a narrative as this, I union, and I know not how it was. but the
recollecCt it was nay lively description of a presence of our new friend hastened the be-
happily spent market-day. Do not wonder trothal. It seemed to be his wish to celebrate
at this; for indeed it was a joyous, heart- this confirmation of our happiness in our quiet
felt contemplation of charming and sublime circle, and then too he mubt needs hear how
natural .scenery that gave me and my bride- the superintendent took the opportunity of
groom m peaceful and unoccupied hours our reminding us of the Bishop of Laodicea, and
most charming converse. Excellent national of the great danger of lukewarmness _hich
poets had awakened and fostered the feeling they thought that they had obsen, ed in us.
m us. Haller's "Alps,' Gesner's 'Idylls,' We spoke of the-e subjects yet a few times;
Kleist's 'Spring,' were often repeated by us, and he left behind for us a paper relating
and we regarded the world that surrounded thereto, which I afterwards often had leason
us, sometimes fronl its graceful, sometimes to look at again.
from its elevated side. "He then left us, and it seemed as if every

"I still like to remember how we two, keen good spirit had gone away with hml. It is
and far-sighted, tried to vie, and often hastily, not a new remark how the appearance of a
in making each other observe the phenomena great man in an)' circle makes an epoch, and
in the earth and sky, endeavoring to surpass on his departure there appears a gap in which
and overbid each other. This was the finest a casual misfortune will often penetrate. And
recreation, not only from the daily task, but now let me cast a veil over what followed:
also from those serious conversations which through ma accident the preciou_ life of mv
often plunged us only too deeply within our- betrothed, his noble form, wa_ suddenly des'-
selves, and threatened in that respeCt to din- troyed. He steadfastly devoted his last hours
turb our peace, to seeing himself joined to me, inconsolable
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as I was, and securing me in the right to his The younger niece had come in ; they led
inheritance. But what made this blow still the father, who all at once was able to walk
more painful to the parents was that shortly again, to his bedroom, and turning towards
before they had lost a daughter, and thus saw me he said quite distinCtly, "How happy !
themselves in a most special sense bereaved ; happy ! we shall meet again soon !"
whereby their tender souls were so stricken I stood still, looking straight before me and
that their lives were not long spared. They thinking; Mariechen came back, and handed
soon followed their dear ones; and yet another me a paper with the information that it was
misfortune overtook me; for my father, struck the one referred to. I at once recognized
with apoplexy, has still preserved, it is true, Wilhelm's hand, even as before his person
his bodily consciousness of the world, but had occurred to me from the description.
neither spiritual nor physical aCtivity in it. Many strange faces crowded round about me;
And thus I really had need of that self-de- there was a pecuhar excitement in the en-
pendence in the greatest stress and isolation, trance. And what a repelhng sensation it is,
in which I had formerly pracCtisedmyself from the enthusiasm of a genuine recognition,
when looking forward to a happy union and from the assurance of a grateful recollection,
pleasant companionship in life, and in which the appreciation of a wonderful event in life,
but shortly before I had singularly confirmed and whatever else ardent and beautiful that
myself by help of the pure, encouraging pre- may arise in us therewithmto be brought back
cepts of the mysterious traveller, all at once to the uncouth reality of a dis-

"Yet I ought not to be ungrateful, since in tracted every-day dulness.
these circumstances I have still a trusty helper This time Friday evening was not so gener-
left, who as nay agent looks after everything ally cheerful and merry as it otherwise m_ght
that m such businesses seems to fall to the lot have been. The agent had not returned from
of manly acCtivlty. If he comes back from the town in the market-boat. He would come
the town this evening and you have been able by another opportumty, and bring with him
to make his acquaintance, you will see my all that had been ordered and promised. The
wonderful dependence upon him." neighbors, young and old, who as usual had

I had said a good deal in the meantime, gathered together in expeCtation, pulled long
and by approwng and confidential sympathy faces: Lieschen especially, who had gone to
tried to open out her heart more and more, meet him, seemed in a very bad humor.
and keep up the flow of her speech. I did I had taken refuge in my room, keeping the
not avoid touching quite closely what as yet papers in my hand without looking into them:
had not been fully outspoken : she too was for it had already given me some private vex-
always drawing nearer to it, and we had got ation to find from her narrative that Wilhelm
so far that on the shghtest pretext the open had accelerated the betrothal. "Thus are all
secret would have come forth in words, friends, they are all diplomatists: instead of

She stood up and said, "Let us go to my responding honestly to our confidence, they
father." She hastened on, and I followed pursue their own plans, thwart ourwishes, and
slowly. I shook my head over the strange lead our destiny astray l" Thus I exclaimed:
situation in which I found myself. She showed however, I soon recovered from my injustice,
me into a very neat back room, where the allowed that my friend was right, especially in
good old man sat motionless in thearm-chalr, view of the present situation, and no longer
He was little altered. I went up to him: he forbore to read what follows.
at first looked at me with a rigid stare, then
with more animated eyes; his features grew "Every human being, from the earliest too-
bright, he tried to move his lips, and when I ment of his life, is first unconscious, then
stretched out my hand to take his as it lay, he half-conscious, and at last wholly so: he finds
grasped mine of his own accord, pressed it, himself forever controlled, limited in his posi-
and jumped to his feet, stretching out his tion ; but as no one knows the end and aim
arms towards me. "OGOd!" he exclaimed, of his existence, or rather, as its secret is
"Squire Lenardo! it is he, it is he himself !" withheld by the hand of the Most High, he

I could not refrain from pressing him to therefore only gropes about, grasps at, leaves
my heart; he sank back into the chair, his hold, stands still, moves, lingers and worries,
daughter ran forward to help him; she too and so on in so manifold ways, as all the
exclaimed, "It is he! It is you, Lenardo!" errors which confuse us arise.
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"Even the wisest is compelled in daily life Salurdal', 2oth.
to be wise for the moment, and by that means
attains no enlightenment in the universal. Absorbed in thoughts in whose wondrous
Seldom does he know for certain whither he maze_ a feeling soul will gladly accompany
has to turn in the future, and what he really me with sympathy, I had with daybreak walked
has to do and to leave undone, to and from the lake. The housewife (I wa_

"Happily all these, and yet a hundred glad to be unable to think of her a_ a widow)
other wondrous questions are answered by showed herself just when she was wanted, first
your incessantly a_ive course of life. Per- at the window, then at the door: she told me
severe in direct observance of the day's duty, that her father had slept well, had woke up in
and thereby test the purity of your heart, and good spirits, and had declared in distin_
the safety of your soul. If thus in unoccupied words that he desired to remain in bed, and
hours you aspire, and find opportunity to ele- to see me, not to-day, but to-morrow after
rate yourself, you will so gain a right atti- service, when he would certainly feel well
tude towards the sublime, to which we must strengthened. She then said to me that to-
in every way reverently surrender ourselves, day she intended to leave me a good deal
regard every occurrence with veneration, and alone: for her it was a very bus)" day; she
acknowledge therein a higher guidance." came down-stairs and gave me an account of it.
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I listened to her, only for the sake of hear- thrice into the house, handed me over to a
ing her ; at the same time I satisfied m)_elf sensible welt-informed man, who was told to
that she seemed to be thoroughly penetrated show me the curiosities of the mountain.

by the business, invested with it, as tra- We went together, under the finest sky, through
d_tional duty, and was busy by her own con- richly varied tracts. But it may be taken for
sent. granted that neither rock nor wood nor water-

She continued: "It is usual and under- fall, still less mills and smithies, or even
stood that the web be ready towards the end families who worked cleverly enough in wood,
of the week, and on Saturday afternoon be could gain any attention from me. However,
taken to the contrartor, who looks through it, the excursion was arranged for the whole day:
measures and weighs it, in order to ascertain the porter carried a fine breakfast in his knap-
that the work is properly done and free from sack; at midday we found a good meal in the
blemish, and whether the proper amount in counting-house of a mine where no one could
weight and measure has been delivered to quite make me out; for to active people
him ; and if all is _found to be corre_, he nothing is more objec'tionable than an empty
then pays the wages agreed upon. He is care- indifference simulating interest.
ful, on his own part, to free the woven piece But least of all did the guide understand
from all manner of threads and knots that me; the yarn-man had recommended me to
may be attached to it, to lay it down in the him with great praise of my fine technical
neatest way, keeping the s_de that is finest knowledge and special interest in such things.
and most free from blemish upwards to the That good man had also told him of my
sight, and thus to make the goods acceptable in copious writing down and noting, for which
the highest degree." his fellow-mountaineer had likewise prepared

In the meantime a number of weaving girls himself. My guide waited a long time for me
were coming in from the mountain, bringing to pull out my note-book, which at last he
their wares to the house, amongst whom, too, somewhat impatiently inquired after.
I noticed her who employed our loomfitter.

She thanked me very kindly for the present I Sunda._,, zzst.
had left behind me, and prettily told me that
the loomfitter was with them, and was working Midday had almost come before I could see
to-day at their loom, and had assured her as my dear friend again. The family service, at
she left that what he was doing to it would be which she did not want me to be present, was
seen direc'-tly by Frau Susanna in the work. held in the meantime; the father had taken
Thereupon she went like the rest into the part in it, and uttering words most edifying,
house, and I could not refrain from asking distinc"tlyand intelligently, he had moved her
the dear good-wife, "For Heaven's sake, and all who were present to the most heartfelt
how did you come by this extraordinary team.
name? .... They were," she said, "familiar proverbs,

"It is the third," she said, "that they rhymes, expressions and turns that I had
have imposed upon me: I willingly assented, heard a hundred times and been vexed at as
for nay father-and mother-in-law wished it. hollow sounds: but now they flowed forth so
It was the name of their lost daughter, whose heartily molten together, quietly glowing, and
place they wished me to take, and the name is free from slag, just as we see the molten metal
ever the best and most living substitute for flow out into the mould. I was afraid and
the person." anxious that he would exhaust himself in these

To this I answered, "A fourth has been outpourings: however, he let himself be taken
found already. I would name you Fair-good- quite cheerfully to bed: he wished quietly to
one if it depended on me." collect himself, and to have the guest sum-

She made a very pretty humble curtsey, moned to him as soon as he felt strong
and managed to combine and set-off her de- enough."
light at the recovery of her father with her After dinner our talk became more ani-
pleasure at seeing me again, in such a way mated and confidential: but for this very
that I thought I had never heard and felt reason I could the better feel and perceive
anything more flattering and delightful in all that she was keeping something back, that she
my life. ' was struggling with disquieting thoughts, so

The Fair-good-one, summoned twice or that she did not quite succeed in brightening
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up her face. After I had tried one way and thronging from all d:rec"t:ons yesterday gave
another to get her to speak out, I frankly said the happaest evldente, bethink you, how this
that I fancied I saw in her a certain dulness, will little by little collapse, d_e out, and the
an expression of anxiety: whether they were desert ammated and peopled fol centuneswill
domestic or busine_ troubles, she ought to again fall back into its primeval sohtudc.
confide in me. I was rich enough to pay her "There remain only two road, to choose
an old debt in any way. from ; one as _d as the other--c_ther to take

She denied with a smile that this was the to the new state of thing_ one_'s self and has-
case, "I thought," she continued, "when ten on ruin, or to break up, take the best and
you first came, that you were one of the firm worthiest along with us, and _eek a better
who give me credit in Trieste, and I was well destroy beyond the sea. One as well as the
pleased that I had my money ready at hand, other has it_ danger_, but who is there to help
whether theywanted the whole sum or a part us to weigh the reasons which should decide
of it. What troubles me is, nevertheless, a u_? I know very well that people are going
business anxiety, unfortunately not for the about m the nexg,hborhood with the idea of
moment, no ! for the whole future. The ma- setting up machines, and taking the bread out
clfinery that is getting the upper-hand fright- of the mouths of the common people. I
ens me and makes me anxious: it comes cannot blame any one for thinking of himself
rolling on hke a thunderstorm, slowly, slowly, first. But I should think myself despicable
but it has taken its direcCtion ; it will come, if I were to plunder these poor peolfle, and
and strike. My husband was penetrated even see them go away at last poor and helpless ;
by this melancholy convicCtion. People think and _o away they must, sooner or later. The',"
about it, talk of it, and neither thinking nor forbode it, they know it, they say it, and 1o
talking can be of any use; and who would one decides to take anysaving step. And yet
like to realize such horrors! Only think that where is the resolution to come from ? is it
there are many valleys winding through the not as difficult to every one as to me ?
mountain, like that through which you came "My betrothed had made up his mind to
down; that comely joyous life still flits before emigrate with me: he often communed with
you, as you have seen it there during these himself about the means and ways of getting
past days, whereof the gayly dressed crowd himself free from here. He looked about for
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the better men, whom one could gather round start, we must, even at a loss, take the same
one's self, with whom one could make corn- course. This is what frightens me and makes
mon cause; whom one could draw to one and me anxious; it is this, my dearest friend, that
take away with one ; we longed, with perhaps makes you seem to me like a guardian angel."
too youthful hopefulness, for lands where that I had little that was consoling to say in
might count for duty and right that here reply; I must needs find the case comph-
would be a crime. Now the case is just the cated enough to demand time for me to think
opposite. The honest helper, who remained over it.
to me after my husband's death, excellent in "However," she continued, "I have still
every sense, attached to me by friendship and much to disclose, which will make my situation
love, is of a quite contrary opinion, seem yet more wonderful to you. The young

"I must speak of him before you have seen man, to whom personally I am not averse, but
him: I would rather have done it afterwards, who would by no means supply the place of
because personal presence clears up many a my husband, nor win my special affec'-tion"
riddle. About the same age as my husband, (she sighed as she said this), "has lately be-
he attached himself as a poor little boy to come decidedly more urgent; his represen-
his well-to-do, kindly-disposed playmate; to tations are as amiable as they are sensible.
the family, the house, and the business. They The necessity of giving him my hand, the
grew up together, and held together, and the imprudence of thinking of emigration, and
pair were of quite different natures: the one thus negle&ing the only real means of self-
frank and communicative, the other oppressed preservation, are not to be denied ; and my
in early youth, reserved, holding firmly to the opposition, mywhim of emigrating, seems to
least acqmred possession, of pious disposition him to agree so little with the rest of my dis-
it is true, but thinking more of himself than position to good management, that at our last
of others, somewhat hasty conversation I could detect

"I know very well that from the first he had the supposition that my affe&ions must be
turned his eyes towards me (he might well do placed elsewhere."
so, for I was poorer than he), yet he kept She brought out this last sentence with
hnnself in the background as soon as he hesitation, and looked down before her.
noticed h_s friend's attachment to me. By What passed through my soul at these words
steady industry, energy and trustworthiness, let anyone imagine, and yet as reflection
he soon made himself a partner in the busi- followed with the speed of lightning, I could
hess. My husband secretly entertained the not but feel that every word would increase
thought of settling him here when we emi- the complication ; and yet, at once, as I stood
grated, and intrusting him with everything thus before her, I was most distinctly con-
that was left. Soon after our excellent one's scious that I had got to love her most pro-
death he approached me, and before long he foundly, and I had to employ all that was
d_d not conceal the fact that he was a suitor left me of rational intelligent strength to
for my hand. But now came the doubly won- refrain from offering her my hand forthwith
derful circumstance that he steadfastly de- "Yet she could leave everything behind her,"
clared himself against emigration, and, on the I thought, "if she follows me." However,
contrary, eagerly urged that we should even the sorrows of past years held me back.
set up machines. His reasons are certainly '" Shouldst thou cherish a false hope, to repent
cogent, for on our mountain there lives a man, of it your life long?"
who, if he liked to abandon our simpler We had both stood for some time in silence,
appliances, and construct more complicated when Lieschen, whom I had not seen enter.
ones for himself, could easily bring us to ruin. surpiised us by coming up and .asking per-
This---in his own department a very skilful mission to spend this evening at the neighbor-
man (we call him the loomfitter)---is a de- ing forge. It was granted with hesitation.
pendent of a well-to-do family in the neigh- I had in the meantime collected myself,
borhood, and one might well believe that he and began to tell, in a general way, how in
intended to make use of this rising discovery my travels I had long seen all this coming
for the benefit of himself and his patrons, on--how the impulse and necessity for em_-
There is nothing to be said against my assist- gration was growing stronger every day; and
ant's arguments, for too much time has in a yet this always involved the greatest risk. To
way been already wasted, and if they get the hurry away unprepared brought an unhappy
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Travels.

return. No other undertaking demanded so the other he said, "This must not be an
much foresight and guidance as this. earthly, it must be a heavenly bond : as bro-

This view was not new to her; she had ther and sister love, trust, serve and help one
thought a great deal about all contingencies ; another, as unselfishly as may God help you ;"
but at last she said, with a deep sigh, "During as he said this he sank back w_th a heavenly
these days of your stay.here I have been con- smile, and was gone home. The daughter
tinually hoping to gain comfort by confi- threw herself down by the bed, Lenardo close
dential communication, but I feel in a worse by her: their cheeks touched, their tears flowed
position than before ; I feel most deeply how together upon his hand.
unhappy I am." The assistant at this moment runs in, and is

She looked up to me, but to hide the tears transfixed at the scene. With a wild look,
welling out of her good and beautiful eyes, shaking his black locks, the handsome young
turned round and went a few paces apart, man cries, "He is dead, at the moment when

I will not excuse myself; but the wish to I was about to appeal urgently to his restored
distracCt at least, if not to comfort this noble speech to decide my fate and his daughter's--
soul, gave me the idea of speaking to her of the being whom next to God I love the most,
the wonderful reunion of several wanderers for whom I desired a sound heart, a heart
and parted friends in which I had had a share that could feel the worth of my affe&xon !
some time ago. I had unwittingly so far ex- For me she is lost, she kneels near another!
patiated that I should scarcely have been able Has he given you his blessing? Say only that
to restrain myself, when I became aware of it is so !"
how imprudent my confidence might have The noble creature had meanwhile risen to
been. She calmed herself, wondered, bright- her feet: Lenardo had got up and recovered
ened up, disclosed her whole being, and ques- himself. She saxd, "I recognize you no
tioned me with such fondness and cleverness, longer, the gentle, pious, and all at once so
that I was no longer able to avoid confessing distrae"ted man: yet do you not know how
everything to her. grateful I am to you, what I think of you?"

Gretchen came in, and said that we might "tt is not a question of thanking and think-
go to her father. The girl seemed very ing," replied the other, qmeted, "it is a mat-
thoughtful and vexed as she went out. Fair- ter of happiness or unhappiness for all my hfe.
good-one said to her, "Lieschen has leave This strange man troubles me: as I look at
to go out this evening; you will look after the him, I do not trust myself to outweigh him :
business." to push out former rights, to loosen former

"You should not have given it," replied ties I cannot pretend."
Gretchen; "she is after no good. You in- '_As soon as you can come back to your-
dulge the mischievous thing more than is self," said my kind one, more beautiful than
right, and trust her more than you ought, ever, "when _t is possxble to talk to you as at
I have just found out that she wrote a letter other times and always, then I will tell you,
to him yesterday evening : she listened to I will swear to you by the earthly remains of my
your conversation: now she is going to meet glorified father, that I have no other relation
him." to this gentleman and friend, than you can

A child who had in the meantime remained recognize, approve and share, and for whmh
with the father begged me to make haste: you must be glad."
the good man was restless. We went in : Lenardo quailed to the depths of his heart :
cheerful, nay, strangely beautiful he was, thev all three stood for awhile, qmte silent
sitting up in bed. and thoughtful. The young man was the first

"Children," said he, "I have spent these to break the silence: and said, "The moment
hours in continual prayer; not one of all I is one of too great significance to be aught
David's Psalms of thankfulness and praise has but decisive. It is not upon the spur of the
been passed over by me; and to them I add moment that I speak. I have had time to
from my own mind, with confirmed faith: think; do you then listen' Your reason for
Wherefore hopeth man only when near at refusing me your hand was my refusal to fol-
hand ? Then he must a_, and help himself; low you, if from necessity or caprice you were
from afar should he hope and trust in God." to emigrate. Here then I solemnly declare

He grasped Lenardo's hand, and then the before this competent witness that I w_ll place
hand of his daughter, and laying them one in no obstacle in the way of your departure,



rather will I further it, and follow you every- whom he told all this circumstantially, quite
where. But in return for this declaration, agreed with his view.
which has not been forced from me, but only But here the duty of communicating, des-
accelerated by these strange circumstances, I cribing, setting forth and condensing become_
this moment ask you for your hand." more and more difficult. Who does not feel

He stretched forth his own, and stood there that we are now approaching the end, where
calm and confident. The two others, over- the fear of lingering over details, with the
come w:th surprise, shrank back involuntarily, wish to leave nothing incompletely cleared

"It is decreed," said the youth, with a cer- up, places us in a dilemma. It is true that
tain pious exultation. "It is to happen ; it is by the despatch just arrived we have been
to the interest of us all: God has willed it! enhghtened about a good deal; however, the
But that you may not think that it is hastiness letters, and the many enclosures, contain
and caprice, at least learn that for love of you various things which are not of general in-
I had renounced mountains and rocks, and retest. We have accordingly resolved to
have even now been arranging everything, in combine what we then knew and found out,
the town, in order to live according to your and that too which came to our knowledge
wishes. But now I go alone; you will not later, and with this intent conclude with con-
deny me the means to do so. You would still fidence the serious task that we have taken in
have enough left to lose here, as you dread, hand of a faithful referee.
and as you have reason to dread. For I have Before all else then we have to announce
at last convinced myself also that that skilful, that Lothario with Theresa his wife, and
industrious rascal has betaken himself to the Natalia, who did not wish to be parted from
upper valley, and is there setting up ma- her brother, in company with the abbd, were
chmery. You will soon see him drawing to acCtually already gone to sea. They started
himself all means of support: perhaps you under favorable auspices, and it is to be hoped
will call back----only too soon--a true friend that a favorable wind fills their sails. The
whom you drove away." only unpleasant sentiment, a real moral grief,

Three people have seldom stood in a more that they take with them, is that they were not
painful position towards one another: all at able first to pay their visit to Makaria. The
the same time in dread of losing one another: circuit was too great, the undertaking too 1m-
and at the moment ignorant of how they portant. They already had some delay to
should reciprocally retain each other, blame themselves for, and must sacrifice even

The youth with passionate determination a pious duty to necessity.
rushed out of the door. The Fair-good-one We, however, on our part as relator and
had laid her hand upon her father's chilled describer, ought not let these beloved persons,
breast. "From near at hand one must not who in times past won so much of our affec-
hope," she exclaimed, "but from afar: that tion, depart to so great a distance, without
was his last blessing. Let us trust in God: having imparted some more particular infor-
each one in h:mself and m the other, and so mation as to their intentions and doings
it will be well!" hitherto, especially as it is so long since we

have heard anything explicit about them.
Nevertheless, we shall omit to do so, because
their task hitherto has only referred, as a

CHAPTER XIV. preparation, to the great undertaking upon
which we see them embarking. We live,

Ot:R friend read what was put before him however, in the hope of satisfaCtorily meeting
with great interest, but at the same time he them again at some future day in full method-
must needs confess that at the end of the pre- ical activity, making manifest the real worth
ceding portion he had already suspected, nay, of their several charaCters.
supposed, that the good creature had been Julietta, the sensible good one, whom wc
discovered. The description of the rugged may still recolleCt, had married a man after
mountain-country had first inspired him with her uncle's heart, working thoroughly with
this idea; but he had been especially set upon sympathy and energy in his own direCtion.
the track by _mardo's presentiment on that Julietta was latterly a good deat with the
moonlight night, as well as by the repetition aunt, where many of those upon whom she
of the words of his own letter. Friedrich, to had exercised a beneficial influence met to-
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gether, not only such as remain devoted to Thus these two also come m their turn, and
the mainland, but those also who intend to so with Makaria as everywhere the Wonderful
go across the sea. Lenardo, on the other one found special favor, which was especially
hand, had already taken leave of Friedrich. shown in tins that the lady was received in
The communication through messengers be- the inner room and alone, which favor waq
tween them was so much the more acCtive, afterwards accorded to the major al._o. He

If then those worthy people above-men- proved himself thereupon to be a cultivated
tioned were absent from the catalogue of the mlhtary man, a good manager of house and
guests, still there were to be found amongst land, a friend of hterature, even worthy of
them many important persons already inti- prmse as a dida&ic poet ; and he experienced
mately known to us. Hilaria came with her a good reception from the astronomer and
husband, who now appeared as a captain and other intimates of the house.
indubitably rich landowner. She, with her He was especially dastmguished also by our
great grace and amiability, gained here as old friend the worthy uncle, who, living at
always an easy pa.rdon for her too great readi- some distance, at this time came over oftener
ness to change m passing from one source of than he was otherwise wont to do, though it
interest to another, of which in the course of were only for a few hours at a rune; but he
this narrative we have found her guilty. The could not be persuaded to stay for a single
men especially did not tax her severely for it : night, though the best accommodation was
a fault of this kind, if it is one, they do not offered to hm_.
consider objecCtionable, since each one may Yet at such short meetings his presence was
wish and hope that he too may have a turn. in the highest degree gratifying, for he was

Flavio, her husband, vigorous, cheerful and then willing as a man of the world and of the
amiable enough, seemed to rivet her affe&ion court to appear in an indulgent and rater-
completely: she might well have forgiven mediary characCter, in whmh accordingly a
herself for the past; even Makaria found no trace of aristocratic pedantry was not found
occasion to refer to it. He, the always pat- unpleasant. Moreover, his good-humor now
sionate poet, begged on partmg to be allowed proceeded from h_s heart; he was happy, as
to recite a poem that he had composed in we all feel when we have to deal w_th matters
honor of her and her surrounding friends of importance with sensible rational people.
during the few days of his stay here. He The comprehensive busines_ was m flfll course;
had often been seen walking up and down in it went on continuously w_th carefully fostered
the open air, after a short pause again walking collaboration.
forwards with excited gestures, writing at the To this he gave only his principal moments.
desk, then thinking and writing again. But He is a landowner, 1,y inheritance from his
now he seemed to regard it as finished when ancestors_ beyond the seas. What that ma-
he nmde his wish known through Angela. plies, he who underqtands the posmon of

The good lady, though unwillingly, gave affaars there may explain more in detail to his
her consent, and at all events it might be friends, for it will of necessity take us too far
listened to, although one learned nothing now. These important possessions had hitherto
more from it than one knew already, felt been let on lease, and under varmusdrawbacks
nothing butwhat one had already felt. Mean- brought in little. The assocmuon with which
while, however, the delivery was easy and we are snfficiently acquainted lq now authoHzed
pleasing, treatment and rhymes partly new, to take pos_se_mn there, in the midst of the
though on the whole one might have wished most perle& civil institutmns, from which a_
_t somewhat shorter. At last, he handed it an influentml hnk of the State _t can look for
over, very beautifutly written on wide-bordered advantage to it-elf, and spread ltqelf stall fur-
paper, and they separated with perfec"t nmtual ther in the uncultivated waste. Here then
satisfa6tion, wall Friedrich with Lenardo come eapecmlly

This couple had returned from a notable, to the front to show how one can m point of
welt-employed tour to the south in order to facet begin from the beginning an'd strike out
release their father, the major, from the house : a natural path.
who with the Irresistible one, who had now ] Hardly had those we have named departed,

become his wife, also wished to inhale a httle ] satisfied in the highest degree with their qtav,of the air of Eden for some measure of re- when there were announced some guests of'a
freshment. 1very different sort, and yet welcome ones too.
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We should scarcely have expecCted to see into the rooms where the stores for the cloth-
Philina and Lydia make their appearance in a ing of the large household lay at hand m
place of such sancCtity, and yet they arrived, materials of various kinds. There she ex-
Montan, who was still hngering in the moun- perienced, in the prospecCt of cutting it all
tains, was presently to fetch them, and take up, the greatest delight: it was necessary
them by the nearest road to the lake. Both ac'-tualty to take her out, and lock the door
were very well received by the housekeepers, fast; for she knew neither bounds nor measure.
stewardesses, and other women who had sltua- Angela, on this account, really would not be
tions or dwelt in the house. Philina brought treated as a bride; for she dreaded such a
with her a pair of most lovable children, and slasher; in general the relations between the
while simply and very attra_ively dressed she two were by no means happily brought out.
distinguished herself by an extraordinary This however, can only be enlarged on later.
habit. From her flower-embroidered belt she Montan put off coming longer than had
carried, hanging from a long silver chain, a been anticipated, and Phflina insisted on being
moderately large pair of English scissors, with presented to Makana. This was done, for
which she would often snip and snap in the then they hoped that they would get nd of
air, just as if she wanted to give emphasLs to her all the sooner, and it was a sufficiently
her conversation, and by doing this she aroused remarkable sight to see the two sinners at the
the merriment of all present, whereupon also feet of the Saint. They lay at her knees on
the question soon followed whether it could either side, Philina between her two children,
be that, in so large a family, there was no whom she urged down with demonstrative
cloth to cut. And then it was discovered gracefulness. With her wonted geniality she
very fortunately for such energy, that a couple said--"I love my husband, my children. I
of brides were to be fitted out. Hereupon gladly work for them, for others too: forgive
she looks at the costume of the country, and the rest." Makaria saluted and blessed her;
bids the girls walk up and down before her, she withdrew with a becoming bow.
whilst she cuts away; in doing which she pro- Lydia lay to the left side of the saintlb
ceeded with spirit and taste, and, without in woman with her face on her breast, weeping
any way detracCtmg from the characCter of such bitterly and unable to utter a word. Makaria,
a costume, she managed to soften down its interpreting her tears, tapped her on the
peculiar stiff barbarousness with so soft a grace shoulder as if she would soothe her. Then"
that the two thus clothed pleased themselves with pious intent she fervently and repeatedly
and others better, and overcame their anxiety kissed her head between the parted tresses, at
lest they might have deviated from what was it lay in front of her. Lydia raised herself,
traditional, first to her knees, then to her feet, and re-

Now came Lydia, who was skilful in sewing garded her benefacCtress with pure joy.
readily, neatly and swiftly, to their complete "What has happened to me l" she said ;
assistance, and one might venture to hope to "how do I feel! The heavy painful burden,
see the brides, with the aid of the rest of the which deprived me, if not of all conscious-
womankind, dressed out more quietly than ness, at least of all refledtion, is suddenly
one would have thought, and in the meantime lifted from off my head: I can now look up-
these girls dared not go far away. Philina wards freely, direc"t my thoughts on high.
busied herself with them down to the minu- and," she added after drawing her breath
test details, and treated them as if they were deeply, "I believe my heart will follow."
dolls or stage-dummies. Heaps of ribands At this moment the door opened, and z_
and other festive array usual in the neighbor- frequently one too long awaited will suddenly
hood were fittingly distributed, and at last the and unexpe_edly appear, Montan came m.
result was attained that these buxom bodies Lydia stepped gleefully up to him, embraced
and neat figures, generally decked out with him joyfully, and as she led him to Makar_a,
barbarous formality, now became somewhat she exclaimed, "He shall know how he is in-
conspicuous, but in such a way that all vul- debted to this divine one, and gratefully kneel
garity seemed in every point toned down into down with me."
a sort of gracefulness. Montan, surprised, and contrary to his usual

But over-busy people, in circumstances re- custom somewhat embarrassed, said with a
stile'ted by uniform rules, become wearisome, graceful bow towards the worthy lady, "It
Philina with her voracious scissors had got seems to be a great deal; for I become your
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debtor. It is the first time that you have really to be relied on to such a degree that we
come frankly and lovingly to me, the first may continue to bmld upon it safely in th_
time that you have pressed me to your heart, future; or whether traditionary knowledge
although I have long deserved it." has become only stationary, and hence oc-

We must now confidentially disclose that casions inertia rather than progres_ There 1_
Montan had loved Lydia from her early one charad'terlstic that furthers this Inquiry--
youth, that the more engaging Lothario had whether, namely, the received results are
enticed her from him, but that he had re- being, and have been, and remain influential
mained faithful to her and to his friend, and in and promotlve of acCtlve endeavor.
at last, probably to the no small surprise The testing of the new stands in the op-
of our earlier readers, had gained her for his posite case--when one has to ask _hether
wife. what is received is real profit or only faslnon-

All these three, who would not have been able conformity. For an opimon emanating
able to feel quite at ease in European society, from energetic men spreads like contagion
scarcely placed limits to the expression of throughout the crowd, and then it is said to

their joy when the exped'ted settlement abroad i be prevalent--an assumption that to the true
was spoken of. Philina's scissors were already t inquirer expresses no idea. Church and State
snipping; for she was thinking of securing may at any rate have reasons to declare them-
the monopoly of providing this new colony selves dominant; for they have to do with the
with articles of apparel. Philina described recalcitrant multitude, and if only order is
very prettily the large store of cloth and kept, it is all the same by what means; but in
linen, and snipped in the air, "already be- the sciences absolute freedom is necessary;
holding," she said, "the harvest for scythe for then one is working not for to-day and to-
and sickle before her." morrow, but for an endlessly progressive suc-

Lydia, on the other hand, only now by that cession of years.
happy blessing awakened again to sympathetic But, moreover, if in science the false gets
love, saw already in spirit her scholars in- the upper hand, yet there will always remain
creasing a hundredfold, and a whole popu- a minority for the true; and ff it should con-
lation of housewives led on and stirred up to tracer into one single spirit it would not mat-

: exa_itudeand elegance. The earnest Montan ter : he will work his way in silence, in secret,
too has all the mineral wealth of those regions and a tm_e will come when people will inquire
in lead, copper, iron and coal before his eyes, about him and his convicCtlons, or when with
to such an extent that he is often ready to de- the general diffusion of enlightenment they
clare all his knowledge and ability as mere will venture to present themselves again.
painful groping experiment towards the rich But a subject less general, though incom-
remunerative harvest that he there should first prehensible and extraordinary, that came
boldly gather in. under discussion, was Montan's casual dis-

That Montan would soon be on good terms closure that in his mountain and mining
with our astronomer was to be foreseen. The investigations he was assisted by a being who
discussions which they carried on in Makaria's displayed the most wonderfifl quaht_es, and a
presence were attracCtive in the highest degree, quite peculmr relation to everything that one
However, we find but little of them to write might call stone, mineral--even in general,
down, Angela having been for some time less an element. This being felt not only a great
attentive in listening and more careless in effecCt from waters flowing underground, from
writing them out. Much of it too might metalliferous layers and veins, as well as coal
seem to her too general, and not sufficiently measures, and aught else of the sort that lay
comprehensible for a young lady. We there- together in masses, but, what was more won-
fore insert in passing only a few of the utter- derful, it felt d_fferent and again different as
antes of those days which have come to us_ soon as it merely changed its soil. The dif-
in no case in her handwriting, ferent sorts of mountains exercised a _peclal

influence upon it, about which since he had
In the study of the sciences, particularly managed to produce a language which was

those that deal with nature, it is as necessary strange enough, but at the same time sufficient,
as it is difficult to inquire whether that which he was able to arrive at a clear nnderstanding
has been handed down to us from the past, with it and test it in details, when it stood the
and regarded as valid by our ancestors, is test in a remarkable way, being able as it wa_
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to distinguish chemical as well as physical other circumstances combined to increase the
elements by the feeling, nay, even distinguish- discomfort.
ing by look alone the heavier from the lighter We have already had occasion to remark
substances. This being, about whose sex he that Angela did not fulfil as before the duty
would not disclose himself more plainly, he of attending and taking notes, but seemed
has sent forward with the departing friends, to be otherwise occupied. "I'o explain this
and he hoped a good deal from it in further- anon)aly.in a person so given to order, and
ance of his amls in the unexplored districCts, moving m the most refined of circles, we are

This confidence on the part of Montan compelled, late as it is, to introduce a new
opened the stern heart of the astronomer, ad'tor in this comprehensive drama.
who accordingly, with Makaria's consent, Our old and tried rnerchant-friend Werner
revealed to him in return her relation to the was compelled, with the growth, nay, with
planetary system. By the aid of later com- the so-to-say unlimited increase of his busl-
munications by the astronomer we are in a hess, to look around for other assistants, whom,
position to impart, if not adequately, at any not without special previous testing, he at-
rate the chief point of their conversations on tached more nearly to himself. Such a one
such important subjec'-ts, he now sends to Makaria, to treat about the

Let us, m the meanwhile, admire the simi- payment of important sums of money which
larity of the cases here occurring, together this lady out of her large means determined
with the greatest diversity. One friend, in and promised to devote to the new under-
order not to become a Timon, had plunged taking, with especial reference to her favorite
himself into the deepest caverns of the earth; Lenardo. The above-mentioned young man,
and even there he was aware that in human now Werner's assistant and partner, a lively
nature there is something analogous to what is natural youth, and a perfe_ phenomenon'.
most rigid and uncouth. To the other, on recommends himself by a singular talent, all
the contrary, Makaria's spirit gave an instance unlimited readiness at calculation in ever),
of the facCtthat as in the former case, tarrying, case, and especially with the undertakers as
so in this case distant removal, is the attribute they are now working together, when the).
of gifted natures; and that it is necessary must needs occupy themselves closely with
neither to penetrate to the centre of the earth, calculations in the manifold senses of a busi-
nor to remove beyond the limits of our solar ness reckoning and ascertain their balance.
system, but that they are already sufficiently Even in daily society where, in discussion
occupied, and in particular made attentive to about matters of the world, the conversation
acCtion and summoned to it. Upon and in is of numbers, sums, and balances, such a
the soft is found matter for the highest earthly man must be in the highest degree welcome as
requirements, a world full of material, handed a colleague. Moreover, he played the piano
over to the manipulation of man's highest very gracefully--in which calculation, united
faculties; but upon that spiritual road sym- and combined with an amiable natural dispo-
pathy, love and orderly free acCtivity are sition, is extremely helpful. The tones flow
always found. To reconcile these two worlds lightly and harmoniously together, but he
with one another, to make manifest their often hints that he would also be at home in
double-sided peculiarities in the passing phe- deeper regions ; and thus he becomes most
nomenon of life, is the highest form to which highly attra_ive whilst he says little, and
man can develop himself, scarcely a symptom of feelings transpires

Hereupon the two friends made a contra_, through his conversation. In any case he 1_
and undertook in any ca._e not to conceal younger than his years; something childhke
their experiences; for he who could smile might almost be attributed to him. And
at them as tales well suited for a romance, whatever else may be said of him, he has
might still continue to regard them as a symbol gained Angela's favor, and she his, to Maka-
of all that was most worthy to be desired, ria's great content, for she had long wished to

The departure of Montan and his ladies see the noble girl married.
soon followed, and if he and Lydia had been The latter, however, always thoughtful, and
very welcome, yet the too-restless Philina was feeling how difficult it would be to fill her
tiresome to a number of young ladies accus- place, had already declined an offer of love
tomed to repose and order, but particularly to from some one or other, and perhaps even
the noble-minded Angela; moreover, several done violence to a secret affec"tion ; but since
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a successor bad been contemplated, nay, to kindness of such sort deserved a woman's
some extent already appointed, she seems to whole soul, all her faculties; but that she
have been taken unawares by a favorable could not offer. The recolle_hon of her

impression, and to have resigned herself even lover, her husband, and the reciprocal umon
passionately to it. of both, was stdl so vlvld within her, still

But we now reach the point of disclosing occupied her whole being so completely, that
the most important thing, since all that has so no space for love and passion was conceivable,
long been our theme has little by little been and that only the purest good-will, and on
shaped, resolved, and put into form again, tlns occasion the most perfe& gratitude, re-
Accordingly, it has been determined for the mained for her. With this they remained
future that the Fair-good-one, otherwise called content, and as Lenardo had had no hand In
the Nut-brown Maid, shall attach herself to the incident, it was not even necessary to give
Makaria. The plan, submitted in a general any explanation or answer about it.
sense to Lenardo, and also approved by him, A few general considerations will, it may be
is quite near to its execution : all the parties hoped, be in place here. The relation of all
to it are agreed : the Fair-good-one" hands the foregoing personages to Makarla was con-
over all her property to her facCtotum. He fidential and reverent. They all felt the
marries the second daughter in the industrious presence of a higher being, and yet in this
family, and becomes the loomfitter's brother- presence every one retained the freedom of
in-law. By this means the complete establish- appearing quite in his own nature. Every one
ment of a factory with the aid of local and shows himself as he is, more than ever before
co-operative effort becomes possible, and the parents and friends, with a certain confidence ;
inhabitants of the labor-loving valley are for he has been enuced and prompted to
busied in another and more lively fashion, bring to light only the good, the best that is
Thus the amiable woman is made free; she in him; hence arose an almost general satls-
comes to Makaria in Angela's place, who is facCtion.
already betrothed to the young man above But we cannot refrain from saying that,
mentioned. Thus, for the moment, all is set throughout these in some measure dlstracCtmg
straight; what cannot be decided remains m circumstances, Makaria remained occupied
suspense, with Lenardo's position. She expressed her-

But now the Fair-good-one desires that self on the subjec"t to her intimates, to Angela
Wdhelm shall fetch her away; certain circum- and the astronomer. She beheved that she
stances have still to be adjusted; and she sets plainly saw Lenardo's mind before her. For
a great value simply on this, that that which the moment he is satisfied : the objec_t of his
he in point of facet began, he shall complete, solicitude is in the highest degree fortunate ;
He first found her out, and a wonderful des- Makaria had provided for the future in any
tiny set Lenardo upon his track; and now he clrcumstances. He had now to enter boldly
_so she wishes--must lighten her departure, upon and begin the great business, and leave
and so experience the pleasure, the satisfacCtion the rest to the future and to fate. And here
of having himself gathered up and knotted it might be supposed that tie was chiefly forti-
the ravelled threads of fate. fled in this undertaking by the thought of

But now, in order to bring the spiritual, the summoning her over, if not even fetching
moral, to a sort of completion, we must also her himself, as soon as ever he had estabhshed
reveal something more secret_in fa_ what his footing.
follows: Lenardo had never made the slightest Some general remarks cannot be withheld
utterance about a closer connec"tion with the here. The strange case which here arose--
Fair-good-one; but in the course of the nego- passion developed from conscientlousness_

tiation.s, during the many messages to and fro, was more closely observed. At the same tnne
some inquiry had in a delicate way been made other instances of the wonderful transforma-
of her, as to how she would regard such a tion of impressions once received, the mvs-
connection, and what, at any rate, if it should terious development of innate inclination and
come to words, she would be inclined to do. longing, were recalled: that in such cases
From her reply could be gathered thus much, there was little to be done wa_ regretted, but
that she did not feel herself worthy to respond it would be found m the highest degree ad-
to such affecCtion as that of her noble-minded visable to keep as clear as possflfie, and not
friend by the bestowal of her divided self; yield unconditionally to thrs or that connec2ion.
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But, this point reached, we cannot resist whilst her heart, her mind was entirely filled
the temptation to communicate from our with super-mundane vision, her acCtionsand
archives a paper which concerns Makaria conduct still remained ever conformable to
and the special property which was bestowed the noblest morality. As she grew up, help-
on her mind. Unfortunately this memoran- ful everywhere, unremitting in great and small
dum waswritten from memory only some time services, she moved like an angel of God upon
after it was communicated, and is not, as earth, whilst her spiritual whole moved it is
would be desirable in so remarkable a case, to true around the natural sun, but with respect
be looked upon as authentic. Be that as it to the supernatural one in ever-widening
may, however, so much is imparted here as circles.
will arouse reflection and recommend atten- The excessive plenitude of this condition
tion as to whether something similar or ap- was in some degree relieved by the fac"t that
proximate has not been, somewhere or other, there also seemed to be an alternation of day
noted and recorded, and night in her; for when the inner light

was diminished she strove to fulfil her outer
duties most faithfully, and on a fresh reful-
gence within resigned herself to the most
blissful repose. Nay, she has remarked that a

CHAPTER XV. sort of clouds have from time to time hovered
round her, and shared for a period the aspect

MAr,XRIAis found to be in a relation to our of her heavenly companions--an epoch which
solar system which one may hardly venture to she has always contrived to employ for the
express. In the spirit, the soul, the imagin- benefit or pleasure of her friends.
ation, she cherishes it; she not only contem- As long as she kept her visions secret, it
plates it, but forms as it were a part of it. was no small matter to support them. What
She sees herself drawn onward in those she revealed of them was not acknowledged
heavenly orbits, but in a manner quite pe- or was misinterpreted: she therefore allowed
culiar; she has revolved round the sun since it to pass to the outerworld as a malady: and
her childhood, and in fact, as is now dis- it is still always so spoken of in the family.
cerned, in a spiral continually receding from But at last good fortune brought to her the
the central point and circling towards the man whom you see with us, equally estimable
outer regions, as physician, mathematician and astronomer,

If it may be assumed that beings in so far a thoroughly noble man who yet at first really
as they are corporeal tend towards the centre, found his way to her from curiosity. But as
in so far as they are spiritual towards the cir- she gained confidence in him to gradually
cumference, then our friend belongs to the describe her condition to him, when she had
most spiritual; she seems born only to disen- joined the present with the past, and intro-
gage herself from the earthly, to penetrate duced a oontinuity into the circumstances, he
to the nearest and most distant spaces of was so possessed by the phenomenon that he
existence. This peculiar quality, glorious as could no longer separate from her, but every
it is, was laid on her, from her earliest years, day tried to penetrate more deeply into the
as a weighty responsibility. From childhood secret.
she remembers herinnermost self, as penetrated At first, as he not indistin_ly hinted, he
by luminous beings, irradiated by a light held it to be an illusion : for she did not deny
with which the brightest sunshine has nothing that from earliest youth she had diligently
in common. She often saw two suns, an in- occupied herself with the science of stars and
ward one, and one without in the heavens; sky, that she had become well-informed in
two moons, of which the external one retained that respect, and never lost an opportunity of
its size in all its phases, whilst the inner one making, by the aid of instruments and books,
diminished ever more and more. the structure of the universe clearer to her

This gift drew her sympathy away from senses. He was therefore not to be dissuaded
common things; but her excellent parents but that it was acquired ; the effe_ of a highly
availed themselves of all means of culture for disciplined imagination, the influence of
her. All capabilities were active in her, all memory, was to be suspe_ed, with the co-
modes of a_ivities effe_ive; so that she was operation of discriminating power, but es-
able to satisfy all external relations; and pecially of a hidden method of calculation.
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He is a mathematician and therefore ob- Montan had gwen out with the greatest
stinate; a clear mind and therefore incredu- appearance of truth that that extraordinary
lous: he remained long on his guard, noticing person who was able to indicate so well b}-
accurately, however, what she alleged; tried feeling the differences of the material of the
to anticipate the result of several years, at- earth, had already gone abroad with the first
tended particularly to the most recent utter- of the emigrants; a statement, however, which
ances coinciding with the opposition of the to the thoughtful must have seemed altogether
heavenly luminaries, and at last exclaimed, unlikely. For how could Montan and others
"Now, why should not God and Nature cre- of his sort have let so handy a dwmmg-rod
ate and arrange a living armitlary sphere, a go from his side ? Moreover, soon after his
spiritual clockwork, such that it should be departure, by the aid of gossip and special
able to follow, as our clocks do day by day tales of the under house-servants on the sub-
and hour by hour, the course of the stars of ject, a general susplmon arose. For Phdina
its own accord and in its own way." and Lydia had brought with them a third

But here we do not venture to go further ; person under the pretence that she was a ser-
for the incredible loses its value if we seek to vant, for which however she did not seem to

respect it in closer detail. Yet thus much we be in the least adapted: and besides she was
do say: what served as the basis of the calcu- never wanted when the ladies dressed or un-
lations to be applied was as follows--- dressed. Her slmpte costume clothed the

To her, the seeress, our sun seemed in her compaCt, well-knit body very neatly, but like
vision much smaller than she saw it by day: the whole of her person gave an indication
moreover an unusual position of this higher of rusticity. Her behavior without being
luminary in the zodiac gave occasion to some rough showed none of the culture of society,
deduCtions, of which ladles'-maids generally offer a can-

On the other hand doubt and bewilderment cature. Moreover she soon found her place
arose, because the observer indicated one star amongst the servants; she associated herself
or another as likewise appearing in the zodiac, with the garden and field-servants, laid hold
but of which nothing could be perceived in of the spade and worked hke two or three.
the sky. It might be the small planets at If she got hold of the rake, it flew in the
that time still undiscovered: for from other nimblest way over the upturned earth, and
utterances it could be gathered that, having the widest space resembled a well-levelled
long ago crossed the orbit of Mars she was flower-bed. In other respeCts she kept her-
nearing that of Jupiter. She had manifestly self quiet and very soon won universal good-
for a long time been contemplating with as- will. They would talk to each other about
tonishment, it would be hard to say at what her, and say that she had often been seen to
distance, this planet in its tremendous glory, lay down her implement and run across the
and had beheld the motion of its moons about fields over stock and stone to a hidden spring
It, but had afterwards seen him in the strangest where she could quench her thirst. This
guise as a waning moon, and in faCt reversed, praCtice she had repeated dally, contriving,
as the waxing moon appears to us. From this from any point at which she happened to be
_t was concluded that she saw him from the standing, always to find out some pure run-
side, and was aCtually on the point of crossing ning water or other, whenever she had need of it.
his orbit, and striving towards Saturn in the And thus a witness to Montan's statement
illimitable space. Thither no imagination had remained behind. He, probably m order
follows her: but we hope that such an entete- to avoid troublesome trmls and inadequate
chda* will not altogether abandon our solar testings, determined to conceal the presence
system, but on reaching its boundaries will of so remarkable a person from his noble
long to return to influence again the life and hosts, who would otherwise have well deserved
well-being of the earth for the benefit of our such confidence. We, however, have wished
descendants, to communicate, even incompletely as it hes

Whilst we herewith conclude, in the hope before us, what has come to our knowledge,
of pardon, this ethereal poem, let us turn with the friendly intention of direCting the
back to that terrestrial fable of which we have observation of men of research to similar cases,

given a passing indication above, which present themselves, by some sort of
indication, perhaps more often than one would

An Aristotelian term meaning effec"tivepower.--ED, think.
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CHAPTER XVI. fortunate occurrence: and since it was really
fortunate that this lot had fallen upon the

THE steward of the castle which but a short artisans who would with this intent be most

time since we saw enlivened by our travellers, useful, it was not difficult to make a beginning
ad'tive and dexterous by nature, always keep- with a furniture-faCtory, which needs no wide
ing before his eyes his employers' interest and space or great surroundings, but only require,
his own, was now sitting contentedly making dexterity and sufficient material. The last
up accounts and reports, in which he was at the steward promised: wives, space and cus-
pains to bring out and to display separately tom the inhabitants provided, and the lmml-
with some complacency the great advantages grants brought dexterity with them.
that had accrued to his districCt during the All this the clever man of business had
presence of these guests. But this, according already well thought over in private during
to his own persuasion, was only the least: he the stay and in the turmoil of the crowd:
had remarked what great results emanate from and therefore, as soon as there was quiet
active, able, hberal-minded, and bold men. around him, he could immediately proceed to
Some had taken their leave, to settle beyond work.
the seas; others to gain their livelihood upon Peace, in truth a sort of death-like peace,
the mainland: he was now aware of yet a had fallen on the village streets, on the castle
third secret relation, which he at once resolved courtyard, after the rush of this flood, when a
to turn to account, horseman galloping in upon our calculating

At their departure it became evident (as and scheming man of business, called out to
could have been foreseen and known) that him and roused him from his peaceful frame
many of the stalwart young men had become of mind. It is true that the horses' hoofs d_d
more or less friendly with the pretty girls of not clatter, for it was not shod, but the rider,
the village and the neighborhood---only a few who sprang from the saddle-cloth (he rode
showed courage enough, when Odoard went without saddle and stirrups, and controlled the
away with his followers, to declare definitely horse only by a halter) called loudly and ira-
that theywould remain. Of Lenardo's emi- patiently for the inmates, the guests, and _a_
grants not one stayed, but of these latter passionately astonished at finding everything
several declared that in a short time they so still and dead.
would return and settle down, if they could The steward's servant knew not what to
be provided in some measure w_th a sufficient make of this stranger. When a discussion
subsistence, and security for the future, arose the steward himself came forth, and he

The steward, who was perfectly well ac- too was able to say nothing more than that
quainted with every individual and the do- they had all gone away.
mestic circumstances of the little population "Whither?" was the question of the viva-
that was subjec'-t to him, laughed quietly like cious young stranger. With composure, the
a true egoist, at the circumstance that such steward indicated the road of Lenardo and
great preparations and expenses should be in- Odoard, and of a third problematical persc_n
curred for the purpose of showing themselves whom they had partly called Wilhelm, partly
free and active beyond seas and inland, and Meister. He had embarked upon the river at
yet should thereby bring him, who had sat a few miles distance: he was going down,
quite still on his acres, just the greatest advan- first to visit his son, and then to follow out
tages to house and home, and give him an further some important business.
opportunity of keeping back and collecting The youth already had vaulted again upon
round himself some of the best. His thoughts, the horse, and received information as to the
enlarged by present circumstances, found nearest road to the river, when he galloped
nothing more natural than that liberality well out of the gateway again and sped away so
applied would have worthy and profitable con- quickly that the steward, who was looking out
sequences. He immediately formed the reso- of his window overhead, scarcely detected b)
lution of undertaking something like it in his a flying cloud of dust that the mad rider had
own little distri_. Fortunately some well-to- taken the right track.
do inhabitants were now as it were compelled to The last cloud of dust had just disappeared
resign their daughters legally to the too pre- in the distance, and our steward was about to
mature husbands. The steward made such a sit down again to his business, when a rues-
social mishap comprehensible to them as a senger on foot came rushing in at the same
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gate and asked likewise for the party, to them all together or to obtain some further
whom he had been sent off m haste to deliver information.
something of importance. He had for then: But the letter itself, which also we have
a rather large packet, but in addition to this found amongst the many papers intrusted to
also a single letter addressed to Wilhelm, us, being of the greatest Importance, we must
called Meister, which had been specially com- not withhold. It was from Hersflia, a young
mended to the care of the messenger by a lady as wonderful as she was amlabte, who ap-

young lady; and the speedy delivery of which pears only seldom in our communications,

_I
=1

had been most stringently urged. Unfor- but who at every appearance must certainly
tunately he too could receive no other answer have attra_ed irresistibly every one of inter-
than that he found the nest empty, and must lecCtand refinement. The fate, too, that be-
therefore proceed on his way with all speed to falls her, is perhaps the most extraordinary
such place where he might hope to light upon that can befall a tender spirit.
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CHAPTER XVII. mark; I pushed him angrily away; my con-
fusion gave me courage and wit ; I threatened,

HERSILIATO WILHELM. scolded, ordered him never to appear before
I was sitting thbakmg, and could not say me again; he believed in the genuineness of

what I was thinking about. A thoughtful un- my expressions.
thinking, however, often comes over me; it " Very well," said he, "then Iwill ride out
is a sort of conscious indifference. A horse into the world until I perish."
gallops into the courtyard, and rouses me He threw himself on his horse and galloped
from my repose: the door flies open, and away. Still half-dreaming I go to take charge
Felix enters in all the splendor of youth, like of the casket: the half of the key lay broken
a little idol. He hastens up to me, and is off. I found myself in double, triple era-
about to embrace me. I sign him back. He barrassment.
seems indifferent, remains at some distance, O men, O mankind, will you never plant out
and with undisturbed cheerfulness begins to reason? Had we not enough of the father, who
praise the horse that brought him here, and was the cause of so much mischief; did we
to tell me circumstantially and confidentially need the son also, to confuse us irretrievably ?
about his habits and his pleasures. The recol-
lection of former stones bnngs us upon the These impressions were lying by me a long
ornamental casket; he knows that I have it, time ; now a strange circumstance intervenes
and wishes to see it: I acquiesce, it was im- which I must mention: it clears up and
possible to refuse. He looks at it, tells cir- obliterates the foregoing.
cumstantially how he discovered it. I get An old goldsmith and jeweller, esteemed
confused, and betray the fact that I have the by my uncle, comes in and exhibits some
key. Now his curiosity rises to the highest strange antique treasures. I am instigated to
pitch; that too he wishes to see, only at a bring out the casket ; he looks at the broken
distance. One could never see anyone beg key and points out what had hitherto been
more urgently and lovingly: he begs and overlooked, that the fra6ture was not rough,
prays_ kneels and begswith such fiery, winning but smooth. By contacCt the two ends adhere
eyes, such sweet insinuating words, that I to one another. He pulls out the key entire;
was again over-persuaded. I held up the they are magnetically united, hold firmly to
wondrous secret at a distance, but he quickly each other, but lock only for one who _s
caught hold of my hand and snatched it away, initiated. The man goes a short distance off;
springing playfully aside, round a table, the casket flies open, but he shuts it down

"I have nothing to do with the casket, or again at once: such secrets, he opines, it is
the key," he exclaimed. "It was your heart not good to meddle with.
I wished to open, that it should disclose itself My inexplicable condition, thank Heaven,
to me, come to me, press itself to me, give you certainly do not realize ; for how should
me leave to press it to my breast." one appreciate the embarrassment, whilst out-

He was infinitely beautiful and lovable, and side the embarrassment. The important cas-
as I was about to run after him, he kept push- ket stands before me; the key which turns not
ing the casket before him on the table: the I hold in my hand: the former I would wll-
key was already in the lock: he threatened to tingly leave unopened, if only the latter would
turn _t, and turned it really; the key broke unlock for me the future at hand.
off, the outer end fell upon the table. Do not trouble yourself about me for

I was more distracted than can be imagined, awhile: but I pressingly beg, implore, ut-
ile takes advantage of nay inattention, leaves gently enjoin, inquire after Felix! I have
the casket lying, rushes at me and seizes me in sent round about in vain, to find out the
hts arms. I struggled in vain ; his eyes ap- traces of his path. I know not whether I
proached mine; and it is something lovely to should bless or dread the day which will bring
see one's own form in a loving eye. I saw it us together again.
for the first tnne, as he pressed his tips passion- At last, at last, the messenger demands his
atety on mine. I must confess it, I gave him dismissal; he has been kept here long enough.
his kisses back ; it is so lovely to make a per- he is to overtake the wanderers with important
son happy. I tore myself away; the gulf that despatches. In their company he will doubt-
separates us appeared only too plainly to me. less find you too, or they will direct him aright.
Instead of collecting myself, I overshot the I, in the meantime, shall not be pacified.
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CHAPTER XVIII. sailors rowed, swift as an arrow, to the surging
pool, and in a moment had grasped the

Now was the bark ghding down the river, beautiful prize. To all appearance lifeless,
shone on by the hot noonday sun; gentle the beautiful youth lay in the boat, and after
breezes cooled the heated ether; soft banks a short consultation the expert men rowed to
on both sides afforded a very simple yet a pebbly osier-ground that had formed itself
pleasing prosper. The corn-land was not in mid-stream. To land, to hft the body on
far from the stream, and a rich soil lay so to the bank, to strip and dry it, was the work
close to it that the rushing water, at any part of a moment, but as yet no sign of life was
where it was precipitated against it, had dealt to be seen ; the falr flower lay prostrate m
forcibly with the loose earth, and carrying i_ their arms!

off, had formed rugged precipices of consider- Wilhelm got hold of the lancet at once to
able height, open the veto of the arm : the blood gushed

Right above, on the most broken edge of out copiously, and minghng with the wind-
such a precipice, where in other circumstances ing, glancing wave_, it followed the rippling
the towing-path would have run, our friend stream. Life returned. The loving surgeon
saw a young man, well built, of powerful had scarcely time to fix the bandages, when
form, approaching at a trot. But scarcely the youth had already boldly raised hxmself
was he about to take a sharper look at him upon his feet, and looking keenly at Wilhelm,
than the overhanging turf broke loose and cried, "If I am to live let it be with thee!"
the unlucky one is precipitately hurled, horse With these words he fell on the neck of his
above, rider beneath, into the water. It was recognizing and recognized preserver, and
no time to think how and wherefore: the I wept bitterly. So they stood in close em-
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brace, like Castor and Pollux: brothers meet- image of God !" he exclaimed, '*and art
ing at the turning-point between Orkus and forthwith disfigured again, injured from within
Day. dr from without."

They begged him to quiet himself. The The cloak fell over him: a tempered sun-
sturdy men had already prepared a comfort- glow gently and deeply warmed his limbs
able couch, half in the sun, half in shade, throughout: his cheeks reddened healthily,
amongst light bushes and twigs: here he was he seemed already completely restored.
now lying, stretched upon his father's cloak, The a&ive men, rejoicing in a good a6"tion
the comeliest among youths: brown locks, well sped, and anticipating the liberal recom-
quickly dried, already curled again ; he smiled pense that was to be expe&ed, had already as
quietly and fell asleep. Our friend as he good as dried the youth's clothing on the hot
covered him over looked down at him with shingle, so that as soon as he awoke they might
pleasure, reinstate him in the most becoming condition

"Art thou then ever reproduced, glorious for society.
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CHAPTER I. the people at work a few steps from where I
am standing."

EnWAgD----SOwe shall call a wealthy noble- "And then, to the right of the church
man in the prime of life--had been spending again," continued the gardener, "is the
several hours of a fine April morning in his opening of the valley; and you look along
nursery-garden, budding the stems of some over a range of wood and meadow far into
young trees with cuttings which had been the distaaace. The steps up the rock, too,
recently sent to him. He had finished what are excellently arranged. My gracious lady
he was about, and having laid his tools to- understands these things; it is a plea.sure to
gether in their box, was complacently sur- work under her."
veying his work, when the gardener came "Go to her," said Edward, "and desire
up and complimented his master on his in- her to be so good as to wait for me there.
dustry. Tell her I wish to see this new creation of

"Have you seen my wife anywhere?" in- hers, and enjoy it with her."
quired Edward, as he moved to go away. The gardener went rapidly off, and Edward

"My lady is alone yonder in the new soon followed. Descending the terrace, and
grounds," said the man; "the summer-house stopping as he passed to look into the hot-
which she has been making on the rock over housesand the forcing-pits, he came presently to
against the castle is finished to-day, and really the stream, and thence, over a narrow bridge,
_t is beautiful. It cannot fail to please your to a place where the walk leading to the sum-
grace. The view from it is perfecCt:--the mer-house branched off m two direcCtlons.
village at your feet; a little to your right the One path led across the churchyard, imme-
church, with its tower, which you can just see diately up the face of the rock. The other,
over; and direcCtly opposite you, the castle into which he struck, wound away to the left,
and the garden." with a more gradual ascent, through a pretty

"Quite true," replied Edward; "I cansee shrubbery. Where the two paths jomed again,
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a seat had been made, where he stopped a "I am quite ready to tell you what I have
few moments to rest; and then, following the in view," returned Edward. "Through his
now single road, he found himself, after last letters there is a prevailing tone of des-
scrambling along among steps and slopes of pondency; not that he is really in any want.
all sorts and kinds, conducted at last through He knows thoroughly welt how to limit his
a narrow more or less steep outlet to the sum- expenses; and I have taken care for every-
mer-house, thing absolutely necessary. It is no distress

Charlotte was standing at the door to re- to him to accept obligations from me ; all our
ceive her husband. She made him sit down lives we have been in the habit of borrowing
where, without moving, he could command a from and lending to each other; and we could
view of the different landscapes through the not tell, if we would, how our debtor and
door and window--these serving as frames, in creditor account stands. It is being without
which they were set like pi_ures. Spring was occupation which is really fretting him. The
coming on ; a rich, beautiful life would soon many accomplishments which he has cultivated
everywhere be bursting; and Edward spoke in himself, it is his only pleasure--indeed, it
of it with delight, is his passionmto be daily and hourly exer-

"There is only one thing which I should cising for the benefit of others. And now, to
observe," he added, "the summer-house it- sit still, with his arms folded; or to go on
self is rather small." studying, acquiring and acquiring, when he

"It is large enough for you and me, at any can make no use of what he already pos-
rate," answered Charlotte. sesses ;--my dear creature, it is a painful situa-

"Certainly," said Edward ; " there is room tion; and alone as he is, he feels it doubly
for a third, too, easily." and trebly."

"Of course ; and for a fourth also," replied "But I thought," said Charlotte, "that he
Charlotte. "For larger parties we can con- had had offers from many different quarters.
trive other places." I myself wrote to numbers of my own friends,

"Now that we are here by ourselves, with male and female, for him ; and, as I have
no one to disturb us, and in such a pleasant reason to believe, not without effe_."
mood," said Edward, "it is a good oppor- "It is true," replied Edward; "but these
tunity for me to tell you that I have for some very offers--these various proposals--have
time had something on my mind, about which only caused him fresh embarrassment. Not
I have wished to speak to you, but have never one of them is at all suitable to such a person
been able to muster up my courage." as he is. He would have nothing to do; he

"I have observed that there has been some- would have to sacrifice himself, hm time, his
thing of the sort," said Charlotte. purposes, his whole method of life; and to

"And even now," Edward went on, "if it that he cannot bring himself. The more I
were not for a letter which the post brought think of it all, the more I feel about it,
me this morning, and which obliges me to and the more anxious I am to see him here
come to some resolution to-day, I should very with us."
likely have still kept it to myself. .... It is very beautiful and amiable in you,"

"What is it, then?" asked Charlotte, turn- answered Charlotte, "to enter with so much
ing affeCtionately towards him. sympathy into your friend's position ; only

"It concerns our friend the captain," you must allow me to ask you to think of
answered Edward; "you know the unfar- yourself and of me, as well."
tunate position in which he, like many others, "I have done that," replied Edward. "For
is placed. It is through no fault of his own ; ourselves, we can have nothing to expec"t from
but you may imagine how painful it must be his presence with us, except pleasure and ad-
for a person with his knowledge and talents vantage. I will say nothing of the expense.
and accomplishments, to find himself without In any case, if he came to us, it would be but
employment. I--I will not hesitate any small; and you know he will be of no incon-
longer with what I am wishing for him. I venience to us at alL He can have his own
should like to have him here with us for a rooms in the right wing of the castle, and
time." everything else can be arranged as simply as

"We must think about that," replied possible. What shall we not be thus doing

Charlotte; "it should be considered on more for him I and how .agreeable and how profit-
sides than one." able may not his society prove to us l I have



long been wishing for a plan of the property more of how things hang together in life; and
and the grounds. He will see to it, and get that rightly too. because their destiny--the
it made. You intend yourself to take the destiny of their families--is bound up in this
management of the estate, as soon as our interdependence, and it is exaeCtly th_s which
present steward's term is expired ; and that, it is their mission to promote. So now let us
you know, is a serious thing. His various cast a glance at our present and our past life;
information will be of immense benefit to us ; and you will acknowledge that the invitation
I feel only too acutely how much I require a of the captain does not fall m so entirely
person of this kind. The country people with our purposes, our plans, and our arrange-
have knowledge enough, but their way of ira- merits. I will go back to those happy days
parting it is confused, and not always honest, of our earliest intercourse. We loved each
The students from the towns and universities other, young as we then were, with all our
are sufficiently clever and orderly, but they hearts. We were parted: you from me--
are deficient in personal experience. From your father, from an insatiable desire of
my friend, I can promise myself both knowl- wealth, choosing to marry you to an elderly
edge and method, and hundreds of other and rich lady; I from you, having to give nay
circumstances I can easily conceive arising, hand, without any especial motive, to an ex-
affe6ting you as well as me, and from which I cellent man, whom I respe&ed, if I did not
can foresee innumerable advantages. Thank love. We became again free--you first, your
you for so patiently listening to me. Now, poor mother at the same time leaving you m
do you say what you think, and say it out possession of your large fortune; I later, just
freely and fully; I will not interrupt you." at the time when you returned from abroad.

"Very well," replied Charlotte; "I will So we met once more. We spoke of the past;
begin at once with a general observation, we could enjoy and love the recolle&ion of
Men think most of the immediate--the pres- it ; we might have been contented, in each
ent; and rightly, their calling being to do other's society, to leave things as they were.
and to work. Women, on the other hand, You were urgent for our marnage. I at first
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hesitated. We were about the same age; but ful, so charming, to travel over in recolleCtion
I as a woman had grown older than you as a the world which we were unable to see to-
man. At last I could not refuse you what you gether. The beginning is already made.
seemed to think the one thing you cared for. Then, in the evenings, you have taken up
All the discomfort which you had ever ex- your flute again, accompanying me on the
perienced, at court, in the army, or in travel- piano, while of visits backwards and forwards
ling, you were to recover from at my side; you among the neighborhood, there is abundance.
would settle down and enjoy life ; but only For my part, I have been promising myself
with me for your companion. I settled my out of all this the first really happy summer I
daughter at a school, where she could be more have ever thought to spend in my life."
completely educated than would be possible "Only I cannot see," replied Edward,
in the retirement of the country; and I placed rubbing his forehead, "how, through every
my niece Ottilie there with her as well, who, bit of this which you have been so sweetly and
perhaps, would have grown up better at home so sensibly laying before me, the captain's
with me, under my own care. This was done presence can be any interruption; I should
with your consent, merely that we might have rather have thought it would give it all fresh
our own lives to ourselves---merely that we zest and life. He was my companion during
might enjoy undisturbed our so-long-wished- a part of my travels. He made many obser-
for, so-long-delayed happiness. We came here rations from a different point of view from
and settled ourselves. I undertook the do- mine. We can put it all altogether, and so
mestic part of the mrnage, you the out-of- make a charmingly complete work of it."
doors, and the general control. My own "Well, then, I will acknowledge openly,"
principle has been to meet your wishes in answered Charlotte, with some impatience,
everything, to live only for you. At least, let "my feeling is against this plan. I have an
us give ourselves a fair trial how far in this instinc2 which tells me no good will come
waywe can be enough for one another." of it."

"Since the interdependence of things, as "You women are invincible in this way,"
you call it, is your especial element," replied replied Edward. "You are so sensible, that
Edward, "one should either never listen to there is no answering you, then so affectionate,
any of your trains of reasoning, or make up that one is glad to give way to you ; full of
one's mind to allow you to be in the right; feelings, which one cannot wound, and full
and, indeed, you have been in the right up to of forebodings, which terrify one."
the present day. The foundation which we "I am not superstitious," said Charlotte;
have hitherto been laying for ourselves, is of "and I care nothing for these dim sensations,
the true, sound sort; only, are we to build merely as such; but in general they are the
nothing upon it ? is nothing to be developed result of unconscious recollections of happy
out of it ? All the work we have done--I in or unhappy consequences, which we have ex-
the garden, you in the park--is it all only for perienced as following on our own or others'
a pairof hermits?" actions. Nothing is of greater moment, in

"Well, well," replied Charlotte, "very any state of things, than the intervention of a
well. What we have to look to is, that we third person. I have seen friends, brothers
introduce no alien element, nothing which and sisters, lovers, husbands and wives, whose
shall cross or obstruCt us. Remember, our relation to each other, through the accidental
plans, even those which only concern our or intentional introduCtion of a third person.
amusements, depend mainly on our being to- has been altogether changedmwhose whole
gether. You were to read to me, in con- moral condition has been inverted by it."
secutive order, the journal which you made "That may very well be," replied Edward,
when you were abroad. You were to take the "with people who live on without looking
opportunity of arranging it, putting all the where they are going; but not, surely, with
loose matter connected with it in its place ; persons whom experience has taught to under-
and with me to work with you and help you, stand themselves."
out of these invaluable but chaotic leaves and "That understanding ourselves, my dearest
sheets to put together a complete thing, which husband," insisted Charlotte, ""is no such
should give pleasure to ourselves and to others, certain weapon. It is very often a most
I promised to assist you in transcribing; and dangerous one for the person who bears it.
we thought it would be so pleasant, so delight- And out of all this, at least so much seems to
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arise, that we should not be in too great a way, she seeking to reward his kindness to her
hurry. Let me have a few days to think; by the utmost hberahty; after her early death
don't decide." his own master, travelling independently of

"As the matter stands," returned Edward, every one, equal to all contingencies and all
"wait as many days as we will, we shall still changes, with desires never excessive, but
be in too great a hurry. The arguments for multiple and various---free-hearted, generous,
and against are all before us; all we want is brave, at times even noble--what was there in
the conclusion, and, as things are, I think the the world to cross or thwart him ?
best thing we can do is to draw lots." Hitherto, everything had gone as he de-

"I know," said Charlotte, "that in doubt- sired ! Charlotte had become his; he had
ful cases it is your way to leave them to chance, won her at last, with an obstinate, a romantic
To me, in such a serious matter, this seems fidelity; and now he felt himself, for the first
almost a crime." time, contradiHed, crossed in his wishes,

"Then what am I to write to the captain ?" when those wishes were to invite to his home
cried Edward; "for write I must at once." the friend of his youth--just as he was long-

"Write him a kind, sensible, sympathizing ing, as it were, to throw open his whole heart
letter," answered Charlotte. to him. He felt annoyed, impatient ; he took

"That is as good as none at all," replied up his pen again and again, and as often
Edward. threw it down again, because he could not

"And there are many eases," an-
swered she, "in which we are obliged,
and in which it is the real kindness,
rather to write nothing than not to
write."

CHAPTER II.

EDWARD Was alone in his room.

The repetition of the incidents of his
life from Charlotte's lips; the repre-
sentation of their mutual situation,
their mutual purposes; had worked
him, sensitive as he was, into a very
pleasant state of mind. While close
to hermwhile in her presence--he had
felt so happy, that he had thought
out a warm, kind, but quiet and in-
definite epistle which he would send
to the captain. When, however, he
had settled himself at his writing-table,
and taken up his friend's letter to read
it over once more, the sad condition
of this excellent man rose again vividly
before him. The feelings which had
been all day distressing him again
awoke, and it appeared impossible to
him to leave one whom he called his

friend in such painful embarrassment.
Edward was unaccustomed to deny

himself anything. The only child, **_0u_x_.
and consequently the spoiled child, of
wealthy parents, who had persuaded him into make up his mind what to write. .Against
a singular, but highly advantageous marriage his wife's wishes he would not go; against
with a lady far older than himself; and again her expressed desire he could not. Ill at ease
by her potted and indulged in every possible as he was, it would have been impossible fol
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him, even if he had wished, to write a quiet, it were, she learns them off at sight. She has
easy letter. The most natural thing to do quick natural gifts, and an excellent memory,
was to put it off. In a few words he begged one may almost say she forgets everything,
his friend to forgive him for having left his and m a moment calls it all back again. She
letter unanswered; that day he was unable to distinguishes herself above every one at the
write circumstantially; but shortly, he hoped school with the freedom of her carriage, the
to be able to tell him what he felt at greater grace of her movement, and the elegance of
length, her address, and with the inborn royalty of

The next day, as they were walking to the nature makes herself the queen of the little
same spot, Charlotte took the opportunity of circle there. The superior of the establish-
bringing back the conversation to the subje&, ment regards her as a little divinity, who,
perhaps because she knew that there is no under her hands, is shaping into excellence,
surer way of rooting out any plan or purpose, and who will do her honor, gain her repu-
than by often talking it over. tation, and bring her a large increase of

It was what Edward was wishing. He ex- pupils; the first pages of this good lady's
pressed himself in his own way, kindly and letters, and her monthly notices of progress,
sweetly. For although, sensitive as he was, are forever hymns about the excellence of
he flamed up readily--although the vehemence such a child, which I have to translate into
with which he desired anything made _him my own prose; while her concluding sentences
pressing, and his obstinacy made him ira- about Ottilie are nothing but excuse after ex-
patient--his words were so softened by his cuse--attempts at explaining how it can be
wish to spare the feelings of those to whom that a girl in other respe&s growing up so
he was speaking, that it was impossible not to lovely seems coming to nothing, and shows
be charmed, even when one most disagreed, neither capacity nor accomplishment. This.
with him. and the little she has to say besides, is no rid-

This morning, he first contrived to bring die to me, because I can see in this dear
Charlotte into the happiest humor, and then child the same chara&er as that of her mother,
so disarmed her with the graceful turn which who was my own dearest friend; who grew up
he gave to the conversation, that she cried out with myself, and whose daughter, I am cer-
at last: tain, if I had the care of her education,

"You are determined that what I refused to would form into an exquisite creature.
the husband you will make me grant to the "This, however, has not fallen m with our
lover. At least, my dearest," she continued, plan, and as one ought not to be picking and
"I will acknowledge that your wishes, and pulling, or forever introducing new elements
the warmth and sweetness with which you ex- among the conditions of our life, I think it
press them, have not left me untouched, have better to bear, and to conquer as I can, even
not left me unmoved. You drive me to make the unpleasant impression that my daughter,
a confession ;utilt now, I too have had a con- who knows very well that poor Ottilie is en-
cealment from you; I am in exa&ly the same tirely dependent upon us, does not refrain
position with you, and I have hitherto been from flourishing her own successes in her face,
putting the same restraint on my inclination and so, to a certain extent, destroys the little
which I have been exhorting you to put on good which we have done for her. Who are
yours." well trained enough never to wound others by

"Glad am I to hear that," said Edward. a parade of their own advantages? and who
"In the married state, a difference of opinion stands so high as not at times to suffer under
now and then, I see, is no bad thing; we such a slight? In trials like these, Ottilie's
learn something of one another by it." chara&er is growing in strength, but since I

"You are to learn at present, then," said have clearly known the painfulness of her
Charlotte, "that it is with me about Ottilie situation, I have been thinking over all possi-
as it is with you about the captain. The dear ble ways to make some other arrangement.
child is most uncomfortable at the school, Every hour I am expe&ing an answer to my
and I am thoroughly uneasy about her. Lu- own last letter, and then I do not mean to
ciana, my daughter, born as she is for the hesitate any more. So, my dear Edward, it
world, is there training hourly for the world; is with me. We have both, you see, the same
languages, history, everything that is taught sorrows to bear, touching both our hearts in
there, she acquires with so much ease that, as the same point. Let us bear them together,
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since we neither of us can press our own speaking, was keeping back something, never-
against the other." theless; which was that at the time when

"We are strange creatures," said Edward, Edward came first back from abroad, she had
smiling. "If we can only put out of sight purposely thrown Ottilie in his way, to secure,
anything which troubles us, we fancy at once if possible, so desirable a match for her pro-
we have got rid of it. We can give up much t6g6e. For of herself, at that time, in con-
in the large and general; but to make sacri- neCtion with Edward, she never thought at all.
rices in little things is a demand to which The captain, also, had a hint given to him
we are rarely equal. So it was with my to draw Edward's attention to her; but the
mother, mas long as I lived with her, while a latter, who was chnging determinately to his
boy and a young man, she could not bear to early affeCtion for Charlotte, looked neither
let me be a moment out of her sight. If I right nor left, and was only happy in the feel-
was out later than usual in my ride, some mis- ing that it was at last within his power to
fortune must have happened to me. If I got obtain for himself the one happiness which he
wet through in a shower, a fever was inevit- so earnestly desired ; and which a series of in-
able. I travelled; I was absent from her cidents had appeared to have placed forever
altogether; and, at once, I scarcely seemed beyond his reach.
to belong to her. If we look at it closer," T_hey were on the point of descending the
he continued, "we are both a&ing very fool- new grounds, in order to return to the castle,
ishly, very culpably. Two verynoble natures, when a servant came hastily to meet them,
both of which have the closest claims on our and, with a laugh on his face, called up from
affection, we are leaving exposed to pain and below, "Will your grace be pleased to come
dtstress, merely to avoid exposing ourselves to quickly to the castle ? The Herr Mittler has
a chance of danger. If this is not to be just galloped into the court. He shouted to
called selfish, what is? You take Ottilie. us, to go all of us in search of you, and we
Let me have the captain ; and, for a short were to ask whether there was need, ' whether
period, at least, let the trial be made." there is need,' he cried after us, 'do you hear?

"We might venture it," said Charlotte, but be quick, be quick.'"
thoughtfully, " if the danger were onlyto our- "The odd fellow," exclaimed Edward.
selves. But do you think it prudent to bring "But has he not come at the right time,
Ottihe and the captain into a situation where Charlotte ? Tell him, there is need,mgrievous
they must necessarily he so closely intimate; need. He must ahght. See his horse taken
the captain, a man no older than yourself, of care of. Take him into the saloon, and let
an age (I am not saying this to flatter you) him have some luncheon. We shall be with
when a man becomes first capable of love him immediately."
and first deserving of it, and a girl of Ottilie's "Let us take the nearest way," he said to
attraCtiveness ?" his wife, and struck into the path across the

"' I cannot conceive how you can rate Ottilie churchyard, which he usually avoided. He
so high," replied Edward. "I can only ex- was not a little surprised to find here, too,
plain it to myself by supposing her to have traces of Charlotte's delicate hand. Sparing,
inherited your affeCtion for her mother. Pretty as far as possible, the old monuments, she had
she is, no doubt. I remember the captain ob- contrived to level it, and lay it carefully out,
serving it to me, when we came back last year, so as to make it appear a pleasant spot on
and met her at your aunt's. AttraCtive she which the eye and the imagination could
is,--she has particularly pretty eyes; but I do equally repose with pleasure. The oldest
not know that she made the slightest im- stones had each their special honor assigned
pression upon me." them. Theywere ranged according to their

"That was quite proper in you," said dates along the wall, either leaning against it,
Charlotte, "seeing that I was there; and, or let into it, or however it could be con-
although she is much younger than I, the trived ; and the string-course of the church
presence of your old friend had so many was thus variously ornamented.
charms for you, that you overlooked the Edward was singularly affeCted as he came
promise of the opening beauty. It is one of in upon it through the little wicket: he pressed
your ways; and that is one reason why it is so Charlotte's hand, and tears started into h_s
pleasant to live with you." eyes. But these were very soon put to flight

Charlotte, openly as she appeared to he by the appearance of their singular visitor.
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This gentleman had declined sitting down in yourselves. Follow me quickly, my horse w_ll
the castle ; he had ridden straight through the be none the worse for a rest."
village to the churchyard gate; and then, The three speedily found themselves in the
halting, he called out to his friends, "Are saloon together. Luncheon was brought in,
you not making a fool of me ? Is there need, and Mittler told them what that day he had
really? If there is, I can stay till midday, done, and was going to do. This eccentric
But don't keep me. I have a great deal to do person had in early life been a clergyman, and
before night." had distinguished himself in his office by the

"Since you have taken the trouble to come never-resting a&ivity with which he contrived
so far," cried Edward to him, in answer, to make up and put an end to quarrels; quar-
"you had better come through the gate. We rels in families, and quarrels between neigh-
meet at a solemn spot. Come and see the bors; first among the individuals immediately
variety which Charlotte has thrown over its about him, and afterwards among whole con-
sadness." gregations, and among the country gentlemen

" Inside there," called out the rider, "come round. While he was in the ministry, no
I neither on horseback, nor in carriage, nor married couple were allowed to separate; and
on foot. These here rest in peace: with them the district courts were untroubled with either
I have nothing to do. One day I shall be cause or process. A knowledge of the law,
carried in feet foremost. I must bear that as he was well aware, was necessary to him. He
I can. Is it serious, I want to know?" gave himself with all his might to the study

"Indeed it is," cried Charlotte, "right of it, and very soon felt himself a match for
serious. For the first time in our married the best trained advocate. His circle of ac-
lives we are in a strait and ditlieulty, from tivity extended wonderfully, and people were
which we do not know how to extricate our- on the point of inducing him to move to the
selves." residence, where he would find opportunities

"You do not look as if it were so, _J an- of exercising in the higher eireleswhat he had
swered he. "But I will believe you. If you begun in the lowest, when he won a consider-
are deceiving me, for the future you shall help able sum of money in a lottery. With this, he
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bought himself a sa'nall property. He let the hesitating some time longer, had not a letter
ground to a tenant, and made it the centre of arrived from the captain, in reply to Edward's
his operations, with the fixed determination, last. He had made up his mind to accept
or rather in accordance with his old customs one of the situations which had been offered
and inclinations, never to enter a house when him, although it was not in the least up to his
there was no dispute to make up, and no help mark. He was to share the ennui of certain
to be given. People who were superstitious wealthy persons of rank, who depended on his
about names, and about what they imported, ability to dissipate it.
maintained that it was his being called Mittter Edward's keen glance saw into the whole
which drove him to take upon himself this thing, and he picCtured it out in just, sharp
strange employment, lines.

Luncheon was laid on the table, and the "Can we endure to think of our friend m
stranger then solemnly pressed his host not to such a position ?" he cried ; "you cannot be so
wait any longer with the disclosure which he cruel, Charlotte."
had to make. Immediately after refreshing "That strange Mittler is right after all,"
himself he would be obliged to leave them. replied Charlotte; "all such undertakings are

Husband and wife made a circumstantial ventures; what will come of them it Is im-
confession; but scarcely had he caught the possible to foresee. New elements introduced
substance of the matter, when he started among us may be fruitful m fortune or in mls-
angrily up from the table, rushed out of the fortune, without our having to take credit to
saloon, and ordered his horse to be saddled ourselves for one or the other. I do not feel
instantly, myself firm enough to oppose you further.

"Either you do not know me, you do not Let us make the experiment ; only one thing
understand me," he cried, "or you are sorely I will entreat of you--that it be only for a
mischievous. Do you call this a quarrel ? short time. You must allow me to exert my-
Is there any want of help here? Do you sup- self more than ever, to use all my influence
pose that I am in the world to give advice _ among all my connecCtlons, to find him some
Of all occupations which man can pursue, position which will satisfy him in his own
that is the most foolish. Every man must be way."
his own counsellor, and do what he cannot let Edward poured out the warmest expressions
alone. If all go well, let him be happy, let of gratitude. He hastened, with a hght,
him enjoy his wisdom and his fortune; if it happy heart, to write off his proposals to his
go ill, I am at hand to do what I can for him. friend. Charlotte, in a postscript, was to
The man who desires to be rid of an evil signify her approbation with her own hand,
knows what he wants; but the man who de- and unite her own kind entreaties with his.
sires something better than he has got is stone She wrote, with a rapid pen, pleasantly and
blind. Yes, yes, laugh as you will, he is play- affecCtionately, but yet with a sort of haste
ing blindman's-buff; perhaps he gets hold of which was not usual with her; and, most un-
something, but the question is what he has got like herself, she disfigured the paper at last
hold of. Do as you will, it is all one. Invite with a blot of ink, which put her out of tern-
your friends to you, or let them be, it is all per, and which she only made worse with her
the same. The most prudent plans I have attempts to wipe it away.
seen miscarry, and the most foolish succeed. Edward laughed at her about it, and, as
Don't split your brains about it; and if, one there was still room, added a second post-
way or the other, evil comes of what you script, that his friend was to see from this
settle, don't fret ; send for me, and you shall symptom the impatience with which he was
be helped. Till which time, I am your hum- expecCted, and measure the speed at which he
ble servant." came to them by the haste in which the letter

So saying, he sprang on his horse, without was written.
waiting the arrival of the coffee. The messenger was gone; and Edward

"Here you see," said Charlotte, c, the small thought he could not give a more convincing
service a third person can be, when things are evidence of his gratitude than by insisting
off their balance between two persons closely again and again that Charlotte should at once
connected; we are left, if possible, more con- send for Ottilie from the school. She said she
fused and more uncertain than we were." would think about it; and, for that evening,

They would both, probably, have continued induced Edward to join with her m the enjoy-
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ment of a little music. Charlotte played ex- "Although my husband does not like m
ceedingly well on the piano, Edward not qmte general to have his birthday or christening-
so well on the flute. He had taken a great day kept," Charlotte said, "he will not ob-
deal of pains with it at times; but he was ject to-day to these few ornaments being
without the patience, without the perseverance, expended on a treble festival."
which are requisite for the completely success- "Treble ?" cried Edward.
ful cultivation of such a talent; consequently, "Yes, indeed," she replied. "Our friend's
his part was done unequally, some pieces well, arrival here we are bound to keep as a festival;
only perhaps too quicklymwhile with others and have you never thought, either of you,
he hesitated, not being quite familiar with that this is the day on which you were both
them; so that, for anyone else, it would have christened ? Are you not both named Otto ?"
been difficult to have gone through a duet The two friends shook hands across the
with him. But Charlotte knew how to manage little table.
it. She held in, or let herself be run away "You bring back to my mind," Edward
with, and fulfilled in this way the double part said, "this little link of our boyish affection.
of a skilful conductor and a prudent house- As children, we were both called so; but
wife, who are able always to keep right on the when we came to be at school together it was
whole, although particular passages will now the cause of much confusion, an.d I readily
and then fall out of order, made over to him all my right to the pretty

laconic name."
"Wherein you were not altogether so very

high-minded," said the captain ; "for I well
remember that the name of Edward had then

CHAPTER III. begun to please you better, from its attracCtive
sound when spoken by certain pretty lips."

T_E captain came, having previously writ- They were now sitting all three round the
ten a most sensible letter, which had entirely same table where Charlotte had spoken so
quieted Charlotte's apprehensions. So much vehemently against their guest's coming to
clearness about himself, so just an understand- them. Edward, happy as he was, did not
ing of his own position and the position of wish to remind his wife of that time ; but he
his friends, promised everything which was could not help saying,
best and happiest. "There is good room here for one more

The conversation of the first few hours, as person."
is generally the case with friends who have At this moment the notes of a bugle were
not met for a long time, was eager, lively, heard across from the castle. Full of happy
almost exhausting. Towards evening, Char- thoughts and feelings as the friends all were
lotte proposed a walk to the new grounds, together, the sound fell in among them with a
The captain was delighted with the spot, and strong force of answering harmony. They
observed every beauty which had been first listened silently, each for the moment with-
brought into sight and made enjoyable by the drawing into himself, and feeling doubly
new walks. He had a pracCtisedeye, and at happy in the fair circle of which he formed a
the same time one easily satisfied ; and al- part. The pau_ was first broken by Edward,
though he knew very well what was really who started up and walked out in front of the
valuable, he never, as so many persons do, summer-house.
made people who were showing him things of "Our friend must not think," he said to
their own uncomfortable, by requiring more Charlotte, "that this narrow little valley fomas
than the circumstances admitted of, or by the whole of our domain and possessions.
mentioning anything more perfect, which he Let us take him up to the top of the hill,
remembered having seen elsewhere, where he can see farther and breathe more

When they arrived at the summer-house, freely."
they found it dressed out for a holiday, only, "For this once, then," answered Charlotte,
indeed, with artificial flowers and evergreens, "we must climb up the old footpath, which
but with some pretty bunches of natural corn- is not too easy. By the next time, I hope
ears among them, and other field and garden my walks and steps will have been carried
fruit, so as to do credit to the taste which had right up."
arranged them. And so, among rocks, and shrubs, and
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there, spreading out their boughs
all around them, in fresh and luxu-

riant strength.
To these Edward called his friend's

attention.
"I myself planted them," he cried,

"when I was a boy. Theywere small trees
which I rescued when my father was laying

bushes, they made their way to the summit, out the new part of the great castle garden,
where they found themselves, not on a level flat, and in the middle of one summer had rooted
but on a sloping grassy terrace, running along them out. This year you will no doubt see
the ridge of the hill. The village, with the them show their gratitude in a fresh _et of
castle behind it, was out of sight. At the shoots."
bottom of the valley, sheets of water were They returned to the castle m high sprats,
seen spreading out right and left, with wooded and mutually pleased with each other. To
hills rising immediately from their opposite the guest was allotted an agreeable and roomy
margin, and, at the end of the upper water, a set of apartments in the right wing of the
wall of sharp, precipitous rocks direc"tly over- castle; and here he rap_dty got his books and
hanging it, their huge forms refle&ed in its papers and instruments in order, to go on with
level surface. In the hollow of the ravine, his usual occupation. But Edward, for the
where a considerable brook ran into the lake, first few days, gave him no rest. He took h_m
lay a mill, half hidden among the trees, a about everywhere, now on foot. now on horse-
sweetly retired spot, most beautifully sur- back, making him acquainted with the country
rounded; and through the entire semicircle and with the estate; and he embraced the
over which the view extended ran an endless opportunity of imparting to him the wishes
variety of hills and valleys, copse and forest, which he had been tong entertaining, of
the early green of which promised the near getting at some better acquaintance with it,
approach of a luxuriant clothing of foliage, and learning to manage it more profitably.
In many places particular groups of trees "The first thmg we have to do," said the
caught the eye; and especially a cluster of captain, "is to make a magnetic survey of
planes and poplars direcCtlyat the spe_ator's the property. That is a pleasant and easy
feet, close to the edge of the centre lake. matter; and if it does not admit of entire
They were at their full growth, and they stood exacCtness, it will be always useful, and will
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do, at any rate, for an agreeable beginning, the execution were equal to it there would be
It can be made, too, without any great staff no fault to find. But she has tormented her-
of assistants, and one can be sure of getting self to find her way up that rock ; and she
it completed. If by-and-by you come to re- now torments everyone, if you must have it,
quire anything more exaCt, it will be easy then that she takes up after her. You cannot walk
to find some plan to have it made." togethernyou cannot walk behind one another

The captain was exceedingly skilful at work with any freedom. Every moment your step
of this kind. He had brought with him is h_terrnpted one way or another. There is
whatever instruments he required, and com- no end to the mistakes which she has made."
menced immediately. Edward provided him "Would it have been easy to have done it
with a number of foresters and peasants, who, otherwise?" asked Edward.
with his instruCtion, were able to render him "PerfeCtly," replied the captain. "She
all necessary assistance. The weather was had only to break away a corner of the rock,
favorable. The evenings and the early morn- which is now but an unsightly objeCt, made
ings were devoted to the designing and draw- up as it is of little pieces, and she would at
ing, and in a short time it was all filled in once have a sweep for her walk and stone in
and colored. Edward saw his possessions abundance for the rough masonry work, to
grow out like a new creation upon the paper; widen it in the bad places, and make it smooth.
and it seemed as if now for the first time he But this I tell you in striCtest confidence. Her
knew what they were, as if they now first were it would only confuse and annoy. What is
properly his own. done must remain as it is. If any more money

Thus there came occasion to speak of the and labor is to be spent there, there is abund-
park, and of the ways of laying it out; a far ance to do above the summer-house on the
better disposition of things being made pos- hill, which we can settle our own way."
sible after a survey of this kind, than could If the two friends found in their occupation
be arrived at by experimenting on nature, on abundance of present employment, there was
partial and accidental impressions. I no lack either of entertaining reminiscences

"We must make mywife understand this," of early times, in which Charlotte took her
said Edward. part as well. They determined, moreover,

"We must do nothing of the kind," re- that as soon as their immediate labors were
plied the captain, who did not like bringing finished, they would go to work upon the
his own notions in collision with those of journal, and in this way, too, reproduce the
others. He had learned by experience that past.
the motives and purposes by which men are For the rest, when Edward and Charlotte
influenced are far too various to be made to were alone, there_ere fewer matters of private
coalesce upon a single point, even on the interest between them than formerly. This
most solid representations. "We must not do was especially the case since the fault-finding
it," he cried; "she will be only confused, about the grounds, which Edward thought so
With her, as with all people who employ just, and which he felt to the quick. He held
themselves on such matters merely as amateurs, his tongue about what the captain had said
the important thing is, rather that she shall for a long time; but at last, when he saw his
do something, than that something shall be wife again preparing to go to work above the
done. Such persons feel their way with na- summer-house, with her paths and steps, he
ture. They have fancies for this plan or that ; could not contain himself any longer, but,
they do not venture on removing obstacles, after a few circumlocutions, came out with h_s
They are not bold enough to make a sacrifice, new views.
They do not know beforehand in what their Charlotte was thoroughly disturbed. She
work is to result. They try an experiment-- was sensible enough to perceive at once that
it succeeds--it fails; they alter it ; they alter, they were right, but there was the difficulty
perhaps, what they ought to leave alone, and with what was already done,--and what was
leave what they ought to alter; and so, at made was made. She had liked it; even
last, there always remains but a patchwork, what was wrong had become dear to her in its
which pleases and amuses, but never satisfies." details. She fought against her conviCtions ;

"Acknowledge candidly," said Edward, she defended her little creations; she railed
"that you do not like this new workof hers." at men who were forever going to the broad

"The idea is excellent," he replied; "if and the great. Theycould not let a pastime,
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they could not let an amusement alone, she must do, something which the servants have
said, but they must go and make a work out negle_ed, to escape the second course or the
of it, never thinking of the expense which dessert; and now xt has to be considered

their larger plans involved. She was pro- (which I cannot helpconnec_tlngwlth all this)
yoked, annoyed and angry. Her old plans that she frequently suffers, I have lately
she could not give up, the new she would not learned, from pare in the left side of her
quite throw from her; but, dwided as she was. head. It is only at times, but it i_ distressing,
for the present she put a stop to the work, and and may be of importance. So much upon
gave herself time to think the thing over, and this otherwise sweet and lovely girl."
let it ripen by itself.

At the same time that she lost this source SECOND POSTSCRIPT, BY THE ASSISTANT.

of a6ttve amusement, the others were more "Our excellent superior commonly permits
and more together over their own business, me to read the letters in which she commum-
They took to occupying themselves, moreover, cates her observations upon her pupils to their
with the flower-garden and the hot-houses; parents and friends. Such of them as are
and as they filled up the intervals with the addressed to your ladyship I ever read with
ordinary gentlemen's amusements, hunting, twofold attention and pleasure. We have to
riding, buying, selling, breaking horses, and congratulate you upon a daughter who unites
such matters, she was every day left more and m herself every brllhant quality with which
more to herself. She devoted herself more people distinguish themselves in the world;
assiduously than ever to her correspondence and I at least think you no less fortunate in
on account of the captain ; and yet she had having had bestowed upon you, in your step-
many lonely hours; so that the information daughter, a child who has been born for the
which she now received from the school be- good and happiness of others, and assuredly
came of more agreeable interest, also for her own. Omlie is almost our only

To a long-drawn letter of the superior of pupil about whom there is a difference oi"
the establishment, filled with the usual ex- opinion between myself and our reverend
pressions of delight at her daughter's progress, superior. I do not complain of the very
a brief postscript was attached, with a second natural desire in that good lady to see out-
from the hand of a gentleman in employment ward and definite fruits arising from her
there as an assistant, both of which we here labors. But there are also frmts which are
communicate, not outward, which are of the true germinal

sort, and which develop themselves sooner or
POSTSCRIPTOr THE SUPERIOR. later in a beautiful life. And this I am cer-

"Of Ottilie, I can only repeat to your tain is the case with your prot6g6e. So long
ladyship what I have already stated in my as she has been under my care, I have watched
former letters. I do not know how to find her moving with an even step, slowly, steadily
fault with her, yet I cannot say that I am forward--never back. As with a child it Is
satisfied. She is always mmssuming, always necessary to begin everything at the begin-
ready to oblige others; but it is not pleasing ning, so it is with her. She can comprehend
to see her so timid, so almost servile, nothing which does not follow from what pre-

"Your ladyship lately sent her some money, cedes it ; let a thing be as simple and easy as
with several little matters for her wardrobe, possible, she can make nothing of it if it is
The money she has never touched, the dresses not in a recognizable connee_tion ; but find
lay unworn in their place. She keeps her the intermediate links, and make them clear
things very nice and very clean ; but this is all to her, and then nothing is too difficult for her.
she seems to care about. Again, I cannot "Progressing with such slow steps, she re-
praise her excessive abstemiousness in eating mains behind her companions, who, with
and drinking. There is no extravagance at capacities of quite a different kind. hurry on
our table, but there is nothing that I like better and on, learn everything readily, connec2ed
than to see the children eat enough of good, or unconne(ted, recollec"t it with ease, and
wholesome food. What is carefully provided apply it with correc"tness. And again, some
and set before them ought to be taken ; and of the lessons here are given by excellent, but
to this I never can succeed in bringing Ottilie. somewhat hasty and impatient teachers, who
She is always making herself some occupation pass from result to result, cutting short the
or other, always finding something which she process by which they are arrwed at; and
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these are not of the slightest service to her; of the particular localities was made intelli-
she learns nothing from them. There is a gible by various colors ; and by means of a
complaint of her handwriting. They say she trigonometrical survey, the captain had been
will not, or cannot, understand how to form able to arrive at a very fair exae'-tness of
her letters. I have examined closely into measurement. He had been rapid in his
this. It is true she writes slowly, stiffly, if work. There was scarcely ever any one who
you like ; but the hand is neither timid nor could do with less sleep than this most lahori-
without cham6ter. The French language is ous man ; and, as his day was always devoted
not my department, but I have taught her to an immediate purpose, every evening some-
something of it, in the step-by-step fashion; thing had been done.
and this she understands easily. Indeed,
it is singular that she knows a great deal,
and knows it well, too; and yet when she
is asked a question, it seems as if she knew
nothing.

"To conclude generally, I should say she
learns nothing like a person who is being
educated, but she learns like one who is to
educate--not like a pupil, but like a future
teacher. Your ladyship may think it strange
that I, as an educator and a teacher, can find
no higher praise to give to any one than by a
companson with myself. I may leave it to
your own good sense, to your deep knowledge
of the world and of mankind, to make the
best of.my most inadequate, but well-intended
expressions. You may satisfy yourself that
you have much happiness to promise yourself
from this child. I commend myself to your
ladyship, and I beseech you to permit me to
write to you again as soon as I see reason to
believe that I have anything important or
a_eeable to communicate.' '

This letter gave Charlotte great pleasure.
The contents of it coincided very closely with
the notions which she had herself conceived
of Ottilie. At the same time, she could not
help smiling at the excessive interest of the
assistant, which seemed greater than the in-
sight into a pupil's excellence usually calls
forth. In her quiet, unprejudiced way of
looking at things, this relation, among others,
she was contented to permit to lie before her
as a possibility; she could value the interest
of so sensible a man in Ottilie, having learned,
among the lessons of her life, to see how
highly true regard is to be prized, in a world "Let us now," he said to his friend, "go
where indifference or dislike are the common on to what remains for us, to the statistics of
natural residents, the estate. We shall have a good deal of

work to get through at the beginning, and
afterwards we shall come to the farm esti-
mates, and much else which will naturally

CHAPTER IV. arise out of them. Only we must have one
TEE topographical chart of the property thing distine"tly settled and adhered to.

and its environs was completed. It was exe- Everything which is properly business we
cuted on a considerable scale ; the chara&er must keep carefully separate from ltye. Buff-
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ness requires earnestness and method ; life for herself. Various domestic arrangements,
must have a freer handling. Business de- which she had long wished to make, but which
mands the utmost stringency and sequence ; she did not know exac"tly how to set about,
in life, incousecutiveness is frequently neces- were managed for her through the contrivance
sary, indeed, is charming and graceful. If of the captain. Her domestic medicine-chest,
you are firm in the first, you can afford your- I hitherto but poorly furnished, was enlarged
self more liberty in the second ; while if you and enriched, and Charlotte herself, with the
mix them, you will lind the free interfering help of good books and personal mstru&lon,
with and breaking in upon the fixed." was put in the way of being able to exercise

In these sentiments Edward felt a slight re- her dlsposmon to be of pra&:cal assistance
fle_ion upon himself. Though not naturally more frequently and more efficiently than be-
disorderly, he could never bring himself to fore.
arrange his papers in their proper places. In providing against accidents, which,
What he had to do in connec"tion with others though common, yet only too often find us
was not kept separate from what only de- unprepared, they thought it especmlly neces-
pended on himself. Business got mixed up sary to have at hand whatever is required for
with amusement, and serious work with re- the recovery of drowning men--accidents of
creation. Now, however, it was easy for him, this kind, from the number of canals, reset-
with the help of a friend, who would take the voirs, and waterworks in the neighborhood,
trouble upon himself; and a second "I " ] being of frequent occurrence. This depart-

worked out the separation, to which the single i ment the captain took expressly into his own
"I" was always unequal, hands; and the observation escaped Edward,

In the captain's wing, they contrived a that a case of this kind had made a very
depositary for what concerned the present, I singular epoch in the life of his friend. The
and an archive for the past. Here they latter made no reply, but seemed to be trying
brought all the documents, papers, and notes to escape from a painful recolled'tlon. Ed-
from their various hiding-places, rooms, ward immediately stopped; and Charlotte,
drawers, and boxes, with the utmost speed, who, as well as he, had a general knowledge
Harmony and order were introduced into of the story, took no notice of the expression.
the wilderness, and the different packets were "These preparations are all exceedingly
marked and registered in their several pigeon- valuable," said the captain, one evening.
holes. They found all they wanted in greater "Now, however, we have not got the one
completeness even than they had expec"ted ; I thing which is most essential--a sensible man
and here an old clerk was found of no slight who understands how to manage it all. I
service, who for the whole day and part of know an army surgeon, whom I could exae"tly
the night never left his desk, and with whom, recommend for the place. You might get
till then, Edward had been always dissatisfied, him at this moment, on easy terms. He is

"I should not know him again," he said to highly distinguished in his profession, and has
his friend, "the man is so handy and use- frequently done more for me, in the treatment
ful." even of violent inward disorders, than cele-

"That," replied the captain, "is because brated physicians. Help upon the spot, is the
we give him nothing fresh to do till he has thing you often most want in the country."
finished, at his convenience, what he has al- He was written for at once; and Edward
ready; and so, as you perceive, he gets through and Charlotte were rejoiced to have found so
a great deal. If you disturb him, he be- good and necessary an objec't, on which to
comes useless at once." expend so much of the money which they set

Spending their days together in this way, apart for such accidental demands upon them.
in the evenings they never negled'ted their Thus Charlotte, too, found means of making
regular visits to Charlotte. If there was no use, for her purposes, of the captain's knowl-
party from the neighborhood, as was often edge and prad'tmal skill ; and she began to be
the case, they read and talked, principally on quite reconciled to his presence, and to feel
subjeeets conne_ed with the improvement of easy about any consequences which might
the condition and comfort of social life. ensue. She commonly prepared questions to

Charlotte, always accustomed to make the ask him; among other things, it was one of
most of opportunities, not only saw her hus- her anxieties to provide against whatever was
band pleased, but found personal advantages prejudicial to health and comfort, against
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poisons and such like. The lead-glazing on trouble to put them into words ? When any-
the china, the verdigris which formed about body looks over my book, I always feel as if I
her copper and bronze vessels, etc., had long were being tom in two."
been a trouble to her. She got him to tell Charlotte's tact, in whatever circle she
her about these, and, naturally, they often had might be, large or small, was remarkable, and
to fall back on the first elements of medicine she was able to set aside disagreeable or ex-
and chemistry, cited expressions without appearing to notice

An accidental, but welcome occasion for them. When a conversation grew tedious,
entertainment of this kind, was given by an she knew how to interrupt it ; when it halted,
inclination of Edward to read aloud. He she could set it going. And this time her
had a particularly clear, deep voice, and good gift did not forsake her.
earlier in life had earned himself a pleasant "I am sure you will forgive me my fault,"
reputation for his feeling and lively recitations she said, "when I tell you what it was this
of works of poetry and oratory. At this time moment which came over me. I heard you
he was occupied with other subjects, and the reading something about Affinities, and I
books which, for some time past, he had been thought directly of some relations of mine,
reading, were either chemical, or on some two of whom are just now occupying me a
other branch of natural or technical science, great deal. Then nay attention went back to

One of his especial peculiarities--which, the book. I found it was not about hwng
by-the-by, he very likely shares with a number things at all, and I looked over to get the
of his fellow-creatures--was, that he could thread of it right again."
not bear to have anyone looking over him "It was the comparison which led you
when he was reading. In early life, when he wrong and confused you," said Edward.
used to read poems, plays or stories, this had "The subjeCt is nothing but earths and min-
been the natural consequence of the desire erals. But man is a true Narcissus; he de-
which the reader feels, like the poet, or the hghts to see his own image everywhere; and
actor, or the story-teller, to make surprises, he spreads himself underneath the universe,
to pause, to excite exped'tation ; and this sort like the amalgam behind the glass."
of effeCt was naturally defeated when a third "Quite true," continued the captain.
person's eyes could run on before him, and "That is the way in which he treats every-
see what was coming. On such occasions, thing external to himself. His wisdom and
therefore, he was accustomed to place himself his folly, his will and his caprice, he attributes
in such a position that no one could get be- alike to the animal, the plant, the elements,
hind him. With a party of only three, this and the gods."
was unnecessary; and as with the present sub- "Would you," said Charlotte, '" if it is not
ject there was no opportunity for exciting taking you away too much from the imme-
feelings or giving the imagination a surprise, diate subject, tell me briefly what is meant
he did not take any particular pains to protect here by Affinities ?"
himself. "'I shall be very glad indeed," replied the

One evening he had placed himself care- captain, to whom Charlotte had addressed
lessly, and Charlotte happened by accident to herself. "That is, I will tell you as well as I
cast her eyes upon the page. His old ira- can. My ideas on the subject date ten years
patience was aroused; he turned to her, and back; whether the scientific world continues
said, almost unkindly, to think the same about it, I cannot tell."

"I do wish, once for all, you would leave "It is most disagreeable," cried Edward,
off doing a thing so out of taste and so dis- "that one cannot now-a-days learn a thing
agreeable. When I read aloud to a person, once for all, and have done with it. Our
is it not the same as if I was telling him some- forefathers could keep to what they were
thing by word of mouth ? The written, the taught when they were young; but we have,
printed word, is in the place of my own every five years, to make revolutions with
thoughts, of my own heart. If a window them, if we do not wish to drop altogether out
were broken into my brain or into my heart, of fashion."
and if the man to whom I am counting out "We women need not be so particular,"
my thoughts, or delivering my sentiments, one said Charlotte; "and, to speak the truth, I
by one, knew already beforehand exactly what only want to know the meaning of the word.
was to come out of me, should I take the There is nothing more ridiculous in society
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than to misuse a strange technical word; and to itself, so it must have some relation to
I onlywish, you to tell me in what sense the others."
expression _s made use of in connection with "And that," interrupted Edward, "will be
these things. What its scientific application different according to the natural differences
is, I am quite contented to leave to the of the things themselves. Sometimes they
learned; who, by-the-by, as far as I have been will meet hke friends and old acquaintances;
able to observe, do not find it easy to agree they will come rapidly together, and unite
among themselves." without either having to alter itself at all--as

"Whereabouts shall we begin," said Ed- wine mixes with water. Others, again, will
ward, after a pause, to the captain, "to come remain as strangers side by side, and no
most quickly to the point?" amount of mechamcal mlxing or forcing will

The latter, after thinking a little while, re- succeed in combining them. Oil and water
plied shortly, may be shaken up together, and the next

"You must let me make what will seem moment they are separate again, each by
a wide sweep; we shall be on our subjecCt al- itself."

most immediately." "One can almost fancy," said Charlotte,
Charlotte settled her work at her side, "that in these simple forms one seespeople

promising the fullest attention, that one is acquainted with; one has met with
The captain began: just such things in the societies amongst
"In all natural objecCts with which we are which one has hved; and the strangest hke-

acquainted, we observe immediately that they nesses of all with these soulless creatures, are
have a certain relation to themselves. It may in the masses m which men stand divided one

sound ridiculous to be asserting what is ob- against the other, m their classes and p_o-
vious to every one ; but it is only by coming fessions; the nobility and the third estate, for
to a clear understanding together about what instance, or soldiers and clwhans."
we know, that we can advance to what we do "Then again," rephed Edward, "as these
not know." are united together under common laws and

"I think," interrupted Edward, "we can customs, so there are intermediate members
make the thing more clear to her, and to our- m our chemical world which will combine

selves, with examples; conceive water, or o11, elements that are mutually repulsive."
or quicksilver; among these you will see a "Oil, for instance," said the captain, "we
certain oneness, a certain connecCtion of their make combine with water with the help of
parts ; and this oneness is never lost, except alkahes "
through force or some other determining "Do not go on too fast with your lesson,"
cause. Let the cause cease to operate, and said Charlotte. "Let me see that I keep step
at once the arts unite a ain "p g . with you. Arewe not here arnved among the

"Unquestionably," said Charlotte, "that affinities?"
is plain; rain-drops readily unite and form "Exac"tly," replied the captain; "we are
streams; and when we were children it was on the pomtof apprehending them in all their
our delight to play with quicksilver, and won- power and dtstind'tness ; such natures as, when
der at the little globules splitting and parting they come in contacCt, at once lay hold of each
and running into one another." other, and mutually affecCt one another, we

"And here," said the captain, "let me just speak of as having an affinity one for the
cursorily mention one remarkable thing, I other. With the alkalies and acids, for in-
mean that the full, complete correlation of stance, the affinities are strikingly marked.
parts which the fluid state makes possible, They are of opposite natures; very hkely
shows itself disfinc"tly and universally in the their being of opposite natures is the secret
globular form. The falling water-drop is of their effect on one another_they seek one
round; you yourself spoke of the globules of another eagerly out, lay hold of each other,
quicksilver; and a drop of melted lead let modify each other's character, and form in
fall, if it has time to harden before it reaches connec"tion an entirely new substance. There
the ground, is found at the bottom in the is lime, you remember, which shows the
shape of a ball." strongest inclination for all sorts of aclds---a

"Let me try and see," said Charlotte, distinc"t desire of combining with them. As
"whether I can understand where you are soon as our chemical chest arrives, we can
bringing me. As everything has a reference show you a number of entertaining experi-
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ments, which will give you a clearer idea than if one relation had been deliberately chosen
words, and names, and technical expres- in preference to another."
sions." "Forgive me," said Charlotte, "as I for-

"It appears to me," said Charlotte, "that give the natural philosopher. I cannot see
if you choose to call these strange creatures any choice in this ; I see a natural necessity
of yours related, the relationship is not so rather, and scarcely that. After all, it is per-
much a relationship of blood, as of soul or haps merely a case of opportunity. Oppor-
of spirit. It is the way in which we see all tunity makes relations as it makes thieves,
really deep friendships arise among men ; and as long as the talk is only of natural sub-
opposite peculiarities of disposition being what stances, the choice to me appears to be alto-
best makes internal union possible. But I gether in the hands of the chemist who brings
will wait to see what you can really show me the creatures together. Once, however, let
of these mysterious proceedings; and for the them be brought together, and then God
present," she added, turning to Edward, "I have mercy on them. In the present case, I
wiU promise not to disturb you any more in cannot help being sorry for the poor acid gas,
your reading. You have taught me enough which is driven out up and down infimty
of what it is about to enable me to attend again."
to it." "The acid's business," answered the cap-

"No, no," replied Edward, "now that you tain, "is now to get connecCted with water,
have once stirred the thing, you shall not get and so serve as a mineral fountain for the
off so easily. It is just the most complicated refreshing of sound or disordered mankind."
cases which are the most interesting. In these "That is very well for the gypsum to say,"
you come first to see the degrees of the affini- said Charlotte. "The gypsum is all right, Is
ties, to watch them as their power of attrac- a body, is provided for. The other poor,
tion is weaker or stronger, nearer or more desolate creature may have trouble enough to
remote. Affinities only begin really to interest go through before it can find a second home
when they bring about separations." for itself."

"What!" cried Charlotte, "is that miser- "I am much mistaken," said Edward,
able word, which unhappily we hear so often smiling, "if there be not some little artiste
.now-a-days in the world, is that to be found pens_e behind this. Confess your wickedness !
m nature's lessons too?" You mean me by your lime ; the lime is laid

"Most certainly," answered Edward; "the hold of by the captain, in the form of sul-
title with which chemists were supposed to be phuric acid, torn away from your agreeable
most honorably distinguished was, artists of society, and metamorphosed into a refractory
separation." gypsum."

"It is not so any more," replied Charlotte; "If your conscience prompts you to make
"and it iswell that it is not. It is a higher art, such a refleCtion," replied Charlotte, "I cer-
and it is a higher merit, to unite. An artist tainly need not distress myself. These corn-
of union, is what we should welcome in every parisons are pleasant and entertaining ; and
province of the universe. However, as we are who is there that does not like playing with
on the subjeCt again, give me an instance or analogies ? But man is raised very many steps
two of what you mean." above these elements; and if he has been

"We had better keep," said the captain, somewhat liberal with such finewords as Elec-
"to the same instances of which we have tion and EleCtive Affinities, he will do well to
already been speaking. Thus, what we call turn back again into himself, and take the
limestone is a more or less pure calcareous opportunity of considering carefully the value
earth in combination with a delicate acid, and meaning of such expressions. Unhappily,
which is familiar to us in the form of a gas. we know cases enough where a connecCtion
Now, if we place a piece of this stone in di- apparently indissoluble between two persons,
luted sulphuric acid, this will take possession has, by the accidental introducCtion of a third,
of the lime, and appear with it in the form of been utterly destroyed, and one or the other
gypsum, the gaseous acid at the same time of the once happily united pair been driven
going off in vapor. Here is a case of separa- out into the wilderness."
tlon; a combination arises, and we believe "' Then you see how much more gallant the
ourselves now justified in applying to it the chemists are," said Edward. "They at once
words, ' ElecCtive Affinity ;' it really looks as add a fourth, that neither may go away empty."
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,' Quite so." replied the captain. " And respee"t to D. Bring the two pairs into con-
those are the cases which are really most ira- tact ; A will fling himself on D, C on B,
portant and remarkable--cases where this without its being possible to say which had
attra_ion, this affinity, this separating and first left its first conne(tion, or made the first
combining, can be exhibited, the two pairs move towards the second."
severally crossing each other ; where four "Now then," interposed Edward, "till we
creatures, connee"ted previously, as two and see all this with our eyes, we will look upon
two, are brought into contac'-t, and at once the formula as an analogy, out of which we
forsake their first combination to form into a can devise a lesson for Immediate use. You
second. In this forsaking and embracing, stand for A, Charlotte, and I am your B;
this seeking and flying, we beheve that we are really and truly I cling to you, I depend on
indeed observing the effecCts of some higher you, and follow you, just as B does with A.
determination ; we attribute a sort of will C is obviously the captain, who at present is
and choice to such creatures, and feel really in some degree withdrawing me from you.
justified in using technical words, and speak- So now it is only just that if you are not to
ing of 'Ele_ive Affinities.' " be left to solitude, a D should be found for

"Give me an instance of this," said Char- you, and that is unquesuonably the amlable
lotte, little lady, Ottilie. You will not hesitate any

"One should not spoil such things with longer to send and fetch her."
words," replied the captain. "As I said be- "Good," replied Charlotte; "although
fore, as soon as I can show you the experiment, the example does not, in my opimon, exa&ly
I can make it all intelligible and pleasant for fit our case. However, we have been fortu-
you. For the present, I can give you nothing nate, at any rate, in to-day for once having
but horrible scientific expressions, which at met all together ; and these natural or elec'hve
the same time will give you no idea about the affinities have served to unite us more intl-
matter. You ought yourself to see these mately. I will tell you, that since this after-
creatures, which seem so dead, and which are noon I have made up my mind to send for
yet so full of inward energy and force, at Ottitie. My faithful housekeeper, on whom I
work before your eyes. You should observe have hitherto depended for everything, is
them with a real personal interest. Now they going to leave me shortly, to be married. (It
seek each other out, attra6"t each other, seize, was done at my own suggestion, I believe, to
crush, devour, destroy each other, and then please me.) What it is which has decided me
suddenly reappear again out of their combi- about Ottilie, you shall read to me. I will
nations, and come forward in fresh, renovated, not look over the pages again. Indeed, the
unexpe_ed form ; thus you will comprehend contents of them are already known to me.
how we attribute to them a sort of immor- Only read, read !"
tality--how we speak of them as having sense With these words, she produced a letter,
and understanding ; because we feel our own and handed it to Edward.
senses to be insufficient to observe them ade-
quately, and our reason too weak to follow
them."

"I quite agree," said Edward, "that the CHAPTER V.
strange scientific nomenclature, to persons who
have not been reconciled to it by a direc"t LETTER OF THE LADY SUPERIOR.
acquaintance with or understanding of its "YOUR lad)_hip will forgive the brevity of
objee"t, must seem unpleasant, even ridicu- my present letter. The pubhc examinations
tous ; but we can easily, just for once, con- are but just concluded, and I have to com-
trive with symbols to illustrate what we are munieate to all the parents and guardians the
speaking of." progress which our pupils have made during

"'If you do not think it looks pedantic," the past year. To you I may well be brief,
answered the captain, "I can put my mean- having to say much in few words. Your lady-
ing together with letters. Suppose an A con- ship's daughter has proved herself first in
ne_ed so closely with a B, that all sorts of every sense of the word. The testimonials
means, even violence, have been made use of which I inclose, and her own letter, in which
to separate them, without effec"t. Then sup- she will detail to you the prizes which she has
pose a C in exa_ly the same position with won, and the happiness which she feels in her
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success, will surely please, and I hope delight not absolute disapproval. I hoped to obtain
you. For myself, it is the less necessary that some favorfor her by a candid description of
I should say much, because I see that there what she was, and I ventured it with the
will soon be no more occasion to keep with us greater earnestness, partly becau_ I was only
a young lady so far advanced. I send my speaking my real convi&ions, and partly be-
respec"ts to your ladyship, and in a short time cause I remembered in my own younger years
I shall take the liberty of offering you my finding myself in the same unfortunate case.
opinion as to what in future may be of most I was listened to with attention, but as soon as
advantage to her. I had ended, the presiding examiner said to

"My good assistant will tell you about me very kindly but laconically, ' We presume
Ottilie." capabilities: they are to be converted into

accomplishments. This is the aim of all
LETTER OF THE ASSISTANT. education. It is what is distin_ly intended

"Our reverend superior leaves it to me to by all who have the care of children, and
write to you of Ottihe, partly because, with silently and indistincCtly by the children them-
her ways of thinking about it, it would be selves. This also is the objecCt of examina-
painful to her to say what has to be said ; tions, where teachers and pupils are alike
partly, because she herself requires some ex- standing their trial. From what we learn of
cusmg, which she would rather have done for you, we may entertain good hopes of the
her by me. young lady, and it is to your own credit also

"Knowing, as I did too well, how little that you have paid so much attention to your
able the good Ottilie was to show out what pupil's capabilities. If m the coming year
lies in her, and what she is capable of, I was you can develop these into accomplishments,
all along afraid of this public examination, neither youmelf nor )'our pupil shall fail to
I was the more uneasy, as it was to be of a receive your due praise.'
kind which does not admit of any especial "I had made up my mind to what must
preparation ; and even if it had been con- follow upon all this; but there was something
dud'ted as usual, Ottilienever can be prepared worse that I had not anticipated, which had
to make a display. The result has only too soon to be added to it. Our good superior,
entirely justified my anxiety. She has gained who like a trusty shepherdess could not bear
no prize; she is not even amongst thosewhose to have one of her flock lost, or, as was the
names have been mentioned with approbation, case here, to see it undistinguished, after the
I need not go into details. In writing, the examiners were gone could not contain her
letters of the other girls were not so well displeasure, and said to Ottilie, who was stand-
formed, but their strokes were far more free. ing quite quietly by the window, while the
In arithmetic, they were all quicker than she; others were exulting over their prizes, ' Tell
and in the more difficult problems, which she me, for heaven's sake, how can a person took
does the best, there was no examination. In so stupid if she is not so ?' Ottilie replied,
French, she was outshone and out-talked by quite calmly, 'Forgive me, my dear mother,
many; and in history she was not ready with I have nay headache again to-day, and it is
her names and dates. In geography, there very painful.' Kind and sympathizing as she
was a want of attention to the political di- generally is, the superior this time answered,
visions; and for what she could do in music ' No one can believe that,' and turned angrily
there was neither time nor quiet enough for away.
her few modest melodies to gain attention. "Now it is true,mno one can believe it,-
In drawing she certainly would have gained for Ottilie never alters the expression of her
the prize; her outlines were clear, and the countenance. I have never even seen her
execution most careful and full of spirit; un- move her hand to her head when she has been
happily, she had chosen too large a subje_, asleep.
and it was incomplete. "Nor was this all. Your ladyship's daugh-

"After the pupils were dismissed, the ex- ter, who is at all times sufficiently lively and
aminers consulted together, and we teachers impetuous, after her triumph to-day was over-
were partially admitted into the council. I flowing with the violence of her spirits. She
very soon observed that of Ottilie either no- ran from room to room with her prizes and
thing would be said at all, or if her name was testimonials, and shook them in Ottilie's face.
mentioned, it would be with indifference, if 'You have come badly off this morning,'
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she cried. Ottilie replied in her calm, quiet time for us best to work together, and then
way, ' This is not the last day of trial.' ' But you, on your side, will have admirable room
you will always remain the last,' cried the for yourself and Ottitie."
other, and ran away. Charlotte made no objec"tion, and Edward

"No one except myself saw that Ottilie was sketched out the method in which they should
disturbed. She has a way when she expe- live. Among other things, he cried, "It is
riences any sh_p unpleasant emotion which really very polite in this mece to be subje_ to
she wishes to resist, of showing it in the un- a slight pare on the left side of her head. I
equal color of her face ; the left cheek becomes have it frequentIy on the right. If we happen
for a moment flushed, while the right turns to be afflicted together, and sit opposite one
pale. I perceived this symptom, and I could another,--I leaning on my right elbow, and
not prevent myself from saying something.
I took our superior aside, and spoke seri-
ously to her about it. The excellent lady
acknowledged that she had been wrong.
We considered the whole affair; we talked
it over at great length together, and not to
weary your ladyship, I will tell you at once
the desire with which we concluded,
namely, that you will for a while have
Ottilie with yourself. Our reasons you
will yourself readily perceive. If you con-
sent, I will say more to you on the manner
m which I think she should be treated.

The young lady your daughter we may ex-
pe& will soon leave us, and we shall then
with pleasure welcome Ottilie back to us.

"One thing more, which another time I
might forget to mention: I have never
seen Ottilie eager for anything, or at least
ask pressmgly for anything. But there have
been occasions, however rare, when on the
other hand she has wished to decline things
which have been pressed upon her, and she
does it with a gesture which to those who
have caught its meaning is irresistible. She
raises her hands, presses the palms together,
and draws them against her breast, leaning
her body a little forward at the same time,
and turns such a look upon the person who
is urging her, that he will be glad enough to
cease to ask or wish for anything of her.
If your ladyship ever sees this attitude, as
with your treatment of her it is not likely
that you will, think of me, and spare Ottilie."

Edward read these letters aloud, not with- she on her left, and our heads on the opposite
out smiles and shakes of the head. Naturally, sides, resting on our hands,--what a pretty
too, there were observations made on the per- pair of plcCtures we shall make."
sons and on the position of the affair. The captain thought that might be danger-

"Enough !" F_,dward cried at last, "it is ous. "No, no l" cried out Edward. "Only
decided. She comes. You, my love, are do you, my dear friend, take care of the D,
provided for, and now we can get forward for what will become of B if poor C is taken
with our work. It is becoming highly neces- away from it ?"
sary for me to move over to the right wing to "That, I should have thought, would have
the captain; evenings and mornings are the been evident enough," replied Charlotte.



"And it is, indeed," cried Edward; "he "It is not meant for humility," Ottilie
would turn back to his A, to his Alpha and answered, without moving from the position
Omega;" and he sprung up and taking Char- in which she had placed herself; "I am only
lotte in his arms, pressed her to his breast, thinking of the time when I could not

reach higher than to your knees, and when
I had just learned to know how you loved
me."

She stood up, and Charlotte embraced her
CHAPTER VI. warmly. She was introduced to the gentle-

THE carriage which brought Ottilie drove men, and was at once treated with especial
up to the door. Charlotte went out to re- courtesy as a visitor. Beauty is a welcome
ceive her. The dear girl ran to meet her, guest everywhere. She appeared attentive
threw herself at her feet, and embraced her to the conversation, without taking a part
knees, in it.

"Why such humility?" said Charlotte,. a The next morning Edward said to Char-
little embarrassed, and endeavoring to false lotte, "What an agreeable, entertaining girl
her from the ground, she is t"
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- Entertaining !" answered Charlotte, with a became of greater meaning and importance.
smile; ,'why, she has not opened her lips yet !" Ottlhe's moderation m eating and drinking,

,, Indeed 1" said Edward, as he seemed to for instance, became a real distress to her.
bethink himself; "that is very strange." The next thing on which the ladies were

Charlotte had to give the new-comer but employed was Ottilie's toilet. Charlotte
a very few hints on the management of the wished her to appear in clothes of a richer
household. Ottilie saw rapidly all the arrange- and more recherch_ sort, and at once the
merits, and what was more, she felt them. clever active girl herself cut out the stuff
She comprehended easily what was to be pro- which had been previously sent to her, and
vided for the whole party, and what for each with a very little assistance from others was
particular member of it. Everything was able, in a short time, to dress herself out most
done with the utmost punctuality ; she knew tastefully. The new fashionable dresses set
how to direct, without appearing to be giving off her figure. An agreeable person, it is
orders, and when anyone had left anything true, will show through all disguises; but we
undone, she at once set it right herself, always fancy it looks fresher and more graceful

As soon as she had found how much time when its peculiarities appear under some new
she would have to spare, she begged Charlotte drapery. And thus, from the moment of her
to divide her hours for her, and to these she first appearance, she became more and more
adhered exactly. She worked at what was set a delight to the eyes of all who beheld her.
before her in the way which the assistant had As the emerald refreshes the sight with its
described to Charlotte. They let her alone, beautiful hues, and exerts, it is said, a benefi-
It was but seldom that Charlotte interfered, cent influence on that noble sense, so does
Sometimes she changed her pens for others human beauty work with a far larger potency
which had been written with, to teach her to on the outward and on the inward sense;
make bolder strokes in her handwriting, but whoever looks upon it is charmed against the
these, she found, would be soon cut sharp and breath of evil, and feels in harmony with him-
fine again, self and with the world.

The ladies had agreed with one another In many ways, therefore, the party had
when they were alone to speak nothing but gained by Otnhe's arrival. The captain and
French, and Charlotte persisted m it the more, Edward kept regularly to the hours, even to
as she found Ottilie more ready to talk in a the minutes, for their general meeting to-
foreign language, when she was told it was her gether. They never kept the others waiting
duty to exercise herself in it. In this way she for them either for dinner or tea, or for their
often said more than she seemed to intend, walks; and thevwere m less haste, especially
Charlotte was particularly pleased with a de- in the evenings, to leave the table. This
scription, most complete, but at the same did not escape Charlotte's observation; she
time most charming and amiable, which she watched them both, to see whether one more
gave her one day, by accident, of the school, than the other was the occasion of it. But
She soon felt her to be a delightful companion, she could not perceive any difference. They
and before long she hoped to find in her an had both become more companionable. In
attached friend, their conversation they seemed to consider

At the same time she looked over again the what was best adapted to interest Ottihe,
more early accounts which had been sent her what was most on a level with her capacmes
of Ottilie, to refresh her recolleCtion with the and her general knowledge. If she left the
opinion which the superior and the assistant room when they were reading or telling stories,
had formed about her, and compare them with they would wait till she returned. They had
her in her own person. For Charlotte was of grown softer and altogether more united.
opinion that we cannot too quickly become In return for this, Ottihe's anxiety to be of
acquainted with the charaCter of those with use increased every day; the more'she came
whom we have to live, that we may know to understand the house, its inmates, and their
what to expeCt of them ; where we may hope circumstances, the more eagerly she entered
to do anything in the way of improvement into everything, caught every look and every
with them, and what we must make up our motion ; half a word, a sound, was enough
minds, once for all, to tolerate and let alone, for her. With her calm attentiveness, and

This examination led her to nothing new, her easy, unexcited acCtivity, she was always
indeed; but much which she already knew the same. Sitting, rising up, going, coming,
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fetching, carrying, returning to her place dissatisfacCtion how far behindhand it was in
again, it was all in the most perfecCt repose ; a order and cleanliness, compared to villages
constant change, a constant agreeable move- where the inhabitants were compelled by the
ment ; while, at the same time, she went about expense of building-ground to be careful
so lightly that her step was almost inaudible, about such things.

This cheerful obligingness in Ottihe gave "You remember a wish we once expressed
Charlotte the greatest pleasure. There was when we were travelling in Switzerland to-
one thing, however, which she did not ex- gether," said the captain, "that we might
acCtly like, of which she had to speak to her. have the laying out some country park, and
"It is very polite in you," she said one day how beautiful we would make it by intro-
to her, "when people let anything fall from ducing into some village situated like this,
their hand, to be so quick in stooping and not the Swiss style of building, but the Swiss
picking it up for them; at the same time, it is order and neatness which so much improve it."
a sort of confession that they have a right to "And how well it would answer here ! The
require such attention, and in the world we hill on which the castle stands, slopes down
are expe_ed to be careful to whom we pay it. to that projecCting angle. The village, you
Towards women, I will not prescribe any rule see, is built in a semicircle, regularly enough,
as to how you should conducCt yourself. You just opposite to it. The brook runs between.
are young. To those above you, and older It is liable to floods ; and do observe the way
than you, services of this sort are a duty; to- the people set about protecCting themselves
wards your equals they are polite ; to those from them ; one with stones, another with
younger than yourself and your inferiors you stakes ; the next puts up a boarding, and a
may show yourself kind and good-natured by fourth tries beams and planks; no one, of
such things,---only it is not becoming in a course, doing any good to another with his
young lady to do them for men." arrangement, but only hurting himself and the

"I will try to forget the habit," replied rest too. And then there is the road going
Ottilie ; "I think, however, you will in the along just in the clumsiest way possible,--up
meantime forgive me for my want of manners, hill and down, through the water, and over
when I tell you how I came by it. We were the stones. If the people would only lay their
taught history at school ; I have not gained hands to the business together, it would cost
as much out of it as I ought, for I never knew them nothing but a little labor to run a semi-
what use I was to make of it ; a few little circular wall along here, take the road in be-
things, however, made a deep impression upon hind it, raising it to the level of the houses,
me, among which was the following :--When and so give themselves a fair open space in
Charles the Ftrst of England was standing front, making the whole place clean, and get-
before his so-called judges, the gold top came ring rid, once for all, in one good general
off the stick which he had in his hand, and work, of all their little trifling ineffecCtual
fell down. Accustomed as he had been on makeshifts."

such occasions to have everything done for "Let us try it," said the captain, as he ran
him, he seemed to look round and expecCt that his eyes over the lay of the ground, and saw
this time too some one would do him this quickly what was to be done.
little service. No one stirred, and he stooped "I can undertake nothing in company with
down for it himself. It struck me as so pite- peasants and shopkeepers," replied Edward,
ous, that from that moment I have never been "unless I may have unrestrid'ted authority
able to see any one let a thing fall, without over them."
myself picking it up. But, of course, as it is "You are not so wrong in that," returned
not always proper, and as I cannot," she con- the captain ; "I have experienced too much
tinued, smiling, "tell my story every time I trouble myself in life in matters of that kind.
do it, in future I will tryand contain myself." How difficult it is to prevail on a man to ven-

In the meantime the fine arrangements ture boldly on making a sacrifice for an after-
which the two friends had been led to make advantage ! How hard to get him to desire
for themselves, went uninterruptedly forward, an end, and not hesitate at the means ! So
Every day they found something new to think many people confuse means with ends ; they
about and undertake, keep hanging over the first, without having the

One day as they were walking together other before their eyes. Every evil is to be
through the village, they had to remark with cured at the place where it comes to the suv
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face, and they will not trouble themselves to They went to the innkeeper, and to the old
look for the cause which produces it, or the couple, and the thing was done.
remote effec_ which results from it. This is "I know very well," Edward said, as they
why it is so difficult to get advice listened to, were walking up the hill to the castle together,
especially among the many: they can see "that everything in this world depends on
clearly enough from day to day, but their distincCtness of idea and firmness of purpose.
scope seldom reaches beyond the morrow; Your judgment of what my wlfe has been
and if it comes to a point where with some doing in the park was entirely right; and you
general arrangement one person win gain have already given me a hint how it mlght be
while another will lose, there is no prevaihng improved. I will not deny that I told her
on them to strike a balance. Works of pub- of it."
lic advantage can only be carried through by "So I have been led to suspe&," rephed
an uncontrolled absolute authority." the captain ; "and I could not approve of

While they were standing and talking, a your having done so. You have perplexed
man came up. and begged of them. He her. She has left off doing anything; and
looked more impudent than really in want, on this one subje& she is vexed with us. She
and Edward, who was annoyed at being inter- avoids speaking of it. She has never since
rupted, after two or three fruitless attempts to invited us to go wlth her to the summer-house,
get rid of him by a gentler refusal, spoke although at odd hours she goes up there with
sharply to him. The fellow began to grumble Ottilie."
and mutter abusively ; he went off with short "We must not allow ourselves to be de-
steps, talking about the right of beggars. It terred by that," answered Edward. "If I
was all very well to refuse them an alms, but am once convinced about anything good,
that was no reason why they should be in- which could and should be done, I can never
suited. A beggar, and everybody else too, rest till I see it done. We are clever enough
was as much under God's protection as a lord. at other times in introducing what we want
It put Edward out of all patience, into the general conversation; suppose we

The captain, to pacify him, said, c_Let us have out some descriptions of Enghsh parks,
make use of this as an occasion for extending with copper-plates, for our evening's amuse-
our rural police arrangements to such cases, ment. Then we can follow with your plan.
We are bound to give away money, but we do We will treat it first problematically, and as
better in not giving it in person, especially at if we were only in jest. There will be no
home. We should be moderate and uniform difficulty in passing into earnest."
in everything, in our charities as in all else ; The scheme was concerted, and the books
too great liberality attra_s beggars instead of were opened. Iu each group of designs they
helping them on their way. At the same first saw a ground-plan of the spot, with the
time there is no harm when one is on a general charad'ter of the landscape, drawn m

journey, or passing through a strange place, its rude, natural state. Then followed others,
in appearing to a poor man in the street m showing the changes which had been pro-
the form of a chance deity of fortune, and duced by art, to employ and set off the natural
making him some present which shall surprise advantages of the locality. From these to
him. The position of the village and of the their own property and their own grounds,
castle makes it easy for us to put our charities the transition was easy.
here on a proper footing. I have thought Everybody was pleased. The chart which
about it before. The public-house is at one the captain had sketched was brought and
end of the village, a respecCtable old couple spread out. The only d]i_culty was, that
live at the other. At each of these places de- they could not entirely free themselves of the
posit a small sum of money, and let every plan in which Charlotte had begun. How-
beggar, not as he comes in, but as he goes ever, an easier way up the hill was found; a
out, receive something. Both houses lie on lodge was suggested to be built on the height
the roads which lead to the castle, so that any at the edge of the cliff, which was to have an
one who goes there can be referred to one or especial reference to the castle. It was to
the other." form a conspicuous objecCt from the castle

_c Come," said Edward, 'c we will settle windows, and from it the spe&ator was to be
that on the spot. The exa_ sum can be able to overlook both the castle and the
made up another time." garden.
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The captain had thought it all carefully she was to everyone, but his self-love whispered
over, and taken his measurements; and now that towards him she was particularly so. She
he brought up again the village road and the had observed his little fancies about his food.
wall by the brook, and the ground which was She knew exaHly what things he liked, and
to be raised behind it. the way in which he liked them to be pre-

"Here you see," said he, "while I make pared; the quantity of sugar which he hked
this charming walk up the height, I gain ex- in his tea; and so on. Moreover, she was par-
ac_ly the quantity of stone which I require ticularly careful to prevent draughts, about
for that wall. Let one piece of work help the which he was excessively sensitive, and, in-
other, and both will be carried out most saris- deed, about which, with his wife, who could
faHorily and most rapidly." never have air enough, he was often at vari-

"But now," said Charlotte, "comes my ance. So, too, she had come to know about
side of the business. A certain definite out- fruit-gardens and flower-gardens; whatever he
lay of money will have to be made. We liked, it was her constant effort to procure for
ought to know how much will be wanted for him, and to keep away whatever annoyed him;
such a purpose, and then we can apportion it so that very soon she grew indispensable to
outuso much work, and so much money, if him--she became like his guardian angel, and
not byweeks, at least by months. The cash- he felt it keenly whenever she was absent.
box is under my charge. I pay the bills, and Besides all this, too, she appeared to grow
I keep the accounts." more open and conversible as soon as the)

"You do not appear to have overmuch were alone together.
confidence in us," said Edward. Edward, as he advanced in life, had re-

"I have not much in arbitrary matters," tained something childish about hm_self, which
Charlotte answered. "Where it is a case of corresponded singularly well with the youth-
inclination, we women know better how to fulness of Ottilie. They liked talking of
control ourselves than you." early times, when they had first seen each

It was settled ; the dispositions were made, other; and these reminiscences led them up
and the work was begun at once. to the first epoch of Edward's affe_ion for

The captain being always on the spot, Char- Charlotte. Ottilie declared that she remem.
lotte was almost daily a witness to the strength bered them both as the handsomest pair about
and clearness of his understanding. He, too, the court; and when Edward would question
learned to know her better; and it became the possibility of this, when she must have
easy for them both to work together, and thus been so exceedingly young, she insisted that
bring something to completeness. It is with she recolle&ed one particular incident as
work as with dancing; persons who keep the clearly as possible. He had come into the
same step must grow indispensable to one room where her aunt was, and she had hid her
another. Out of this a mutual kindly feeling face in Charlotte's lap--not from fear, but
will necessarily arise; and that Charlotte had from a childish surprise. She might have
a real kind feeling towards the captain, after added, because he had made so strong an ira-
she came to know him better, was sufficiently pression upon herubecause she had liked him
proved by her allowing him to destroy her so much.
pretty seat, which in her first plans she had While they were occupied in this way, much
taken such pains in ornamenting, because it of the business which the two friends had
was in the way of his own, without experi- undertaken together had come to a standstill;
encing the slightest feeling about the matter, so that they found it necessary to inspec_ how

t.hings were going onmto work up a few de-
s_gus and get letters written. For this pur-
pose, they betook themselves to their office,

CHAPTER VII. where they found their old copyist at his desk.
They set themselves to their work, and sool_

Ix was a natural consequence now that I gave the old man enough to do, without ob-
Charlotte was occupied with the captain, that t serving that they were laying many things on
Edward should attach himself more to Ottilie. I his shoulders which at other times they had
Independently of this, indeed, for some time I always done for themselves. At the same
past he had begun to feel a silent kind of at- / time, the first design the captain tried would
traction towards her. Obliging and attentive J not answer, and Edward was as unsuccessful
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with his first letter. They fretted for a while, so little frequented, that they soon lost it;
planning and erasing, till at last Edward, who and for a short time they were wandering
was getting on the worst, asked what o'clock among mossy stones and thickets ; it was not
it was. And then it appeared that the cap- for long, however: the noise of the water-
tain had forgotten, for the first time for many wheel speedily telling them that the place
years, to wind up his chronometer; and they which they were looking for was close at hand.
seemed, if not to feel, at least to have a dim Stepping forward on a point of rock, theysaw
perception, that time was beginning to be the strange old, dark wooden building m the
indifferent to them. hollow before them, quite shadowed over with

In the meanwhile, as the gentlemen were precipitous crags and huge trees. They de-
thus rather slackening in their energy, the ac- termined dlre&ly to climb down amidst the
tivity of the ladies increased all the more. moss and the blocks of stone. Edward led
The every-day life of a family, which is corn- the way; and when he looked back and saw
posed of given persons, and is shaped out of Ottilie following, stepping hghtly, without
necessary circumstances, may easily receive fear or nervousness, from stone to stone, so
into itself an extraordinary affection, an incip- beautifully balancing herself, he fancied he
lent passion--may receive it into itself as into was looking at some celestial creature floating
a vessel; and a long time may elapse be- above him; while if, as she often did, she
fore the new ingredient produces a visible caught the hand which in some difficult spot
effervescence, and runs foaming over the edge. he would offer her, or if she supported herself

With our friends, the feelings which were on his shoulder, then he was left in no doubt
mutually arising had the most agreeable effects, that it was a very exquisite human creature
Their dispositions opened out, and a general who touched him. He almost wished that she
goodwill arose out of the several individual might slip or stumble, that he rmght catch her
affec"tions. Every member of the party was in his arms and press her to his heart. This,
happy ; and they each shared their happiness however, he would under no circumstances
with the rest. have done, for more than one reason. He

Such a temper elevates the spirit, while it was afraid to wound her, and he was afraid to
enlarges the heart, and everything which, do her some bodily injury.
under the influence of it, people do and What the meaning of this could be, we
undertake, has a tendency towards the illimit- shall immedmtely learn. When they had got
able. The friends could not remain any more down, and were seated opposite each other at
shut up at home ; their walks extended them- a table under the trees, and when the miller's
selves farther and farther. Edward would wife had gone for milk, and the miller, who
hurry on before with Ottilie, to choose the had come out to them, was sent to meet
path or pioneer the way; and the captain and Charlotte and the captain, Edward, with a
Charlotte would follow quietly on the track of little embarrassment, began to speak :
their more hasty precursors, talking on some "I have a request to make, dear Ottilie;
grave subje_, or delighting themselves with you will forgive me for asking it, if you will
some spot they had newly discovered, or some not grant it. You make no secret (I am sure
unexpecCted natural beauty, you need not make any), that you wear a

One day their walk led them down from the miniature under your dress ag'ainst your breast.
gate at the fight wing of the castle, in the di- It is the picture of your noble father. You
rection of the hotel, and thence over the could hardly have known hlm ; but m every
bridge towards the ponds, along the sides of sense he deserves a place by your heart.
which they proceeded as far as it was generally Only, forgive me, the pi&ure is exceedingly
thought possible to follow the water; thickly large, and the metal frame and the glass, ff
wooded hills sloping direc"tly up from the edge, you take up a child in your arms, if you are
and beyond these a wall of steep rocks, mak- carrying anything, if the carnage swings vio-
ing further progress difficult, if not impossi- lently, if we are pushing through bushes, or
ble. But Edward, whose hunting experience just now, as we were coming down these
had made him thoroughly familiar with the rocks,--cause me a thousand anxieties for you.
spot, pushed forward along an overgrown path Any unforeseen blow, a fall, a touch, may be
with Ottilie, knowing well that the old mill fatally injurious to you ; and I am terrified at
could not be far off, which was somewhere in the possibility of it. For my sake do this:
the middle of the rocks there. The path was put away the picCture, not out of your affec-
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tions, not out of your room ; let it have the they had been that day, and which, as it was,
brightest, the holiest place which you can give had taken them much time and trouble, prop-
it; only do not wear upon your breast a thing, erly laid out and gravelled, so that people
the presence of which seems to me, perhaps might loiter along it at their le_are. They
from an extravagant anxiety, so dangerous." each said what they thought; and they reck-

Ottilie said nothing, and while he was oned up that the circuit, over which they had
speaking she kept her eyes fixed straight be- taken many hours, might be travelled easily
fore her; then, without hesitation andwithout with a good road all the way round to the
haste, with a look turned more towards heaven castle, in a single one.
than on Edward, she unclasped the chain, Already a plan was being suggested for
drew out the picture, and pressed it against making the distance shorter, and adding a
her forehead, and then reached it over to her fresh beauty to the landscape, by throwing a
friend, with the words: bridge across the stream, below the mill,

"Do you keep it for me till we come home; where it ran into the lake ; when Charlotte
I cannot gtve you a better proof how deeply brought their inventive imagination somewhat
I thank you for your affe_ionate care." to a stand-still, by putting them in mind of

He did not venture to press the pi&ure to the expense which such an undertaking would
his lips; but he caught her hand and raised it involve.
to his eyes. They were, perhaps, two of the "There are ways of meeting that too," re-
most beautiful hands which had ever been plied Edward ; "we have only to dispose of
clasped together. He felt as if a stone had that i:arm in the forest which is so pleasantly
fallen from his heart, as if a partition-wall situated, and which brings in so little in the
had been thrown down between him and way of rent: the sum which will be set free
Ottilie. will more than cover what we shall require,

Under the miller's guidance, Charlotte and and thus, having gained an invaluable walk,
the captain came down by an easier path, and we shall receive the interest of well-expended
now joined them. There was the meeting, capital in substantial enjoyment--instead of,
and a happy talk, and then they took some as now, in the summing up at the end of the
refreshments. They would not return by the year, vexing and fretting ourselves over the
same way as they came; and Edward struck pitiful little income which is returned for it."
into a rocky path on the other side of the Even Charlotte, with all her prudence, had
stream, from which the ponds were again to little to urge against this. There had been,
be seen. They made their way along it, with indeed, a previous intention of selling the
some effort, and then had to cross a variety of farm. The captain was ready immediately
wood and copse--getting glimpses, on the with a plan for breaking up the ground into
land side, of a number of villages and manor- small portions among the peasantry of the
houses, with their green lawns and fruit-gar- forest. Edward, however, had a simpler and
dens; while very near them, and sweetly shorter way of managing it. His present
situated on a rising ground, a farm lay in the steward had already proposed to take it off
middle of the wood. From a gentle ascent, his hands--he was to pay for it by instalments
they had a view, before and behind, which --and so, gradually, as the money came in,
showed them the richness of the country to they would get their work forward from point
the greatest advantage; and then, entering a to point.
grove of trees, they found themselves, on So reasonable and prudent a scheme was
again emerging from it, on the rock opposite sure of universal approbation, and already, in
the castle, prospe&, they began to see their new walk

They came upon it rather unexpec"tedly, winding along its way, and to imagine the
and were of course delighted. They had many beautiful views and charming spots
rcmde the circuit of a little world ; they were which they hoped to discover in its neighbor-
standing on the spot where the new building hood.
was to be ere_ed, and were looking again at To bring it all before themselves with
the windows of their own home. greater fulness of detail, in the evening they

They went down to the summer-house, and produced the new chart. With the help of
sat all four in it for the first time together ; this they went over again the way that they
nothing was more natural than that with one had come, and found various places where the
voice it should be proposed to have the way walk might take a rather different dire_ion
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with advantage. Their other scheme was now CHAPTER VIII.
once more talked through, and connecCted

with the fresh design. The site for the new EARLY the following morning the captain
house in the park, opposite the castle, was a oxamlned the spot : he first threw off a sketch
second time examined into and approved, and of what should be done, and afterwards, when
fixed upon for the termination of the intended the thing had been more completely decided
circuit, on, he made a complete design, with accurate

Ottilie had said nothing all this time. At calculations and measurements. It cost him
length Edward pushed the chart, which had a good deal o¢ labor, and the business con-
hitherto been lying before Charlotte, across nee'ted with the sate of the farm had to be
to her, begging her to give her opinion ; gone into, so that both the gentlemen now
she still hesitated for a moment. Edward found a fresh impulse to ac"tivity.
in his gentlest way again pressed her to The captain made Edward observe that it
let them know what she thoughtmnothing would be proper, indeed that it would be a
had as yet been settledmit was all as yet m kind of duty, to celebrate Charlotte's birth-
embryo, day with laying the foundation-stone. Not

"I would have the house built here," she much was wanted to overcome Edward's dis-
said, as she pointed with her finger to the inclination for such festivities---for he qmckly
highest point of the slope on the hill. "It recoiled'ted that a little later Ottihe's birthday
is true you cannot see the castle from thence, would follow, and that he could have a mag-
for it is hidden by the wood ; but for that very nificent celebration for that.
reason you find yourselves in another quite I Charlotte, to whom all this work and what
new world ; you lose village and houses and it would involve was a subjec_ for much serious
all at the same time. The view of the ponds and almost anxious thought, busied herself m
with the mill, and the hills and mountains in carefully going through the time and outlay
the distance, is singularly beautifulmI have which it was calculated would be expended
often observed it when I have been there." on it. During the day they rarely saw each

"She is right," Edward cried ; " how other, so that the evening meeting was looked
could we have overlooked it. This is what forward to with all the more anxiety.
you mean, Ottilie, is it not?" He took a Ottilie meantime was complete mistress of
lead pencil, and drew a great black red'tangu- the householdmand how could it be otherwise,
lar figure on the summit of the hill. with her quick methodical ways of working?

It went through the captain's soul to see Indeed, her whole mode of thought was suited
his carefully and clearly-drawn chart disfigured better to home- life than to the world, and to
m such a way. He coiled'ted himself, how- a more free existence. Edward soon observed
ever, after a slight expression of his dlsap- that she only walked about with them out of a
proval, and went into the idea. "Ottilie is desire to please; that when she stayed out late
right," he said ; "we are ready enough to with them in the evening it was because she
watk any distance to drink tea or eat fish, be- thought it a sort of social duty, and that she
cause they would not have tasted as well at would often find a pretext in some household
home---we require change of scene and change matter for going in again--consequently he
of objed'ts. Your ancestors showed their judg- soon managed so to arrange the walks which
meat in the spot which they chose for the they took together, that they should be at
castle; for it is sheltered from the wind, with home before sunset; and he began again,
the conveniences of life close at hand. A what he had long left off, to read aloud
place, on the contrary, which is more for poetry_particnlarly such as had for its sub-
pleasure parties than for a regular residence, jecCt the expression of a pure but passionate
may be very well yonder there, and in the love.
fair time of year the most agreeable hours They ordinarily sat in the evening in the
may be spent there." same places round a small table--Charlotte

The more they talked it over, the more on the sofa, Ottilie on a chair opposite to her,
conclusive was their judgment in favor of and the gentlemen on each side. Ottilie'_
Ottilie; and Edward could not conceal his place was on Edward's right, the side where
triumph that the thought had been hers. He he put the candle when he was reading_at
was as proud as if he had hit upon it him- such times she would draw her chair a little
self. nearer to look over him, for Ottflie also trusted
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her own eyes better than another person's lips, to be found. Ottilie, with some hesitation,
and Edward would then always make a move said that they were in her room-she had
towards her, that it might be as easy as pos- taken them there to copy them.
sine for her--indeed he would frequently "And you can, you will, accompany me on
make longer stops than necessary, that he the piano?" cried Edward, his eyessparkling
might not turn over before she had got to the with pleasure. "I think perhaps I can," Ot-
bottom of the page. tilie answered. She brought the music and sat

Charlotte and the captain observed this, down to the instrument. The others listened,
and exchanged many a quiet smile at it ; but and were sufficiently surprised to hear how per-

fe&ly Ottilie had taught herself the piece
---but far more surprised were they at the
way in which she contrived to adopt her-
self to Edward's style of playing. Adapt
herself, is not the right expressionwChar-
lotte's skill and power enabled her, in
order to please her husband, to keep up
with him when he went too fast, and hold
in for him if he hesitated; but Ottllie,
who had several times heard them play the
sonata together, seemed to have learned it
according to the idea in which they ac-
companied each other--she had so com-
pletely made his defers her own, that a
kind of living whole resulted from it,
which did not move indeed according to
exa& rule, but the effe_ of which was in
the highest degree pleasant and delightful.
The composer himself would have been
pleased to hear his work disfigured in a
manner so charming.

Charlotte and the captain watched this
strange unexpe&ed occurrence in silence,
with the kind of feeling with which we
often observe the acCtions of children--
unable exacCtly to approve of them, from
the serious consequences which may follow,
and yet without being able to find fault,
perhaps with a kind of envy. For, in-
deed, the regard of these two for one an-
other was growing also, as well as that of
the others--and it was perhaps only the
more perilous because they were both
stronger, more certain of themselves, and
better able to restrain themselves.

The captain had already begun to feel
that a habit which he could not resist was

they were both taken by surprise at another threatening to bind him to Charlotte. He
symptom, in which Ottilie's latent feeling forced himself to stay away at the hour when
accidentally displayed itself, she commonly used to be at the works; by

One evening, which had been partly spoiled getting up very early in the morning he con-
for them by a tedious visit, Edward proposed trived to finish there whatever he had to do,
that they should not separate so early--he felt and went back to the castle to his work in
inclined for music--he would take his flute, his own room. The first day or two Char-
which he had not done for many days past. lotte thought it was an accident--she looked
Charlotte looked for the sonatas which they for him in "every place where she thought
generally played together, and they were not he could possibly be. Then she thought
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she understood himmand admired him all they found the whole congregation collected
the more. together m their holiday dresses. After ser-

Avoiding, as the captain now did, being vice, they filed out m order; first the boys,
alone with Charlotte, the more industriously then the young men, then the old: after
did he labor to hurry forward the preparations them came the party from the castle, with
for keeping her rapidly-approaching birthday their visitors and retinue ; and the village
with all splendor. While he was bringing up maidens, young girls and women, brought up
the new road from below behind the village, the rear.
he made the men, under pretence that he At the turn of the walk, a raised stone seat
wanted stones, begin working at the top as had been contrived, where the captain made
well, and work down, to meet the others; and Charlotte and the visitors stop and rest. From
he had calculated his arrangements so that the here they could see over the whole distance
two should exactly meet on the eve of the from the beginning to the end--the troops of
day. The excavations for the new house men who had gone up before them, the file of
were already done ; the rock was blown away women following, and now drawing up to
with gunpowder ; and a fair foundation-stone where they were. It was lovely weather, and
had been hewn, with a hollow chamber, and the whole effe_ was singularly beautiful.
a flat slab adjusted to cover it. Charlotte was taken by surprise, she was

This outward acCtivity,these httle mysterious touched, and she pressed the captain's hand
purposes of friendship, prompted by feelings warmly.
which more or less they were obliged to re- They followed the crowd who had slowly
press, rather prevented the little party when ascended, and were now forming a circle
together from being as lively as usual. Ed- round the spot where the future house was to
ward, who felt that there was a sort of void, stand. The lord of the castle, his family and
one evening called upon the captain to fetch the principal strangers were now invited to
his viotinmCharlotte should play the piano, descend into the vault, where the foundation-
and he should accompany her. The captain stone, supported on one side, lay ready to be
was unable to refuse the general request, and let down. A well-dressed mason, a trowel tn
they executed together one of the most diffi- one hand and a hammer in the other, came
cult pieces of music with an ease and freedom forward, and with much grace spoke an ad-
and feeling, which could not but afford them- dress in verse, of which in prose we can give
selves, and the two who were listening to but an imperfect rendering.
them, the greatest delight. They promised "Three things," he began, "are to be
themselves a frequent repetition of it, as well looked to in a building--that it stand on the
as further pra6tice together. " They do it right spot ; that it be securely founded ; that
better than we, Ottilie," said Edward; "we it be successfully executed. The first is the
will admire them_but we can enjoy ourselves business of the master of the house--his and
together too." his only. As in the city the prince and the

council alone determine where a building
shall be, so m the country it _s the right of
the lord of the soil that he shall say, ' Here

CHAPTER IX. nay dwelling shall stand ; here, and nowhere
else.' "

Tn_. birthday was come, and everything was Edward and Ottllie were standing opposite
ready. The wall was all complete which pro- one another, as these words were spoken _ but
te6ted the raised village road against the they did not venture to look up and exchange
water, and so was the walk; passing the glances.
church, for short time it followed the path "To the third, the execution, there is
which had been laid out by Charlotte, and neither art nor handicraft which must not in
then winding upwards among the rocks, in- some way contribute. But the second, the
clined first under the summer-house to the founding, is the province of the mason; and,
right, and then, after a wide sweep, passed boldly to speak it out, it is the head and fron_
back above it to the right again, and so by of all the undertaking--a solemn thing it is--
degrees out on to the summit, and our bidding you descend hither is full of

A large party had assembled for the oc- meaning. You are celebrating your festival
easion. They went first to church, where in the deep of the earth. Here within this
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small hollow spot, you show us the honor of the whole is indebted for its being and for its
appearing as witnesses of our mysterious craft, persistence.
Presently we shall lower down this carefully- "But as the man who commits some evil
hewn stone into its place; and soon these deed has to fear, that, notwithstanding all
earth-walls, now ornamented with fair and precautions, it will one day come to light--so
worthy persons, wilt be no more accessible-- too must he expe& who has done some good
but will be closed in forever! thing in secret, that it also, in spite of him-

"This foundation-stone, which with its self, will appear in the day; and therefore we
angles typifies the just angles of the building, make this foundation-stone at the same time a
with the sharpness of its moulding, the regu- stone of memorial. Here, in these various
larity of it, and with the truth of its lines to hollows which have been hewn into it, many
the horizontal and perpendicular, the up- things are now to be buried, as a witness to
rightness and equal height of all the walls, we some far-off world--these metal cases her-
mtght now without more ado let down--it tactically sealed contain documents in writing ;
would rest in its place with its own weight, matters of various note are engraved on these
But even here there shall not fail of lime and plates; in these fair glass bottles we bury the
means to bind it. For as human beings who best old wine, with a note of the year of its
may be well inclined to each other by nature, vintage. We have coins too of many kinds,
yet hold more firmly together when the law from the mint of the current year. All this
cements them, so are stones also, whose forms we have received through the liberality of him
may already fit together, united far better by for whom we braid. There is space yet re-
these binding forces. It is not seemly to be maining, if guest or spectator desires to offer
idle among the working, and here you will anything to the after-world !"
not refuse to be our fellow-laborer,"--with After a slight pause the speaker looked
these words he reached the trowel to Char- round ; but, as is commonly the case on such
lotte, who threw mortar with it under the occasions, no one was prepared ; they were all
stone--several of the others were then desired taken by surprise. At last, a merry-looking
to do the same, and then it was at once let young officer set the example, and said, "If
fall. Upon which the hammer was placed I am to contribute anything which as yet is
next in Charlotte's, and then in the others' not to be found in this treasure-chamber, it
hands, to strike three times with it, and con- shall be a pair of buttons from my uniform--
clude, in this expression, the wedlock of the I don't see why they do not deserve to go
stone with the earth, down to posterity!" No sooner said than

"The work of the mason," went on the done, and then a number of persons found
speaker, "now under the free sky as we are, something of the same sort which they could
if it be not done in concealment, yet must do; the young ladies did not hesitate to throw
pass into concealment--the soil wilt be laid in some of their side hair combs--smelling
smoothly in, and thrown over this stone, and bottles and other trinkets were not spared.
with the walls which we rear into the daylight Only Ottilie hung back ; till a kind word from
we in the end are seldom remembered. The Edward roused her from the abstra_ion in
works of the stone-cutter and the carver re- which she was watching the various things
main under the eyes; but for us it is not to being heaped in. Then she unclasped from
romplain when the plasterer blots out the last her neck the gold chain on which her father's
trace of our hands, and appropriates our work pi&ure had hung, and with a light gentle
to himself; when he overlays it, and smooths hand laid it down on the other jewels. Ed-
it, and colors it. ward rather disarranged the proceedings, by

"Not from regard for the opinion of others, at once, in some haste, having the cover let
but from respe& for himself, the mason wilt fall, and fastened down.
be faithful in his calling. There is none who The young mason who had been most active
has more need to feel in himself the con- through all this again took his place as orator,
sciousness ofwhat he is. When the house is and went on, "We laydown this stone for-
finished, when the soil is smoothed, and the ever, for the establishing the present and the
surface plastered over, and the outside all future possessors of this house. But in that
overwrought with ornament, he can even see we bury this treasure together with it, we do
in yet through all disguises, and still recognize it in the remembrance--in this most enduring
those exa_ and careful adjustments, to which ot works--of the perishableness of all human
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things. We remember that a time may come
when this cover so fast sealed shall again be
lifted : and that can only be when all shall
again be destroyed which as yet we have not
brought into being.

"But now--now that at once it may begin
to be, back with our thoughts out of the
future--back into the present. At once, after
the feast which we have this day kept together,
let us on with our labor; let no one of all they had already thrown out the whole of the
those trades which are to work on our foun- soil at the oppostte corner ; indeed, they had
dation, through us keep unwilling holiday, begun to raise the wall, and for this purpose
Let the building rise swiftly to its height, and had reared a scaffold as high as was absolutely
out of the windows, which as yet have no ex- necessary. On the occasion of the festival,
istence, may the master of the house, with his boards had been laid along the top of this,
family and with his guests, look forth with a and a number of spec"tators were allowed to
glad heart over his broad lands. To him and stand there. It had been meant principally
to all here present herewith be health and for the advantage of the workmen themselves.
happiness." The glass had flown up there, and had been

With these words he drained a richly cut caught by one of them, who took it as a sign
tumbler at a draught, and flung it into the air, of good luck for himself. He waved it round
thereby to signify the excess of pleasure by without letting it out of his hand, and the
destroying the vessel which had served for letters E and O were to be seen very richly
such a solemn occasion. This time, however, cut upon it, running one into the other. It
it fell out otherwise. The glass did not fall was one of the glasses which had been exe-
back to the earth, and indeed without a cuted for Edward when he was a boy.
miracle. The scaffoldings were again deserted, and

In order to get forward with the buildings, the most a&ive among the party climbed up
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to look round them, and could not speak Charlotte. "The countwill not stayaway;
enough in praise of the beauty of the pros- he is coming to-morrow."
pect on all sides. How many new dtscoveries "Then the baroness, too, is not far off,"
does not a person make when on some high answered Charlotte.
point he ascends but a single story higher. "Doubtless not," said Edward. "She is
Inland many fresh villages came in sight, coming, too, to-morrow, from another place.
The line of the river could be traced like a They only beg to be allowed to stay for a
thread of silver; indeed, one of the party night; the next day they will go on to-
thought that he distinguished the spires of the gether."
capital. On the other side, behind the wooded "'We must prepare for them in time,
hill, the blue peaks of the far-off mountains Ottilie," said Charlotte.
were seen rising, and the country immediately "' What arrangement shall I desire to be
about them was spread out like a map. made ?" Ottilie asked.

"If the three ponds," cried some one, Charlotte gave a general direction, and
"were but thrown together to make a single Ottilie left the room.
sheet of water, there would be everything The captain inquired into the relation m
here which is noblest and most excellent." which these two persons stood towards one

"That might easily be effected," the cap- another, and with which he was only very
tain said. "In early times they must have generally acquainted. They had some time
formed all one lake among the hills here." before, both being already married, fallen

"Only I must beseech you to spare my violently in love with one another; a double
clump of planes and poplars that stand so mamage was not to be interfered with with-
prettily by the centre pond," said Edward. out attracting attention. A divorce was pro-
"See,"--he turned to Ottilie, bringing her a posed. On the baroness' side it could be
few steps forward, and pointing down,-- effected, on that of the count it could not.
"those trees I planted myself." They were obliged seemingly to separate, but

" How long have they been standing there ?" their position towards one another remained
asked Ottilie. unchanged, and though in the winter at the

"Just about as long as you have been in residence they were unable to be together,
the world," rephed Edward. "Yes, my dear they indemnified themselves in the summer,
child, I planted them when you were still while making tours and staying at watering-
lying in your cradle." places.

The party now betook themselves back to They were both slightly older than Edward
the castle. After dinner was over they were and Charlotte, and had been intimate with
invited to walk through the village to take a them from early times at court. The con-
glance at what had been done there as welt. nection had never been absolutely broken off,
At a hint from the captain, the inhabitants although it was impossible to approve of their
had collected in front of the houses. They proceedings. On the present occasion their
were not standing in rows, but formed in coming was most unwelcome to Charlotte;
natural family groups, partly occupied at and if she bad looked closely into her reasons
their evening work, part out enjoying them- for feeling it so, she would have found it was
selves on the new benches. They had de- on account of Ottilie. The poor innocent
termined, as an agreeable duty which they girl should not have been brought so early in
!mp.osed upon themselves, to have everything conta& with such an example.
in its present order and cleanliness, at least "It would have been more convenient if
every Sunday and holiday, they had not come till a couple of days later,"

A little party, held together by such feel- Edward was saying, as Ottilie re-entered; "till
hags as had grown up among our friends, is we had finished with this business of the farm.
always unpleasantly interrupted by a large The deed of sale is complete. One copy of
concourse of people. All four were delighted it I have here, but we want a second, and our
to find themselves again alone in the large old clerk has fallen ill." The captain offered
drawing-room, but this sense of home was a his services, and so did Charlotte, but there
little disturbed by a letter which was brought was something or other to objec"t to both of
to Edward, giving notice of fresh guests who them.
were to arrive the following day. "Give it to me," cried Ottilie, a little

"It is as we supposed," Edward cried to hastily.
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"You will never be able to finish it," said "How are you able to find time enough ?"
Charlotte. asked Edward_ with a laugh.

"And really I must have it early the day "Myvis:t, if you can value it, you owe to
after to-morrow, and it is long," Edward an observation _hlch I made yesterday. I
added, was spending a right happy afternoon in a

"It shall be ready," Ottilie cried; and the house where I had estabhshed peace, and then

paper was already, in her hands. I heard that a birthday was being kept here.
The next morning, as they were lookin.g out Now this is what I call selfish, after all, said I

from their highest windows for their visitors, to myself: you will only enjoy )'ourself with
whom they intended to go some way and those whose broken peace you have mended.
meet, Edward said, "Who is that yonder, Why cannot you for once go and be happy wlth
riding slowly, along the road?" friends who keep the peace for themselves?

The captmn described accurately the figure No sooner said than done. Here I am, as I
of the horseman, determined with myself that I would be."

"Then it is he," said Edward; "the par- "Yesterday you would have met a large
ticulars, which you can see better than I, agree party here ; to-day you will find but a small
very well with the general figure, which I can one," said Charlotte ; "you wilt meet the
see too. It is Mittler; but what is he doing, count and the baroness, with whom you have
coming riding at such a pace as that?" had enough to do already, I believe."

The figure came nearer, and Mittler it verit- Out of the middle of the parr)-, who had
ably was. They received him with warm all four come down to welcome him. the
greetings as he came slowly up the steps, strange man dashed in the keenest disgust.

"Why did you not come yesterday?" Ed- seizing at the same time his hat and whip.
ward cried, as he approached. "Some unlucky star :s alwa)s over me," he

"I do not llke your grand festivities," cried, "direc"tly I try to rest and enjoy my-
answered he; "but I am come to-day to keep self. What business have I going out of my
my friend's birthday with you quietly." proper chara_er? I ought never to have
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come, and now I am persecuted away. Under rooms where in early times they had passed
one roof with those two I will not remain, and many happy days, but which they had not
you take care of yourselves. They bring seen for a long time. Their friends too were
nothing but mischief; their nature is like very glad to see them. The count and the
leaven, and propagates its own contagion.", baroness had both those tall fine figures which

They tried to pacify him, but it was In vain. please in middle life almost better than m
"Whoever strikes at marriage," he cried; m youth. If something of the first bloom had
"whoever, either by word or aCt, undermines faded off them, yet there was an air in their
this, the foundation of all moral society, that appearance which was always irresistibly at-
man has to settle wlth me, and if I cannot tractive. Their manners too were thoroughly
become his master, I take care to settle my- charming. Their free way of taking hold of
self out of his way. Marriage is the begin- life and dealing with it, their happy humor,
ning and the end of all culture. It makes and apparent easy unembarrassment, commu-
the savage mild ; and the most cultivated has nicated itself at once to the rest ; and a hghter
no better opportunity for displaying his gen.- atmosphere hung about the whole party, with-
tleness. Indissoluble it must be, because it out their having observed it stealing on them
brings so much happiness that what small ex- The effect made itself felt immediately on
ceptional unhappiness it may bring counts for the entrance of the new-comers. They were
nothing in the balance. And what do men fresh from the fashionable world, as was to be
mean bytalking of unhappiness? Impatience seen at once, in their dress, in their equip-
it is which from time to time comes over merit, and in everything about them; and
them, and then they fancy themselves un- they formed a contrast not a little striking
happy. Let them wait till the moment is with our friends, their country style, and the
gone by, and then they will bless their good vehement feelings which were at work under-
fortune that what has stood so long continues neath among them. This, however, very soon
standing. There never can be any adequate disappeared m the stream of past recollection
ground for separation. The condition of and present interests, and a rapid, lively con-
man is pitched so high, in its joys and in its versation soon united them all. After a short
sorrows, that the sum which two married time they again separated. The ladies with-
people owe to one another defies calculatxon, drew to their own apartments, and there found
It is an infinite debt, which can only be amusement enough in the many things which
discharged through all eternity, they had to tell each other, and in setting to

"Its aamoyances marriage may often have ; work at the same time to examine the new
I can well believe that, and it is as it should fashions, the spring dresses, bonnets, and such
be. We are all married to our consciences, like ; while the gentlemen were employing
and there are times when we should be glad themselves looking at the new travelling
to be divorced from them ; mine gives me chariots, trotting out the horses, and begin-
more annoyance than ever a man or a woman ning at once to bargain and exchange.
can give." They did not meet again till dinner; in the

All this he poured out with the greatest meantime they had changed their dress. And
vehemence: he would very likely have gone here, too, the newly-arrived pair showed to
on speaking longer, had not the sound of the all advantage. Everything they wore was
postilions' horns given notice of the arrival new, and in a style which their friends at the
of the visitors, who, as if on a concerted at- castle had never seen, and yet, being accus-
rangement, drove into the castle-court from tomed to it themselves, it appeared perfectly
opposite sides at the same moment. Mittler natural and graceful.
slipped away as their host hastened to receive The conversation was brilliant and well sus-
them, and desiring that his horse might be tained, as, indeed in the company of such
brought out immediately, rode angrily off. .persons everything and nothing appears to

interest. They spoke in French that the at-
tendants might not understand what they said,

CHAPTER X. and .swept in happiest humor over all that was
passing in the great or the middle world. On

TrI_ visitors were welcomed and brought one particular subject they remained, how-
in. They were delighted to find themselves ever, longer than was desirable. It was occa-
again in the same house and in the same sioned by Charlotte asking after one of her
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early friends, of whom she had to learn, with time would pass away !' Two or three years,
some distress, that she was on the point of at least, would be perfee-t bliss. On one side
being separated from her husband, or other there would not fail to be a wish to

"It is a melancholy thing," Charlotte said, have the relation continue longer, and the
,' when we fancy our absent friends are finally amiability would increase the nearer they got
settled, when we believe persons very dear to to the parting time. The indifferent, even
us to be provided for for life, suddenlyto hear the dissatisfied party, would be softened and
that their fortunes are cast loose once
more; that they have to strike into a
fresh path of life, and very likely a
most insecure one.' '

"Indeed, my dear friend," the count
answered, "it is our own fault if we
allow ourselves to be surprised at such
thin_. We please ourselves with im-
agining matters of this earth, and par-
tlcularly matrimonial connections, as
very enduring ; and as concerns this
last point, the plays which we see over
and over again help to mislead us;
being, as they are, so untrue to the
course of the world. In a comedy we
see a marriage as the last aim of a de-
sire which is hindered and crossed

through a number of ae"ts, and at the
instant when it is reached the curtain
falls, and the momentary satisfa_ion
continues to ring on in our ears. But
m the world it is very different. The
play goes on still behind the scenes,
and when the curtain rises again we
may see and hear, perhaps, little enough
of the marriage."

"It cannot be so very bad, how-
ever," said Charlotte, smihng. "We
see people who have gone off the
boards of the theatre, ready enough to
undertake a part upon them again."

"There is nothing to say against
that," said the count. "In a new
chara_er a man may readily venture
on a second trial ; and when we know
the world we see clearly that it is only
this positive eternal duration of mar-
riage in a world where everything is in
motion, which has anything unbecom-
ing about it. A certain friend of mine, ,. ..... ,,.....
whose humor displays itself principally
in suggestions for new laws, maintained
that every marriage should be concluded only gained over by such behavior ; they would
for five years. Five, he said, was a'sacred forget, as in pleasant company.the hours pass
number--pretty and uneven. Such a period always unobserved, how the time went by,
would be long enough for people to learn one and they would be delightfully surprised
another's charac"ter, bring a child or two into when, after the term had run out, they first
the world, quarrel, separate, and what was observed that they had unknowingly pro-
best, get reconciled again. He would often longed it."
exclaim, 'How happily the first part of the Charming and pleasant as all this sounded,
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and deep (Charlotte felt it to her soul) as was struck in, laughing, '" our good hosts have
the moral significance which lay below it, ex- passed successfully over their two steps, and
pressions of this kind, on Ottilie's account, may make themselves ready for their third."

• . ),
were most distasteful to her. She knew very "Things have gone happily with them,
well that nothing was more dangerous than said the count. "In their case death has.
the licentious conversation which treats culp- done with a good will what in others the con-
able or semi-culpable acCtions as if they were sistorial courts do with a very bad one."
common, ordinary, and even laudable, and "Let the dead rest," said Charlotte, with
of such undesirable kind assuredly were all a half serious look.
which touched on the sacredness of marriage. "Why so," persevered the count, "when
She endeavored, therefore, in her skilful way, we can remember them with honor ? They
to give the conversation another turn, and were generous enough to content themselves
when she found that she could not, it vexed with less than their number of years for the
her that Ottilie had managed everything so sake of the larger good which they could
well that there was no occasion for her to leave behind them."
leave the table. In her quiet observant way a "Alas ! that in such eases," said the bar-
nod or a look was enough for her to signify oness, with a suppressed sigh, "happiness is
to the head-servant whatever was to be done, only bought with the sacrifice of our fairest
and everything went off perfe_ly, although years."
there were a couple of strange men in livery "Indeed, yes," answered the count ; "and
m the way, who were rather a trouble than a it might drive us to despair, if it were not the
convenience. And so the count, without feel- same with everything in this world. Nothing
ing Charlotte's hints, went on giving his goes as we hope. Children do not fulfil what
opinions on the same subjec"t. Generally, he they promise ; young people very seldom ;-
was little enough apt to be tedious in conver- and if they keep their word, the world does
sation ; but this was a thing which weighed not keep its word with them."
so heavily on his heart, and the difficulties Charlotte, who was delighted that the con-
which he found in getting separated from his versation had taken a turn at last, replied
wife were so great that it had made him bitter cheerfully,
against everything which concerned the mar- "Well, then, we must content ourselves
rmge bond,--that very bond which, notwith- with enjoying what good we are to have in
standing, he was so anxiously desiring between fragments and pieces, as we can get it ; and
himself and the baroness, the sooner we can accustom ourselves to this

"The same friend," he went on, "has an- the better."
other law which he proposes. A marriage shall "Certainly," the count answered, "you
only be held indissoluble when either both two have had the enjoyment of very happy
parties, or at least one or the other, enter times. When I look back upon the years
into it for the third time. Such persons must when you and Edward were the loveliest
be supposed to acknowledge beyond a doubt couple at the court, I see nothing now to be
that they find marriage indispensable for them- compared with those brilliant times, and such
selves; they have had opportunities of thor- magnificent figures. When you two used to
oughly knowing themselves; of knowing how dance together, all eyes were turned upon you,
they conducCted themselves in their earlier fastened upon you, while you saw nothing but
unions; whether they have any peculiarities each other."
of temper, which are a more frequent cause "So much has changed since those days,"
of separation than bad dispositions. People said Charlotte, "that we can listen to such
would then observe one another more closely; pretty things about ourselves without our
they would pay as much attention to the mar- modesty being shocked at them."
tied as to the unmarried, no one being able "I often privately found fault with Ed-
to tell how things may turn out." ward," said the count, "for not being more

"That would add no little to the interest firm. Those singular parents of his would
of society," said Edward. "As things are certainly have given way at last ; and ten fair
now, when a man is married nobody cares years is no trifle to gain."
any more either for his virtues or for his "I must take Edward's part," struck in
wces." the lmroness. "Charlotte was not altogether

"Under this arrangement," the baroness without faultmnot altogether free from what
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we must call prudential considerations; and themselves tied together, that one or the
although she had a real, hearty love for Ed- other, or both, may go their own way the
ward, and did in her secret soul intend to more easily."
marry him, I can bear witness how sorely she At this moment, Charlotte, who was deter-
often tried him ; and it was through this that mined once for all that she would put an end
he was at last unluckily prevailed upon to to the conversation, made a bold effort at
leave her and go abroad, and try to forget turning it, and succeeded. It then became
her." more general. She and her husband and the

F_,dward bowed to the baroness, and seemed captain were able to take a part in it. Even

grateful for her advocacy. Ottilie had to give her opinion ; and the des-
"And then I must add this," she continued, sert was enjoyed m the happiest humor. It

"in excuse for Charlotte. The man who was was particularly beautiful, being composed al-
at that time suing for her, had for a long time most entirely of the rich summer fruits m
given proofs of his constant attachment to her ; elegant baskets, with epergnes of lovely
and, when one came to know him well, was a flowers arranged in exquisite taste.
far more lovable person than the rest of you The new laying-out of the park came to
may like to acknowledge." be spoken of; and immediately after dinner

"My dear friend," the count replied, a they went to look at what was going on.
little pointedly, "confess, now, that he was Ottilie withdrew, under pretence of having
not altogether indifferent to yourself, and that household matters to look to ; in reality, it
Charlotte had more to fear from you than from was to set to work again at the transcribing.
any other rival. I find it one of the highest The count fell into conversation with the
traits in women, that they continue so long in captain, and Charlotte afterwards joined them.
their regard for a man, and that absence of no When they were at the summit of the height,
duration will serve to disturb or remove it." the captain good-naturedly ran back to fetch

"This fine feature, men possess, perhaps, the plan, and in his absence the count said to
even more," answered the baroness. "At Charlotte,
any rate, I have observed with you, my dear "He is an exceedingly pleasing person.
count, that no one has more influence over He is verywell informed, and his knowledge is
you than a lady to whom you were once at- always ready. His practical power, too,
tached. I have seen you take more trouble seems methodical and vigorous. What he is
to do things when a certain person has asked doing here would be of great importance in
you, than the friend of this moment would some higher sphere."
have obtained of you, if she had tried." Charlotte listened to the captain's praises

"Such a charge as that one must bear the with an inward delight. She collected her-
best way one can," replied the count. "But self, however, and composedly and clearly
as to what concerns Charlotte's first husband, confirmed what the count had said. But she
I could not endure him, because he parted so was not a little startled when he continued :
sweet a pair from one another--a really pre- "This acquaintance fails most opportunely
destined pair, who, once brought together, for me. I know of a situation for which he
have no reason to fear the five years, or be is perfeCtly suited, and I shall be doing the
thinking of a second or third marriage." greatest favor to a friend of mine, a man of

"We must try," Charlotte said, "to make high rank, by recommending to him a person
up for what we then allowed to slip from us." who is so exactly everything which he de-

"Aye, and you must keep to that," said sires."
the count ; "your first marriages," he con- Charlotte felt as if a thunderstroke had
tinued, with some vehemence, "were exactly fallen on her. The count did not observe it:
marriages of the true detestable sort. And, women, being accustomed at all times to hold
unhappily, marriages generally, even the best, themselves in restraint, are always able, even
have (forgive me for using a strong expression) in the most extraordinary cases, to maintain
something awkward about them. They de- an apparent composure ; but she heard not a
stroy the delicacy of the relation ; everything word more of what the count said, though he
is made to rest on the broad certainty out of went on speaking.
which one side or other, at least, is too apt to "When I have made up my mind upon a
make their own advantage. It is all a matter thing," he added, "I am quick about it. I
of course ; and they seem only to have got have put my letter together already in my
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head, and I shall write it immediately. You and gave herself up to an agony, a passion, a
can find me some messenger, who can ride despair, of the possibility of which, but a few
off with it this evening." moments before, she had not had the slightest

Charlotte was suffering agonies. Startled conception.
with the proposal, and shocked at herself, she Edward had gone with the baroness in the
was unable to utter a word. Happily, the other dire_ion towards the ponds. This
count continued talking of his plans for the ready-witted lady, who liked to be in the
captain, the desirableness of which was only secret about everything, soon observed, in a
too apparent to Charlotte. few conversational feelers which she threw out,

It was time that the captain returned. He that Edward was very fluent and free-spoken
came up and unrolled hxs design before the in praise of Ottilie. She contrived in the
count. But with what changed eyes Charlotte most natural way to lead him out by degrees
now looked at the friend whom she was to so completely, that at last she had not a doubt
lose. In her necessity, she bowed and turned remaining that here was not merely an incip-
away, and hurried down to the summer-house, lent fancy, but a veritable, full-gown pas-
Before she was half way there the tears were sion.
streaming from her eyes, and she flung herself Married women, if they have no particular
into the narrow room in the little hermitage, love for one another, yet are silently in league
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together, especially against young girls. The autumn expeditionmthings which we set our
consequences of such an inclination presented hearts upon so long before, so often failing to
themselves only too quickly to her world-ex- come to pass. Edward gave his promise;
perienced spirit. Added to this, she had been but he obliged his companion to move more
already, in the course of the day, talking to quickly to meet her ; and at last, when they
Charlotte about Ottilie ; she had disapproved came very close, he ran on several steps in
of her remaining in the country, particularly advance. A heartfelt happiness expressed it-
being a girl of so retiring a chara_er; and self in his whole being. He kissed her hand
she had proposed to take Ottilie with her to as he pressed into it a nosegay of wild flowers,
the residence of a friend, who was just then which he had gathered on his way.
bestowing great expense on the education of The baroness felt bitter to her heart at the
an only daughter, and who was only looking sight of it. At the same time that she was
about to find some well-disposed companion for able to disapprove of what was really objec-
her,--to put her in the place of a second tionable in this affe6"tion,she could not bear
child, and let her share in every advantage, to see what was sweet and beautiful in it
Charlotte had taken time to consider. But thrown away on such a poor paltry girl.
now this glimpse of the baroness into Ed- When they had collec"ted again at the sup-
ward's heart changed what had been but a per-table, an entirely different temper was
suggestion at once into a settled determina- spread over the party. The count, who had
tion; and the more rapidly she made up her m the meantime written his letter and dis-
mind about it, the more she outwardly seemed patched a messenger with it, occupied himself
to flatter Edward's wishes. Nevdr was there with the captain, whom he had been drawing
anyone more self-possessed than this lady; out more and more--spending the whole
and to have mastered ourselves in extraor- evening at his side, talking of serious matters.
dinary cases disposes us to treat even a corn- The baroness, who sat on the count's right,
mon case with dissimulation--it makes us found but small amusement in this; nor did
inclined, as we have had to do so much Edward rind any more. The latter, first be-
violence to ourselves, to extend our control cause he was thirsty, and then because he was
over others, and hold ourselves in a degree excited, did not spare the wine, and attached
compensated in what we outwardly gain for himself entirely to Ottilie, whom he had made
what we inwardly have been obliged to sacri- sit by him. On the other side, next to the
rice. To this feeling there is often joined a captain, sat Charlotte; for her it was hard, it
kind of secret, spiteful pleasure in the blind, was almost impossible, to conceal the emotion
unconscious ignorance with which the victim under which she was suffering.
walks on into the snare. It is not the imme- The baroness had sufficient time to make
diately doing as we please which we enjoy, her observations at leisure. She perceived
but the thought of the surprise and exposure Charlotte's uneasiness, and occupied as she
which is to follow. And thuswas the baroness was with Edward's passion for Ottilie, she
malicious enough to invite Edward to come easily satisfied herself that her abstra&ion and
with Charlotte and pay her a visit at the grape- distress were owing to her husband'sbehavior;
gathering; and, to his question whether they and she set herself to consider in what way
might bring Ottilie with them, to frame an she could best compass her ends.
answer which, if he pleased, he might inter- Supper was over, and the party remained
pret to his wishes, divided. The count, whose obje_ was to

Edward had already begun to pour out his probe the captain to the bottom, had to try.
delight at the beautiful scenery, the broad many turns before he could arrive at what he
river, the hills, the rocks, the vineyard, the wished with so quiet, so little vain, but so ex-
old castles, the water-parties, and the jubilee ceedingly tacomc a person. They walked up
at the grape-gathering, the wine-pressing, etc., and down together on one side of the saloon,
in all of which, in the innocence of his heart, while Edward, excited with wine and hope,
he was only exuberating in the anticipation was laughing with Ottilie at a window, and
of the impression which these scenes were to Charlotte and the baroness werewalking back-
make on the fresh spirit of Ottilie. At this wards and forwards,without speaking, on the
moment they saw her approaching, and the other side. Their being so silent, and their
baroness said quickly to Edward, that he had standing about in this uneasy, listless way, had
better say nothing to her of this intended its effec'-tat last in breaking up the rest of the
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party. The ladies withdrew to their rooms, The point of the foot did not remain the
the gentlemen to the other wing of the castle; only subje_ of praise between two old ac-
and so this day appeared to be concluded, quaintances; they went from the person back

upon old stories and adventures, and came on
the hindrances which at that time people had
thrown in the way of the lovers' meetings--

CHAPTER XI. what trouble they had taken, what arts they
had been obliged to devise, only to be able to

EDWARD went with the count to his room. tell each other that they loved.
They continued talking, and he was easily " Do you remember," continued the count,
prevailed upon to stay a little time longer "an adventure in which I most unselfishly
there. The count lost himself in old times, stood your friend when their high mightinesses
spoke eagerly of Charlotte's beauty, which, as were on a visit to your uncle, and were all
a critic, he dwelt upon with much warmth, together in that great, straggling castle. The

"A pretty foot is a great gift of nature," daywent in festivities and glitter of all sorts;
he said. "It is a grace which never perishes, and a part of the night at least in pleasant
I observed it to-day, as she was walking. I conversation."

"And you, in the meantime, had observed
the back-way which led to the court ladies'

quarter," sai_d Edward, "'and so managed to
effe_ an interview for me with my beloved."

"And she," replied the count, "thinking
more of propriety than of my enjoyment, had
kept a frightful old duenna with her. So
that, while you two, between looks and words,
got on extremely well together, my lot, in the
meanwhile, was far from pleasant."

"It was only yesterday," answered Edward,
"when we heard that you were coming, that
I was talking over the story with my wife, and
describing our adventure on returning. We
missed the road, and got into the entrance-
hall from the garden. Knowing our way
from thence so well as we did, we supposed
we could get along easily enough. But you
remember our surprise on opening the door.
The floor was covered over with mattresses,
on which the giants lay in rows stretched out
and sleeping. The single sentinel at his post
looked wonderingly at us; but we, in the
cool way young men do things, strode quietly
on over the outstretched boots, without dis-
turbing a single one of the snoring children
of Anak."

"'I had the strongest inclination to stum-
ble," the count said, "that there might be an
alarm given. What a resurrection we should
have witnessed."

At this moment the castle clock struck
twelve.

should almost have liked to have kissed her "It is deep midnight," the count added,
shoe, and repeat that somewhat barbarous but laughing, "and just the proper time; I must
significant pra_ice of the Sarmatians, who ask you, my dear baron, to show me a kind-
know no better way of showing reverence for ness. Do you guide me to-night, as I guided
any one they love or respect, than by using you then. I promised the baroness that I
his shoe to drink his health out of." would see her before going to bed. We have
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bad no opportunity of any private talk to- unexpeHed proposal, she had often enough
gether the whole day. We have not seen had to say to herself. The captain seemed to
each other for a long time, and it is only stand before her. At home, and everywhere,
natural that we should wish for a confidential he had become her all in all. And now he
hour. tf you will show me the way there, I was to go ; and it was all to be desolate again.
will manage to get back again ; and in any She repeated whatever wise things one can say
case, there will be no boots for me to stumble to one's self; she even anticipated, as people
over." so often do, the wretched comfort, that ttme

"I shall be very glad to show you such a would come at last to her relief; and then she
piece of hospitality," answered Edward; cursed the time which would have to pass be-
"only the three ladies are together m the fore it could lighten her sufferings--she cursed
same wing. Who knows whether we shall the dead, cold time when they would be
not find them still with one another, or make lightened. At last she burst into tears ; they
some other mistake, which may have a strange were the more welcome, since tears with her
appearance?" were rare. She flung herself on the sofa, and

"Do not be afraid," said the count; "the gave herself up unreservedly to her sufferings.
baroness expec"ts me. She is sure by this time Edward, meanwhile, could not take himself
to be in her own room, and alone." from the door. He knocked again ; and a

"Well, then, the thing is easy enough," third time rather louder; so that Charlotte,
Edward answered, m the stillness of the night, distin6-tly heard

He took a candle, and lighted the count it, and started up in fright. Her first thought
down a private staircase leading into a long was,--it can only be, it must be the captain ;
gallery. At the end of this he opened a her second, that i_ was impossible. She
small door. They mounted a winding flight thought she must have been deceived. But
of stairs, which brought them out upon a surely she had heard it; and she wished, and
narrow landing-place ; and then, putting the she feared to have heard it. She went into
candle in the count's hand, he pointed to a her sleeping-room, and walked lightly up to
tapestried door on the right, which opened the bolted tapestry-door. She blamed her-
readily at the first trial, and admitted the self for her fears. "Possibly it may be the
count, leaving Edward outside in the dark. baronesswantmg something," she said to her-

Another door on the left led into Charlotte's self; and she called out quietly and calmly,
sleeping-room. He heard her voice, and lis- "Is anybody there ?" A light voice answered,
tened. She was speaking to her maid. "Is "It is I." "Who?" returned Charlotte, not
Ottilie in bed?" she asked. "No," was the being able to make out the voice. She
answer; "she is sitting writing in the room thought she saw the captain's figure standing
below." "You may light the night-lamp," at the door. In a rather louder tone, she
said Charlotte; "I shall not want you any heard the word "Edward !" She drew back
more. It is late. I can put out the candle, the bolt, and her husband stood before her.
and do whatever I may want else myself." He greeted her with some light jest. She was

It was a delight to Edward to hear that unable to reply in the same tone. He com-
Ottilie was writing still. She is working for plicated the mysterious visit by his mysterious
me, he thought triumphantly. Through the explanation of it.
darkness, he fancied he could see her sitting "Well, then," hesaidat last, "Iwillconfess,
all alone at her desk. He thought he would the real reason why I am come is, that I have
go to her, and see her; and how she would made a vow to kiss your shoe this evening."
turn to receive him. He felt a longing, which "It is long since you thought of such a
he could not resist, to be near her once more. thing as that," said Charlotte.
But, from where he was, there was no way to "So much the worse," he answered ; "and
the apartments which she occupied. He now so much the better."
found himself immediately at his wife's door. She had thrown herself back in an arm-
A singular change of feeling came over him. chair, to prevent him from seeing the slight-
He tried the handle, but the bolts were shot. ness of her dress. He flung himself down
He knocked gently. Charlotte did not hear before her, and she could not prevent him
him. She was walking rapidly up and down from giving her shoe a kiss. And when the
in the large dressing-room adjoining. She was shoe came off in his hand, he caught her foot
relmating over and over what, since the count's and pressed it tenderly against his breast.
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Charlotte was one of those women who, pressing; he begged to be allowed to stay
being of a naturally calm temperament, con- with her. He did not demand it, but half in
tinue in marriage, without any purpose or any fun, half in earnest, he tried to persuade her;
effort, the air and charac"ter of lovers. She he never thought of his rights. At last, as if
was never expressive towards her husband ; in mischief, he blew out the candle.
generally, indeed, she rather shrank from any In the dim lamplight, the inward affection,
warm demonstration on his part. It was not the imagination, maintained their rights over
that she was cold, or at all hard and repulsive, the real ;--it was Ottilie that was resting in
but she remained always like a loving bride, Edward's arms; and the captain, now faintly,
who draws back with a kind of shyness even now clearly, hovered before Charlotte's soul.
from what is permitted. And so Edward And so, strangely intermingled, the absent
found her this evening, in a double sense, and the present flowed in a sweet enchant-
How sorely did she not long that her husband ment one into the other.
would go ; the figure of his friend seemed to And yet the present would not let itself be
hover in the air and reproach her. But what robbed of its own unlovely right. They spent
should have had the eft'eel of driving Edward a part of the night talking and laughing at all
away only attrac"ted him the more. There sorts of things, the more freely, as the heart
were visible traces of emotion about her. She had no part in it. But when Edward awoke
had been crying ; and tears, which with weak in the morning, on his wife's breast, the day
persons detrac't from their graces, add immea- seemed to stare in with a sad, awful look, and
surably to the attradtiveness of those whom the sun to be shining in upon a crime. He
we know commonly as strong and self-pos- stole lightly from her side; and she found
sessed, herself, with strange enough feelings, when

Edward was so agreeable, so gentle, so she awoke, alone.
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CHAPTER XII. ing-ptace on the other side?" said Edward.
"I should think under my plane trees."

WHEN the party assembled again at break- "They stand a little too far to the right,"
fast, an attentive observer might have read in said the captain. "You are nearer the castle
the behavior of its various members the dif- if you land further down. However, we must
ferent things which were passing in their inner think about it."
thoughts and feelings. The count and the The captain was already standing in the
baroness met with the air of happiness which stern of the boat, and had taken up an oar.
a pair of lovers feel, who, after having been Charlotte got in, and Edward with her--he
forced to endure a long separation, have took the other oar; but as he was on the point
mutually assured each other of their unaltered of pushing off, he thought of Ottilie--he re-
atTe&ion. On the other hand, Charlotte and collecCted that this water-party would keep him
Edward equally came into the presence of the out late; who could tell when he would get
captain and Ottitie with a sense of shame and back ? He made up hls mind shortly and
remorse. For such is the nature of love that promptly; sprang back to the bank, and
it believes in no rights except its own, and all reaching the other oar to the captain, hurried
other rights vanish away before it. Ottilie was homemmakmg excuses to himself as he ran.
in child-like spirits. For her--she was almost Arriving there he learned that Ottilie had
what might be called open. The captain ap- shut herself ut>--she was writing. In spite of
peared serious. His conversation with the the agreeable feeling that she was doing some-
count, which had roused in him feelings that thing for him, it was the keenest mortification
for some time past had been at rest and dor- to him not to be able to see her. His impa-
mant, had made him only too keenly conscious tience increased every moment. He walked
that here he was not fulfilling his work, and up and down the large drawing-room ; he
at bottom was but squandering himself in a tried a thousand things, and could not fix his
half-acCtivity of idleness, attention upon any. He was longing to see

Hardly had their guests departed, when her alone, before Charlotte came hack with
fresh visitors were announcedmto Charlotte the captain. It was dark by this time, and
most welcomely, all she wished for being to the candles were lighted.
be taken out of herself, and to have her atten- At last she came m beaming with loveliness:
tion dissipated. They annoyed Edward, who the sense that she had done something for her
was longing to devote himself to Ottilie ; and friend had lifted all her being above itself.
Ottilie did not like them either ; the copy She put down the original and her transcript
which had to be finished the next morning on the table before Edward.
early being still incomplete. They stayed a "Shall we collate them ?" she said, with a
long time, and immediately that they were smile.
gone she hurried off to her room. Edward did not know what to answer. He

It was now evening. Edward, Charlotte, looked at her--he looked at the transcript.
and the captain had accompanied the strangers The first few sheets were written with the
some little way on foot, before the latter got greatest carefulness in a delicate woman's
into their carriage, and previous to returning handmthen the strokes appeared to alter, to
home they agreed to take a walk along the become more light and free--but who can
water-side, describe his surprise as he ran his eyes over the

A boat had come, which Edward had had concluding page? "For heaven's sake," he
fetched from a distance, at no little expense; cried, "what is this? this is my hand ?" He
and they decided that they would try whether looked at Ottilie, and again at the paper; the
it was easy to manage. It was made fast on conclusion, especmlty, was exacCtly as if he
the bank of the middle pond, not far from I had written it himself. Ottilie _ld nothing,
some old ash trees, on which they calculated I but she looked at him with her eyes full of the
to make an effecCt in their future improvements, warmest delight. Edward stretched out his
There was to be a landing-place made there, I arms. "You love me !" he cried : "Ottilie,
and under the trees a seat was to be raised, I you love me l" They fell on each other's
with some wonderful architecCture about it : it I breastmwhich had been the first to catch the

was to be the point for which people were to ! other it would have been impossible to dis-
make when they went across the water, t tinguish.

"And where had we better have the land- ] From that moment the world was aU changed
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for Edward. He was no longer what he had should be continued. He praised the con-
been, and the world was no longer what it had struction of the boat ; it was so convenient,
been. They parted--he held her hands ; they he said, because one person could so easily
gazed in each other's eyes. They were on manage it with a pair of oars. She should
the point of embracing each other again, herself learn how to do this ; there was often a

Charlotte entered with the captain. Edward delicious feeling in floating along alone upon
inwardly smiled at their excuses for having the water, one's own ferryman and steersman.
stayed out so long. Oh! how far too soon The parting which was impending, sank on
you have returned, he said to himself. Charlotte's heart as he was speaking. Is he

They sat down to supper. They talked saying this on purpose? she thought to herself.
about the people who had been there that Does he know it yet? Does he suspect it? or
day. Edward, full of love and ecstasy, spoke is it only accident ; and is he unconsciously
well of every one--always sparing, often ap- foretelling me my fate ?
proving. Charlotte, who was not altogether A weary, impatient heaviness took hold of
of his opinion, remarked this temper in him, her; she begged him to make for land as soon
and jested with him about it--he who had as possible, and return with her to the castle.
always the sharpest thing to say on departed It was the first time that the captain had
visitors, was this evening so gentle and tolerant, been upon the water, and, though generally

With fervor and heartfelt conviction Ed- he had acquainted himself with its depth, he
ward cried, " One has only to love a single did not know accurately the particular spots.
creature with all one's heart, and the whole Dusk was coming on; he direc"ted his course
world at once looks lovely !" to a place where he thought it would be easy

Ottilie dropped her eyes on the ground, and to get on shore, and from which he knew the
Charlotte looked straight before her. footpath which led to the castle was not far

The captain took up the word, and said, distant. Charlotte, however, repeated her
"It is the same with deep feelings of respect wish to get to land quickly, and the place
and reverence: we first learn to recognize which he thought of being at a short distance,
what there is that is to be valued in the world, he gave it up, and exerting himself as much
when we find occasion to entertain such senti- as he possibly could, made straight for the
ments towards a particular object." bank. Unhappily the water was shallow, and

Charlotte made an excuse to retire early to he ran aground some way off from it. From
her room, where she could give herself up to the rate at which he was going the boat _ as
thinking over what had passed in the course of fixed fast, and all his efforts to move it were
the evening between herself and the captain, in vain. What was to be done ? There was

When Edward sprang on shore, and, push- no alternative but to get into the water and
ing off the boat, had himself committed his carry his companion ashore.
wife and his friend to the uncertain element, It was done without difficulty or danger.
Charlotte found herself face to face with the He was strong enough not to totter with her,
man on whose account she had been already or give her any cause for anxiety; but in her
secretly suffering so bitterly, sitting in the agitation she had thrown her arms about his
twilight before her, and sweeping along the neck. He held her fast, and pressed her to
boat with the sculls in easy motion. She felt himselfmand at last laid her down upon a
a depth of sadness, very rare with her, weigh- grassy bank, not without emotion and con-
ing on her spirits. The undulating movement fusion . . . she still lay upon his neck.., he
of the boat, the splash of the oars, the faint caught her up once more in his arms, and
breeze playing over the watery mirror, the pressed a warm kiss upon her lips. The next
sighing of the reeds, the long flight of the moment he was at her feet: he took her hand,
birds, the fitful twinkling of the first stars-- and held it to his mouth, and cried,
there was something spectral about it all in "Charlotte, wilt you forgive me ?"
the universal stillness. She fancied her friend The kiss which he had ventured to give, and
was bearing her away to set her on some far- which she had all but returned to him, brought
off shore, and leave her there alone ; strange Charlotte to herself again--she pressed his
emotions were passing through her, and she hand--but she did not attempt to raise him
could not give way to them and weep. up. She bent down over him, and laid her

The captain was describing to her the man- hand upon his shoulder, and said,
her in which, in his opinion, the improvements "We cannot now prevent this moment from
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forming an epoch in our lives; but at depends over the wood. The warmth of the night
on us to bear ourselves in a manner which drew Edward out into the free air. He
shall be worthy of us. You must go away, wandered this way and that way; he was
my dear friend ; and you are going. The at once the most restless and the happiest of
count ha_ plans for you, to give you better mortals. He strayed through the gardens--
prospe&s---I am glad, and I am sorry. I did they seemed too narrow for him ; he hurried
not mean to speak of it till it was certain: out into the park, and it was too w_de. He
but this moment obliges me to tell you my was drawn back toward the castle ; he stood
secret . . . Since it does not depend on our- under Ottilie's window. He threw himself
selves to alter our feelings, I can only forgive down on the steps of the terrace below.
you, I can only forgive myself, if we have the "Walls and bolts," he said to himself, "may
courage to alter our situation." She raised still divide us, but our hearts are not divided.
him up, took his arm to support herself, and If she were here before me, into my arms she
theywalkedbacktothec_sttewithoutspeakmg, would fall, and I into hers; andwhat can one

But now she was standing in her own room, desire but that sweet certainty!" All was
where she had to feel and to know that she stillness round him; not a breath was mov-
was Edward's wife. Her strength and the ing;--so still it was, that he could hear the
various discipline in which through life she unresting creatures underground at their work,
had trained herself, came to her assistance m to whom day or mght are ahke. He aban-
the conflicct. Accustomed as she had always doned hnnself to his delicious dreams; at
been to look steadily into herself and to con- last he fell asleep, and did not wake till the
trol herself, she did not now find it difficult, sun with his royal beams was mounting up in
with an earnest effort, to come to the resolu- the sky and scattering the early mists.
tion which she desired. She could almost He found himself the first person awake on
smile when she remembered the strange visit his domain. The laborers seemed to be stay-
of the night before. Suddenly she was seized ing away too long: they came, he thought
with a wonderful mstincCtive feeling, a thrill they were too few, and the work set out for
of fearful delight which changed into holy the day too slight for his desires. He in-
hope and longing. She knelt earnestly down, quired for more workmen ; they were promised,
and repeated the oath which she had taken to and in the course of the day they came. But
Edward before the altar, these, too, were not enough for him to carry

Friendship, affe&ion, renunciation, floated his plans out as rapidly as he wished. To do
in glad, happy images before her. She felt the work gave him no pleasure any longer; it
restored to health and to herself. A sweet should all be done. And for whom? The
weariness came over her. She lay down, and paths should be gravelled that Ottihe might
sunk into a calm, quiet sleep, walk pleasantly upon them ; seats should be

made at every spot and corner that Ottihe
nnght rest on them. The new park-house
was hurried forward. It should be finished
for Ottllie's birthday. In all he thought and

CHAPTER XIII. all he did, there was no more moderation.
El)WARD, on his part, was in a very different The sense of loving and of being loved, urged

temper. So little he thought of sleeping that hun out into the unlimited. How changed
it did not once occur to him even to undress was now to him the look of all the rooms,
himself. A thousand times he kissed the their furniture, and their decorations! He
transcript of the document, but it was the did not feet as if he was in his own house any
beginning of it, in Ottfiie's childish, timid more. Ottihe's presence absorbed everything.
hand ; the end he scarcely dared to kiss, for He was utterly lost m her ; no other thought
he thought it was his own hand which he ever rose before him; no conscience dis-
saw. Oh, that it were another document I he turbed him ; every restraint which had been
whispered to himself; and, as it was, he felt laid upon his nature burst loose. His whole
it was the sweetest assurance that his highest being centred upon Ottilie. This impetu-
wish would be fulfilled. Thus it remained osity of passion did not escape the captain,
in his hands, thus he continued to press it to who longed, if he could, to prevent its evil
his heart, although disfigured by a third name consequences. All those plans which were
subscribed to it. The waning moon rose up now being hurried on with this immoderate
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speed, had been drawn out and calculated for in her delusion, as if it were possible for them
a long, quiet, easy execution. The sale of to return within their old limits,--as if a bond
the farm had been completed; the first in- which had been violently broken could again
statment had been paid. Charlotte, according be joined together as before.
to the arrangement, had taken possession of In the meantime Edward felt very deeply
it. But the very first week after, she found it the hindrances which were thrown in his way.
more than usually necessary to exercise pa- He soon observed that they were keeping him
tience and resoluuon, and to keep her eye on and Ottilie separate; that they made it diffi-
what was being done. In the present hasty cult for him to speak with her alone, or even
style of proceeding, the money which had to approach her, except in the presence of
been set apart for the purpose would not go others. And while he was angry about this,
far. he was angry at many things besides. If he

Much had been begam, and much yet re- caught an opportunity for a few hasty words
mained to be done. How could the captain with Ottilie, it was not only to assure her of
leave Charlotte in such a situation? They his love, but to complain of his wife and of
consulted together, and agreed that it would the captain. He never felt that with his own
be better that they themselves should hurry irrational haste he was on the way to exhaust
on the works, and for th_s purpose employ the cash-box. He found bitter fault w_th
money which could be made good again at them, because in the execution of the work
the period fixed for the discharge of the they were not keeping to the first agreement.
second instalment of what was to be paid for and yet he had been himself a consenting
the farm. It could be done almost without party to the second; indeed, it was he who
loss. They would have a freer hand. Every- had occasioned it and made it necessary.
thing would progress simultaneously. There Hatred is a partisan, but love is even more
were laborers enough at hand, and they could so. Ottilie also estranged herself from Char-
get more accomplished at once, and arrive lotte and the captain. As Edward was corn-
swiftly and surely at their aim. Edward plainmg one day to Ottille of the lat_er, saying
gladly gave his consent to a plan which so that he was not treating him like a friend, or,
entirely coincided with his own views, under the circumstances, a&ing quite up-

During this time Charlotte persisted with rightly, she answered unthinkingly, "I have
all her heart in what she had determined for once or twice had a painful feeling that he was
herself, and her friend stood by her with a notquitehonestwithyou. I heard him say once
like purpose, manfully. This very clrcum- to Charlotte, '[ Edward would but spare us
stance, however, produced a greater intimacy that eternal flute of his I He can make no-
between them. They spoke openly to one thing of it, and it is too disagreeable to listen
another of Edward's passion, and consulted to him.' You may imagine how it hurt me,
what had better be done. Charlotte kept when I like accompanying you so much."
Ottilie more about herself, watching her nar- She had scarcely uttered the words when
rowly; and the more she understood her own her conscience whispered to her that she had
heart, the deeper she was able to penetrate much better have been silent. However, the
into the heart of the poor girl. She saw no thing was said. Edward's features worked
help for it, except in sending her away. violently. Never had anything stung him

It now appeared a happy thing to her that more. He was touched on his tenderest
Luciana had gained such high honors at the point. It was his amusement; he followed it
school; for her great aunt, as soon as she like a child. He never made the slightest
heard of it, desired to take her entirely to pretensions; what gave him pleasure should
herself, to keep her with her, and bring her be treated with forbearance by his friends.
out into the world. Ottilie could, therefore, He never thought how intolerable it is for a
return thither. The captain would leave them third person to have his ears lacerated by an
well provided for, and everything would be unsuccessful talent. He was indignant; he
as it had been a few months before; indeed, was hurt in a waywhich he could not forgive.
in many respec'ks better. Her own position He felt himself discharged from all obliga-
in Edward's affe&ion, Charlotte thought she tions.
could soon recover; and she settled it all, and The necessity of being with Ottilie, of see-
laid it all out before herself so sensibly that ing her, whispering to her, exchanging his
she only strengthened herself more completely confidence with her, increased with everyday.
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He determined to write to her, and ask her not hold it as it ought. It worked out, and
to carry on a secret correspondence with him. fell without his observing it on the ground,
The strip of paper on which he had, laconi- Charlotte saw it, picked it up, and after giving
caUy enough, made his request, lay on hls a hasty glance at it, reached it to him.
writing-table, arid was swept off by a draught "Here is something in your handwriting,"
of wind as his valet entered to dress his hair. she said, "which you may be sorry to lose."
The latter was in the habit of trying the heat He was confounded. Is she dissembling?
of the iron by picking up any scraps of paper he thought to himself. Does she know what
which might be lying about. This time his is in the note, or is she deceived by the resem-
hand fell on the billet; he twisted it up !blance of the hand? He hoped, he believed
hastily, and it was burnt. Edward observing I the latter. He was warned--doubly warned;
the mistake snatched it out of his hand. but those strange accidents, through which a
After the man was gone, he sat himself down higher intelligence seems to be speaking to
to write it over again. The second time it us, his passion was not able to interpret.
would not run so readily off his pen. It gave Rather, as he went further and further on, he
him a httle uneasiness; he hesitated, but he felt the restraint under which his friend and
got over it. He squeezed the paper into his wife seemed to be holding hma the more
Ottilie's hand the first moment he was able intolerable. His pleasure in their society was
to approach her. Ottilie answered him im- gone. His heart was closed against them,
mediately. He put the note unread in his and though he was obliged to endure their
wmstcoat pocket, which, being made short in society, he could not succeed in rediscovering
the fashion of the time, was shallow, and did or in reanimating within his heart anything
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of his old affec"tion for them. The silent re- prospects in the distance ; the other contain-
proaches which he was forced to make to him- ing a distinct offer of an nnmediate situation,
self about it were disagreeable to him. He a place of high importance and responsibility
tried to help himself with a kind of humor at the court, his rank as major, a very con-
which, however, being without love, was also siderable salary, and other advantages. A
without its usual grace, number of circumstances, however, made it

Over all such trials, Charlotte found assist- desirable that for the moment he should not
ance to rise in her own inward feelings. She speak of it, and consequently he only m-
knew her own determination. Her own affec- formed his friends of his distant expe6tatlons,
tion, fair and noble as it was, she would utterly and concealed what w_.s so nearly impending.
renounce. He went warmly on, at the same time, with

And sorely she longed to go to the assist- his present occupation, and quietly made ar-
ance of the other two. Separation, she knew rangements to secure the works being all con-
well, would not alone suffice to heal so deep a tinued without interruption after his departure.
wound. She resolved that she would speak He was now himself desirous that as much as
openly about it to Ottilie herself. But she possible should be finished off at once, and
could not do it. The recollection of her own was ready to hasten things forward to prepare
weakness stood in her way. She thought she for Ottilie's birthday. And so, though with-
could talk generally to her about the sort of out having come to any express understanding,
thing. But general expressions about "the the two friends worked side by side together
sort of thing," fitted her own case equally Edward was now well pleased that the cash-
well, and she could not bear to touch it. box was filled by their having taken up money.
Every hint which she would give Ottflie, re- The whole affair went forward at fullest speed
coiled back on her own heart. She would The captain had done his best to oppose the
warn, and she was obliged to feel that she plan of throwing the three ponds together into
might herself still be in need of warning, a single sheet of water. The lower embank-

She contented herself, therefore, with silently ment would have to be made much stronger,
keeping the lovers more apart, and by this the two intermediate embankments to be
gained nothing. The slight hints which fre- taken away, and altogether, in more than one
quently escaped her had no effecCtupon Ottilie; sense, it seemed a very questionable proceed-
for Ottilie had been assured by Edward that ing. However, both these schemes had been
Charlotte was devoted to the captain, that already undertaken; the soil which was re-
Charlotte herself wished for a separation, and moved above, being carried at once down to
that he was at this moment considering the where it was wanted. And here there came
readiest means by which it could be brought opportunely on the scene a young architect,
about, an old pupil of the captain, who partly by

Ottilie, led by the sense of her own inno- introducing workmen who understood work
cence along the road to the happiness for of this nature, and partly by himself, when-
which she longed, only lived for Edward. ever it was possible, contracting for the work
Strengthened by her love for him in all good, itself, advanced things not a little, while at
more light and happy in her work for his sake, the same time they could feel more confidence
and more frank and open towards others, she in their being securely and lastingly executed.
found herself in a heaven upon earth. In secret this was a great pleasure to the cap-

So all together, each in his or her own rain. He could now be confident that his
fashion, reflecCting or unreflecting, they con- absence would not be so severely felt. It was
tinued on the routine of their lives. All one of the points on which he was most reso-
seemed to go its ordinary way, as, in mon- lute with himself, never to leave anything
strous cases, when everything is at stake, men which he had taken in hand uncompleted,
will still live on, as if it were _1 nothing, unless he could see his place satisfactorily

supplied. And he could not but hold m
small respect, persons who introduce confu-
sion around themselves only to make their

CHAPTER XIV. absence felt, and are ready to disturb in
II_ the meantime a letter came from the wanton selfishness what they wilt not be at

count to the captainmtwo, indeed---one which hand to restore.
he might produce, holding out fair, excellent So they labored on, straining every nerve
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to make Ottihe's birthday splendid, without middle water in front of the great ash tree.
any open acknowledgment that this was what The party were to be colle_ed on the opposite
they were aiming at, or, indeed, without their side, under the planes, that at a sufficient dis-
direOdy acknowledging it to themselves, tance from the scene, m ease and safety, they
Charlotte. wholly free from jealousy as she might see them to the best effecCt, with the
was, could not think it right to keep it as a reflecCtions on the water, the water-rockets,
real festival. Ottilie's youth, the circum- and floatmg-hghts, and all the other designs.
stances of her fortune, and her relationship to Under some other pretext, Edward had the
their family, were not at all such as made it ground underneath the plane trees cleared of
fit that she should appear as the queen of the bushes and grass and moss. And now first
day; and Edward would not have it talked could be seen the beauty of their forms, to-
about, because everything was to spring out, gether with their full height and spread, right
as it were, of itself, with a natural and de- up from the earth. He was delighted with
lightful surprise, them. It was just this very time of the year

They, therefore, came all of them to a sort that he had planted them. How long ago
of tacit understanding that on this day, with- could it have been ? he said to himself. As
out further circumstance, the new house in the soon as he got home, he turned over the old
park was to be opened, and they might take diary books, which his father, especially when
the occasion to invite the neighborhood and in the country, was very careful in keeping.
give a holiday to their own people. Edward's He might not find an entry of this particular
passion, however, knew no bounds. Longing planting, but another important domestic mat-
as he did to give himself to Ottilie, his presents ter, which Edward well remembered, and which
and his promises must be infinite. The birth- had occurred on the same day, would surely be
day gifts which on the great occasion he was mentioned. He turned over a few volumes.
to offer to her seemed, as Charlotte had ar- The circumstance he was looking for was there.
ranged them, far too insignificant. He spoke HoW amazed, how overjoyed he was, when he
to his valet, who had the care of his wardrobe, discovered the strangest coincidence ! The
and who consequently had extensive acquaint- day and the year on which he had planted
ance among the tailors and mercers and fash- those trees was the very day, the very year,
ionable milliners; and he, who not only when Ottihe was born.
understood himself what valuable presents
were, but also the most graceful way in which
they should be offered, immediately ordered
an elegant box, covered with red morocco CHAPTER XV.
and studded with steel nails, to be filled with
presents worthy of such a shell. Another Tn_. long-wished-for morning dawned at
thing, too, he suggested to Edward. Among last on Edward ; and very soon a number of
the stores at the castle was a small show of guests arrived. They had sent out a large
fireworks which had never been let off. It number of invitations, and many who had
would be easy to get some more, and have missed the laying of the foundation-stone,
something really fine. Edward caught the which was reported to have been so cl_arming,
idea, and his servant promised to see to its were the more careful not to be absent on the
being executed. This matter was to remain a second festivity.
secret. Before dinner the carpenter's people ap-

While this was going on, the captain, as the peared, with music, in the court of the castle.
day drew nearer, had been making arrange- They bore an immense garland of flowers,
ments for a body of police to be present--a composed of a number of single wreaths,
precaution which he always thought desirable winding in and out, one above the other ;
when large numbers of men are to be brought saluting the company, they made request, ac-
together. And, indeed, against beggars, and cording to custom, for silk handkerchiefs and
against all other inconveniences by which the ribands, at the hands of the fair sex, with which
pleasure of a festival can be disturbed, he had to dress themselves out. When the castle party
made effe_ual provision, went into the dining-hall, they marched off

Edward and his confidant, on the contrary, singing and shouting, and after amusing them-
were mainly occupied with their fireworks, selves a while in the village, and coaxing many
They were to be let off on the side of the a riband out of the women there, old and
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young, they came at last, with crowds behind The captain was far from satisfied at some
them and crowds expecting them, out upon of the preparations which he saw made; and
the height where the park-house was now he endeavored to get a word with Edward
standing. After dinner, Charlotte rather held about the crush of spectators which was to be
back her guests. She did not wish that there expected. But the latter, somewhat hastily,
should be any solemn or formal procession, begged that he might be allowed to manage
and they found their way in little parties, this part of the day's amusements himself.
broken up, as they pleased, without rule or The upper end of the embankment having
order, to the scene of action. Charlotte been recently raised, was still far from corn-
stayed behind with Ottilie, and did not ira- pact. It had been staked, but there was no
prove matters by doing so. For Ottilie being grass upon it, and the earth was uneven and
really the last that appeared, it seemed as if insecure. The crowd pressed on, however, in
the trumpets and the clarionets had only been great numbers. The sun went down, and the
waiting for her, and as if the gayeties had been castle party was served with refreshments under
ordered to commence directly on her arrival, the plane trees, to pass the time till it should

To take off the rough appearance of the have become sut_iciently dark. The place
house, it had been hung with green boughs was approved of beyond measure, and they
and flowers. They had dressed it out in an looked forward to frequently enjoying the
archite&ural fashion, according to a design view over so lovely a sheet of water, on future
of the captain's; only that, without his knowl- occasions.
edge, Edward had desired the architect to A calm evening, a perfect absence of wind,
work in the date upon the cornice in flowers, promised everything in favor of the spectacle,
and this was necessarily permitted to remain, when suddenly loud and violent shrieks were
The captain had only arrived on the scene in heard. Large masses of the earth had given
time to prevent Ottilie's name from figuring way on the edge of the embankment, and a
in splendor on the gable. The beginning, number of people were precipitated into the
which had been made for this, he contrived water. The pressure from the throng had
to turn skilfully to some other use, and to get gone on increasing till at last it had become
rid of such of the letters as had been already more than the newly-laid soil would bear, and
finished, the bank had fallen in. Everybody wanted

The garland was set up, and was to be seen to obtain the best place, and now there was
far and wide about the country. The flags no getting either backwards or forwards.
and the r_bands fluttered gayly in the air; and People ran this and that way, more to see
a short oration was, the greater part of it, dis- what was going on than to render assistance.
persed by the wind. The solemnity was at an What could be done when no one could reach
end. There was now to be a dance on the the place ?
smooth lawn in front of the building, which The captain, with a few determined persons,
had been inclosed with boughs and branches, hurried down and drove the crowd off the
A gayly-dressed working mason took Edward embankment back upon the shore ; in order
up to a smart-looking girl of the village, and that those who were really of service might
called himself upon Ottilie, who stood out have free room to move. One way or another
with him. These two couples speedily found they contrived to seize hold of such as were
others to follow them, and Edward contrived sinking ; and with or without assistance all
pretty soon to change partners, catching Ot- who had been in the water were got out safe
tilie, and making the round with her. The upon the bank, with the exception of one boy,
younger part of the company joined merrily whose struggles in his fright, instead of bring-
in the dance with the people, while the elder ing him nearer to the embankment, had only
among them stood and looked on. carried him further from it. His strength

Then, before they broke up and walked seemed to be failing--now only a hand was
about, an order was given that they should all seen above the surface, and now a foot. By
cotle_ again at sunset under the plane trees, an unlucky chance the boat was on the op-
Edward was the first upon the spot, ordering posite shore filled with fireworks---it was a
everything, and making his arrangements with !ong business to unload it, and help was slow
his valet, who was to be on the other side, in m coming. The captain's resolution was
company with the firework-maker, managing taken ; he flung off his coat ; all eyes were
his exhibition of the speCtacle, directed towards him, and his sturdy vigorous
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figure gave everyone hope and confidence : who had assisted in saving those who had fallen
but a cry of surprise rose out of the crowd as in, assured him that all were safe.
they saw him fling himself into the water-- Charlotte saw him on his way to the house,
every eye watched him as the strong swimmer and then she remembered that the wine and
swiftly reached the boy, and bore him, al- the tea, and everything else which he could
though to appearance dead, to the embank- want, had been locked up, for fear any of the
merit, servants should take advantage of the disorder

Now came up the boat. The captain stepped of tile holiday, as on such occasions they are
in and examined whether there were any still too apt to do. She hurried through the scat-
missing, or whether they were all safe. The tered groups of her company, which were
surgeon was speedily on the spot, and took loitering about the plane trees. Edward was
charge of the inanimate boy. Charlotte there, talking to every one--beseeching every
joined them, and entreated the captain to one to stay. He would give the signal di-
go now and take care of himself, to hurry re_ly, and the fireworks should begin. Char-
back to the castle and change his clothes, lotte went up to him, and entreated him to
He would not go, however, till persons on put off an amusement which was no longer in
whose sense he could rely, who had been close place, and which at the present moment no
to the spot at the time of the accident, and one could enjoy. She reminded him of what
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ought to be done for the boy who had been they walked back. A figure, with his hat in
saved, and for his preserver, his hand, stepped across their way, and begged

"The surgeon will do whatever is right, no an alms of them--in the general holiday he
doubt," replied Edward. "He is provided said that he had been forgotten. The moon
with everything which he can want, mad we shone upon his face, and Edward recognized
should only be in the way if we crowded the features of the importunate beggar ; but,
about him with our anxieties." happy as he then was, it was impossible for

Charlotte persisted in her opinion, and him to be angry with anyone. He could not
made a sign to Ottilie, who at once prepared recolle& that, especially for that particular
to retire with her. Edward seized her hand, day, begging had been forbidden under the
and cried, "We will not end this day in a heaviest penalties--he thrust his hand into his
lazaretto. She is too good for a sister of pocket, took the first coin which he found,
mercy. Without us, I should think, the and gave the fellow a piece of gold. I-hs
half-dead may wake, and the living dry them- own happiness was so unbounded that he
selves." would have liked to have shared it with every-

Charlotte did not answer, but went. Some one.
followed her---others followed these: in the In the meantime all had gone well at the
end, no one wished to be the last, and all fol- castle. The skill of the surgeon, everything
lowed. Edward and Ottitie found themselves which was required being ready at hand,
alone under the plane trees. He insisted that Charlotte's assistance--all had _orked to-
stay he would, earnestly, passionately, as she gether, and the boy was brought to hfe
entreated him to go back with her to the again. The guests dispersed, wishing to catch
castle. "No, Ottilie !" he cried ; "the extra- a glimpse or two of what was to be seen of
ordinary is not brought to pass in the smooth the fireworks from the distance ; and, after a
common way--the wonderful accident of this scene of such confusion, were glad to get
evening brings us more speedily together, back to their own quiet homes.
You are mine--I have often said it to you, The captain also, after having rapidly changed
and sworn it to you. We will not say it and his dress, had taken an ac"tive part in what
swear it any more---we will make it BE." required to be done. It was now all qmet

The boat came over from the other side. again, and he found himself alone with Char-
The valet was in it--he asked, with some era- lotte--gently and affee"tionately he now told
barrassment, what his master wished to have her that his time for leaving them approached.
done with the fireworks? She had gone through so much that evening,

"Let them off!" Edward cried to him: that this discovery made but a slight impres-
"let them off!--It was only for you that they sion upon her--she had seen how her friend
were provided, Ottilie, and you shall be the could sacrifice himself; how he had saved
only one to see them ! Let me sit beside you, another, and had himself been saved. These
and enjoy them with you." Tenderly, timidly, strange incidents seemed to foretell an impor-
he sat down at her side, without touching her. tant future to her--but not an unhappy one.

Rockets went hissing up--cannon thundered Edward, who now entered with Ottilie, was
--Roman candles shot out their blazing halls-- informed at once of the impending departure
squibs flashed and darted--wheels spun round, of the captain. He suspe&ed that Charlotte
first singly, then in pairs, then all at once, had known longer how near it was; but he
faster and faster, one after the other, and more was far too much occupied with himself, and
a_d more together. Edward, whose bosom was with his own plans, to take it amiss, or care
on fire, watched the blazing spe&acle with about it.
eyes gleaming with delight ; but Ottilie, with On the contrary, he listened attentively,
her delicate and nervous feelings, in all this and with signs of pleasure, to the account of
noise and fitful blazing and flashing, found the excellent and honorable position in which
more to distress her than to please. She the captain was to be placed. The course of
leaned shrinking against Edward, and he, as the future was hurried impetuously forward by
she drew to him and clung to him, felt the his own secret wishes. Already he saw the
delightful sense that she belonged entirely to captain married to Charlotte, and himself
him. married to Ottilie. It would have been the

The night had scarcely reassumed its rights, richest present which anyone could have made
when the moon rose and lighted their path as him, on the occasion of the day's festival!
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Edward's travelling carriage under the win- day Charlotte took an opportunity of making
dow. Charlotte, a little as if she was put (she did it on purpose)the wise observation,
out, asked who had had it brought round "How keenly grateful people were to us when
there. She was told it was the valet, who had we were able by stilling and calming them to
some things there to pack up. It reqmred all help them out of the entanglements of passion !
Ottilie's self-command to conceal her wonder Let us set cheerfullv to work," she said, "at
and her distress, what the men have'left Incomplete: we shall

The valet came in, and asked if they would be preparing the most charming surprise for
be so good as to let him have a drinking cup them when they return to us, and our tern-
of his master's, a pair of silver spoons, and a perate proceedings will have carried through
number of other things, which seemed to and executed what their xmpatient natures
Ottilie to imply that he was gone some dis- would have spoiled."
tance, and would be away for a long time. "Speaking of temperance, my dear aunt, I

Charlotte gave him a very cold dry answer, cannot help saying how I am struck with the
She did not know what he meant--he had intemperance of men, particularly in resped't
everything belonging to his master under his of wine. It has often pained and distressed
own care. What the man wanted was to me, when I have observed how, for hours to-
speak a word to Ottilie, and on some pretence gether, clearness of understanding, judgment,
or other to get her out of the room; he made considerateness, and whatever is most amiable
some clever excuse, and persisted in his re- about them, will be utterly gone, and instead
quest so far that Ottilie asked if she should of the good which they might have done if
go to look for the things for him ? But Char- they had been themselves, most disagreeable
lotte quietly said that she had better not. things sometimes threaten. How often may
The valet had to depart, and the carriage not wrong, rash determinations have arisen
rolled away. entirely from that one cause !"

It was a dreadful moment for Ottilie. She Charlotte assented, but she did not go on
understood nothing---comprehended nothing, with the subjecCt. She saw only too clearly
She could only feel that Edward had been that it was Edward of whom Ottilie was think-
parted from her for a long time. Charlotte ing. It was not exacCtly habitual with him,
felt for her situation, and left her to herself, but he allowed himself much more frequently

We will not attempt to describe what she than was at all desirable to stimulate his en-
went through, or how she wept. She suffered joyment and his power of talking and acCting
infinitely. She prayed that God would help by such indulgence. If what Charlotte had
her only over this one day. The day passed, just said had set Ottihe thinking again about
and the night, and when she came to herself men, and particularly about Edward, she was
again she felt herself a changed being, all the more struck and startled when her aunt

She had not grown composed. She was not began to speak of the impending marriage of
resined, but after having lost what she had the captain as of a thing quite settled and
lost, she was still alive, and there was still acknowledged. This gave a totally different
something for her to fear. Her anxiety, after aspec"t to affairs from what Edward had pre-
returning to consciousness, was at once lest, viously led her to entertain. It made her
now that the gentlemen were gone, she might watch every expression of Charlotte's, every
be sent away too. She never guessed at Ed- hint, every acCtion, every step. Ottilie had
ward's threats, which had secured her remain- become jealous, sharp-eyed and suspicious,
ing with her aunt. Yet Charlotte's manner without knowing it.
served partially to reassure her. The latter Meanwhile, Charlotte with her clear glance
exerted herself to find employment for the looked through the whole circumstances of
poor girl, and hardly ever,--never, if she their situation, and made arrangements which
could help it,qteft her out of her sight ; and would provide, among other advantages, full
although she knew welt how little words can employment for Ottilie. She contra_ed her
do against the power of passion, yet she knew, household, not parsimoniously, but into nat-
too, the sure though slow influence of thought rower dimensions; and, indeed, in one point
and refle_ion, and therefore missed no oppor- of view, these moral aberrations might be
tunity of inducing Ottilie to talk with her on taken for a not unfortunate accident. For in
every variety of subje_, the style in which they had been going on,

It was no little comfort to Ottilie when one the), had fallen imperceptibly into extrava-
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gance; and from a want of seasonable reflec- value the assistance of the young archite&.
tion, from the rate at which they had been In a short time the lake lay stretched out
living, and from the variety of schemes into under her eyes, its new shores turfed and
which they had been launching out, their fine planted with the most discriminating and ex-
fortune, which had been in excellent con- cellent judgment. The rough work at the
dition, had been shaken, if not seriously in- new house was all finished. Everything which
jured, was necessary to protec2 it from the weather

The improvements which were going on in she took care to see provided, and there for
the park she did not interfere with; she rather the present she allowed it to rest in a con-
sought to advance whatever might form a dition in which what remained to be done
basis for future operations. But here, too, could hereafter be readily commenced again.
she assigned herself a limit. Her husband Thus hour by hour she recovered her spirits
on his return should still find abundance to and her cheerfulness. Ottilie only seemed to
amuse himself with. have done so. She was only forever watching,

In all this work she could not sufficiently in all that was said and done, for symptoms
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which might show her whether Edward would for work, and as never likely to do anything
be soon returning: and this one thought was if she were left at home.
the only one in which she felt any interest. Ottilie could not be angry with the girl, for

It was, therefore, a very welcome proposal to herself the little thing was especially at-
to her when it was suggested that they should tached--she clung to her, went after her, and
get together the boys of the peasants, and ran about with her, whenever she was per-
employ them in keeping the park clean and mltted--and then she would be aHlve and
neat. Edward had long entertained the idea. cheerful and never tire. It appeared to be a
A pleasant-looking sort of uniform was made necessity of the child's nature to hang about
for them, which they were to put on in the a beantlful mistress. At first, Ottilie allowed
evenings, after they had been properly cleaned her to be her companion; then she herself
and washed. The wardrobe was kept in the began to feel a sort of affecCtlon for her; and,
castle; the more sensible and ready of the at last, they never parted at all, and Nanny
boys themselves were intrusted with the man- attended her mistress wherever she went.
agement of it--the archite_ ac°ting as chief The latter's footsteps were often bent to-
direHor. In a very short time, the children wards the garden, where she liked to watch
acquired a kind of charaHer. It was found the beautiful show of fruit. It was just the
easy to mould them into what was desired ; end of the raspberry and cherry season, the
and they went through their work not without few remains of which were no little delight to
a sort of manoeuvre. As they marched along, Nanny. On the other trees there was a
with their garden shears, their long-handled promise of a magnificent bearing for the
pruning knives, their rakes, their little spades autumn, and the gardener talked of nothing
and hoes, and sweeping brooms; others fol- but his master; and how he wished that he
lowing after these with baskets to carry off the might be at home to enjoy it. Ottlhe could
stones and rubbish ; and others, last of all, listen to the good old man forever! He thor-
trailing along the heavy iron roller--it was a oughly understood h_s business ; and Edward
thoroughly pretty, delightful procession. The _Edward--Edward_was forever the theme
archited't observed in it a beautiful series of of his praise!
situations and occupations to ornament the Ottilie observed, how well all the grafts
frieze of a garden-house. Ottilie, on the other which had been budded in the spring had
hand, could see nothing in it but a kind of taken. "I only wish," the gardener answered,
parade, to salute the master of the house on "my good master may come to enjoy them.
his near return. If he were here this autumn, he would see

And this stimulated her, and made her wish what beautiful sorts there are in the old castle
to begin something of the sort herself. They garden, _hich the late lord, his honored father,
had before endeavored to encourage the girls put there. I think the fruit gardeners that
of the village in knitting and sewing and are now don't succeed as well as the Car-
spinning, and whatever else women could do; thuslans used to do. We find many fine
and since what had been done for the im- names in the catalogue, and then we bud from
provement of the village itself, there had been them, and bring up the shoots, and, at last,
a perceptible advance in these descriptions of when they come to bear, it is not worth
industry. Ottilie had given what assistance while to have such trees standing in our
was in her power, but she had given it at ran- garden."
dom, as opportunity or inclination prompted Over and over again, whenever the faithful
her; now she thought she would go to work old servant saw Ottilie, he asked when his
more satisfactorily and methodically. But a master might be expecCted home; and when
company is not to be formed out of a num- Ottihe had nothing to tell him, he would look
bet of girls, as easily as out of a number of vexed, and let her see in his manner that he
boys. She followed her own good sense, and, thought she did not care to tell him: the
without being exaHly conscious of it, her sense of uncertainty which was thus forced
efforts were solely direHed towards conne_ing upon her became painful beyond measure, and
every girl as closely as possible each with her yet she could never be absent from these beds
own home, her own parents, brothers and and borders. What she and Edward had
sisters: and she succeeded with many of sown and planted together were now in full
them. One lively little creature only was in- flower, requiring no further care from her,
cessantly complained of as showing no capacity except that Nanny should be at hand with the
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watering-pot_ and who shallsay with what woman's splrit,which isaccustomed towait-
sensationsshewatchedthe laterflowers,which ingand toenduring,must now passout from
were justbeginningtoshow, and which were itsproper sphere,become aCtive,and at-

to bc in the bloom of theirbeautyon Ed- temptand do something tomake itsown hap-
ward'sbirthday,theholidaytowhich she had piness.
looked forward with such eagerness,when Ottiliehad not given up Edward--how
theseflowerswere tohave expressedheraffec- .couldshe?--althoughCharlotte,wisclyenough,
tionand her gratitudetohim !--butthe hopes m splteof her conviCtiontothecontrary,as-
which she had formed of that festivalwcrc sumcd itas a thingof course,and resolutely
dead now, and doubt and anxietyneverceased tookitasdecidedthata quietrationalregard
tohaunt thcsoulof thcpoor glrl. was po_iblebetween her husbandand Ottlhc.

Into realopen, heartyunderstandingwith How often,however,did not Ottihc remain
Charlotte,therewas no more a chanceof her at nights,afterboltingherselfintoherroom.

beingabletoreturn; for,indeed,the position on her knees beforetheopen box, gazingat
of these two ladieswas very different.If thebirthdaypresents,of which asyetshehad
thingscould remain in thelrold state--ifit not touched a singlething--notcut out or
were posslblethattheycouldreturnagaininto made up a singledress! How oftenwith the
the smooth, even way of calm ordered life, sunrisedid the poor girlhurry out of the
Charlottcgainedeverything;shegainedhap- house,inwhich she once had found allher
pinessfor the present,and a happy future happiness,away into the frcc air,into the
opened beforeher. On the otherhand, for countrywhich then had had no charms for
Ottilieallwas lost---onemay say,all;forshe her. Even on the solidearthshe couldnot

had firstfound inE,dward what lifeand hap- bear tostay;she would springintotheboat,
plncssmeant ; and, in her presentposltion,and row out intothemiddle of the lake,and
she feltan infiniteand drearychasm ofwhich there,drawing out some book of travels,he
beforeshe couldhave formed no conception, rocked by the motion of the waves,rcadhig
A heartwhich seeks,feelswellthat itwants and dreaming thatshe was far away, where
something; a heartwhich has lost,feelsthat shewould never failto findher friend--she
something isgone--itsyearningand itslong- remainingevernearesttohisheart,and heto
ing changes into uneasy impatience--anda hers.
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CHAPTER XVIII. torturing mood would lead him further--be
happy in it, perhaps, with another.

Ix may easily be supposed that the strange, So days flowed away in increasing oscilla-
busy gentleman, whose acquaintance we have tion between hope and suffering, between
already made Mittler--as soon as he received tears and happiness--between purposes, prep-
information of the disorder which had broken arations, and despair. The sight of Mlttler
out among his friends, felt desirous, though did not surprise h_m; he had long expeCted
neither side had as yet called on him for that he would come; and now that he did, he
assistance, to fulfil a friend's part towards was partly welcome to h_m. He beheved that
them, and do what he could to help them in he had been sent by Charlotte. He had pre-
their misfortune. He thought it advisable, pared himself with all manner of excuses and
however, to wait first a little while; knowmg delays ; and if these would not serve, with
too well, as he did, that it was more difficult decided refuels; or else, perhaps, he might
to come to the aid of cultivated persons in hope to learn something of Ottihe,--and then
their moral perplexities, than of the uncultl- he would be dear to him as a messenger from
vated. He left them, therefore, for some heaven.
time to themselves ; but at last he could with- Not a little vexed and annoyed was Ed-
hold no longer, and he hastened to seek out ward, therefore, when he understood that
Edward, on whose traces he had already Mittler had not come from the castle at all,
lighted. His road led him to a pleasant, but of his own free accord. His heart closed
pretty valley, with a range of green, sweetly- up, and at first the conversation would not
wooded meadows, down the centre of which open itself. Mittler, however, knew very well
ran a never-falling stream, sometimes winding that a heart that is occupied with love has an
slowly along, then troubling and rushing urgent necessity to express itself--to pour out
among rocks and stones. The hills sloped to a friend what is passing within It; and he
gently up on either side, covered with rich allowed himself, therefore, after a few speeches
corn-fields and well-kept orchards. The vil- backwards and forwards, for this once to go
lages were at proper distances from each out of his charaCter, and play the confidant
other. The whole had a peaceful chara&er in place of the mediator. He had calculated
about it, and the detached scenes seemed justly. He had been finding fault in a good-
designed expressly, if not for painting, at natured way with Edward, for burying himself
least for life. in that lonely place, upon which Edward re-

At last a neatly-kept farm, with a clean, plied:
modest dwelhng-house, situated in the middle "I do not know how I could spend my
of a garden, fell under his eye. He con- time more agreeably. I am always occupied
jec°cured that this was Edward's present abode; with her; I am always close to her. I have
and he was not mistaken, the inestimable comfort of being able to think

Of this our friend in his solitude we have where Ottilie is at each moment--where she is

only thus much to say--that in his seclusion going, where she is standing, where she is re-
he was resigning himself utterly to the feeling posing. I see her moving and a&mg before
of his passion, thinking out plan after plan, me as usual; ever doing or designing some-
and feeding himself with innumerable hopes, thing which is to give me pleasure. But this
He could not deny that he longed to see will not always answer; for how can I be
Ottilie there; that he would like to carry her happy away from her? And then my fancy
off there, to tempt her there ; and whatever begins to work; I think what Ottilie should
else (putting, as he now did, no check upon do to come to me; I write sweet, lowng
his thoughts)pleased to suggest itself, whether letters in her name to myself, and then I
permitted or unpermitted. Then his imagin- answer them, and keep the sheets together.
ation wandered up and down, pi&uring every I have promised that I will take no steps to
sort of possibility. If he could not have her seek her; and that promise I will keep. But
there, if he could not lawfully possess her, he what binds her, that she should make no ad-
would secure to her the possession of the vances to me ? Has Charlotte had the bar-
property for her own. There she should live barity to exa& a promise, to exacCt an oath
for herself, silently, independently; she should from her, not to write to me, not to send me
be happy in that spot--sometimes his self- a word, a hint, about herself? Very likely

she has. It is only natural; and yet to me
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it is monstrous, it is horrible. If she loves miserable life it is, full of anguish and tears;
me--as I think, as I know that she does--why but it is so natural, so dear to me, that I could
does she not resolve, whydoes she notventure hardly change it for another."
to fly to me, and throw herself into my arms? Edward had relieved himself slightly by
I often think she ought to do it ; and she this violent unloading of his heart. But in
could do it. If I ever hear a noise in the doing so every feature of his strange condition
hall, I took towards the door. It must be had been brought out so clearly before his
her---she is comingwI took up to see her. eyes, that, overpowered by the pain of the
Alas ! because the possible is impossible, I let struggle, he burst into tears, which flowed all
myself imagine that the impossible must be- the more freely as his heart had been made
come possible. At mght, when I lie awake, weak by telling it all.
and the lamp flings an uncertain light about Mittler, who was the less disposed to put a
the room, her form, her spirit, a sense of her check on his inexorable good sense and strong,
presence , sweeps over me, approaches me, vigorous feeling, because by this violent out-
seizes me. It is but for a moment; it is that break of passion on Edward's part he saw
I may have an assurance that she is thinking himself driven far from the purpose of his
of me, that she is mine. Only one pleasure coming, showed sufficiently decided marks of
remains to me. When I was with her I never his disapprobation. Edward should a& as a
dreamed of her ; nowwhen Iam faraway, and, man, he said; he should remember what he
oddly enough, since I have made the acquaint- owed to himself as a man. He should not
ance of other attra_ive persons in this neigh- forget that the highest honor was to command
borhood, for the first time, her figure appears ourselves in misfortune; to bear pain, if tt
to me in my dreams, as if she would say to must be so, with equanimity and self-colle&-
me, ' Look on them, and on me. You wilt edness. That was what we should do, if we
find none more beautiful, more lovely than I.' wished to be valued and looked up to as ex-
And so she is present in every dream I have. amples of what was right.
In whatever happens to me with her, we are Stirred and penetrated as Edward was with
woven in and in together. Now we are sub- the bitterest feelings, words like these could
scribing a contrac"t together. There is her but have a hollow, worthless sound.
hand, and there is mine ; there is her name, "It is well," he cried, "for the man who
and there is mine; and they move one into is happy, who has all that he desires, to talk;
the other, and seem to devour each other, but he would be ashamed of it if he could see
Sometimes she does something which injures how intolerable it was to the sufferer. No-
the pure idea which I have of her ; and then thing short of an infinite endurance would be
I feel how intensel) - I love her, by the inde- enough, and easy and contented as he was,
scribable anguish wh:ch it causes me. Again, what could he know of an infinite agony?
unlike herself, she will rally and vex me; and There are cases," he continued, "yes, there
then at once the figure changes--her sweet, are, where comfort is a lie, and despair is a
round, heavenly face draws out; it is not bet, duty. Go, heap your scorn upon the noble
it is another ; but I lie vexed, dissatisfied and Greek, who well knows how to delineate he-
wretched. Laugh not, dear Mittler, or laugh roes, when in their anguish he lets those
on as you will. I am not ashamed of this heroes weep. He has even a proverb, ' Men
attachment, of this--if you please to call it who can weep are good.' Leave me, all you
so---foolish, frantic passion. No, I never with dry heart and dry eye. Curses on the
loved before. It is only now that I know happy, to whom the wretched serve but for a
what to love means. Ttll now, what I have spectacle. When body and soul are torn in
called life was nothing but its prelude--- pieces with agony, they are to bear it--yes, to
amusement, sport to kill the time with. I be noble and bear it, if they are to be allowed
never lived till I knew her, tilt I loved her-- to go off the scene with applause. Like the
entirely and only loved her. People have gladiators, they must die gracefully before the
often said of me, not to my face, but behind eyes of the multitude. My dear Mittler, I
my back, that in most things I was but a thank you for your visit; but really you would
botcher and a bungler. It may be so; for I oblige me much, if you would go out and
had not then found in what I could show my- look about you in the garden. We will meet
self a master. I should like to see the man again. I will try to compose myself, and be-
who outdoes me in the talent of love. A come more like you."
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- _e_ive Affinmes. _ "_

Mittler was unwilling to let a conversation upon her. You, my dear friend, must go.
drop which it might be difficult to begin Go, and give us all peace; make us all happy."
again, and still persevered. Edward, too, Mittler hesitated. Edward continued:-
was quite ready to go on with it; besides that "My fate and Ottihe's cannot be divided,
of itself, it was tending towards the issue and shall not be shipwrecked. Look at this
which he desired, glass; our initials are engraved upon it. A

"Indeed," said the latter, "this thinking gay reveller flung it into the air, that no one
and arguing backwards and forwards leads to should drink of it more. It was to fall on
nothing. In this very conversation I myself the rock and be dashed to pieces; but it did
have first come to understand myself; I have not fall; it was caught. At a high price I
first felt decided as to what I must make up bought it back, and now I drink out of it
my mind to do. My present and my future dailymto convince myself that the connec-
life I see before me; I have to choose only tion between us cannot be broken; that des-
between misery and happiness. Do you, my tiny has decided."
best friend, bring about the separation which "Alas, alas!" cried Mittler, "what must I
must take place, which, in facet, is already not endure with my friends? Here comes
made; gain Charlotte's consent for me. I superstition, which of all things I hate the
will not enter upon the reasons why I believe worstmthe most mischievous and accursed of
there will be the less difficulty in prevailing all the plagues of mankind. We trifle with
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prophecies: with forebodings and dreams, and For myself though," he continued, "I have
give a seriousness to our every-day life with all reason to be vexed about it. In this case
them; but when the seriousness of life itself I can see clearly no self-love of mine will be
begins to show, when everything around us is flattered. I shall earn no thanks from you by
heaving and rolling, then come in these spec- my services; I am in the same case as a cel-
tres to make the storm more terrible." tain medical friend of mine, who succeeds m

"In this uncertainty of life," cried Ed- all cureswhich he undertakes with the poor
ward, "poised as it is between hope and fear, for the love of God; but can seldom do
leave the poor heart its guiding-star. It may anything for the rich who will pay him.
gaze towards it, if it cannot steer towards it." Here, thank God, the thing cures itself, after

"Yes, I might leave it; and it would be all my talking and trying had proved fruit-
very well," replied Mittler, "if there were tess."
but one consequence to expe_ ; but I have Charlotte now asked him if he would carry
always found that nobody will attend to the news to Edward: if he would take a
symptoms of warning. Man cares for nothing letter to him from her, and then see what
except what flatters him and promises him should be done. But he declined under-
fair; and his faith is ahve exclusively for the taking this. "All is done," he cried; "do
sunny side." you write your letter--any messenger will do

Mittler, finding himself carried off into the as well as 1--1 will come back to wish you
shadowy regions, in which the longer he re- joy. I will come to the christening !"
mained in them, the more uncomfortable he For this refusal she was vexed with him--
always felt, was the more ready to assent to as she frequently was. His eager impetuous
Edward's eager wish that he should go to character brought about much good; but his
Charlotte. Indeed, if he stayed, what was over-haste was the occasion of many a failure.
there further which at that moment he could No one was more dependent than he on the
urge on Edward? To gain time, to inquire impressions which he formed on the too-
in what state things were with the ladies, was ment.
the best thing which even he himself could Charlotte's messenger came to Edward,
suggest as at present possible, who received him half in terror. The letter

He hastened to Charlotte, whom he found was to decide his fate, and it might as well
as usual, calm and in good spirits. She told contain No as Yes. He did not venture, for
him readily of everything which had occurred; a long time, to open it. At last he tore off
for from what Edward had said he had only the cover, and stood petrified at the following
been able to gather the effe_s. On his own passage, with which it concluded :
side, he felt his way with the utmost caution.
He could not prevail upon himself even cur- "Remember the night-adventure when you
sorlly to mention the word separation. It was visited your wife as a lover--how you drew
a surprise, indeed, to him, but from his point her to you, and clasped her as a well-beloved
of view an unspeakably delightful one, when bride in your arms. In this strange accident
Charlotte, at the end of a number of un- let us revere the providence of heaven, which
pleasant things, finished with saying: has woven a new link to bind us, at the too-

"I must believe, I must hope, that things merit when the happiness of our lives _as
will all work round again, and that Edward threatening to fall asunder and to vanish."
will return to me. How can it be otherwise,
as soon as I become a mother?" What passed from that moment in Ed-

"Do I understand you right?" returned ward's soul it would be difficult to describe!
Mittler. Under the weight of such a stroke, old

"Perfe_ly," Charlotte answered, habits and fancies come out again to assist to
"A thousand times blessed be this news!" kill the time and fill up the chasms of life.

he cried, clasping his hands together. "I Hunting and fighting are an ever-ready re-
know the strength of this argument on the source of this kind for a nobleman ; Edward
mind of a man. Many a marriage have I longed for some outward peril, as a counter-
seen first cemented by it, and restored again balance to the storm within him. He craved
when broken. Such a good hope as this is for death, because the burden of life threat-
worth more than a thousand words. Now ened to become too heavy for him to bear.
indeed it is the best hope which we can have. It comforted him to think that he would soon
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cease to be, and so would make those whom left the service. Now It gave him a fine ex-
he loved happy by his departure, hltarating feehng to be able to rejoin it, under

No one made any difficulty in his doing a commander of whom it could be said, that
what he purposed because he kept his inten- under his condu_ death was hkely, and vlc-
tion a secret. He made his will with all due tory was sure.
formalities. It gave him a very sweet feehng Ottilie, when Charlotte's secret was made
to secure Ottilie's fortune -- provision was known to her, bewildered by it, hke Edward,
made for Charlotte, for the unborn child, for and more than he, retired into herself--she
the captain, and for the servants. The war, had nothing further to say: hope she could
which had again broken out, favored his not, and wish she dared not. A glimpse into
wishes: he had disliked exceedingly the half- what was passing in her we can gather from
soldiering which had fallen to him in his her diary, some passages of which we think to
youth, and that was the reason why he had commumcate.
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CHAPTER I. could keep accounts with great facility, the
whole economy of the household soon was no

HERE often happens to us in common life secret to him, and everywhere his salutary
what, in an epic poem, we are accustomed influence made itself felt. Any stranger who

to praise as a stroke of art in the poet; namely, came he was commonly set to entertain, and
that when the chief figures go off" the scene, he was skilful either at declining unexpe_ed
conceal themselves or retire into inactivity, visits, or at least so far preparing the lad_es
some other or others,-whom hitherto we have for them as to spare them any disagreeableness.
scarcely observed, come forward and fill their I Among others, he had one day no htt]e
places. And these putting out all their force, I trouble with a young lawyer, who had been
at once fix our attention and sympathy on sent by a neighboring nobleman to speak
themselves, and earn our praise and admiration., about a matter which, although of no par-

Thus, after the captain and Edward were I ticular moment, yet touched Charlotte to the
gone, the archite_, of whom we have spoken, quick. We have to mention this incident be-
appeared every day a more important person, cause it gave occasion for a number of things
The ordering and executing of a number of _which otherwise might perhaps have remained
undertakings depended entirely upon him, long untouched.
and he proved himself thoroughly understand- We remember certain alterations which Char-
ing and businesslike in the style in which he lotte had made in the churchyard. The entire
went to work; while in a number of other body of the monuments had been removed
ways he was able also to make himself of from their places, mud had been ranged along
assistance to the ladies, and find amusement the walls of the church, leaning against the
for their weary hours. His outward air and string-course. The remaining space had been
appearance were of the kind which win con- levelled, except a broad walk which led up to
fidence and awake aff.ec'-tion. A youth in the the church, and past it to the opposite gate ;
full sense of the word, well-formed, tall, per- and it had been all sown with various kinds
haps a little too stout; modest without being of trefoil, which had shot up and flowered
timid, and easy without being obtrusive, there most beautifully.
was no work and no trouble which he was not The new graves were to follow one after
delighted to take upon himself; and as he another in a regular order from the end, but
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the spot on each occasion was to be carefully of wood into iron, and fix it down and guard
smoothed over and again sown. No one could it in various ways; and here we have endur-
deny that on Sundays and holidays when the ance for many years. But because this too
people went to church the change had given will sink at last, and become invisible, those
it a most cheerful and pleasant appearance, who are able to bear the expense see nothing
At the same time the clergynmn, an old man fitter than to raise a stone which shall promise
and clinging to old customs, who at first had to endure for generations, and which can be
not been especiatlypleased with the alteration, restored and made fresh again by posterity.
had beeom_ thoroughly delighted with it, all Yet this stone it is not which attraCts us; it is
the more because when he sat out like Phile- that which is contained beneath it, which is
mon with his Baucis under the old linden trees intrusted, where it stands, to the earth. It is
at his back door, instead of the humps and not the memorial so much of which we speak,
mounds he had a beautiful clean lawn to look as of the person himself; not of what once
out upon; and which, moreover, Charlotte was, but of what is. Far better, far more
having secured the use of the spot to the par- closely, can I embrace some dear departed
souage, was no little convenience to his house- one in the mound which rises over his bed,
hold. than in a monumental writing which only tells

Notwithstanding this, however, many mere- us that once he was. In itself, indeed, it is
bets of the congregation had been displeased but little; but around it, as around a central
that the means of marking the spots where mark, the wife, the husband, the kinsman, the
their forefathers rested had been removed, friend, after their departure, shall gather in
and all memorials of them thereby obliterated, again ; and the living shall have the right to
However well preserved the monuments might keep far off all strangers and evil-wishers from
be, they could only show who had been buried, the side of the dear one who is sleeping there.
but not where he had been buried, and the "And, therefore, I hold it quite fair and
where, as many maintained, was everything, fitting that my principal shall withdraw his

Of this opinion was a family in the neighbor- grant to you. It is, indeed, but too reason-
hood, who for many years had been in possession able that he should do it, for the members of
of a considerable vault for a general resting- his family are injured ha a way for which no
place of themselves and their relations, and compensation could be even proposed. They
m consequence had settled a small annual are deprived of the sad sweet feelings of lay-
sum for the use of the church. And now this ing offerin_ on the remains of their dead, and
young lawyer had been sent to cancel this of the one comfort in their sorrow of one day
settlement, and to show that his client did not lying down at their side."
intend to pay it any more, because the condi- "The matter is not of that importance"
tion under which it had been hitherto made Charlotte answered, "that we should disquiet
had not been observed by the other party, ourselves about it wath the vexation of a law-
and no regard had been paid to objection and suit. I regret so little what I have done, that
remonstrance. Charlotte, who was the origi- I will gladly myself indemnify the church for
nator of the alteration herself, chose to speak what it loses through you. Only I must con-
to the young man, who in a decided, though less candidly to you, your arguments have not
not a violent manner, laid down the grounds convinced me; the pure feeling of an universal
on which his chent proceeded, and gave occa- equality at last, after death, seems to me more
sion in what he said for much serious reflection, composing than this hard determined persist-

"You see," he said, after a slight introduc- ence in our personalities and in the conditions
tion, in which he sought to justify his peremp- and circumstances of our lives. What do you
toriness; "you see, it is right for the lowest say to it?" sheadded, turning to thearchitecCt.
as well as for the highest to mark the spot "It is not for me," rephed he, "esther to
which holds those who are dearest to him. argue, or to attempt to judge in such a case.
The poorest peasant, who buries a child, finds Let me venture, however, to say what my own
it some consolation to plant a light wooden art and my own habits of thinking suggest to
cross upon the grave, and hang a garland me. Since we are no longer so happyas to be
upon it, to keep alive the memorial, at least able to press to our breasts the in-urned re-
as long as the sorrow remains; although such mains of those we have loved, since we are
a mark, like the mourning, wilt pass away neither wealthy enough, nor of cheerful heart
with time. Those better off change the cross enough to preserve them undecayed in large
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elaborate sarcophagi; since, indeed, we cannot tunity of showing them to you: but at all
even find place any more for ourselves and times the fairest memorial of a man remains
ours in the churches, and are banished out some likeness of himself. This, better than
into the open air, we all, I think, ought to ap- anything else, will give a notion of what he
prove the method which you, my gracious was; it is the best text for many or for few
lady, have introduced. If the members of a notes, only it ought to be made when he is at
common congregation are laid out side by his best age, and that is generally neglected;
side, they are resting by the side of, and no one thinks of preserving forms while they
among their kindred ; and, if the earth be are alive, and if it is done at all, it is done
once to receive us all, I can find nothing carelessly and incompletely: and then comes
more natural or more desirable than that the death ; a cast is taken swiftly off the face;
mounds, which, if they are thrown up, are this mask is set upon a block of stone, and
sure to sink slowly in again together, should that is what is called a bust. How seldom is
be smoothed off at once, and the covering, the artist in a position to put any real life into
which all bear alike, will press lighter upon such things as these l"
each." "You have contrived," said Charlotte,

"And is it all, is it all to pass away," said "without perhaps knowing it or wishing :t, to
Ottilie, "without one token of remembrance, lead the conversation altogether in my favor.
without anything to call back the past?" The likeness of a man is quite independent;

"By no means," continued the architect; everywhere that it stands, it stands for itself,
"it is not from remembrance, it is from place and we do not require it to mark the site of a
that men should be set free. The architect, particular grave. But I must acknowledge to
the sculptor, are highly interested that men you to having a strange feeling; even to hke-
should look to their art--to their hand, for a nesses I have a kind of disinclination. When-
continuance of their being; and, therefore, I ever I see them they seem to be silently
should wish to see well-designed, well-exe- reproaching me. They point to something
outed monuments; not sown up and down by far away from us,--gone from us; and they
themselves at random, but crewed all in a remind me how difficult it is to pay right
single spot, where they can promise themselves honor to the present. If we think how many
endurance. Inasmuch as even the good and people we have seen and known, and consider
the great are contented to surrender the priv- how little we have been to them and how little
ilege of resting in person in the churches, _oe they have been to us, it is no very pleasant re-
may, at least, ere& there or in some fair hall fie&ion. We have met a man of genius with-
near the burying-place, either monuments or out having enjoyed much with him,_a learned
monumental writings. A thousand forms man without having learned from hlm,--a
might be suggested for them, and a thousand traveller without having been instructed,--a
ornaments with which they might be decor- man to love without having shown hlm any
ated." kindness.

"If the artists are so rich," replied Char- "And, unhappily, this is not the case onl)
lotte, "then tell me how it is that they are with accidental meetings. Societies and faro-
never able to escape from little obelisks, dwarf ilies behave in the same way towards their
pillars, and urns for ashes ? Instead of your dearest members, towns towards their worthi-
thousand forms of which you boast, i have est citizens, people towards their most admir-
never seen anything but a thousand repeti- able princes, nations towards their most
tions." distinguished men.

"It is very generally so with us," returned "'I have heard it asked why we heard
the architect, "but it is not universal ; and nothing but good spoken of the dead, while
very likely the right taste and the proper of the living it is never without some excep-
application of it may be a peculiar art. In tion. It should be answered, because from
this case especially we have this great diffi- the former we have nothing any more to fear,
culty, that the monument must be something while the latter may still, here or there, fall
cheerful and yet commemorate a solemn sub- in our way. So unreal is our anxiety to pre-
jec2; while its matter is melancholy, it must serve the memory of others,_generally no
not itself be melancholy. As regards designs more than a mere selfish amusement; and
for monuments of all kinds, I have toilet"ted the real, holy, earnest feeling, would be what
numbers of them, and I will take some oppor- should prompt us to be more diligent and
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assiduous in our attentions toward those who of the neighboring monastery had left the
still are left to us." stamp of his art and of his love on this

smaller building also ; it worked on the be-
holder with a solemnity and a sweetness, al-
though the change in its internal arrangements

CHAPTER IL for the Protestant service, had taken from it
something of its repose and majesty.

UNDER the stimulus of this accident, and The architecCt found no great difficulty In
of the conversations which arose out of it, prevailing on Charlotte to give him a con-
they went the following day to look over the siderable sum of money to restore it exter-
burying-place, for the ornamenting of which nally and internally, in the original spirit,
and reheving it in some degree of ,ts sombre and thus, as he thought, to bring it into har-
look, the archite& made many a happy pro- mony with the resurrec%on-field which lay in
posal. His interest too had to extend itself front of it. He had himself much prac"tlcal
to the church as well; a building which had skill, and a few laborers, who were still busy
catlght his attention from the moment of his at the lodge, might easily be kept together,
arrival, until this pious work too should be corn-

It had been standing for many centuries, pleted.
built in old German style, the proportions The building itself, therefore, with all its
good, the decorating elaborate and excellent ; environs, and whatever wab attached to it, was
and one alight easily gather that the archite6t now carefully and thoroughly examined; and



___tecTive A_

then showed itself, to the greatest surprise and which at last he produced, had the best possl-
delight of the architec"t, a little side chapel, ble effe&. It contained indeed principally
which nobody had thought of, beautifully and only outlines and figures, but as these had
delmately proportioned, and displaying still been traced upon original pi_ures, they re-
greater care and pains in its decoration. It tained perfed'tly their ancient chara_er, and
contained at the same time many remnants, most captivating indeed this charae'ter was to
carved and painted, of the implements used the speeCtators. All the figures breathed only
in the old services, when the different festivals the purest feeling; every one, if not noble, at
were distinguished by a variety of pi_ures any rate was good; cheerful composure, read)-
and ceremonies, and each was celebrated in recognition of One above us, to whom all
its own peculiar style, reverence is due; silent devotion, in love and

It was impossible for him not at once to tranquil expe_ation, was expressed on ever)
take this chapel into his plan ; and he deter- face, on every gesture. The old bald-headed
mined to bestow especial pains on the re- man, the curly-pared boy, the light-hearted
storing of this little spot, as a memorial of youth, the earnest man, the glorffied saint,
old times, and of their taste. He saw exad'tty the angel hovering in the air, all seemed
how he would like to have the vacant surfaces happy in an innocent, satisfied, pious expec-
of the walls ornamented, and delighted him- tation. The commonest objec"t had a tra_t of
self with the prospecCt, of exercising his talent celestial life; and every nature seemed adapted
for painting upon them ; but of this, at first, to the service of God, and to be, in some wa)
he made a secret to the rest of the party, or other, employed upon it.

Before doing anything else, he fulfilled his Towards such a region most of them gazed
promise of showing the ladies the various as towards a vanished golden age, or on some
imitations of, and designs from, old monu- lost paradise; only perhaps Ottilie had a
ments, vases and other such things which he chance of finding herself among beings of
had made; and when they came to speak of her own nature. Who could offer any op-
the simple barrow-sepulchres of the northern position when the archite_ asked to be al-
nations, he brought a colled'tion of weapons lowed to paint the spaces between the arche_
and implements which had been found in and the walls of the chapel in the style of
them. He had got them exceedingly nicely these old pi_ures, and thereby leave his own
and conveniently arranged in drawers and distin_ memorial at a place where life had
compartments, laid on boards cut to fit them, gone so pleasanttywith him?
and covered over with cloth; so that these He spoke of it with some sadness, for he
solemn old things, in the way he treated them, could see, in the state in which things were.
had a smart dressy appearance, and it was that his sojourn in such delightful society
like looking into the box of a trinket mer- could not last forever; indeed, that perhaps
chant, it would now soon be ended.

Having once begun to show his curiosities, For the rest, these days were not rich m
and finding them prove serviceable to enter- incidents; yet full of occasion for sermus
tain our friends in their loneliness, every even- entertainment. We therefore take the oppor-
ing he would produce one or other of his tunity of communicating something of the
treasures. They were most of them of Get- remarks which Ottilie noted down among her
man origin--pieces of metal, old coins, seals manuscripts, to which we cannot find a fitter
and such like. All these things direc"ted the transition than through a simile which sug-
imagination back upon old times; and when gested itself to us on contemplating her ex-
at last they came to amuse themselves with quisite pages.
the first specimens of printing, woodcuts, and There is, we are told, a curious contrivance
the earliest copper-plate engraving, and when in the service of the English marine. The
the church, in the same spirit, was growing ropes in use in the royal navy, from the largest
out, every day, more and more in form and to the smallest, are so twisted that a red thread
color like the past, they had almost to ask runs through them from end to end, which
themselves whether they really were living in cannot be extruded without undoing the
a modern time, whether it were not a dream, whole; and by which the smallest pieces may
that manners, customs, modes of life, and be recoguized as belonging to the crown.
convicCtions were all really so changed. Just so is there drawn through Ottilie's

After such preparation, a great portfolio, diary, a thread of attachment and affecCtmn
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which connee°ts it all together, and chamc"ter- to us how useless is man's so great anxiety to
izes the whole. And thus these remarks, these preserve his personality after he is dead ; and
observations, these extraCted sentences, and so inconsistent people are I the arch:te& con-
whatever else it may contain, were, to the fesses to have himself opened these barrow_
writer, of peculiar meaning. Even the few of his forefathers, and yet goes on occupying
separate pieces which we seleCt and transcribe himself with memorials for posterity."
will sufficiently explain our meaning.

"But after all why should we take it so
FROM OTTILtE'S DIARY. much to heart? Is all that we do, done for

eternity ? Do we not put on our dress in the
"To rest hereafter at the side of those morning, to throw it off again at night? Do

whom we love is the most delightful thought we not go abroad to return home again? And
which man can have when once he looks out why should we not wish to rest by the side of
beyond the boundary of life. What a sweet
expression is that--' He was gathered to his our friends, though it were but for a century?"
fathers 1'"

• "When we see the many grave-stones which
"Of the various memorials and tokens have fallen in, which have been defaced by

which bring nearer to us the distant and the the footsteps of the congregation, which lie
separated--none is so satisfacCtory as a picCture, buried under the ruins of the churches, that
To sit and talk to a beloved picCture, even have themselves crumbled together over them,
though it be unlike, has a charm in it, like we may fancy the life after death to be as a
the charmwhich there sometimes is inquarrel- second life, into which a man enters in the
ling with a friend. We feel, in a strange figure, or the picCture, or the inscription, and
sweet way, that we are divided and yet cannot lives longer there than when he was really
separate." ahve. But this figure also, thus second exist-

I ence, dies out too, sooner or later. Time"We entertain ourselves often with a present will not allow h_msetf to be cheated of his
person as with a picCture. He need not speak rights with the monuments of men or with
to us, he need not look at us, or take any themselves."
notice of us; we took at him, we feel the
relation in which we stand to him; such
relation can even grow without his doing any-
thing towards it, without his having any feel- CHAPTER III.
ing of it: he is to us exacCtly as a picture." IT causes us so agreeable a sensation to

occupy ourselves w_th what we can only half
"One is never satisfied with a portrait of a do, that no person ought to find fault with the

person that one knows• I have always felt dilettante, when he is spending his time over
for the portrait-painter on this account. One an art which he can never learn ; nor blame
so seldom requires of people what is im- the artist if he chooses to pass out over the
po_ible, and of them we do really require border of his own art, and amuse himself in
what is impossible; they must gather up into some neighboring field. With such compla-
their pi&ure the relation of everybody to its eency of feeling we regard the preparation of
subject, all their likings and all dislikings; the archite6t for the painting the chapel. The
they must not only paint a man as they see colors weregot ready, the measurements taken;
him, but as everyone else sees him. It does the cartoons designed. He had made no at-
not surprise me if such artists become by de- tempt at originality, but kept close to his out-
greesstunted, indifferent, and of but one idea; lines; his only care was to make a proper
and indeed it would not matter what came of distribution of the sitting and floating figures,
it, if it were not that in consequence we have so as tastefully to ornament his space with
to go without the pictures of so many persons them.
near and dear to us." The scaffoldings were erecCted. The work

went forward; and as soon as anything had
"'It is too true, the architecCt's collection of been done on which the eye could rest, he

weapons and old implements, which were could have no objection to Charlotte and
found with the bodies of their owners, covered Ottilie coming to see how he was getting on.
in with great hills of earth and rock, proves The life-like faces of the angels, their robes
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waving against the blue sky-ground, delighted left them both in the chapel, and went to fol-
the eye, while their still and holy air calmed low the train of her own thoughts, and work
and composed the spirit, and produced the her way for herself through her cares and
most delicate effect, anxieties which she was unable to communi-

The ladies ascended the scaffolding to him, cate to a creature.
and Ottilie had scarcely observed how easily When ordinary men allow themselves to be
and regularly the work was being done, than worked up by common every-day difficulties
the power which had been fostered in her by into fever-fits of passion, we can give them
her early education at once appeared to de- nothing but a compassionate smile. But we
velop. She took a brush, and with a few look with a kind of awe on a spirit in which
words of dire_ion, painted a richly folding the seed of a great destiny has been sown,
robe, with as much delicacy as skill, which must abide the unfolding of the germ,

Charlotte, who was always glad when Ottilie and neither dare nor can do anything to pre-
would occupy or amuse herself with anything, cipitate either the good or the ill, either the
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happiness or the misery, which is to arise out Here Ottilie was in her element. The gar-
of it. dens provided the most perfe& patterns; and

Edward had sent an answer by Charlotte's although the wreaths were as rmh as they
messenger, who had come to him in his soli- could make them, it was all finished sooner
tude. It was written with kindness and in- than they had supposed possible.
terest, but it was rather composed and serious It was still looking rough and disorderly.
than warm and affe_ionate. He had vanished The scaffolding poles had been run together,
almost immediatelyafter, and Charlotte could the planks thrown one on the top of the
learn no news about him; till at last she acci- other; the uneven pavement was yet more
dentally found his name in the newspaper, disfigured by the particolored stains of the
where he was mentioned with honor among paint which had been spilled over it.
those who had most distinguished themselves The archite& begged that the ladies would
m a late important engagement. She now give him a week to himself, and during that
understood the method which he had taken ; time would not enter the chapel; at the end
she perceived that he had escaped from great of it, one fine evening, he came to them, and
danger; only she was convinced at the same begged them both to go and see it. He &d
time that he would seek out greater; and it not wish to accompany them, he said, and at
was all too clear to her that in every sense he once took his leave.
would hardly be withheld from any extremity. "Whatever surprise he may have designed

She had to bear about this perpetual anxiety for us," saxd Charlotte, as soon as he was
in her thoughts, and turn which way she would, gone, "I cannot myself just now go down
there was no light in which she could look at there. You can go by yourself, and tell me
it that would give her comfort, all about it. No doubt he has been doing

Ottilie, never dreaming of anything of this, something which we shall hke. I will enjoy
had taken to the work in the chapel with the it first in your description, and afterwards it
greatest interest, and she had easily obtained will be the more charming in the reality."
Charlotte's permission to go on with it regu- Ottilie, who knew well that in many cases
larly. So now all went swiftly forward, and Charlotte took care to avoid everything which
the azure heaven was soon peopled with could produce emotion, and particularly dis-
worthy inhabitants. By continual prae"tice hked to be surprised, set off down the walk
both Ottilie and the archite6t had gained by herself, and looked round involuntarily for
more freedom with the last figures; they be- the architecCt,_ho however was nowhere to be
came perceptibly better. The faces, too, seen, and must have concealed himself some-
which had been all left to the archite_ to where. She walked into the church, which
paint, showed by degrees a very singular she found open. This had been finished be-
peculiarity. They began all of them to re- fore; it had been cleaned up, and service had
semble Ottilie. The neighborhood of the been performed in it. She went on to the
beautiful girl had made so strong an impression chapel door; its heavy mass, all overlaid with
on the soul of the young man, who had no iron, yielded easily to her touch, and she
variety of faces preconceived in his mind, that found an unexpe&ed sight in a famihar spot.
by degrees, on the way from the eye to the A solemnbeautififl light streamed in through
hand, nothing was lost, and both worked in the one tall window. It was filled with stained
exa6_ harmony together. Enough; one of glass, gracefully put together. The entire
the last faces succeeded perfec"tly; so that it chapel had thus received a strange tone, and
seemed as if Ottilie herself was looking down a peculiar genius was thrown over it. The
out of the spaces of the sky. beautv of the vaulted ceiling and the waUs was

They had finished with the arching of the set oiT by the elegance of the pavement,
ceiling. The walls they proposed to leave which was composed of peculiarly shaped
plain, and only to cover them over with a tiles, fastened together with gypsum, and
bright brown color. The delicate pillars and forming exquisite patterns as they lay. This
the quaintly-moulded ornaments were to be and the colored glass for the windows the
distinguished from them by a dark shade, architec_ had prepared without their knowl-
But as in such things one thing ever leads on edge, and a short time was sufficient to have
to another, they determined at least on hay- it put in its place.
i " "ng festoons of flowers and fruit, which should Seats had been provided as well. Among
as it were unite together heaven and earth, the relics of the old church some finely carved
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chancel chairs had been discovered, which it. How was not everything to be dressed
now were standing about at convenient places out for this festival? and now all the splendor
along the walls, of the autumn flowers remained ungathered.

The parts which she knew so well now Those sunflowers still turned their faces to the
meeting her as an unfamiliar whole, delighted sky; those asters still looked out with qmet,
Ottilie. She stood still, walked up and down, modest eye; and whatever of them all had
looked and looked again; at last she seated been wound into wreaths had served as pat-
herself in one of the chairs, and it seemed, terns for the decorating a spot which, if it wa_
as she gazed up and down, as if she was, and not to remain a mere artist's fancy, was only
yet was not_as if she felt and did not feel_ adapted as a general mausoleum.

And then she had to remember the
impetuous eagerness with which Ed-
ward had kept her birthday-feast.
She thought of the newly-ere&ed
lodge, under the roof of which they
had promised themselves so much
enjoyment. The fireworks flashed
and hissed again before her e)es and
ears; the more lonely she was, the
more keenly her imagination brought
it all before her. But she felt her-

self only the more alone. She i_o
longer leaned upon his arm, and she
had no hope ever any more to rest
herself upon it.

FROM OTTILm'S DIhRV.

"I have been struck with an ob-
servation of the young archite&.

"In the case of the creative amst,
as in that of the artisan, it is clear
that man is least permitted to appro-
priate to himself what is most entirely
his own. His works forsake him a_
the birds forsake the nest in which

they were hatched.
; "The fate of the architec"t is the

strangest of all in this way. How
often he expends his whole soul, his
whole heart and passion, to produce
buildings into which he himself may
never enter. The halls of kings owe
their magnificence to him; but he
has no enjoyment of them in their
splendor. In the temple he draws a

as if all this would vanish from before her, partition line between himself and the Holy
and shewould vanish from herself; and itwas of Holies; he may never more set his foot
only when the sun left the window, on which upon the steps which he has laid down for the
before it had been shining full, that she awoke heart-thrilling ceremonial; as the goldsmlth
to possession of herself, and hastened back to may only adore from far off the monstrance
the castle, whose enamel and whose jewels he has himself

She did not hide from herself the strange set together. The builder surrenders to the
epoch at which this surprise had occurred to rich man, with the key of his palace, all
her. It was the evening of Edward's birth- pleasure and all right there, and never shares
day. Very differently she had hoped to keep with him in the enjoyment of it. And must
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not art in this way, step by step, draw off war! Unhappily, none of the observations
from the artist, when the work, like a chdd which she had occasion to make upon it
who is provided for, has no more to fall back escaped her. But _t _swell for us that man
upon its father ? And what a power there can only endure a certain degree of unhappi-
must be in art itself, for its own self-advancing, ness; what is beyond that, either anmhilates
when it has been obliged to shape itself al- him, or passes by him, and leaves him apathetic.
most solely out of what was open to all, only There are situations in which hope and fear
out of what was the property of everyone, and run together, in which they mutually destroy
therefore also of the artist !" one another, and lose themselves in a dull m-

difference. If it were not so, how could we
"There is a conception among old nations bear to know of those who are most dear to

which is awful, and may almost seem terrible, us being in hourly peril, and yet go on as
They pi&ured their forefathers to themselves usual with our ordinary everyday hfe ?
sitting round on thrones, in enormous caverns, It was therefore as ff some good gemus was
in sxlent converse; when a new-comer entered, caring for Ottfl,e, that, all at once, this stdl-
if he were worthy enough, they rose up, and ness, in which she seemed to be stoking from
inchned their heads to welcome him. Yes- loneliness and want of occupation, was sud-
terday, as I was sitting in the chapel, and denly invaded by a wild army, which, whde
other carved chairs stood round like that in it gave her externally abundance of employ-
which I was, the thought of this came over ment, and so took her out of herself, at the
me with a soft, pleasant feeling. Why cannot same tmae awoke in her the consciousness of
you stay sitting here? I said to myself; stay her own power.
here sitting meditating with yourself long, Charlotte's daughter, Luciana, had scarcely
long, long, till at last your friends come, and left the school and gone out into the great
you rise up to them, and with a gentle incli- world ; scarcely had she found herself at her
nation dire& them to their places. The col- aunt's house m the midst of a large society,
ored window panes convert the day into a than her anxiety to please produced its effe_
solemn twilight; and some one should set up in really pleasing ; and a young, very wealthy
for us an ever-burning lamp, that the night man, soon experienced a passionate desire to
might not be utter darkness." make her his own. His large property gave

him a right to have the best of everything for
".We may imagine ourselves in what situa- his use, and nothing seemed to be wanting to

tion we please, we always conceive ourselves hma except a perfect wife, for whom, as for
as seeing. I believe men only dream that the rest of his good fortune, he should be the
they may not cease to see. Some day, per- envy of the world.
haps, the inner hght will come out from This incident in her family had been for
within us, and we shall not any more require some tmae occupying Charlotte. It had en-
another, gaged all her attent,on, and taken up her

"The year dies away, the wind sweeps over whole correspondence, except so far as this
the stubble, and there _s nothing left to stir was d,re&ed to the obtaining news of Edward ;
under its touch. But the red berries on yon- so that latterly Ottilie had been left more than
der tall tree seem as if they would still remind was usual to herself. She knew, indeed, of
us of brighter things; and the stroke of the an intended visit from Luciana. She had
thrasher's flail awakes the thought how much been making various changes and arrange-
of nourishment and life lies buried in the merits in the house in preparatxon for it ; but
sickled ear." she had no notion that _t was so near. Letters,

she supposed, would first have to pass, settling
the time, and then unsettling it; and then a

CHAPTER IV. final fixing: when the storm broke suddenly
over the castle and over herself.

How strangely, after all this, with the sense Up drove, first, lady's maids and men-ser-
so vividly impressed on her of mutability and vants, their carriage loaded with trunks and
perishableness, must Ottilie have been affecCted boxes. The household was already swelled to
by the news which could not any longer be double or to treble its size, and then appeared
kept concealed from her, that Edward had the visitors themselves. There was the great
exposed himself to the uncertain chances of aunt, with Luciana and some of her friends ;
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and then the bridegroom with some of his she had on, or what her shoes were like, she
friends. The entrance-hall was full of things must go and see the grounds of which she had
mbags, portmanteaus, and leather articles of heard so much; what could not be done on
every sort. The boxes had to be got out of horseback she ran through on foot. In a
their covers, and that was infinite trouble ; little while she had seen everything, and given
and of luggage and of rummage there was her opinion about everything; and with such
no end. At intervals, moreover, there were rapidity of chara_er it was not easy to con-
violent showers, giving rise to much incon- tradi_ or oppose her. The whole household
venience. Ottilie encountered all this con- had much to suffer, but most particularly the
fusion with the easiest equammity, and her lady's maids, who were at work from morning
happy talent showed in its fairest hght. In a to night, washing, and ironing, and stitching.
very little time she had brought things to As soon as she had exhausted the house and
order, and disposed of them. Every one the park, she thought it was her duty to pay
found his room,--every one had his things I visits all round the neighborhood. As they
exa_ly as he wished, and all thought them- i rode and drove very fast, all round the neigh-

selves well attended to, because they were not borhood was a considerable distance. The
prevented from attending on themselves, castle was flooded with return visits, and that

The journey had been long and fatiguing, they might not miss one another, it soon came
and they would all have been glad of a little to days being fixed for them.
rest after it. The bridegroom would have Charlotte, in the meantime, with her aunt,
liked to pay his respecCtsto his mother-in-law, and the man of business of the bridegroom,
express his pleasure, his gratitude, and so on. were occupied in determining about the settle-
But Luciana could not rest. She had now merits, and it was left to Ottilie, w_th those
arrived at the happiness of being able to under her, to take care that all this crowd of
mount a horse. The bridegroom had beauti- people were properly provided for. Game-
ful horses, and mount they must on the spot. keepers and gardeners, fishermen and shop-
Clouds and wind, rain and storm, they were dealers were set in motion, Luciana always
nothing to Luciana, and now it was as if they showing herself like the blazing nucleus of a
onlylived to get wet through, and to dry them- comet with its long tail trailing behind it.
selves again. If she took a fancy to go out The ordinary amusements of the parties soon
walking, she never thought what sort of dress became too insipid for her taste. Hardly
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would she leave the old people in peace at the disguise herself as an old woman, that her
card-table. Whoever could by any means be young face might peep out the fresher from
set moving (and who could resist the charm under the cap ; and so utterly in this way did
of being pressed by her into service ?) must she confuse and mix together the accrual and
up, if not to dance, then to play at forfeits, the fantastic, that people thought they were
or some other game, where they were to be living with a sort of drawing-room witch.
vl_imized and tormented. Notwithstanding But the principal use which she had for
all that, however, and although afterwards the these disguises were pantomimic tableaux and
redemption of the forfeits had to be settled dances, in which she was skllful in expressing
with herself, yet of those who played with her, a variety of characCter. A cavalier m her
never anyone, especially never any man, let suite had taught himself to accompany her
him be of what sort he would, went quite ac"tlon on the piano with the little music which
empty-handed away. Indeed, some old people was required; they needed only to exchange
of rank who were there she succeeded in corn- a few words and they at once understood one
pletely winning over to herself, by having con- another.
trived to find out their birthdays or christening One day, in a pause of a brilliant ball, they
days, and marking them with some particular were called upon suddenly to extemporize (it
celebration. In all this she showed a skill not was on a private hint from themselves) one of
a little remarkable. Every one saw himself these exhibitions. Luciana seemed embar-
favored, mad each considered himself to be rassed, taken by surprise, and contrary to her
the one most favored, a weakness of which custom let herself be asked more than once.
the oldest person of the party was the most She could not decide upon her chara_er, de-
notably guilty, sired the party to choose, and asked, like an

It seemed to be a sort of pride with her, improvisatore, for a subjecCt. At last her
that men who had anything remarkable about piano-playing companion, with whom it had
them--rank, chara_er, or fame--she must been all previously arranged, sat down at the
and would gain for herself. Gravity and instrument, and began to play a mourning
seriousness she made give way to her, and, march, calling on her to give them the Arte-
wild strange creature as she was, she found misia which she had been studying so admir-
favor even with discretion itself. Not that ably. She consented; and after a short
the young were at all cut short in consequence, absence reappeared, to the sad tender music
Everybody had his share, his day, his hour, in of the dead march, in the form of the royal
which she contrived to charm and to enchain widow, with measured step, carrying an urn
him. It was therefore natural enough that of ashes before her. A large black tablet was
before long she should have had the architee"t borne in after her, and a carefully cut piece
in her eye, looking out so unconsciously as he of chalk in a gold pencil case.
did from under his long black hair, and stand- One of her adorers and adjutants, into whose
ing so calm and quiet in the background. To ear she whispered something, went directly to
all her questions she received short sensible call the archite_, to desire him, and if he
answers; but he did not seem inclined to would not come to drag him up, as master-
allow himself to be carried away further, and builder, to draw the grave for the mausoleum,
at last, half provoked, half in malice, she re- and to tell him at the same time that he was
solved that she would make him the hero of a not to play the statist, but enter earnestly into
day, and so gain him for her court, his part as one of the performers.

It was not for nothing that she had brought Embarrassed as the architec_t outwardly ap-
that quantity of luggage with her. Much, in- peared (for in his black, closefitting, modern
deed, had followed her afterwards. She had civilian's dress, he formed a wonderful con-
provided herself with an endless variety of trast with the gauze crape fringes, tinsel tassels.
dresses. When it took her fancy she would and crown), he very soon composed himself
change her dress three or four times a day, internally, and the scene became all the more
usually wearing something of an ordinary strange. With the greatest gravity he placed
kind, but making her appearance suddenly at himself in front of the tablet, which was sup-
intervals in a thorough masquerade dress, as a ported by a couple of pages, and drew care-
peasant girl or a fish maiden, as a fairy or a fully an elaborate tomb, which indeed would
flower-girl; and this would go on from morn- have suited better a Lombard than a Carian
mg till night. Sometimes she would even prince; but it was in such beautiful propor-
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tions, so solemn in its parts, so full of genius have it taken to my room, where I should
in its decoration, that the spectators watched much like to talk to you about it."
it growing with delight, and wondered at it "If it would give you any pleasure," said
when it was finished, the architect, "I can lay before you a number

All this time he had not once turned to- of highly finished designs for buildings and
wards the queen, but had given his whole monuments of this kind, of which this is but
attention to what he was doing. At last he a mere hasty sketch."
inclined his head before her, and signified Ottilie was standing at no great distance,
that he believed he had now fulfilled her and went up to them. "Do not forget," she
commands. She held the urn out to him, said to the architect, "to take an opportumty
expressing her desire to see it represented on of letting the baron see your collection. He
the top of the monument. He complied, is a friend of art and of antiquity. I should
although unwillingly, as it would not suit the like you to become better acquainted."
chara6ter of the rest of his design. Luciana Luciana was passing at the moment. "What
was now at last released from her impatmnce, are they speaking of?" she asked.
Her intention had been by no means to get a "Of a colleCtion of works of art," replied
scientific drawing out of him. If he had the baron, "which this gentleman possesses,
only made a few strokes, sketched out some- and which he is good enough to say that he
thing which should have looked like a monu- will show us."
ment, and devoted the rest of his time to "Oh, let him bring them immedmtely,"
her, it would have been far more what she cried Luciana; "you will bring them, will you
had wished, and would have pleased her a not ?" she added, in a soft and sweet tone,
great deal better. His manner of proceeding taking both his hands in hers.
had thrown her into the greatest embarrass- "The present is scarcely a fitting time,"

"- ment. For although in her sorrow, in her the architeCt answered.
direCtions, in her gestures, in her approbation "What 1" Luciana cried, in a tone of au-
of the work as it slowly rose before her, she thority; "you will not obey the command of
had tried to manage some sort of change of your queen !" and then she begged him again
expression, and although she had hung about with some piece of absurdity.
close to him, only to place herself in some "Do not be obstinate," said Ottilie, in a
sort of relation to him, yet he had kept him- scarcely audible voice.
self throughout too stiff, so that too often she The architeCt left them with a bow, which
had been driven to take refuge with her urn; said neither yes nor no.
she had to press it to her heart and look up to He was hardly gone, when Luciana was fly-
heaven, and at last, a situation of that kind ing up and down the saloon with a greyhound.
having a necessary tendency to intensify, she "Alas!" she exclaimed, as she ran accident-
made herself more like a widow of Ephesus ally against her mother, "am I not an unfor-
than a Queen of Carla. The representation tunate creature ? I have not brought my
had to lengthen itself out and became tedi- monkey with me. They told me I had better
ous. The pianoforte player, who had usually not; but I am sure it was nothing but the
patience enough, did not know into what laziness of my people, and it is such a delight
tune he could escape. He thanked God to me. But I will have it brought after me;
when he saw the urn standing on the pyramid, somebody shall go and fetch it. If I could
and fell involuntarily as the queen was going only see a picture of the dear creature, it
to express her gratitude, into a merry air; by would be a comfort to me; I certainly will
which the whole thing lost its chara6"ter, the have his pidt-ure taken, and it shall never be
company however being thoroughly cheered out of my sight."
up by it, who forthwith divided, some going "Perhaps I can comfort you," replied Char-'
up to express their delight and admiration of lotte. "There is a whole volume full of the
the lady for her excellent performance, and most wonderful ape faces in the library, which
some praising the architect for his most artist- you can have fetched if you like'."
like and beautiful drawing. Luciana shrieked for joy. The great folio

The bridegroom especially paid marked was produced instantly. The sight of these
attention to the architeCt. "I am vexed," hideous creatures, so like to men, and with
he said, "that the drawing should be so the resemblance even more caricatured by the
perishable; you will permit me however to artist, gave Lueiana the greatest delight. Her
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amusement with each of the animals was to
FROM OTTILIE'S DIARY.

find some one of her acquaintance whom it
resembled. "Is that not like my uncle?" she "We like to look into the future, because
remorselessly exclaimed; "and here, look, the undetermined in It, which may be affecCted
here is my milliner M., and here is Parson S., this or that way, we feel as if we could guide
and here the image of that creature .... by our silent wishes m our own favor."
bodily! After all, these monkeys are the real

incrayables, and it is inconceivable why they "We seldom find ourselves in a large party
are not admitted into the best society." without thinking, the accident which brings

It was in the best society that she said this, so many here together should bring our
and yet no one took it ill of her. People had friends to us as well."
become accustomed to allow her so many

liberties in her prettinesses, that at last they "Let us live in as small a circle as we will,
came to allow them in what was unpretty, we are either debtors or creditors before we

During this time, Ottilie was talking to the have had time to look round."
bridegroom; she was looking anxiously for
the return of the architecCt,whose serious and
tasteful collecCtion was to deliver the party "If we meet a person who is under an
from the apes; and in the expecCtation of it, obligation to us, we remember it immediately.
she had made it the subje6t of her conver- But how often may we meet people to whom
sation with the baron, and direcCted his atten- we are ourselves under obhgation without its
tion on various things which he was to see. even occurring to us!"
But the architecCt stayed away, and when at

"It is nature to communicate one's self; it
Lasthe made his appearance, he lost himself is culture to receive what is communicated asin the crowd, without having brought any-
thing with him, and without seeming as if he it is given."
had been asked for anything.

For a moment Ottilie became--what shall "No one would talk much in society, if he
we call it?--annoyed, put out, perplexed, only knew how often he mismaderstands
She had been saying so much about him--she others."
had promised the bridegroom an hour of en-
joyment after his own heart ; and with all the "One alters so much what one has heard
depth of his love for Luciana, he was evidently from others in repeating it, only because one
suffering from her present behavior, has not understood it."

The monkeys had to give place to a colla-
"Whoever indulges long m monologue intion. Round games followed, and then more

the presence of others, without flattering hisdancing; at last, a general uneasy vacancy,
with fruitless attempts at resuscitating ex- listeners, provokes ill-will."
hausted amusements, which lasted this time,
as indeed they usually did, far beyond mid- "Every word a man utters provokes the
night. It had already become a habit with opposite opinion."
Luciana to be never able to get out of bed in
the morning or into it at night. "Argument and flattery are but poor ele-

About this time, the incidents noticed in ments out of which to form a conversation."
Ottilie's diary become more rare, while we
find a larger number of maxims and sen- "The pleasantest society is when the mem-
tences drawn from life and relating to life. bers of it have an easy and natural respeCt
It is not conceivable that the larger proportion for one another."
of these could have arisen from her own re-
flection, and most likely some one had shown "There is nothing in which people more
her varieties of them, and she had written out betray their charaCter than in what they find
what took her fancy. Many, however, with to laugh at."
an internal bearing, can be easily recognized
by the red thread. "The ridiculous arises out of a moral con-

trast, in which two things are brought to-
gether before the mind in an innocent way."
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"The foolish man often laughs where there herbykindnessandattention. Generous shewa,
is nothing to laugh at. Whatever touches in the highest degree ; her aunt's affe6hon for
him, his inner nature comes to the surface." her and her bridegroom's love, had heaped her,

with beautiful and costly presents, but she
"The man of understanding finds almost seemed as if nothing which she had was her

everything ridiculous; the man of thought own, and as if she did not know the value of
scarcely anything." the things which had streamed in upon her.

One day she saw a young lady looking rathm
"Some one found fault with an elderly man poorly dressed by the side of the rest of the

for continuing to pay attention to young party, and she did not hesitate a moment to
ladies. ' It is the only means,' he replied, take off a rich shawl which she was wearing
' of keeping one's self young, and everybody and hang it over her--doing it, at the same
likes to do that.' " time, in such a humorous, graceful way tMt

no one could refuse such a present so given.
"People will allow their faults to be shown One of her coumers always carried about a

them; they will let themselves be punished purse, with orders, whatever place they passed
for them; they will patiently endure many through, to inquire there for the most aged
things because of them; they only become and most helpless persons, and give them re-
impatient when they have to lay them aside." lief, at least for the moment. In this way she

gained for herself all round the country a
" Certain defects are necessary for the exist- reputation for charitableness which caused her

ence of individuahty. We should not be not a little inconvenience, attracCtmg about
pleased, if old friends were to lay aside cer- her far too many troublesome suferers.
tain peculiarities." Nothing, however, so much added to her

"There is a saying, 'He will die soon,' poputarityashersteadyandconsistentkmdnes_
when a man acCtsunlike himself." towards an unhappy young man, who shrank

from society because, wlute otherwise hand-
"What kind of defecCts may we bear with some and well-formed, he had lost his r_ght

and even cultivate in ourselves? Such as hand, although with high honor, in artlon
rather give pleasure to others than injure This mutilation weighed so heavily upon h_s
them." spirits, it was so annoying to him that every

new acquaintance he made had to be told the
"The passions are defee"ts or excellencies story of his misfortune, that he chose ratherto

only in excess." shut himself up altogether, devoting h_mselfto

"Our passions are true phoenixes: as the readingandotherstudiouspursuits, andoncefor
old burn out, the new straight rise up out of all would have nothing more to do with somety.She heard of the state of this young man.
the ashes." At once she contrived to prevail upon ham to

"Violent passions are incurable diseases; come to her, first to small parties, then to
the means which will cure them are what first greater, and then out into the world with her.
make them thoroughly dangerous." She showed more attention to him than to any

other person ; particularly she endeavored, by
"Passion is both raised and softened by the services which she pressed upon him, to

confession. In nothing, perhaps, were the make him sensible of what he had lost in lab-
middle way more desirable than in knowing oring herself to supply it. At dinner, she
what to say and what not to say to those we would make him sit next to her ; she cut up
love." his food for him, that he might only have to

use his fork. If people older or of higher
rank prevented her from being close to h_m,

CHAPTER V. she would stretch her attention across the en-
tire table, and the servants were hurried off to

So SW_.PTon Luciana in the social whirlpool, make up to him what distance threatened to
driving the rush of life along before her. Her deprive him of. At last she encouraged hma
court multiplied daily, partly because her to write with his left hand. All his attempts
impetuosity roused and attracted so many, he was to address to her, and thus, whether
partlybecausesheknewhowtoattachtherest to far or near, she always kept herself in corre-
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spondence with him. The young man did not their houses, their furniture, their dmner-ser-
know what had happened to him, and from vices---everything. The ornaments of the
that moment a new life opened out before walls of the rooms most particularly provoked
him. her saucy remarks. From the oldest tapestry

One may perhaps suppose that such behav- to the most modern printed paper; from the
lor must have caused some uneasiness to her noblest family pid'tures to the most frivolous
bridegroom. But, in facCt, it was quite the re- new copperplate : one as well as the other had
verse. He admired her exceedingly for her to suffer--one as well as the other had to be
exertions, and he had the more reason for pulled in pieces by her satirical tongue, so that,
feeling entirely satisfied about her, as she had indeed, one had to wonder how, for twenty
certain features in her charac2er almost in ex- miles round, anything continued to exist.
cess, which kept anything in the slightest de- i It was not, perhaps, exacCtly malice which
gree dangerous utterly at a distance. She ::produced all this destruc2iveness; wilfulness
would run about with anybody, just as she ! and selfishness were what ordinarily set her
fancied ; no one was free from danger of a I off upon it : but a genmne bitterness grew up
push or a pull, or of being made the objec2 of i in her feelings towards Ottilie.
some sort of freak. But no person ever She looked down with disdain on the calm,
ventured to do the same to her; no per- uninterrupted ac"tw_ty of the sweet girl, which
son dared to touch her, or return, in the everyone had observed and admired, and
remotest degree, any liberty which she had when something was said of the care whmh
taken herself. She kept every one within the 0ttilie took of the garden and of the hot-
stri6test barriers of propriety in their behawor houses, she not only spoke scornfully of it, in
to herself, while she, in her own behavior, was affecting to be surprised, if it were so, at
every moment overleaping them. there being neither flowers nor fruit to be

On the whole, one might have supposed it seen, not caring to consider that they were
had been a maxim with her to expose herself hying in the depth of winter, but every faint-
indifferently to praise or blame, to regard or est scrap of green, every leaf, every bud
to dishke. If in many ways she took pains to which showed, she cho_ to have pinked every
gain people, she commonly herself spoiled all day and squandered on ornamenting the rooms
the good she had done, by an ill tongue, and tables, and Ottllie and the gardener were
which spared no one. Not a visit was ever not a little distressed to see their hopes for the
paid in the neighborhood, not a single piece I next year, and perhaps for a longer time, de-
of hospitality was ever shown to herself and stroyed in this wanton recklessness.
her p._y among the surrounding castles or As little would she be content to leave
mansions, but what on her return her excess- Ottilie to her qmet work at home, in
lye recklessness let it appear that all men and which she could hve with so nmch comfort.
all human things she was only inclined to see Ottilie must go with them on their pleasure-
on the ridiculous side. parties and sledging-parties ; she must be at the

There were three brothers who, purely out balls which were being got up all about the
of compliment to each other, which should neighborhood. She was not to mind the
marry first, had been overtaken by old age snow, or the cold, or the night-air, or the
before they had got the question settled; here storm; other people did not die of such
was a little young wife with a great old bus- things, and why should she ? The delicate
band ; there, on the other hand, was a dapper girl suffered not a little from it all, but Luci-
little man and an unwieldy giantess. In one ana gained nothing. For although Ottihe
house, every step one took one stumbled over went about very simply dressed, she was al-
a child ; another, however many people were ways, at least so the men thought, the most
crammed into it, never would seem full, be- beautiful person present. A soft attracCtive-
cause there were no children there at all. Old ness gathered them all about her; no matter
husbands (supposing the estate was not en- whereabouts in the great rooms she was, first
tailed) should get themselves buried as quickly or last, it was always the same. Even Luci-
as possible, that such a thing as a laugh might ana's bridegroom was constantly occupied
be heard again in the house. Young married with her; the more so, indeed, because he de-
people should travel: housekeeping did not sit sired her advice and assistance in a matter
well upon them. And as she treated the per- with which he was just then engaged.
sons, so she treated what belonged to them; He had cultivated the acquaintance of the
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architecq. On seeing his collection of works ward; only God, who interpenetrates all
of art, he had taken occasion to talk much things, could share with him the possession of
with him on history and other matters, and that heart.
especially from seeing the chapel had learned Meantime the winter sank deeper; the
to appreciate his talent. The baron was weather grew wilder, the roads more imprac-
young and wealthy. He was a eollee"tor ; he ticable, and therefore it seemed all the plea-
wished to build. His love for the arts was santer to spend the waning days in agreeable
keen, his knowledge small. In the architect society. With short intervals of ebb, the
he thought that he had found the man he crowd from time to time flooded up over the
wanted ; that with his assistance there was house. Officers found their way there from
more than one aim at which he could arrive at distant garrison towns; the cultivated among
once. He had spoken to his bride of what he them being a most welcome addition, the
wished. She praised him for it, and was m- ruder the inconvenience of every one. Of
finitely delighted with the proposal. But it civilians too there was no lack; and one day
was more, perhaps, that she might carry off the count and the baroness quite unexpecCtedly
this young man from Ottitie (for whom she came driving up together.
fancied she saw in him a kind of inclination), Their presence gave the castle the air of a
than because she thought of applying his tal- thorough court. The men of rank and char-
ents to any purpose. He had shown himself, acter formed a circle about the baron, and the
indeed, very ready to help at any of her ex- ladies yielded precedence to the baroness.
temporized festivities, and had suggested The surprise at seeing both together, and m
various resources for this thing and that. But such high spirits was not allowed to be of
she always thought she understood better than long continuance. It came out that the
he what should be done, and as her inventive count's wife was dead, and the new marnage
genius was usually somewhat common, her de- was to take place as soon as ever decency would
signs could be as well executed with the help allow it.
of a tolerably handy domestic as with that of Well did Ottilie remember their first vtslt,
the most finished artist. Further than to an and every word which was then uttered about
altar on which something was to be offered, or marriage and separation, binding and divld-
to a crowning, whether of a living head or of ing, hope, expec"tation, disappointment, re-
one of plaster of Paris, the force of her imagina- ntmclation. Here were these two persons, at
tion could not ascend, when a birthday, or that time without prospect for the future, now
other such occasion, made her wish to pay standing before her, so near their wished-for
some one an especial compliment, happiness, and an involuntary sigh escaped

Ottilie was able to give the baron the most out of her heart.
sattsfa_ory answer to his inquiries as to the No sooner did Luciana hear that the count
relation of the architect with their family, was an amateur of music, than at once she
Charlotte had already, as she was aware, been must get up something of a concert. She
exerting herself to find some situation for herself would sing and accompany herself on
him; had it not been indeed for the arrival the guitar. It was done. The instrument she
of the party, the young man would have left did not play without skill; her voice was
them immediately on the completion of the agreeable: as for the words one understood
chapel; the winter having brought all building about as little of them as one commonly does
operations to a standstill; and it was, there- when a German beauty sings to the gmtar.
fore, most fortunate if a new patron could be However, everyone assured her that she had
found to assist him, and to make use of his sung with exquisite expression, and she found
talents, quite enough approbation to satisfy her. A

Ottilie's own personal position with the singular misfortune befell her, however, on
architec"t was as pure and unconscious as possi- this occasion. Among the party there hap-
ble. His agreeable presence, and his indus- pened to be a poet, whom she hoped parucu-
trious nature, had charmed and entertained larly to attach to herself, wishing to induce
her, as the presence of an eider brother might, him to write a song or two, and address them
Her feelings for him remained at the calm to her. This evening, therefore, she produced
unimpassioned level of blood relationship, scarcely anything except songs of his compos-
For in her heart there was no room for more; ing. Like the rest of the party he was per-
it was filled to overflowing with love for Ed- fec%ly courteous to her, but she had looked
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for more. She spoke to him several times, If it would not have been too ill-natured.

going as near the subjed't as she dared, but he might have handed her the alphabet, to
nothing further could she get. At last, un- nnaglne for herself, out of that, such lauda-
able to bear it any longer, she sent one of her tory poem as would please her, and set it to
train to him, to sound him and find out the first melody that came to hand ; but she
whether he had not been delighted to hear was not to escape out of th,s business without
his beautiful poems so beautifully executed, mortification. A short time after, she had to

"My poems?" he replied, with amaze- learn that the very same evening he had
ment; "pray excuse me, my dear sir," he written, at the foot of one of Ottihe's favorite
added, "I heard nothing but the vowels, and melodms, a most lovely poem, which was
not all of those ; however, I am in duty bound something more than complimentary.
to express all gratitude for so amiable an in- Luciana, like all persons of her sort, who
tention." The dandy said nothing and kept never can distinguish between where they
his secret; the other endeavored to get him- show to advantage and where to disadvantage,
self out of the scrape by a few well-timed now determined to try her fortune in reciting.
compliments. She did not conceal her desire Her memory was good, but, if the truth must
to have something of his which should be be told, her execution was spiritless, and she
written for herself, was vehement without being passionate. She
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recited ballad stories, and whatever else is were already deep in the midst of their pre-
usually delivered in declamation. At the parations, before they observed how large ar_
same time she had contracted at: unhappy outlay what they were undertaking would re-
habit of accompanying what she delivered qmre, and that in the country, in the middle
with gestures, by which, in adisagreeabte way, of winter, many things which they required :t
what is purely epic and lyric is more con- would be difficult to procure; consequently,
fused than connee2ed with the dramatic, to prevent a stoppage, Luciana had nearl) her

The count, a keen-sighted man, soon saw whole wardrobe cut in pieces, to suppl_ the
through the part),, their inclinations, disposi- various costumes which the original art:st had
tions, wishes and capabilities, and by some arbitrarily sele_ed.
means or other contrived to bring Luciana to The appointed evening came, and the ex-
a new kind of exhibition, which was perfertty hibition was carried out in the presence of a
suited to her. large assemblage, and to the universal sat:s-

" I see here," he said, "a number of per- fad-tion. They had some good music to ex-
sons with fine figures, who would surely be cite expec"tation, and the performance opened
able to imitate p:c"torial emotions and postures, with the Belisarius. The figures were so suc-
Suppose they were to try, if the thing is new cessful, the colors were so happily distributed,
to them, to represent some real and well- and the lighting managed so skilfully, that
.known pl&ure. An imitation of this kind, if they might really have fancied themselves :n
_t requires some labor in arrangement, has an another world, only that the presence of the
inconceivably charming effec"t." real instead of the apparent produced a kind

Luciana was quick enough in perceiving of uncomfortable sensation.
that here she was on her own ground entirely. The curtain fell, and was more than once
Her fine shape, her well-rounded form, the raised again by general desire. A musical in-
regularity and yet expressweness of her fea- terlude kept the assembly amused whde pre-
tures, her light-brown braided hair, her tong paration was going forward, to surprise them
neck---she ran them all over in her mind, and with a pie"ture of a higher stamp ; it was the
calculated on their pi&orial effeCrz, and if she well-known design of Poussin, Ahasuerus and
had only known that her beauty showed to Esther. This time Luc_ana had done better
more advantage when she was still than when for herself. As the fainting, sinking queen
she was in motion, because in the last case she had put out all her charms, and for the
certain ungracefulnesses continually escaped attendant maidens who were supporting her,
her, she would have entered even more eager- she had cunningly selec'-ted pretty well-shaped
ly than she did into this natural pi&ure-mak- figures, not one among whom, however, had
ing. the slightest pretension to be compared w:th

They looked out the engravings of cele- herself. From this pic"ture, as from all the
brated pi_ures, and the first which they chose rest, Ottilie remained excluded. To sit on
was Van Dyk's Betisarius. A large well-pro- the golden throne and represent the Zeus-hke
portioned man, somewhat advanced in years, monarch, Luciana had picked out the finest
was to represent the seated blind general, and handsomest man of the party, so that this
The archite& was to be the affectionate picture was really of inimitable perfecCtion.
soldier standing sorrowing before him, there For a third they had taken the so-called
really being some resemblance between them. "Father's Admonition " of Terburg, and who
Luctana, half from modesty, had chosen the does not know Wille's admirable en_aving
part of the young woman in the background, of this pirture ? One foot thrown over the
counting out some large alms into the palm other, sits a noble knightly-looking father;
of his hand, while an old woman beside her is his daughter stands before him, to whose con-
trying to prevent her, and representing that science he seems to be addressing himself.
she is giving too much. Another woman who She, a fine striking figure, in a folding draper)
is in the art of giving him something, was not of white satin, is only to be seen from behind,
forgotten. Into this and other pir"tures they but her whole bearing appears to signify.that
threw themselves with all earnestness. The she iscollec2ing herself. That the admon:t_on
count gave the architedt a few hints as to the is not too severe, that she is not being utterly
best style of arrangement, and he at once set put to shame, is to be gathered from the alr
up a kind of theatre, all necessary pains being and attitude of the father, while the mother
taken for the proper lighting of it. They seems as if she were trying to conceal some
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shght embarrassment--she is looking into a mother did not lift nose or eyes out of the
glass of wine, which she is on the point of transparent glass, m which, although she
drinking, seemed to be drinking, the wine did not

Here was an opportunity for Luciana to diminish.
appear in her highest splendor. Her back We need not describe the number of smaller
hair, the form of her head, neck and after-pieces; for which had been chosen
shoulders, were beyond all conception beaut1- Flemish public-house scenes and fair and
ful ; and the waist, which in the modern an- market days.
tique of the ordinary dresses of young ladies The count and the baroness departed,
is hardly, visible, showed to the greatest ad- prom:sing to return m the first happy weeks
vantage m all its graceful slender elegance in of their approaching umon. And Charlotte
the really old costume. The architecCt had now had hopes, after having endured two
contrived to dispose the rich folds of the weary months of it, of ridding herself of the
white satin with the most exqmsite nature, rest of the part)' at the same time. She was
and, without any question whatever, this liv- assured of her daughter's happiness, as soon
ingimitation far exceeded the original pid'ture, as the first tumult of youth and betrothal
and produced universal delight, should have subsided m her; for the bride-

The spe_ators could never be satisfied with groom considered himself the most fortunate
demanding a repetition of the performance, person in the world. H:s income was large,
and the very natural wish to see the face and his d_sposition moderate and rat:onal, and
front of so lovely a creature, when they had now he found himself further wonderfully
done looking at her from behind, at last be- favored in the happiness of becoming the pos-
came so decided, that a merry impatient sessor of a young lady with whom all the
young wit cried out aloud the words one is world must be charmed. He had so peculiar
accustomed to write at the bottom of a page, a way of referring everything to her, and only
"Tourne-z, s'il vous plait," which was echoed to himself through her, that it gave him an
all round the room. unpleasant feeling when any newly-arrived

The performers, however, understood their person did not devote himself heart and soul
advantage too well, and had mastered too to her, and was far from flattered if, as occa-
completely the idea of these works of art to sionally happened, particularly with elderly
yield to the most general clamor. The men, he neglecCted her for a close intimacy
daughter remained standing in her shame, with himself. Everything was settled about
without favoring the spec°mtors with the ex- the archite&. On New Year's day he was to
pression of her face. The father continued to follow him, and spend the Carnival at his
sit in his &ttitude of admonition, and the house in the city, where Luciana was promis-
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ing herself infinite happiness from a repetition a right to measure them by our own standard.

of her charmingly successful pi&ures, as well Even cautious, sensible men can scarcely keep
as from a hundred other things ; all the more themselves in such cases from being sharp
as her aunt and her bridegroom seemed to censors.

make so light of the expense which was re- "When, on the contrary, we are staying at
quired for her amusements, the houses of others, when we have seen them

And now they were to break up. But this in the midst of all their habits and environ-
could not be managed in an ordinary way. merits among those necessary conditions from
They were one day making fun of Charlotte which they cannot escape, when we have seen
aloud, declaring that they would soon have how they affe& those about them, and how
eaten out her winter stores, when the noble- they .adapt themselves to their circumstances,
man who had represented Behsarius, being it is lgrlorance, it is worse, it is ill-will, to find
fortunately a man of some wealth, carried ridiculous what in more than one sense has a
away by Luciana's charms, to which he had claim on our respe&.
been so long devoting himself, cried out un- "That which we call politeness and good
thinkingly, "Why not manage then in the breeding effe&s what otherwise can only be
Polish fashion ? you come now and eat up me, obtained by violence, or not even by that.
and then we will go on round the circle." " Intercourse with women is the element of
No sooner said than done. Luciana willed good manners.
that it should be so. The next day they all " How can the chara&er, the individuality
packed up and the swarm alighted on a new of a man co-exist with polish of manner ?
property. There indeed they found room "The individuality can only be properly
enough, but few conveniences and no prepara- made prominent through good manners.
tions to receive them. Out of this arose many Everyone likes what has something in it,
contretemps, which entirely enchanted Lu- only it must not be a disagreeable something.
ciana; their life became ever wilder and "In life generally, and in society no one
wilder. Huge hunting-parties were set on has such high advantages as a well-cultivated
foot in the deep snow, attended with every soldier.
sort of disagreeableness; women were not "The rudest fighting people at least do not
allowed to excuse themselves any more than go out of their characCter, and generally be-
men, and so they trooped on, hunting and hind the roughness there is a certain latent
riding, sledging and shouting, from one place good humor, so that in difficulties it is pos_l-
to another, till at last they approached the ble to get on even with them.
residence, and there the news of the day and "No one is more intolerable than an un-
the scandals and what else forms the amuse- derbred civilian. From him one has a right
ment of people at courts and cities gave the to look for a delicacy, as he has no rough
imagination another dire&ion, and Luciana work to do.
with her train of attendants (her aunt had "When we are living with people who have
gone on some time before) swept at once into a delicate sense of propriety, we are in misery
a new sphere of life. on their account when anything unbecoming

FROM OTTILIE'S DIARY. is committed. So I always feel for and with
Charlotte, when a person is tipping his chair

"We accept every person in the world as She cannot endure it.
that for whmh he gives himself out, only he "No one would ever come into a mixed
must give himself out for something. We can party with spe&acles on his nose, if he did
put up with the unpleasant more easily than but know that at once we women lose all
we can endure the insignificant, pleasure in looking at him or listening to what

"We venture upon anything in society ex- he has to say.
cept only wtmt involves a consequence. "Free-and-easiness, where there ought to be

"We never learn to know people when respecCt, is always ridiculous. No one would
they come to us: we must go to them to find put his hat down when he had scarcely paid
out how things stand with them. the ordinary compliments if he knew how

" I find it almost natural that we should see comical it looks.

many faults in visitors, and that dire&ly they "There is no outward sign of courtesy that
are gone we should judge them not in the does not rest on a deep moral foundation.
most amiable manner. For we have, so to say, The proper education would be that which
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communicated the sign and the foundation of
it at the same time. CHAPTER VI.

,, Behavior is a mirror in which everyone Tn_. very serious discomfort which this visit

displays his own image, had caused to Charlotte was in some way
,, There xs a courtesy of the heart. It is compensated to her through the fuller insight

akin to love. Out of it arises the purest which it had enabled her to gain into her
courtesy in the outward behavior, daughter's character. In this, her knowledge

"A freely offered homage is the most beau- of the world was of no slight service to her.
tiful of all relations. And how were that It was not the first time that so singular a

possible without love? character had come across her, although she
"We are never further from our wishesthan had never seen any in which the unusual

when we imagine that we possess what we features were so largely developed ; and she
have desired, had had experience enough to show her that

"No one is more a slave than the man who such persons after having felt the disciphne
thinks himself free while he is not. of hfe, after having gone through something

"A man has only to declare that he is free, of it, and been in intercourse with older peo-
and the next moment he feels the conditions pie, may come out at last really charming and
to which he is subject. Let him venture to amiable; the selfishness may soften and eager
declare that he is under conditions, and then restless actwlty find a definite direction for
he will feel that he is free. itself. And therefore, as a mother, Charlotte

"Against great advantages in another, was able to endure the appearance ofsymp-
there are no means of defending ourselves toms which for others might perhaps have
except love. been unpleasing, from a sense that where

"There is something terrible in the sight strangers only desire to enjoy, or at least not
of a highly-gifted man lying under obliga- to have their taste offended, the business of
ttons to a fool. parents is rather to hope.

"'No man is a hero to his valet,' the After her daughter's departure, however,
proverb says. But that is only because it re- she had to be pained in a singular and un-
quires a hero to recognize a hero. The valet looked-for manner, in finding that, not so
will probably know how to value the valet- much through what there reallywas objection-
hero. able in her behavior, as through what was

"Mediocrity has no greater consolation good and praiseworthy in it, she had left an
than in the thought that genius is not lm- fll report of herself behind her. Luclana
mortal, seemed to have prescribed it as a rule to her-

"The greatest men are connected with self not only to be merry with the merry, but
their own century always through some weak- miserable with the miserable; and m order to
hesS. give full swing to the spirit of contradiction

"One is apt to regard people as more in her, often to make the happy, uncomfort-
dangerous than they are. able, and the sad, cheerful. In every family

"Fools and modest people are alike in- among whom she came, she inqmred after
nocuous. It is only your half-fools and your such members of it as were ill or infirm, and
half-wise who are really and truly danger- unable to appear in society. She would go to
ous. see them in their rooms, enact the physician,

"There is no better deliverance from the and insist on prescribing powerful doses for
world than through art; and a man can form them out of her own travelling medicine-
no surer bond with it than through art. chest, which she constantly took with her in

"Alike in the moment of our highest for- her carriage ; her attempted cures, as may be
tune and our deepest necessity, we require the supposed, either succeeding or failing as
artist, chance happened to direct.

"The business of art is with the difficult In this sort of benevolence she was thor-

and the good. oughly cruel, and would hsten to nothing that
"To see the difficult easily handled, gives was said to her, because she was convinced

us the feeling of the impossible, that she was managing admirably. One of
"Difficulties increase the nearer we are to these attempts of hers on the mozal side failed

our end. very disastrously, and this it was which gave

"Sowing is not so difficult as reaping." Charlotte so much trouble, inasmuch as it in-
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volved consequences and everyone was talking rationally enough, and talk freely for an hour
about it. She never had heard of the story at a time.
till Luciana was gone; Ottilie, who had made Luciana had heard of this, and had secretly
one of the party present at the time, had to determined with her._lf, as soon as she got
give her a circumstantial account of it. into the house, that she would forthwith work

One of several daughters of a family of a miracle, and restore the young lady to
rank had the misfortune to have caused the society. She conduced herself in the matter
death of one of her younger sisters_ it had more prudently than usual, managed to intro-
destroyed her peace of mind, and she had duce herself alone to the poor sick-souled
never been properly herself since. She lived gift, and, as Far as people could understand,
in her own room, occupying herself and keep- had wound her way into her confidence
ing quiet ; and she could only bear to see the through music. At last came her fatal mis-
members of her own family when they came take; wishing to make a scene, and fancying
one by one. If there were several together, that she had sufficiently prepared her for it,
she suspe_ed at once that they were making one evening she suddenly introduced the
refle_ions upon her, and upon her condition, beautiful pale creature into the midst of the
To each of them singly she would speak brilliant glittering assembly; and perhaps,
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even then, the attempt might not have so handle the most valuable works of art, you
utterly failed, had not the crowd themselves, would forgive me for not producing mine
between curiosity and apprehension, con- among the crowd. No one will take the
duped themselves so unwisely, first gathering trouble to hold a medal by the rim. They
about the invalid, and then shrinking from will finger the most beautiful impressions, and
her again; and with their whispers and the smoothest surfaces; they will take the
shaking their heads together, confusing and rarest coins between the thumb and fore-
agitating her. Her delicate sensibility could finger, and mb them up and down, as if they
not endure it. With a dreadful shriek, which were testing the execution with the touch.
expressed, as it seemed, a horror at some Without remembenng that a large sheet of
monster that was rushing upon her, she fainted, paper ought to be held m two hands, they
The crowd fell back in terror on every side, will lay hold, with one, of an invaluable
and Ottilie had been one of those who had proof-engraving of some drawing which can-
carried back the sufferer utterly insensible to not be replaced, hke a conceited politician
her room. laying hold of a newspaper, and passing

Luciana meanwhile, just like herself, had judgment by anticipation, as he is cutting the
been reading an angry le_ure to the rest of pages, on the occurrences of the world. No-
the party, without reflexing for a moment body cares to recolle_ that if twenty people,
that she herself was entirely to blame, and one after the other, treat a work of art in this
without letting herself be deterred by this way, the one-and-twentiethwlll not find much
and other failures, from going on with her to see there."
experimentalizing. "Have not I often vexed you in thlsway?"

The state of the invahd herself had since asked Ottihe. "Have not I, through my
that time become more and more serious; in- carelessness, many times injured your treas-
deed, the disorder had increased to such a ures?"
degree, that the poor thing's parents were un- "Never once," answered the archite&,
able to keep her any longer at home, and had "never. For you it would be impossible.
been forced to confide her to the care of a In you the right thing is innate."
public institution. Nothing remained for "In any case," rephed Ottihe, "it would
Charlotte, except, by the delicacy of her own not be a bad plan, if m the next edition of
attention to the family, in some degree to the book of good manners, after the chapters
alleviate the pain which had been occasioned which tell us how we ought to eat and drink
by her daughter. On Ottilie, the thing had in company, a good c_rcumstantial chapter
made a deep impression. She felt the more were inserted, how to behave among works of
for the unhappy girl, as she was convinced, art and in museums."
she did not attempt to deny it to Charlotte, "Undoubtedly," said the arch_te_; "and
that by a careful treatment the disorder might then curiosity-collectors and amateurs would
have been unquestionably removed, be better contented to show their valuable

So there came, too, as it often happens treasures to the world."
that we dwell more on past disagreeables than Ottilie had long, long forgiven him; but as
on past agreeables, a slight misunderstanding he seemed to have taken her reproof sorely to
to be spoken of, which had led Ottilie to ._ heart, and assured her again and again that
wrong judgment of the archite_, when he did he would gladly produce everything--that he
not choose to produce his collecCtion that was delighted to do anything for his friends---
evening, although she had so eagerly begged she felt that she had wounded his feelings, and
him to produce it. His pra_ical refusal had that she owed him some compensation. It
remained ever since hanging about her heart, was not easy for her, therefore, to gwe an
she herself could not tell why. Her feelings absolute refusal to a request which he made
about the matter were undoubtedly just; what her in the conclusion of this conversation,
a young lady like Ottilie could desire, a young although when she called her heart into
man like the archite6"t ought not to have re- counsel about it, she did not see how she
fused. The latter, however, when she took could allow herself to do what he wished.
occasion to give him a gentle reproof for it, The circumstances of the matter were these :
had a very valid excuse to offer for himself. Ottitie's exclusion from the pic_ure-exhibitmn

"If you knew," he said, "how roughly by Luciana's jealousy had irritated him in
even cultivated people allow themselves to the highest degree; and at the same time he
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had observed with regret, that at this, the But when the curtain rose, Charlotte was taken
most brilliant part of all the amusements at completely by surprise. The picture which
the castle, ill health had prevented Charlotte presented itself to her had been repeated so
from being more than rarely present; and often in the world, that one could scarcely
now he did not wish to go away, without some have expecCted any new impression to be pro-
additional proof of his gratitude, and, for the duced. But here, the reality as representing
honor of one and the entertainment of the the pic"ture had its especial advantages. The
other, preparing a far more beautiful exhi- whole space was the color rather of mght than
bition than any of those which had preceded of twilight, and there was nothing even of
it. Perhaps, too, unknown to himself, another the details of the scene which was obscure.
secret motive was working on him. It was so The inimitable idea that all the hght should
hard for him to leave the house, and to leave proceed from the child, the artist had con-
the family. It seemed impossible to him to trived to carry out by an ingenious method
go away from Ottilie's eyes, under the calm, of illumination which was concealed by the
sweet, gentle glance of which the latter part figures in the foreground, who were alI in
of the time he had been living almost entirely shadow. Bright looking boys and girls
alone, were standing round, thelr fresh faces sharply

The Christmas holidays were approaching; hghted from below; and there were angels
and it became at once clear to him that the too, whose own brilliancy grew pale beiore
very thing which he wanted was a represen- the divine, whose ethereal bodies showed dim
ration with real figures of one of those picCtures and dense, and needing other light in the
of the scene in the stabte,--a sacred exhibition presence of the body of the divine humamty.
such as at this holy season good Christians de- By good fortune the infant had fallen asleep
light to offer to the divine Mother and her in the loveliest attitude, so that nothing dis-
Child, of the manner in which she, in her turbed the contemplation when the eye rested
seeming lowliness, was honored first by the on the seeming mother, who with infinite
shepherds and afterwards by kings, grace had lifted off a veil to reveal her hidden

He had thoroughly brought before himself treasure. At this moment the picCture seemed
how such a picCture should be contrtved. A to have been caught, and there to have re-
fair, lovely child was found, and there would mained fixed. Physically dazzled, mentally
be no lack of shepherds and shepherdesses, surprised, the people round appeared to have
But without Ottilie the thing could not be just moved to turn away their half-bhnded
done. The young man had exalted her in eyes, to be glancing again towards the child
his design to be the mother of God, and if with curious delight, and to be showing more
she refused, there was no question hut the wonder and pleasure than awe and reverence,
undertaking must fall to the ground. Ottilie, --although these emotions were not forgotten,
half embarrassed at the proposal, referred him and were to be traced upon the features of
and his request to Charlotte. The latter some of the older specCtators.
gladly gave her permission, and lent her as- But Ottilie's figure, expression, attitude,
sistance in overcoming and overpersuading glance, excelled all which any painter has
Ottflie's hesitation in assuming so sacred a ever represented. A man who had true
personality. The archite_ worked day and knowledge of art, and had seen this speC2ade,
night, that by Christmas-eve everything might would have been in fear lest any portion of _t
be ready, should move ; he would have doubted whether

Day and night, indeed, in the literal sense, anything could ever so much please him again
At all times he was a man who bad but few Unluckily, there was no one present who could
necessities; and Ottilie's presence seemed to comprehend the whole of this effecCt. The

, be to him in the place of all delicacies, archite_ alone, who, as a tall, slender shep-
When he was working for her, it was as if he herd, was looking in from the side over those
required no sleep; when he was busy about who were kneeling, enjoyed, although he was
her, as if he could do without food. Accord- not in the best position for seeing, the fullest
ingly by the hour of the evening solemnity pleasure. And who can describe the m_en
all was completed. He had found the means of the new-made queen of heaven ? The
of eolle6ting some well-toned wind instru- purest humility, the most exquisite feeling
ments to form an introduc_tion, and produce of modesty, at the great honor which had
the desired temper of thought and feeling, undeservedly been bestowed upon her, with
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indescribable and immeasurable happiness, was disguise ? In an instant, swift as thought,
displayed upon her features, expressing as much feehng and retie&ton began to clash and gain
her own personal emotion as that of the char- within her. Her eyes filled with tears, while
ac"terwhich she was endeavoring to represent, she forced herself to continue to appear as a

Charlotte was delighted with the beautiful motionless figure, and it was a relief, indeed,
figures; but what had most effe& on her was to her when the child began to stir,--and the
the child. Her eyes filled with tears, and artist saw himself compelled to give the sign
her imagination presented to her in the live- that the curtain should fall again.
liest colors that she might soon hope to have If the painful feeling of being unable to
such another darling creature on her own lap. meet a valued friend had, during the last few

They had let down the curtain, partly to moments, been d_stressing Ottihe in addition
give the exhibitors some little rest, partly to to her other emotions, she was now m still
make an alteration in the exhibition. The greater embarrassment. Was she to present
artist had proposed to himself to transmute herself to him m this strange disguise? or
the first scene of mght and lowliness into a had she better change her dress? She did
ple'ture of splendor and glory ; and for this not hesitate--she did the last; and in the in-
purpose had prepared a blaze of light to fall terval she endeavored to colle& and to com-
m from every side, which this interval was re- pose herself; nor did she properly recover
quired to kindle, her self-possession until at last, in her ordinary

Ottilie, in the semi-theatrical position in costume, she had welcomed the new vxsator.
which she found herself, had hitherto felt per-
fe&ly at her ease, because, with the exception
of Charlotte and a few members of the house-

hold, no one had witnessed this devout piece CHAPTER VII.
of artistic display. She was, therefore, m
some degree annoyed when in the interval I_ so far as the archlte& desired the happi-
she learned that a stranger had come into the hess of his kind patronesses, _twasa pleasure to
saloon, and had been warmly received by him, now that at last he was obliged to go, to
Charlotte. Who it was no one was able to know that he was leaving them in good society
tell her. She therefore made up her mind with the estimable assl_tant. At the same Ume,
not to produce a disturbance, and to go on however, when he thought of their goodness
with her chara&er. Candles and lamps in its relation to himself, he could not help
blazed out, and she was surrounded by splen- feeling it a little painful to see his place so
dor perfee"tly infinite. The curtain rose. It soon, and as at seemed to his modesty, so well,
was a sight to startle the spec"tators. The so completely supphed. He had lingered and
whole pi&ure was one blaze of light; and in- lingered, but now he forced himself away;
stead of the full depth of shadow, there now what, after he was gone, he must endure as he
were only the colors left remaining, which, could, at least he could not stay to witness
from the skill with which they had been se- with his own eyes.
le&ed, produced a gentle softening of tone. To the great relief of thts half-melancholy
Looking out under her long eyelashes, Ottdie feeling, the ladies at his departure made him
perceived the figure of a man sitting by Char- a present of a waistcoat, upon which he had
lotte. She did not recognize him; but the watched them both for some time past at work,
voice she fancied was that of the assistant at with a silent envy of the fortunate unknown,
the school. A singular emotion came over to whom it was by-and-by to belong. Such a
her. How many things had happened since present is the most agreeable which a true-
she last heard the voice of that her kind in- hearted man can receive ; for while he thinks
stru&orl Like a flash of forked lightning of the unweaned play of the beautiful fingers
the stream of her joys and her sorrow rushed at the making of it, he cannot help flattering
swiftly before her soul, and the question rose himself that in so long-sustained a labor the
m her heart, Dare you confess, dare you ac- feeling could not have remained utterly with-
knowledge it all to him ? If not, how little out an interest in its accomplishment.
can you deserve to appear before him under The ladies had now a new visitor to enter-
this minted form ; and how strange must it rain, for whom they felt a real regard, and
not seem to him who has only known you as whose stay with them it would be their en-
your natural self to see you now under this deavor to make as agreeable as they could.
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There is in all women a peculiar circle of in- the short time he had been at the castle had
ward interests, which remain always the same, already probed it more deeply, found some-
and from which nothing in the world can thing also which he might do for her in his
divorce them. In outward social intercourse, own department; and she had her garden
on the other hand, they will gladly and easily children, whom the archite(t had reviewed
allow themselves to take their tone from the shortly before his departure, marshalled up
person with whom at the moment they .are into the great saloon. In their bright, clean
occupied ; and thus by a mixture of impassive- uniforms, with their regular orderly movement,
hess and susceptibility, by persisting and by and their own natural vivacity, they looked
yielding, they continue to keep the govern- exceedingly well. The assistant examined
ment to themselves, and no man in the culti- them in his own way, and by a variety of
vated world can ever take it from them. questions, and by the turns which he gave

The archite_, following at the same time them, soon brought to light the capacities
his own fancy and his own inclination, had and dispositions.of the children; and without
been exerting himself and putting out his its seeming so, m the space of less than one
talents for their gratification and for the put- hour he had really given them important m-
poses of his friends; and business and amuse- strn(tion and assistance.
ment, while he was with them, had been "Howdid you manage that?"said Char-
condud'ted in this spirit, and dire_ed to the lotte, as the children marched away. "I
ends which most suited his taste. But now in a listened with all my attention. Nothing was
short time, through the presence of the assist- brought forward except things which were
ant, quite another sort of life was commenced, quite familiar, and yet I cannot tell the least
His great gift was to talk well, and to treat in how I should begin, to bring them to be dis-
his conversation of men and human relations, cussed in so short a time so methodically,
particularly in reference to the cultivation of with all this questioning and answering."
young people. Thus arose a very perceptible "Perhaps," replied the assistant, "we ought
contrast to the life which had been going on to make a secret of the tricks of our own handi-
hitherto, all the more as the assistant could not craft. However, I will not hide from you one
entirely approve of their having interested very simple maxim, with the help of _hlch
themselves in such subjecCts so exclusively, you may do this, and a great deal more than

Of the impersonated pi_ure which received this. Take any subje(t, a substance, an idea,
him on his arrival, he never said a single word. whatever you like ; keep fast hold of it ; make
On the other hand, when they took him to see yourself thoroughly acquainted with it in all
the church and the chapel with their new deco- its parts, and then it will be easy for you, in
rations, expec"ting to please him as much as conversation, to find out, with a mass of chit-
they were pleased themselves, he did not hesi- dren, how much about it has already developed
tate to express a very contrary opinion about it. itself in them ; what requires to be stimulated,

"This mixing up of the holy with the sen- what to be dire_ly communicated. The an-
suous," he said, "is anything but pleasing to swersto your.questions may be as unsatisfacCtory
my taste; t cannot like men to set apart cer- as they will, they may wander wide of the
tain especial places, consecrate them, and deck mark; if you only take care that your counter-
them out, that by so doing they may nourish question shall draw their thoughts and senses
in themselves a temper of piety. No orna- inwards again; if you do not allow yourself
ments, not even the very simplest, should dis- to be driven from your own position--the
turb in us that sense of the Divine Being which children will at last refle6t, comprehend, learn
accompanies us wherever we are, and can only what the teacher desires them to learn,
consecrate every spot into a temple. What and the subjee_ will be presented to them in
pleases me is to see a home-service of God the light in which he wishes them to see it.
held in the saloon where people come together The greatest mistake which he can make is to
to eat, where they have their parties, and allow himself to be run away with from the
amuse themselves with games and dances, subje6t; not to know how to keep fast to the
The highest, the most excellent in men, has point with which he is engaged. Do you try
no form ; and one should be cautious how this on your own account the next time the
one gives it any form except noble acCtion. '' children come; you will find you will be

Charlotte, who was already generally ac- greatly entertained by it yourself."
quainted with his mode of thinking, and in "That is very good," said Charlotte. ,'The
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right method of teaching is the reverse, I see, other. "Women should go about in every
of what we must do in life. In society we sort of variety of dress ; each following her
must keep the attention long upon nothing, own style and her own hkmgs, that each may
and in instruc2ion the first commandment is learn to feel what s_ts well upon her and be-
to permit no dissipation of it." comes her. And for a more weighty reason

"Variety, without dissipation, were the best as wellnbecause it is appointed for them to
motto for both teaching and life, if this desir- stand alone all their lives, and work alone."
able equipoise were easy to be preserved," said "That seems to me to be a paradox," an-
the assistant, and he was going on further with swered Charlotte. "Are we then to be never
the subject, when Charlotte called out to him anything for ourselves?"
to look again at the children, whose merry "Oh, yes!" rephed the assistant. "In re-
troop were at the moment moving across the spe6t of other women assuredly. But observe
court. He expressed his satisfac2ion at see- a young lady as a lover, as a bride, as a house-
lug them wearing a uniform. "Men," he wife, as a mother. She always stands isolated.
said, "should wear a uniform from their She is always alone, and will be alone. Even

childhood upwards. They have to accustom the most empty-headed woman is in the same
themselves to work together ; to lose them- case. Each one of them excludes all others.
selves among their equals ; to obey in masses, It is her nature to do so ; because of each one
and to work on a large scale. Every kind of of them is required everything which the
uniform, moreover, generates a military habit entire sex have to do. With a man it is alto-
of thought, and a smart, straightforward car- gether different. He would make a second
riage. All boys are born soldiers, whatever man if there were none. But a woman might
you do with them. You have only to watch live to an eternity, without even so nmch as
them at their mock fights and games, their thinking of producing a duphcate of herself."
storming parties and scaling parties." "One has only to say the truth in a strange

'" On the other hand, you will not blame way," said Charlotte, "and at last the strangest
me," replied Ottilie, "if I do not insist with thing will seem to be true. We will accept
my girls on such unity of costume. When I what is good for us out of your observations,
introduce them to you, I hope to gratify you and yet as women we wdl l_old together with
by a party-colored mixture." women, and do common work with them too ;

"I approve of that entirely," replied the not to give the other sex too great an advan-
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rage over us. Indeed, you must not take it ill "But among the higher ranks the problem
of us, if in future we come to feel a little mall- is a sorely intricate one. We have to pro-
cious satisfa&ion when our lords and masters vide for higher, finer, more delicate relations;
do not get on in the very best way together." especially for such as arise out of society. We

With much care, this wise, sensible person are, therefore, obliged to give our pupils an
went on to examine more closely how Ottilie outward cultivation. It is indispensable, it is
proceeded with her little pupils, and expressed necessary, and it may be really valuable, if we
his marked approbation of it. "You are do not overstep the proper measure in it.
entirely right," he said, "in dire&ing these Only it is so easy, while one is proposing to
children only to what they can immediately cultivate the children for a wider circle, to
and usefully put in praCtice. Cleanliness, for drive them out into the indefinite, without
instance, will accustom them to wear their keeping before our eyes the real requisites of
clothes with pleasure to themselves ; and every- the inner nature. Here lies the problem wh,ch
thing is gained if they can be induced to more or less must be either solved or blun-
enter into what they do with cheerfulness and dered over by all educators.
self-refleCtion." "Many things, with which we furnish our

In other ways he found to his great satisfac- scholars at the school, do not please me ; be-
tion, that nothing had been done for outward cause experience tells me of how little service
display; but all was inward, and designed to they are likely to be in after-life. How much
supply what was indispensably necessary. "In is not at once stripped off; how much is not
how few words," he cried, "might the whole at once committed to oblivion, as soon as the
business of education be summed up, if people young lady finds herself in the position of a
had but ears to hear!" housewife or a mother!

"Will you try whether I have any ears?" "In the meantime, since I have devoted
said Ottilie, smiling, myself to this occupation, I cannot but enter-

"Indeed I will," answered he; "only you tam a devout hope that one day, with the
must not betray me. Educate the boys to be companionship of some faithful helpmate, I
servants, and the girls to be mothers, and may succeed in cultivating purely in my pupils
everything is as it should be." that, and that only, which they will require

"To be mothers?" replied Ottilie. "Women when they pass out into the field of indepen-
would scarcely think that sufficient. They have dent aCtivity and self-reliance; that I may be
to took forward, without being mothers, to go- able to say to myself, in this sense is their
ing out into service. And, indeed, our young education completed. Another education
men think themselves a great deal too good there is indeed which will again speedily re-
for servants. One can see easily, in every commence, and work on well nigh through all
one of them, that he holds himself far fitter the years of our life--the education which
to be a master." circumstances will give us, if we do not give

"And for that reason we should saynothing it to ourselves."
about ittothem,"saidtheassistant. "Weflat- How true Ottilie felt were these wolds_
ter ourselves on into life ; but life flatters not us. What had not a passion, little dreamed of
How many men would like to acknowledge before, done to educate her in the past year t
at the outset, what at the end they must ac- What trials did she not see hovering before
knowledge whether they like it or not? But her if she looked forward only to the next--
let us leave these considerations, which do to the very next, which was now so near!
not concern us here. It was not without a purpose that the young

"I consider you very fortunate in having man had spoken of a helpmate---of a wife;
been able to go so methodically to work with for with all his diffidence, he could not refrain
your pupils. If your very little ones run from thus remotely hinting at his own wishes.
about with their dolls, and stitch together a A number of circumstances and accidents,
few petticoats for them; if the elder sisters indeed, combined to induce him on this visit
will then take care of the younger, mid the to approach a few steps towards his aim.
whole hotr_hotd know how to supply its own The lady superior of the school was ad-
wants, and one member of it help the others, vanced in years. She had been already for
the further step into life will not then be great, some time looking about among her fellow-
and such a girt wilt find in her husband what laborers, male and female, for some person
she has lost in her parents, whom she could take into partnership with
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her, elf, and at last had made proposals to the I attra&ed by him ; beheving that she could see,
assistant in whom she had the highest ground L*that she could perceive m his solid, substantml
for feeling confidence. He was to condu& ! conversation, something to which hitherto she
the business of the school with herself. He _had been an entire stranger. In her inter-
was to work with her ill lt, as if it was his ! course with Edward, the world had been
own ; and after her death, as her heir, to enter utterly forgotten ; m the presence of the
upon it as sole proprietor, count, the world appeared first worth regard-

The principal thing now seemed to be, that ing. The attra&lon was mutual. The count
he should find a wife who would co-operate conceived a hking for Ottflle; he would have
with him. Ottilie was secretly before his eyes been glad to have had her for a daughter.
and before his heart. A number of difficulties Thus a second time, and worse than the first
suggested themselves, and yet again there were time, she was in the wa) of the baroness.
favorable circumstances on the other side to Who knows what, in times when passions ran
counterbalance them. Luciana had left the hotter than they do now-a-days, this lad)'
school; Ottilie could therefore return with the might not have devised against her? As
tess difficulty. Of the affair with Edward, things were, it was enough if she could get
some little had transpired. It passed, how- her married, and render her more innocuous
ever, as many such things do, as a matter of for the future to the peace of mind of mar-
indifference, and this very circumstance might ried women. She therefore artfnllv urged
make it desirable that she shotild leave the the assistant, in a delicate, but effec'h've man-
castle. And yet, perhaps, no decision would her, to set out on a httle excursion to the
have been arrived at, no step would have been castle ; where his plans and his wl_hes, of
taken, had not an unexpecCted visit given a which he made no secret to the lady, he
special impulse to his hesitation. The appear- might forthwith take steps to reahze.
ance of remarkable people, in any and every With the fullest consent of the superior he
circle, can never be without its effecCts, started off on his expedition, and m his heart

The count and the baroness, who often he nourished good hopes of success. He
found themselves asked for their opinion, al- knew that Ottitie was not ill-disposed towards
most everyone being in difficulty about the him ; and although it was true there was some
education of their children, as to the value disproportion of rank between them, yet dis-
of the various schools, had found it desirable tin,ions of this kind were fast disappearing
to make themselves particularly acquainted in the temper of the time. Moreover, the
with this one, which was generally so well baroness had made him perceive clearly that
spoken of; and under their present circum- Ottflie must always remain a poor portionless
stances, they were more easily able to carry maiden. To be related to a wealthy family,
on these inquiries in company, it was said, could be of service to nobody.

The baroness, however, had something else For even with the largest property, men have
m view as well. While she was last at the a feeling that it is not right to deprive of any
castle, she had talked over with Charlotte the considerable sum, those who, as standing in a
whole affair of Edward and Ottilie. She had nearer degree of relationship, appear to have
insisted again and again that Ottilie must be a fuller right to possession; and really it is
sent away. She tried every means to encour- a strange thing, that the immense privilege
age Charlotte to do it, and to keep her from which a man has of disposing of his property
being frightened by Edward's threats. Several after his death, he so very seldom uses for the
modes of escape from the difficulty were sug- benefit of those whom he loves, out of regard
gested. Accidentally the school was men- to established usage only appearing to consider
tioned, and the assistant and his incipient those who would inherit hls estate from him
passion, which made the baroness more re- supposing he made no will at all.
solved than ever to pay her intended visit Thus, while on his journey, he gre_ to feel
there, himself entirely on a level with Ottflle. A

She went; she made acquaintance with the favorable reception raised his hopes. He
assistant; looked over the establishment, and found Ottilie indeed not altogether so open
spoke of Ottilie. The count also spoke with with him as usual, but she was considerably
much interest of her, having in his recent matured, more developed, and, if you please,
visit learned to know her better. She had generally more converslble than he had known
been drawn towards him; indeed, she had felt her. She was ready to give him the fullest
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insight into many things which were in any and find himself a happy father, then she was
way connected with his profession ; but when convinced all would go right; and one way
he attempted to approach his proper obje6t, a or another they would be able to settle some-
certain haward shyness always held him back. thing for Ottilie.

Once, however, Charlotte gave him an op- After an important conversation which has
portunity for saying something. In Ottilie's furnished matter for after-refle6tion to all who
presence she said to him, "Well now, you have taken part in it, there commonly follows
have looked closely enough into everything a sort of pause, which in appearance is like a
which is going forward in my circle. How general embarrassment. They walked up and
do you find Ottilie? you had better say while down the saloon. The assistant turned over
she is here." the leaves of various books, and came at last

Hereupon the assistant signified, with a on the folio of engravings which had remained
clear perception and composed expression, lying there since Luciana's time. As soon as
how that, in respecCt of a freer carriage, of an he saw that it contained nothing but apes, he
easier manner in speaking, of a higher insight shut it up again.
into the things of the world, which showed It may have been this, however, which gave
itself more in acCtions than in words, he found occasion to a conversation of which we find
Ottllie altered much for the better; but that traces in Ottilie's diary.
he still believed it might be of serious advan-
tage to her if she would go back for some V_tOMOTTILIE'S DIARY.

little time to the school, in order methodically "It is strange how men can have the heart
and thoroughly to make her own forever what to take such pains with the pictures of those
the world was only imparting to her in frag- hideous monkeys. One lowers one's self suf-
ments and pieces, rather perplexing her than ficiently when one looks at them merely as
satisfying her, and often too late to be of animals, but it is really wicked to give way to
service. He did not wish to be prolix about the inclination to look for people whom we
it. Ottllie herself knew best how much method know behind such masks."
and connexion there was m the style of in-
struction out of which, in that case, she would "It is a sure mark of a certain obliquity, to
be taken, take pleasure in caricatures and monstrous

Ottilie had nothing to say against this; she faces and pigmies. I have to thank our kind
could not acknowledge what it was which assistant that I have never been vexed _tth
these words made her feel, because she was natural history; I could never make myself at
hardlyable to explain it to herself. It seemed home with worms and beetles."
to her as if nothing in the world was discon-
nected so long as she thought of the one "Just now he acknowledged to me, that it
person whom she loved: and she could not was the same with him. 'Of nature,' he said,
conceive how, without him, anything could 'we ought to know nothing except what is
be connected at all. actually alive immediately around us. With

Charlotte rephed to the proposal with a the trees which blossom and put out leaves
wise kindness. She said that she herself, as and bear fruit in our own neighborhood, with
well as Ottilie, had long desired her return to every shrub which we pass by, with every
the school. At that time, however, the pres- blade of grass on which we tread, we stand m
enee of so dear a companion and helper had a real relation. They are our genuine corn-
become indispensable to herself; still she patriots. The birds which hop up and down
would offer no obstacle at some future period, among our branches, which sing among our
if Ottilie continued to wish it, to her going leaves, belong to us; they speak to us from
back there for such a time as would enable her our childhood upwards, and we learn to under-
to complete what she had begun, and to make stand their language. But let a man ask him-
entirely her own what had been interrupted, self whether or not every strange creature,

The assistant listened with delight to this torn out of its natural environment, does not
qualified assent. Ottilie did not venture to at first sight make a sort of painful impression
say anything against it, although the very upon him, which is only deadened by custom.
thought made her shudder. Charlotte, on It is a mark of a motley, dissipated sort of life,
her side, thought only how to gain time. She to be able to endure monkeys and parrots and
hoped that Edward would soon come back black people about one's self."
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', Many times when a certain longing curl- lies who are under large obhgations to their
osity about these strange objects has come ancestors, we commonly find men thinking
over me, I have envied the traveller who sees more of their grandfathers than their fathers.
such marvels in living, every-day connection Such refleeCtlons as these suggested them-
with other marvels. But he, too, must have selves to our assistant, as, on one of those
become another man. Palm trees will not beautiful days in which the departing winter
allow a wan to wander among them with ira- is accustomed to imitate the spring, he had
punity; and doubtless his tone of thinking been walking up and down the great old
becomes very different in a land where ele- castle garden, and admiring the tall avenues
phants and tigers are at home." of the lindens, and the formal walks and

flower-beds which had been laid out by Ed-
"The only inquirers into nature whom we ward's father. The trees had thriven admlr-

care to respee"t, are such as know how to de- ably, according to the design of him who had
scribe and to represent to us the strange won- planted them, and now when they ought to
derful things which they have seen in their have begun to be valued and enjoyed, no one
proper locality, each in its own especial ele- ever spoke of them. Hardly any one even
ment. How I should enjoy once hearing went near them, and the interest and the out-
Humboldt talk!" lay was now dire6ted to the other side, out

into the free and the open.
"'A cabinet of natural curiosities we may He remarked upon it to Charlotte on his

regard like an Egyptian burying-place, where return; she did not take it unkindly. "While
the various plant gods and animal gods stand life is sweeping us forwards," she replied,
about embalmed. It may be well enough for "we fancy that we are a(ting out our own im-
a priest-caste to busy itself with such things pulses ; we beheve that we choose ourselves
m a twilight of mystery. But in general in- what we will do, and what we will enjoy.
struction, they have no place or business; and But in facet, if we took at it closely, our ac-
we must beware of them all the more, because tlons are no more than the plans, and the
what is nearer to us, and more valuable, may desires of the time which we are compelled to
be so easily thrust aside by them." carry out."

"No doubt," said the assistant. "And who
"A teacher who can arouse a feeling for is strong enough to withstand the stream of

one single good action, for one single good what is round ham? Time passes on, and in
poem, accomplishes more than he who fills it, opinions, thoughts, prejudices and interests.
our memory with rows on rows of natural If the youth of the son falls m the era of
objects, classified with name and form. For revolution, we may feel assured that he will
what is the result of all these, except what we have nothing m common with hi_ father. If
know as well without them, that the human the father hved at a tnne when the desire was
figure pre-eminently and peculiarly is made in to accumulate property, to secure the posses-
the image and hkeness of God?" sion of it, to narrow and to gather one's self

in, and to base one's enjoyment m separation
"Individuals may be left to occupy them- from the world, the son will at once seek to

selves with whatever amuses them, with what- extend himself, to communicate himself to
ever gives them pleasure, whatever they find others, to spread himself over a wide surface,
useful; but the proper study of mankind is and open out his closed stores."
man." "Entire periods," replied Charlotte, "re-

semble this father and son whom you have
been describing. Of the state of thmgswhen

CHAPTER VIII. every little town was obliged to have its walls
and moats, when the castle of the nobleman

TraER_- are but few men who care to occupy was built in a swamp, and the smallest manor-
themselves with the immediate past. Either houses were only accessible by a draw-bridge,
we are forcibly bound up in the present, or we are scarcely able to form a conception.
we lose ourselves in the long gone-by, and In our days, the largest cities take down their
seek back for what is utterly lost, as if it were walls, the moats of the princes' castles are
possible to summon it up again, and reha- filled in; cities are no more than greatplacts,
bititate it. Even in great and wealthy fatal- and when one travels and sees all this, one
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might fancy that universal peace was just es- be but seldom put in praHice by men. The
tablished, and the golden age was before the father should raise his son to a joint owner-
door. No one feels himself easy in a garden ship with himself. He should permit him to
which does not look like the open country, plant and to build ; and allow him the same in-
There must be nothing to remind him of form nocent liberty which he allows to himself.
and constraint; we choose to be entirely free, One form of activity may be woven into
and to draw our breath without sense of con- another, but it cannot be pieced on to it. A
finement. Do you conceive it possible, my young shoot may be readily and easily grafted
friend, that we can ever return again out of with an old stem, to which no grown branch
this into another, into our formercondition?" admits of being fastened."

"Why should we not?" replied the assist- The assistant was glad to have had the op-
ant. "' Every condition has its own burden portunity, at the moment when he saw himself
along with it, the most relaxed as well as the obliged to take his leave, of saying something
most constrained. The first presupposes agreeable-to Charlotte, and thus making him-
abundance, and leads to extravagance. Let self a new link to secure her favor. He had
want reappear, and the spirit of moderation been already too long absent from home, and
is at once with us again. Men who are yet he could not make up his mind to return
obliged to make use of their space and their there, until after a full conviHion that he
soil, will speedily enough raise walls up round must allow the approaching epoch of Char-
their gardens to be sure of their crops and lotte's confinement first to pass by, before he
plants. Out of this will arise by degrees a could look for any decision from her in res-
new phase of things: the useful will again pec"tto Ottilie. He therefore accommodated
gain the upper hand; and even the man of himself to the circumstances, and returned
large possessions will feel at last that he must with these prospeHs and hopes to the su-
make the most of all which belongs to him. perior.
Beheve me, it is quite possible that your son Charlotte's confinement was now approach-
may become indifferent to all which you have ing; she kept more in her own room. The
been doing m the park, and draw in again ladies who had gathered about her were her
behind the solemn walls and the tall lindens closest companions. Ottilie managed all do-
of his grandfather." mestic matters, hardly able, however, the

The secret pleasure which it gave Charlotte while, to think what she was doing. She had
to have a son foretold to her, made her for- indeed utterly resigned herself; she desired
give the assistant his somewhat unfriendly to continue to exert herself to the extent of
prophecy of how it might one day fare with her power for Charlotte, for the child, for
her lovely, beautiful park. She therefore an- Edward. But she could not see how it would
swered without any discomposure: "You and be possible for her. Nothing could save her
I are not old enough yet to have lived through from utter distra&ion, except patiently to do
very much of these contradiHions; and yet the dutywhich each day brought with it.
when I look back into my own early youth, A son was brought happily into the world,
when I remember the style of complaints and the ladies declared, with one voice, it was
which I used then to hear from older people, the very image of its father. Only Ottihe, as
and when I think at the same time of what she wished the new mother joy, and kissed the
the country and the town then were, I have child with all her heart, was unable to see the
nothing to advance against what you say. likeness. Once already Charlotte had felt
But is there nothing which one can do to most painfully the absence of her husband,
remedy this natural course of things? Are when she had to make preparations for her
father and son, parents and children, to be daughter's marriage. And now the father
always thus unable to understand each other? could not be present at the birth of his son,
You have been so kind as to prophesy a boy He could not have the choosing of the name
to me. Is it necessary that he must stand in by which the child was hereafter to be called.
contradi_ion to his father? Must he destroy The first among all Charlotte's friends who
what his parents have ereHed, instead of corn- came to wish her joy was Mittler. He had

placed expresses ready to bring him news the
pleting it, instead of following on upon the instant the event took place. He was ad-same idea, and elevating it?"

"There is a rational remedy for it," re- mitted to see her, and, scarcely able to con-
plied the assistant. "'But it is one which will ceal his triumph even before Ottilie, when
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alone with Charlotte he broke fairly out with he had been in the ministry, and indeed it
it ; and was at once ready with means to re- was one of his peculiarities that on every sort
move all anxieties, and set aside all immediate of occasion, he always thought what he would
difficulties. The baptism should not be de- hke to say, and how he would express himself
layed a day longer than necessary. The old about it.
clergyman, who had one foot already in the At this time he was the less able to contain
grave, should leave his blessing, to bind to- himself, as he was now :n the midst of a circle
gerber the past and the future. The child consisting entirety of well-known friends. He
should be called Otto; what name would he began therefore towards the conclusion of the
bear so fitly as that of his father and of his service, to put himself quietly into the place
father's friend ? of the clergyman; to make cheerful speeches

It reqnired the peremptory resolution of aloud, expressive of his duty and l::s hopes as
this man to set aside the innumerable con- godfather, and to dwell all the longer on the
s:derations, arguments, hesitations, difficul- subject, as he thought he saw m Charlotte's
ties; what this person knew, and that person gratified manner that she was pleased with his
knew better; the opinions, up and down, and doing so.
backwards and forwards, which every friend It altogether escaped the eagerness of the
volunteered. It always happens on such oc- orator, that the good old man would gladly
casions that when one inconvenience is re- have sat down ; still less did he think that he
moved, a fresh inconvenience seems to arise; was on the way to occasion a more serious
and in wishing to spare all sides we inevitably evil. After he had described with all his
go wrong on one side or the other, power of xmpressiveness the relation in which

The letters to friends and relations were alI every person present stood toward the child,
undertaken by Mittler, and they were to be thereby putting Ottihe's composure sorely to
written and sent off at once. It was highly the proof, he turned at last to the old man
necessary, he thought, that the good fortune with the words, "And you, my worthy father,
which he considered so important for the you may now welt .say wlth Simeon, 'Lord,
family, should be known as widely as possible now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace,
through the ill-natured and misinterpreting for mine eyes have seen the saviour of th:s
world. For indeed these late entanglements house.'"
and perplexities had got abroad among the He wa_now in full swing towards a brilhant
public, which at all times has a conviction peroration, when he perce:ved the old man, to
that whatever happens, happens only in order whom he held out the child, first appear a
that it mayhave something to talk about, little to inchne towards it, and immedmtely

The ceremony of the baptism was to be ob- after to totter and s:nk backwards. Hardly
served with all due honor, but it was to be as prevented from falhng, he was hfted to a seat ;
brief and as private as possible. The people but, notwithstanding the instant assistance
came together; Ottilie and Mittler were to which was rendered, he was found to be dead.
hold the child as sponsors. The old pastor, To see thus side by side birth and death,
.supported by the servants of the church, came the coffin and the cradle, to see them and to
m with slow steps; the prayers were offered, reahze them, to comprehend, not with the eye
The child lay in Ottilie's arms, and as she was of imagination, but with the bod:ly eye, at
!ooking affectionately down at it, it opened one moment these fearful opposites, w_-_a hard
Its eyes and she was not a little startled when trial to the spectators ; the harder, the more
she seemed to see her own eyes looking at her. utterly it had taken then: by surprise. Ottilie
The likeness would have surprised anyone, alone stood contemplating the slumberer,
Mittler, who next had to receive the child, whose features still retained their gentle sweet
started as welt; he fancying he saw in the expression, with a kind of envy. The life of
little features a most striking likeness to the her soul was killed ; why should the bodily
captain. He had never seen a resemblance life any longer drag on in weariness?
so marked. But though Ottilie was frequently led by

The infirmity of the good old clergyman melancholy incidents which occurred in the
had not permitted him to accompany the day to thoughts of the past, of separation .and
ceremony with more than the usual liturgy, of loss, at night she had strange v:slons g:ven

Mitt[er, however, who was full of his sub- her to comfort her, which assured her of the
je_, reeolle_ed his old performances when existence of her beloved, and thus strength-
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ened hers, and gave her life for her own. the utmost minuteness, moved readily before
When she laid herself down at night to rest, her without any effort of hers, without her
and was floating among sweet sensations be- willing it or exerting her imagination to pro-
tween sleep antf waking, "she seemed to be duce it. Trequentty she saw him surrounded
looking into a clear but softly illuminated with something in motion, which was darker
space. In this she would see Edward with than the bright ground ; but the figures were
the greatest distin_ness, and not in the dress shadowy, and she could scarcely distinguish
in which she had been accustomed to see him, them--sometimes they were like men, some-
but in military uniform; never in the same times they were like horses, or like trees, or
position, but always in a natural one, and not like mountains. She usually went to sleep in
the least with anything fantastic about him, the midst of the apparition, and when, after
either standing or walking, or lying down or a quiet night, she woke again in the morning,
riding. The figure, which was painted with she felt refreshed and comforted; she could
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say to herself, Edward still lives, and she her- nature herself. But the new ornamental shrubs
self was still remaining in the closest relation and fashionable flowers remained in a measure
towards him. strange to hun. He had a kind of shyness

of the endless field of botany, which had "been
lately opening itself, and the strange names

CHAPTER IX. humming about his ears made him cross and
Ill-tempered. The orders for flowers whtch

THE spring was come; it was late, but it had been made by his lord and lady in the
therefore burst out more rapidly and more ex- course of the past year, he considered so
hilaratingly than usual. Ottihe now found m much useless waste and extravagance. All
the garden the fruits of her carefulness, the more, as he .saw many valuable plants dis-
Everything shot up and came out in leaf and appear; and as he had ceased to stand on the
flower at its proper time. A number of plants best possible terms with the nursery gardeners,
which she had been training up under glass who lie fancmd had not been serving him hon-
frames and in hotbeds, now burst forward at estlv.
once to meet, at last, the advances of nature; I_onsequently, after a number of attempts,
and whatever there was to do, and to take he had formed a sort of a plan, in which
care of, it did not remain the mere labor of Ottilie encouraged him the more readily, be-
hope which it had been, but brought its re- cause its first essential condition was the re-
ward in immediate and substantial enjoyment, turn of Edward, whose absence in this, as in

There was many a chasm however among many other matters, every day had to be felt
the finest shoots produced by Luciana's wild more and more seriously.
ways, for which she had to console the gar- Now that the plants were ever strtking new
dener, and the symmetry of many a leafy roots, and putting out their shoots, Ottihe
coronet was destroyed. She trmd to en- felt herself even more fettered to this spot.
courage him to hope that it would all be soon It was just a year since she had come there
restored again, but he had too deep a feehng, as a stranger, as a mere insigmficant creature.
and too pure an idea of the nature of his How much had she not gained for herself
business, for such grounds of comfort to be since that time ! but, alas ! how much had she
of much service with him. Little as the gar- not also since that time lost again I Never
dener allowed himself to have his attention had she been so rich, and never so poor. The
dissipated by other tastes and inclinations, he feelings of her loss and of her gain alternated
could the less bear to have the peaceful course momentarily one with another, chasing each
interrupted which the plant follows towards other through her heart; and she could find
its enduring or its transient perfegtion. A no other means to help herself, except always
plant is like a setf-wiUed man, out of whom to set to work again at what lay nearest to
we can obtain all which we desire, if we wtll her, with such interest and eagerness as she
only treat him his own way. A calm eye, a could command.
silent method, in all seasons of the year, and That everything which she knew to be dear
at every hour, to do exadtly what has then to to Edward received especial care from her
be done, is required of no one perhaps more may be supposed. And why should she not
than of a gardener. These qualities the good hope that he himself would now soon come
man possessed in an eminent degree, and it back again ; and that when present, he would
was on that account that Ottilie liked so well show himself grateful for all the care and
to work with him; but for some time past he pains which she had taken for htm in his
had not found himself able to exercise his pc- absence?
euliar talent with any pleasure to himself. But there was also a far different employ-
Whatever concerned the fruit-gardening or ment which she took upon herself in his ser-
kitchen-gardening, as welt as whatever had in vice ; she had undertaken the principal charg.e
time past been required in the ornamental of the child, whose immediate attendant it
gardens, he understood perfe_ly. One man was all the easier for her to be, as they had
succeeds in one thing, another in another; he determined not to put it into the hands of a
succeeded in these. In his management of nurse, but to bring it up themselves by hand
the orangery, of the bulbous flowers, in bud- with milk and water. In the beautiful season
ding shoots and growing cuttings from the it was much out of doors, enjoying the free
carnations and auriculas, he might challenge air, and Ottilie liked best to take it out her-
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self, to carry the unconscious sleeping infant come now, thank God, again to its most

among the flowers and blossoms which should charming chapter. The violets and the may-
one day smile so brightly on its childhood,-- flowers are as its superscriptions and its vign-
among the young shrubs and plants, which, ettes. It always makes a pleasant impression
by their youth, seemed designed to grow up on us when we open again at these pages in
with the young lord to their after stature, the book of life."
When she looked about her, she did not hide
from herself to what a high position that child "We find fault with the poor, particularly
was born: far and wide, wherever the eye with the little ones among them, when they
could see, all would one day belong to him. loiter about the streets and beg. Do we not
How desirable, how necessary it must there- observe, that they begin to work again, a_
fore be, that it should grow up under the eyes soon as ever there is anything for them to do ?
of its father and its mother, and renew and Hardly has nature unfolded her smiling treas-
strengthen the union between them I ures, than the children are at once upon her

Ottilie saw all this so clearly, that she repre- track to open out a calling for themselves.
sented it to herself as conclusively decided, None of them beg any more; they have each
and for herself, as concerned with it, she never a nosegay to offer you; they were out and
felt at all. Under this fair heaven, by this gathering it before you had awakened out of
bright sunshine, at once it became clear to your sleep, and the supplicating face looks as
her, that her love, if it would perfe& itself, sweetly at you as the present which the hand
must become altogether unselfish ; and there is holding out. No person ever looks miser-
were many moments in which she believed it able who feels that he has a right to make a
was an elevation which she had already at- demand upon you."
tained. She only desired the well-being of
her friend. She fancied herself able to resign "How is it that the year sometimes seems
him, and never to see him any more, if she so short, and sometimes is so tong? How is
could only know that he was happy. The it that it is so short when it is pa_ing, and so
one only determination which she formed for long as we look back over it? When I think
herself was never to belong to another, of the past (.and it never comes so powerfully

They had taken care that the autumn should over me as m the garden), I feel how the
be no less brilliant than the spring. Sun- perishing and the enduring work one upon
flowers were there, and all the other plants the other, and there is nothing whose endur-
which are never tired of blossoming in autumn, ance is so brief as not to leave behind it some
and continue boldly on into the cold; asters trace of itself, something in its own likeness."
especially were sown in the greatest abun-
dance, and scattered about in all dire_ions, to "We are able to tolerate the winter. We
forna a starry heaven upon the earth, fancy that we can extend ourselves more freely

when the trees are so spec"tral, so transparent.
FROM oa_nLiv.'s DL_R'¢. They are nothing, but they conceal nothing;

"Any good thought which we have read, but when once the germs and buds begin to
anything striking which we have heard, we show, then we become impatient for the full
commonly enter in our diary; but if we would foliage to come out, for the landscape to put

on its body, and the tree to stand before ustake the trouble, at the same time, to copy
out of our friends' letters the remarkable ob- as a form."

servations, the original ideas, the hasty words
so pregnant in meaning, which we might find "Everything which is perfec% in its kind,
in them, we should then be rich indeed. We must pass out beyond and transcend its kind.
lay aside letters never to read them again, and It must be an inimitable something of another
at last we destroy them out of discretion, and and a higher nature. In many of its tones
so disappears the most beautiful, the most ira- the nightingale is only a bird ; then it rises
mediate breath of life, irrecoverably for our- up above its class, and seems as if it would
selves and for others. I intend to make teach every feathered creature what singing
amends in future for such negle_." really is."

"So, then, once more the old story of the "'A life without love, without the presence
year is being repeated over again. We are of the beloved, is but poor emn_gt_" d tiroir.
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We draw out slide after slide, swiftly tiring of reach some higher stage ! The traveller, to
each, and pushing it back to make haste to his greatest annoyance, breaks a wheel upon
the next. Even what we know to be good his journey, and through this unpleasant ace,-
and important hangs but wearily together ; dent makes some charming acquaintance, and
every step is an end, and ever)' step Is a fresh forms some new connec_t_on,which has an m-
beginning." fluence on all his life. Destroy grants us our

wishes, but in its own way, m order to give u_
something beyond our wishes.

CHAPTER X. Among these and similar reflecCtionsthey
reached the new building on the h_tt, where

C_ARUYrTE meanwhile was well and in they intended to estabhsh themselves for the
good spirits. She was happy in her beautiful summer. The view- all round them was far
boy, whose fair promising little form every more beautiful than could have been supposed ;
hour was a delight to both her eyes and ever), little obstrucCtlon had been removed;
heart. In him she found a new link to con- all the lovehne_ of the landscape, whatever
nect her with the world and with her prop- nature, whatever the season of the vear had
erty. Her old aCtivity began anew to stir in done for _t, came out in _ts beauty t;efore the
her again, eye ; and already the young plantations, which

Look which way she would, she saw how had been made to fill up a few openings, were
much had been done in the year that was beginning to look green, and to form an
past, and it was a pleasure to her to contem- agreeable connecting hnk between parts which
plate it. Enlivened by the strength of these before stood separate.
feelings, she climbed up to the summer-house The house itself was nearly habitable; the
with Ottilie and the child, and as she laid the views, particularly from the upper rooms, were
latter down on the little table, as on the altar of the richest variety. The longer you looked
of her house, and saw the two seats still round you, the more beauUes you discovered.
vacant, she thought of gone-by times, and What magmficent effects wouid not be pro-
fresh hopes rose out before her for herself and duced here at the different hours of day--by
for Ottilie. sunlight and by moonlight? Nothing could

Young ladies, perhaps, look timidly, round be more delightful than to come and hve
them at this or that young man, carrying on there, and now that she found all the rough
a silent examination, whether they would like work fin_shed, Charlotte longed to be busy
to have him for a husband; but whoever has again. An upholsterer, a tapestry-hanger, a
a daughter or a fenmle ward to care for, painter, who could lay on the colors with pat-
takes a wider circle in her survey. And so it terns, and a little gilding, were all which were
fared at this moment with Charlotte, to whom, reqmred, and these were soon found, and m
as she thought of how they had once sat side a short time the bmlding was completed.
by side in that summer-house, a union did not Kitchen and cellar stores were quickly la_d in ;
seem impossible between the captain and being so far from the castle, it was necessary
Ottilie. It had not remained unknown to to have all essentials provided; and the two
her, that the plans for the advantageous mar- ladies with the child went up and settled there.
riage, which had been proposed to the captain, From this residence, as from a new centre
had come to nothing, point, unknown walks opened out to them;

Charlotte went on up the cliff, and Ottitie and in these high regions the free fresh air
carried the child. A number of reflecCtions_and the beautiful weather were thoroughly de-
crowded upon the former. Even on the firm lightful.
land there are frequent enough shipwrecks,' Ottilie's favorite walk, sometimes alone,
and the true wise conducCt is to recover our- i sometimes with the child, was down below, to-
selves, and refit our vessel as fast as possible, wards the plane trees ; along a pleasa_t foot-
Is life to be calculated only by its gains and path, leading direcCtlyto the point where one
losses? Who has not made arrangement on _of the boats was kept chained in which people
arrangement, and has not seen them broken used to go across the water. She often m-
in pieces? How often does not a man strike ! dulged herself in an expedition on the water,
into a road and lose it again! How often i only without the child, as Charlotte was a

are we not turned aside from one point which i little uneasy about it. She never missed,we had sharpi 7 before our eye, but only to however, p_ying a daily visLt to the castle
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garden and the gardener, and going to look erly to enjoy what was round them. His
with him at his show of greenhouse plants, practised eye received everyeffecq in its fresh-
which were all out now, enjoying the free air. ness, and he found all the more pleasure in

At this beautiful season, Charlotte was much what was before him, as he had not previously
pleased to receive a visit from an English known the place, and was scarcely able to
nobleman, who had made acquaintance with distinguish what man had done there from
Edward abroad, having met him more than what nature had presented to him ready
once, and who was now curious to see the made.

laying out of his park, which he had heard so We may even say that through his remarks
much admired. He brought with him a letter the park grew and enriched itself; he was
of introduction from the count, and intro- able to anticipate in their fulfilment the prom-
duced at the same time a quiet but most ises of the growing plantations. There was
agreeable man as his travelling companion, not a spot where there was any effe& which
He went about seeing everything, sometimes could be either heightened or produced, but
with Charlotte and Ottilie, sometimes with what he observed it.
the gardeners and the foresters, often with his In one place he pointed to a fountain which,
friend, and now and then alone; and they if it was cle"aaed out, promised to be the
could perceive clearly from his observations most beautiful spot for a picnic party. In
that he took an interest in such matters, and another, to a cave which had only to be
understood them well; indeed, that he had enlarged and swept clear of rubbish to form
himself probably executed many such. a desirable seat. A few trees might be cut

Although he was now advanced in life, he down, and a view would be opened from it
entered warmly into everything which could of some grand masses of rock, towering mag-
serve for an ornament to life, or contribute nificently against the sky. I-Ie wislmd the
anything to its importance, owners joy that so much was still remaining

In his presence, the ladies came first prop- for them to do, and he besought them not to
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be in a hurry about it, but to keep for them- pally because my son, for whose sake al6ne it
selves for years to come the pleasures of shap- was any pleasure to me to remain and work
ing and improving, there,--who will, by-and-by, inherit It, and

At the hours which the ladies usually spent with whom [ hoped to enjoy it,--took no m-
alone he was never in the way, for he was terest in the place at all, but has gone out to
occupied the greatest part of the day in catch- Indta, where, hke many other foohsh fellows,
ing such views in the park as would make he fancies he can make a higher use of his
good paintings, in a portable camera obscura, hfe. He is more likely to squander it.
and drawing from them, in order to secure "Assuredly we spend far too much labor
some desirable fruits from his travels for him- and outlay in preparation for life. Instead
self and others. For many years past he had of beginning at once to make ourselves happy
been m the habit of doing this in all remark- in a moderate condition, we spread ourselves
able places which he visited, and had pro- out wider and _ ider, only to make ourselves
vided himself by it with a most charming more and more uncomfortable. Who i_ there
and interesting collection. He showed the now to enjoy my mansion, my park, my gar-
ladies a large portfolio which he had brought dens? Not I, nor any of mine,--strangers,
with him, and entertained them with the visitors, or curious, restless travellers.
pictures and with descriptions. And it was "Even with large means, we are ever but
a real dehght to them, here in their solitude, half and half at home, especially in the coun-
to travel so pleasantly over the world, and see try, where we miss many things to which we
sweep past them, shores and havens, moun- have become accustomed in town. The book
rains, lakes and rivers, cities, castles, and a for which we are most anxious is not to be
hundred other localities which have a name had, and just the thing which we most wanted
in history, is forgotten. We take to being domestic,

Each of the two ladies had an especial in- only again to go out of ourselves; if we do
terest in it_Charlotte the more general inter- not go astray of our own will and caprice,
est in whatever was historically remarkable ; c_rcumstance% passmns, accidents, necessity,
Ottihe dwelling in preference on the scenes and one does not know what besides, manage
of which Edward used most to talk,--where it for us."
he liked best to stay, and which he would Little did the earl ima_ne how deeply his
most often revisit. Every man has some- fiaend would be touched by these random ob-
where, far or near, his peculiar locahties servatlons. It is a danger to which we are all
which attraCt him ; scenes which, according of us exposed when we venture on general re-
to his charaCter, either from first impressions, marks in a society the circmnstances of which
or from particular associations, or from habit, we might have supposed were well enough
have a charm for him beyond all others, known to us. Such casual wounds, even from

She, therefore, asked the earl which, of all well-meaning, kindly-disposed people, were
these places, pleased him best, where he would nothing new to Charlotte. She so clearly, so
like to settle, and hve for hnnself, if he might thoroughly knew and understood the world_
choose. There was more than one lovely spot that it gave her no particular pain if it did
which he pointed out, with what had happened happen that through somebody's thoughtaess-
to him there to make him love and value it ; ness or imprudence she had her attention
and the peculiar accentuated French in which forced into this or that unpleasant direction.
he spoke, made it most pleasant to listen to But it was very different with Ottihe. At her
him. half-conscious age. at which she rather felt

To the further question, which was his or- than saw, and at which she was d_sposed, in-
dinary residence, which he properly con- deed was obliged, to turn her eyes away from
sidered his home ; he replied, without any what she should not or would not see, Ottflxe
hesitation, in a manner quite unexpected by was thrown by this melancholy conversation
the ladies, into the most pitiable state. It rudely tore

"I have accustomed myself by this time to away the pleasant veil from before her eyes,
he at home everywhere, and t find, after all, and it seemed to her as if everything which
that it is much more agreeable to allow others had been done all this time for house and
to plant and build, and keep house for me. court, for park and garden, for all their wide
I have no desire to return to nay own posses- environs, were utterly in vain, because he to
sions, partly on political grounds, but pnncl- whom it all belonged could not enjoy it; be-
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cause he, like their present visitor, had been to herself), that men love to dally with and
driven out to wander up and down in the exaggerate the evils which circumstances have
world--and, indeed, in the most perilous once begun to infli_ upon them.
paths of it--by those who were nearest and The state in which Edward was, came be-
dearest to him. She was accustomed to fore her in a light so piteous, so miserable,
listen in silence, but on this occasion she that she made up her mind, let it cost her
sat on in the most painful condition; which, what it would, that she would do everything
indeed, was made rather worse than better in her power to unite him again with Char-
by what the stranger went on to say, as lotte, and she herself would go and hide her
he continued with his peculiar, humorous sorrow and her love in some silent scene, and
gravity : beguile the time with such employment as she

"I think I am now on the right way. I could find.
look upon myself steadily.as a traveller, who Meanwhile the carl's companion, a quiet,
renounces many things m order to enjoy sensible man and a keen observer, had re-
more. I am accustomed to change; it has marked the mistake in the conversation, and
become, indeed, a necessity to me; just as spoke to his friend about it. The latter knew
in the opera, people are always looking out nothing of the circumstances of the family;
for new and new decorations, because there but the other being one of those persons whose
have already been so many. I know very principal interest in travelling lay in gather-
well what I am to expe_ from the best ho- ing up the strange occurrences which arose
tels, and what from the worst. It may be out of the natural or artificial relations of
as good or it may be as bad as it will, but society, which were produced by the confli_
I nowhere find anything to which I am ac- of the restraint of law with the violence of
customed, and in the end it comes to much the will, of the understanding with the reason,
the same thing whether we depend for our of passion with prejudice---had some time be-
enjoyment entirely on the regular order of fore made himself acquainted with the outline
custom, or entirely on the caprices of acci- of the story, and since he had been in the
dent. I have never to vex myself now, he- family he had learned exa&ly all that had
cause this thing is mislaid, or that thing is taken place, and the present position in which
lost; because the room in which I live is things were standing.
uninhabitable, and I must have it repaired; The earl, of course, was very sorry, but it
because somebody has broken my favorite was not a thing to make him uneasy. A man
cup, and for a long time nothing tastes well must hold his tongue altogether in society if
out of any other. All this I am happily he is never to find himself in such a position ;
raised above. If the house catches fire about for not only remarks with meaning in them,
my cars, my people quietly pack my thin.gs but the most trivial expressions, may happen
up, and we pass away out of the town m to" clash in an inharmonious key with the in-
search of other quarters. And considering terest of somebody present.
all these advantages, when I reckon carefully, "We will set things right this evening,"
I calculate that, by the end of the year, I said he, "and escape from any general con-
have not sacrificed more than it would have versation; you shall let them hear one of the
cost me to be at home." many charming anecdotes with which your

In this description Ottilie saw nothing but portfolio and your memory have enriched
Edward before her; how he too was now themselves while we have been abroad."
amidst discomfort and hardship, marching However, with the best intentions, the
along untrodden roads, lying out in the fields strangers did not, on this next occasion,
in danger and want, and in all this insecurity succeed any better in gratifying their friends
and hazard growing accustomed to be home- with unalloyed entertainment. The carl's
less and friendless, learning to fling away friend told a number of singular stories---
everything that he might have nothing to some serious, some amusing, some touching,
lose. Fortunately, the party separated for a some terrible--with which he had roused
short time. Ottilie escaped to her room, their attention and strained their interest to
where she could give way to her tears. No the highest tension, and he thought to con-
weight of sorrow had ever pressed so heavily elude with a strange but softer incident, little
upon her as this clear perception (which she dreaming how nearly it would touch his
tried, as people usually do, to make still clearer listeners.
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had been obliged to take off hts silk handker-
THE TWO STRANGI_CHILDREN. chief and tie her hands with it behind her back.

." This she never forgave ham : she made so
children of many attempts, she laid so many plans to in-

neighboring fatal- jure him, that the parents, who had been long
lies, a boy and a watching these singular passions, came to an
girl, of an age understanding together and resolved to sepa-
which would suit rate these two hostile creatures, and sacrifice
well for them at their favorite hopes.
some future time "The boy shot rapidly forward in the new
to marry, were situation in which he was placed. He mas-
brought up to- tered every subjeeCt which he was taught. His
gether with this friends and his own inclination chose the army
agreeable pros- for his profession, and everywhere, let him be
pert, and the par- where he would, he was looked up to and be-
ents on both sides, loved. His disposition seemed formed to
who were people labor for the well-being and the pleasure of
of some position others; and he himself, without being clearly
in the world, conscious of it, was in himself happy at hav-
1o ok e d forward ing got rid of the only antagomst which nature
with pleasure to had assigned to him.
their future union. "The girl, on the other hand, became at

"It was too once an altered creature. Her growing age,
soon observed, the progress of her education, above all, her

however, that the purpose seemed likely to own inward feehngs, drew her away from the
fail; the dispositions of both children prom- boisterous games with boys in wh:ch she had
ised everything which was good, but there hitherto dehghted. Altogether she seemed
was an unaccountable antipathy between them. to want something; there was nothing any-
Perhaps they were too much like each other, where about her which could deserve to excite
Both were thoughtful, clear in their wills, and her hatred, and she had never found anyone
firm in their purposes. Each separately was whom she could think worthy of her love.
beloved and respeHed by his or her corn- "A young man, somewhat older than her
panions, but whenever they were together previous neighbor-antagonist, of rank, prop-
they were always antagonists. Forming sepa- erty and consequence, beloved in society, and
rate plans for themselves, they only met mutu- much sought after by women, bestowed his
ally to cross and thwart one another ; never affeHions upon her. It was the first time that
emulating each other in pursuit of one aim, friend, lover, or servant had displayed any
but always fighting for a single object. Good- interest in her. The preference which he
natured and amiable everywhere else, they showed for her above others who were older,
were spiteful and even malicious whenever more cultivated, and of more brilhant pre-
they came in conta6"t, tensions than herself, was naturally gratifying ;

"This singular relation first showed itself the constancy of his attention, which was
in their childish games, and it continued with never obtrusive, his standing by her fa:thfully
their advancing years. The boys used to through a number of unpleasant inc:dents, his
play at soldiers, divide into parties, and give quiet suit, which was declared indeed to her
each other battle, and the fierce haughty young parents, but which as she was still very young
lady set herself at once at the head of one of he did not press, only asking to be allowed to
the armies, and fought against the other with hope ; all this engaged him to her, and custom
such animosity and bitterness that the latter and the assumption in the world that the thing
would have been put to a shameful flight, was already settled, carried her along with it.
except for the desperate bravery of her own She had so often been called has bride that at
particular rival, who at last disarmed his last she began to consider herself so, and
antagonist and took her prisoner; and even neither she nor anyone else ever thought any
then she defended herself with so much fury further trial could be necessary before she ex-

that to save his eyes from being torn out, and changed rings with the person who for so long
at the mane time not to injure his enemy, he I a tame had passed for her bridegroom.
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"The peaceful course which the affair had laughed over her martial encounter with him
all along followed was not at all precipitated with weapons in her hand; she dwelt upon
by the betrothal. Things were allowed to go the delight of her feelings when he disarmed
on both sides just as they were; they were her. She imagined that zt had given her the
happy in being together, and they could enjoy greatest happiness when he bound her; aiJd
to the end the fair season of the year as the whatever she had done afterwards to injure
spring of their future more serious life. him, or to vex him, presented itself to her as

"The absent youth had meanwhile grown only an innocent means of attracting hts at-
up into everything which was most admirable, tention. She cursed their separation. She
He had obtained a well-deserved rank in his bewailed the sleepy state into which she had
profession, and came home on leave to visit fallen. She execrated the insidious lazy rou-
his family. Towards his fair neighbor he tine which had betrayed her into accepting so
found himself again in a natural but singular insignificant a bridegroom. She was trans-
position. For some time past she had been formed--doubly transformed, forwards or
nourishing in herself such affe&ionate family backwards, whichever way we like to take it.
feelings as suited her position as a bride; she "She kept her feelings entirely to herself;
was in harmony with everything about her ; but if anyone could have divined them and
she believed that she was happy, and in a cer- shared them with her, he could not have
tam sense she was so. Now first for a long blamed her: for indeed the bridegroom could
time something again stood in her way. It not sustain a comparison with the other as
was not to be hated--she had become incap- soon as they were seen together. If a sort of
able of hatred. Indeed the childish hatred, regard to the one could not be refused, the
which had in facetbeen nothing more than an other excited the fi_llest trust and confidence.
obscure recognition of inward worth, expressed If one made an agreeable acquaintance, the
itself now in a happy astonishment, in pleasure other we should desire for a companion ; and
at meeting, in ready acknowledgments, in a in extraordinary cases, where higher demands
half willing, half unwilling, and yet irresistible might have to be made on them, the bride-
attrac"tion; and all this was mutual. Their groom was a person- to be utterly despaired of,
long separation gave occasion for longer con- while the other would give the feeling of per-
versations; even their old childish foolishness fec"tsecurity.
served, now that they had grown wiser, to "There is a peculiar innate taCt in women
amuse them as they looked back; and they which discovers to them differences of this
felt as if at least they were bound to make kind; and they have cause as well as occasion
good their petulant hatred by friendliness and to cultivate it.
attention to each other--as if their first violent "The more the fair bride was nourishing all
injustice to each other ought not to be left these feelings in secret, the less opportumty
without open acknowledgment, there was for anyone to _peak a word which

"On his side it all remained in a sensible, could tell in favor of her bridegroom, to re-
desirable moderation. His position, his cir- mind her of what her duty and their relative
cumstances, his efforts, his ambition, found position advised and commanded--indeed,
him so abundant an occupation, that the what an unalterable necessity seemed now
friendliness of this pretty bride he received irrevocably to require; the poor heart gave
as a very thankworthy present ; but without, itself up entirely to its passion.
therefore, even so much as thinking of her in "On one side she was bound inextricably
connection with himself, or entertaining the to the bridegroom by the world, by her family,
slightest jealousy of the bridegroom, with and by her own promise; on the other, the
whom he stood on the best possible terms, ambitious young man made no secret of what

"With her, however, it was altogether dif- he was thinking and planning for himself,
ferent. She seemed to herself as if she had conducing himself towards her no more than
awakened out of a dream. Her fightingswith a kind but not at all a tender brother, and
her young neighbor had been the beginnings speaking of his departure as immediately ira-
of an affeCtion ; and this violent antagonism pending; and now it seemed as if her early
was no more than an equally violent innate childish spirit woke up again in her with all
passion for him, first showing under the form its spleen and violence, and was preparing
of opposition. She could remember nothing itself in its distemper, on this higher stage of
else than that she had always loved him. She life, to work more effectively and destructively.
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-- _ Hledtive A2_initYes. .o

She determined that she would die to punish music playing. The party had collected in
the once hated, and now so passionately loved, the cabin, below deck, during the heat of the
youth for his want of interest in her; and as day, and were amusing themselves with games.
she could not possess himself, at least she Their young host, who could ::ever remain
would wed herself forever to his imagination without doing something, had taken charge of
and to his repentance. Her dead image the helm, to reheve the old master of the yes-
should cling to him, and he should never be sel, and the latter had lain down and was fast
free from it. He should never cease to re- asleep. It was a moment when the steerer
proach himself for not having understood, not required all his clrcumspe&ness, as the vessel
examined, not valued her feelings toward him. was nearing a spot where two islands narrowed

"This singular insanity accompanied her the channel of the river, while shallow banks
wherever she went. She kept it concealed of shingle stretching off, first on one side and
under all sorts of forms; and akhough people then on the other, made the navlgauon dlffi-
thought her very odd, no one was observant cult and dangerous. Prudent and sharp-
enough or clever enough to discover the real sighted as he was. he thought for a moment
inward reason, that it would be better to wake the master ;

"In the meantime, friend_, relations, ac- but he felt confident in him_elfl at_d he thought
quaintanees had exhausted themselves in con- he would venture and make straight for the
trivances for pleasure parties. Scarcely a day narrows. At this moment hl_ fair enemy
passed, but something new and unexpec"ted appeared upon deck with a wreath of flowers
was set on foot. There was hardly a pretty in her hair ' Take thl._ to remember me by,'
spot in the country round which had not been ' she cried out She took it off and threw it to
decked out and prepared for the reception the steerer. • Don't disturb me,' he answered
of some merry party. And now our young quickly, as he caught the wreath; "I require
visitor before departing wished to do his part all my powers and all my attention now.'
as well, and invited the young couple, with a 'You will never be disturbed by me any
small family circle, to an expedition on the more,' she cried; 'you will never see me
water. They went on board a large beautiful . again.' As she spoke, she rushed to the for-
vessel dressed out in all its colors,_one of the ward part of the _es_el. and from thence she
yachts which had a small saloon and a cabin sprang into the water. Voice upon voice
or two besides, and are intended to carry with called out, ' Save her, save her, _he is sinking !"
them upon the water the comfort and con- He wa_ in the most terrible difficulty. In the
veniences of land. confusion the old shipmaster woke, and tried

"They set out upon the broad river with to catch the rudder, which the young man
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bid him take. But there was no time to of himself; for the clothes whieh he still wore
change hands. The vessel stranded; and at were wet and dripping.
the same moment, flinging off the heaviest of "Their young hosts considered what could
his upper garments, he sprang into the water be done. The husband offered the young man,
and swam towards his beautiful enemy. The and the wife offered the fair lady, the dresses
water is a friendly element to a man who is at in which they had been married, which were
home in it, and who knows how to deal with hanging up in full perle&ion, and sufficient
it ; it buoyed him up, and acknowledged the for a complete suit, inside and out, for two
strong swimmer as its master. He soon over- people. In a short time our pair of adven-
took the beautiful girl, who had been swept turers were not only equipped, but in full
away before him; he caught hold of her, costume. They looked most charming, gazed
raised her and supported her, and both of at one another, when they met, with adm_ra.
them were carried violently down by the cur- tion, and then with infinite affe&ion, half
rent, till the shoals and islands were left far laughing at the same time at the quaintness
behind, and the river was again open and of their appearance, they fell into each other's
running smoothly. He now began to colle& arms.
himself; they had passed the first immediate "The power of youth and the quickening
danger, in which he had been obliged to a& spirit of love in a few moments completely
mechanically without time to think ; he raised restored them ; and there was nothing wanted
his head as high as he could to look about but music to have set them both off dancing.
him ; and then swam with all his might to a "To have found themselves brought from
low bushy point, which ran out conveniently the water on dry land, from death into life,
into the stream. There he brought his fair from the circle of their families into a wilder-
burden to dry land, but he could find no signs hess, from despair into rapture, from indiffer-
of life in her; he was in despair, when he ence to affe&ion and to love, all in a moment:
caught sight of a trodden path leading among the head was not strong enough to bear it; it
the bushes. Again he caught her up in his must either burst, or go distracCted: or if so
arms, hurried forward, and presently reached distressing an alternative were to be escaped,
a sohtary cottage. There he found kind, the heart must put out all its efforts.
good peoplewa young married couple; the "Lost wholly in each other, it was long
misfortunes and the dangers explained them- before they recollerted the alarm and anxiety
selves instantly; every remedy he could think of those who had been left behind ; and they
of was instantly applied ; a bright fire blazed themselves, indeed, could not well think, with-
up: woollen blankets were spread on a bed, out alarm and anxiety, how they were again
counterpane, cloaks, skins, whatever there was to encounter them. ' Shall we run away?
at hand which would serve for warmth, were shall we hide ourselves ?' said the young man.

, heaped over her as fast as possible. The de- 'We will remain together,' she said, as she
sire to save life overpowered, for the present, clung about his neck.
every other consideration. Nothing was left "The peasant having heard them say that a
undone to bring back to life the beautiful party was aground on the shoal, had hurried
half-torpid, naked body. It succeeded; she down, without stopping to ask another ques-
opened her eyes! her friend was before her; tion, to the shore. When he arrived there,
she threw her heavenly arms about his neck. he saw the vessel coming safely down the
In this position she remained for a time; and stream. After much labor it had been got
then a stream of tears burst out and completed off; and they were now going on in uncer-
her recovery. 'Will you forsake me,' she tainty, hoping to find their lost ones again
tried, 'now when I find you again thus?' .somewhere. The peasant shouted and made
'Never,' he answered, 'never:' hardly know- signs to them, and at last caught the attentmn
ing what he said or did. 'Only consider of those on board; then he ran to a spot
yourself,' she added; 'take care of yourself, where there was a convenient place for land-
for your sake and for mine.' ing, and went on signalling and shouting till

"She now began to colle& herself, and for the vessel's head was turned towards the shore;
the first time recolle&ed the state in which and what a scene there was for them when they
she was; she could not be ashamed before her landed. The parents of the two betrothed
darling, before her preserver; but she gladly first pressed on the banks; the poor loving
allowed him to go, that he might take care bridegroom had almost lost his senses. They
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had scarcely learned that their dear children with the camera, in looking for spots where
had been saved, when in their strange disguise you could make your sketches, to have ob-
the latter came forward out of the bushes to served anything else which was passing. You
meet them. No one recognized them tilt they left the broad walk, you remember, and went
were come quite close. ' Who do I see ?' to a sequestered place on the side of the lake.
cried the mothers. 'What do I see?' cried There was a fine view of the opposite shore
the fathers. The preserved ones flung them- which you wished to take. Well, Ottilie, who
selves on the ground before them. ' Your was wlth us, got up to follow ; and then pro-
children,' they called out ; ' a pair.' ' Forgive posed that she and I should find our way to
us!' cried the maiden. 'Give us your bless- you in the boat. I got m with her, and'was
ing !' cried the young man. ' Give us your delighted with the skill of my fair condu6t-
blessing!' they cried both, as all the world ress. I assured her that never since I had
stood still in wonder. 'Your blessing!' was been 111Switzerland, _,here the young ladles
repeated the third time ; and who would have so often fill the place of the boatmen, had I
been able to refuse it ?" been so pleasantly ferned over the water. At

the same time I could not help asking her
why she had shown such an objecCtion to going
the way which you had gone, along the little
by-path. I had observed her shrink from it

CHAPTER XI. with a sort of painful uneasiness. She was
THE narrator made a pause, or rather he not at all offended. ' If you will promise not

had already finished his story, before he ob- to laugh at me,' she answered, 'I will tell you
served the emotion into which Charlotte had as much as I know about it; but to myself it
been thrown by it. She got up, uttered some is a mystery which I cannot explain. There
sort of an apology, and left the room. To is a particular spot m that path which I never
her it was a well-known history. The prm- pass without a strange shiver passing over me,
cipal incident in it had really taken placewith which I do not remember ever feehng any-
the captain and a neighbor of her own; not where else, and which I cannot the least
exa6"tly, indeed, as the Englishman had re- understand. But I shrink from exposing
lated it. But the main features of it were the myself to the sensation, because it is followed
same. It had only been more finished off and immediately after by a pare on the left side
elaborated in its details, as stories of that of my head. from which at other times I suffer
kind always are, when they have passed first severely.' We landed. Ottflie was engaged
through the lips of the multitude, and then with you, and 1 took the opportumty of ex-
through the fancy of a clever and imaginative amining the spot, which she pointed out to
narrator; the result of the process being me as we went by on the water. I was not a
usually to leave everything and nothing as little surprised to find there distincCt traces of o
it was. coal, in sufficient quantmes to convince me

Ottilie followed Charlotte, as the two friends that at a short distance below the surface there
begged her to do; and then it was the carl's must be a considerable bed of it.
turn to remark, that perhaps they had made a "Pardon me, my lord ; I see you smile ;
second mistake, and that the subjec'-t of the and I know very well that you have no faith
story had been well known to or was in some in these things about which I am so eager, and
way conne_ed with the family. "We must that it is only your sense and your kindness
take care," he added, "that we do no more which enable you to tolerate me. However,
mischief here; we seem to bring little good it is impossible for me to leave this place
to our entertainers for all the kindness and without trying on that beautiful creature an
hospitality which they have shown us; we will experiment with the pendulum."
make some excuse for ourselves, and then take The earl, whenever these matters came to
our leave." be spoken of, never failed to repeat the same

'" I must confess," answered his companion, objed'tions to them over and over again ; and
"that there is something else which still holds his friend endured them all qmetly and pa-
ine here, which I should be very sorry to tiently, remaining firm, nevertheless, to his
leave the house without seeing cleared up or own opinion, and holding to his own wishes.
in some way explained. You were too busy He, too, again repeated, that there was no
yourself yesterday when we were in the park reason, because the experiment did not succeed
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with everyone, that they should give them up, was perfe_ly sertous, she held it steady, and
as if there was nothing in them but fancy, without any agitation. Not the shghtest too-
They should be examined into all the more tion, however, could be dete_ed. Ottflle
earnestly and scrupulously; and there was no was then called upon to try. She held the
doubt that the result would be the dxscovery pendulum still more quietly and unconsciously
of a number of affinities of inorganic crea- over the plate on the table. But m a moment
tures for one another, and of organic creatures the swinging piece of metal began to stir with
for them, and again for each other, which at a dmtinc"t rotatory a6"tion, and turned as they
present were unknown to us. moved the position of the plate, first to one

He had already spread out his apparatus of side and then to the other; now in circles,
gold rings, markasites, and other metallic sub- now in elhpses ; or else describing a series of
stances, a pretty little box of which he always straight lines; doing all the carl's friend could
carried about with himself; and he suspended expecCt, and far exceeding, indeed, all his ex-
a piece of metal by a string over another pe6tations.
piece, which he placed upon the table. "Now, The earl himself was a little staggered ; but
my lord," he said, "you may take what pleas- the other could never be satisfied, from de-
ure you please (I can see in your face what light and curiosity, and begged for the ex-
you are feeling), at perceiving that nothing periment again and again with all sorts of
will set itself in motion with me, or for me. variations. Ottilie was good-natured enough
But my operation is no more than a pretence ; to gratify him ; till at last she was obliged to
when the ladies come back, they wilt be curi- desire to be allowed to go, as her headache
ous to know what strange work we are about." had come on again. In further admiratmn

The ladies returned. Charlotte understood and even rapture, he assured her with enthu-
at once what was going on. "I have heard siasm that he would cure her forever of her
much of these things," she said; "but I never disorder, if she would only trust herself to h_s
saw the effe_ myself. You have everything remedies. For a moment they did not know
ready there. Let me try whether I can sue- what he meant; but Charlotte, who compre-
teed in producing anything." hended immediately after, declined his well-

She took the thread in her hand, and as she meant offer, not liking to have introduced
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and practised about her a thing of which she having observed it or known of it, a sharp
had always had the strongest apprehensions, watch had been kept under his orders. His

The strange_ were gone, and, notw_thstand- quiet restdence looked most sweet and pleasant
ing their having been the inadvertent cause when he reached it. In accordance with his
of strange and painful emotions, left the wish orders, various improvements had been made
behind them, that this meeting might not be m his absence, and what was wanting to the
the last. Charlotte now made use of the estabh_hment m extent, was compensated by
beautiful weather to return visits in the neigh- its internal comforts and convemences. Ed-
borhood, which, indeed, gave her work enough ward, accustomed by hts more actwe habits
to do, seeing that the whole country round, of hfe, to take dec_ded steps, determined to
some from a real interest, some merely from execute a project which he long had sufficient
custom, had been most attentive in calhng to tmae to think over. First of all, he invited
inquire after her. At home her dehght was the major to come to him. This pleasure in
the sight of the child, and really it well de- meeting again was very great to both of them.
served all love and interest. People saw in it The frtendsh_ps of boyhood, like relationship
a wonderful, indeed a miraculous child ; the of blood, possess this important advantage,
brightest, sunniest little face; a fine, well- that mistakes and misunderstandings never
proportioned body, strong and healthy; and produce irreparable injury; and the old re-
what surprised them more, the double resem- gard after a time will always re-estabhsh itself.
blance, which became more and more con- Edward began with mqumng about the
spicuous. In figure and in the features of the situation of his friend, and learned that for-
face, it was like the captain ; the eyes every tune had favored him exactly as he most could
day it was less easy to distinguish from the have wished. He then half-seriously asked
eyes of Ottilie. whether there was not _omethmg going for-

Ottilie herself, partly from this remarkable ward about a marriage ; to which he received
affinity, perhaps still more under the influence a most decided and positive denial.
of that sweet woman's feeling which makes "I cannot and will not have any reserve
them regard with the most tender affection with you," he proceeded. "I will tell you
the offspring, even by another, of the man at once what my own feelings are, and what
they love, was as good as a mother to the I Intend to do. You know my passion for
little creature as it grew, or rather, she was a Ottilie; you must long have comprehended
second mother of another kind. If Charlotte that it was this which drove me into the cam-
was absent, Ottilie remained alone with the paign. I do not deny that I desired to be
child and the nurse. Nanny had for some rid of a life which, without her, would be of
time past been jealous of the boy for mon- no further value to me. At the same time,
opolizing the entire affections of her mistress; however, I acknowledge that I could never
she had left her in a fit of crossness, and gone bring myself utterly to despair. The prospec_t
back to her mother. Ottilie would carry the of happiness with her was so beautiful, so m-
child about in the open air, and by degrees finitely charming, that it was not possible for
took longer and longer walks with it. She me entirely to renounce xt. Feehngs, too,
took her bottle of milk to give the child _ts which I cannot explain, and a number of
food when it wanted any. Generally, too, happy omens, have combined to strengthen
she took a book with her; and so with the me m the belief, in the assurance, that Ottlhe
child in her arms, reading and wandering, will one day be mine. The glas, with our
she made a very pretty Penserosa. mitiats cut upon it, which was thrown into the

air when the foundation-stone was laid, d_d

not.go, to pieces; it was caught, and I have it
again m my possession. After many m_serable
hours of uncertainty, spent _n th_ place, I

CHAPTER XII. said to myself, ' I wilt put myself m the place
TH_ object of the campaign was attained, of this glass, and it shall be an omen whether

and Edward, with crosses and decorations, our union be possible or not. I will go ; I will
was honorably dismissed. He betook himself seek for death; not hke a madman, but like
at once to the same little estate, where he a man who still hopes that he may hve. Ot-
found exact accounts of his family waiting for tilie shall be the prize for which I fight. Ot-
him, on whom all this time, without their tihe shall be behind the ranks of the enemy;
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in every intrenchment, in every beleaguered Are we, from some respe_ of prudence, to
fortress, I shall hope to find her, and to wm refuse to ourselves what the customs of the
her. I will do wonders, with the wish to sur- age do not forbid? In how many matters do
vive them; with the hope to gain Ottilie, not men recall their intentions and their a&ions;
to lose her.' These feelings have led me on ; and shall it not be allowed to them here,
they have stood by me through all dangers ; here, where the question is not of this thing
and now I find myself like one who has ar- or of that, but of everything; not of our
rived at his goal, who has overcome every single condition of life, but of the whole
difficulty and who has nothing more left in complex life itself?"
his way. Ottilie is mine, and whatever lies Again the major powerfullyand impressively
between the thought and the execution of it, urged on Edward to consider what he owed to
I can only regard as unimportant." his wife, what was due to his family, to the

"With a few strokes you blot out," rephed world, and to his own position ; but he could
the major, "all the objecCtionsthat we can or not succeed in producing the slightest ira-
ought to urge upon you, and yet they must be pression.
repeated. I must leave it to yourself to recall "All these questions, my friend," he re-
the full value of your relation with your wife; turned, "I have considered already again and
but you owe it to her, and you owe it to your- again. They have passed before me in the
self, not to close your eyes to it. How can I storm of battle, when the earth was shaking
so much as recollec'-t that you have had a son with the thunder of the cannon, with the balls
given to you, without acknowledging at once singing and whistling round me, with my corn-
that you two belong to one another forever ; fades falling right and left, my t_orse shot
that you are bound, for this little creature's under me, my hat pierced with bullets. They
sake, to live umted, that united you may edu- have floated before me by the still watch-fire
cate it, and provide for its future welfare?" under the starry vault of the sky. I have

"It is no more than the blindness of par- thought them all through, felt them all
ents," answered Edward, "when they imagine through. I have weighed them, and I have
their existence to be of so much importance to satisfied myself about them again and again,
their children. Whatever lives, finds nourish- and now forever. At such moments wh)
ment and finds assistance ; and if the son who should I not acknowledge it to you? you too
has early lost his father does not spend so easy, were in my thoughts, you too belonged to m_
so favored a youth, he profits, perhaps, for circle; as, indeed, you and I have long be-
that very reason, in being trained sooner for longed to one another. If I have ever been
the world, and comes to a timely knowledge in your debt I am now in a position to repay
that he must accommodate himself to others, it with interest ; if you have been in mine you
a thing which sooner or later we are all forced have now the means to make it good to me.
to learn. Here, however, even these consid- I know that you love Charlotte, and she de-
erations are irrelevant; we are sufficiently well serves it. I know that you are not indifferent
off to be able to provide for more children to her, and why should she not feel yourworth_
than one, and it is neither right nor kind to Take her at my hand and give Ottilie to me,
accumulate so large a property on a single and we shall be the happiest beings upon the
head." earth."

The major attempted to say something of "If you choose to assign me so high a
Charlotte's worth, and Edward's long-stand- characCter,'' replied the major, "it is the more
ing attachment to her; but the latter hastily reason for me to be firm and prudent. What-
interrupted him. "We committed ourselves ever there may be in this proposal to make it
to a foolish thing, that I see all too clearly, attmcCtive to me, instead of simplifying the
Whoever, in middle age, attempts to realize problem, it only increases the difficulty of it.
the wishes and hopes of his early youth, in- The question is now of me as well as of you.
variably deceives himself. Each ten years The fortunes, the good name, the honor of
of a man's life has its own fortunes, its own two men, hitherto unsullied with a breath,
hopes, its own desires. Woe to him who, will be exposed to hazard by so strange a pro-
either.by circumstances or by his own infatua- ceeding, to call it by no harsher name, and
tion, is induced to grasp at anything before we shall appear before the world in a highly
him or behind him. We have done a foolish questionable light."
thing. Are we to abide by it all our lives ? "Our very characCtersbeing what they are,"
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replied Edward, '" give us a right to take this to be done, and pictured the future m every
single liberty. A man who has borne himself most cheerful color, and then he went on
honorably through a whole hfe, makes an ac- again seriously and thoughtfully: "If we
tion honorable which might appear ambiguous think to leave ourselves to the hope, to the
in others. As concerns myself, after these expectation, that all will go right again of
la_ trials which I have taken upon myself, itself, that accident will lead u_ straight, and
after the difficult and dangerous acCtions which take care of us, it will be a most culpable self-
I have accomplished for others, I feel entitled deception. In such a way it would be impos-
now to do something for myself. For you and sible for us to save ourselves, or re-establish
Charlotte, that part of the business may, if our peace again. I who have been the inno-
you like it, be given up ; but neither you nor cent cause of it all, how am I ever to console
any one shall keep me from doing what I have myself? By my own importunity I prevailed
determined. If I may look for help and fur- on Charlotte to write to you to stay with us,
therance, I shall be ready to do everything and Ottllie followed in consequence. We
which can be wished; but if I am to be left have had no more control over what ensued
to myself, or if obstacles are to be thrown in out of this, but we have the power to make it
my way, some extremity or other is sure to innocuous; to guide the new c_rcumstances
follow." to our own happiness. Can you turn away

The major thought it his duty to combat your eyes from the fair and beauuful prospe&s
Edward's purposes as long as it was possible; which I open to us? Can you resist to me,
and now he changed the mode of his attack can you resist to us all, on a wretched renun-
and tried a diversion. He seemed to give ciation of them ? Do you think it possible?
way, and only spoke of the form of what they Is it possible? Will there be no vexations, no
would have to do to bring about this separa- bitterness, no inconvenience to overcome, if
tion, and these new unions; and so mentioned we resolve to fall back into our old state ? and
a number of ugly, undesirable matters, which will any good, ally happiness whatever, arise
threw Edward into the worst of tempers, out of it? Will your own rank, will the high

"I see plainly," he cried at last, "that position which you have earned, be any pleas-
what we desire can only be carried by storm, ure to you, if you are to be prevented from
whether it be from our enemies or from our visiting me, or from hying with me? And
friends. I keep clearly before my own eyes after what has passed, it would not be any-
what I demand, what, one way or another, I thing but painful. Charlotte and I, with all
must have ; and I will seize it promptly and our property, would only find ourselves m a
surely. Connections like ours, I know very melancholy state. And if, like other men of
well, cannot be broken up and reconstructed the world, you can persuade yourself that years
again without much being thrown down which and separatton will eradicate our feelings, will
is standing, and much having to give way obliterate impressions so deeply engraved;
which would be glad enough to continue, why, then the question is of these very years,
We shall come to no conclusion by thinking which it would be better to slyend in happines_
about it. All rights are alike to the under- and comfort than in pain and misery. But
standing, and it is always easy to throw extra the last and most important point of ail which
weight into the ascending scale. Do you I have to urge is this: supposing that we, our
make up your mind, my friend, to act, and outward and inward condition being what it
a_ promptly, for me and for yourselfl Dis- is, could nevertheless make up our minds to
entangle and untie the knots, and tie them up wait at all hazards, and bear what is laid upon
again. Do not be deterred from it by nice us, what is to become of Ottllie ? She mu_t
respe6"ts. We have already given the world leave our family; she must go into society
something to say about us. It will talk about where we shall not be to care for her, and she
us once more ; and when we have ceased to will be driven wretchedly to and fro m a hard,
be a nine days' wonder, it will forget us as it cold world. Describe to me any situation in
forgets everything else, and allow us to follow which Ottilie, without me, without us, could
our own way without further concern _ith be happy, and you will then have employed
us." The major had nothing further to say, an argument which will be stronger than every
and was at last obliged to sit silent; while other; and if I will not promise to yield to
Edward treated the affair as now conclusively it, if I will not undertake at once to give up
settled, talked through in detail all that had all my own hopes, I will at least reconsider
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the question, and see how what you have said in so many changing circumstances. The
will affect it." major and Charlotte were in the meantime to

This problem was not so easy to solve; at have unrestrie"ted powers to settle all ques-
least, no satisfactory answer to it suggested tions of money, property, and other such ira-
itself to his friend, and nothing was left to portant worldly matters; and to do whatever
him except to insist again and again, how was right and proper for the satisfaction of all
grave and serious, and in many senses how parties. What Edward dwelt the most upon,
dangerous, the whole undertaking was; and however, what he seemed to promise himself
at least that they ought maturely to consider the most advantage from was this:--as the
how they had better enter upon it. Edward child would have to remain with the mother,
agreed to this, and consented to wait before the major would charge himself with the edu-
he took any steps; but only under the condi- cation of it; he would train the boy according
tion that his friend should not leave him until to his own views, and develop what capacities
they had come to a perfe_ understanding there might be in him. It was not for nothing
about it, and until the first measures had been that he had received in his baptism the name
taken, of Otto, which belonged to them both.

Edward had so completely arranged every-
thing for himself, that he could not wait an-

CHAPTER XlII. other day to carry it into execution. On
their way to the castle, they arrived at a small

MEN who are complete strangers, and wholly town, where Edward had a house, and where
indifferent to one another, if they live a long he was to stay to await the return of the
time together, are sure both of them to expose major. He could not, however, prevail upon
something of their inner nature, and thus a himself to alight there at once, and accom-
kind of intimacy will arise between them. panied his friend through the place. They
All the more was it to be expected that there were both on horseback, and falling into some
would soon be no secrets between our two interesting conversation, rode on further to-
friends, now that they were again under the gether.
same roof together, and in daily and hourly On a sudden they saw, in the distance, the
intercourse. Theywent over again the earlier new house on the height, with its red tiles
stages of their history, and the major con- shining in the sun. An irresistible longing
fessed to Edward that Charlotte had intended came over Edward; he would have it all
Ottllie for him at the time at which he re- settled that very evening; he would remain
turned from abroad, and hoped that some concealed in a village close by. The major
time or other he might marry her. Edward was to urge the business on Charlotte with all
was in ecstasies at this discovery; he spoke his power; he would take her prudence by
without reserve of the mutual affection of surprise; and oblige her by the unexpec"ted'-
Charlotte and the major, which, because it ness of his proposal to make a free acknowl-
happened to fall in so conveniently with his edgment of her feelings. Edward had trans-
own wishes, he painted in very lively colors, ferred his own wishes to her ; he felt certain

Deny it altogether, the major could not; at that he was only meeting her half-way, and
the same time, he could not altogether ac- that her inclinations were as decided as his
knowledge it. But Edward only insisted on own ; and he looked for an immediate consent
it the more. He had pictured the whole from her, because he himself could think of
thing to himself not as possible, but as already nothing else.
concluded ; all parties had only to resolve on Joyfully he saw the prosperous issue before
what they all wished ; there would be no dif- his eyes; and that it might be communicated
ficulty in obtaining a separation; the mar- to him as swiftly as possible, a few cannon
rmges should follow as soon after as possible, shots were to be fired off, and, if it was dark,
and Edward could travel with Ottilie. a rocket or two sent up.

Of all the pleasant things which imagina- The major rode to the castle. He did not
tion pie"tures to us, perhaps there is none more find Charlotte there; he learned that for the
charming than when lovers and young married present she was staying at the new house; at
people look forward to enjoying their new re- that particular time, however, she was paying
lation to each other in a fresh, new world, and a visit in the neighborhood, and she probably
test the endurance of the bond between them would not have returned tiU late that evening.
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He walked back to the hotel, to which he had "Is it possible?" Edward answered; and
previously sent his horse, at the moment the child opened Its eves--two

F_,dward, in the meantime, unable to sit still large, black, piercing eyes, deep an(t full of
from restlessness and impatience, stole away love; already the little face was full of intelh-
out of his concealment along solitary paths gence. He seemed as if he knew both the
only known to foresters and fishermen, into figures which he saw standing before him.
his park ; mad he found himself towards even- Edward threw himself down beside the child,
ing in the copse close to the lake, the broad and then knelt a second time before Ottlhe.
mirror of which he now for the first time saw "It is you," he cried ; "the eyes are yours!
spread out in its perfe_ness before him. ah, but let me look into yours; let me throw

Ottitie had gone out that afternoon for a a veil over that ill-starred hour which gave its
walk along the shore. She had the child with being to this little creature• Shall I shock
her, and read as she usually did while she went your pure spirit with the fearfill thought, that
along. She had gone as far as the oak tree by man and wife who are e_tranged from each
the ferry. The boy had fallen asleep; she other, can yet press each other to their heart,
sat down ; laid it on the ground at her side, and profane the bonds by which the law unites
and continued reading. The book was one them by other eager wishe_ ? Oh, yes! As I
of those which attra_ persons of delicate have said so much; as my connexion with
feeling, and afterwards will not let them go Charlotte must now be severed; as you will
again. She forgot the time and the hours; be mine, why should I not speak out the
she never thought what a long way round it words to you? This child is the offsprmg of
was by land to the new house ; but she sat a double adultery. It should have been a tie
lost in her book and in herself, so beautiful to between nay wife and myself, but it severs her
took at, that the trees and the bushes round from me, and me from her. Let it witness,
her ought to have been alive, and to have had then, against me. Let these fair eyes say to
eyes given them to gaze upon her and admiie yours, that in the arms of another I belonged
her. The sun was sinking: a ruddy streak to you. You must feel, Ottihe, oh! you mu_t
of light fell upon her from behind, tingeing feei, that my fault, my crime, I can only ex-
with gold her cheek and shoulder. Edward, plate in your arms.
who had made his way to the lake without "Hark!" he called out, as he sprang up
being seen, finding his park desolate, and no and listened. He thought that he had heard
trace of human creature to be seen anywhere, a shot, and that it was the sign which the
went on and on. At last he broke through major was to give. It was the gun of a for-
the copse behind the oak tree, and saw her. ester on the adjoining bill. Nothing followed.
At the same moment she saw him. He flew Edward grew Impatient.
to her, and threw himself at her feet. After Ottilie now first observed that the sun was
a long, silent pause, in which they both en- down behind the mountains; its last rays were
deavored to colled't themselves, he explained shining on the windows of the house above.
in a few words why and how he had come "Leaveme, Edward,"shecrled; "go. Long
there. He had sent the major to Charlotte; a_ we have been parted, much as we have borne,
and perhaps at that moment their common yet remember what we both owe to Char-
destiny was being decided. Never had he lotte. She must decide our fate; do not let
doubted her affe_ion, and she assuredly had us anticipate her judgment. I am _our_ if _he
never doubted his. He begged for her con- will permit it to be so. tf she Wilt not, I
sent; she hesitated; he implored her. He must renounce you. As you think it is now
offered to resume his old privilege, and throw _o near an issue, let us wait. Go back to the
his arms around her, and embrace her; she village, where the major supposes )ou to be.
pointed down to the child. Is it likely that a rude cannon-shot will inform

Edward looked at it, and was amazed, you of the results of such an inteIview? Per-
"Great God!" he cried; '-if I had cause to haps at thismornent he ls seeking forvou. He
doubt nay wife and my friend, this face would will not have found Charlotte at home; of
witness fearfully against them. Is not tbis the that I am certain. He may have gone to
very image of the major? I never saw such a meet her; for they knew at the castle where
likeness." she was. How many things may have hap-

"Indeed!" replied Ottilie; "all the world pened! Leaveme! _he must be at home by this
• ve 'i

say it is like me." time; she is expec_tmg me with the baby abo .
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Ottilie spoke hurriedly; she called together The sun had gone down. It was twilight,
all the possibilities. It was too delightful to and a damp mist was rising about the lake.
be with Edward3 but she felt that he must Ottilie stood confused and agitated. She
now leave her. "I beseech, I implore you, looked across to the house on the hill, and
my beloved," she cried out, "go back and she thought she saw Charlotte's white dress
wait for the major." on the balcony. It was a long way round by

"I obey your commands," cried Edward. the end of the lake; and she knew how impa-
He gazed at her for a moment with rapturous tiently Charlotte would be waiting for the
love, and then caught her close in his arms. child. She saw the plane trees just opposite
She wound her own about him, and pressed her, and only a narrow interval of water
him tenderly to her breast. Hope streamed divided her from the path which led straight
away, hke a star shooting in the sky, above up to the house. Her nervousness about yen-
their heads. They thought then, they be- turing on the water with the child vanished
lieved, that they did indeed belong to one in her present embarrassment. She hastened
another. For the first time they exchanged to the boat; she did not feel that her heart
free, genuine kisses, and separated with pain was beating; that'her feet were tottering; that
and effort, her senses were threatening to fail her.
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She sprang in, seized the oar, and pushed The stars were beginning one by one to
off. She had to use force; she pushed again, ghmmer down upon her; she turned to them
The boat shot off, and glided, swaying and and not in vain ; a soft air stole over the sur-
rocking, into the open water. With the child face, and wafted the boat under the plane
in her left arm, the book in her left hand, and trees.
the oar in her right, she lost her footing, and
fell over the seat ; the oar slipped from her

on one side, and as she tried to recover herself, CHAPTER XIV.
the child and the book slipped on the other,

"all into the water. She caught the floating SHE hurried to the new house, and called
dress, but lying entangled as she was herself, the surgeon and gave the child into his hands.
she was unable to rise. Her right hand was It was carried at once to Charlotte's sleeping-
free, but she could not reach round to help room. Cool and colle&ed from a wide ex-
herself up with it ; at last she succeeded. She perience, he submitted the tender body to the
drew the child out of the water; but its eyes usual process. Ottlhe stood by h_m, through
were closed, and it had ceased to breathe, it all. She prepared everything, she fetched

In a moment she recovered all her self- everything, but as if she were moving m an-
possession; but so much the greater was her other world ; for the height of misfortune,
agony; the boat was driving fast into the hke the height of happiness, alters the aspe&
middle of the lake; the oar was swimming of every obje& And it was only when after
far away from her. She saw no one on the every resource had been exhausted, the good
shore; and, indeed, if she had, it would have man shook hl_ head, and to her questmns.
been of no service to her. Cut off from all whether there was hope, first was silent, and
assistance, she was floating on the faithless, then answered with a gentle No! that she left
unstable element, the apartment, and had scarcely entered the

She sought for help from herself; she had sitting-room, when _he fell fainting, with her
often heard of the recovery of the drowned; face upon the carpet, unable to reach thesofa.
she had herself witnessed an instance of it on At that moment Charlotte was heard driwng
the evening of her birthday; she took off the up The surgeon maplored the servants to
child's clothes, and dried it with her mushn keep back, and allow lnm to go to meet her
dress; she threw open her bosom, laying it and prepare her But he was too late ; while
bare for the first time to the free heaven. For he was speaking _he had entered the drawing-
the first time she pressed a living being to her room. She found Omhe on the ground, and
pure, naked breast. Alas! and it was not a one of the g_rls of the house came running
living being. The cold limbs of the ill-starred and screaming to her open-mouthed. The
little creature chilled her to the heart. Streams surgeon entered at the same moment, and she
of tears gushed from her eyes, and lent a was reformed of everything. She could not
show of life and warmth to the outside of at once, however, g_ve up all hope. She was
the torpid limbs. She persevered with her flying up-stairs to the child, but the physician
efforts; she wrapped it in her shawl, she drew besought her to remain where she was. He
it close to herself, stroked it, breathed upon went himself, to deceive her with a show of
it, and with tears and kisses labored to supply fresh exertions, and she sat down upon the
the help which, cut off as she was, she was sofa. Ottilie was still lying on the ground;
unable to find. Charlotte raised her, and supported her against

It was all in vain ; the child lay motionless herself, and her beautiful head sank down upon
in her arms; motionless the boat floated on her knee. The kind medical man went back-
the glassy water. But even here her beautiful wards and forwards; he appeared to be busy
spirit did not leave her forsaken. She turned about the child ; his real care was for the
to the Power above. She sank down upon ladies; and so came on midnight, and the
her knees in the boat, and with both arms stillness grew more and more deathly. Char-
raised the unmoving child above her innocent lotte did not try to conceal from herself any
breast, like marble in its whiteness; alas, too longer that her child would never return to
like marble, cold; with moist eyes she looked hfe again. She desired to see it now. It
up arid cried for help, where a tender heart had been wrapped up in warm woollen cover-
hopes to find it in its fulness, when all other ings. And it was brought down as it was,
help has failed, lying in its cot, which was placed at her side
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on the sofa. The little face was uncovered ; door, that he knew everything and desired to
and there _t lay in its calm sweet beauty, be admitted.

The report of the accident soon spread The major entered. Charlotte received
through the village; everyone was roused, him with a miserable smile. He stood before
and the story reached the hotel. The major her; she lifted off the green silk covering
hurried up the well.known road; he went under which the body was lying; and by the
round and round the house; at last he met a dim light of a taper, he saw before him, not
servant who was going to one of the out- without a secret shudder, the stiffened image
buildings to fetch something. He learned of himself. Charlotte pointed to a chair, and
from him in what state things were, and de- there they sat opposite to one another, with-
sired him to tell the surgeon that he was out speaking, through the night. Ottilie wa_
there. The latter came out, not a little sur- still lying motionless on Charlotte's knee; she
prised at the appearance of his old patron, breathed softly, and slept or seemed to sleep.
He told him exaeCtty what had happened, and The morning dawned, the lights went out ;
undertook to prepare Charlotte to see him. the two friends appeared to awake out of a
He then went in, began some conversation to heavy dream. Charlotte looked towards the
dlstra(t her attention, and led her imagination major, and said quietly: "Tell me through
from one obje_ to another, till at last he what circumstances you have been brought
brought it to rest upon her friend, and the hither, to take part in this mourning scene."
depth of feeling and of sympathy which would "The present is not a time," the major an-
surely be called out m him. From the imagi- swered, in the same low tone as that m which
native she was brought at once to the real. Charlotte had spoken, for fear lest she might
Enough! she was reformed that he was at the disturb Ottilie; "this is not a time, and this



is not a place for reselwe. The condition in can restore all things: of myself at such a
which I find you is so fearful that even the moment I may not think.
earnest matter on whmh I am here, loses its "Do you go qmetly away, my dear major,
importance by the side of m" He then in- say to Edward that I consent to the beparanon,
formed her, quite cahuly and simply, of the that I leave it to lnm, to you, and to M_ttler,
objeH of his mission, in so far as he was the to settle whatever is to be done. I have no
ambae, sador of Edward : of the objeH of his anxiety for my own future condition ; it may
coming, in so far as his own free w_H and his be what it will; it is nothing to me. I wltl
own interests were concerned in it. He lind subscribe whatever paper is submitted to me,
both before her, delicately but uprightly; onl) he must not require me to loin ae-hrelv.
Charlotte listened quietly, and showed neither I cannot have to think about at, or g_ve ad-
surprise nor unwllhngness, vice."

As soon as the major had finished, she re- The major rose to go. She stretched out
plied, in a voice so hght that to catch her her hand to h_m acro_ Othlie. He pressed
words he was obhged to draw his chair closer at to his hps, and whispered gently: "'And
to her: "In such a case as this I have never for myself, may I hope anything?"
before found myself; but in similar cases I "Do not ask me now!" rephed Charlotte.
have always stud to myself, how will it be to- "I wall tell you another time. We have not
morrow? I feel very clearly that the fate of deserved to be miserable ; but neither can we
many persons is now in my hands, and what I say that we have de._erved to be happy to-
have to do is soon stud without scruple or gether."
hesitation. I consent to the separation; I The major left her, and went, feeling for
ought to have made up my mind to at before; Charlotte to the bottom of h_ heart, but not
by my unwillingness and reluctance I have being able to be sorry for the fate of the poor
destroyed my child. There are certain things child. Such an offering seemed necessary to
on which destiny obstinately insists. In vain him for their general happiness. He pl&ured
may reason, may virtue, may duty, may all Ottlhe to himself wath a child of her own m
holy feelings place themselves m its way. her arms, as the most perfe& compensation for
Something shall be done which to at seems the one of whmh she had depraved Edward.
good, and which to us seems not good; and He pl&ured himself with his own son on h_s
it forces its own way through at last, let us knee, who should have better right to resemble
condu_ ourselves as we will. him than the one which was departed.

"And, indeed, what am I saying? It as but With such flattering hopes and fancies pass-
my own desire, nay own pm]Jo_e, against which lng through hi_ mmd, he returned to the hotel,
I ailed so unthinkingly, whmh destiny is again and on hl_ way back he met Edward. who had
bringing in my way? Did I not long ago, in been wamng for him the Mlole mght through
nay thoughts, design Edward and Ottihe for in the open mr, since neither rocket nor report
one another? Did I not myself labor to bring of cannon would bring him news of the suc-
them together? And you, nay friend, you cessful issue of ln._ undertaking. He had al-
yourself were an accomplice in nay plot. ready heard of the m_sfortune; and he too,
Why, why, could I not distinguish mere instead of being sorry for the poor creature,
man's obstinacy from real love? Why did I regarded what had befallen at, without being
accept his hand, when I could have made him exacCttv ready to confe_ at to himself, as a con-
happy as a friend, and when another could venim_t accident, through whmh the only im-
have made him happy as a wife? And now, pediment in the way of h_s happiness wa_ at
look here on this unhappy slumberer. I trem- once removed.
bte for the moment when she will recover out The major at once informed him of hi_
of this half death sleep into consciousness, wife's resolution, and he therefore eas_ty al-
How can she endure to live? How shall she lowed himself to be prevailed upon to return
ever console herself, if she may not hope to again with him to the village, and from thence
make good that to Edward, of which, as the to go for a while to the little town, where they
instrument of the most wonderful destiny, she would consider what was next to be done. an_t
has deprived him? And she can make at all make their arrangements.
good again by the passion, by the devotion After the major had left her, Charlotte :-at
with which she loves him. If love be able to f on, buried in her own retie&ions ; but it was

Ib bear all things, it is able to do yet more; it i only for a few minute_. Ottihe suddenly
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raised herself from her lap, and looked full atone for it, and let no one think to move me
with her large eyes in her friend's face. Then from my purpose. It is by this, my dearest,
she got up from off the ground, and stood up- kindest friend, that you must govern your own
right before her. condu&. Send for the major to come back

"This is the second time," began the noble to you. Write to him that no steps must be
girl, with an irresistible solemnity of manner, taken, tt made me miserable that I could
"this is the second time that the same thing not stir or speak when he went ;--I tried to
has happened to me. You once said to me rise,--I tried to cry out. Oh, why did you
that similar things often befall people more let him leave you with such unlawful hopes !"
than once in their lives in a similar way, and Charlotte saw Ottilie's condltion, and she
if they do, it is always at important moments, felt for it; but she hoped that by time and
I now find that what you mid is true, and I persuasion she might be able to prevail upon
have to make a confession to you. Shortly her. On her uttering a few words, however,
after my mother's death, when I was a very which pointed to a future,--to a time when
little child, I was sitting one day on a footstool her sufferings would be alleviated, and when
close to you. You were on the sofa, as you are there might be better room for hope, "No !"
at this moment, and my head rested on your Ottilie cried, with vehemence, "do not en-
knees. I was not asleep, I was not awake: I deavor to move me; do not seek to deceive
was inatrance. I knew everything which was me. At the moment at which I learn that
passing about me. I heard every word which you have consented to the separation, in that
was said with the greatest distin&ness, and yet same lake I will expiate my errors and my
I could not stir, I could not speak; and if crimes."
I had wished it, I could not have given a hint
that I was conscious. On that occasion you
were speaking about me to one of your friends; CHAPTER XV.
you were commiserating my fate, left as I was
a poor orphan in the world. You described FmE_rDS and relations, and all persons liv-
my dependent position, and how unfortunate ing in the same house together, are apt, when
a future was before me, unless some very life is going smoothly and peacefully with
happy star watched over me. I understood them, to make what they are doing, or what
well what you sa_d. I saw, perhaps too clearly, they are going to do, even more than is right
what you appeared to hope of me, and what or necessary, a subject of constant conver-
you tl_ought I ought to do. I made rules to sation. They talk to each other of their
myself, according to such limited ins, ght as I plans and their occupatmns, and, without ex-
had, and by these I have long lived; by these, a&ly taking one another's advice, consider
at the time when you so kindly took charge and discuss together the entire progress of
of me, and had me w_th you in your house, I their lives. But this is far from being the
regulated whatever I did, and whatever I left case in serious moments; just when it would
undone, seem men most require the assistance and sup-

"But I have wandered out of my course; port of others, they all draw singly within
I have broken my rules; I have lost the very themselves everyone to acCt for himself, every
power of feeling them. And now, after a one to work m his own fashion; they conceal
dreadful occurrence, you have again made from one another the particular means which
clear to me my situation, which is more piti- they employ, and only the result, the objec2,
able than the first. While lying in a half the thing which they realize, is again made
torpor on your lap, I have again, as if out of common property.
another world, heard every syllable which you After so many strange and unfortunate inci-
uttered. I knowfrom you howaU iswith me. dents, a sort of silent seriousness had passed
I shudder at the thought of myself; but again, over the two ladies, which showed itself in a
as I did then, in my half sleep of death, I sweet mutual effort to spare each other's feel-
have marked out my new path for myself, ings. The child had been buried privately in

"I am determined, as I was before, and the chapel. It rested there as the first offer-
what I have determined I must tell you at ingtoadestinyfullofominousforeshadowings.
once. I will never be Edward's wife. In a Charlotte, as soon as ever she could, turned
terrible manner God has opened my eyes to back to life and occupation, and here she first
see the sin in which I was entangled. I will found Ottilie standing in need of her assist-
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ance. She occupied herself almost entirely at the same time (at any rate for a while) to
with her, without letting it be observed. She part, the old quesuon came up again, where
knew how deeply the noble girl loved Ed- Ottilie wa_ to go? There was the grand, rich
ward. She had discovered by degrees the family, who qtJll x_anted a des:rable companion
scene which had preceded the accident, and for their daughter, their attempts to find a
had gathered every circumstance of it, partly person whom they could trust having hitherto
from Ottilie herself, partly from the letters of proved ineffec"tual. The last time the baron-

the major, ess had been at the ca_tlc, she had urged
Ottilie, on her side, made Charlotte's ira- Charlotte to send Ottilie there, and she had

mediate life much more easy for her. She been lately pressing it again and again m her
was open, and even talkative, but she never letters. Charlotte now a second t_me pro-
spoke of the present, or of what had lately posed it; but Ottihe expressly declined going
passed. She had been a close and thoughtfnl anywhere, where she would be thrown into
observer. She knew much, and now it all what is called the great world.
came to the surface. She entertained, she "Do not think me foolish or self-willed,
amused Charlotte, and the latter still nourished my dear aunt," she said ; "I had better tell
a hope in secret to see her married to Edward you _hat I feel, for fear you should judge
after all. hardly of me; although in any other ca_e It

But something very different was passing in would be my dutr to be silent. A person who
Ottilie. She had disclosed the secret of the has fallen into uncommon Inisfortunes, how-
course of her life to her friend, and she showed ever guiltless he may be, carries a frigi_tful
no more of her previous restraint and sub- mark upon h:m. His presence, In everyone
misslveness. By her repentance and her reso- who sees him and is aware of h_s h_story, ex-
lution she felt herself freed from the burden c:tes a kind of horror. People see in hm:
of her fault and her misfortune. She had no the temble fate which has been laid upon
more violence to do to herself. In the bot- him, and he is the ob]e& of a diseased and
tom of her heart she had forgiven herself nervous curiosity. It i_ so w:th a house, it _s
solely under condition of the fullest renuncia- so with a town, where any temble ac"tlon has
tion, and it was a condition which would been done; people enter them with awe; the
remain binding for all time to come. light of day shines less brightly there, and the

So passed away some time, and Charlotte stars seem to lose their lustre.
now felt how deeply house and park, and lake "Perhaps we ought to excuse it, but how
and rocks and trees, served to keep.alive in extreme ib the indiscretion w_th whmh people
them all their most painful remlmseences, behave towards such unfortunates, _lth their
Theywanted change of scene, both of them, foolish importumtles and awkward kmdnes.,T
it was plain enough; but how it was to be You must forgive me for speaking m thIsway,
effe_ed was not so easy to decide, but that poor gM whom Luciana tempted out

Were the two ladies to remain together? of her retirement, and with such mistaken
Edward's previously-expressed will appeared good nature tried to force into society and
to enjoin it,_his declarations and his threats amusement, has haunted me and made me
appeared to make it necessary; only it could miserable. The poor creature, when she _as
not be now mistaken that Charlotte and so frightened and tried to escape, and then
Ottilie, with all their goodwill, with all their sank and swooned away, and I taught her m
sense, with all their efforts to conceal it, could my arms, and the party came all crowding
not avoid finding themselves in a painful round in terror and curiosity! little did 1
situation towards one another. In their con- think, then, that the same fa(e was m store
versation there was a constant endeavor to for me. But my feeling for her is as deep and
avoid doubtful subjec'ts. They were often warm and fresh as ever it was ; and now I may
obliged only half to understand some allusion ; dire& my compassion upon myself, and secure
more often, expressions were misinterpreted, myself from being the objecCt of any _im:lar
if not by their understandings, at any rate by exposure."
their feelings. They were afraid to give pain "But, my dear child," answered Charlotte,
to one another, and this very fear itself pro- "you will never be able to withdraw yourself
duced the evil which they were seeking to where no one can see you; we have no elms-
avoid, ters now: othenvise, there, with your present

If they were to try change of scene, and feelings, would be your resource."
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"Sohtude would not give me the resource i self recovered, knows best how to nourish, in
for which I wish, my dear aunt," answered himself and them, the feeling that every
Ottilie. "The one true and valuable resource moderate good ought to be enjoyed with rap'-
is to be looked for where we can be active ture."
and useful; all the self-demals and all the pen- "I have but one objection to make to what
ances on earth will fail to deliver us from an you propose," said Charlotte, after some
evil-omened destiny, if it be determined to thought, "although that one seems to me of
persecute us. Let me sit still m idleness and great importance. I am not thinking of you,
serve as a spe6tacle for the world, and it will but of another person : you are aware of the
overpower me and crush me. But find me feelings towards you of that good, right-
some peaceful employment, where I can go minded, excellent assistant. In the way in
steadily and unweanedly on doing my duty, which you desire to proceed, you will become
and I shall be able to bear the eyes of men, every day more valuable and more indispen-
when I need not shrink under the eyes of sable to him. Already he himself heheves
God." that he can never live happily without you,

"Unless I am much mistaken," rephed and hereafter, when he has become accustomed
Charlotte, "your inclination is to return to to have you to work with him, he will be un-
the school." able to carry on his business if he loses you;

"Yes," Ottilie answered; "I do not deny you will have assisted him at the beginning
it. I think it a happy destination to train up only to injure him in the end."
others in the beaten way, after having been "Destiny has not dealt with me with too
trained in the strangest myself. And do we gentle a hand," replied Ottilie; "and who-
not see the same great facetin history? some ever loves me has perhaps not much better to
moral calamity drives men out into the wilder- expect. Our friend is so good and so sensl-
hess; but they are not allowed to remain as ble, that I hope he will be able to reconcile
they had hoped in their concealment there, himself to remaining in a simple relation with
They are summoned back tnto the world, to me ; he will learn to see in me a consecrated
lead the wanderers into the right way; and person, lying under the shadow of an awful
who are fitter for such a service than those calamity, and only able to support herself and
who have been initiated into the labyrinths of bear up against it by devoting herself to that
life? They are commanded to be the support Holy Being who is invisibly around us, and
of the unfortunate ; and who can better fulfil alone is able to shield us front the dark powers
that command than those who have no more which threaten to overwhelm us."
misfortunes to fear upon earth?" All this, which the dear girl poured out so

"You are selecting an uncommon profession warmly, Charlotte privately retied'ted over; on
for yourself," rephed Charlotte. "I shall many different occasions, although only in
not oppose you, however. Let tt be as you the gentlest manner, she had hinted at the
wish ; only I hope it will be but for a short possibility of Ottilie's being brought again m
time." contact with Edward ; but the slightest men-

"Most warmly I thank you," said Ottilie, tion of it, the faintest hope, the least sus-
"for giving me leave at least to try to make picion, seemed to wound Ottilie to the quick.
the experiment. If I am not flattering nay- One day when she could not evade it, she
self too highly, I ana sure I shall succeed: expressed herself to Charlotte clearly and
wherever I am, I shall remember the many peremptorily on the subjeCt.
trials which I went through myself, and how "If your resolution to renounce Edward,"
small, how infinitely small they were compared returned Charlotte, "is so firm and unalter-
to those which I afterwards had to undergo, able, then you had better avoid the danger of
It will be my happiness to watch the embarrass- seeing him again. At a distance from the objeCt
merits of the little creatures as they grow; to of our love, the warmer our affe_mn, the
cheer them in their childish so'rows, and stronger is the control which we fancy that we
guide them back with a light hand out of can exercise on ourselves; because the whole
their little aberrations. The fortunate is not force of the passion, diverted from its outward
the person to be of help to the fortunate; it objec2s, turns inwards on ourselves. But how
is in the nature of man to require ever more soon, how swiftly is our mistake made clear to
and more of himself and others, the more he us, when the thing which we thought that we
has received. The unfortunate who has him- could renounce stands again before our eyes
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as indispensable to us! You must now do She had entreated him most earnestly to pre-
what you consider best suited to your clrcum- vail on Edward to take no further steps for the
stances. Look well into yourself; change, if present. They should keep quiet and wait,
you prefer it, the resolution which you have and ,see whether the poor girl's spirits would
just expressed. But do it of yourself, with a recover. She had let hnn know from time
free consenting heart. Do not allow yourself to time whatever was necessarv of what had
to be drawn in by an accident; do not let more lately fallen from her. And nowMlttler
yourself be surprised into your former posi- had to undertake the really difficult com-
tion. It will place you at issue with yourself mission of preparing Edward"for an alteration
and wilt be intolerable to you. ,,ks I said, be- in her suuatlon. Mlttier, however, well know-
fore yon take this step, before you remove mg that men can be brought more easily to
from me, and enter upon a new life, which submit to what is already done, than to give
wilt lead you no one knows in what dlred'tion, their consent to what is yet to be done, pet-
consider once more whether really, indeed, suaded Charlotte that it would be better to
you can renounce Edward for the whole time send Ottdle off at once to the school.

to come. If you have faithfully made up Consequently. as soon as Mlttler _as gone,
your mind that you will do this, then will you preparations were at once made for the jour-
enter into an engagement with me, that you ney. Otuhe put her things together; and
will never admit him into your presence; and Charlotte observed that neither the beautiful

if he seeks you out and forces himself upon box, nor anything out of it, was to go with
you, that you will not exchange words with her. Ottflie had said nothing to her on the
him?" _bjecCt; and she took no notice, but let her

Ottiliedid not hesitate a moment; she gave alone. The day of the departure came;
Charlotte the promise, which she had already Charlotte's carriage was to take Ottihe the
made to herself, first day as far as a place where they were well

Now, however, Charlotte began to behaunted known, where she was to pass the night, and
with Edward's threat, that hewould only con- on the second she would go on m it to the
sent to renounce Ottilie, as long as she was school. It was settled that Nanny was to
not parted from Charlotte. Since that time, accompany her, and remain as her attendant.
indeed, circumstances were so altered, so many This capricious little creature had found
things had happened, that an engagement her way back to her mistress after the death
which was wrung from him in a moment of of the child, and now hung about her a_
excitement might well be supposed to have warmly and passionately as ever; indeed she
been cancelled. She was unwilling, however, seemect, with her loquacity and attentiveness,
in the remotest sense to venture anything or as if she wished to make good her past neg-
to undertake anything which might displease lec"t, and henceforth devote herself entirely to
him, and Mittler was therefore to find Ed- Ottdle's service. She was quite beside her-
ward, and inquire what, as things now were, self now for joy at the thought of travelling
he wished to be done. with her, and of seeing strange places, when

Since the death of the child, Mlttler had she had hitherto never been away fi-om the
often been at the castle to see Charlotte, al- scene of her birth; and she ran front the
though only for a few moments at a time. castle to the village to carry the news of her
The unhappy accident which had made her good fortune to her parents and her relations,
reconciliation with her husband in the highest and to take leave. Unluckily for herself, she
degree improbable, had produced a most pain- went among other places into a room where a
ful effec"t upon him. But ever, as his nature person was who had the measles, and caught
was, hoping and striving, he rejoiced secretly the infection, which came out upon her at
at the resolution of Ottflie. He trusted to once. The journey could not be po._tponed.
the softening influence of passing time; he Ottilie herself was urgent to go. She had
hoped that it might still be possible to keep travelled once already the _ame road. She
the husband and the wife from separating; knew the people of the hotel where ,he w_._to
and he tried to regard these convulsions of sleep. The coachman from the castle was
passion only as trials of wedded love and going with her. There could be notlung to
fidelity, fear.

Charlotte, at the very first, had informed Charlotte made no opposition. She, too,
the major by letter of Ottilie's declaration, in thought, was making haste to be clear of
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present embarrassments. The rooms which he considered, or rather he neither thought
Ottilie had occupied at the castle she would nor considered; he only wishedmhe only de-
have prepared for Edward as soon as possible, sired. He would see her ; he would speak
_nd restored to the old state in which they to her. Why, or for what good end that
had been before the arrival of the captain, was to come of It, he did not care to ask him-
The hope of bringing back old happy days self; but he made up his mind at once. He
burns up again and again in us, as if it never must do it.
could be extinguished. And Charlotte was He summoned his valet into his council,
quite right; there was nothing else for her and through him he made himself acquainted
except to hope as she did. with the day and hour when Ottilie was to set

out. The morning broke. Without taking
any person with him, Edward mounted h_s
horse, and rode off to the place where she was

CHAPTER XVI. to pass the night. He was there too soon.
The hostess was overjoyed at the sight of him ;

W_EN Mittler was come to talk the matter she was under heavy obligations to him for a
over with Edward, he found him sitting by service which he had been able to do for her.
himself, with his head supported on his right Her son had been in the army, where he had
hand, and his arm resting on the table. He condu&ed himself with remarkable gallantry.
appeared in great suffering. He had performed one particular ad'tion of

"Is your headache troubling you again ?" which no one had been a witness but Edward;
asked Mtttler. and the latter had spoken of it to the corn-

"It is troubling me," answered he; "and wander-in-chief in terms of such high praise,
yet I cannot wish it were not so, for it re- that notwithstanding the opposition of various
minds me of Ottilie. She too, I say to my- ill-wishers, he had obtained a decoration for
self, is also suffering in the same way at this him. The mother, therefore, could never do
same moment, and suffering more perhaps enough for Edward. She got ready her best
than I ; and why cannot I bear it as welt as room for him, which indeed was her own
she? These pains are good for me. I might wardrobe and store-room, with all possible
almost say- that they were welcome ; for they speed. He informed her, however, that a
serve to bring out before me with the greater young lady was coming to pass the night there,
vividness her patience and all her other graces, and he ordered an apartment for her at the
It is only when we suffer ourselves, that we back, at the end of the gallery. It sounded
feel really the true nature of all the high a mysterious sort of affair; but the hostess
qualitles which are required to bear suffering." was ready to do anything to please her patron,

Mittler, finding his friend so far resigned, who appeared so interested and so busy about
did not hesitate to communicate the message it. And he, what were his sensations as he
with which he had been sent. He brought it watched through the long;weary hours till
out piecemeal, however; in order of time, as evening? He examined the room round and
the idea had itself arisen between the ladies, round in which he was to see her; with all its
and 4lad gradually ripened into a purpose, strangeness and homeliness it seemed to him
Edward scarcely made an objecCtion. From to be an abode for angels. He thought over
the little which he said, it appeared as if he and over what he had better do ; whether he
was willing to leave everything to them; the should take her by surprise, or whether he
pain which he was suffering at the moment should prepare her for meeting him. At last
making him indifferent to all besides, the second course seemed the preferable one.

Scarcely, however, was he again alone, than He sat down and wrote a letter which she was
he got up, and walked rapidly up and down to read:
the room; he forgot his pain, his attention
now turning to what was external to himself. EDWARDTO OTTI[2_.
Mittler's story had stirred the embers of his "While you read this letter, my best be-
love, and awakened his inmgination in all its loved, I am close to you. Do not agitate
vividness. He saw Ottilie by herself, or as yourself; do not be alarmed ; you have no-
good as by herself, travelling on a road which thing to fear from me. I will not force my-
was well known to him--in a hotel with every self upon you. I will see you or not, as you
room of which he was familiar. He thougN, yonrsetf shall choose.
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"Consider, oh! consider your condition ' vancing or retiring. He made a movement
and mlne. How must I not thank you, that ' to approach her, and she withdrew a few steps
you have taken no decisive step! But the _ towards the table. He stepped back again.
step which you have taken is significant "Ottlhe !" he cried aloud, "Ottlhe ! let me
enough, Do not persist in it. Here, as it ' break this frightful silence ! Are we shadows,
were, at a parting of the ways, retie& once that we stand thus gazing at each other?
again. Can you be mine?mwiU you be mine ? ' Only hsten to me ; listen to this at least. It
Oh, you will be showing mercy on us all if is an accident that you find me here thu_.
you will; and on me, infinite mercy. There is a letter on the table, at your side

"Let me see you again !--bappily, joyfully there, which was to have prepared you. Read
see you once more ! Let me make nay request it, I implore yotr---read It--and then deter-
to you with my own lips, and do you give me mine as you will!"
your answer your own beautiful self, on my She looked down at the letter; and after
breast, Ottilie ! where you have so often thinking a few seconds, she took it up, opened
rested, and which belongs to you forever!" it, and read it: she finished it without a

change of expression ; and she laid it hghtly
As he was writing, the feeling rushed over down; then joining the palm_ of her hands

him that what he was longing for was coming together, turning them upwaJds, and dlawmg
_was close--would be there almost imme- them against her breast, she leaned her body
diately. By that door she would come in; a little forward, and regarded Edward _lth
she would read that letter; she in her own such a look, that, eager as he was, he wa._
person would stand there before him as she compelled to renounce everything he wished
used to stand ; she for whose appearance he or desired of her. Such an attitude cut hun
bad thirsted so long. Would she be the same to the heart ; he could not bear it. It seemed
as she was?_was her form, were her feelings exactly as if she would fall upon her knee_
changed? He still held the pen in his hand; before him, if he persisted. He hurried m
he was going to write as he thought, when the despair out of the room, and leaving her
carriage rolled into the court. With a few alone, sent the hostess in to her.
hurried strokes he added : "I hear you corn- He walked up and down the antechamber.
ing. For a moment, farewell !" Night had come on, and there was no sound

He folded the letter, and dlre&ed it. He in the room. At last the hostess came out
had no time for sealing. He darted into the and drew the key out of the lock. The good
room through which there was a second outlet woman was embarrassed and agitated, not
into the gallery, when the next moment he knowing what it would be proper for her to
recoiled'ted that he had left his watch and do. At last as she turned to go, she offered

seals lying on the table. She must not see the key to Edward, who refused it; and put-
these first. He ran back and brought them ring down the candle, she went away.

awaywith him. At the same instant he heard In misery and wretchedness. Edward flung
the hostess in the antechamber showing Otutie hnuself down on the threshold of the door
the way to her apartments. He sprang to the which divided him from Ottihe, moisten-
bedroom door. It was shut. In his haste, as ing it with his tears as he lay. A more ml-
he had come back for his watch, he had for- happy night had been seldom passed by two

gotten to take out the key, which had fallen lovers in such close neighborhood!
out, and lay the other side. The door had Day came at last. The coachman brought
closed with a spring, and he could not open round the carriage, and the hoste._ unlocked
it. He pushed at it with all his might, but it the door and went in. Ottilie was asleep m
would not yield. Oh, how gladly would he her clothes; she went back and beckoned to
have been a spirit, to escape through its Edward with a significant stole. They both
cracks ! In vain. He hid his face against entered and stood before her as she la? ; but
the panels. Ottilie entered, and the hostess, the sight was too much for Edward. He
seeing him, retired. From Ottilie herself, could not bear it. She was sleeping so quietly
too, he could not remain concealed for a too- that the hostess did not like to disturb her,
ment. He turned towards her; and there but sat down opposite her. waiting till she
stood the lovers once more, in such strange woke. At last Ottihe opened her beautiful
fashion, in one another's presence. She looked eves, and raised herself on her feet. She de-
at him calmly and earnestly, without ad- ciined taking any breakfast, and then Edward
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went in again and stood before her. He en- threw himself down before her; he bathed
treated her to speak but one word to him ; to her hands with tears; he flew to his own room,
tell him what she desired. He would do it, and she was going to follow him thither, when
be it what it would, he swore to her; but she she met his valet. From this man she gathered
remained silent. He asked her once more, as much as he was able to tell. The rest she
passionately and tenderly, whether she would put together in her own thoughts as welt as
be his. With downcast eyes, and with the she could, and then at once set herself reso-
deepest tenderness of manner she shook her lutely to do what the exigencies of the too-
head to a gentle No. He asked if she still ment required. Ottilie's room was put to
desired to go to the school. Without any rights again as quickly as possible; Edward
show of feeling she declined. Would she found his, to the last paper, exacCtly as he had
then go back to Charlotte ? She inclined her left it.
head in token of assent, with a look of corn- The three appeared again to fall into some
fort and relief. He went to the window to sort of relation with one another. But Ottilie

give dired'tions to the coachman, and when persevered in her silence, and Edward could
his back was turned she darted like lightning do nothing except entreat his wife to exert a
out of the room, and was down the stairs and patience which seemed wanting to himself.
in the carriage in an instant. The coachman Charlotte sent messengers to Mittler and to
drove back along the road which he had come the major. The first was "absent from home
the day before, and Edward followed at some and could not be found. The latter came.
distance on horseback. To him Edward poured out all his heart, con-

fessing every most trifling circumstance to
him, and thus Charlotte learned fully what had
passed ; what it had been which had produced

CHAPTER XVII. such violent excitement, and how so strange
an alteration of their mutual position had

IT was with the utmost surprise that Char- been brought about.
lotte saw the carriage drive up with Ot- She spoke with the utmost tenderness to
tihe, and Edward at the same moment ride her husband. She had nothing to ask of him,
into the courtyard of the castle. She ran except that for the present he would leave the
down to the hall. Ottilie alighted, and ap- poor girl to herself. Edward was not insen-
proached her and Edward. Violently and sible to the worth, the affec'-tion, the strong
eagerly she caught the hands of the wife and sense of hts wife; but his passion absorbed
husband, pressed them together, and hurried him exclusively. Charlotte tried to cheer
off to her own room. Edward threw himself him with hopes. She promised that she her-
on Charlotte's neck and burst into tears. He self would make no difficulties about the
could not give her any explanation ; he be- separation; but it had small effedt with him.
sought her to have patience with him, and to He was so much shaken that hope and faith
go at once to see Ottilie. Charlotte followed alternately forsook him. A species of in-
her to her room, and she could not enter it sanity appeared to have taken possession of
without a shudder. It had been all cleared him. He urged Charlotte to promise to give
out. There was nothing to be seen but the her hand to the major. To satisfy him and
empty walls, which stood there looking cheer- to humor him, she did what he reqmred. She

less, vacant and miserable. Everything had engaged to become herself the wife of the
been carried away except the little box, which major, in the event of Ottilie consenting to
from an uncertainty what was to be done with the marriage w2th Edward ; with this express
it, had been left in the middle of the room. condition, however, that for the present the
Ottilie was lying stretched upon the ground, two gentlemen should go abroad together.
her arm and head leaning across the cover. The major had a foreign appointment from
Charlotte bent anxiously over her, and asked the court, and it was settled that Edward
what had happened ; but she received no an- should accompany him. They arranged it alt
swer, together, and in doing so found a sort of

Her maid had come with restoratives. Char- comfort for themselves in the sense that at
lotte left her with Ottilie, and herself hastened least something was being done.
back to Edward. She found him in the In the meantime they had to remark that
saloon, but he could tell her nothing. He Ottilie took scarcely anything to eat or drink.
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She still persisted in refusing to speak. They time; at last she appeared to have formed
at first used to talk to her, but it appeared to some resolution. She retired to her own
dxstress her, and they left it off. We are not, room, and before the evening sent the follow-
universally at least, so weak as to persist in lng letter to the assembled party:
torturing people for their good. Charlotte
thought over what could possibly be done. OTTILIE TO HER FRIENDS.
At last she fancied it might be well to ask the "Why need I express in words, my dear
a.ssistant of the school to come to them. He friends, what rs in itself so plain ? I have

had much influence with Ottihe, and had been stepped out of my course, and I cannot re-
writing with much anxiety to inquire the cause cover it again. A malignant spirit which has
of her not having arrived at the time he had gained power over me seems to hinder me
been expec"ting her; but as yet she had not from without, even if within I could again
sent him any answer, become at peace with myself.

In order not to take Ottilie bv surprise, "My purpose was entirely firm to renounce
they spoke of their intention of sending this Edward, and to separate myself from him
invitation an her presence. It did not seem forever. I had hoped that we might never
to please her; she thought for some little meet ag-ain; it has turned out otherwise.
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Against his own will he stood before me. tear herself away from the same lmppy neces-
Too literally, perhaps, I have observed my sity. On all sides they exerted an inde-
promise never to admit him into conversation scribable, almost magical power of attracCtion
with me. My conscience and the feelings of over one another. Living, as they were,
the moment kept me silent towards him at under one roof, without even so much as
the time. and now I have nothing more to thinking of each other, although they might
say. I have taken upon myself, under the be occupied with other things, or diverted
accidental impulse of the moment, a difficult this way or that way by the other members of
vow, which if it had been formed deliberately, the pa.rty, they always drew together. If they
might perhaps be painful and distressing. Let were m the same room, in a short time they
me now persist in the observance of it so long were sure to be either standing or sitting near
as my heart shall enjoin it to me. Do not each other; theywere only easywhen as close
call in anyone to mediate ; do not insist upon together as they could be, but they were then
nay speaking; do not urge me to eat or to completely easy. To be near was enough ;
drink more than I absolutely must. Bear there was no need for them either to look or
with me and let me alone, and so help me on to speak: they did not seek to touch one
through the time; I am young, and youth has another, or make sign or gesture, but merely
many unexpec"ted means of restoring itself. I to be together. Then there were not two
Endure my presence among you; cheer me persons, there was but one person in uncon-
with your love; make me wiser and better scious and perfecCt content, at peace with it-
with what you say to one another: but leave self and with the world. So it was that if
me to my own inward self." either of them had been imprisoned at the

The two friends had made all preparation further end of the house, the other would by
for their journey, but their departure was still degrees, without intending it, have moved to-
delayed by the formalities of the foreign ap- wards its fellow till it found it; life to them
pointment of the major, a delay most welcome was a riddle, the solution of which they could
to Edward. Ottilie's letter had roused all his only find in union.
eagerness again ; he had gathered hope and Ottilie was throughout so cheerful and quiet
comfort from her words, and now felt himself that they were able to feel perfecCtly easy about
encouraged and justified in remaining and her; she was seldom absent from the society
waiting. He declared, therefore, that he of her friends: all that she had desired was
would not go; it would be folly, indeed, he that she might be allowed to eat alone, with
cried, of his own accord, to throw away, by no one to attend upon her but Nanny.
over-precipitateness, what was most valuable What habitually befalls any person repeats
and most necessary to him, when although itself more often than one is apt to suppose,
there was a danger of losing it, there was because his own nature gives the immediate
nevertheless a chance that it might be pre- occasion for it. CharacCter, individuality,
served. '" What is the right name of conducCt inclination, tendency, locality, circumstance
such as that ?" he said. "It is only that we and habits, form together a whole, in which
desire to show that we are able to wilt and to every man moves as in an atmosphere, and
choose. I myself, under the influences of the where only he feels himself at ease m his
.same ridiculous folly, have torn myself away, proper element.
days before there was any necessity for it, And so we find men, of whose changeable-
from my friends, merely that I might not be ness so many complaints are made, after many
forced to go by the definite expiration of my years, to our surprise, unchanged, and in all
term. This time I will stay: what reason is their infinite tendencies, outward and inward,
there for my going; is she not already re- unchangeable.
moved far enough from me ? I am not likely Thus in the daily life of our friends, almost
now to catch her hand or press her to my everything glided on again in its old smooth
heart ; I could not even think of it without a track. Ottilie still displayed by many silent
shudder. She has not separated herself from attentions her obliging nature, and the others
me; she has raised herself far above me." like her continued each themselves; and then

And so he remained as he desired, as he the domestic circle exhibited an image of
was obliged; but he was never easy except their former life, so like it, that they might be
when he found himself withOttilie. She, too, pardoned if at times they dreamed that it
had the same feeling with him; she could not might all be again as it was.
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The autumn days, which were of the same I box, and had sele_ed a variety of things out
length with those old spring days, brought of it, which she had cut up, and which were
the party back into the house out of the air intended evidently to make one complete suit
about the same hour. The gay fruits and for her. The rest, with Nanny's assistance,
flowers which belonged to the season, might she had endeavored to replace again, and she
have made them fancy it was now the autumn I had been hardly able to get it done, the space

of that first spring, and the interval dropped ] being over full, although a portion had beenout and forgotten; for the flowers which now taken out. The covetous little Nanny could
were blowing, were the same as those which never satisfy herself with looking at all the
then they had sown, and the fruits which were pretty things, especially as she found pro-
now ripening on the trees, were those which -vision made there for every article of dress
at flint time they had seen in blossom, which could be wanted, even the smallest.

The major went backwards and forwards, and Numbers of shoes and stocking, garters with
Mittler came frequently. The evenings were devices on them, gloves, and various other
generally spent in exa_ly the same way. Ed- things were left, and she begged Ottitie just
ward usually read aloud, with more life and feel- to give her one or two of them. Ottihe re-
ing than before; much better, and even it may fused to do that, but opened a drawer in her
be said with more cheerfulness. It appeared wardrobe, and told tile girt to take what she
as if he was endeavoring, by light-heartedness liked. The latter hastily and awkwardly
as much as by devotion, to quicken Ottilids dashed in her hand and seized what she could,
torpor into life, and dissolve her silence. He _running off at once with her booty, to show
seated himself in the same position as he used it off and display her good fortune among the
to do, that she might look over his book ; he rest of the servants.
was uneasy and distra_ed unless she was doing At last Ottitie succeeded in packing every-
so, unless he was sure that she was following thing carefully into its place. She then
his words with her eyes. opened a secret compartment, which was

Every trace had vanished of the unplea_nt, I contrived in the lid, where she kept a number
ungracious feelings of the intervening ttme. _1of notes and letters from Edward, many dried
No one had any secret complaint against ! flowers, the mementos of their early walks to-
another; there were no cross-purposes, no I gether, a lock of his hair, and various other
bitterness. The major accompanied Char- I little matters. She now added one more to
lotte's playing with his violin, and Edward's _ them, her father's portrait, and then locked it
flute sounded again, as formerly, in harmony I all up, and hung the delicate key by a gold
with Ottilie's piano. Thus they were now ap- i chain about her neck, against her heart.

proaching Edward's birthday, which the year i In the meantime, her friends had now in
before they had missed celebrating. This , their hearts begun to entertain the best hopes
time they were to keep it without any outward i for her. Charlotte was convinced that she
festivities, in quiet enjoyment among them- would one day begin to speak again. She
selves. They had so settled it together, half had latterly seen signs about her which implied
expressly, half from a tacit agreement. As that she was engaged in secret about some-
they approached nearer to this epoch, how- thing; a look of cheerful self-satisfaction, a
ever, an anxiety about it, which had hitherto smile like that which hangs about the face of
been more felt than observed, became more persons who have something pleasant and de-
noticeable in Ottilie's manner. She was to lightful, which they are keeping concealed
be seen often in the garden examining the from those whom they love. No one knew
flowers: she had signified to the gardener that she spent many hours in extreme ex-
that he was to save as many as he could of haustion, and that only at rare intervals,
every sort, and she had been especially occu- when she appeared in public through the
pied with the asters, which this year were power of her will, she was able to rouse
blowing in immense profusion, herself.

Mittler had latterly been a frequent visitor,
and when he came he stayed longer than he

CHAPTER XVIIL usually did at other times. This strong-
most remarkable feature, however, willed, resolute person was only too well

which was observed about Ottilie was that, aware that there is a certain moment in which
for the fu'st time, she had now unpacked the alone it will answer to smite the iron. Ot-
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tilie s silence and reserve he interpreted ac- The evening before the birthday, the major
cording to his own wishes; no steps had as and Charlotte were s_tting together expec"ting
yet been taken towards a separation of the Edward, who had gone out for a ride; Mittler
husband and wife. He hoped to be able to was walking up and down the saloon; Ottilie
determine the fortunes of the poor girl in was in her own room, laying out the dress
some not undesirable way. He listened, he which she was to wear on the morrow, and
allowed himself to seem convinced; he was making signs to her maid about a number of
discreet and unobtrusive, and condufted him- things, which the girl, who perfeftly under-
self in his own way with sufficient prudence, stood her silent language, arranged as she was

There was but one occasion on which he ordered.

uniformly forgot himself_when he found an Mittler had fallen exac"tly on his favorite
opportunity for giving his opinion upon sub- subje_. One of the points on which he used
jells to which he attached a great importance, most to insist was, that in the education of
He lived much within himself, and when be children, as welt as in the condu_ of nations,
was with others, his only relation to them there was nothing more worthless and barbar-
generally was in aHive employment on their ous than laws and commandments forbidding
behalf; but if once, when among friends, his this and that aHion. "Man is naturally ac-
tongue broke fairly loose, as on more than one tire," he said, "' where_¢er he is; and if 3ou
occasion we have already seen, he rolled out know how to tell him what to do, he will do
his words in utter recklessness, whether they it immediately, and keep straight in the di-
wounded or whether they pleased, whether ree"tion in which you set him. I myself, in
they did evil or whether they did good. my own circle, am far better pleased to endure
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faults and mistakes, tilt I know what the op- beautiful day. If there arise anything to
posite virtue is that I am to enjoin, than to be make division between them, thou shatt use
rid of the faults and to have nothing good to thy best endeavor to clear it away. Thou
put in thetr place. A man is really glad to shalt labor to pacify them, and to soothe
do what is right and sensible, if he only knows them; to show each of them the excellencies
how to get at it. It is no such great matter of the other. Thou shalt not think of thy-
with him; he does it because he must have self, but purely and disinterestedly thou shalt
something to do, and he thinks no more about seek to further the well-being of others, and
it afterwards than he does of the silliest freaks make them feel what a happiness is that which
which he engaged in out of the purest idle- arises out of all duty done; and especially
ness. I cannot tell you how it annoys me to out of that duty which holds man and wife
hear people going over and over those Ten indissolubly bound together.' "
Commandments in teaching children. The Charlotte felt as if she was sitting on hot
fifth is a thoroughly beautiful, rational, pre- coals. The situation was the more dlstress-
ceptive precept. 'Thou shalt honor thy father rag, as she was convmced that Mittler was not
and thy mother.' If the children wilt inscribe thinking the least where he was or what he
that welt upon their hearts, they have the whole was saying; and before she was able to rater-
day before them to put it in prartice. But the rupt him, she saw Ottilie, after changing color
sixth now? What can we say to that? 'Thou painfully for a few seconds, use and leave
shalt do no murder;' as if any man ever felt the room.
the slightest general inclination to strike an- Charlotte constrained herself to seem unem-
other man dead. Men will hate sometimes: barrassed: "You will leave us the eighth
they will fly into passions and forget them- commandment," she said, with a faint smile.
selves ; and as a consequence of this or other "All the rest," replied Mlttler, "if I may
feelings, it may easily come now and then to only insist first on the foundatton of the
a murder; but what a barbarous precaution it whole of them."
is to tell children that they are not to kill or At this moment Nanny rushed m, scream-
murder! If the commandment ran, 'Have ing and crying: "She is dying; the young
a regard for the life of another--put away lady is dying; come to her, come."
whatever can do him hurt--save him though Ottfiie had found her way back with ex-
with peril to yourself--if you injure him, con- treme difficulty to her own room. The
sider that you are injuring yourself;'_that is beautiful things which she was to wear the
the form which should be in use among edu- next day were laid out on a number of chairs ;
eated, reasonable people. And in our Care- and the girl, who had been running from one
chism teaching we have only an awkward to the other, starin.g at them and admiring
clumsy way of sliding into it, through a ' what them, called out m her ecstasy, "Look,
do you mean by that ?' dearest madam, only look ! There is a bridal

"And as for the seventh ; that is utterly de- dress worthy of you."
testable. What! to stimulate the prococious Ottilie heard the word, and sank upon the
curiosity of children to pry into dangerous sofa. Nanny saw her mistress turn pale. fall
mysteries; to obtrude violently upon their back, and faint. She ran for Charlotte, who
imaginations ideas and notions which beyond came. The medical friend was on the spot
all things you should wish to keep from them ] in a moment. He thought it was nothing
It were far better if such adtions as that corn- but exhaustion. He ordered some strong soup
mandrr_m speaks of were dealt with arbitrarily to be brought. Ottilie refused it with an ex-

by some secret tribunal, than prated openly pression of loathing: it almost threw her into
of before church and congregation convulsions, when theyput the cup to her lips.

At this moment Ottilie entered the room. A light seemed to break on the physicmn, he
" 'Thou shatt not commit adultery,' "_ asked hastily and anxiously what Ottihe had

Mittler went ou_"How coarse! how brutal! taken that day. The little girl hesitated.
What a different sound it has, if you let it He repeated his question, and she then ac-
run, ' Thou shalt hold in reverence the bond knowledged that Ottilie had taken nothing.
of marriage. When thou seest a husband There was a nervousness of manner about
and a wife between whom there is true love, Nanny which made him suspicious. He carried
thou shalt rejoice in it, and their happiness her with him into the adjoining room ; Char-
shall gladden thee like the cheerful light of a lotte followed; and the girl threw herself on
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her knees, and confessed that for a long time There was now a second alarm, and a fur-
past Ottihe had taken as good as nothing; at ther cause for anxiety. Nanny, who had been
her mistress' urgent request, she had herself spoken to sharply by the physician, had been
eaten the food which had been brought for compelled by threats to confess, and after her
her; she had said nothing about it, because confession had been overwhelmed with re-
Ottilie had by signs alternately begged her not proaches, had now disappeared. After a long
to tell anyone, and threatened her if she did; search she was found; but she appeared to be
and, as she innocently added, "because it out of her mind. Her parents took her home;
was so nice." but the gentlest treatment had no effecCtupon

The major and Mittler now came up as well. her, and she had to be locked up for fear she
They found Charlotte busy with the physician, should run away again.
The pale, beautiful girl was sitting, apparently They succeeded by degrees in recovering
conscious, in the corner of the sofa. They Edward from the extreme agony of despair;
had begged her to lie down ; she had declined but only to make him more really wretched.
to do this; but she made signas to have her He now saw clearly, he could not doubt how,
box brought, and resting her feet upon it, that the happiness of his life was gone from
placed herself in an easy, half recumbent po- him forever. It was suggested to him that if
sition. She seemed to be wishing to take Ottilie was placed in the chapel, she would
leave ; and by her gestures, was expressing to still remain among the living, and it would be
all about her the tenderest affecqion, love, a calm, quiet, peaceful home for her. There
gratitude, entreaties for forgiveness, and the was much difficulty in obtaining his consent ;
most heartfelt farewell, he would only give it under condition that she

Edward, on alighting from his horse, was should be taken there in an open coffin; that
informed of what had happened ; he rushed the vault in which she was laid, if covered at
to the room; threw himself down at her side; all, should be only covered with glass, and a
and seizing her hand, deluged it with silent lamp should be kept always burning there. It
tears. In this position he remained a long was arranged that this should be done, and
time. At last he called out: "And am I then he seemed resigned.
never more to hear your voice ? Will you not They clothed the delicate body in the festal
turn back toward life, to give me one single dress which she had herself prepared. A gar-
word ? Well, then, very well. I will follow land of asters was wreathed about her head,
you yonder, and there we will speak in another which shone sadly there like melancholy stars.
language." To decorate the bier and the church and

She pressed his hand with all the strength chapel, the gardens were robbed of their
she had; she gazed at him with a glance full beauty; they lay desolate, as if a premature
of life and full of love; and drawing a long winter had blighted all their loveliness. In
breath, and for a little while moving her lips the earliest morning she was borne in an open
inarticulately, with a tender effort of affecCtion coffin out of the castle, and the heavenly fea-
she called out, "Promise me to live;" and tures were once more reddened with the rising
then fell back immediately, sun. The mourners crowded about her as she

"I promise, I promise !" he cried to her; was being taken along. None would go be-
but he cried only after her; she was already fore; none would follow; everyone would be
gone. where she was, everyone would enjoy her

After a miserable night, the care of pro- presence for the last time. Men and women,
riding for the loved remains fell upon Char- and little boys, there was not one unmoved ;
lotte. The major and Mittler assisted her. least of all to be consoled were the girls, who
Edward's condition was utterly pitiable. His felt most immediately what they had lost.
first thought, when he was in any degree re- Nanny was not present; it had been thought
covered from his despair, and able to collecCt better not to allow it, and they had kept secret
himself, was, that Ottilie should not be carried from her the day and the hour of the funeral.
out of the castle ; she should be kept there, She was at her parents' house, closely watched,
and attended upon as if she were alive: for in a room looking towards the garden. But
she was not dead ; it was impossible that she when she heard the bells tolling, she knew too
should be dead. They did what he desired ; weU what they meant; and her attendant hay-
at least, so far as that they did not do what ing leR her out of curiosity to see the funeral,
he had forbidden. He did not ask to see her. she escaped out of the window into a passage,
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and from thence, finding all the doors locked, lay there so beautifully beneath its glass cover-
into an upper open loft. At this moment the ing. But Nanny would not permit this duty
funeral was passing through the village, which to be taken from herself. She would remain
had been all freshly strewed with leaves, alone without a companion, and attend to
Nanny saw her mistress plainly close below the lamp which was now kindled for the first
her, more plainly, more entirely, than anyone time ; and she begged to be allowed to do it
in the procession underneath ; she appeared with so much eagerness and perseverance, that
to be lifted above the earth, borne as it were they let her have her way, to prevent any
on clouds or waves, and the girl fancied she greater evil that might ensue.
was making signs to her; her senses swam, she But she did not long remain alone. As
tottered, swayed herself for a moment on the night was falling, and the hanging lamp began
edge, and felt to the ground. The crowd fell to exercise its fult right and shed abroad a
asunder on all sides with a cry of horror, h larger lustre, the door opened and the archl-
the tumult and confusion, the bearers were tee"t entered the chapel. The cha__telyorna-
obliged to set down the coffin ; the girl lay merited walls in the mild light looked more
close by it: it seemed as if every hmb was strange, more awful, more antique, than he
broken. They lifted her up, and by accident was prepared to see them. Nanny was sitting
or providentially she was allowed to lean over on one side of the coffin. She recognized
the body; she appeared, indeed, to be en- him immediately; but she pointed in silence
deavoring with what remained to her of life to the pale form of her mistress. And there
to reach her beloved mistress. Scarcely, how- stood he on the other s_de, in the vigor of
ever, had the loosely hanging limbs touched youth and of grace, with his arms drooping,
Ottilie's robe, and the powerless finger rested and his hands clasped piteously together, mo-
on the folded hands, than the girl started up, tionless, with head and eye inclined over the
and, first raising her arms and eyes towards inanimate body.
heaven, flung herself down upon her knees Once already he had stood thus before in
before the coffin, and gazed with passionate the Belisarius; he had now involuntarily fallen
devotion at her mistress, into the same attitude. And this time how

At last she sprang, as if inspired, from off naturally I Here, too, was something of in-
the ground, and cried with a voice of ecstasy : estimable worth thrown down from its high
"Yes, she has forgiven me; what no man, estate. There were courage, prudence, power,
what I myself could never have forgiven, rank and wealth in one single man, lost irre-
God forgives me through her look, her too- voc.ably; there were qualiues which, in de-
tion, her lips. Now she is lying again so still cls_ve moments, had been of indispensable
and quiet, but you saw how she raised herself service to the nation and the prince; but
up, and unfolded her hands and blessed me, which, when the moment was passed, were no
and how kindly she looked at me. You all more valued, but flung aside and negle&ed,
heard, you can witness that she said to me: and cared for no longer. And here were many
"You are forgiven.' I am not a murderess other silent virtues, which had been summonect
any more. She has forgiven me. God has but a little time before by nature out of the
forgiven me, and no one may now say any- depths of her treasures, and now swept rapidly
thing more against me.'" away again by her careless hand--rare, sweet,

The people stood crowding around her. lovely virtues, whose peaceful workings the
They were amazed ; they listened and looked thirsty world had welcomed, while it had them,
this way and that, and no one knew what with gladness and joy ; and now was sorrowing
should next be done. "Bear her on to her for them in unavailing desire.
rest," said the girl. "She has done her part; Both the youth and the girl were silent for
she has suffered, and cannot now remain any a long time. But when she saw the tears
more among us." The bier moved on, Nanny streaming fast do,_na his cheeks, and he ap-
now following it; and thus they reached the peared to be stoking under the burden of his
church and the chapel, sorrow, she spoke to hint with so much truth-

So now stood the coffin of Ottilie, with the fulness and power, with such kindness and
child's coffin at her head, and her box at her such confidence, that, astonished at the flow
feet, inclosed in a resting-place of massive of her words, he was able to recover himself,
oak. A woman had been provided to watch and he saw his beautiful friend floating before
the body for the first part of the time, as it him in the new hfe of a higher world. His
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tears ceased flowing ; his sorrow grew lighter: ! every day; his appetite gradually failed. The
on his knees he took leave of Ottilie, and ] only refreshment which did him any good
with a warm pressure of the hand of Nanny, was what he drank out of the glass, which
he rode away from the spot into the night to him, indeed, had been but an untrue
without having seen a single other person, prophet. He continued to gaze at the inter-

The surgeon had, without the girl being twining initials, and the earnest cheerfulness
aware of it, remained all night in the church ; of his expression seemed to signify that he
and when he went in the morning to see her, still hoped to be united with her at last.
he found her cheerful and tranquil. He was And as every little circumstance combines to
prepared for wild aberrations. He thought favor the fortunate, and every accident con-
that she would be sure to speak to h_m of con- tributes to elate him; so do the most trifling
versations which she had held in the night occurrences love to unite to crash and over-
with Ottilie, and of other such apparitions, whelm the unhappy. One day as Edward
But she was natural, quiet and perfectly self- raised the beloved glass to his lips, he put it
possessed. She remembered accurately what down and thrust it from him with a shudder.
had happened in her previous life; she could It was the same and not the same. He
describe the circumstances of it with the missed a little private mark upon it. The
greatest exactness, and never in anything valet was questioned, and had to confess that
which she said stepped out of the course of the real glass had not long since been broken,
what was real and natural, except in her ac- and that one like it belonging to the same set
count of what had passed with the body, which had been substituted in its place.
she delightcxt to repeat again and again, how Edward could not be angry. His destiny
Ottilie had raised herself up, had blessed her, had spoken out with sufficient clearne_ in
had forgiven her, and thereby set her at rest the fa6t, and how should he be affected by the
forever, shadow? and yet it touched him deeply. He

Ottilie remained so tong in her beautiful seemed now to dislike drinking, and thence-
state, which more resembled sleep than death, forward purposely to abstain from food and
that a number of persons were attra&ed there from speaking.
to look at her. The neighbors and the vii- But from time to time a sort of restlessness
lagers wished to see her again, and everyone came over him; he would desire to eat and
desired to hear Nanny's incredible story from drink something, and would begin again to
her own mouth. Many laughed at it, most speak. "AhI" hesaid, one day to the major,
doubted, and some few were found who were who now seldom left his side, "how unhappy
able to believe. I am that all my efforts, are but imitations ever,

Difficulties, for which no real satisfaction is and false and fruitless. What was blessedness
attainable, compel us to faith. Before the to her, is pain to me ; and yet for the sake of
eyes of all the world, Nanny's limbs had been this blessedness I am forced to take this pain
broken, and by touching the sacred body she upon myself. I must go after her; follow her
had been restored to strength again. Why by the same road. But my nature and nay
should not others find similar good fortune? promise hold me back. It is a terrible diffi-
Delicate mothers first privately brought their cutty, indeed, to imitate the inimitable. I
children who were suffering from obstinate feel clearly, my dear friend, that genius is re-
disorders, and they believed that they could quired for everything ; for martyrdom as well
trace an immediate improvement. The con- as the rest."
fidence of the people increased, and at last What shall we say of the endeavors which
there was no one so old or so weak as not in this hopeless condition were made for him ?
to have come to seek fresh life and health his wife, his friends, his physician, incessantly
and strength at this place. The concourse labored to do something for him, But it was
became so great, that they were obliged, ex- all in vain: at last they found him dead.
cept at the hours of divine service, to keep Mittler was the first to make the mclanchol_
the church and chapel closed, discovery; he called the physician, and ex-

Edward did not venture to look at her amined closely, with his usual presence of
again ; he lived on mechanically; he seemed mind, the circumstances under which he had
to have no tears left, and tQ be incapable of been found. Charlotte rushed in to them ;
any further suffering; his power of taking she was afraid that he had committed suicide,
interest in what was going on diminished and accused herself and accused others of un-
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pardonable carelessness. But the physician before had been so swift and eager, at rest
on natural, and Mittler on moral grounds, now, where it could never be disturbed; and
were soon able to satisfy her of the contrary. Falling asleep, as he did, with his thoughts on
It was quite clear that Edwald's end had taken one so saintly, he might well be called blessed.
him by surprise. In a quiet moment he had Charlotte gave him his place at Ottilie's side,
taken out of his pocket-book and out of a and arranged that thenceforth no other per-
casket everything which remained to him as son should be placed with them m the same
memorials of Ottilie, and had spread them vault.
out before him; a lock of hair; flowers which In order to secure this, she made it a con-
had been gathered in some happy hour, and dition under which she settled considerable
every letter which she had written to him from sums of money on the church and the school.
the first, which his wife had ominously hap- So lie the lovers, sleeping side by side.
pened to give him. It was impossible that he Peace hovers above their resting-place. Fair
would intentionally have exposed these to the angel faces gaze down upon them from the
danger of being seen, by the first person who vaulted ceiling, and what a happy moment "
might happen to discover him. that will be when one day they awake again

But so lay the heart, which but a short ttme together!
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